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August 20, l982

I am delighted to extend my warm greeting' t.o
all those gathered for the International Sea-
food Trade Confer ence.

This conference brings added recognition to
some of the most critical issues facing people
around the globe. With the increasing need fcr
protein from the sea, international trade will
play an especially valuable role in filling
that need and feeding a hungr y world.

This means that we must continue to work Lc lower
the barriers to trade in fish and shellfish and
to increase cooper ation in the development of our
fishing industry.

We must also recognize the need for effective
management of the world' s living marine resources.
They cannot be harvested without limit and our
task is not only their more efficient utili zar.ion
today but also their wise use for future
generations.

You have my best wishes for a producr.ive =onfer-
ence and every success in the future.
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Executive Summary

~Back round

During the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, a large number of
econametric studies were produced which focused on the factors affect-
ingg the demand for seafood products. The rapid growth in studies of
this type was largely due ta attempts ta correct open access  common
property! problems present in existing fisheries and ta incorporate
economic concepts in the management of developing fisheries. During
this period the opportunity to expand management control over fisheries
often came from declarations of extended fishing zones by many nations.

In order to move from biological notions such as maximum sustainable
yield ta bioecanamic notions of maximum economic yield, it became
necessary to understand price-quantity and market structure relation-
ships. Both descriptive and analytical studies of demand and supply,
as well as market structure studies, flourished. In the United States
these studies were largely sponsored by the National Marine Fisheries
Service  NMFS! and the newly founded iklatianal Sea Grant College Program.
In other areas of the world, sponsorship was by both natianal and
international agencies and foundations.

In large part, research focused on the markets for domestically
harvested species. For example, in the United States, a net importer
of seafoods, emphasis was on United States markets, the impact of
imports on United States fishermen, and the potential for expanding
markets abroad. Here and elsewhere the relationships between public
policy and seafood prices and the potential for developing new markets
were emphasized. However, with increases in transportation costs,
fluctuating exchange rates and the identification af substitutional
relationships among seafood products, there grew an appreciation of
the need to understand interdependencies among seafood markets around
the world. Shifting trade patterns accompanied extended jurisdiction
and comparative advantage questions took on a new importance,



In the summer of 1919, a group of United States fi sheries economists
met to discuss ways to improve understanding of international--and,
hence, domestic--seafood markets, Frustration was expressec at the
inaccessibility of relevarit market data and lack of understanding by
United States researchers of market structures and processes in other
countries . Economists at Oregon State University and the Uri versi ty
of Alaska then embarked on an experiment: the formation of a network
of researchers in a variety of countries to undertake cooperative
research af internatianal seafood markets. It was hoped that such an
approach would lead ta the fruitful exchange oi ideas and data.
During 1980 and 1981, meetings were held with economists and others
from universities, gavernments and private industries in Nort.h America,
Eurape and Asia, This has recently expanded ta other parts of the
world. Almost without exception, the reception was highly positive.
Each meeting generated new ideas for cooperation. The result of one
suggestion is a research report. on selected seafood markets, containing
contri butions from Belgium, Ireland, the United States, The tietherlands
and Germany.

Another suggestion led to the present conference. The objectives of
the conference were ta learn mare about the various fisheries around
the world and the international trade patterns in those fisheries, to
facilitate comunication among individuals wi th i nterest in seafood
trade questions, and to explore the possibilities of cooperative
research and data exchange. Participants came from industry, govern-
ments and the universities of 21 different countries.

Chan in the Structure of International Seafood Trade

With the emergence of new fishery conservation zones, fluctuating
exchange rates, increases in fuel costs, changes in trade barriers,
and new roles by governments in fisheries development. policies, we are
wi tnessing changes, same of them dramatic, in the structure of inter-
national seafood trade, Countries which have lost access to fishing
grounds have, at least in the short run, increased their import demand
and/or reduced their export supply of seafoods.

One country in thi s situation is Korea and government policy recommend-
ations ta deal with it have called for increased efficiency in harvest-
ing and export of seafoods and increased participat,ion in joint venture
operations. In Japan, while distant water harvests have declined,
seafood demand has increased making cooperation with other seafood
trading nations a high priority, The same call for increased coop-
eration is echoed by Camion Market Countries. The EEC is importing
more seafood from nonmember than fram member countries and exporting
to other member countries in greater volume than to nonmembers.

Other countries have becanie net exporters of seafoods, in part in
response to the new ocean regime. This is the case for Brazil, where
domestic consumption is low because of distance from supply centers
and relatively low meat prices. Australia, on the other hand, despite
its larqe fisheries conservation zone has a low 'level of fishery
production and harvest areas are geographically concentratea, Thus,
while same potenti al far growth exi sts, it lies primarily ir the
developed fisheries which already face problems at overinvestment and
threats to fish stocks.



Apparently it is not always true that coastal states whose conservation
zones are extended will inc-ease exports. This point was demonstrated
wi th data presented and discussed in a theoretical model, In general,
while world catch has i ncreased by 2 percent between 1976 and 1979,
international trade in seafoods rose by 23 percent during that period.
Whi'Ie this is causing temporary dislocations, greater stability in both
supply and import demand should lead to more profitable development.

Fisheries Oevelo ment and Seafood Trade

With respect to fisheries development, the United States' policy is to
assist small and medium sized producers in the area of seafood trade,
thereby acknowledging the strong link between the growth of the fishing
industry and international marketing issues,

For small open economies such as Northern Ireland and Hong Kong, fish-
eries development is often hampered because it takes place in waters
controlled by countries whose objectives may differ from their own.

In Ireland there has been a ten-fold increase in landings and expansion
of the fleet since the state sponsored Sea Fisheries Board was charged
with the development of Iri h fi sheries. Ireland's exports have ex-
panded recently because of the demand for mackerel in West Africa,
again illustrating the relationship between development and inter-
national trade.

Opportunities also exist for new markets for United States seafood,
especially in developing countries. The expansion of seafood markets,
both domesi:ic and foreign, will requi re, however, a change from
emphasis on production to emphasis on the needs of consumers. When
fisheries development is looked at in the developing versus developed
country perspective, trade !iberalization policies which benefit
developing countries are clearly needed if these countries are to
realize real growth in their fishing industries.

At the regiona'I level it was argued that new i nfrastructures will be
necessary to ship the product to where it is needed.

Consumer Demand

Another topic of extensive discussion was consumer demand. Japan has
increased meat consumption since the 1960s and beef, pork and chicken
are now strong substitutes for high, medium and low quality seafoods,
respectively. Further, the inrome elasticity is greater for meat
products than for fish products.

In the United Kingdom, low expenditure e'lasticities of demand have
been estimated for imported salmon. projections are that the United
Kingdom salmon imports, primarily of European origin, will rise and
that real salmon prices, as well as other seafood prices  except for
shellfish! will decline.

The market for Pacific salmon provides an interesting laboratory to
test some of the hypotheses of economic theory pertaining to price
determination. beany factors are involved, including substitution and
demand among species, a variety of product forms, differential growth
rates in demand across regions, exchange rates and transportation



costs. Seasonal factors may also be important in seafood markets.
Since 1 974, Canada has become a major supplier of herring roe to
Japan. Econometric analysis has demonstrated that the price elasticity
of demand is substantially different during the January to September
period than it 1s during the rest of the year. Huch of the harvest
occurs during the f1r st half of each year, inventorie. are held for
substantial periods and, thus, speculation plays an important role.

Price elasticities of demand for Dutch mussels vary across countries
and depend on the availability of substitute mussels, The structure
of retail markets also seems to be of major importance in marketinq
highly perishable products. Frozen fish products appeared between 20
and 30 years ago but since then, no new products with broad appeal
have appeared, Quality and price are of utmost concern to the Japanese
seafood b~yer along with the change from marketing through sma'1l shops
to sel'Iing through supermarkets.

Also noted was the fact that values of salmon, prawns and herring are
higher than those for bottomfish and that shoreside processing of the
latter is difficult, giving trading companies and +ishing companies
different perspectives on this issue.

Market ~Aaak s1s

How does one analyze markets? It was suggested that analysts have
been too quick to accept the perfectly competitive model in estimating
demand relationships and a better understanding of the market structure
at each of the levels in the market channel is necessary in order to
determine the appropriate model to use. In the world tuna market,
industry structure is important. The tuna industry 1s quasi-oligo-
polistic but with more than 200 brands at retail, competition is
fierce. Pr 1ces may also not always adjust to clear the market and,
therefore, more recent econometric techniques designed to look at
markets in disequilibrium should be considered.

Public Policy and International Trade

The relationship between public policy and international trade received
considerable attention. Outlined were aspects of the United States'
"fish and chips" policy, under which foreign access to waters in the
United States fisheries conservation zone is related to trade conces-
sions. Also spoken af were efforts to encourage joint ventures and to
promote United States seafood sales. The issue of joint ventures was
also discussed. Joint venture operations, with lower operating costs
and high ex-vessel prices  than would be the case for deliveries to
land processors!, have resulted in changes in trade patterns, especial-
ly in groundfish. From a welfare perspect1ve, gains and losses from
joint ventures depend importantly upon the nature of the market
structure of the foreign participants.

A closer look at U,S. trade policy in fisheries products was called
for and problems of particular concern about trade restrictions were
raised,

Additional reraarks relating public policy and international trade were
that government objectives in the U.S.S.R. with respect to fisheries
include the prov1sion of fish for home consumption, agriculture  fish
meal!, pharmaceuticals, and trade.

Xiv



Further expansion of the Irish fisheries depends on continued exemption
from the "beach to beach" provision of the EEC's common fisheries
po1 i cy.

The cost of enforcing fisheries law may have an iEnportant impact on
catch rates and equilibrium stock sizes.

The results of an input-output madel to look at the impact of changes
in the allocation of fish on income, employment, production, and
exports, with particular reference to Derimark, were aIsa explored.

Exchan e Rates and International Seafood Trade

Nul tinational s are activel y involved in international seafood trade
and the investment decisions of such corporations are strongly affected
by exchange rates, They have affected bath supplies of seafood, such
as cod, and real quayside prices i n the United Kingdom, The strength-
ened United States dollar and competition from Norwegian farmed salmon
have affected the United States salmon industry. Despite such problems,
however, a return to the situation of the 193Ds in which trade in
salmon with Germany was done via a cumbersome barter system was not
advocated.

Not all importers of seafood purchase for domestic consumption. Sub-
stantial volumes of frozen fish imported by Germany are re-exparted
after further processing. Furthermore, on the export side, some
product is shipped abroad through havi ng harvesti ng vessels offload in
foreign ports, a situation described in the case of' Taiwan. Future
fisheries development in Taiwan will be affected by labor shortages,
fuel costs, and reduced access to fishing grounds,

nate Exchanree

Huch of the conference was devoted to a discussion of aspects of data
exchange. Data collection and market study activities of Infofish,
GATT, OEDC and NMFS were outlined. A panel chai red a workshop di s-
cussion of methods of improving information exchange. Spoken of' were
the types of data needed for understanding international seafood trade
and indicated was the extent to which such information is currently
available. Sources of information concerning tariff and non-tariff
barriers to trade were also discussed. It was decided that three
directories wou'Id be developed ta improve information exchange capa-
bilitiess. A working group was appointed ta prepare these di rectories
as well as a report on issues involving the establishment of a central
data base.

Plans for the Future

1. An internatianal inStitute WaS fOrmed and an eXeCutiVe carrIEElttee
wi'll address policy issues and p'lans for the next conference.
The name for the new institute and the acceptability of formal
membership are to be determined through a mail ballot. distributed
ta all persons registered for the conference. The executive
committee will seek out funding of and a location for the insti-
tute's secretariat, to be temporarily located at Oregon State
University. The duties af rhe secretariat are to carry out the
day to day activities of the organization: carrespanderice,
facilitating corrmunlcation among researchers wanti ng to do



cooperative work, assisting with the data exchange function, and
other administrative activities. The executive coomittee consists
of the following individuals:

Clinton E. Atkinson
Fisheries Consultant and Advisor
University of Alaska
6000 Crest Drive, Northwest
Seattle, WA 98115
USA

Frances Cassidy  Conference Coordinator!
Department of Primary Industry
Broughton Street, Barton
Canberra, Australia 2600

Parziva'l Copes, Director
Institute of Fisheries Analysis
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia
V5A 156 Canada

Hans Frost
Institute of Fisheries Economics
Skolegade 33
Esbjerg, Denmark 6700

Abby H, Gorham
Alaska Sea Grant College Program
University of Alaska
3 Bunnell, 303 Tanana
Fairbanks, AK 99701
USA

Ronald Jensen
Sea-Alaska Products, Inc.
I50 Nickerson, Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98109
USA

Richard S. Johnston  Chairman!
Department of Agricultural and

Resource Economics
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 9733I
USA

Wolfgang Krone
Project Manager
INFOFISH
P.O. Box 899
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Frederick J. Smith
Oepartinent of Agricultural

and Resource Economics
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
USA

2 . An infOrmatiOn eXChange warking group was formed and a 1i st Of
individuals identified for possible membership, inc'luding Joe
Terry  Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, National Narine
Fisheries Service, 2725 lviontlake Boulevard, East, Seattle, WA
98112, USA! as chairman. This group will coordinate the prepara-
tion of three central directories:

a. an annotated directory of sources of data relevant. to
studies on seafood trade;

b. an annotated bibliography of studies on seafood markets and
trade; and

a directory of institutes and individuals involved in
specii'i c areas of research pertai ning to seafood markets and
trade. The working group wi11 also prepare a report on
issues involving the establishment of a central data base,

3. It was decided to hold the next conference in 1984 and it is
hoped that Sydney, Australia, will be its site.

Abby H. Gorham
University of Alaska

Richard 5, Johnston
Oregon State University
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Fish Trade in Asia and the Pacific

Wolfgang Krone
INFOF I S H

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

It is a pleasure for me ta join you here in Anchorage. The fishing
industry is a global industry and opportunities to make contact with
one's colleagues. including some a'ld friends, is always a welcome
experience.

One reason that we at INFOFISH have taken a particular interest in this
conference is that yau have obviously called it ta address some of the
very concerns which brought our project itself into existence. You are
concerned not only about the fishery industry's need for marketing
information, but haw to process that information as efficiently as pos-
sible and how to get it to its intended audience.

In view of this 1 think yau may find it interesting to hear something
about our experience in this regard.

! am sure you know that FAO has always seen a major part of its role as
the collection and distribution af information . Its Fisher ies Depart-
ment has been very much involved in this activity ever s ince it came
into existence.

One important aspect of these FAO activities has been the preparation
of market studies an key coaanodities. The Organization c|xwxissioned a
seri es of these studies in 1975, coveri ng the Asian/Pacific region and
focussing on tuna, shrimp, crab, lobster and pelagic fish. They were
conducted jointly by FAO, working through its South China Sea Pro-
graxvae, and by the Asian Development 8ank.

These were useful studies � to us as well as to our clients. They
helped us to learn more about the complex structure of trade in this
region. They illuminated certain long-term trends. On this basis it
was possible ta make certain projectians about supply and demand that I



know were useful to planner.; in government and iii otner inst.itutions.

But information, no matter how accurate and exterisive it is, is not a
useful cotmnodity in itself, Its usefulness depends on it getting into
the right hands at the right time . The t~o~ble about triese studies, as
we came to see it, was that these conditions were not being completely
fulfilled. There was an important audience - the industry itself
that we were not. r eaching proper'ly - in some cases not in tim<: in some
cases not at all. Data and information is, of course, as perishable as
fish and we were particularly concerned about how long t took to get
information distributed in this way.

By 1979 the figures from 1975 had certainly perished iri terms of use-
fulness, and whether or not the studies had reached all the people we
wanted them to, it was time for us to update them. So we sat down with
our friends in the Asian Development Bank and began thinking about this
process. And at this point we began to look at ways to supplement and
improve these studies with a new kind of delivery system.

It was a good time to make this kind of review. Between 1979 and 1979
there had been an interesting development in this +ield. FAO had
launched a fish marketing and advisory progect to serve Latin America
and the Carribean. INFOPESCA. Basically what IHFDPESCA did was chan-
nel market information direct to users, It was, and it still is, a
very successful venture in marketing cormnun icat ions on a hem ispheric
scale. We had learned much from the INFOPESCA experience. It now
seemed to us that it was time to build on this experience and to apply
it to conditions which were similar but not identical � ir the Asian/
PaCifiC regiOn, We tOOk a har d loOk at the infurmat inr needS Of the
fishing industry in this part of the world and without too much diffi-
culty they were seen to fall into certain distinct <ategories. To
state the obvious � the industry needed information as the basis for
making decisions.

First - decisions about Iong-range strategic pianning. For instance
which products to offer in the future, in what quantity and at what
price. Decisions about how to change the organization to fit a future
environment, decisions about Tong-range product development. long range
quality goals and so on.

SerOnd, theSe COmpanieS needed infOrmation aS the bas S fur taCtiCal
decisions about. how to achieve those long range goals. In general
decisionS abOut haw tO aCquire the reSOurCeS, the meanS, financial and
otherwise, to get where they wanted to go.

Last, but very definitely not least, the industry needed information as
the basis for day-to-day operational decisions. Decisions about where
to sell what was caught and for how much. Information about markets
and prices. Information about how to tailor product lines for specific
markets, about opportunit ies for developing new lines, and so forth.
As you look over this shopping list of information requirements you see
quite clearly that only some can be met in the conventional manner � by
the publishing of conventional coimnodity studies and other reports; and
only some of these publications can survive the delay which is inherent
in conventional delivery systems without perishing � without losing its
usefulness.



With these needs identified we =et to work to design a system to meet
them. We had. as I have said, the INFOPESCA model n mind, but a
direct copy of INFOPESCA was not what we needed, There are significant
differences between the situations in these two regions. The mast
important one is that in Latin America, the industry was operating far
fram its capacity. The need was to build the volume ov sal~s, In the
Asian/Pacific region, increasing volume is important too, but not as
important as the need to build value and to dr'versify irito new product
lines and new markets.

In any case, it was on the basis of an analysis or the informatiOn
requirements that we came up with the operational specifications for
INFOFISH, IhlFOF ISH is an information processing and distribution
machine, tailor-made for the Asian/Pacific region

The category of information that has occupied our attention most com-
pletely in the first year has been short-range operat oral material.
The most visible and certainly the most called upon ass i stance is our
service as a clearing house of buying and selling information, In this
department we fi11 the role, i:o use a te1ephone metaphor., of the
switchboard operator in the days befor e automatic exchange systems. We
make connections - we plug buyers into sel'lers and vice versa. Like
telephone operators, our task is solely to make these connections.
What the parties on the line talk about after that, what agreements
they reach are not, strict'ly speaking, our business. We do not listen
in, but we do take a lively interest and we even ask the parties to
keep us informed as much as they can about results. And fairly often
they do. In our first year of operation we have serviced roughly 750
requests for this kind of buy and sell information. Although we do not
know exactly, they may well add-up to 100 mii1ion US Oollars of
business.

This part of our operation is handled by what we call our Trade Promo-
tion Unit. Our main registry is the INFOFISH data hank and it COntains
three main categories of informat.ion:

Oetai led specifications on 450 products produced ir this area.
A list of producers and exporters of these produc ts. We now
have nearly 600 listings in this category.
A list of some 2 600 importers who have made known trr us their
interest in buying these products, either on a "ant rnuing basis
or to fill a current need.

This data base is af course not a static collection of nformation but
a dynamic, constantly-changing assembly of partly conf ident i a I infarraa-
tion on companies and their products. It is continua'lly being updated
and added to in the course of the multitude of mail, telex and tele-
phone contacts that we maintain with traders and producers in the
region and importers elsewhere.

At present, this information is being stored and accessed us .ng a word
processing system, This obviously is not the ideal way to go for an
operation of this scape. It places limits on the speed of our responses
that we couId not accept as a permanent condition. But the very high
degree of utilization of this service in our first year helps us to
make a convincing case for the need for computer equipment. We are, at
the moment, seeking a donor who would give us the money to acrtuire one.



Our clients for this service are a varied lot. Our exporters include
one- or two- person operations with the capacity to handle a ton or so
of fish a day. We also have some multi-million dollar companies which
can handle several hundred tons. Most af our clients are medium size
organizations. We have exporters in all aur 17 member countries. We
have them in the big ones like India, Thai land. Korea and Malaysia, We
also have listings in the smaller centres . !n Fiji, f' or instance, we
list an exporter of mushroam coral. clawnfish and other 1ines. And we
list a cooperative in Tarawa, in Kiri bat i, which sells dried sharkfins
in three grades. We do nat get many calls for assistance from the
really big companies. It is safe to assume they have their own market
intelligence systems.

This service is closely supported by a market newsletter, INFOFISH
Trade News which we publish twice a month and which carries current
price information on about 400 products and markets together with other
news. We get this information fram a network of correspondents in our
member countries and elsewhere. After 20 issues we put this newsletter
on a subscription basis. The subscriptian fee is US$ 245 for member
country subscribers � US$ 295 for everyone else. Orders have been com-
ing in briskly since we, sa to speak, went cormnercial. This � and the
results of a readership survey we ran earlier this year - suggests that
the industry finds this newsletter useful. Newsletters of this type
which do exist are entirely geared to clientele in developed coun-
tries. We seem to have filled a real vacuum.

As I have mentioned, we want to take as much advantage as possible of
data processing technology - at least to the extent consistent with our
means and with the need for confidentiality, It would be particularly
useful to handle the pr ice and market trend information in the news-
letter this way. I hesitate to get too futuristic in my thinking. But
data processing costs are fa'Iling fairly rapidly and I Nn optimistic
about what can be done later in the decade. It would be nice for in-
stance to think that eventually we could make this information avail-
able - very selectively � on line through terminals at our INFOFISH
National Liaison Office. And after that � admittedly some time after
that - in the offices of fish exporting companies and others in our
region. This newsletter information is fresh when we gei it � if it
is not: we do not pub'lish it - and we get it from reliable and care-
fully selected sources . Computerization would make it even fr esher and
to that extent even more useful ta our clients.

Charging a subscription fee for the newsletter is the first step toward
making INFOFISH self-supporting. We are funded by the Government of
Norway for three years. But the ultimate aim has always been for this
operation to pay its own way. If aur service is cormnercially useful.
it should be able to do so, If it is not commercially useful there is
no point in continuing it. Going by our first year, it looks as if we
do fi'll a real need in the region,

This brings me to the category of medium-term information needs and
what we do about them. Our main instrument in this area is the Techni-
cal Advisory Service which offers advice and information on a very wide
r ange of subjects. We answer questions - or we obtain them fram other
sources - an such matters as quality control, product development,
plant design, processing technology, and impart regulatians. This ser-
vice is supported by a very well-equipped techn ical information centre,



which we established using FAO's very extensive information and advi-
sory resources, not on1y in Rome but also in the field. Here too, our
clients come in all sizes and from all parts of the reqion, We have
answered calls, for instance, for advice about how to meet importers'
requirements for products packaged in plastic fi1m. We have advised on
the feasibility of exporters opening up new product lines. We received
a request for information about quality control measures pertaining to
shark liver oil, Recently we serv i ced a request for information about
how to equip floating factories. These are the ends of the spectrum.
The majority of queries come from medium-scale operations � questions
for instance about modern freezing methods, or the canning of tuna and
other products. We are limited in what we can do in the way of direct
consultancies by our manpower, but we have given some on-site advice,
and we do maintain a roster of specia'lists to whom we can refer other
requests.

Also in this category of medium term information we convaission and pub-
lish studies. We are, for instance, working with AsDB and the FAO
South China Sea Programme on the latest update of the commodity ser ies
I mentioned earlier. We commissioned the Marine Products Export Deve-
lopment Authority of India to make a study of trade within the Asian/
Pacific region. A study on marine transport of frozen fish is now
being published.

At this point, I would like to introduce you to a magazine called
INFOFISH Marketing Digest. It is a 40- to 50- page publication, It is
issued every two months and it plays a key part in our strategy for
meeting the medium term information needs of our clients. The Digest
covers processing, marketing development, investment, transportation,
quality control � in fact all matters related to the post-harvesting
stage of fishing industry operation.

We also use the Digest as a delivery system for our studies. Con-
densed, advanced versions oF these reports appear in the magazine
before the main publication is issued. In fact, the function of get-
ting this advance notification out is one of the primary reasons for
the magazine's existence.

We expect to begin 1983 with another step toward financial se1f-suffi-
ciency � by selling advertising space in the magazine. The audience is
influential and precisely targetted, the rates are good and you can
even buy an outside or inside cover in full colour if you hurry. I
will be glad to take your orders in the hall.

And for the long-range decision makers and their information needs, our
role here is more limited, not by accident but by choice. The industry
in the Asian/Pacific region needs long-range information � long-range
market research in particular � as much as any other industry and prob-
ably more than most. We are not involved in the generation of this
kind of material. The reason is simply that there are 1imits to our
resources and if we try to do everything, we wind up doing nothing ade-
quately. This does not mean that we are not involved in long-term in-
formation, On the contrary. The area in which we are very much in-
volved is in transmitting the message, We can get long-r ange studies,
including market research studies, to the people that need them most
and that can put them to best use � namely the industry. Furthermore,
we can do so probably more efficient1y and rapidly than any other chan-
nel or medi un presently available.



If this sounds like an invitation there's an exec I 1eni. reascii. Lt is.

Speaking directly to this audience and particu arly t< thos< people in
it who are involved in research let me invite you to <,«ns1o<'r INFOFISH
as an alternate, supplementary oi in some cases even tre pr imary del 1-
very system for your reports. We are prepar ed, speci f ical 1 y, to re-
serve a portion of INFOFISH Harketing Digest for this p<ir pose on a
planned and systematic basis. Our Asian/Pacific. audienre is one you
want to reach and one that needs to hear from you. Ihe inaustrial ized
natianS - Japan, the lJnited StateS, NOrth Amer1Ca - ar e. in the VieW Of
these countries, important markets with great potent'a1, The industry
in these developed countries need this communicatiori ton. 'he benef1t
to it is the building of a better informed, more capable 1<shing 1ndus-
try in this region - an important source of supply tnriay an<i, maybe an
even more important one tomorrow. The Asian/Pacific region is moreover
an 1ncreasingly important market. for so<ac of the wnr ld prndu=tiori.

To sum it up then � and that is what I think I should dn about now - it
would be good news for the industry as a whole 1' thiS meeting in
Anchorage could count among its accomplishments the est.abi shment of a
working relationship between your organi zat1on and INFOl- ISH . It would,
to my mind, be a perfect meshing of capabilities. lrnm th i v1ewpoint
of your organization, the benefit might well be a we'come additional
measure of insurance against the development nf a <.or<rnur ication gap
between the generators of information and those whn neei tn make use of
it - between researchers and those who must apply that resear<.h in the
industry. There are benefits of course for us at INFOF ISH too, We too
would get insurance agairist the dangers of getting so close to the
tr ees that we lose sight nf the forest or perhaps I shnuld say so deep
into fishery products that we cannot see the fisheries. Certainly we
WOuld feel leSS iSOlated frnm the CentreS Of lnng range i<VeSt igatiOn
wher e new methods and knowledge are generate« - bette<. connected with
the sour ces of information that our c11ents need, and whiiin it is our
job to deliver.

In short, I think we can do useful work together and I look forward to
that collaboration.

1'hank you.



International Trade in f ishery Products:
Issues for Developing Countries

Renzo Franco

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Geneva, Switzerland

introduction

l. A large number of dave<.yping countries record u aign<ficant. level
of fish and fishery products landed and many o1 tt<ese <oontr>es have
the potential to increase their catch.

2. There are roughly a th.>usand different speclea oi 1rst< a><d aquatic
animals of' which several hundred are ol' commercial aignitlcance.
Species sre designated difierently in different parts u1 the world and
national tariff schedulee C;<n involve up to 100 tariff sut>-poairiOna fcr
certain CCCN headings.

3. This note attempts to provide a picrure of overal1 develop<sents in
world catch and international trade in fishery products, notably from
the point of view of developing countries, illustra<.ing serif t and non-
tarif f measures af fecting their e><ports to developed country <aarketa >
and suggesting some points I'or consideration ln the ever< of,, further
process of trade liberalization in this sector.

World nominal catch

4. The world nominal catch of fish, crustaceans and gther aquatic
animals grew from an average of 40 million metri< tons ln th< early
60's to an average of about 65 million metric tons in the early 70's.

1
The term fish and fishery products in this paper covers fish,

crustaceans, molluscs and orher aquatic organisms ct ther, fre..h, frozen,
prepared or preserved.

2.Nominal catch ls the t.erm used to designate landec < ecch which
is recorded.

3
One thousand kilogrammes "net basis".



5. The remarkable growth in total landings over the decade was
mainly at trihutable to the followiug factors:  i! the expansion and
modernisatian of the fishing fleets of a number of countries  notably
Japan, the USSR, and several of the Scandinavian countries!;  ii!
increasingly sophisticated methods of locating schools of fish on the
high seas;  iii! use of more efficient fishing equipment and
techniques for storing and preserving catches;  iv! a large i~crease
in catches of species  anchoveta! destined for reduction ta fishmeal
and oils, notably in the South East Pacific area; and  v! the
progress made by a number of developing countries, especially
countries in the ludo-Pacific region and on the West Coast of Africa,
in developing their fishing industry.

6. The world fisheries situation underwent a dramatic change in the
mid-1970's. The average annual rate af growth of world nominal catch
fell from 6 per cent �960's-1970's! ta about 1 per cent
�975' s � 80' s! . As a result nominal catch in 1980 slightly exceeded
72 million metric tons.

7. The explosive development of South-East Pacific anchaveta fishery
was dramatically reversed, while overfishing of certain species and in
certain fishing areas  notably of cod, herring and capelin in the
North-East Atlantic; and of Alaska pollack, herring and makerel iu
the North-West Pacific! has significantly reduced the stacks-to-catch
ratio for certain species, thereby severely limiting in a number of
cases the possibility of either increasing the offtake or even
maintaining it at the present level. National and international stock
management measures, such as agreed catch-quotas, seasonable
restrictions on catch, and mesh-size limitations for nets, have
been introduced, but results, in general, appear to be limited.

8, Possibilities for any further major increase in world fishery
output would therefore be linked ta the exploitation of new fishing
areas and the fishing af other species in addition to those now most
widely in demand by commerce and industry. According to FAO
studies, same of the mare promising areas far new fishery development
are in the South-West Atlantic and the Indian Ocean. Possibilities
for increased fishery production have also been identified by FAO in
certain parts of the Caribbean, In this context it may be noted that
many af the developing countries adjoining these fishing areas are, in
fact, planning to expand their fisheries.

9. A large number of the less-known species currently landed in
developing countries may offer opportunities for trade development. A
prerequisite for such trade diversification and development is,
however, a more widespread awareness among buyers and consumers about
substitute fish products which developing countries could supply. Such
diversification should also contribute to reducing wastage>fram fish
catches, estimated at some 10 million tons in recent years or 15 per
cent af total catches.

1This is> inter alia, a consequence of production, processing and
marketing being geared to just a few species, as other species caught
are often returned as "waste" to the sea  c.f. FAO, The World Food
Problem, E/CONF.65/4!.



10. The development of. aquafarming of fish, crustaceans and molluscs
in fresh and coastal waters could offer additional opportunities for
significant increases both in output and in earnings from fishing
activities. >Jhile aquafarming on a large scale depends on advanced
technology and capital investment if it is to be profitable, the
hydrological, oceanographic, goegraphic and climatic conditions in many
developing countries are considered to be particularly favourable for
its development or expansion. Apart from augmenting protein food
supplies' such an increase should also permit an expansion of their
capacity to export fish and fishery products.
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consu~mtion

rapidly
codstt>tis.
ey catt hc
igy, n methods
tra»sport
zinds ol fislt

ii freezing

�. Ltifferent types oi processing are intended t » rieet t tte requirements
of dif f erent segment o f the riarket . Where high qual i ty "f reshr fish,
curstaceans and molluscs are «vailahle at reasonabir pti«s, rrnsumer
preference ls uormallv for ttte fresh marine product rathei tltst. tor the
corresponding preserved product, as most of the preservation techniques
in use a1ter somewhat the taste and often the text urr r f the marine
products concerned. For cert «in uses, however, preourvec or piepared
marine products are preferred � for instance, ready-to-c uk 'o«venlence
foods, canned tuna as an accompaniment to salads, rolled anchovies for
party snacks, etc.

13. Fluctuation in prices h«s also been a signif=ca»t >esture of the
market for fish and fishery products. This has resulted rrom several
factors, including movements in prices for competitive t r suost itutable
products and the cecessionar; t rends in most devr 1 of>ed cuu»t cic s.

Lrt. The main species of ferec at present to fish freezing pLant
convenience fond packers include cod, haddock, hake, sole, tl il i
other flat fisli. Freezing plants «lso oifer the mair> outlet fc
types of crustaceans and l'or certa.Ln fish aquafarming products,
trout. On the other hand, trtna, mackerel, pilchards, sardines,
and anchovies r onstitute the major species that are processed
canneries. Crabmeat. is generally also c«naed r«thei t.han t>res~
other methods. Fistt ot the !terring family are generally r >red
either in brine, marinated or are smoked, as are some other var
mentioned earli.er, notably salmon and tuna.

f et ies

15. Trade expansion possibilities tor developing countrie -n trozen
fish and fishery products may also be envisaged in respect nf retai]
packed products, Several developing countries have ilread;
established a reputation for supplying quality Lish produt ts not only
of such traditional items as canned sardines, but also in regard to
such items as frozen fillets. Many developing countries have «xport
capacities for retail packed deep-I rozen crustaceans ,tnd mi> li uses,
including marinated molluscs in aritight containers, >  nutttber uf
developing countries have already .'.ignificant exports of such retail
packed fishery products.

1
Curing is the oldest method of preservation tnking t h> f»rm or

either:  i! dehydratioit, fot instance by control Led sun-drving,  ii!
salting;  iii! curing in brine;   iv! hot-smoking; tv! -n«rlnatlon in
acetic acid solution; <>r  vi! after boiling, immersion in oi l. Al ! of
these preservation methods «rr stil] in use. The import>or c o.
preservation of fish by means of smoking and marin«t ion i ~, however,
declining in relative terms,

13

P d k ~ I > r . l»i> d d .2 t:

11. Marine products are liig ty perishable commodi t es,:i«
suscuprible to microbiological spoilage than most ot.her t
This has import«nt consequences for the forms in which tilt
stored and marketed. hdvttnct s in food processing t.uchrt.!.
of preserv«tion snd in the speed and varirty uf r«stis uf
available, have considerably widened the market ti>r most
and fishery products, not«hi; result ing in a sharlt f ncrv;i
and canning.
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International trade

 a! General

16. International trade in fishery products grew from U!S ii 5 billion
in 1978 to almost USS 15 bi.llion fn 1980. Nore than two-thirds of this
trade was accounted for by fresh, chi11ed and frozen fish; o»e forth by
fresh, chilIed and frozen crustaceans and molluscs, while about two
centh were of canned or otherwise preserved fishery products.

 b! Ex orts fro>x develo in countties

17, In 1980, developing countries accounted for 3i per cent by volume
and 38 per cent by value of world trade in fish snd fishery products,
They exported about two-thirds of world crustaceans and molluscs, fresh,
chilled or frozen, but only one-third in the preserved form. Exports of
canned fish from developing countries increased by more cha» US$ 100
million in two years, currently representing about one f»rth of worId
exports in these products.

18. Morld trade of dried, salted or smoked fish in 1980 zIso increased
moderately in quantity and more substantiaIly i» value. Although more
than half of the volume was exchanged among traditional producing and
consuming countries fn Europe, che demand for cured fish by developing
countries expanded in spite of sharp price increases. Cured fish
products accounted for the main part in both production a»d export, in
those countries for which deca was available.

 c! Structure of trade wf.th develo ed countries

19. Recorded imports of fish and fishery products Into developed
countries in 1980 amounted to US$ 13 billion, or 87 per cent of world
total. Of this amount, about 40 per cent originated from deveLoping
countries. Three markets, the EEC, Japan and che United States,
absorbed the bulk of developed countries' total imports rom
developing countries. Developing countries also held over
three-quarters of the Japanese market.

20. Nearly one-half of all such imports by developed countries from
developing countries were crustaceans and molluscs, either fresh or
preserved. A large number of developing countries were involved in
this trade, of which the most important included Brazil, Bong gong,
Malaysia, Mexico, India, Indonesia, Thailand and Venezuela.

Tariff and non-tariff treatments in ma'or markets

21. Developed countries' tari.ff sr.ructures for fishery products vary
widely. Japan has a relative simple tariff structure, while others such
as those of Norway and the United States, are much more detailed. As a
general rule, tariffs are built up on the basis of the species most
commonly caught by, or imported into, the country concerned; and past
trade negotiations may have created new tariff headings for products
of interest to the negotiating parties.

17



22. Preferential access under GSP schemes  duty-free or reduced
rates, unlimited or under country or other limitationsj . s generally
granted on some preserved or processed fishery products. some
shellfish, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried or smoked are a sn included
in certain GSP schemes.

23. Weighted average m.f.n. tariff for fishery products in developed
countries were reduced by 14 per cent from 6.3 to 5.4 per cent,
following the recently concluded Tokyo Round negotiatio~s. Cuts were by
far more significant with respect to unprocessed products �0 per cent!
while more limited reductions were granted on processed products � per
cent! .

TABLE 5

1
Pre-and Post Tok o Round m.f.n. tar ff ayers es

of develo ed countries

Products Prs-Tokyo Round Post-Tokyo Round 1 cuts

5.46,3 14Fishery products
of which'.

4.0 205.0Unprocessed

Processed 14. 7 14. 5

1Average of all tariff items  i.e. duLy � free as well as dutiable
items! weighted by imports of such items from GSP beneficiary countries.

2Austria, Canada, EEC, Japan, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland
and the United Staces.

24. Overall GSP margins were improved by � per cent but only by 5 per
cent on pt'ocessed products which bear however an average GSP rate more
than 50 per cent less than on a m.f.n. basis.
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TABLE 6

1Pre-and Post-Tok o R und m.f.n. and GSP tariff ayers es of
develo ed countries with res ect to items covered b GSP

before and after the Tok o Round

GSP rate averageM. f.n. rate average
Products

Pre-Tokyo Post-Tokyo Pre-Tokyo Post-Tokyo
% cuts % cutsRound Round Round Round

Fishery
products 14,1 13.5 4 20

of which:

Unprocessed 12.3 11,6 6

Processed 16.4 16.1 2

7,0 t.e

7,7  ,2

31

125. Notifications of applied non-tariff measures in this sector are
less than those recorded for other agricultural sectors. They affect,
however, some substantial trade flows, Apart from quantitative
restrictions  global, bilateral, or tariff quotas! they generally
include licensing, health standards, product specification standards,
labelling apd marking regulations, packaging, and custom evaluation
procedures.

26. Further details of the Tokyo Round results on fishery products
may be found in Annex I which provides data on both pre- snd post-3

Tokyo Round tariff rates in nine developed country markets  as avail-
able to date! at the tariff line level together with corresponding
trade flow data.

1
CATT, Inventory of Non-Tariff Measures  AG/DOC series!.

2
For details see: FAG, Registry of Import Regulations for fish

and fishery products, GCP/INT/345/NOR, Rome,1980.
3
Not reproduced bere. Interested persons may obtain a copy by

contacting the author.
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1
Average of items covered by GSP weighted by imports of such items

from GSP beneficiary countt'ies. GSP rate averages should be read with
the understanding that certain products are subIect to country or
quantitative limitations.

2cf. table.



 a! EEC

27. The EEC imports a wide range of fishery products from developing
countries either in fresh, chilled and frozen term or in prepared and
preserved form. The tarift structure distinguishes between imports
for industrial processing and those for direct human consuraption. The
former are generally traded liberally . The latter are ofter subject
to significantly higher m.i,n. duty tates,

28. The Common External Tariff on fresh fishery products is subdivided
into about one hundred separate .Lines. Duties on tmports ~ f tuna for
industrial purposes are temporar Lly suspended from 22 per cent to zero.
Duties on other species range from 5 per cent to 25 per cent, although
duty free treatment is granted on some seasonal imports. The tariff
structure on preserved products .Ls much simpler, with duties ranging
from 5.5 on salmon preparations to 25 per cent on canned sardines.

29. The GSP scheme appliec substantial reduction to certain types of
shrimps and prawns, fresh, chilled or frozen  Genus Pandalidae sp. and
Genus Palamonidae sp., and Penaeus indicus, monodon, esculentes,
merguentis!. The rate on fresh and chilled lobsters is also reduced
from 25 per cent to 7 per cent under the GSP. Preparation of
crustaceans and molluscs are also subject to reduced CSP rates.

3D. The ACP countries are entit.Led to duty-free treatzent Eor fish
and fishery products under the terms of the Lomg Il Convention.
Shrimps and squids have also been recently included in rhe stabex
scheme. Certain other Mediterranean countries also benefit from
preferential treatment in the EEC market under bilateral arrangements.
EFTA members are accorded preferential treatment i« the EEC In the
form of partial reductions for certain species of tish.
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31, The Japanese tarif f structure for f ishery products also cover about
one hundred tariff or sub-tariff lines of which only few are
duty-free, The GSP scheme covers less than one quarter of tarift
lines. Protective treatment is iaostly applied to species caught
locally.

32. Fresh, chilled and frozen fishery products are all subject to
m.f.n. rates ranging from 3 to 15 per cent, with the exception of
certain fry for fish culture that enjoy duty-free treatment. Five
items,  aquarium fish, hard roes salted, etc. shrimps, prawns and
lobsters, salted, etc. octopus, fresh, chilled or frozen, and hard
clams dried or in shell etc.! are covered by the GSP scheme and
benefit from reduced rates.

33. H.f.n. duties on preserved and canned products range from 7.5 per
cent ot 15 per cent. However, the GSP scheme is more widely applied and
it covers almost all products, except canned salmon, prepared squids and
scallops, and preserved shrimps, prawns and lobsters. For these
products it would appear that the GSP considerably reduces, or
eliminares tariff escalation.
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 c! United States

34. In the United States, m.f.n. duty-free access is granted to a
number of major tariff lines representing the bulk of rhe country' s
imports. These include TSUS ll010  sea herring, smelts nd tuna, fresh,
chilled or frozen!, TSUS 1 104 7  fish, skinned and boned, in frozen
block, aver 10 pounds!, and TSUS 11445  shellfish, n.e .,  resh,
chilled or frozen, prepared or preserved!.

35. Although they benefit from duty-free treatment, shellfish are
affected by health and ssn:ltary regulations preventing ixpori s o 
products that have nat been covered by the required ceitlfirats.

36. import duties rise, however, markedly with the degree at
processing. Por instance, fresh or chilled tuna receives m.i,n.
duty-free treatment. Canned tuna not in ail bears a 6 per cenr. duty
up to a tariff quota equal ro one-fifth of domestic canning output in
the preceeding year ~ and thereafter a 12.5 per cent rate, Canned tuna
in oil is dutiable at the peak rate of 35 per cent. The rate levied
on canned sardines ranges I rom 4 per cent to 30 per cent depending on
the unit value rate of the goods.

37. The GSP scheme applies to a number of products of interest to
developing countries, including can~ed anchovies in oil, fish pasres
and sauces, preserved oysters and oyster juice, crabmeat not canned,
canned clams, sturgeon roe, and other fish roes not in oil.

Issues for future trade liberalization in the fisher sector

38. Although the picture that emerges from previous paragraphs would
indicate that developing countries' fishery exports ta major markets
are affected by a number of issues specific to each ol rhese markets,
some consideration may nevertheless be given to certain points which
could be included in a list of future requests for rrade liberal ization
in this sector,

39. To expand their exports, developing countries must, f ir. tly,
expand and diversify their production as well as increase the quality
standards of any product.

1
The Maryland State Shellfish and Product Act does not allow

imports of shellfish unless they have been certified for inter-State
shipment by the US Public Health Department.
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40. With respect to exports to developed countries, developing
exporting countries should seek to obtain preferential rates in
airfreight for those high-valued products that couId reach high-income
markets in a fresh or chilled state.

4l. Developing countries cauld also consider the passibilites to
expand their intra-trade in those products more characterist I.cally
preserved ar prepared, such as certain cured species of fish.

42, In terms of requests for improved tariff treatment in developed
markets, a tarifi reclassification may be desitable sa ss to obtain
lower m.f,n. rates on those species typically produced in developing
countt'ies and which could only compete at lower prices zn ma]ar
markets. This would also prevent an increase in tariff escalation fot'
those other species must commonly traded in preserved ar canned form.

43. For those products, such as tuna, sardines and ether
preparations, scope may exist for improving the GSP schemes either in
terms of their coverage and of the level of tariff reduction or other
existing limitations,

44. As regards nan-tariff measures, an improved system of notifications
as is currently under considerations in most countries participating
in multilateral trade agreements, could result into a significant step
towards a bette knowledge of existing systems and s possible
negotiation on their normative simplification or removal.

The author is Economic Af faire Officer in the Agriculture
Division, This paper presents the personnel views of the author and
cannot in any way construed as representing those af the GATT.



ORGCD Work on International Trade
in Fish and Fish Products

Paul Adam
Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development
Paris, France

The study, International Trade in Fish Products: Effects
of the 200-Nile Limit, recently finalised by the OECD
Committee for Fisheries was centered on the effects of the
newly adopted 200 miles fishing zones on international
trade. It was not meant to assess the policies pursued or
to recommend specific orientations or measures. It was
felt useful to only sort out the first facts about the
consequences of the new regime of the sea for the trade in
i'ish and fish products. Obviously, since 1977 which has
been the year during which the most important decisions
were taken in this respect, the situation could not have
as yet stabilised. But the first co~sequences of so
general a development were bound to be felt, rather quickly
and it was essential tc survey them immediately, sc as to
avoid being one day, and one day in the relatively close
future, suddenly confronted with unexpected detrimental
changes in fish trade.

As it is impossible to summarise 392 pages of a densely
printed text, illustrated by many statistical tables, it
may be more helpful to highlight some of the findings
selected as the most important ones.

1. A redeployment of the fishing activity has been the
first and immediate consequence of the new regime. The
operations of the Eastern and the European fleets, trad-
itionally or more recently engaged in exploiting the
Atlantic and. Pacific waters off Canada and the United
States, were drastically reduced. Compared to the previous
high catches in the area, the remaining shares of those
far distant fleets are now close to being negligible. The
Eastern fleets were expelled. from t' he North Sea



and the European fleets from the Barents .">ea. The fisheries
in the Bering Sea were also immediately or'ganiserl along
the new principles, with the result t2iai J'apa=, has to rely
upon exchanges with the USSR and quotas g"anted i.n the US
zone off Alaska, while the USSR had t= retreat into the
exploitation of its own zone. An.d the Icelandic waters
had already been practically reserved co the a.ationals.
Overall about 12 million tons of mostly food fish were
caught by long range fleets in foreign water= up to the
mid-1970's, when the total world catc2i for human consump-
tion was around. 04 million tons.

In other words, the losses of supplies for =erta in
countries have been very significant, while ot2:er
countries have gained new resources, and, in some cases,
the first countries have also and already benefited. from
stocks being in a prccess of reha'bilitat.'on. It is there-
fore logical to accept the common wording whic2 opposes
the "looser s" to the "winriers". In the trade cf demersal
fish this is very important because the loosing countries
are not necessarily compensating their missing c;=tches by
equivalent imports from the happy winning ccuntries.
Improvements in resources availability have riot always
been accompanied by improvements of market possibilities,

2. The case of tunas, especially the tropical tunas,
brings about the problem of the countries which wish to
develop the exploitation of formerly neglected resources
situated off their coasts. Surely the condit.iona for the
production of tunas are far from being stabili .ed and are
likely to change significantly in years to come. All
countries having possible access to tuna resources have
made or are making effoxt - in order to organi se their own
production. The same kind of national development has
already taken place for other species off the coasts of
South America and the African countries fx'onting on the
Atlantic coast are now making efforts in the same
direction. This can take the form of joint ventures
which are rarely contracted without provisions for the
training of local crew and the improvement of the shore
facilities. All in all, .it leads to the conclusion that
the share of internat;ional trade should be increased for
the developing countries, including the possibility of
further trade between one another. Current:y there is
vexy little trade, only 3$ of overall world trade in fish
products by value, between countries belong'ng to neither
the OECD or CONZCON. It means that, general' y speaking,
the links between production on one side and processing
and marketing on the other side will be weaker, The trade
of industrialised countries which were accus.ome i to
closer contact, often times exerting a certain control
over the origin of their supplies, will have to adapt to
this new situation.

The production of fish meal and fish oil is still the
source of an important international market, arid should
remain so fcr those species which are caught in too great
quantities and which do not appeal sufficiently to the



consumers. It should nevertheless be noted that such
stocks have often been overfished and. dc not always recover
as rapidly as it cauld have been hoped, Another more
recent development is the growth of the production of
canned pelagic fish. It might be that the abur.dan!.
pelagic species which it was envisaged could be trans-
formed into F.P.C.  fish protein concentrate! «ould have
more success for human consumption in more tast> prepar-
ations.

4. Important living resources of the sea have not been
actually affected by the new regime of the fishing zones.
This mainly concerns the crustaceans which represent a very
valuable international market. The link between that
market and the other markets mentioned previously is that
the same problem of the limits in resource availability
has in many cases led to the necessity of protecting the
resource and avoiding excessive fishing. Possible
scarcity of supply and a sustained demand may have lead
to high prices, even to very high prices  cf. caviar!...
which is the most costly food offered on the market!,
hence a delicate balance to be found so as ta maximise
the global returns without endangering the stocks, and
avoiding to overcome the price limit beyond which the
consumer would switch to an other kind of. luxurious item.

5. The market for fresh fish, which is perhaps the most
important is still growing in spite of the mounting costs
of fast transportation. I* proves that in fish marketing
good quality and variety are profitable. But these
markets are necessarily regional and can only become
international when state boundaries are close enough.
They cannot be considered as fully international in the
sense of this paper .

Other consequences and many nuances could 'be added to the
above five general remarks. Their sketchy presentation
has nevertheless the advantage of leading to broad
conclusions which are of interest because they are usually
not sufficiently emphasised.

The first conclusion is that the new regime of the see is
at the same time beneficial to countries which did not
exploit fully the fish. resources off their coasts and
detrimental to those countries deploying distant water
fleets to meet high domestic demand. In other words, the
potential exports are incr eased as well as the potential
imports which should logically lead to sn increase in
international trade.

Unfortunately the complete story is not so simp e:

� Fish trade is a very complex one; many different species,
and presentations, varying consumers habits, etc.. As
a result the changes in supplies might meet demands
which could be somewhat reluctant to adopt the products
which would correspond to the new pattern of supply.
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� In the overall movement towards the new law cf the sea,
there has been, in fact, an unorganised. but efficient
world lobby of fishermen eager to exclude tne foreign
competitors from their usual fishing grounds. All the
business circles... and even the consumers have become
aware of the overfishing problems and of the fact that
fish resources are not unlimited. A side but essential
consequence of that awareness has been a relative in-
crease in fish prices, an increase which could have been
effective before any actual scarcity in the supply.

� Finally there are now cases of overall catches below
records of former years, but obtaining relatively poor
prices, hence difficulties of geeting rid of the inven-
tories, and fishing operations rendered. non profitable
by significant cost increases not followed by corres-
ponding developments in gross earnings.

After having accumulated many facts and figures the OECD
study does not arrive at a very original conclusion but
maybe at one which will be easily accepted here as it is
a conclusion similar tc one of the most important drawn
by the organisers of this conference. With a view to the
complexity of the situation and its present evolving state,
it is very important to keep and to improve the recording
and the exchange of data.

Another conclusion of the OECi3 Committee for Fisheries is
more policy orientated and cannot lead to very detailed
comments. When the price for frozen blocks of demersal
fillets has, in spite of .inflation, remained practically
stable for five years, when the prices for tunas are on a
decreasing trend, to mention only two of the main sectors
in difficulty, there are problems for promoting exports or
complaints about difficulties before being able :o enter
into importing countries. This leads to negotiations and,
in order to sort out the arguments put forward, to studies
in which the OECD Committee is embarking itself following
the mandate recently received from the OECD Council. As
the precise topic and the outline of the studies are
presently under discussion, it might suffice to indicate
that the aim will be of examining the consequences for
international trade of the current policies in the sector
and of the adjustment measures taken in various countries
for compensating difficulties with which the fishing
industry is confronted.

The author is solely responsible for the ideas and
information presented in this paper.



Extended Jurisdiction and Its Effect
on World Trade in Seafood

Paczival Copes
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada

Abstract

With world-wide acceptance of the 200-mile limit, unrestricted inter-
national access to the world's marine fish resources has been replaced
Iarge1y by a system of national fisheries jurisdictions. The former
condition of near-anarchy in the exploitation of marine fish stocks is
being replaced by more orderly national and multi-national management
regimes, This should result, eventually, in greater economi c benefits
and probably also in larger aggregate fish production than otherwise
would obtain.

The new world regime in fisheries is bringing about a gradual shift in
fishing activity from distant-water fi shing fleets to coastal operations .
Generally, states with 'large coastal resources are increasing their
proportion of total fishing activi ty. In a concomitant shift in trade,
the fish-rich coastal states are increasing thei r relative share of
exports and reducing their relative share of irsports, These shifts are
resulting in an overall increase in the volume of international trade,

In the short run, extended jurisdiction is causing dislocations in
established fishing and fish trading patterns. Even fish-rich coasta92
states are experiencing perversely harmful effects of the 200-mile limit
in some instances, as a result of trade diversion. In the international
realignment af fishi ng and fish trading acti vity, many new arrangements,
sometimes in the form of "joint ventures", are being developed.

The outcame of extended jurisdiction in the long run is likely, on bal-
ance, to be beneficial to world trade in seafood. Resource management,
made possible by national jurisdiction, should result in a more secure
and potentially larger supply of fish. Reduction and regularization of
distant water fishing activity should also help to stabilize the pattern
of demand from fish importing countries. In the more predictable
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environment that is emerging, international trade in seafood should find
conditions conducive to profitable development.

Introduction

In l977 the 200-mile fishing limit became an accepted rule of inter-
national law, Unrestricted access to most of the wor'ld's marine fish
stocks was replaced by a system af national fi sheries j urisdicti ons
extending ta the greater part of these resources  Copes . 1981 ! . This
change has momentous consequences for fishing and fi sh trading around
the world, though it will take many years for the fu'll effect to become
apparent.

Extended jurisdiction is causing a shift in fishing activity. As may be
expected, states with large coastal fish resources are expanding their
catches at the expense of countries that have relied heavily on distant-
water fiShing aCtiVitieS. AS a natural outcome, internatiOnal trade in
fish products is being realigned, with fish-rich coastal states gener-
ally increasing their relative share of exports and reducing their
relative share of imports.

This paper will endeavor to analyse the actual and prospective impacts
of excended jurisdiction on the world trade in seafood. To provide an
adequate background, the paper will first review the global outlook for
fish production, convent on the property rights implications of extended
j urisdiction, and assess the consequent shifts in fishing ac ivity that
are likely to take place.

Global Pros ects for Fish Production

World fish production has increased persistently � year by year, with
only minor aberrations � since the Second World War. The world "nomina'I
catch" has risen from a level of 19.5 million metric tons  Mt! in 1948
to 71.3 Rt in 1979.1

A distinction needs to be made between the catch in inland waters and
that in marine areas. Inland fisheries, by and large, have long been
under national jurisdiction and therefore, potentially, subject to
management controls. Also, because of easy physical access, inland
fisheries have long been subject to relatively high rates of exploit-
ation. These two circumstances favor high and stable production. It is
notable that catches in inland waters have stabilized at a plateau of
about 7 Mt since the early 1970s.

Narine fisheries have been subject to a different set of development
forces. On the one hand, the international open access to marine
resources that prevailed until 1977 meant that the canmiercia1 ly more
valuable stocks were often seriously overexploi ted in a competitive
fishiog contest among aggressive fleets from many nations. On the other
hand, the vast extent of the oceans' fish resources meant that there
were enormous reserves af unutilized stocks that could be brought under
exploitation by means of improved fishing technology, subject to
consumer acceptance of the praduct.

Narine fishing activity was greatly reduced by the ci rcumstances of
World War II. It taak until 1950 ta reestablish pre-war catch levels,
The world marine fish catch advanced strongly and consistently until
reaching a peak af 59.8 Ht in 1971. By that time some of the more
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valuable stock complexes were becoming seriously depleted. This was
notably the case in the Northwest Atlantic where the catch drcpped from
4.6 Mt in 1968 to 2.8 Mt in 1978. Some other areas - such as the
Northeast Atlantic, the Medi terranean and Black Sea, and t,he Northeast
Pacific � have also shown signs of overexploitation marked by declining
catch levels. Excessive fishing effort in all of these areas may be
related to mature, technically advanced local fisheries, to distant-
water fishing activities, or to both.

In a different context, the catch in what was then the world's largest
single fishery - that for Peruvian anchovy - dropped from 12.5 Mt in
1970 to 2.3 Mt. in 1973. The collapse was largely the result of natural
events  Caviedes, 1975!, though exacerbated by excessive exp1ai tation
levels. After the Peruvian setback, world marine fish catches continued
to creep upwards again, reaching 63.8 Mt in 1979, Expansion af the
total world catch, despite a reduced yield from several mature fisher-
ies, is an indication that, overall, the world's fish stocks are still
not fully utilized.

The ultimate potential of food production frere the ocean is a matter of
speculation  Carroz, 1973!. One FAO study estimates an annual produc-
tion of living organisms in the oceans in the order of 100,000 Mt. Most
of this consists of mi croscopi c plants and much of the rest i s zooplank-
ton  FAO, 1970; 282!. Only a tiny proportion consists of fish and other
animals of a size utilized by humans,

FAO has estimated the potential yield of larger fishes and other animals
that have been the subject of major fisheries in recent times at 118 Mt
 FAO, 1970: 281!. The figure was arrived at by aggregating potential
yield estimates for different fisheries areas and species groups. In an
alternative approach, Ful lenbaum � 970! estimated maximum sustainable
yields  MSYs! by species for various world fisheries. These aggregated
to an MSY of 120 Mt, which is remarkably close to the FAO estimate.
With a 1979 world marine catch of 63.8 Mt, this suggests that a yield
from conventional sources of almost double the size could be achieved
with concerted effort.

These estimates may be somewhat optimistic. The MSY for many fisheries
may not be attainable, e.g. because part of the stock is too remote or
scattered to be fished effectively. Also, interspecies relationships
may prevent the MSYs for some stocks from being achieved simultaneous'ly;
increasing the catch of a prey-species could reduce population levels
and catches of predator-species.

There are further economic reasons to doubt the wisdom of trying to
exploit conventional fi sh stocks to their MSY limits� . Many stocks that
are currently underuti lized will remain cotnnercially marginal when they
come under increased exploitation. As fishing effort on these stacks
rises, catches per unit of effort will fall, making it economically
infeasible to pursue catches to the MSY level. In any case, MSY is
considered by economi sts generally to be an undesirable goal, because
marginal costs for any fishery as a whole tend to exceed marginal
revenue at the MSY level.

For the reasons stated a full MSY exploitation of conventional tish
stocks is nat likely to be achieved, However, there are many non-
conventional stacks that are currently not utilized - or only barely
so � which are likely to become cotnnercially exploitable in the future.



Most stocks of cephalopods  squids, etc.! and other oelluscs have not
yet come under exploitation  Gulland, 1971!. Even greater opportunities
are potentially offered by kri'll. The Antarctic stocks cauld yield 50
Mt or more annually  FAO, 1970!, Other unconventional stocks that offer
a large harvesting potential include red crabs, lantern fishes, deep-sea
smelts and sandlances  Carroz. 1973!.

Most of the output of these unconventional species would likely go into
such products as fish mea1, oil, flour and paste. In turn, this cauld
assist the transfer of other catches from anima'l feed to human consump-
tion, We have seen many herring stocks withdrawn fram meal production
to be reserved for human consumption. Substitute species for meal
production, such as capelin, may also increasingly be switched to human
consumption, which will leave room for hitherto unexploited species ta
be utilized for fish meal.

One may speculate that harvests of marine species eventually will reach
'150-200 Mt annually; that is up to three tims the current level. The
per unit value of most additional output undoubtedly wi 11 be far below
that of conventional species. However, the real value of conventional
fish supplies has been rising as a result of increasing demand in the
face of an absolutely limited natural production capacity . This should
leave increasing room for the exploitation of unconventianal stocks.
The pace at which harvesting of these stocks develops in the future will
depend on many factors related to technology, market conditions and
production costs  Kasahara, 1972!.

The New Pro ert Ri hts

A growing concern of coastal states that the fish stocks aff their
shores were being rapidly depleted by foreign fleets of distant-water
vessels manifested itself in the early 1970s. It was a major element in
the agitation for changes in the international law of the sea, whi ch led
to the convening of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea  UNCLOS III! in 1973. At the Conference countries with typical
coastal state concerns greatly outnumbered those with distant-water
fishing interests. As a result the 200-mile fishing zone quickly became
a standard of expectation and basis of negotiation,

A number of contentious non-fisheries issues veld up progress at the
Conference, which carried on unti 1 1982, when a new master convention
was finally adopted against the negative votes of the United States and
three other countries. Impatient with the slow progress made at the
Conference, many coastal states decided to make unilateral declarations
af 200-mile fishing zones, to enab'Ie them to take quick action against
the increasingly evident overexpl oi tation of coastal fish stocks  Copes,
1981!. Most of the declarations came in rapid succession during the
year 1977. By the end of that year a large majority of countries with
sea coasts - including all of the major maritiiie powers � had claimed
200-mile fishing limits. The near-universal adoption af the 200-mile
limit in 1977 gave it the force of "customary" international law.

Early during the Conference a "negotiating text" for a new convention
was developed to guide debate. The fisheries provisions of this docu-
ment, after minor amendments, gathered overwhelming support and were
included i n the Draft Convention  United Nations, 1980! that was adopted
in 1982. In declaring their 200-mile limits, most countri es, explicitly
or implicitly, accepted the fisheries prOvisi ons of the negotiating
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text, which thereby became de facto internationa', 1aw.

Article 56 of the Draft Convention assigns to coastal states ' sovereign
rights for the purpose of exp1 ori ng and exploiting, consorvin<g and
managing the natural resources" in an "Extended Economic Zone' reaching
beyond a territorial sea of' 12 nautical miles to a distar<ce of 200
nautical mi1es from a coastal baseline. These rights of coastal states
are qualified insofar as the Draft Convention engoins them o assure
proper conservation  Article 61! and to promote opti«<u« utilization
 Artic1e 62!.

The latter article, importantly, also stipu'lates that where a coastal
state "does not: have the capacity to harvest the entire ~llow~ble catch,
it shall ... give other states access to the surplus ot the allowable
catch." However, the coastal state is also given the right unilaterally
to determi ne the a1 1 owable catch and to set, conditions of access to its
zone. By manipulating the allowable catch and access conditions, the
coastal state, in effect, can ban foreign fishing. The requi rements
placed on the coastal state are essential1y in the nature of a moral
obligation not to waste fish; allowing other countries access on
realistic terms to stocks that the coastal state does not intend itself
to utilize.

The 200-mile limit has given coastal states property righLs over a wide
extent of fish stocks. The change has been monumentous. Before the
200-mile 1imit the bu'lk of the world's marine fish stocks were beyond
the jurisdiction of coastal states, in the "high seas" to which all
countries had free and equal access. The 200-mile limit shrank the high
seas for fisheries purposes to an area yielding but a miner share of the
marine fish harvest, Katz  '1975! quotes sources estimat.ing fi;h har-
vests outside 200 miles in the early 1970s at between 6 . and 16;:, of the
world total. Gulland �979! in the late 1980s pui. the estimate as low
as 1',l.

Coastal state claims to extended jurisdiction no dOubt were mot i vated in
large part by an acquisitive desire to gain possession of valuable
coastal resources, to which they felt. they should have priority rights.
However, in justifying their claims, much emphasis was placed on the
need for an undisputed management authority that would ensure conserva-
tion anct promote fishing practices that were economcially <more rational
than the destructi ve free-for-all that had characterized unrestrained
fishing in international waters.

The establishment of extended zones of fisheries jurisdict.<on has
already shown some beneficial effects. In a number of areas, coastal
states, exercising their new authority, have forced cut-backs in fishing
effort that have promoted recovery of depleted stocks, allowing for a
subsequent rise in catch 1evels . The rehabilitation of groundfi sh
resources off the Atlantic Coast of Canada is an example. No doubt,
extended j uri sdi cti on is maki ng it possible to improve long run returns
from the fisheries through purposefu1 management.

It may be noted, however, that significant stocks of unexploited or
underexploited "unconventional" species occur in the remaining high seas.
There still is, therefore, a potential for the expansion of undisci p-
lined fisheries in international waters, with the attendant dangers of
overexploitation. Also there are many stocks that migrate across the
boundaries of 200-mi1e zones, impairing the abi'lity of coastal states to
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subject them ta effective resource management.

While the 200-mile limit enables coastal states to subje<.t the fish
resources within their new Jurisdiction ta national managemer<t regirrms,
it does nat force them to do so . A review of current experience sug-
gests that neither the will nor the ability of coastal states to manage
marine fish stacks effectively has been fully developed. Many develop-
ing countries simply do not have the necessary sci enti f.<. and adminis-
trative resources, while their schedule of priorities often does not
justify an attempt to acqui re the resources needed far effective
fisheries management.. In developed countries <nore often the problems
are those of institutional rigidity and public ignorance, which hinder
the development and application of sensible management neasures.

~eeali hmeot of ~fiahie activit~

The political authority and concomitant resource management powers,
that coastal states now hold in respect, of the fish stocks in their
200-mile zones, are being used to force a realignment oi fishing activ-
ity. Not unexpectedly, coastal states are reserving a '.arger share af
the stocks in their zones for the fishing fleets of their own nationals.
By the same token, distant water fishing activity is be ng rurtailed.

EVidenCe Of thiS Shift iS readily Obtained frOm IAO StatiStiCS, by
comparing catches in 1976, the year before extended jurisdiction, with
catches in 1979, the most recent year far which world-wide figures are
available. The important, mature distant-water fishing nations
invariably registered declines in their total catch over this period
 shown in metric tons � mt!:2

1979 catch 0ecrease1976 catchCountry

The world catch of fish, on the other hand, increased over rais period
by 1,417,300 mt, rising ta a level of 71,286,900 mt in '.979. Among
countries registering considerable increases in their fish catches, were
deve'loped and semi-developed states whose fishing operations were
primarily concentrated in home waters and which had large fish resources
off their coasts that had been the target of foreign fleets prior to
extended jurisdiction. These countries were in a position ra displace
foreign fishing effort as soon as they acquired the legal authority of
extended jurisdiction. Prime examples are the fo'1lowing  catches in mt!:3

1979 catch Increase1976 catchCo~untr
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USSR
Japan
Spain
Poland
West Germany
Portugal
East Germany

USA
Canada
Iceland
Mexico
Argentina
New 2ealand

10,132,210
9,994,420
1,468,888

750,072
454,440
346,128
279,302

3,050,478
1,'101,870

986,137
526,331
265,777

76,417

9,11 3,999
9,996, 394
1,205,120

601,153
356,198
241,920
224,402

3,510,854
1,331,898
1,644,815

874,886
565,881
110,306

,018,211
23,026

263,768
148,919
98,242

104,208
54,900

460,376
230,028
658,678
348,555
300,104

33,889



Developing countries with a coastline have generally display<0 typical
coastal-state concerns with respect to extended jurisdiction, as very
few of them have had any distant-water fishing capacity at al . Indeed,
many have devel oped hardly any marine fi shi ng capaci ty s< far Before
extended jurisdiction they were often concerned that their codsta1
stocks would be serious1y depleted by foreign fleets before they would
have a chance to share in the utilization of these stocks on ~ substan-
tial basis.

It is now evident that exclusive jurisdiction has brought iirnu diate
benef'Its to developing countries. Apart from now being dble tu charge
foreign countries for the privilege of fishing in their coast 1 zones,
they are able to expand tiheir own fishing industries without interfer-
ence. The result has been t.hat the developing countries as a group
increased their fisi, catch from 30.5 Mt to 33.0 Mt over the period
1976-1979, Developed countries which, as a group, had expanded their
catch steadily until reaching a peak of 38 .5 Mt in 1 976, have seen a
decline in every year since, dropping to 37.2 Mt in 1979.

It is obvious that extended jurisdiction is leading to a greater geo-
graphical compartmentalization of fisheries. Increasingly, fishing is
carried out by domestic fleets in domestic waters . The logic of this
development is not as strong as many might suppose. The fact that prior
to extended jurisdiction so many countries found it worth the~r while to
engage in distant-water operations, suggests that they may have had a
significant comparative economic advantage vis-a-vis coastal states.
Countries with an inadequate supply of fish in d omestic waters, which
possess advanced fishing technology but do not have very high wage
rates, may have good economic reasons to engage in distant-water
fisheries  Copes, 1972j.

Under extended jurisdiction the advantage of Ownership of coas a1 fish
resources goes to the coastal state. Hut to exercise that advantage
coastal states do not necessarily have to exploit a11 their fishery
resources themselves  Stokes, 1982!. They may consider leasing some
fish stocks to foreign fleets, charging them whatever the traffic wi11
bear. The fees collected then represent "rent" yie1ded by the fishery
resources in question. "Efficient" distant-water fleets may we11 be
able to pay substantia1 access fees in cases where domestic fishing
operations sustain a loss or barely meet thei r costs, even when they are
allowed access to the stocks at no charge. Under such <ircumsi.ances
both sides could gain from a leasing of the stock. by the coastal state
to foreign fishing interests.

Despite the economic logic of leasing fish stocks to the mos< efficient
operators, i .e . those who can affOr d to pay most, there is an observable
tendency fot coastal states to insist on exploiting fish stocks under
their jurisdiction through domestic operations. As one US economist
remarked, "countries which have acquired marine territory  are] tempted
to treat their new seafood accessions as infant i ndustries requi ri ng
production subsidies and market protection"  O' Rourke, 1977j This
phenomenon is like a variation on Parkinson's law, which might be form-
ulated as follows: "Nations tend to expand their fisheri es to bring all
available stocks under domestic exploitation."

This tendency has been in evi dence i n the United States, wi th many
representatives of the domestic industry calling for government assist-
ance to promote expansion. The urge to overexpand into euunomica11y
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niarginal and sub-marginal fisheries is perhaps ~aci1itated ay the
regional management councils, which provide an effective platform for
expansionist spokesmen, This has prompted Crutchfiel d I 1979! to remark
on the "tendency to supplant redundant foreign fishing capacity with
redundant American vessels. ' It is true, however, that the current US
government is nat very subsidy-prone, and particularly rrat so under the
present ci rcumstances of fi nancia1 stringency .

Despite the foregoing counter-suggestion, there are some good reasons
why coastal states should use the opportuni ties afforded by extended
jurisdiction to expand their domestic fishing operations. The authority
secured by coastal states to impose conservation and management measures
should allow them to create coriditians that will make fishing operations
much more profitable. This should provide a better opportunity ta test
the comparative advantage of coastal and distant-water fishing fleets.
Comparisons sa far have always been blurred by the fact t.hat most
countries � coastal as well as distant-water - have subsidized their
fishing industries to a greater or lesser extent ',Copes, 1981, QECD,
19BO!.

Coastal states have a basic advantage in that shore-based processing in
most instances is economically murh superior ta ship-borne processing.
It is very expensive to mount a whole processing plant rin a fishing
vessel, together with all the faci1ities needed for the processing
labour force and storage capacity for a long voyage. And the high cost
of fuel in recent times has added substantially to the expense of oper-
ating a distant-v ater fleet, Except in cases where perishability
requires irwrredi ate processi ng, coastal states can use vessels that are
specialized to the fishing function to make short trips ta the fishing
grounds, while leaving the processing function to plants that are
optimally located on land.

Transaction costs have further prejudiced the position ol. distant-water
fleets since the impasition of extended jurisdiction, Coastal states
naturally will pass on to foreign operators the high casts of surveil-
lance and inspection of distant-water fleets fishing in their zone.
This wi11 raise the operating costs of distant-water fleets relative to
domestic fleets,

Extended jurisdiction has forced the suspension of many distant-water
fishing operations and in other instances has made the terms of distant-
water fishing economically less attractive. In addition, distant-water
operatars face the uncertainty af whether they will be allowed contin-
uing access to waters now controlled by coastal states,

The existing distant-water fleets represent sunk costs in specialized
capital equipment. Until the vessels wear out, their owners «ill likely
seek opportunities to continue to fish as long as they can cover aper-
aCing costs . However, gi ven the unfavorable ci rcumstances they now
face, many wi'll decide not to replace thei r vessels. The long-run
prospect is therefore one of a continuing decline in distant-water
fishing, unless and until it becomes practical to exploit the large
"unconventional" stocks in the remaining high seas.

While distant-water fleets do face much reduced circumstances, there
will be reasonable opportunities for them to continue with some of their
conventional operations for several years to come. Many developing
countries are a long way from establishing a capacity ta exploit their
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coastal stocks fu'I ly and wi } I find it profitable to rer1t out thei r
stocks in the meantime,

In several instances high-cost developed countries wi 1 I fino it unprof-
itable to exploit low-value species, particularly if t.hey do not have
established access to markets for such species. Thus Canada. on its
Atlantic Coast, allows foreign fleets - against a fee - to take all of
the roundnose grenadier catch. In Alaska, despite initial optimism,
domestic exploitation of the enormous low-value stock of po11ock is
still a long way from economic feasibility  Scott,. 1980; Stokes and
Offard, 19811 StpkeS, 1982!, But lOwer-COSt fOreiqr1 fleets allowed aCCeSS
to these stocks have helped to make the Alaska pollock fishery the
wOrld'S largest single species fiShery in terms of volutne.

The Im act on Trade Flows

Most distant-water fishing has been undertaken by countries with coastal
resources that were insufficient to meet domestic market demands for
fish. The curtailment of distant-water fishing activity following
extended jurisdiction has tended to reduce fish supplies directly avai 1-
able to distant-water fishing nations . This implies an i nci pient
increase in demand for fish products by these nations and an enhanced
opportunity for coastal states to utilize increased catches for export.
All of this suggests that extended jurisdiction has created opportun-
ities for a significant expansion of internationa'l trade in seafood,
which indeed has taken place. The world volume of fish exports amounted
to 7,892,000 mt in 1976 and to 9,673,000 mt in 1979, signifying a healthy
increase of 22.6X.' This compares with a 2i' increase in the world catch.

The shift in fishing opportunities resulting from extended jurisdiction
is reflected indirectly in the changed pattern of production of pres-
erved and processed fishery coImnodities among nations, The main losers,
of course, have been the important distant-water fishing countries,
Over the period 1976-1979 world output of these fishery .ommodi ties rose
by 6.4K from a level of 23.6 Mt to 25.2 Ht of product weight. The main
distant-water countries for which figures are available experienced a
decline in output, with the except~on of Japan which had an increase,
but at less than the world rate . Their production record in thousands
of metric tons of product weight follows:

Increase  +!
or decrease+!1976 out9ut ~1979 out ut~Countr

228
638

30
39
29

6,320
6,020

385
369
102

Japan
USSR
Po'land
West Germany
Portugal

6,548
5, 382

353
330
73
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The developed and semi-deve1oped coastal states which benefited from
catch increases, also advanced their production of preserved and
processed fi shery cormodi ties� . Figures available for the more important
countries in this group  in thousands of metric tons! show the following:



Ca~untr 1976 oust ut 1979 Outjrut InCreaSe

Some distant-water fishing countries have had ar9 important export trade
for fish products. Inevitably they have had ta cut back on exports
when extended jurisdiction led to a reduction in their r atches . The
figures below show the percentage of world exports of' 'Ish products
accounted for by these countries in 1976 and 1979:4

Share,"," .!
1976 e~xorts

Share  Y,!
197~9ex orts Decrease gQCo~untr

5. 282
3.008
2.201
1.988

3. 045
136

. 334

. 334

To make up for lost catches, distant-water fishing countries. on the
average, also increased thei r share of the world import trade in fish
products, though there were several exceptions:

Share   ',! Share  ;;! increase  ',!  9!
7~976 im orts ~7979 im orts or decreaseCo~untr

One may expect that the coastal states which increased their catches
subsequent to extended jurisdiction would be in a position to increase
fish exports and lower fish imports. This is borne out by FAO figures.
The changed shares of world exports for the relevant countries are as
follows:

Share  :!
197~6ex arts

Share  '.t!
1979~ex orts Incr ease ftg~Co dot r

Of these countries only the USA and Canada had significant import af
fish products. Both cut back their shares of such imports:

USA
Canada
Iceland
Mexico

Japan
Spain
USSR
West Germany

Japan
West Germany
Spain
Portugal
East Germany
Poland
USSR

Canada
USA
Iceland
Mexico
Argentina

19516
418
310
164

8,327
3. '143
2.540
2.322

20.701
6.220
1.775
1.276

.882

.487

.325

7.685
4.773
4.067
2,630

,526

27,048
5,958
2,760

,498
.269
.693
.343

8,151
7.857
4.365
3.323
'1 .115

1,659
527
527
202

6. 347
.262
.985
.778
.613
,206
.018

. 46f.
3. 084

.296

.69 '

.585

143
'09
217
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Share  t! Share  X!
~Coeotr 1976~9m orts 1979 imports 'et res. Lti

21,942
2,135

USA
Canada

18.001
1,791

3.941
344

Shifts in Product Form

The relative share of fish markets accounted for by dil'ferent product
forms changes over time. How much of the change that has taken place
since 1976 can be attributed to extended juri sdi ction is a matter of
speculation. Disposition of the world fish catch by mair product
groups over the period 1976-1979 shows the following re'.ati ve change:

Percent~a e distribution
Product 19791976

20.4
21 .2
13.9
I4,0

69.5

Mark e t in g f res h
Freezing
Curing
Canning

27.9
;7.4
11.2
13.0

69,5For human consumption

Reduction
Misce'llaneous purposes

29,1 29.1
1.4 l .4

30.5 30.5For other purposes

kiorld catch 100.0100. 0

As may be seen, the relative change is confined to a reductior, in fresh
fish marketing and an increase in preserved products for human consump-
tion. It may well be that the increase in international trade flows
following extended jurisdiction i" a major cause of this change. The
time and distance factors in international trade tend to favor preserved
products over fresh fish.

~Coo eratire Arraa~ements

An important aspect of extended jurisdiction in 1977 was the actual or
threatened reduction of harvesting opportunities for distant-water
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The trade flow changes that have resulted from extended jurisdiction
have had some "perverse" side effects  Copes, 1980!. Some coastal
states that have benefited from particularly large additions to their
catch potential, are finding that some of their most important export
marketS are shrinking. Canada and Iceland have beeri importarit Suppliers
of the large groundfish markets of the United States . However, extended
jurisdiction has given the latter country control over very large
groundfish resources. The United States is expanding itc, groundfish
industry and thereby weakening the market for Canadian and Irelandic
groundfish exports. It may be noted from the above fiqures that Canada
and Ice'land had a more modest expansion of thei r fish export 'rade than
some other exporting coastal states that were less affected by perverse
trade diversions.



nations on their accumstoned fishing grounds  Capes, l382I, ibis por-
tended a possibly serious decrease in the supply of fish far the dom-
estic markets of these countrie . To safeguard continu-icy of supplies
they were impelled to seek assurances of access to foreign iish stocks
for their fleets, or else assurances of fish supplies fram exports by
coastal states. In either case this called for new arrangements and
underStandi ngS between fi Sh-deficient COuntri es and s ta .e that had
acquired control over extensive coastal stocks.

The distant-water nations, basica'lly, were having to deal with two
groups of countries. One consisted of developing coastal states, most
of which had an inadequate capaci ty to exp]oi t the mari ne resources of
their zones fully. The other group comprised developed coastal states
with no lack of technical fishirig capability, but possessing fish
resources surplus ta their immediate harvesting requi reinents . The
United States and Canada are important examples in this group.

A variety of "cooperative arrangements" between coastal and distant-
water states have been implemented or considered  Tomlinson and
Vertinsky, 1975; Tomlinson and Brown, 1979; Kaczynski and Leviei 1, 1980!.
One straightforward approach is an agreement by which distant,-water
vessels fish in a coastal state s 200-mile zone, against payment of a
fee. The latter should be sufficient, at the very least, to cover the
coastal state's relevant costs with respect to resource management and
surveillance, Generally, coastal states will want the fee also to
provide a net return representing a rent accruing ta the coastal state
as owner of the resource. This may be particularly important for dev-
eloping countries in need of foreign exchange earnings. Developing
countries may also bargain for technical assistance ana aid in develop-
ing their domestic fisheries.

DeVelOped coaStal states usually want to prOvide as many fishing OppOr-
tunities as possible for their domestic fleets. hey recognize,
however, that the distant-water nations control access Lo large markets
for fish and that the latter want to keep down their foreign exchange
costs for fish supplies by using their own fishing and processing
facilities as much as possible, A not unconInon compromise arrangement-
in which bath Canada and the United States have engaged � i. one whereby
distant-water factory vessels purchase fish "aver-the-side" from catcher
vessels of a coastal state, Conversely, a coastal state may allow
foreign trawlers to fish in its zone on condition that the catch is
landed for processing in the coastal state and then exported to the
foreign country concerned.

Some arrangements between distant-water and coasta'I states nave taken
the farm of a corporate structure in the nature of a "joint venture".
The two sides contribute to the financial, technological, equipment and
personnel requi rements of the joint venture according to thpir
respecti ve needs and capabilities.

In the long run, opportunities for distant-water f'leets ta operate in
the coastal zones of other countries undoubtedly will be further
reduced. Developing coastal countries will improve their capacity to
fish the stocks of their own zones, Develaped coastal states are likely
to learn to use thei r comparative advantage of a share-t>ased fi shery
more effectively and to develop markets for coastal stacks they
previously were unable to exploit conIiiercially .



Many distant-water countries have already made adjustments to rect the
changed circumstances . Some western European countries reacted to
falling producti vity of thei r distant-water fleets during the period of
heavy fishi ng pressure i n the early 1970s by phasing out much of their
operations.

Japan also has reduced distant-water operations and is 1 eadi ng the way
in exploring alternative arrangements for a secure flow of fish i mports
from other countries. To this end Japanese companies have invested in
local fishing concerns in countries with a surplus of fish supplies
that meet the needs of the Japanese market. They have engaged in a
variety of arrangements, ranging from outright purchase of foreign
fishing enterprises to the extension of conInerci a1 loans to foreign
fi shi ng companies on easy terms, in return for privileged access to
their output of fish products.

Conclusion

As a result of extended jurisdiction most of the world 's lish resources
can now be brought under purposeful management by national governments,
In the long run this should lead to a more economical use of fish
resources, in which stock depletion through overfishing is avoided and
higher returns are obtained per unit of fishing effort. lhis better
management should allow both a rrere steady supply and a wider utiliza-
tion of available stocks, leading to further growth in the world output
of fish.

Extended jurisdiction also is causing fishing activity to be concen-
trated increasingly in the hands of fish-rich coastal states. This, in
turn, is leading to an increase in international trade in fish products.
Fish-deficient consuming countries, faced with a decline in distant-
water fishing opportunities, are having to obtain an increasing volume
of their domestic market requirements through imports.

Overall, the changes brought about by extended jurisdiction should
have a favorable impact on international trade in seafood. With a more
predictable environment, an increase in available supplies and a
greater volume of demand, there should be excellent opportunities for
profitable development.



Notes

This paper draws on materials developed for a research project
supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada.

1 Unless otherwise indicated, statistics given in tlis paper are
drawn from FAQ learhoohs of Flu~her Statistics. The discus',i' n i' this

3 Iceland claimed, and tried to enforce, extended,jurisdiction prior
to 1976, but with only partial success.

4 FAO trade figures are given in US dollars. Because ot inflation,
abSOlute fi gureS fOr different yearS are nat COmparable. FOr that
reason the comparisons made here are in terms of percentage shares of
world tt ade.
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in the Western Pacific





Market for Fish
and Seafood Products in Japan

Norirr!asa Aoyagi
Marubeni America Corporation
Seattle, Washington

The seafood trade relationship between the United .'.tate. ani  Japan has
become more important. to both countries since the zOU m. Ie .' imit was
implemented in 1977. The 9.S. Share in Japaneee Seafoo<t import uSed tO
be insignificant because the r!.S. did not have export items uch as
shrimp, tuna, octopus and i uttlefish, which have been rr<«jor import
items in Japan, In 1981, however, the U.S. share in J«pan has become
first in value �6.14% of total import value! and second in quantity
�1.45% of total import quantity!, due to the dramatic incr» ise in U.s.
frozen salmon production a<id export  Tables I «»d I, arid Fig<<re I! .

Salmon is considered one of the most important. md popular f tsh in
Japan, which has great influence over market prices of other seafoods
in Japan. Generally, the Japa»ese salmon consumpt.iori market was
limited to rorthern and ceritral Japan, including the Tokyo area.
Japanese inshore salmon fishing nad been condu<-ted in the northern part
of Japan, mainly Hokkaido. Chum salmon was th» pr<rdomina»t species
because Japanese .inshore s«lmon fishing was limited t.o chum nd pink,
although red sockeye saimor. was caught for canning ird export to
England by high sea fishinci. In the late 196 !s high se« salmon
operators introduced Japanese consumers to frozen red so»key< salmon.
It was initially accepted by the southern market, mai»iy the Asar<a
area, and then gradually spread to the central area, includirg a huge
Tokyo market.

Japan changed from a »et cvporter of seafood to arr importer in the
196 !s clue to improved eco»omic standards and increased consumption
within Japan. International pressure on Japanese highs»as fishing
activities also helped to facilitate this change  Table 3!.

It was during this period that Japanese companies begs« inve<rtigating
the seafood products of this coast of the Pacific Acean, because lati-
tudes and currents are similar to those of Japan. n mid-19<,
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1981

Fish or Seafood t'roduct .tef. t a.,Juan '.:. t

21Frozen Salmon

'2, 545

'1 g7.h

Frozen Herring

Frozen Crab

Salted Salmon Roe

6 y4 38Frozen Rtsoellaneaus Fish

2,724Frazen Cod

Salted Herring Hoe

Sea urchin

Fresh Hluefin Tuna

Herring Hoe on Kelp

Abalone

Frozen Elluefin Tuna

Fresh Salmon

YelloufM Tuna

Salmon Caviar

1,",68

6�

2'1 2

108
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Table 2, Japanese Lmports of Fish and Seafood prauucts

from the 'Jnited States
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Japaneee companies sent processrng teams to 0.9. salm .', »aiinerres to
develop a trade in the fish r'oes � first salmon, then herr>rig � that
were coneidered delrcacres rn ..apan and waste pr;rluct-. heri .

In the late 1960s, the trade rn roes had becorre rgnrr..can', and the
Japanese companies started to flevelop salmon expi-rts io . apan because
domestrc landing there was dec!ming, rn thu 19 lrs, .ilan .se comPanies
began to make investrsents in Alaskan car.rierres tr. prr!v rd» i hcri wrth the
capital necessary to develop frozen salmon exl:orts tr, i,!pan,

U.S. implementat.ion of thu 200 mrle Iimrt iri 19 . cr».ii.ud i,ar!rc rn
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seafood prices had to be lowered. Since then, many c>mpan tea have
learned a "severe lesson" in the form of selling their spe< ulative
frozen inventories at a huge loss, but more realistic !»xicxng has begun
to rekindle the interest of Japanese consumers »r buy»»g more seafood.

Now seafood industry people on both sides of the tacitic Ocean have a
better understanding of what the 200 mile limit reall; means to Japan,
and the growing trend of seafood import by Japan from -he t..S. has been
restored. The Japanese consuming public is a secsitiv en.ity and is
the force that ultimately determines the fate cf every.!titt>! imported
into Japan, including U.S. seafood.

Another point of considexati »t f< r the U.S. caic»d i.>fustry is the
Japanese ability t.o produce it, own product, ar t.o work with nations
other than the United States. The success of hatrhert-reared chum
salmon runs on Hokkaido Island is a good example, and:he Japanese are
making an effort to expand the program beyond that isiat>d, although the
sockeye salmon market that has been cultivated in southern Japan will
continue to absorb fish imported from Alaska at a decent price level.
Salmon is a nan-quota  free! item and the tariff ott fc»zen salmon is
5.0>h in Japan  Tables 4 and 5! .

Surimi  minced f ish meat! is arother example. Surimi used to be pro-
duced from rackfish caught by Japanese inshore trawl .'.shitt». In the
1960s, Japan developed high quality surimi from Alask» pcllack, an
underutilized species, which was considered to be abundant and to be
economically harvested by large stern trawlers in the North Pacific
 Figures 2 and 3!. Japan has an ability to produce s»rimi from
sardines caught off the Japanese coast and will commercialize it if
pollock surimi becomes toa expensive.

Internationally, the Soviet Union is a competitor with the !nited
States in terms of supplying seafood products to the Japanese market.
Japan has been maintaining a stable relationship with the s»viet Union
in seafood trade, as well as 750>000 mt of fishing el!nested in the
Soviet 200 mile limit, despite Japan's normalization»f re! itions with
China and protestatiatt of the Afghanistan invasion>. The Uttited States
may not be Japan's only outlet if the U.S. does not consider Japanese
needs.

The Alaskan bottamfishing and trawl fishing bisxness w 11 t>e developed
with further investments in both fishing and process»a!t facilities. As
the Japanese market will be one of the key elements of the Jntted
States bottomfishing and trawl fishing industry, mutua eff »rts and
understanding between the Jnited States and Japan are essen=ial for
development. The U.S.-Japanese pollock 3oint venture is believed to be
ane of the most realistic and effective steps for both sides.

Since the United States has great potential in every rx.speci of seafood
resources and Japan has a great market> both nations w> II be able to
expand and enjoy more seafaod trade in the futur> with mutual respect
and understanding.
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Table 4. Japane e import .iuties on . ish and ' .eafood .roducts.

Species Dut ercent of value
Saltedrozen Others

,,armed 12,0Salmon 15. i

Smoked 15.0

Salmon do~

Salmon avia" d.' '

1/fCrab i'.armed 12.0

iierriru; Seasoned 12.0

o  Ih"ied 12.01,?.0

1 ~. i

, j1 1ii. 3

Burl!i i

Canned 12 ' 0

Squid and Cuttlefish

Octopus 10.0

3.4

Special 5 ' 0

Shrimp
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Serrin.z Roe

iierrinE Roo on .',elp

Cod and Pollock

Cod and Pollock Soe

Black Coa

Capelin

Flounder

5.0

j1



Table 5, Fish and Seafood Froducts under Japanese .aport .'quota.

Fish and Seafood Import ota items

Live, Fresh, Chi11ed  Iced!, '-'re~en,
Halted, Brined or Bried:

Her ri:~

od and Polio k

Yellowtail

MacKerc'

3 e.rdirI e

Horse Mackerel

3aury

3callop

3quid  except ",uttlefisn'j

~iod or Pollock Roe

Seaweed  including Kelp!
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An Overview of Australia's Fishing Zone,
Fish Stocks and Seafood Trade

Frances Cassidy
Commonwealth Department of Primary Industry
Canberra, Australia

The pattern of Australia's seafood trade shows marked differences
between the nature of the export and import sectors. The export sector
is dominated by supplies of produ:ts of a high unit value, notably
lobsters and prawns, to luxury seafood markets. With the exception of
some exports of tuna, the domestic catch of finfish is cold for
domestic consumption, Imports supply approximately 55 per cent of
Australia's domestic fish consumption and in recent years the growth in
Austra]ia's domestic consumption of fish has been met essentially from
imports of fresh and frozen fish and canned and processed products.

AuStralia'S resource baSe is limited. Develqpment of f Isheries
resources since the extension of Australia's fisheries jurisdiction
has concentrated on expanding traditional fisheries. With the
exception of some early short term development of the squid fishery,
there has been little expansion of fisheries development into new
fisheries. Even foreign fishing activities have generally been
confined to those fisheries previously exploited by distant water
fishing fleets,

Developed fisheries are, however, creating increasingly more complex
management problems for fisheries managers. In some, a substantial
increase in fishing effort has resulted in fish stocks being seriously
threatened and in many fisheries, there is a continuing cost/price
squeeze and prob1ems of over-investment.

The outlook for the future will be determined by the ease with which
the industry can adjust to biological, economic and market constraints.
A significant factor will be the ability of the industry to maintain
relative internationa'I efficiency to compete with imports on Its
domestic market and to maintain competitiveness with other exporters of
high quality products.
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1.1 Australian fishing industry

There are about 9,000 commercial fishing vessels in Australia with a
capital investr»ent of close to $A500 million. Host oi these vessels
are relatively small; 70 per cent are less than 9 me»res and only 2 per
cent are more than 21 metres.

In the processing sector there are 160 registered land-based processing
plants. Again, most are si»alt - 80 per cen t have ar ~»nial throughput
of less than 1000 tonnes and they employ predar»inantiy casua1 labour.
About 70 per cent are located in rural areas.

AuStralian fiSheries praduCtian in the year to June '-981 reached an
estimated 149,000 tonnes, compared with 1 18,00C tonnes ten years' aga,
The value of the catch in 1980-81 was about $A350 million  $93 million
in 1970-71! but ranking well behind the major rural industries such as
wheat, beef, wool and dairying, although ahead of mcst of the other
cropping and 'livestock activities and accountinq for about. 3 per cent
of the gross value of rural output.

Such figures, however, tend to underestimate the important. r.ale played
by the industry in the econor»y, especially as a source af employment in
coastal areas, It is estima:ed that the industry gives employment to
same 18,000 fishermen and a urther 4,000-5,000 in the processing and
wholesaling sector . The fishing industry is the main saurce of
economic activity for romany towns along the coast.

Although the gross value of Fisheries production is overshadowed by the
major rural products, a feature of the industry over the past decade
has been its consistently high rate of growth, For example, in the ten
years to 1981-82 the gross value of Australian rural output grew by
just aver 9 per cent annually, conipared with a 13.4 per cent growth by
the fishing industry. Although this growth has been largely spurred on
by higher prices, the volume of catch has also risen by some 2 per cent
annually.

From a trade viewpoint, the Australian industry is very much involved
in wor'Id seafood markets, About two-thirds of the Australian catch, in
value terms, is exported, while about half domestic consumption of
seafood is supplied by imports.

High value crustaceans and mo11uscs farm the major components of the
export tr ade with the total value of fish and fish product exports
amounting ta $325 mi 1 1 ion in 1981-82. Th .se are sold largely in Japan
and the United States in competition with other international and
domestic supplies to these markets.

Nearly all the finfish caught by Australian fisher»ien is consumed
domestically in fresh or canned form. However, there is a considerable
gap between the Australian catch and domestic requirements and imparts
were valued at $2 20 million in 1981-82, Impart barriers are law or
non-existent for seafood products.

1.? Australian fishinq zone  AF2!

Australia enacted legislation in 1968 to extend it. exclusive fisheries
jurisdiction to 12 miles following general international accept. ance of



the rights of coastal State; to exercise controls over the exploitation
and management of fisheries resources adjacent to their coasts. As
a general principle, only Australian vessels were permitted to exploit
the resources of the 12 mile declared fishing zone and thi;
exclusivity, combined with the Government's poli:y of excl ision
of foreigri fishing ve~~els from its ports, has al'lowed the local
fishing industry to develop the inshore fisheries without »ajar
concern with foreign competition for resources. The only 'oreign
vessels then operating in inshore Australian waters arid calling at
aur ports, were a series of joint veritures iri the dist.ant northern
prawn fisher'y and tuna longline vessels operatinq under a bilateral
agreement between Australia and Japan.

On 1 November 1979, Austr alia extended its fisheries . uri sdiction
to 200 miles in accordance wi th developing internationa1 law and
since then access of foreign fishing vessels to the 200 mile
Australian fishing zone has been strictly controlled with a view to
protecting the interests of the Australian fishing i»dustry while
meeting aur international obligations to allow foreiqr vessels
access to surplus resources.

2. Resource Assessme»t

2.1 Productivity of Australian w aters

Australia has one of the longest caastlines of any co »try in the
world �7,000 kilometres! and consequently a large fishing zone
 of almost 9 million square kiiometres - including areas surrounding
offshore island territories!. This is greater in extent tlian the
Australian land mass, and is one of the largest fisheries ~ or
Exclusive Economic 2ones I in the world. It is rough y the same
size as America's fishinq zone. Yet we have one of the relatively
smallest fishery product'ion, Our current annual output af
149,000 tonnes represents a small fraction, less than .002>; of the
total world production. America rates fourth in terms of world
fishery production and has a recorded catch which is appro>imately
25 ti me s greater  by weight! than Australia. Reasons for this
low output relate, hawever, almost as much to the history of
Eurapean Settlement in Australia and itS COnCentr atian On I erreStria I
agricultural primary production as to the biological limitations on
productivity.

AuStralia iS a very Old, Weathered and arid cOntinent and i.he SOilS
are deficient in phosphorus and nitrogen. There is thus very low
terrestrial discharge of these nutrients into the coastal waters.
Upwellings, which in other parts of the world contribute nutrients
to support large single species fisheries and large scale iishery
production, are 'limited in Australian coastal waters to sporadic,
localised coastal occurrences in some southern locations ar d a
biolagical enrichment prccess in north westerr waters which is little
understood.

This low nutrient status exacer bates the other major biolacical
limitation affecting fishery production in Australia, namely its
location pr edominantly in tropical and sub-tropical seas which are
characterised by a marine fauna of high species diversity, but
limited individual numbers.



Thus, while there are some 3,000 known species of fish and at least
an equal number of crust, acean and mollusc species inhabiting
Australian waters, less than 100 of these are commercially exploited.
A resource fact sheet appears at Appendix 1.

2.2 Major fishing areas

As a result of t,hese biological conditions as well as cultural and
socio-economic influences the Australian fishing industry has
historically been characterised as a small scale, nearshore occupation
localised generally near centres of population density. Urban
settlement in Austra'lia is concentrated in the south eastern quadrant
of the continent and hence much of the fishing is located in the waters
of the south east, particularly in relation ta trawl fisheries which
are the principal supplies of fresh fish to the domestic finfish market.

There are notable exceptions to this situation, however, and fishing
production statistics appearing at Appendix 1 show thai high unit value
species such as prawns and rock lobster which contribute over half
the value of the total catch �0 per cent! are taken predominantly in
northern and western waters respectively. However, with the exception
af these two sectors of the fishing industry, it is true to say that
historically we concentrate on, and know more about, the resources of
south eastern Australia than in the more remote regions. Foreign
fishing activity has dominated the demersal trawl and pelagic fisheries
off northern Australia as in the deeper southern waters of the
continent. Maps showing our major fisheries appear at Appendices 2-5.

The growth in Australia's fisheries production since the proclamation
of the AF2 has taken place in traditional fisheries. There are
biological and economic limitations to the further expansion of these
fisheries and to a large extent there are also economic and/or
marketing constraints to expansion of Australian operations into those
fisheries currently being exploited by foreigners, or unexploited.
The situation in Austi.alia's major fisheries is sunvnarised in the
following sections,

2.3 Limitations to expansion of traditional fisheries

 a! Northern rawns Production from prawn fisheries in Australia in
1981 compr se , 0 tonnes of the total Australian fisheries
production af 149,000 tannes. In value terms this represents
36 per cent of the tatal Australian fish catch and 39~ of the value
of our export trade.

The prawn fishery in northern Australia accounts for approximately
505 of total prawn production. It is based on three major species

!, tiger prawns
 ~P u and endeavour prawns � t ennaeus endeavouri and
M. ensis!. Other species are also taken.

The banana prawn fishery is considered to be fu'Ily exploited
�,000 - 5,000 tonnes annually!. The main banana fishery in the south
east Gulf of Carpentaria is characterised by very heavy exploitation
rates and a progressively shartening season as larger and more powerful
fishing vessels enter the fishery and take the majority of the catch
in a very short period. Scientists have sounded a note of caution about
the possibility of effects of recruitment by over-fishing in the future.
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The tiger/endeavour fishery has also been subject ta increasing levels
of fishing effort in recent years and is now the dominant fishery in
terms of quantity taken  8,000 tonnes 1981-82!. The catch has not been
rising in proportion to the effort and it is not known iF further
increases in effort will result in a greater catch.

 b! Western rack lobster fisher The western rock lobster fishery
 Panu irus on ipes c nus is ustralia's second most valuable single
fis ery. It accounts or 8 per cent of Australia's 1981 fisheries
production   10,000 tonnes! and $57,000,000 i.e., 16 per cent in value!
and 25 per cunt of the value of aur exports. It is being subjected to
increasing fishing pressure and a range of limitations exist to control
effort on the resource. Scientists are concerned that technological
changes have allowed better directed fishing, so that although the
number af pots in the fishery is unchanged, efficiency has increased.
To compensate, some reduction in pot numbers will probab'ly be required.

 c! Shark The south eastern shark fishery is based primarily on the
exploiiaPon of school shark  Galeor hin us australis and gummy shark
 Mustelus antarcticus! and the catch is exclusive y sold on the domestic
market. Some 7,500 tonnes were caught in 1981-82 representing in value
terms 4 per cent of total Australian production.

Research has shown that there is cauSe far concern about the level af
fishing effort on these species and it is generally agreed amongst
fisheries managers that effort and the total catch should be contained.

 d! South east trawl The south east trawl fishery is the principal

alsa supplies a significant quantity of fish for processing and some for
export.

The 1980-81 catch from the fishery was in the vicinity of 17,000 tonries.
Biologists have estimated a sustainable yield of 30,000-35,000 tonnes
from the main sector in the fishery, However, these figures have not
been fully substantiated. Nine species graups make up the major
component of the catch and while some of these species are considered
to be under-exploited, scientists consider that certain species are
being subjected to considerable fishing pressure and may well be over-
exploited; management af the fishery is complicated by its multi-species
nature and the fact that some areas are fully exploited and vessel
numbers are excessive, whereas other areas, particularly offshore waters,
are under-exploited.

fishery s s e y o Australia and Japan with each nat~on concentrat-
ing to a large extent on the juvenile and adult stocks respectively.
With the exception of exports  abaut 20 per cent! of whole fish,
the catch is sold exclusively to domestic canneries. The catch has
increased significantly. In 1977-79 the catch was in the vicinity of
11,500 tonnes whereas for 1981-82 the catch increased to aver 21,000
tonnes. The Japanese catch on the other hand has declined from 4,000-
5,000 tonnes to 2,000-2,500 tannes in the AFZ; however, it has remained
steady overall. Scientists have warned that the present fisheries are
steadily reducing the number of spawning adults and that the nations
involved may need to adopt more stringent management practices.



2. 4 Scope for expansion into other fisheries

 a! Northern demersal trawl and ela ic resources Priof to the
socle~ration a the Au~st a ian ishing zone in, the Taiwanese were
reportedly catching about 70,000 tonnes of demersal and pelagic fish in
this area. The region is now largely fished by Taiwanese under a
bilateral agreement witn Taiwanese fishing interests which limit the
catch ta about 20,000 tonnes of demersal fish from 4 TAC of 27,500
tonnes, and 7,000 tonne- of pelagic species from a I AC ot 9,000 tonnes .

The demersal catch comprises a predominance of low unit value small
species more favoured on Asian than Australian markets,

MOst of the CatCh is likely to cOntinue ta be exported in the near
future. The Government is, however, commencing a major research
program to review the biological and economic aspect, of the
exploitation of these trawl resources.

The northern pelagic species  tuna, shark and mackerel! are assessed,
on our present rather limited understanding of the st.ack structure and
distribution, ta be close to fully explaited  especially shark! by the
curr nt foreign fishery. Any significant development. by Australian
industry will be at the expense of the allowed foreign catch.
Australian development of these species will depend very much on cast
and marketing consideration. Given the distance of t.he fishery from
established domestic markets, future development wil' depend on the
success of Australians in also marketing the pelagic catch overseas.
The Australian Gavernment is currently examining a number of jaint
venture proposals aimed ai increasing Australian part.icipation in these
fisheries.

 b! Northern tuna The Coral Sea tuna  yellowfin, b>geye! handline
fisherryprosec ~ edby Japanese and mare iecently A t aii fisheimen.
currently produces approximately 600 tonnes a year during a very short
season in October and November in response to environmental conditions;
Prospects for expansion of this fishery are currently assessed La be
promising, However, given the over-supply of tuna for canning on the
world and domestic market, development wi 11 be to a large extent
determined by access to other markets, such as sashimi,

 c! ~S uid Squid  Nototodarus ouldi! resources of South-east
Austria ian waters offer a signs >cant opportunity for expansion and
development. 8,000 tonnes of jig caught squid were t.aken in 1979-80
by Japanese operators conducting feasibility fishing projects in
partnership with Australians. The subsequently depressed world market
for squid in Japan has reduced interest in and development of the
fishery for this resource. The Government is, however, interested in
foreign proposals ta develop this resource.

 d! ' WeStern PaCifiC OCean Ski 'aCk tuna SkipjaCk tuna  KatSuittat11S
izatamts resources o et a paten ialiy enormous opportunity for fishety
expans>on. Unsubstantiated estimates of the standing stock of this
region have been set as high as 10 million tannes, with a monthly turn-
over of 20 per cent. A bioloqically potential annual fishery yield of
12 million tonnes, based on 50 per cent capture of the turnover, has
been suggested. Part of this fishery estimated 50,000 tonnes! occurs in
Australian waters. The economic and technical constraints attendant
with realising such catches, especially in view of the depressed world



tuna market and the vast expanse of ocean occupied by these fish will
need to be given careful consideration. Furthermore, a fishery based
on this resource will have to be managed on a co-operative basis aS the
indications are that the stock is pan-Pacific.

 e! SOuthern ela ic The existence of some 40,000-70,000 tonnes of
jack mac ere rac urus declivis! and anchovies and pilchards, have
been known for some time, However, Australian interest in developing
these resources has been minimal, mainly due to a lack of suitable
markets. The USSR, however, did express an interest in establishing
joint ventures for jack mackerel following the proclamation of the AFZ
in 1979. This species in particular is potentially more amenable to
industrial product uti1isation, e.g., fish meal, silage, fish protein
concentrate  FPC! and pet food, Previous efforts in Australi~ to develop
an FPC industry failed through lack of market outlets and seasonal
fluctuation in supply caused by the migratory nature of the species.

 f! South-eastern demersal fish Promising exploratory catches of up to
7 tonnnes nns ng e grraw s o newly disrovered demersal resource called
"orange roughy"  Hoplostethus atlanticus! have been taken in southern
waters at depths of about 1,000m. The species occurrence is patchy and
the reaSon for aggregations is not yet understood. Imports of this
species  estimated 3,000-5,000 tonnes! from New Zealand in previous
years had ready acceptance and a major impact on other species in the
domestic finfish market. The fishery appears to exist over a short
spawning season and occurs at the same time as other trawl fisheries
in south eastern Australia, which reduces the opportunities for maximum
all-year utilisation of the existing fleet.

3. markets and Trade

3. I Exports

The Australian fishing industry has traditionally had a significant
export oriented sector centred on crustaceans and molluscs, There is
limited demand for these high value products in Australia, largely
because of our relatively small population. Thus an increase in output,
especially of prawns, has resulted in substantial growth in seafood
exports over the past decade. The value of exports has risen even more
rapidly than the quantity exported due to higher prices. In 1981-82
exports were valued at a record $325million, compared with $76 million
a decade earlie~  see Table I!. The average unit value of headless
prawns exported rose by 16 per cent annually during the decade, rock
lobster tails by 9 per cent and frozen abalone by 15 per cent.

orts: Australia
981 - 82

1981/82
Rock Lobsters

Tails
Whole

29,783
2,471

59, 752
11,1o8

58,673
58,909

77,719
13,110

Prawns
eadless

Other 48,131
93,439

24,039

63

Table I galue of Marine Product and Ex
an -8 to

$000 F.O.B,
1972/73 1979/80 1980/81

50,915
20 g 611

45,785
51,839



table continued.
Abalone

16,214
25,307

12,393
13,65?

19, '>53
17r306

5,073
2,789

Canned
Frozen

Tuna

121
4,,'94

3, 598Canned
Frozen

75
899

11,1ZB

9,929

30'-.370

Seal 1 ~os 1Z,u3

5,,'06Other

Total Edib le 229, 561

18, 500 15,0 9Pearls

Other Non-Edible I >880

249,94!

1,631

325,030Total

In the ear ly 1960's over 75 per cent of Australian exports were
accounted for by one product, rock lo6ster, and sent to one market, the
United States. Since then there has been some diversiticat ion both of
product and marketS, NeVerthelesS AuStralian exports Trre still highly
dependent on two products, rock lobster and prawns.

Following is a brief outline of Australia's main seafoods exports:

 aj Rock Lobster The United States is the principal;rarkt t for
Aostraaan roc Toaster teat g ao t 80 per cent of o . exports. These
are near ly all in the form of lobster tails. Other ma.lor suppliers are
Brazil, South Africa and New Zealand, Australia's share of ihe market
has risen from 26 per cent five years ago to about 40 per cent last year.
This reflects Australia's relatively stable level of exports to the
market at a time when total U.5. imports fell from 15,400 tonne in 1977
to 10,400 tonne last year. Most of this fall was accounted for by
reduced supplies from South American countries and South Africa.

Table 2

TotalYear Austr alia Hr az i 1 Rep. NZ Ot.her
S. Africa

,8.s2
3,684.2
4>036.9
2,948.4
1,076,7

1.
1,224.2
1,088.6
1,179.3
1,256,0

58.
2,948.4
2,721,6
2,131.9
2,718,G

,6
2,358. 7
1,814. 4
1,814. 4
1,1.79.3

77
1978
1979
1980
1981

4,1 .7
4,082.3
4,445.2
4,399.9
4,211.0

14,197.8
14,106.7
12,473.9

il0,441,0

F igures may not add to total due to rounding .

Source: U.S. Oepartment of Corrrmerce; National Marine I isheries Service.

In recent years an increasing proportion of Australian lobster catch has
been exported in whole form to the Japanese market, To a 'large extent
this t.rade complenrents our exports of lobster tails. This is because
the Japanese market prefers smaller lobsters, which are discounted in the
lobster tail market.

4,967

2,351

72,447

1,385

1,771

75,603

45
7,060

5,131

13,071

239,793

13,339

2,650

255,782

s b Countr of Ori in: United States



Australia supplies one third of the Japanese market in l951, edging
out Cuba to become principal supplier for the First ti"e.

Table 3 Whole Lobster lm orts: ~Ja an

Year Australia Brazil Rep.
S. Africa

13ll Other 1 ital

~30 ~6
426 1,036
409 68o
375 26i
430 50 '3

5,689
5,610
4 .621
5,404

Civen the already heavy explaitation of the Australian 1obster resource,
it is unlikely that exports will expand in the future. However, the
trend towards the export ai' whole lobster to Japan is likely to continue
because ii is usually more profitable than lobster tai1s for smaller
sized lobsters. The market, however, is limited and very canrpetitive
for small lobster.

 b! Prawns Australia's annual prawn exports have ranced in the past
five years From 7.700 tannes in 1977-78 to 15,600 tonnes in 1981-32.
Although exports have shown a ger>eral upward trend, nrost of the annual
variations have reflected variability af the resource.

The great bulk of these exports go to Japan  between 70 per ent and
80 per cent! with South Africa and the United States significant
markets in some years.

Australia is the fifth largest supplier of prawns to the Japanese
market usually accounting far about 6-7 per cerrt of the -.otal. liost of
these exports are relatively 1arge prawns and processed under stringent
hygiene and quality conditior,s. Consequent'ly, Australian prawns for
many years have fetched the highest average prices on the market.
However over recent years we have been facing greater carrpetition from
increased imports of Chines~ "Taisha" prawns and a marked upg-ading in
the quality of Indonesian product.

Table 4 Im orts - fresh frozen rawns: Ja an

Year India Indonesia Thai'land Aust Other T' TAL
Quantity  tannes!

1976 26,9 2 , 0
1977 25,803 25,701 7,227
1978 31,59! 28,338 8,377
1979 38,757 29,621 9,295
1980 35,249 27>569 8,850
1981 40,049 24,193 10,32I

W�,2,3 
58,307
68,121
70,045
63,535
75.640

In rrost areas prawn resources are regarded aS fully or over exploited.
Thus, while there will be 1arge catches in some years and there may be
scope for increasing the va1ue of the catch through better management,
the amount exported is unlikely to show a major upward trend.

B'77
1978 843
1979 1,560
1980 641
1981 1, i'BB

1,6167
1,84 7
1,60'3
2,299
1,289

7,742
7,546

10,955
8,053

11,522

Ign
1,53i'
1,350
1 039
1,394

124,780
143,962
158,673
143,256
161,725



 c! Abalone Australian aba'lone production has been r sing in recent
hears; raanvvnos were 6,700 tonnes 1 1900-111 a ~ d ave hei eved to have
exceeded 7,000 tonnes last year.

In 1981-82 Australia exported 2,800 tonnes of frozen abalone and ],200
tonnes of conned aba'lone. There are year to year variations in the
amaunt eXparted in frOZen and Canned furm in r-eSp rnSe lO Sl iftS in
market prices.

Japan is the principal rt:arket for both frozen and canrred Au tralian
abalone, Over the past five years Japan has taken 70 per cent of
Australian abalone exports and just under 40 per cent of canned. Hong
Kong is also a significant market taking 25 per cent nf' frozen and 30
per cent of canned abalone over the same period.

Australia dominates both the Japanese and Hong Kong abalone markets.

In 1981 Japan imported 1,900 tonnes of frozen abalone of which I,E,OO
tonnes came from Australia; Australia supplied nearly all Japan's
imports of canned abalone which have ranged from 600 to 700 tonnes over
the past five Years.

Table 5 Abalone !m orts tonnes roduct wei ht : Ja an

Fresh, Chilled or Frozen

kong Australia Rep. US Canada Chile Other TOTAL
Kong Korea

Year Phili-
ppines

5 387 2 369
45 385 1,170

126 147 2,931
91 106 368

136 60 73
buyers have imported
competed with Austra
end of the marke=.

515 46
1,206 6
1,202 I
1,135 12
1 619

1977 24
1978 14
1979 30
1980 10
1981 3

23

large
lian abalone

Australian dominance of the Hong Kong market is considerably less than
in Japan. Up to last year Chilean loco was the main produr t imported
With AuStralia su 111ying about 40 per cent Of imports. Last year
Austra'lia's market share exceeded 50 per cent for the irst, time since
1975. Australia is the principal supplier of canned abalone with about
30 per cent of the market although it faces st; ong competil,ion from
South Africa, the US and New Zealand.

Abalone
Table 6 Im orts tonnes roduct wei ht : Hon Kon

Fresh, chilled or frozen
erus ra 1a ou e

Africa
ear

12 624
16 916

153 1,161
26 1.,250
25 809

85 8
 a!
18 9

258
463
511
691
299

19
21
19
17
17

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

250
408
477
498
459
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n e rozen a a one market Japanese
quantities of Chilean loco which have
with some success in the lower priced

I 3,347
2,849
4,443

3 1,724
2 ~1896



Canned

Year Australia US New South Singapore Other TOTAL
Zealand Africa

 a! less than 1 tonne

Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics 0epartment, hong Kong
Trade Statistics.

Because of resource limitations it is likely that Australian exports of
abalone wi 11 remai n around current levels with year to year fluctuations
reflecting seasonal conditions and temporary increases i' fishing effort.

 d! Tuna In reCent years, AuStralia has exported an average Of Some
5,000~annes of tuna annually. Typically, this has represented about
20% of the Australian catch; the balance being canned for domestic
consumption.

Nearly all the exports have gone to Italy where they are canned for the
European markets. Australia supplies about 5% of Italy's import
requir ements; major suppliers being France, Flexico, Japan and the Republic
of Korea.

In the light of the currently depressed prices, tuna exporters are actively
looking for new and better returning markets, especially following the
record catch last season. Growth in tuna exports will therefore be
'largely influenced by developments in world markets, the extent to
which the Australian industry can take advantage of them and the relative
returns from overseas markets compared with the domestic market.

 e! Other Ex orts Small quantities of whiting are exported to Japan,
and a varse y a seafoods including redfish, snapper and eels are
freighted live to European markets, notably Greece. However, prospects
for any substantial increase in fish exports, other than tuna, are not
goad in the medium term.

3.2 Domestic consumption and imports

Australians are estimated to have consumed around 7 kgs of seafoods per
person in 1981-82 although it is believed that the statistics considerably
understate actual consumption levels  see Table 7!.

Fresh and frozen fish represent about 50 per cent of the seafood consumed
followed by prepared or preserved seafoodS such as tinned and smoked,
�0 per cent! and crustaceans and molluscs  IO per cent!.
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1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

458 786 103 241
403 670 136 230 2'
395 597 197 207 59
510 207 258 243 60
376 182 199 184 26

26 1,623
81 1,542
33 1,488

314 1,592
331 1,298



Table 7 Apparent per capita consumption of Seafoods: Au.tralia

Edible Weight  hg!

-7l3 9 19 9-80

res rozen e i e weig

Fish
Australian
Imported

Crustacea and
Mo 1 lu scs

Seafood otherwi

1.5
1.6

1.4 1.7
1.6 1.7

1.7
1.5

1.5
1.9

0.9 0.9

 product weight!

0.5 0.5

.9

se re areij

Australian 0.7 5 0.5

Imported
Fish
Crustacea II

Molluscs

1.7

0.4

2.0 I.e

U.3

1.9

0 5 0.4 0,3

TOTAL SEAFOOD 6.9 6.9 6.6 9

About half of the fish eaten in Australia in 1981-82 was imported.
Imports were most important among canned and other prepared fish
where they comprised about 80 per cent of consumption, and among
fresh and frozen fish, wnere they were about 6 0% of consumption. The
great bulk of fresh and frozen crustaceans and molluscs came from
domestic sources.

The proportion of Australian fish consumption which was imported has
ShOwn little change Since the early 1960s ranging frori 50 to 55 per
cent.

The important pai t played by imports has meant that all segments of the
Australian fishing industry are affected by developments on world
markets,

1981 1932
7e

1978 1979 1980

Fish + 9.0 + 13.9 + 5.1 - 1.3 Dab
Beef 4 veal + z4.7 + Z.5 + 2.2 � 2.0 ' 0.th
Lamb II Mutton 13.9 + 14.3 + 1.5 + I, 1 + 3.7

+ 1.5 + 4.7 + 9,8 + 9.8 a 6.7

Source: Australian I3ureau of . 'tatistics.   I! June 1981 t.o June 1982.
eB

The re lative'Iy small contribution which fish makes to the Australian
diet has meant that prices an ! availability of other <oods exert a
considerable influence on the market for fish. Less than one per cent
of Australian food consumption is fish and almost two per :ent of
household food expenditure is on seafood. In particular, the prices of
beef  annual consumption 47 kg!, lamb   16 kg!, and poultry �0 kg!
play an important part in determining price levels on the domestic
fishing industry. As illustrated in Table 8 below, in recent years
the price of beef and sheepmeats has risen at less than the rate of
inflation  about IOX annually! and this, combined with relatively
cheap imports, has had an important dampening effect on fish prices.

Table 8 Percentaree Ch~an e in Retail P icea
Weighted average of 6 State capitaT cities

1978 to 1981



Following is a brief account of trends in these ..riarkets:

 a! FreSh and frOZen fiSh In 1980-81 AuStral ianS COnsumed appraximately
113,3 onnes ve weig t! of fresh and frozen finf ish. Df this, only
40% was supplied by the domestic fishing industry. Imports came mainly
from New Zea'land �9%!, South Africa �7K!, and lapan �8%!,

Despite deve'Iopments in the Australian trawl f isii industry uver the past
decade imports have maintained a consistent share of the market in
excess of 504 and in recent years this proportion has approached 60'.
The mare recent increase in imparts of fresh arid frozer fisii partly stems
from the inability of the Australian industry to keep pace with demand,
especially for frozen fish and in part because of the increased
availability of relativelv cheap, high quality fish from countr ies such
as New Zealand, Argentine, Chile and South Africa.

The Australian trawl fishing industry has tended to concentrate on
supplying the restaurant and fresh fish markets and importeri fish
have supplied the take away, food service, institutional  canieens,
hospitals etc! and processed fish  fish fingers, frozen packs! markets.

Table 9 Austr alia - apparent quantity of fresh and frozeri
finfish available for consumption 1972-73 to 1980-81

 tonnes live weight,'  a!

Imports
as%of

consumption
Domestic

Imports productionYear Exports

Imports and exports have been converted to live weight using
the fo'ilowing factors: 1.33 whole and beheaded: 2 fillets
and other prepared or preserved: 1 fish firiger.

Eased on fisheries returns which are believed to ignificantly
understate production.

Department of Primary Industry estimates,

 b!

 c!

Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Fisheries ,various issues!.

In more recent years there has been increased penetration of the fresh
fish and restaurant trades by imported fish, mainly from New Zealand, much
af which is air freighted into Australia.

1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81

667
1,148

839
1,145
1,374
1,459
2,012
3,805
2,874

48,054
51,285
44,362
45,545
51,532
50,981
50,450
65,557
67,733

38,997
42,725
40,780
41.081
45,127
47,122
47,764
50.593  c!
48,468  c!

val
for

consumptio i
 production
plus imports
minus exports!

86e389
92,862
84,303
85,481
95,285
95,644
96,202

112,345
113,327

55.6
55.2
52.6
53.3
54.1
52 ' 8
52.4
58.4
59.8



Over the past two years three large plants have been established in
AuStralia to produce fish fingers and other value added fra2en fiSh.
These plants are believed to have expanded these segments of the market,
especially the market for fish fingers. However, they have not resulted
in any increased use of Australian fish in these markets as all the
requirements have been imported.

 b! Canned fish The market for canned fish in Australia is currently
about KlRll~onnes product weight  or some 60,000 tonnes live weight

 equivalent!!  see Table 10!. Over the past decade the market has grown
strongly, averaging 2.8 per cent per annum.

Table 10 oar»a I oal ~ t
1072-73 to 1080%1

oyal moony aa
Ayau. Q»r Tot ~ I
19347 82.S

II at.
Sarmo»

2921
1043

Y aor To»a
8242

Total
7263

0 liar Total
7466 12004

Salmon Trna
301072-73

1073-74 ~ 170 6021 05 01 530 4514 1504 7 21970 72.4
1074-75 2178
1076-70 1475
1978-77 1554

4$SS 6032
4406 $060
4240 S804

3057
3270

2355 8733 1474$ 21571
213 6447 0034 14090 00.0

5080 ddd d067 12702 10$06
6727 1529 6676 16232 217641077 78 1056 5171 5525 70.9

1078-70 1004
1070-00 1037

4010
6 124

10636 16373
13072 20617

8$.6
67,3

4734 $738
6703 6740

1520 5099
2931 58 17

7471 2327 4700 15587 25227 5841000411 1000 7632 0840

Features of developments in the market in recent years have been a
subsequent increase in apparent consumption of tuna, mainly as a result
of higher catches. Salmon consumption has also risen sharply owing ta
increased availability of product from riorth America. There have also
been greater imports of herrings and sardines. The on1y canned fish
item to consistently fa11 in consumption over the past decade has been
Australian 'salmon'  a species of pere,h!. There are suggestions that
the resource has been over-exp'loited.

 c! Crustaceans and mol'luscs As well as being significant exporter of
high va ue crus aceans an mo uses, Australia is also an important
import market, especially far shrimp. Last year imparts of crustaceans
and molluscs were just over 12,000 tonnes valued at SA62 million. Most
of these imports were shrimp from Malaysia and China.

The sharp rise in prawn imports over the past two years has reflected
the cheaper quantities available on world markets following the
downturn in market demand especially in the United States and Europe
and the block listing of prawns from some South East Asian countries
on the United States market.
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Much of the growth in canned fish sales over the past decade can be
attributed to good marketing and tuna and salmon in particular are well
promoted through the media and instore advertising. However, over the
past year ar so consumption has been effected by health scares associated
with imported salmon.



3.3 Barriers to Trade

The Austra1ian seafood market is a relatively open one and we face few
barriers to trade on overseas markets.

On the Australian market imports are free of duty with the following
exceptions

canned tuna duty 15%
fi sh pastes, bal ls, potted or concentr ated f i sh - duty 5%
crustaceans and molluscs, extracts and pastes - duty

New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and is'lands of the South Pacific are
exempt from these duties.

On overseas markets, rock lobster faces no impediments an the O.S.
market and the import duty for prawn exports to Japan is 3%. Abalone
exports to Japan are dutiable at 10% on frozen and 12% on canned.
There is a duty of 5% on whale cooked lobster entering Japan and this
also applies to mast species of fresh and frozen fish of the type
currently exported from Australia, such as whiting.

Frozen tuna is Australia's most important export ta the EEC and
enters duty free because it is an important source of raw material
for canning firms in Italy. However, Australian prawns and whole
lobsters which are exported to the EEC  mainly France!, face duties
of 18% and 13% respectively.

Squid, a prospective developing fishery, is dutiable at 8,6% in
Japan but under the recent GATT agreement this will progressively fall
to 5% by 1988. Processed squid faces a 15% duty in Japan.

None of Australia's major seafood markets impose quotas an existing
exports. However, Japan does have a quota regime for certain fish
products - the only one of major interest to Australia being the
quota on squid and cuttlefish.

Overall, the general trend has been for duties and quotas on seafood
to be liberalised, both as a result of GATT negotiations and the
increased need for imports by some of the major consuming nations,
such as Japan, as a result of their exclusion from traditiona1 fishing
grounds fallowing the declaration of 200 mile fishing zones.

4. An Economic Assessment

For most of the 1970s the Australian fishing industry was reasonably
profitable. This ref'lected rising prices on overseas markets,
improvements in productivity and a relatively stable cost environment.
This profitabi'lity resulted in sharp'ly increased investment in new
vessels and improved equipment in all the major fisheries.

The rise in fuel and associated costs since the late 1970s caused a
sharp drop in returns. This was accentuated by a slowdown in the rate
of price increases on world markets associated with the downturn in
economic activity since the early 1980s. In addition, there was an
increase in the amount of iraported fish available which, combined with
lower meat prices, put pressures on domestic fish prices.
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This general decline in profitability was exacerbated by;he increaSed
investment in fishing effort during the period. For example, boat
numbers in the east coast prawn fishery off Queens1and rose from 800 in
1978 to 1400 in 1981. In addition, there were significant
improvements in gear and technoloqy in this period. Ther was also
a significant increase in boai. numbers in both the tuna arid traw'I
fisheries. In other major fisheries such as prawns  in some areas!
and rock lobster, increases iri numbers were re tr icted through
limited entry schemes, and the main increases ir effort r'suited
from larger vessels, increased enqine power and more sophisticated
fish finding equipment. The form in which these incr=ases in effort
have taken have depended to a large extent on thu management regime
in force,

To sustain these investrxents, many fishermen borrowed heavily and
subsequently had difficulty in making repayments as profitability fell,
fuel costs increased ano interest rates rose,

Not all fisheries have been equally hard hit by these trends, For
example, abalone and rock lobster fishermen have been considerably less
affected by fuel price r i ses than prawn and tish trawlers or tuna
fishermen. Furthermore, price falls did not a11 occur at the same
time. Prawn prices, although depressed between 1979 and 1981, are
showing evidence of recovery this year. Tuna and abalone prices, on
the other hand, have been relatively strong until fairly recently.

The Government has asked an indrpendent body, the Industries Assistance
Comirission, to examine the adj ustment needs of the industry and to
consider whether any changes in management rules or other regulations
would assist adjustment.

5. Outlook

Any assessment of the future trends in the structure and competitiveness
of the Australian fishing industry rests on two broad assumptions.

The first concerns the development of new resources. Nearly all
Australia's fish resources are quantified, although with varying
degrees of reliability, and it appears that there are limited
opportunities for development of new resources.

Australians may expand their operations in fisheries in the AFZ
now being exploited by foreigners. In the short term at least, there
are a number of marketing and technical problems to be overcome
before Australians can economically exploit these resources - this is
an area to which we wi 11 be devoting considerably more research
effort over the next few years,

There will be some new development of exploited fisheries, especially
in northern Australia. Also species such as tuna  other than
southern bluefin!, squid, octopus and sea urchin which occur off south
eastern Australia may be developed if market conditions prove
favourable. However, as a general framework it is reasonable to
assume that the Australian fishing industry wi11 have to make more
effective use of traditional resources rather than rely on the
expansion of the industry through development of new fisheries in
contrast to the position prior to about 1975.
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The secand assumption, and one that is far less certain, is tnat
costs and prices will not significantly move in favour of the fishing
industry. This assumption rests on perceptions about development in
world economic activity, with its implications for the prices of fish
products and input costs, especially the cost of fuel.

World economi c acti vi ty has fallen in recent years and if would be
aptim1st1c ta expect any resurgence in acti vity over the shor -. to
medium term. This has implications for overseas demand for
Australian seafood products which rose in price in the 960s ind 1970s
in response ta a growing world economy with increased demand -or
luxury seafoods, Although the current world recession has no'.
led ta any fall in seafood prices, it has slowed the rate of
grawth. Accordingly, it could be expected that prices on overseas
markets will cont1nue ta increase over the next few years, but at
a slower rate than Australian f1shermen and exporters have coiue to
expect.

On the domestic market, the Australian industry can continue io expect
keen competition from lower cost producers of imported fish,
especially from developing fisheries off Hew Zealand anc Sautt America
where f1shing operations have expanded with the extension of fisheries
jur1sdictian.

Furthermore, the industry i facing increasing competitioo on its
traditional export markets, especially for prawns, fram low cost
producers and it will need ta retain a competitive edge, in order to
maintain its markets,

On the cost side, we expect little amelioration in the rate of' growth
in fuel prices. The Australian Bureau of Agricultural Economics
expects fuel prices to increase in real terms by I per cent arinually
over the rest of this decade.

Technically the industry is improving its productivity, especially
in the areas ot more fuel-efficient fishing methods and iriproved fish
finding and catching techniques. It is not clear whether the recent
increases in fuel prices will result in major changes in fishing
rrrethads. The irrrnediate response appears to have been a fall io
the value of vessels and licences in the more fuel intensive fisheries.
Improved fishing technology and fleet management is helping to offset
higher fuel costs and, in some areas, causing a significant in-rease
i' fishing effort. Generally, this is not being matched hy a
cormnensurate rise in the catch.

The industry has shown considerable innovation in reacting to changes
in market requirements. In recent years, it has responded ta riarket
needs by directing an increasing proportion of its lobster exports
to the more prafitable Japanese market for whole lobster, by
developing a trade in bulk pack prawns, as distinct from the
traditional headless pack, and by more soph1sticated marketing of
abalone. Also, there appears to be Scape for further marketing
improvements for tuna and fresh fish generally.

Over the next decade, therefore, the Australian industry is likely to
be characterised by adjustment of the catching sector and further
development of management regimes aimed at achieving balanced and
profitab'le explo1tation of increasingly well defined, but c'learly
limited resources. Also there may be some substantial changes in fish
marketing in response to changing food market1ng and consumption
patterns.
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Demand and Market Conditions
for Fishes in japan,

Especially Minced Alaska Pollock

Yutaka Hirasawa

Tokyo Vftiversity of Fisheries
Tokyo, japan

Alaska pollock or North Sea pollock ls the largest resource of a single
spec tes of fish in the world. I ts geographic distribution covers al 1
the northern Pacif ic waters along coasts and i stands and especial ly
along the south Kamchatka peninsula and in the southeast Bering Sea
where the best fishing grounds are located. The rotal catch of Alaska
pollock was 4,581,000 mt. in 1980 including the est imated catch of
North Korea.  Figure 1, Table 1!  Alverson, 1981!

Owing to some special chararteristics, Alaska pollock is not suitable
for process tng usilng normal methods. Average size is about 40 cm. tong
in a relet tvely unexploited resource, but soon decreases to 25-30 cm.
long once the fishery is developed, With this smat 1 size of fish.
there is a very low recovery rate of only about 204 and productivity is
correspondingly low even if splitting and cutting mach ines are used .
Freshness deteriorates at a very high rate due to the softness of the
f 1 esh which has a h igh water content . Costly treatment is needed to
keep it in good condition, The most difficult characteristic is the
presence of many parasites in the flesh which have to be picked out by
hand if Alaska pollock is processed as a fillet, This requires many
workers.

On the other hand, the processing method for producing minced fish has
many merits. Firstly, it is possible to process large amounts of small
size fish with high productivity. The main process in the production
of minced fish is squashing the gutted and headed fish. The crushed
meat ls then separated fran skin, bone and tait. Secondly, in the case
of minced f ish, parasites are not a problem, After the meat is sepa-
rated from the bones and skin, it goes through a washing process two or
three times in order to remove water-soluble protein and the remains
of skin and other matter. After this proress, selt, sugar and some
seasoning are added to the washed meat and it is then frozen. The
third merit is that this minced fish which is the material used for
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Figure 1, Ocograpibrc dratrrbutrun of Alaska pollock

Figure l, Geographic distr ibut ion of Alaska pol lock
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 north
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Table 1. Pollock production by countrien
in 1979

 LJYIT ' 1,000 IVJT!

f i sh cake product s can be conven-
ientlyy tcept in cold storage for
one and a half years.

To make f ish cake products from
minced f i sh, other i ngr ed ients
such as starch, water, eggs and
seasonings are added . After
these have been mixed with the
minced fish processing can be by
either steam ing, baking or frying .
To produce fish cake products of
high quality it is necessary to
add minced f ish produced from
other species. Sepending on the
amount of minced fish of other
species which is added, a high
quality type of Fish cake can be
produced . Alaska pollock minced
fish has an important role as a
cheap basic material for fish
cake products and the techniques
used by processors for making
their products taste good using
as much Alaska pollock minced fish
as possible are carefully guarded
secrets,



Among the many types of fish cake on the market, the main products are:

kamaboko  Japanese name!
ch i kuwa
agekamaboko

steamed fish cake
baked fish cake
fried fish cake
f ish sausage and ham

Figure 2 shows the annua'l produc-
tion of each type of Fish cake
product. The increase and de-
Crease i' production have been re-
markable. Increased production
was due to the expansion of
pollock fisheries and decreased
production currently is due to
the 200 mile limitations, but
there are also other important
reasons and the main purpose of
this paper is to =iarify what they
are.

thou. ton
1,200 Total production

1, 100

1,000

Table 2 shows the increasing and
decreasing trend of minced f ish
production from pol lock. The pro-
duction of minced Fish on land
means that it is made wirh pollock
caught in the sea near Japan and
in the western North pac if ic.
Pol lock caught there is brought
back to land by f i shin 0 boats un-
der 350 tons which do not have
minced fish making equipment on
board. The decrease in catch has
been very severe due to the cur-
to i lment of al looat ions of pol lock
by the U.S.S.R. The production of
minced fish at sea means that it

1965 1970 �972! 1975 1980

Figure 2. Production of minoed fish produote
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There are many reasons for the increase in the consumption of f ish cake
products. First the demand for animal protein in Japan increased due
to higher incomes generated by rapid economic growth whichstarted in
1955 and accelerated after 1965. At that time the pr ice of meat and
meat products was very hiqh ctxnpared to f i sh and f ish products. As a
result, the demand for f ish has increased enormously . ince 1955.
Second, f ish cake products are highly compet it ive and their pr ices are
lower than other fish and meat products as they use low quality fish
which is not suitable for traditional Japanese ways of preparing fish
 raw or gr ii'led f i sh! . Fish cake products are popui ar with Japanese
as a cheap protein food, Since 1955, the price of fish has been rising
at a rapid rate due to higher incomes. However, at the beginning of
1960, a new technique for making minced fish from po'!lock was developed.
This made it possible to use the huge unexploited resources in the seas
around northern Japan and the North Pacific, which until then had not
been utilized although their existence. was known, because nf the special
characteristics of pollock which have already been mentioned. Third,
fish cake products do not have a strong fishy smell. The water soluble
proteins, fat and other ingredients which give Fish its special smell
are extracted so that many people who do not like to eat fish can eat
fish cake.



Table 2.

The prorluctron of mmced fish in Japan

 unit:ton!
8/A x 100

1970 55
1971
1972

37
SS

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1970

1980
198I

Source: National Association of Minced

The main f i shing season for pol lock in the western North Pacif ic is from
December to March and the price is rather high during this period be-
cause of the roe, The main fishing season in the eastern North Pacific
Is frors June to September and the pollock caught drring this period is
used for making minced f ish.

Figure 3 shows the rsonthly change of po! lock pr ices ar f i shing ports
in Japan. Up to 1976, the fluctuations in price were not so severe

v/kg
120

100

40

Apr, July Oct o her ttec.Jsh.

Source: National Association of h4iraed Yisb
Figure 3. Price «hangs of pollock at port by month
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,ar
66

SO
49
59
62

is made with pollock caught in the
eastern NOrth Pacif ic within 2DO
miles of the U.S.A. There are two
types of pol lock f ishery here; one
is the mother factory ship with
catcher boats and the other is
tuede up of factorf trawler ships
each working indepeedently. The
production of minced fish at sea
is very stable due to the large
allocation of pollock by the
U,S.A.

The quality of minced f ish pro-
duced on land Is not so good and
its price i s about a ha 1 f that of
minced fish produced at sea due
to the poor qual ity of the landed
pollock, Fishing boats in the
western North Pacific have to stay
on the fishing ground for several
days and keep their catch on ice.
On the other hand, pollock caught
in the eastern North Pacific is
processed the same day it is
caught,



because of the high level of catches before 197!. At that time the
amount of roe produced was large and its pr ice was not so high remain-
ing closely related to the price of pol lock, On the other hand, the
monthly fluctuations in prices in 1981 were severe and the price during
the winter season was very high compared to other months because of the
high price of roe. Since 1977 the roe of pollock has becczce an expen-
sive comnodity.

Producer
pria

Producer pnce
Stock rute V q

40070

50
40
50

Figure 4 shows the relation be-
tween annual product ion, consump-
tion and stocks of minced fish.
The annual stocks of minced fish
are averages of monthly stocks.
The stocks increased from 1976 to
1978 notwithstanding a decrease in
production. This was mainly due
to the high price of minced fish
which caused decreased consumption.
The pr ice of minced f I sh remained
fairly stable after 1978, but con-
sumptionn has continued to decline
up to the present. In 198'1 the
production of minced fish in-
creased a little compared to the
previous year, and stocks went up
sharply owing to the falling trend
of consumption and the price is

1975 1977 1979 1981
Source, National Association of Minced Fish
Figure 4. Relation of production, consurnpt-

ion, stock and price of minced
fish.

The horzonta I lines d~awn in Fioure 3 show the price levels of pollock
which represented the break even points for minced fish factories in
1976 and 1981. The horizontal line in 1976 from July lo October was
above the f'Ish price. Therefore, even without roe some profit could
be made from minced fish. In the winter months the ma'n profit was
made from processing the roe,and mince d fish was a by product during
these months. The price of pollock was much higher than the break even
point price in this period but the meat, after the roe had been taken
out, was very cheap and the price of the meat was much 'lower than the
price from May to November. By 1981 the price level representing the
break even point had risen about 40k but this level was just at the
lowest price of pollock. Due to the high price and smail catch of

pollock, production of roe was
poor and did not make big profits

Average stock per month in the winter, IIowevor, the price
Annual production of the meat after removal of the

roe has re be low to keep the
minced fish business profitable.
With the high price of pollock
dur'Ing the winter season in 1981,
many processors could not break
even. Since 1977, the economic

900 condition of pollock processors as
wel I as those who are engaged in
the pollock fishery has been de-
teriorating .



Accord ing to Figure 5 , the price oF minced F i sh made at sea was very
stable before I 98 1 . This minced fish is produced by large f i shing com-
panies and is of high quality. In addition to the good demand for this
high quality product, the selling power of large fishing companies is
relatively strong compared to that of small and medium scale processors
who own the factories based on land, The price of minced fish produced
on land fluctuated sharply and it was very clear that there was a close
relationship between price and the amount of stocks. However, in 1981
the situation changed and even with falling prices the amount of stocks
increased.

x 100
Price on land

70

Stock Price
thou. ton y/kg 1978 1979 198I 1982

100 1

nn Jul Jnn Jul Jan Jul Jnn Jni Jnn
1978 ~ 1979 e- 1980 e . 1%! I -e- 1982

Future 5. Relet>on between etock nnd pmce of ennead fmh

The demand for minced f ish has been decreasing and even the price of
ruinced fish produced at sea has become unstable and is showing a de-
decl in i ng trend . To clarify this phenomenon, it i s necessary to
analyse the general trend of demand for anilmal protein in Japan.

The General Trend of Demand for Animal Protein Es ac ia I I for Fish

The annual per capita intake of animal net protein has almost exactly
doubled over the past twenty years in Japan.  Table 3! The annual per
capita intake of meat including eggs and dairy products in 1960 was
very low, but increased about four times over the period frcm 1960 to
1980, However, the intake of fish has been fairly stable. In the case
of meat, the supply can be increased to meet Increased demand by higher
domestic production and imports. Howevers in the case of fish, the

going down again. What Is the reason for this severe reaction of stocks
to the small increase in productionf Before analysing this, it is
better to study the situation more precisely.



1960 695 483

738 469

2!2 . 36 13 ti

26.9 ]05 16 4

31.8 15 2 16 61970 76.5 44.7

35 7 I 17.6
391 21 2

1975 79-1 43 4

I
18 1

1980 80.7 ' 'll 6 17 9

ports of Fish have
increased very
sharply for the past
ten years, and es-
pec ia I iy following

the 200 mile limitation, The types of fishes imported are high price/
high quality species svch as shrimp, crab, salmon and its roe. A large
part of fish imports consists of ~rozen products and their transportation
end distribution require high cost facilities. Owing to the high cost
of transportation only high price/high quality fishes have entered the
Japanese market.

On the other hand, the Japanese domestic catch has been quite stable
for the past ten years and even with the limitation of 200 miles the
total catch has not decreased . However, by exam in i ng the composition
of the catch it Is very clear that the amovnt of low price/ low quality
fishes like sardines has been increasing and of' h I gh price/ high
quality fishes has been decreasing. On the Face of it, it would seem
that the demand for fish In Japan is very strong because imports of fish
are continuing to increase in addition to the huge amovnt of the domes-
tic catch. But the proportion of non-edible f ish, which used to be
consumed as edible fish in former times, has Increased to 30k of the
total catch . Production of sardines has increased to the level of
three m il I ion metric tones but about 904 of this now goes straight to
the fishmeal factories.

There are very clear long-term trends in fish consumpt ion . For example,
in the case of low quality fishes such as sardine, mackere I and saury,
the yearly intake of fresh Fish of this quality was 20 kg, per capita
twenty years ago, but It was down to only about 7 kg. in 1980. Over
the same period, the rate of price Increase for these low quality fish
was very rooderate. ! FIgure 6! in the case of high quality fishes such
as crab, shrimp, salmon, blvef in tuna, sea bream and others, the intake
has increased only a little due to the IImitatlon of supply, but their
prices have risen surprIsingly steeply due to the strong deraand for
such high quality fishes. It is symbolic that in the case of medium
quality f ishes such as skipjack, Flatfishes, squid and others the trend
has been quite different. In the first half of the same period, the
Intake of fish of this quality Increased following high quality fishes.
However, in the last half of the period, the trend reversed and intake
decreased foilowiing low quality fishes. Since 1975, the intake of
animal protein has been growing larger based on an increased supply of
meat. The feeling that there is a need to consume more animal protein
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Table 3,
Annual per capita intake of net anuna prote~o

 unrt:gr !
t Anima!Tot Vegetable'-- � � � .!
Suh total ~ meat, frah

Source; Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

supp'Iy cannot be in-
creased to satisfy
the increased demand
because the fishery
resources cannot be
expanded and Japan-
ese resources have
beer fully exploited
for a long time.
The supply of fish
remains limited com-
pared to the supply
of meat, eggs and
dairy products. Im-



i s gradual I y d i sappear ing and com-
petition in the market between
fish and meat. i becoming severe.

0 /1006 o 1660
~ l 960

There is a general relation be-
tween meat and fish which can be
illustrated as in Figure 7, The
correlation between high quality
fishes and beef is very strong as
shown with the solid lines. When
the price of beef goes up, the
demand for high qual ity f ishes grins
up and vice-versa. When the price
of hogs goes up, the demand for
high quality fishes w ii I go up to
scme extent, but its influence is
not so strong nn shown with the
broken line. In the case of
chicken, the demand for high
quality fishes may not be influ-
enced by a rise in the price of
chicken as shown with the dotted
line.

edium

l0 20 60 kg

Source: Statistics Bureau of' prime
Mimeter's nffioe

Figure 6, Trends of rnw fish consumption
by quality

High quality fish ~p Beef

Medium quahty fish ~ Hogs
'x,

Low quality fish ~' Chicken

At the beginning of 1960, the mass
production of bioilers started in
Japan. Us ing the battery system
for product ion, there is 1'Ittle

Figure 7. The correlation between fish snd need for expensive land which has
an extremely high price in Japan.
ln addilt ion, it is easy to import

relatively cheap feed for broi lers from the U.S.A, From about 1970, the
mass product ion of hogs was started by large scale producers. The per-
centage of total hog product lon coming from large scale uni ts has been
getting larger for the past 10 years, High density stock raising
methods are becoming widely adopted for hog production using cheap im-
ported feed. As a result, the high cost of land is not so signif icant
due to Its high product iv'Ity.

ln the case of beef production, the situation is quite different from
that of broiler or hog rearing. A canparatively large area of land is
needed for rearing cattle. Conditions for the production of beef are
not very favorable in Japan, and the supply of beef has remained limited
for a long time notwithstanding the great demand for beef, In the past,
the policy in Japan has been to control free trade and set a rigid quota
for imports of beef and this policy continues to be followed up to this
time. There is a great demand for beef and beef consumption would
probably increase to about five or ten times the present amount if the
price of beef were allowed to fall to the present price level of hogs
as a result of a change in government policy and the liberalization of
imports of beef . But, it is very clear that the intake of all other
animal protein would be severely affected and would decrease in propor-
tion to the increase in the beef supply, The linet of free trade or an
increase in the import quota for beef inoetlgl cause great damage to the
interests involved and fisheries are not immune to this damage.
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Recent Trends in the Consum tion of Animal Protein, Es ecial1 Fish

Figure 8 shows the total amount of annual per capita calor ie intake.
gefore 1970, total calor ie intake gradual ly increased inspite of a
fair+ steep decline in calories obtained frcm starchy foods, The in-
take of fish, meat and other food items al'I went up. At this stage the
demand for f ish appeared to be very stong because the intake of fish
gracbal ly increased despite a high rate of price increase. Even now
most f ishermen and f ish merchants bel ieve that there is a strong demand
for fish. Their reason for thinking in this way is based on the fact
that the Intake of f ish graduai ty increased and its pr ice rose faster
than other food items for a long time. At the stage where the intake
of animal protein is not very high, everyone wants to Increase his con-
sumption of animal protein when his income riSeS. generally speaking,
the demand for meat is stronger than for f ish in Japan, and many people
want to buy more meat, especial ly beef, However, the average price of
meat is higher than f ish and,due to their I imited income, Japanese con-
sumers are not able to eat meat unt i I their demand for animal protein
has been sat isf led. In order to f ill the gap, many people have to eat
fish as the price of f i ah is competitively low. Even if the rate of
price increase for fish is higher than for meat, people will continue
to buy f ish as long as there is a price differential between fish and
meat.

oaloriaa

2,000

1,600

1,000 1966 1967 1969 197 I 1973
1976 I977 1979

Starnhaa ]XI3 Meat, egge and dairy products

Fish ~ Sugar INN Cbi and fat ~ Baaon nnd others

Figure 8. The rntake of oaIormu by food group in Japan

The above ment ioned trend changed markedly af ter 1970 when the total
calorie intake started to level off as it neared the cei'I ing for the
average Japanese. The total per capita intake of calories is calculated
to remain stable and will not increase much above the level of 2500, At
the same time the intake of ca lories fran starchy foods has al so been
static. The percentage of tote'I calories provided by starchy foods is
rather high in Japan as compared to other developed countries. It is
not clear why it has rtsna ined so high and it is diff icul t to judge
whether it wi I I fal I or not in the near future.
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The observation that the calorie intake from starchy foods has levelled
off points to a serious situation due to the fact that the inrrease in
meat intake haS a direCt effeCt On the demand for f ish. 1t iS eaSy tO
see from Figure 8 that the intake of meat has cont inued to expand and
this has reduced the share of other food groups including f ish. Another
more serious effect on the detnand for f ish is that the intake of calo-
ries from r Ice is continuing a decreasing trend.

The calorie content of 100 g, of meat is about 250 and the calorie con-
tent of f ish is about 110. Given the same I eve l of total calor ie in-
take, the increase in ra!or ies fran meat will have a direct impact on
other foods, eppeciai ly fish. More over, the decreas ing trend in the
calorie Intake from rice has a strong influence on the demand for f ish;
the intake of f i sh has been closely I inked with rice over a long period.
F i sh d i shes are cons idered to be very su i tab I e for eat i ng together wi th
rice. Frcm ancient times the preparation of f ish dishes in Japan was
designed to accompany the eating of r ice. For example, the Japanese
del i cacy "sushi" is a typ i ca I method of prepar ing f i sh wi th r ice and the
amount of fish needed for one dish is just in proportion to the amount
of rice. i Sashimi", which is made from raw f ish without any cooking, is
another typical Japanese delicacy. The Japanese cannot eat sashimi with
bread or any other grain except rice.

It is said that the present composition of calories from different
sources in the Japanese diet is an ideal one . Accord i ng to the FAO, the
calorie composition made up of carbon, protein and fat should be within
the ratio of carbon; 57-688,, protein; 12-138, and fat:254. On the basis
of this ratio, Figure 9 illustrates the calorie composition of diets in
Japan, Italy and the U . S .A. In the case of Japan, the calorie compos i-
tion is a regular triangle, but the calorie ccanposition in the other two
countries make distorted triangles . It is very clear that the real iza-
tion of this rational composition in Japanese food consumption is simply
due to eating a large atnount of fish. Fish has a rather low calorie

~1 y
I

.~ P:13
F sa

P:!3

F 45
italy,Japan

Pigare 9. The rate of Cainrie intake from <arbnn �!, prnuin 1F'! anil 'nt  F1 in,!aparu
Italy and USA.

relatively I ow.
s which do not
f the present
meat steadily in-
orie composition
is already ap-

content compared to meat and the percentage of fat i s
Nore over, the fat in fishes is unsaturated fatty acid
cause cholesterol accumulation In the blood system.
trends in eating behavior continue with the ntake of
creasing' sooner or later the ideal balance in the cal
will collapse in Japan. An indication of this danger
parent.
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Figure 10 shows the consumpt ion trends for meat and f ish by age groups.
Japanese consumpt ion stat i st lcs «lo not provide data on the intake of
individvals by age group. 'The stat i st ics that are ava i lebl e g ive only
the per capita household consumpt ion classif ied according to the age of
the chief of each household. With these statistics we canror get a
completely accurate result, but we can get scrue idea of the approximate
situation, In general, the rate of expenditure on fish as a percentage
of total food expenditure increases as the age stratum goes up, and 45
year old persons seem to be the border line of eating behavior. In
Japan the general tendency is that above this age the Intake of fish
increases because older people prefer light food to heavy food . But,
in 1970 the expenditure rate on fish was rather high compared to the
situation in 1980, By 1980, the expenditure rate on fish had decreased
very sharply in only ten years, It is difficult to imagine how mvch
this rate of expend iture on fish wi I 1 decrease over the next ten years .

On rhe other hadd, the
expenditure rate on
rseat inc ivd ing eggs
and dairy products has
gone up in contrast to
f'ish. It should be
kept in mind that the
percentage of younger
generation households
is very high. It is a
notable phenomenon
that in younger house-
holds �5-34 years
old!, the rate of meat
consumpti6n is high
and is continuing to
increase up to the
pr esent. The rate of
meat consumption for
those under 24 years
old has an irregular
tendency. Many of the
heads of those house-
holds are bachelors
and their living end

that of married people. Except
e rate of meat consumption has

The same trend ls sure to

Fish or meat X
Food expenditure
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k pnxlucts
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Figure 10. Consumption trends of must and lish by age group

eating behavior is quite different
for this youngest class of househo
increased sharply for the past ten
continue for the next ten years.

f rom
Id, th
years

There are many reasons for the shift in demand frcm fish to meat. In
addition to the inconvenience caused by the smell and bones of fish,
there have been many fundamental changes in the l iving styles of people
over the past twenty years. One of these basic changes has been the
increase in the number of younq households with smal I fami1 ies. Many
of these fami1 les live in apartments. They do not I ike to cook f ish
because of its smel I and the smoke cooking it creates. It i s rather
inconvenient to have to dispose of heads, bones, tails or other parts.
More over, recently the young housewife does not know how to cook fish.
Before World War I I the system of large fam I I 'les was conxuon in Japan.
Under th'Is system, the younger women were able to learn the var ious
cooking methods from the older women but nowadays they do not know or



have no interest in learning about methods of cook'ng Fish.

Accord ing to income elasticity of demand calculated bv the cross-section
method every three years, there are differences in demand for fish and
meat. In Figure 11 it is easy to see which is the st ronger in terms of
demand. I have selected from among the many meat products three iterss,
ham, sausage and bacon, in order to simplify the comparison between fish
and meat. To the Japanese consumer these three meat products are
nearest to the products made from minced fish. Although the income
elasticity of all these foods was found to be decreasing in each of the
years examined, there are substantial differences between the meat pro-
ducts and the fish products. The elasticity of minced fish products is
much lower t'han the elasticity of rseat products and the average elasti-
city of all food items in Japan which is about 0.3-0.4.

Fish sausage and ham were subt,titutes for meat products and from 1960
the production of meat products qradual ly increased replacing fish

1.2

1.0

0.8 seve
197'7
19800.6

D.4
Pish sausatts
aod hamD.2

Baked Steamed Fmad Harn Sausage Bacon-0. 2

Fish cakeE!. 4
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Figure 11. Incocoe elasticity of minext fish aod meet prodocts  cross ssrtioo!

Among minced fish products with low elasticity, fish sausage and ham are
significantly lower than other items, New techniques for making fish
sausage and ham were developed beginning in 1955 and rapidly expanded
due to the cheap price of these products mainly made with tuna, The
quality of these products was not very good owing to the Iong voyages
of the tuna fishery and lack oF freezing facilities.



products. In addition, the production of tuna began to drop due to the
overexploitat ion of tuna resources. The price of tuna increased so rauch
that it could no longer be employed as a material for making such cheap
items as f ish sausage and ham. The advent of super-low temperature re-
frigerators made it possible to util ize frozen tuna for the raw fish or
nsashimi" market which guarantees the highest pr ice for F ish. Thus,
f i sh sausage and ham making companies have had to change to minced f ish
as a cheap material but the taste is inferior to the former products and
this has caused the reduct ion in demand.

J ust as there has been a decreasing dersand for low qual ity foods, the
demand for minced f ish products has decl lned. Only steamed f'Ish cake,
"kamaboko", has a competitively high elasticity and demand has remained
remarkably high up to 1980, As wi1 I be discussed in the last part of
this paper, given the trend of decreasing demand for minced f ish pro-
ducts, we cannot expect a bright Future for the industry.

Corn rison between the Price of Fish and Heat

Figure 12 shows the producer's price Index for fish and meat for the
past ten years, The rate of price increase for FIsh is higher than for
meat and this trend is quite the same in the II.S.A,

Pish

Hogs
Chicken

1970 t975

Source: Statistics Dept. of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Figure 12, Prnducers price indus for fish and meat

There are many reasons for the sharp rise in the price of f ish. First.,
in addition to the continuinq trend of overexploit lng the resources,
the reduction In the amount of high qual lty f ish due to the 200 mile
limitation has severely affected the price, Second, speculation with
fish, especially high qual ity and Imported f ish has caused the price
to go up, Although the impact of the 200 mile limit on Japanese
fisheries has been absorbed somewhat by now, speculation with f ish
products often occurs in the expectation of hiqher prices. Thilrd,
owing to the high production costs of f isheries many f ishermen cannot
keep their business profitable without increases in the price of fish.
The second oi I shock was part icul*rly severe for fishermen.

Here some explanation is needed to clarify the gravity of the situat fon
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for Japanese fisheries. For the past twenty-f ive years, that is from
the beg I'nnlng af the period of rapid economic expansion in Japan, the
rate of increase of the price of' fish was always higher than that of
other foods. It has been natural far f ishermen with a long experience
of gett ing higher pr ices to think that the pr ice of f i sh was always
going to go up ccsnpared with other pr ices. As the price goes up, f ish-
ermen can make a good profit. 8ut, almost al I fishermen do not I ike to
pay taxes, so they invested their prof its in a we! I equipped large size
new fishing boat, 8efore the 200 mile limitation, f isherrnen used to
replace their f i shing boat every seven years on average and i t was not
rare to f ind cases of boats being replaced af ter four or f I ve years in
more profitable Fisheries. For individual f ishermen to own a new and
large boat Is a way of making sure that they can maintain their competi-
tive position in Fisheries. In addition, the banks, including the
goverrrnent and cooperative credit institutions, were eager to lend money
to those involved in fisheries . As a natural result, the amount of
borrawing as a percentage of total assets was very high, usually in the
range of B0-90 percent.. Accordingly, the annual cost of depreciation
and interest was very high in addition to the Increasing wages which
rose in proportion to land ing value. Using well equipped and larger
size fishing boats, the landing value was always going up,

This dream-like expans ion period of Japanese fisheries was term i nated by
the 200 mile limitation and the second oil shock. These two factors
brought about a fundamental disequ 11'Ibrlum. On the one hand, the demand
For fish derl i ned due to its high price in an era of plentiful supply of
animal protein, On ther other hand, the production cast of Fisheries
could not be reduced because of the high cost of oil and other materials,
which was made worse by the weakening of the yen exchange rate, For one
or two years fisheries businesses went bankrupt one after the other and
all the remaining ones are going through a critical time as they are
holding large debts . It is not easy to cut production costs . For
example, Japanese fishing boats are shaped just 1ike a tub and their
consumption of oil is correspondingly high . In Japan, the I im ited
entry system regulations cover mainly the number of boats and their size
which is dec,ided according to tonnage calculated from the measurement of
designated parts of the boat, Fishermen who want. to increase the size
of their boats ask the shipyards to make the boat's shape like a tub for
In order ta obtain a large boat within the same tonnage !imitation,
shipbuilders have to increase the parts of the boats which are not in-
cluded In the tonnage calculation. With these tub-like fishing boats
fishermen cannot reduce their consumption of oil. Given the bad
economic conditions at the present time none of the Fishermen are able
to replace their boats with new energy-saving types. They have accumu-
lated too many debts to borrow money for new boats.

On the other hand, in contrast to f isheries, it seems that the produc-
tion costs for rearing livestock will not increase much in the near
future; The percentage of feed cost in the total production cost af
meat is about 60-70 percent although this varies a little bit of course
for different years and different types af meat. Sut, the feed used
for livestock rearing is imported, mainly from the U.S,A,, and, as feed
expenditure is about a half of the total, the price of imported feed is
a deciding factor for the Japanese live stock industry. When the price
of feed goes up, production cost goes up, and, as a result, due to the
high price of meat, the demand for meat goes down. In relation to the
supply of meat in the Japanese market, the price of international grain
is one of the most importanr. factors .
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Figure 13 shows the relationship between product ion and price of hog
rieat in Japan and of maize in Chicago. Here, in order to s impl i fy, I
will take only hrg and maize because hog meat accounts for half of the
total meat supply and ma ize is about 70' of the total impor ted feed.

Before the f irst oil shock the rising trend of hog rireat production was
eminent but the amount of product ion was not so large. From 1973 to
1976, hog meat product ion rema ined rather stable. There are two reasons
for this. One is the high price of internet ional feed after President
Nixon declared a prohibition on the export of soy beans due to a short-
age of gra in in the U.S.A. Izith this high price of feed, livestock
farmers in Japan had to revise their optimistic attitude. The other
reason is the economic recession caused by the f irst oil shock which
severely affected the demand' for meat and caused the pri.e of hog meat
to go down, The recovery of economic activity was rather quick after
the oi I shock, but hog meat product ion did not increase much f rom 1973
to 1976 due to the high price of maize. As a result, the pr ice of hog
meat again went up due to the recovery of demand. But w i th thi s pr ice
rise, the demand for hog meat again fell signif icant ly and thi s was the
situation of meat demand just before the 200 mile I imi tat ion. At the
end of 1976 '! ivestock farmers heard that the pr ice of f i sh would be
going up due to the decrease in production when the 200 mile limitation
went into effect. Fxpect ing a high pr ice for meat following f i sh pr ice
increases, many livestock I'armers tried to increase their production,
From 1977 to 1980 the amount of hog meat product ion increased rapidly
and the fal I ing trend in ma ize pr ices encouraged farrsers to expand. In
1980, the demand for meat in Japan could not keep up wi I 3 the large ex-
pansion of meat production . In rhat year the whole livestock industry
had to set production controls to maintain meat prices. However, f ish-
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Figure 13. Relatronsbip between prem rrnd productrrnr or hogs meer m,rsrvin
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ermen and f i sh merchants includ ing the large f ish companies d id not pay
any attention to the supply of meat and they simply thought that the
price of fish would rise much higher than the price in the year that the
200 mile I imitation started. It is natural that they should have
thought so for the price of f ish had been increasing fo- the past 25
years. Fol lowing this 1 ine of thought, they began to soeculate buying
fish at high prices in Japan and in other countries, Tnese high priced
f i sh had to be stored in refr igerators as inventory wa' ting for market
prices to rise further, The next stage was the collapse of f ish prices
which a'Iso affected the pr ices of certa in f ish products in foreign
markets, At the present t ime the production control s for meat including
hogs are being maintained. In the case of dairy products, overproduc-
tion and lower prices are more evident than in hog f.rminq.

From Figure 13 it is easy to understand the relationship between the
price of hog meat and maize. Except for exceptional periods such as the
oi'I shocks, the Ilixon shock, and the 200 mi le I imit shock, the wholesale
prices of hog meat in Tokyo have been fluctuating in accordance with the
international maize price. Before 1977 the Iow production of grain in
the U.S.S.R. was the big factor disturbing the world market, but recent-
ly production in the U.S.A. has been increasing using improved tech-
niques and the low production in the U.S,S.R. has not distur bed the in-
ternational trading of grain in the world. For about tho next ten years
it seems that the supply of grain, especial ly ma ize, and i ts price wi 11
rema in rather stable on the internat iona I market. Based on thi s fore-
cast, the supply of feed for the Japanese I ivestock industry will be
plentiful and the production co< t of meat in Japan will remain fairly
stable. On the other hand, it seems that the product ion costs of the
f i shing industry wii I continue to increase because it is prov ing diff i-
cult to cut present fishing costs in spite of great efforts. The gener-
al trend of decreasing catch per unit of effort will wipe out the gains
fran such energy saving efforts within a few years.

Present Situation of the I<inced Fish Industr and the Future Pros ects
for Hew Style, Hi h Qua it ro ucts

The consumer price of minced fish products has risen surprisingly com-
pared to other fish and fish products according to data obtained from
the Annual Report on Family Inc<xne and Expenditure Survey made by the
Bureau of Statistics of Japan's Prime Minister's Office. Figure 14!
Since 1977 the price of fish ha<; been increasing very sharply, but the
price of marine f ishes caught near to Japan has not gone up as much as
those caught from foreign water. vn account of the strict. production
control s on eggs and dairy products, their prices are gradual I y going
back up to the level of the 1960s. In the case of meat, the pr ice has
been gradual ly going up like egqs and dairy products, but this trend is
the average of all meat product,.

The same report gives the consumer prices of meat per 100 g. in Tokyo.
 Figure 15! The consumer price of beef is very high and is getting
higher year by year due to the I imited supply. The highest qua'Iity beef
camas from a domest ic breed of cattle and the price of this beef is
about two times or more than the medium qual ity beef which comes from
dairy breeds of cattle. The price of imported beef is two thirds that
of the medium quality domestic beef, The mass production of domestic
cattle is difficult at the present time. In order to command a high
price, very special rearing techniques have to be used . In the case of
dairy cattle, the scale of stockraising is gradually expanding and some
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increase in supply can be expect-
ed. As for imported beef, recent-
ly Japanese people are getting to

know and like it.

The consumer price trend for hog meat and chicken is noteworthy. As
shown in f igure 15, the prices are fall ing . Thi s i > ma inl y the resul t
of large scale production and the cheap price of imported feed.

The price of minced f ish products used to be ver~ Iow ctunpared to nseat,
but recently the price differences are getting smai 1 er and the price of
steamed fish cake has overtaken the price of chicken and is approaching
the price of hog meat. It is no wonder that recent I y the demand for
minced f ish products has decreased given their high price compared to
meat. gut the rate of increase in the price of minced f ish is higher
than for minced products as shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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The processors of minced f ish products cannot make a prof it from sell ing
their products at present prices because of the high price of materials.
The minced f I sh factories on land are grouped in the northern part of
Japan  Figure 16! due to the proximity of the f i sh nq grounds in the
North Pacific. The numbers shown in parentheses indicate that the
number of businesses making minced fish in 1977 Has decreased to the
present number and the percentages shown indicate the operat ing rat io
in relation to ful I capacity through a year. The factories located in
the northern island have a better operating ratio due to theit geogra-
phic advantage in getting pollock from fishing boats. A comparison of
production cost composition can easily be made between medium scale
factories in the minced fish industry and meat products industry based
on the annual statistics by Hinistry of International Trade and industry.
 FIgure 17! The percentage of material costs in the minced fish indus-
try has not rhanged during the past ten years. Over this period the
price of fish material inr.reased sharply, but at the same time other
costs also went up mainly as a resuit of the oil shock.  n the case of
the meat products industry the percentage of material costs went down



very sharpl y due -o the decrees ing
cost of meat, especially as the
ma in mater ia1 s ut i 1 ized by harn and
sausage factor ies were cheap im-
ported hog and other cleats for
wh ich there;ire o<> Im<>crt quotas .

The makers of min<>ed ' ish products
usual ly mix good and not so good
qual ity minced f i,h depending upon
the quai i tv of thu f iiial product
they wish to produce. There are
two main tynes of production: one
is to make good qual it y and high
priced products and the other is
the reverse a imed at I ow income
mass consumpt ion.

el 9>

The demand for tl e latter type of
products i s weaken inq recent I y.
Many processors now want to change
from making cheap products to good
qual ity ones but u develop high
quality products hey need some
special techniques, mc>re capital,
and a brand with a good reputation,

many small and
ned Ium scale pro-
ducers cannot
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The prospects for good quality minced f i sh products are more hopeful.
For example, there is a new steamed f ish cake product ca11ed "kaniashi
kamaboko" which means king crab legs-I ike steamed fish cake. The shape,
texture and flavor are a 1 it tie I ike king crab meat wi th some seasoning
added which is made fran low qual ity crab meat and other ingredients.
Recently the potent ial of this product has been reevaluated and large
companies making fish cake are continuing to enter into production at

1970 1980 1970 19>10
Minced fish industry Men< i»du»i r>

Source: The Ministry of internet»inai Trade and industry
Yigure 17,  ;ompoaition ol' pr<iduction < oats of minced fish and roe»i

industries

minced f ish products and, gradually, there is I ikely
trend.

change their pro-
duction method.
As a resu'It, the
demand for minced
fish made on land
is falling and the
demand for good
quality products
made at sea is
Inc<'eas i ng .

As for the future
prospects for
minced fish, it is
fairly certain
that there will
not be much in-
crease in the to-
tal consumption of

to be a decreasing



the present time. The product on of ken iashi kamaboko is shown in
f'igure 18. In 1981 the increa! e in product ion was ver i high and it con-
tinued to increase this year. Ii' addition, the amount of exports has
tripled in each of the last three years. Fran 1982 to the present t ime
this trend is cont inuing. Based on the ntenthiy increase of exports, it
may be forecasted that this year's exports wi I I easil y exceed 10,000
tons of which about 704 is to the U.S.A. and 30' to Europe. Due to the
serious der I ine in crab product ion and i ts high price in recent years,
especial ly in the U.S.A,, people cannot afford to eat nuch real crab.
The demand for this imitat'on, therefore, is I ikely to expand both in
Japan and in other countries.
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Figure 1B. The productioii «nd export of kaniashi stearnrrl
fish cs.ke

Observ ing this trend, many minced f ish product. makers are very eager to
develop other new style products of high qual ity and ii they are suc-
cessful this may ha! t or reverse the declininq trend in the demand for
minced fish products.
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Fishery Development and Seafood
Trade in Taiwan

Chinl<hufs Chen
Council for Agricultural Planning
and Development
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China

1, Introduction

Thy island of Taiwan is located in the subtropics between Horth Latitude
21 45'25" � 25 37'53" and East Longl tude 119 18'3" - 122 6'25", bordered
by the Pacific Ocean on the east, the Taiwan Strait on the west, the
East China Sea on the north and the Bashi Channel on the south, The
Taiwan Strait is about 200 km wide and the narrowest span of the Strait
between Taiwan proper and mainland China is only 130 km, wi th the
Pescadores located about halfway in between. Washed by the strong
Kuroshio Current, the main current on the east side and the branch
current on the west side, the island is favored by the migration of
many pelagi c species, such as mackerel, horse mackerel, Spanish mackerel,
tuna, ski pjack, bonito, sardine, anchovy and spear fishes and has a
very high potential of exploiting these fi sharies resources. A temperate
climate and copious rainfall promote a propiltlous environment for the
growth of fish; a long coastline Indented by harbors, bays and inlets
Feei I l tates the operation of fishing craft, Besides, fishermen are
hardworking and receptive to modern technologies, and government support
is forthcoming. For thirty years, Taiwan's fishery industry has logged
a growth pace faster than any other In the agricul tural sector.

There is no doubting the importance of Fisheries to the economy of
laiwan in terms of either its production value or its contribution to
popular nutri t ion, foreign exchange earnings or employment. 1'he
proportion of fisheries in the aggregate gross production value of
agrlculutre jumped from 84 in 1960 to 204 in 1980. At present, Fi sheries
contribute 11,8 g or 36,7X to the per-capita daily intake of animal
protein. Fishery exports fetch some US$700 mi 1 lion a year in foreign
exchange earnings. Frozen fish and shrimps rank in fact as the foremost
agr'Icul tural export item. The Fishery industry di rect 1 y employs about
300,000 peop le.
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Fishery trade expands along wi tn the growth of the economy and fisheries.
An advancing fishery industry improves suppl ies, whi le a growing economy
provides the effective demand required for sustaining increases in
production, The continued expansion of fisheries in the past. three
decades has raised per-capita consumption and brought about surpluses in
fishery trade,

Iriowadays Taiwan's fishery industry is, however, faced with a number of
difficulties, such as rl s I ng o I I pri ces, Increases i n wage rates,
declining competitiveness in foreign markets due to raised production
costs and drops in output. In 1981, for instance, fishery production
fell by 2,6< and exports suffe red a fall of 4.82, which show a vicious
cycle may take place between them,

II . Fi she Dave lo ment: Its Past and Present

l. A historical review

The fundamental features of Taiwan's fisheries we re developed during the
periiod of Japanese occupation �895-1945!, and the gear used as well as
the process of production were typically Japanese. However, almost all
the fishing vessels and the other production facilities were completely
destroyed during World War II, As the result cf continued efforts made
by the Government and the private enterprises concerned, during the past
30 years' Taiwan's fisheries have not only been reconstructed, but also
achieved a brilliant success, The yearly output, at less than 100,000
m.t. in yea rs before 1950, has now reached around 940,000 m.t. The gross
production value has soared from less than US$20 million to U$$1,280 million.
Between 1950 and 1980, real growth averaged 8.8% a year, compared with
2,7R for crops, 2.18 for forestry, and 7.84 for animal nusbandry.

FIshery development falls into three stages. The first. stage, before
1952, was one of recovery from devastation during World War I I. Various
promotive measures finally restored normal production whi ch had by 1952
reached the prewar peak of 110,000 m.t. In 1940. This period averaged
a growth rate of 13.52. a year. The 1953-1972 period, as the second stage,
wi tnessed development on a planned basis, Under the auspiices of a series
of economic plans, such measures as Incentives to investment, technical
innovations, and improved public faci I i ties ensured deve'lopment on
schedule. A yearly pace of 9,4' growth was maiintained.

The third and present stage since 1973 was a period of adjustment and
meeting chal lenges posed by energy crises, risiing oi I pr ices, and the
200-mile economic zone Imposed by coastal countries, Growth in production
has slowed down and the production structure undergone changes, resul ting
In a sma1 ler growth rate of 5.22 a year. Figure 'I represents the fishery
deva'lopment described above.

2, The development of fl shing craft and fi sh ponds

In 1940, there were '1,479 powered fishing craft wi th a total tonnage of
29,284. But most of the fishing boats engaged ln deep-sea and Inshore
fisheries were corlrrandeered by the Japanese ltavy, damaged or lost during
the war. WI th 1940 as base year, the powered fishing fleet in 1945 shrank
to a mere 47.134 in number and 30.382 In tonnage. The excess of loss in
tonnage over that in number indicates that most of the vessel s lost in
war were of a larger size. On the other hand, the number of sampans and
bamboo rafts increased very rapidly to meet the needs oi coastal fisherman
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Fig,]. Trend of Taiwan Fishery Development, in Real Terms
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imrmdiately after the war when marine fisheries were completely confined
to the coastal areas.

3. Categories of fisheries and their structures

For statistical and administrative purposes, fisheries are classified
into four ma i n categories, namely deep-sea, 1 nshore, coastal and culture .
This system is based on the type and tonnage of the fishing c raft, the
gear used, the relative distance of fishing areas, and the methods of
fish production.

Dee -Sea Fisheries - Under this category are included all otter and bull
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With continued Government assistance and encouragement in the form of
loans or foreign exchange ~ ilocations for the construction of powered
fishing boats, mechanization of sampans, procurement of diesel engines
and gear, etc. the number of powered fishing vessels has greatly
increased since 1953, particularly those engaged in inshore fisheries.
At the end of 1980, Taiwan's powered fishing fleets comprising various
type of operations totalled 13,938 in number at a total of 487,470 tons
and 1,571,690 horse power, representing increases of 942! in number and
16654 in tonnage as compared with the peak level of 1940. The increase
in number was mostly in powered vessels of medium and small sizes. The
number of non-powered sampans and bamboo rafts also greatly increased since
the Restoration of Taiwan in 1945, contributing to production increase
in coastal fisheries. 'With the progress of projects on the construction
of medium and small size boats in Inshore fisheries and mechanization
of sampans and bamboo rafts, the increase ln number of non-powered
sampans and bamboo rafts hes slowed down. They were 2,603 and 14,086
respectively at the end of 1980. Since 1958 such mechanized sampans have
been classified as powered craft in official statistics and production
made by those boats has been calculated under the category of inshore
fisheries . lhe acreage of fish culture ln Taiwan at the end of 1980 was
60,570 ha., showing a 502 increase from 1960. Of the fish ponds, 32.6C
were in brackish water, 284 in fresh water and 25.3k in shallow sea.



trawlers, tuna long liners of over 50 tons, and large type purse seiners.

category are all powered boats which do
es ~ incl udlng mechanl zeh sarapans. They
netters, stick-he'Id dip netters, drag
low 50 tons, sea bream and mi see 1 1 aneous
pole and line boats, spear fishing boats,
fishing boats,

inshore fisheries - Under this
noF come un er eep-sea f isher
are purse seiners, torch-1 ight
netters, tuna long liners of be
fish long liners, hand liners,
whale catcher boats, and coral

Coastal fisheries � Under this category are those whicn employ fishrng
craft without power, mainly sarrrpans and bamboo rafts; or those which do
not employ any boat to produce fish and marine plants along shores and
from rivers, streams and lakes. The gear used include a 1 1 types of nets
and hooks, such as beach seines, set nets ~ cast nets, torch-1 i ght nets,
drift nets, surroundiing nets,;wing bell nets, gi 1 1 nets and angling,

Fish culture � Under this category are the rearing of fi sh, crabs and
pa I po d, I ~ d p ddy ff Id II ta It f

oysters and clams in shallow waters,

Figure 2 gives Taiwan's fishery categories and their products

4. DOmeStiC demand fOr f IShery prOduCtS

increases in domestic consumption and in exports resul t from rising
production. The local population consumes over 904 of the fishery
products destined domestically, Contributory to domestic fish consumption
are national incorrm, price levels, cooking skills, and easy transportation.
The per-capi ta consumption a year leapt from 11.95 kg. to 38.74 kg,
between '1950 and 1980. The growth rate, however, has shown gradual
decrease from 6,1$ 1n 1950s to 4.64 in the 1960s, and further to 1.34
in the last decade.

Another factor in the increasing demand for fi shery products is population
growth. The population of Taiwan expanded at a rate of 2.6'Z annual ly,
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In the early 1950s, coastal fisheries ranked as the most important,
followed by inshore operations, aquaculture and deep-sea fishing. The
planned development introduced emphasized the use of labor- intensive,
smal I and medium power cr'af t and the motorization of powerless vessels
so as to raise their product ilvil ty, Modern technologies were also
introduced to develop migratory fish resources in waters surrounding the
island of Taiwan, As a result, the production of inshore fisheries
began to surge after 1955 to make this fishing category the most important.
By the latter ha 1 f of the 1960s, increased nationa 1 cap i ta 1 accumulation
and technical improvements had feei 1 i tated the development of deep-sea
fishery. With the a1d of both foreign and government credi ts the
construction of deep-sea fishing vessels 1 s booming. The year 1967 saw
deep-sea fisheries moving forward to lead the other operations. By 1972
deep-sea production had amounted to one half of the industryrs total.
Aquaculture has been growing at the greatest rate in the past ten years.
Between 1970 and 1980 i ts output jumped from 72,724 m. t. to 175,008 m. t.,
averagiing an annual rate of growth of 12k, compared wi th 3. 7%, 4,rtZ and
l. 44 for deep-sea, inshore, and coasta 1 f i she ries, respect i ve 1 y. At a
time of threatening energy crises and changes in jurisduction over ocean
fish resources ~ such a trend 1 s exerting a stabi 1 i zing effect on Taiwan's
fishery production.



Fig. 2 FISHERY CATEGORIES AND THEIR HAJOR PRODUCTS, 198n
Quantity Va I ue

9~3,3333m.t. ~Us 1,280 ml I lion ALBACO'IE, YELLOWFIN TUNA, BIG
EYE TUNA, MARLIN, SHARK

SHRIHP, CROAKER, HAIRTAIIL,
SQUIDS, LIZARD.

SHRIMP, LOBSTER, SEA BREAM, CROAKER
HAIRTAIL, SQUID, PJMFRET

TUNA, BONITO, MARLIN, SHARK

SKIPJACK, MACKEREL

SHRIMP, HARITAIL, BONITO, SARDINES

EEL, TILAPIA, CARP.

MILKFISH, GRACILARIA, SHRIMP

OYSTER, HARD CLAM

Note:Q for DEEP-SEA FISHERIES,I!I INSHORE FISHERIES,~ COASTAL FISHERIES,
AQUACULTURE

from 8,1 million to 17,6 miiiion between 1950 and 1980. During the 30-
year period, total consumption soared from 96,000 m.t. to 682,500 m.t.
Growth in both the population and domestic demand has been the major
force behind Taiwan's fishery development over the years, IS« Table I!
I I I . A

I. Import and export

Fishery imports mostly consisted of salted fish, canned fish, and common
squid in the years before 196 1. For eight years �953- 1961! imports
declined by 33.34 a year, Beginning ln 1962 fishery imports rose by
304 annually, mainly as a result of Increased demand for feed products
by the burgeoning eel end livestock industries in the 1965- 1975 period.
The import of fIsh meai in fact increased at a fast rate of 53.44 a year
amounting to over one half of the total fishery import volume by 1981,
fish meal accounted for 9 14 by quantity or 5 1 4 by value of the tota I .
Other major imports Included conaaon squid, cattlefish, and seaweeds.

Fishery exports were mini ma I in the years before 1960; they were mainly
liver oil, agar-agar and other seaweeds. Only in 1961 did the export of
fishery products begin to rise fast owing to the introduction of
refrigeration equi pment aboard fish Ing vessels and ashore as wei I as
the remarkable development of the food-processing industry. Between
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Table I Dersnd fot Fish in Taiwan

Percentage of
self-suFficiency

Demand
for

fodder

Popu I at i on Per
capita

consumption

Agg.
demand

for
food

�000
m. t.

Year

�! 2�000
persons!  kg!

�000
m.t,!

Note;  I! Estimated based on edible product only,
�! Estimated based on edible and nonedible proouct

Source: Taiwan Food Ba lance Sheets, Counci I for Agrlcul tural Planning
a Development

1961 and 1980 fishery exports skyrocketed 34K a year; in 1981 due to a
decline in domestic production and a sluggish foreig» market to a mere
4.8g.  See Table 2!

In terms of quantities, fishery imports and exports have grown at about
304 a year In 1950-80, ln Che same period the real value of imports
averaged a growth pace of 25.32 a year, whl le that of exports grew by
42.7a annually, Indicating a favorable trade balance. In 1980, For
instance, fishery trade registered a surplus of USS578 mi I lion.

2. The export structure

Fishery exports fal I into twa kinds; primary and processed, Processed
products can further be classified as frozen, canned and other. Fishery
exports from Taiwan are mostly primary products in terms of ei ther values
or quanti ties. At a time of increased production costs, f I shery products
should be processed as many times as possible to boost the ir value added
and increase the fishery production value.

In the past 20 years, primiarq products saw thei r export value rise from
US$157,000 to USS397 mi I I ion, whi le the value of processed exports leaped
from US$3,000 to US$165 million. Processed fishery exports have qrown at

faster rate and this trend is likely to continue. Stl I I processed items
at present amount to only one- Fourth of the tote I f 1 she ry exports.
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195D 8,056
'l955 9,691
1960 11,392
1965 12,962
1970 14,585
1971 14 ' 917
1972 15, 180
1973 i5,424
1974 15,701
1975 15,991
1976 16,293
1977 16,655
1978 16,950
1979 17,282
1980 17,619

11.95
18.68
21.67
27. 74
34.18
34. 34
35. 28
37.00
34,25
35.56
35 27
35, 05
36.48
38,09
38. 74

96,3
181. 0
246.9
259, 6
498.4 45
512.2 52
,33, 8 50
570. I 38
537.8 53
568. 6 169
574,9 126
583.7 139
618, 3 176
658. I 206
682,5 180

87
100
105
147
'123
127
131
132
128
136
I 39
143
141
l39
136

112. 9
115, 2
118. 8
124. 7
118. I
105. 7
115. 7
»8. 3
111. 5
107. 5
108.5



Table 2, Fishery Proriuct ion, Imports s Exports

Unit: 1, 000m. t. USSI,000,000
im ortroduction ex ortear

~uant'

Tatwan Fisheries Yearbook, Taiwan F'lsher!es Bureau

Exports made directly from base ports abroad mainly inc
sailfish, shark, bonito and skipjack, mostly in frozen
through the customs are tuna, eel, bonito, sklpjack, st
dorado. Products sold fresh, frozen or chilled rank fi
either quant i t ies or values, followed by those canned .
quantity of exports are dried or salted products,  See

'Iudc tuna, marlin,
form. Exported
riped prawn, and
rst. in terms of
Only a smal 1

tab le 3!

Table 3 Main Seafood Exports in '1980

Unit: m.t. USSR 000

Dried, or Smoked Prepared or
or Salted Preserved

Export through the customs
Tunas 34, 361 �1,594! 474 �86!
Ski pjack,Boniros 0 B 9!
Mar iins,Sailfish 2,683 920! 1,485�81!
Dorado 0 4,941�,888!
Seabreams 528�69! 712�77!
Sea eel 382�! 235�73!
Ee I 359�7!
Striped prawn 709 �3! 15, 360 �,697!
Grass shrimp 179 �0! 264 �5!
Hard calm 0

Sold at farci gn base ports
Tunas 142,38i�6,084!
Skipjack, Bonitos 218�33!
Marl ins, Sa i 'If i sh 8,82 1�,992!
Sharks 764 �,0 33!
Squids 1,097�46!
Cod and flat fish 127�2!

51, 964 �9,5'I 2!
�68! 6,821�,723!

0
0
0

17�!
 9, 332! 4,096�03!

0
2, 906

0

0 0 0
86, i09

169 �0! 1,137�31!

Note: Figures parenthesized denote quantities in metric tons, whereas
those without parentheses denote values in thousands of U,S.dollars

Source: Agricultural trade statistics of Taiwan, CAPO
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1955 180. 6 43. 1
1960 259. 'I 61. 7
1965 381. 7 81,9
1970 613,2 178.9
1971 650,2 208. 7
1972 694.3 266.1
1973 758.5 374,4
1974 697,9 402,5
1975 780,0 457.3
1976 810.6 567,4
1977 854,9 744.3
1978 885.0 859.6
1979 929,3 1082.6
1980 9 6 . 3 1280 . I

10 9
1,1
2,1

37.6
48. 2
49 .2
37,4
54.1

154.0
100.2
109,8
147,8
172.5
170, 8

1.4
0,6
0.9
9,1

11.7
13.0
28.2
27 5
57 2
63.4
81.2

1. 2,0
155.9
170.4

0.4
0.7
0.6

104.5
112 7
127. 9
150.0
132 .0
149,6
167. 4
206.0
224.0
226, 7
240. 1

0 0.2
2.7

68.0
83.i

119. 1
196. 0
186. 0
255 6
340.9
444,0
580.8
655.2
748.4



3, Export market analysis

In 1961 the only foreign markets for Taiwan's f ishery products were the
U.S., Japan and Hong Kong. By 1973 the list of foreign markets had been
greatly expanded to include over 20 countries, still the U.S. and Japan
remained the most important two. Japan because of her proximity took
734 in value of Taiwan's fishery exports ln this year, whi le the U.S.
market accounted for only 17,4't, which had dropped from a peak of 904.

Seven years later, in 1980, the foreign markets rose in nu~ber to over
40. Japan as the leading outlet represented 34.14 of Taiwan's export
value of fishery products, followed by the U.S. with a 6.14 share, The
concentration coefficient of Taiwan's fishery exports has shown a
downward trend, decl ining from 90.9 in 1961 to 75 in 1973 and further to
60 in 1980, which is a favorable development although the coefficient is
still regarded as relatively high.

IV.

Taiwan's major fishery exports are tuna, eel and shrimp; fish meal is
the foremost import i tern.

Tuna

As the most Important product and export of 1aiwan, the tuna has for the
past ten years amounted to 104 to 12k of the tota'! fish catch. The tuna
output remains somewhere between 90,000 and 110,000 m.t, a year. Tuna
exports fetched US$229 million in 1980, representing 32,65 of the total
export value. The tuna catch is mostly sold at foreign base ports; only
some 30,000 � 40,000 m.t. comes from vessels operating in inshore and
coastal waters.

Sold b dee -sea vessels at forei n base rts. The amount of tuna sold
t roug oversea base ports has shown steady ncrease since 1968 along
with the fast expansion of the tuna fishing industry. By 1973 this
volume had reached 92,967 m.t.� but it has since varied with changes in
production and demand. The production value in nominal terms leaped
from US$80.9 million in 1973 to US$142.4 mil'lion in 1980, but after
adjustment for inflation the value stayed about the same, The exports
through foreign base ports are not expected to rise as a result of
oPerations difficulties and dePressed Prices.  S« Table 4!

Exported through the customs: Exports th rough the customs amounted to
only , m. . in ; ey increased to 31,393 m,t. in 1980. The
yearly growth averaged 16 .54, Their production rose in valve from
US$11.7 mi lion to US$86.8 million during the same period. in 1973
fresh, frozen and chilled tuna exports amounted to 881: of the total
tuna sold through the customs. In recent years, however, preserved�
especially canned - tuna products have greatly Increased to emerge as
the leading export. In 1980, for instance, such products rose to around
604, in both quantity and value, of the total tuna exports.

Tuna products sold through foreign base ports - which number over 40 - go
mostly to Japanese and American firms, and those cleared through the
domestic customs have Japan, west germany and the U,s. as their major
outlets taking about the same market shares. Other foreign markets
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Table 4 Tuna Exports

Unit: m.t, USS I,OOO
1980

Quantity Value
1973 1977

Quantity Value Quantity Value
103,73

11,688

10,184

20,348

9,055

38,794

18,644

86, 799
34,»

474
0

51,964

3'i,393
11,595

286
0

19,512
0

I '0
0

11,293
0

20,150

include the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Saudi Arabian Canada and
Australia.

2. Eel

The eel - the most important fish cultured in fresh water - was first
exported to Japan, in 1968. The 1970-1976 period saw rapid growth in
eel culture showing a rate of as high as 45.34 a year. By 1980 the eel
yield had topped 33,079 m.t., which, valued at US$182 mI1lion,accounted
for 43.4:.' of the production of the fish culture i~dustry. Capital and
technology-intensiive, eel culture depends upon imports far its supply
of eel fry and fish meal, which result in high production costs.
Because of their high prices, eel are mostly exported � amounting to
over 704 of the total production, Eel exports were value at 26.52 af
total fishery exports . Between 1973 and 1980 ee I exports rase from
7,022 m.t. to 26, 149 m.t., registering an annual growth rate of 20. 7~.
The export value duri ng the same period surged from US$36. 7 mil I lan to
US$186.4 million, indicating a 26.12 growth rate a year or 15.52 in
real growth. See Table 5!

Most eel exports are fresh, chilled or frozen; the percentage was 952
ln 1973 and 634 in 1980, Exports ta Japan - mainly roast, seasoned and
frozen � greatly Increased after 1967 and totaled 9332 m,t. in 1980,
which amounted to 35.72 in value or 46.22 in quantity of total eel
exports, Only a smal'I volume is dried, smoked or preserved far export.
Japan takes over 954 of Taiwan� 's eel exports . Some 25,024 m. t. valued
at US$18l milllian went to Japan in 1980. Other market like Ryukyu,
kong iiong, and the U. S. are smail and unsteady.

Tab I e 5 Ee I Expo r t s

Unit: m.t. US$1 000
1973 1977 19

uantit Value Quantit Value Quantit ValueItem

18,211 104,972 26, 149 186,398
17,014 94,872 16,412 96,188

784 6,877 0 I
9,332 86,109

413 3,223 405 4r 101

Tota I
Fresh, frozen or
Dried or smoked
Frozen roast not
Preserved

7,022 36, 729
chi I led 6,680 34,456

245 1,681
seasoned

97 592

Source: Agricultural trade statistics of Taiwan, CAPD
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Total
Through the customs
sub-total 10,767
Fresh or chi I leds
Frozen
Dried or Smoked 0
Prepared or preserved 1,265

Sold at foreign base ports
Fresh or Frozen 92 967

9,5 10,037 1, 0 107, 77 229,1 0

80 860 85 689 110 012 76 084 142 381



3. Shrimp

The shrimp catch totaled 80,725 m.t. in 1980, of whith 68.72 came from
inshore operations. The 1980 shrimp exports totaled 12,340 m. t. or
16.54 of the year'5 output. They were valued at 10.1» of the same year' s
fishery exports. Most export shrimp are fresh, chil led or frozen,
accounting for 924 of the total shrimp export. Because of the strong
domestic demand, the export of shrimp grows only slowly. Exports mostly
go to the U.S. and Japan, which accounted for 26.4t and 43. 3'4, respectively,
in 1980.  See Table 6!

Table 6 Shrimp and Lobster Exports
 Fresh, chilled or frozen!

Unit; m.t., USS1 000
1973

uantit Value uantit Value Quantit ValueI tern

Source: Same as Table 3

4. Fi sh meal

The import of fish meal has maintained steady and fast growth; i t
skyrocketed from 13,302 m.t. to 140,442 m.t. during the 1967-1980
period, averaging an annual qrowth rate of 26.4Z in quantl ty, or 37.44
in value. This trend is expected to continue in the long run.

imports mainly came from Japan and Thai land in the early years. By
1980 the sources of supply had been greatly diversified, wi th Japan
sti ll providing 35.34 of the requirements. Other important furnishers
are Chi le �4.52!, Thai land  8.34! and West Germany  8.24!,  See Table 7!

V. Fi she Develo nmnt and Trade

1. Relationship between fishery development and trade

Export opinions di ffer about the contribution of f i shery trade to
economic growth. Because of their high income elasti cii ty and relatively
high unil t prices, fishery products can exert a stfmular ing effect upon
economic development, as was expressed by W.W. Rostow  Rostow, 1964!.
After a study of Canada's fishery and fur exports, M. H. Watkins  Watkins,
1963! also came up with the conclusion that fishery export~ had been the
guiding spirit of the economic take-off of Canada,

In Taiwan, competition in the international market has resulted in
technical innovatfons and introduced new economifc ideas fn the fishery
industry. On the other hand, foreign exchange earnings and fncreased
incomes have provfded the fishermen wf th a strong fncenti ve to boost
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Total
Spiny lobster
Striped prawn
Grass shrimp
Sand shrfmp
Slipper lobster
Others

11,415
572
374
55

256

10, 158

28,681
2,317
1,582

182
483

24,118

7,663
251

1, 169
0

15

6,228

33,895
1,835
9,704

6
35

22,316

12, 340
14

'r, 750
55
2

527
9,992

53, 801
144

15,236
443

6
4,091

33,882



Tab le 7 Imparts of Fi sh Mc at for I cdder

Uni' i t , .SS1,000
1973 1977 19990

~ti r il*i 1 t t ll

Source: Same as Tab I e 3

fishery expansion and management improvement. Expor ts nave also wrought
favorable el ternations in the fi .hery production structure bv turning
fishery into a fully carmnerciallzed industry, by shifting emphasis From
quantity ta quality improvement, and by replacing cheap products wi th
those of high economic value. Steady export expansion made possible a
84 growth rate 'In the fisheries in the 1960s and 1970s. The percentage
of exports increased from 0.34 tc 25.64 in the same perrcrct. rireat
increases in the production of such high-priced products as Iona, eel,
marl in, sai 1 fi sh, and grass and strilped shrimps raised their production
value as a whole to 23, tg ii 1980 From 7.92 twen ty years ago. As a
percentage in value at total agr i cultural exports, f1 shr.ry products have
greatly risen in importance; it rose from 0.44 in 1960 tran 21.9< in 1970
and further to 33,42 in 1980. fishery exports, while based upon the
growth of the fishery indus try, contribute to f i shery deve lapment and
economi c growth.

2, Obstacles confronting fishery devetoprt»ent and trade

Because of large transfers of labor to other indust ries, the fishery
industry i s facing worsening labor shortages. Irr 1960 the motorized
f i shing vesse'Is averaged 10. 9 persons per vessel, which decreased to
9.4 persons in 1980. The crew size per ton also shrank from 0.46 to
0. 27 persons during the same perl od. Bes i des, qui te a I arge number of
fishing vessels remain to be motorized. At a tinre when labor productivity
has yet to be greatly improved, the reduction of Fi shi nc vessel crews
can oat y add to the cost oF produ:tion and work~ against effi c iency
aboard f'ishinq vessels.

Another serious impediment I i es in the great rise i r o i 1 or i ces. The
pri ce of the grade A fuel oi I jumped from IISS92 per kg. i n 1974 to
US$236 in 1981. Depressed f i ah prices in recent years have a Iso cut
into the profi ts.

Another factor of great impratance is the imposi tian of the 200-mile

Tota I
Canada
Chile
Denma rk
We s t lie rma n y
Japan
Rep. of' Korea
Pe ru
South Africa
Singapore
Thailand
U.S.A.
United Kingdom
Others

27,240
0
0
0
0

18,589
0
0
0

50
6,953

649
0

999

9,690
0
0
0
0

7, 371
0
0
0

14
I, I;72

103
0

R30

89, 792
214

20,109
0

2,813
40,8'I I

1,818
7,108
2,428

923
3,606
I, 774
2, 17'I
6,017

46,698
104

9, 790

1,852
22,453

1,097
3,379
i,382

475
1,516

736
1,455
2,459

Y
1 40,442

3,129
34,434
8,468

11,476
t9,516
2,763
8'54
1,955

150
11,625
4,01&

42Z
3,948

89, 400
1,91 7

1 7,636
6,005
8,683

35,229
2, 030
4,592
1, 301

74
6,394
2,248

341
50



economic zone, which reduces the fishing grounds avai lab 1 t > the fishing
fleet oF Taiwan and swells production costs.

There is evidently a causal relationship betweeri c i ffi cult.i e; faced
respectively by fishery development and fishery trade. Taiwanis fishery
trade is also exposed to the following unfavorable factors,

Risin r d t' sts: Rising labor rates in addi tior tn spi raling oil
P competi tive edge of fislierv products in foreign
markets. A 100-200 tonnage tuna fi shing vessel, for example, i ncurred
USS145,000 in production costs in 1978, but i t ~aw these costs soar to
US$360,000 tn ig81.

Harketin failure: Despite massive exports, Taiwan's fishery products
have yet to enjoy a sale s network abroad. U.S. and Japanese firms
dominate foreign sales, especially for deep-sea fishery product>, These
Firms also act as purveyor., of fuels and other supplies required by
Taiwan's fishing vessels. They almost monopolize the foreign outlets
and earn huge profits, Unless a foreign-sales netwrok is set up, any
slight adverse change in the international market is bound tn affert
exports.

Inefficient ex orters: The exporters of fishery products are often too
small in operating scale, deficient in capital, lackinq modern management
concepts, not well-informed about foreign markets i tuations, and too slow
to respond to changes in foreign trade policies, Faulty transporatation
arrangements are often also respons ible for de lays in de 1 i very or
unsatisfactory quality.

P bl: The processing of fishery product~ is liable to the
9 g factors: I! Most factories are smal 1 in scale or

process products that do not perml t year-round operatinr.. 2! Great
increases in the price of raw materials and in labor rates resul t in a
'large rise in manufacturinq costs. 3! There is ample roorr for improvement
in processing techniques and qual i ty control.

Products and market concentration: The fishery exports are relatively
small in number and the market concentration coeff i cient is high, Major
exports are limited to tuna, eel and some others, whi le Japan and the
U.S remain the chief outlets. Despite some improvement in recent years,
the fishery exports are still subject to foreign market changes to too
great a degree.

V I . Conc l us i ons

For many years the fishery industry of Taiwan, operatinq under
auSpiCiuuS COnditiOnS and IOgqing impreSSIVe growth, iaade Vei-y
significant contributions to the economic by boosting domestic

On the demand side, the per-capi ta consumption nf
by 1980 reached 38kg. a ye:r, which is not 1 ike iy
The increase of consumptior hereafter will have to
growth as we 1 I as improved qual i ty. Recession- ind
foreign demand, protectionist. measures and fast fi
other developing countries have mi I i tated agairs t
of fishery exports out of 1'aiwan.

f ishei.. Prridu .ts had
grcx noticeably.

deperrd upon population
uced decreases in
she rv development in
rhe I'u;t.her expansion



product ion, employment opportuni ties, and foreign exchange earnings.
Recently, however, this Industry has been, and wi I 'I cont.inue to be,
burdened by qui te a number of adverse developments, such as changes in
International fishery rignts, rising labor costs, and increases in
oi I prices.

With its propitious natural conditions, the fishery production of Taiwan
is, however, I ikely to at least ensure self-sufficiency in fishery
supplies in the future. But the net export of fishery products will
probably disappear in the long run under the impact of fierce inter-
national competition. Measures aimed at minimizing the effects of the
adverse factors and stimulating t=ishery growth included:

1. Hake a thorough overhauI of various production boosts and profi ts
so as to el imlnate operations of a low return, especial ly the
energy-wasting ones.

2. Improve on-board equipment, especially labor-saving and refrigeration
equipment, to alleviate labor shortages and protect fishery products.

3. Gather information on foreign market and trade regulations and
organize large trading companies for the purpose of promoting
fishery exports.

4. Upgrade processing techniques and strictly enforce irrspeciion to
ensure the production of corrmrodlties up to the standards.
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Abstract

The f i she ry indust ry, endowed bv nature wi th favorab I e or<di t iuns, i s
of crucia I importance to l.he economy of Taiwan. The indus t ry's gross
production value, accounted for ZOT of that of the aqri cultural sector
in 1980. Fishery product, prov'de for 37' of the animal protein intake
of the population and earn an annual average of over US$500 rni 1 I ion in
forei gn exchange, con t r i but i ng ., i gni f i cant ly tr> popu I a r nut r i t ion and
foreign trade.

The seafood trade showed a defici t in the 1950s; «xporl. began to expand
rapidly in the fol lowing decade because of fishery development at home
and a growing demand in the international market. Factors rontributing
to fishery expansion include technological innovation snd increased
investment on the supply side. Conducive forres or> the supply side
are a strong and growing market both at home and abroad.

In 1960-1980 fishery production rose by 8'r> annua I I y co<npared wi th 2.24
population growth and 2.92 per-capi ta consumption increase. Seafood
exports registered a 434 growth rate in contrast wi th 25> for imports
during the same period of time. The year 1980 recorded 0$$748 mi I lion
in seafood exports cons i sting mainly of tuna and eel, which together
accounted for 59.11, Other export items included skipjacks, boni tos,
dorado, lobster and shrimps. Fi shery imports were valued at USS171
million in the same year, of which 514 consisted in fish meal.

Fishery development in the future i s very I ikel y lo be adverse I y
affected by labor shortages and rising fuel prices, which would result
ln increased costs, The ZOO-mi le economic zone imposed by <aastal
countries i s bound to I imi t the fi shing grounds avai lab le tn the fi shing
fleet of Taiwan. Such factors have greatly lowered the comparative
advantage of fishery prod~et ion of this country,

To overcome the various di fficul ties facing It, the fi;hery industry
wi I I have to promote technical innovations, devise ways of <.ut ting
down production cos ts, and adjus t i ts product i on st ruct ure by
discarding unproduct i ve sectors and focusing upon those of hereat
growth potential . Besi des, efforts should be made to 'rep up sales
promotion and increase the value added of exports.





Speculation, Risk and Consumer
Demand in japanese Markets

for Herring Roe

Andrew G. Alley
Economic Development Policy Council
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Introduction

Among Canadian and uU.6. fishermen and processors roe herring/herring
roe has been one of the most controversial, speculative and

1

misunderstood exports to Japan"  American Embassy, Tokvo, 1982, p. 21!,
The purpose of this study is tc contribute to an incretised
understanding of the behaviour of prices and of consumptioii patterns
in Japanese markets for herrinc roe  kazunoko!.

A major portion of roe herring supplies originates in iiorth America
where harvests take place successively in CaIifornia, British Columbia
and Alaska, during the first seven months of each year The final
product, Kazunoko  heriing roe!, is consumed in Japan throughout the
year, with the peak period of ronsumption occurring during the
New Year season  Atkinson et. al., 1981!. As a result, supplies of
kazunoko and ioe herring mus t be held in inventory for many months,
and speculation regarding price expectations in RJecember p'lays an
integral part, along with demand in year-round ma rkets, in determining
prices paid throughout the year.

An Over ew of the~tier«in Roe ~1 dust

Kaeunoko is a traditional Japanese seafood which at one time was a
staple in the Japanese diet  Eraser et al., 1976!. As a result of
stock depletion, particularly in Japanese waters, and of a gradual

1
Roe herring is the fish with the roe still inside; herring is roe
a f'ter removal f rom the fi s h.
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reduction of Japanese accei s to Foreign-distant wa<er '. sneries,
JapaneSe CatCheS nf herrin<., deCl ined Steadily 4 ~ r'nq thr period frOm
1926 tO the preSent  Atkinnnn et a'I., 1981!. A<C<i~ din<3. <, dn<iiestiC
supplies of herring and hei-ring "ne have also fa! IL i, on
Japanese have been f'orced to look to foreign imports tc supp v their
markets. Throughout the 1960's, imports of roe herring and f the
rOe 1tSelf Were Severely reStriCted thrOugh thC i<n OS< t ni OF i<npnrt.
quotas. These quotas were origina'lly set up tc p«.vide arne
compensation to fishermen for the loss of incoi<ie ard .otis <.a ise<i by
declining domestic catches "The Japanese government assi gne<I
exclus1ve control for herr'.ng imports to the Hokkaido I ode< ation ot
Fishery Co-operatives, whereby profit from the imp«<t business could
be redistributed among members o' the Co-np"  Ibid., 19H!, p. 50!.
Low domesti c catches and the res rict1on of import, cnmhined tn piit
preSsure On pri CeS in the ear'ly 1<370 'S, As a conSenuence, th"
Japanese government remover' the import restriction on herring roe in
1972. A quota restriction on the import of round herr< n.i has rema ined
in force, although it has heen increased substantially +rofi ID FI00
tonnes in 1971 to 42 500 tnnnes in 1980   Ibid,, 196 I!. .t i; thi. more
recent period, from the ca< ly 19 ?0's to the prese<it, that we are
COnCerned With in thiS Study . Th1S periOd i S diScu~Sed i i tne
remainder of this section and is supported by the data liste 1 iii;he
Appendix.

With the advent of " trade :iberiza tion', Japanese import.s nf her rinq
roe increased eightfold in 1972 to 8 140 tonnes ann whnl sa1< prices
for kazunoko dropped by about 50 percent, Betweeri ',9 2 ind 1974 the
Chinese supplied a'!most 50 percent of tl ! imports, while 35 >ercer<t
were imported froin  anada  Ibid., 1981!. Over this peri id, imports
from both major suppliers < ontinued to increase anc real wholesale
prices declined, Tata l iinports reached 13 142 torines in 1971 and, due
to a large carryover from 1973, consumption was aii estimated 35 892
tonnes, a 65 percent increase over 1973.

A significantly different patterri was evident <'rani '975 tc 1'378. In
1975, imports from China dropped dramatica'lly due In stock depletion,
from 6 000 tonnes to 1 000 tonne'.,  Schwindt, 1982!. At the sai< t.ime
roe herring landings were expand'ing 1n British Co'luinbia ',l3,C ! and, as
a result, l3.C. emerged as the priina ry source of supply. !3.C 's market
share increased steadily from 57 percent in 1975 tn above 80 percent
in 1977 and 1978  Atkinson et al., 1981!, This do<ninance nf the
market put the province in a position to influence pr1ces of herring
roe. The potential to affect prices through supply management was
recognized by the Federal Department of Fisheries and Qr eans at the
time, In a series of papers by Fr aser et al .   1976,' anC Fraser   19 79!,
an attempt was made to estimate ai demand function for he.r.fnq roe in
order to determine the level of harvest wher e monopoly rent would be
maximized. The consensus nf fisheries managers at the time was that
roe herring catches were being held at conservative levels well below
the maximum sustai nab'le yield of the herri ng stocks. Mo-< r<icent1y,
stock conservation has become the primary concer n a<id it appears
unlikely that an economic supply management object.ive wa, ever the
primary factor considered in setting allowable catches. Nevertheless,
during this per1od from 1976 to 1978, real wholesale prices for
kazunoko increased steadily and, while total imports decline<I, the
estimates of annual consumption were more erratic



Throughout the years of 'l979 and 1980, the herrinq roe industry was
subjected to some rather severe shocks; prices were incredibly
volatile and the repercussions o" consumer res istarice to rapidly
inCreaSing priCes were felt throughout the industry, in Japan and in
North America. Iri l979, total iriports of herring rae were down by
20 percent from the previous year. due almost, entirely ti a iharp
reduction in the B.C. r'oe herring catch. Competi ti on fo th is
reduced catch was fierce arid ex-vessel prices were liid n dramatically.
At the same time, B.C. 's market ',hare declined as produc ion rrom most
other sources remained constant, with the exceptior of Aiask;i where
'landings were up by about C0 percent. The estimated tot.il supoly of
herring roe in 1979, including tl e previous year car'ryover, was down
significant'ly from the previous year. Consequent!y, rei'l pr ..es in
Japan increased by over 70 oercent, to levels which met w th =onsider-
able consumer' resi stance. This was the year the bubble bors'.. The
market collapsed as a result of record high prices, star es
speculation and of hoarding inventories, and a ban on the use of
hydrogen peroxide as a bleaching agent. The year culninated in one2

of the first consumer rebel lions in Japan  American Embassy, Tokyo,
1982!. Consequently, the market didn't clear arid Japanese coriipanies
were left with expensive unsold inventories, estimated at 4 000 tonnes
at the year-end. In 1980, or tees fe'll to 1979 levels anc consumption
recovered, but year-end inventories remained hiqh.

hlethodol o and Resul ts

Atkinson et al. �981! describe Japanese tradition regarding the
consumption of kazunoko as 1'ollows: "This is a special product and
so tar as known is eaten only in Japan and traditionally, kazunoko is
one of the foods that should be served as part of the New Year
celebration, It is especially se ved to the newly-married tar its
kanji, or Japanese charactei s, means numerous children and progeny is
highly desirable, However, the serving of kazunokc is not liriited to
the week or so of the New Year celebration. It is now frequently
served in the more expensive Japariese-style eating places throughout
the year and carries wi th i r when served to a gues t a feeling of
prestige and honour  Casal, 1967!". Although na direct es timates of
seasonal consumption patterns are available a study by Foodwest   1979!
reports that "there are apparently two consumer markets which are
loosely based on quality differences. There is a fairly onstant.
demand fram higher c1ass eating arid drinking estab ishments which
serve lesser quality roe as an appetizer. This market accounts for
roughly 40 percent of consumption, The other 60 pervert is ci>nsumed
during the New Year noliday. Higher quality, whole skeins iif roe
are packed in small wooden boxes and are purchased as qi f- iterrs
d~ring the holiday season."

From the bri et overview presented in the preceding section i t is
apparent that, throughout the 1970 's Japan has became i n .reasi ngly

2
This ban appears ta have been modified to a regulation which permits
the use of hydrogen peroxide for bleaching, but requires that every
measurable amount of the bleach be removed before the product is
approved for import or mari:eted  Atkinson et al,, 1981



dependent on North American fisheries for supplies o herring roe.
These fisheries take place du'ing the first seven mcnths cf each year
and as a result, a large proportion of annual production must be held
in inventory for consumption iuring the New Year season. In a
commodity market of this nature one would expect a consistent pattern
of increasing real prices, at a rate greater than or equa1 to the

real rate of intereSt, as inventOrieS are accumulated and held eaCh
3

year. Further, to the extent that there are two separate markets for
kazunoko, differentiated by time of year and quality of product, one
would expect consumer behaviour to differ between these markets. It
is likely that fewer substitutes exist for kazunoko during the New
Year season than during the off-season and consequently, that consumer
demand is less price elastic during the New Yea" season.

Model formulation

Seasonal price patterns were estimated usinq average monthiy real
prices for kazunoko traded on the Tokyo central wholesale market for
the years 1970 to 1980. Since the majority of kazunoko is imported
from April through July, dummy variables were used to distinguish
between the periods January through March and April through Oecember.
The following trend model was used, with the intercept set to zero, in
order to estimate the rate of change of real prices curing the two
specified periods.

P =   C D + C !  I + r!P

Real monthly price in period t and t-1

respectively

where P and P

1 from January through March and D otherwise

Japanese demand Iuan real rate of interest

Monthly rate of change in real prices

relative to the market rea I rate of
interest from December through March

Cl + C,

Month Iy rate of change in real pri ces

relative to the market real rate of
interest from March throuoh December.

C2

3 The market rate of interest ser ves as a measure o- the minimum
opportunity cost of capi tal .
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This section will attempt to:haracterize the dynamics of rea'I price
beha.viour for kazunoko on a seasonal basis' and to model consumer
demand in the traditional New Year gift market and the year-round
restaurant market. The implications of this latter analysis will then
be explored as they relate to the behaviour of Firms in allocating
inventories over time, and to changes in the relative importance of
these markets in response to price changes .



In Order tO eStimate a demand funCtiOn fOr COnSumpticn rhe fp11OWing
quantity deoendent model was defined:

Q-AB Y

Q = the equilibrium qi>ant i ty iema n dud

P = rea 1 price

Y = real income

b = price elasticity of demand

c = income elasticity uf demano

where

Taking the natural logarithm of' equation �! and using duaM>y variables
to distinguish between the months of January through September and the
months of October through December a regression model was specified as
shown in equation �!.

LOG Q =  I + D! I OG A +  b D + b ! IDG P cY �!t 1 2

Quantity demanded per capita in period t

Real price in period t

where

Pt

Per capita real inrome in period tY

I from January through September and 0
otherwise

Price elasticity of demand rom January
through September

bl + b2

Price elasticity of demand =rom October

through December

Income elasticity of demand

b2

Date e va lug ti on

In the model of seasonal consumer demand, T.C.W.M, prices and
quantities traded were used as a proxy for retail prices and for
consumption. The quantities were pro-rated by available estimates of'
annual consumption and hence, the results depend on an assumption that
these quantities are representative of' national consumption patterns.
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Monthly wholesale prices and quantities of kazunoko traded on the
Tokyo Central Wholesale Market  T.C.W,M.! were used to estimate
equation �! and equation �!. This data represents an aggregation
of various grades of kazunoko and consequently pi ices will be af'fected
by changes in the mix of product quality. The like1y effect of this
bias is to overestimate average prices during the New Year season and
to underestimate prices during the off-season, Moreover, changes in
quality from year to year would also introduce a bias.



In order ta estimate the quantity demanded i»,iauan iir 4 pur capita
basis, the adjusted qua»tity estimates were divided by mon hly
pOpulatian StatiStiCS. !imi larly, JapaneSe ra.N.P. dh video Oy
population provided an estimate of per capita i»come One additional
bias may be introduced by these estimates, There wa. »o a tempt to
adjust the data for fami ly size, hence changes i fr the r umber of
consumers per household will nat be reflected i» this estimate of
dispasable income  De Voretz, 1982!, Finally, a	 the money variables
were deflated by the Japanese consumer price index. lhis t amputation
intraduces no obvious bias.

Results

In estimating seasonal p ice patterns, equatiur � 1, ii.e iullowing

results wer e obtained, with the t- statistic' showri ~ii br'a kets

�!P = ',-.1300 + 1,026! � t ri=t t.- 1

,'-3 93!* �4,77!*

R =.782

The est~mated monthly rate of real price change relative to
the real rate of interest over the study per ioo wa,;

T-test for rate
Rate of Cha~ne of ~han e = t

i.63March through Decer»ber

December through March

1, 026

-3.72*

* indicates parameter significance at a 957, level of
confidence.

These imports are difficult ta quantify since they are included with
other herring imports such as food herring and an unknown proportion
of North American roe herring exports are processed in China and
South Korea for re-export tc Japan,

Results corrected for negative serial correlation.

Japanese regulations require that domestic laridi»gs, t:ut not imports,
are distributed through the wholesale markets aiowever, a sma'll
portion of imports are apparently also sold through '. e wholesale
markets  Atkinson et al., !981!. If the r»onthly cons.matin» patterns
are different for domestically produced kazunf>ko thar for ri»ports,
or if the proportion of imparts sold through che wholesale markets
varies on a montnly basis, then a bias will be»tr.odcced ito the
eStimates of consumption. A'Iso, the estimate, ar the Corn»stir portion
of annual supplies may b» conservative as some f»e herrina imports

4
which are subsequently processed in Japan mav»ot be included.



As prev'tously noted, there are apparently two consumer rtrarket.s for
kazunoko distinguished by time and by qua I i ty of roe . Irl estimating
seasonal demand for kazunoko, equation �!, the rollowincl results were

, 6obtained, with the t- statistics shown in brackets

LOG Qt 37'6 ~ 9 40D + i-1,58D � .24! LOG P, - 2.9.1 LOG v �!

 -1,75! �.30!*  -2.72!'  -,52,' 76!

R = .56

T- te<.t for
Lag<tie~a< of Deme ~ a llaat < ~t � l

Dff season price:

New Year season price:

income:

-1.34

.24

14*

.72*

2.93 1.17

* indicates parameter Si lni ticance at a 95'r 't ve ' of l onfi dence
or better,

The above results conform tc. expectations as the quantities demanded
are inversely related to prices and posi ti vely related to i ncome,
lhe price elasticity of demand during the off-season is significantly
different from that of the lew Year season. Moreover, ctemand during
the off-season appear's to be price elastic, that is quantitie;
demanded are relatively responsive to changes in price, and defrand
during the NeW Year ~eaSOn, priCe inelaStiC, Finally, tho madel
provides some support. to the characterization of kazunoko xs > luxury

Results corrected for positive <,erial correlation which woull"
indicate either that some significant explanatory variables are
absent from the model or there are problems with the data such as
the aggregation of various grades of kazunoko.

Lz3

The above results support the seasonal characterizat~on rt' herring roe
industry as teal prices terd to increase, at a rate grea.er can or
equal to the real rate of intel est, frOm March tnrOugh December each
year, Moreover, during the nrontl s January through Mare i the averaqe
monthly real price of kazunoko displays a signt icart downward trend.
This trend is likely due to a falling off of demand aftear thr New Year
season and to a reduced proporticn of high qual i ty product in the
aggregate amount of kazunoko beirg traded. The estimated price
decline after December is noticeably larger than the rate of increase
during the months prior to December. This provr'ie", an indication of
the risk inherent in misjudging demand in the New Year rrtarket. and
having to carry over large ;upplies, presumably with a imited shelf
life, to the followinq year.



good, as demand appears to be income elastic. One explanation for the
insignificant T-test may be that the data covered too short a period
to generate much va r i at i on i n i ncome.

Conclusions

The results suggest the following conclusions. I:irst, the speculative
nature of these markets is illustrated by the consistent pattern of
price increases prior to the New Year season and hy the sharp decrease
in prices after the New Year seasan, This latter decline is likely a
reflection of a seasonal shift in demand, a reduction in the
proportion of higher quality kazunoko in the quantities transacted,
and quality deterioration relative to new supplies anticipated during
the following year. One can see that the risks involved in misjudging
the New Year seasonal market are substantial. Second, demand during
the New Year season appears to be price inelastic whereas demand
throughout the year, during the off-season, is price elastic, The
implications of this conclusion warrant further disrus. ion .

Prices throughout the year reflect both current demand and anticipated
prices for the New Year season, If high prices are an icipated due,
for example, to expectations of lower than average supp'lies, one would
expect firms to allocate an increased proportion of their inventories
to the price inelastic New Year market, Thus a reduction in annual
supplies would have a relatively greater impact on the supplies
available for the off-season markets. In addition, demand in the off-
seasan is price elastic, so high prices will have a relatively large
negative irrrpact on consumption. It fol'lows that expectatinns of high
prices during the New Year season will alter the relative shares
demanded in favour of the New Year market as a consequence of the
differential in price elasticities, In the event that firms over-
estimate demand or underestimate supply for the New Year season, one
would expect firms to carry inventories into the fallowing year to a
more price elastic market, rather than lower the price demanded during
the New Year season.

The author wishes to thank Dr. Don De Voretz of Simon I-raser
University, and Bruce McRae, Frank Blasetti, and Kelvin Mak of the
Economic Development Policy Bureau for their helpful suggestions in
preparing this paper.

The views expressed in this paper are entirely
those of the author and should not be
interpreted as representing those of the
provincial government.
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APPENDIX

HERRING ROE SUPPE" CONSUMPTION ANO PRICE. 19,1 tg 1981
 quantities in tOnneS and OriCes i i Yenikn.l

Average
Wholesale
Real Price

De., Anr ual

Previous
Domestic Year-end

~IA1 arts ~5u i invento er
Tota
~Su 137  ~irsui, tier

14 548
10 22',
13 81i!

12 30!! 11 aCO

1 - Orth et al,, 1980. 411 data from 1971 to 19� w th th< exception
of prices.

� Japan Marine Products Importers Association, 197! -1981 Imports
from 1978 to 1981.

- Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1980. Iiomestic supplies
from 1978 to 1980 and previous year-end inventor es fvom 1979 to
1981.

- Ibid., 1982. Consumption in 1980 and 198

2 Esi:imates,

Note

The views expressed in tnis paper are enti elv
those of the author and should not he
interpreted as representing those of tne
provincial government.


6

1971 1 291 2 403
1972 8 '140 ? 364
1973 12 093 500
1974 13 42 500
1975 8 497 500
1976 12 289 500
1977 11 225 500

1978 9 988 '. 000
1979 8 221 1 OOO
1980 5 810 2 000

1981 7 992; 308

3 000
750
400

1 945

3 670
1 000
4 000

3 OOO

3 65'i
8 64 !

12 591
16 642
9 74,'

13 18'I
13 670

8 �0
9 !193

15 892
9:i4 7

11 244
10 OC J

13  '58
6 221
9 iCO

I 620 6 508
4 542 3 618
3 360 3 408

954 2 391
4 496 3 745
3 452 3 305
3 840 3 552

o 066 4 278
7 326 7 155
3 730 3 797



ABSTRACT

The Japanese rrarf et fur hi r>:ng roe is a coamu; ii, <riark .t i i which
speculation play., an infe<fra1 p;ii t. A rraini ficr<iiin n' 'fie supplies
for this market originate< riom the roe her rin.; ' i'he»i s i i North
America, which t<iku . i ice ii» ing fhe fi st. ha'.F nf eaci vea . The
final produLt, herring nor, is consumed iri Jaf,an fhrrugnriut the year,
with the peak period of crnsumpi.inn occiirring dui fng tni New Year
season. As a result nf tie str.fcture of this >nd< stry 'fIe !roduct
must be hei 0 in ir ve iro-y. iri a semi-prouessed a> f.race,sed 1'orm, for
a substantia1 portioi of aacl year. The availa>: � dati on market
transactions are used to ast imate seasonal prii e;iatte i '., ati 3 consumer
demand in two sef.arato mari ets for herring roe The r ".,ul t< are
discussed a" they reIate to the behaviour of firni, in s 'ocating
inventories betweer these markets,





Seafood Trade Between Japan
and the United States

Tsunenori Kusakawa

Tokai University
Shirnizu, Japan

Overview of Ja anese Fisheries

Convention on the Law of the Sea including 200mile EEZ was
adopted by UNCLOS III on April 30, 1982, by a recorded vote
of 130 in favor to 4 against, with 17 absentions. Voting
against includes the United States as well as Israel, Turkey

and Venezuela.
In this convention, "coastal state has sovereign right for
the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and
managing the natural resources, whether living or non-living

and coastal state has also "jurisdiction with regard to
the establishment and use of artificial islands, installa-
tions and structures, marine scientific research, and the
protection and preservation of the marine environment."
With regard to fisheries, coastal state can determine
arbitrarily the allowable catch, its capacity to harvest
and the allocation of surplus for other states, of its own
EEZ. Many coastal states have already set up their 200mile
zone as domestic law, not waiting the entry into force of
the convention, and the number of such states has gone up to
ninety as of January, l982.
Especially the establishment of 200mile zone by the United
States and USSR gave a way to the coastal states to set up
the zones, and affected Japanese fisheries seriously.
The establishment of the 200mile zone by many states has
given considerable influence upon the structure of world
fisheries and international trade of fishery products.
Japanese fishery

Japan harvested 44% Of its marine fishery catches within
200 miles from the coasts of foreign states in 1974 and in
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1977, when the United States and CSSR <;t.~b! bshed their
fishery zones, it droppecl to 304,

Table 1. JaPaneSe FiSherieS whithin 200 h1- LeS
from the Coasts of 1'oreiq» St:at.«."

.I<<it.'10<! <t }
1975 ~1 7|t

10, 545 0,656
9,605

1974
's total catch
ch in marine fisheries
cl. marine culture !

10,808
9, i49

ch within 200 miles
m the coasts of forei.gn
tes

$, <44 3,4964,256

L,348
25

L,229
118
127

80
8

166
395

United States
Canada
USSR
China
R, |korea
N. Korea
Aus tral ia
New Zealand
Other states

1,585
26

l, 630
180
209

,4i0
21

, i86
152
177

64
L2
80

432

18
78

530

Sourse. Ministry of Agliculture, Forestry and Fishery

The reduction of catches within the fishery zone of USSR was
remarkable where 1,229 thousand tons ir, 1976 dropped to 698
thousand tons in 1977. The main species which showed the
sharp reduction was Alaska pollack  suketou-dara!.
The Russo-Japanese relati.ons in fishery is mutual based on
the agreements, and the USSR's allocation to Japan has been
fixed at 750 thousand tons since ! 979 .
The relations between the United States and Japan in the
fishery is Japan's uni.lateral catch in the U.S. FCZ and the
quota to Japan after the entry into force of. FCMA of 1976 is
1,201 thousand tons in 197'7, 1,250 thousand tons in 1978,
1,205 thousand tons in 1979, 1,404 thousand tons in 1980,
1,207 thousand tons in 198:L and 1,149 thousand tons in 1982.
Xn spite of the reduction of catches in the 200mi!e zones of
foreign states, the total catches of Japan's marine fishery
have not reduced. This is explained, as in Fig. 1, by the
increase of off-shore fisheries compensating the reduction
of distant. water fisheries. This, however, does not mean
that the Japanese fishery has been successfully moved into
a fishery of resource mana<9ement type that utilizes amply
its Own 200mile zone from a fishery mainly supported by the
distant water fishery, but means an incidental coi ncidence
between the dawn of the 200-mile era and the heavy catches
of sardines  iwashi ! and mackerel  saba! in tne off � shore
fisheries. The establishment of 200mile zone, price hikes of
the fuel oil and materials after the oil � shock, changes in
the needs of consumers � - these are the points to which the
Japanese fishery must make match itself, It can b» said that
it. contains many unsolved problems inside.
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Supply and demand

The Japanese are the world'', leading tish-eatrng people, In
1980, Japanese obtain d 1 ',9q per day per capita of animal
protein from fishery products, which is 45.8% of the total
intake of animal proteirr. The supply and demard composition
of fishery products is showrr in Table 2, The total demands
of fishery products are between 11 � 12 million tons since
1975, and the demands of edible fishery products aie between
7,5-7.8 million tons, which both can be considered to be
almost constant. In toe domestic production, the edible
fishery products axe in declining tendency from the peak of
1976, but the non-edib1 e fishery products increased to 3.0
million tons in 1980 frorr 2.4 million tons of 1975. The
import of edible fishery products increased tc 1.2 million
tons in 1979 from 0.75 million tons in 1975 and it was 1.0
milli. on tons in 1980. The portion of imported edible fishery
products in the domestic consumption of edible fishery
products shows an increase. from 4,6% of 1970 to 10.0'0 of
1975 and 16.4% of 1979, but it decreased to 13.3% in 1980.
These facts clearly describe, taking into consideration the
production and the import by species, the increase of
domestic production for low-priced non-edible fishery
products and the increase of imports for high-priced edible
fi shery products. It is ale< conceivable that they have
close relationshi.p wi=h the changes of eating habits of the
Japanese people which are likirrg to the higher class fishery
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products such as tuna  maguro! and prawns  ebii, simplified
cooking method of fishery products at home and increase of
the opportunities of eating out. Meanwhile it can be pointed
out the increase of importance of the imported edible
fishery products in the domestic consumption.

Table 2 Supply and Demand of Fishery Products in Japan

  Unit:1000t !

1975 1976 1977 197

,006 11,126

,918 9,990

,552 7,693

,366 2,297

,088 1,136

752 866

11,974 11,6

10,126 10,1

7,678

2,448

7,3

2,8

1,848 1,4

999 1,0

336 270 849 3

,006 ll,126

,016 10,097

,549 7,763

,467 2,334

990 1,029

755 796

11,232 11,74

10, 380 10,69

7, 565 7, 74

2,815 2,95

1,04852

671 74

235 233 181 30

Soura: Food Balance Sheet, Ministry of Agricu2ture, forestry and

Fishery

Note 1 The diff~ between total supply and total datmnd are

the ~se or decrease of stocks.

2 Figures in 1980 are preliminary.

Domestic distribution

132

There have been changes in the domestic distributions of
edible fishery products in Japan. Once the circulation of
edible fishery products in Japan maintained by the wholesale
market. system that goes through the wholesale markets at the
place of production and the place of consumption. But from
the beginning of 1970's, the feature of the wholesale
market system has changed, and non-wholesale market circula-
tions which do not go through the wholesale markets but go
through the outside, have become to have considerable
importance, thus making the route of circulation complex.
This has been caused, when seen from the consumption side,
by the changes in the circulation mechanisms such as the



growth of the mass � selling shops and the growth of fast food
chains industry. When seen from the supply side, it has been
caused by the increase of Erozen fishery products, increase
of imported fishery products and increase of processed fish-
ery products. The backgrounds that has made the changes of
circulation are the establishment of nationwide network of
the frozen warehouses based on the development of freezing
technologies, equipment of freezing appliance on the fishing
boats, and the increase of freezing carriage.
The Japanese once enjoyed the seasons of the year by the
change of species of fishery products they ate, but recently
they cannot see the seasons in this mariner.
These changes in the circulation of edible fishery products
are helping the big fishery companies and sogo-shosha
 universal commercial houses! reign the market. These
tendencies are strong especially in the imported fishery
products and frozen fishery products.

Import and export

Once Japan was the biggest mgarter of marine products in the
world, and its import was negligible. But from 1971, Japan
became the importer and in 1979 the trade balance of fishery
products amounted to an excess of import of 734 billion yen.
Now Japan is still one of the largest exporters of fishery
products, and is, at the same time, the world largest
importer. In 1979, 27% of world trades of fishery products
on value basis was import by Japan. Recently there appears
the fisheries which cannot stand without export to Japan, in
some coastal states. That are, for instance, squid or
cattlefish  ika! fishing in Canada, R.Korea and Thailand,
prawn  ebi! fishing in India and Indonesia, and tuna  maguro
! fishing in R.Korea .
It is said, as a matter of course, that the fishery products
whose domestic demand exceeds the domestic production are
imported and vice versa. It is seen the tendencies, from the
view of Japan's import, export and domestic demand of fish-
ery products, that the higher priced marine products which
were once exported are now put to the domestic consumption
and are even imported to fill the shortage, and that the
lower priced domestic marine products are exported or used
as non-edible products.
In 1980, the import of shrimp, prawn and lobster  ca11ed
generically ebi! marked 35% of the total import of edible
fishery products which, as compared with previous year 1979,
is 20% lower in value basis or 10% lower in volume basis.
This decrease is considered to be caused by the increase of
stock. "Ebi" is imported from about 60 states out of which
IndOneeia,India, Auetralia and China are the main exparterS
to Japan. "Ebi" is the typical import item in Japan and
about 75% of the domestic demand is supplied through import.
Frozen skipjack  katsuo! and tuna are mainly imported from
R.Korea and Taiwan, 90% of the total import are from these
two states.
As to the import. of squid and octopus  tako!, due to that
they are not eaten by many nationals, aImost the world
import is made by Japan,
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Salmons  sake!, crab  kani!, hard roes of salmons  sujiko!
and hard roes of herring  kazunoko! ---so-called "hokuyo-mono
 northern sea products! "---are the import items that have
marked an rapid increase after the establishment of 200mile
zones by the United States and USSR. They are descrrbed
later.
The main export items of Japan are canned fish---mackerel
 saba!, skipjack, tuna and sardine- � ,and frozened skipjack
and tuna for cannery. Though non-edible, pearl and fish oils
are the important export items of Japan.

Sea Food Trade between ~Ja an and the United States

Fishery products trade between Japan and the United States
goes into an excess of import by Japan since 1977 when the
United States adopted the 200mile Fishery Conservatio~ Zone.
The items whose import of Japan have increased are salmons
 including king, red, si1ver, pink and chum!, crab, salmons
roes and herring roes, and they are now ranked at higher
positions in the import. of fishery products by Japan from
the United States.
Regarding salmons, Japan was once exporting canned salmons
to the United States, but nowadays these are items that will
go first among the imported fishery products from the United
States. In 1981, 84t of Japan's imports of salmons were from
the United States.
The supply of salmons in Japan is composed of fzshing in the
northern sea, catch at the coasts and rivers, and import,
In the past, the production was mostly from the northern sea

but, because of anadromous stocks, the salmons fishing of
Japan in the northern sea was regulated by INPFC  the Inter-
national Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North
Pacific Ocean!, and also RusSo-Japanese Negotiations on
salmons have reduced the catch quota to Japan year by year.
The quota has been fixed at 42,500 tons since 1978.
On the other hand, the catch at the coasts and rivers of
salmons has shown the steady increase by the advancement of
techniques in the artificial fertilization and the expantion
of the release, thus reaching to about 100 thousand tons i.n
1981 from 20 thousand tons in the 1960s. The import of
salmons will be affected by the tendencies of the domestic
consumption and the catch at the coasts and rivers in the
future. The import of salmons marks a drastic decrease in
1980 . This decrease is considered to be caused by the
excessive stock made from the increase of import in 1978 and.
1979 motivated by speculation, and rich catch at the coasts
and rivers,
The hard roes of salmons and of herring are favorite food
specific to Japanese, and many Japanese taste with relish
them like the Occidentals do with caviar.
The domestic demand of salmons roes mainly depends on the
import. The import was 5.8, 6,7, 7.8, 7,8, 8.6 and 10.7
thousand tons through 1976 to 1981 respectively. There are
some domestic productions of salmons roes. The estimation
was about 3 thousand tons in 1980. The domestic production

has been showing the increase with the increase of the
catch at coasts and rivers.
Over 85% of Japan's import of salmons roes are from the
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Table 6 Japan' s Expert and Import 4 f Fishery Products
to/from the United States

E Unit: 1 billion yen !

Export Import Balance

Source: Ministry of Finance

Note: Export= FOB, Import= CIF

United States and it is followed by Canada.
Almost all of the domestic demand of herring roes depends on
the impOrt. The import of herring roes was 11,7, 10.2, 9.6,
7.7, 5.4 and 7.6 thousand tons through 1976 to 1981 respec-
tively . In addition to the above, there are some herring
ross which are produced from imported herrings.
The estimated volume is about 2 thousand tons in 1980.
The mai n exporters of. herring roes to Japan are canada and
the United States, and they are followed by China and
R.Korea. The import cf herring roes also marked an acute
drop in 1980. This is mainly because of the inconfidence the
consumers in the domestic circulation, the consumers meeting
with the speculative import, price hike in the domestic
market and losing purchase motives.
The import of herring is not liveralized, but the import
quota showed the increase recently. The import recorded 13.7

30.1 and 50.1 thousand tons in 1979, 1980 and 1981 respec-
tively. Herrings are almostly imported from Canada and the
Uni t.ed States.
The import of crabs was 12.5, 18. 3, 31.t3, 40.5, 13. 8 and
31.0 thousand tons through 1976 to 1981 respectivery. In
1981, the import from the United States holds about 70% in
volume in the total import.
From an overall view on the import by Japan of fishery
prOduCtS frOm the United Statea, it iS clear that the incli-
nation to higher class marine foods of Japanese consumers
and the decrease of catches in the north Pacific due to the
establishment of 200mile zones are fundamental factors of.
the increase of import,
The main export item.. of Japan to the Un~ted States are
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frozen fillet flatfish and cod, frozen albacore for cannery,
and canned skipjack and tuna.
Though not edible, pearls rank top in the export of fishery
products from Japan to the United States.
It iS Seen the stagnancy in the export of edible fishery
products from Japan to the United States, as a whole.

When Japan-the United States trade of fishery products is
viewed from Japanese side, the first serious problem for
Japan is the linkage of the catch quota and the trade of
fishery products.
The Part C of AFPA American Fisheries Promotion Act! which
is an amendment of FCMA of 1976, provides as a factor of
consideration in the determination of the allocation among
foreign states of the TALFF, with other factors, that
"whether, and to what extent, such nations are cooperating
with the United States in the advancement of existing and
new opportunities for fisheries trade, particularly through
the purchase of fish or fishery products from United States
processors or from United States fishermen."
Concerning this, a problem called the "the case on purchase
of Alaska pollack" occured recently. This is the problem
regarding to the purchase of Alaska pollack which is caught
by the U.s. fishermen, by the Japaneee factory boats on the
sea.
Alaska pollack is an important species which amounted to
74% of the Japanese actual catch of 1,180 thousand tons in
the U.S. FCZ, in 1980. And about 75% of the Japan's total
catch which amounted 1,552 thousand tons in 1980, came from
in the fishery zones of the United States and USSR.
The minced Alaska pollack is the very important material for
the processed fishery products in Japan.
This kind of purchase was started in 1981, and in that year,
two fishery companies, Taiyo and Nippon Suisan, made a test
purchase of total of 14 thousand tons. This test purchase
was, at first, promised by Japan to check the enactment of
Breaux Act. In this purchase of 7 thousand tons each, both
companies reported that they "lost 20 thousand yen
per ton  The fishing and food industry weekly 6,/25,1982!.
It means that this purchase was a reluctant one for the two
companies a.nd the Japanese fishery industries to keep the
catch quota in the U.S. FCZ.
For 1982, Japan offered to the United States a purchase of
40 thousand tons at first and 60 thousand tons later on.
At the Japan-U.S. Trade Conference held in �arch 1982, The
United States requested this amount to be 200 thousand tons
in 1982 and to be made to 400 thousand tons in next three
years Asahi shimbun 4/28 1982!, and it made this problem go
on the rock.
The United States has introduced the partial allocation
system from 1982 in stead of the year-basis allocation
system. In this system, the United States exhibits the
predetermined catch quota to the foreign states, and 50% of
which is allocated at the beginning of the year and for the
remaining 50% allocation is made in April and July after
assessment by the United States. The predetermined catch
quota for Japan for 1982 was 1,148,800 tons. And 50% of
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them was allocated at the beginning ot < <-. >, <- i<t i t the time
of second allocation i.n April, the Urite,i SI,. <es, ~ ~ e only
155 of the quota, not 25<I as expect;ed. Tt<is «<erasure by the
Unitecl States is undoubtedly in 1 ine with AFPA, f <>< the
increase of the export of Alaska polls< k.
In order to recover this 10% reduction a»'. ai ihc arne time
to give a path to the deadlocked negotiation ter =1 e ievi-
sion of Japan-U.S. Fishing Pact which is expt - in<1 at the end
of 1982, Japan gave a compromise in the impor I of Alaska
pollack, and in June 1982, the United States .<nd;<span
reached to a basic consent in this problem !'~»on ~eizai
shimbun 6/12 1982!, The content of consent is that Japan
would purchase Alaska pollack from the U. S. f I sher«<en by
120 thousand tons between June 1982 and I.la! 1983, and by 200
thousand tons from June 1983 to May 1984 .
After this consent, the United States not.iced tc !span a re-
covery of 10% reduction and an allocation of 25% for July
and thus Japan secureci t.he prededermined .:at.ch qu.ta for
1982, with a reduction of 1.5 thousand t<;ns due t. unlawful
fishing .
It is reported that the aforementioned ne<iotiatio-. on the
reViaiOn Of Japan-U.S . FiShery Pact WaS <:OnCluded tn August
1982 Japan Times 8/23 1982!. It was reported that t.he
contents of the new 5-year fishing pact has more .;trict
conditions for Japan compared to the present !g78 -1982 pact,
which provides:
1. basically the catch quota shall be de< ided »y :he U.S,
2. the catch quota is to be allocated on the partial basis,

not on the year basis.
3. the catch quota is to be determined b, tak ng int.o

consideration Japar<'s import of the U S. fishe< y products
contribution to the U.S. fishery ind.istry an<> other

factors.
A memorandum is attached to the new pact whi; » states;
l . the United States confirmed it would p,<y attention to

Japanese claims that quotas should be set thro<iqh mutual
consultations.

2. the United States would try to prevei t un !.at< ra!, U.S.
quota allocation f rom d isrupting Japai. s f sher y .

This new pact is also clearly in line with the U. S. I:ishery
policies which is provided in AFPA.
It seems that the background of the Uni.tui! States ' i.'quire-
ment on an increase of the export of Alaska polla<:k is the
poor catch of crabs at Bering Sea, It means that the United
States is going to rebuild the crab boats int.o bo;<t.s for
Alaska pollack.
It can be pointed out, however, some doubts i<i ca<her case.
The first case is the case that the catch q<>ot. o - Alaska
pollack for Japan is decreased by this kind of pu< chase,
though it is inconsistent with the linkage of I.he ca tch
quota and the trade of fishery products. !.n this «ase,
Japan's catch of Alaska pollack in the U.S. FC'.2 wi	
decreased to 650-700 thousand tons in 1984 fro~ 8,1 thousand
tons in 1980, and Japanese fishing boats for Alaska pollack
will have to be reduced accordingly. Furt.her, thei e is no
guarantee that the United States shall not req<iir« the more
increase of Japan's purchase after 1984, is requested 400
thousand tons in the aforementioned confctence,
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The second case xs the case that the catch quota for Japan
is not decreased, though it is unreasonable from the view
point of resources management. In this case, some questions
arise. They are;

is the resources sustainable '?
is the Japanese market consumable ?

Moreover, it is doubted the influence to the catch quota for
other states such as R.Korea and West Germany.
Thus the linkage of the catch quota and the trade of fishery
products not only troubles the Japanese fisheries, but may
affect the marine resources of the United States, Japanese
market, and other fishing states in the U.S. PCZ.
Changes in the import of marine fishery products by Japan
may affect the trade of marine fishery products of other
states.

Other problem in the U.S.-Japan sea food trade is Japan's
speCulative imports. These had brought serious impacts on
Japanese consumers and the fishermen of foreign states, as
seen "the case of herring roes". Speculative imports by
Japan not only do not contribute the development of the U.S.
fisheries, but confuse the Japanese market.

The United States will undoubtedly continue to promote the
development of its fishing industry, and as a result, the
fishing in the U.S. FCZ by other states will be decreased
with the increase of the U.S. catch. It seems that the
Japan's contribution through the increase of import only
put off the reduction of Japan's catch in the U.S. PCS.
This kind of measures will not invite the fundamental solu-
tion of fishery problems lying between the United States and
Japan.

It is desirable to establish the basic understandings about
each other's fisheries and demands of sea food products, for
the stable development of sea food trade between Japan and
the United States.
Facing the era of world wide enclosure of resources, the
world trade of sea food products will become more and more
important, The above pointed basic understandings will
contribute the establishment of worldwide orderly sea food
trade, since the two states share very important position
in the trading.
For this end, it would be very important to carry out suc-
cessive studies about international sea food trade in coop-
eration with each state.
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Status of and Problems in
Seafood Export in Korea

Chung-Yul Yu and Hyt4n-Woo Chung
National Fisheries University of Busan
Republic of Korea

ABSTRACT

Korea's fishing industry naw aims at fulfilling domestic demand,
increasing fisherman's income, and diversifying export markets.
Demand for fish, particularly processed products, has also increased.
To meet this demand, the government allowed general species import. in
1978.

Korea's fish exports began with laver exports to Japan before 1945.
Exports have increased over the past 20 years, aided by the govern-
ment's export-oriented policy.

In 1977, Korea was the world's third largest fish product exporter.
The distant water fleet made this passible, contributing half those
fish between 1962 and 1976. By 1980 however, it contributed only 41
percent of exports valued at $854 million. This reduction was caused
by 200 mile exclusive fishing zones and increased ail prices.

A major economic problem is that over 75 percent of Korea's exports
are ta Japan �5.4 perCent! and the U.S. �1.1 percent!. DiVerai-
fication efforts have increased to include sales in aver 100 coun-
tries> but O.S. and Japanese sales still predominate.

These problems weaken the international export market, >ncluding
factors of price and non-price competition. To strengthen competi-
tiveness, an overall policy should be set far all fisheries, For
expansion, the following strategy is required:

To reduce the rime casts for rice com etitiveness: a! improve
labor productivity by modernizing fishing vessels and facilities, b!
rationalize management by realizing econ>xsies of sca1e ar unifying
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eXport channele by items, c! more exploration ar rrshi ig resources
and further development af sea culture, d! improve distribution
channels.

To stren then non- rice ca~met. tivenesa: a! mors diplomacy ou
fishing zones, catch quotas, and joint venturrs, parti=ularly liber-
alization of Japanese I.0. items and divereif> i i : market", h! export
of ite as selected, c! strengthened inspection.

E. Status and Trend of Korean Fisheries

A. General Backgr oun.1

1! Production-Sector and Species

The fishery industry of Korea has grown   api-" y since the
first Zconornic Development of 929 2, mal ing Korea one of the
ten most producing countries in the world snd by '977 Korea
was the third largest fish exporting cauntry, though ranked
5th in '1979 according to Yearbook of Fishery Statistics by
FAG,

The total catch in 1980 was estimated 2,4,6 thousanc metric
tons, valued at US$ 3,000 million at the const.ant price of
1975, contr ibuting the pr cpor tion of 1.6'4 to !.he nations's
GNP. And fishing population at the end ct' 1980  ,as esti-
mated 864,792 persons wlilch was equivalen',,i: 2.3" of the
total population,

of 1980 was 7'i',574 >.n number and
ich are, as compared with those of
and 70,5% respectively. And pow-
.9% in number ar,d 96.1% in tonnage,
on a SubstarMai decrease. The

980 was 771 thousanad 0/T, whic.h
very year as shown .abls- l.

Fishing fleet at the end
770,687 G/T in tonnage wh
1972, increases of 14.6!,'
ered vessels represent 65
nonpowered vessels being
average gross tonnage of'
is of course incr ea*ir g e

Fishery production includes distant waters fisheries from
deep-sea fishing, adjacent, waters fisher ies from coastal and
offshore fishing, shallow sea and riland wet rs fisheries.

Off-shore fishing is on a steady increase. With the conti-
nental shelves in the Yellow Sea and the Southern Sea of
Korea, and the cold current from the Pacific Northern Sea,
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The deep-sea fishing industry, which wa grown r pidly since
its start in 1968 and became a promising exp . t industry, is
steadily on the decline     specially since 1976. Deep-sea
fishing is distinguished by the size of the vessel, usually
over 200 tons and by the shor e-away per iod, usua' ly over a
month. Deep-sea fishing progressed from sea share  coastal!
fishing and then of f-shor e fishing made the r cupid develop-
ment with the purchase of used Japanese vessels uri a loan
baeie, The mast importan' landings of this fleet are t,una,
Alaska pollack and other demersal resources. Alaska pollack
are caught in the Pacific Northern Sea, demersals in the
coasts of Las Palmas and Ilorocco of the Atlantic Qcean and
tunas in other oceans.



Qf f-shore f ishing areas yield nat, ar>ly pelagi resources but
also such high-priced fish as demersals. The ; es-els,
though small vessels of usually 10 to 150 tons > consist of

purse seines, Danish seines, pair � t.raw ler s, gill-
netter and stow-nettelr.

ke laver a.
f 'aver pr=
eceritl> tt>«
ducts yiel=

of t.echo i
port oyster

d oysters
duc .s were

domesti«.
larger pla-

ques ir> oyster
.arious

2! Consumption

DOmeatiC cOnSumpt.ion is steadily incr eas1.;g, ac« ousting for
71,6$ of the total pr aduction 2,476 thousand Y/T af 1980,
whereas export acccunts for the r est 28.4'/: wt.i«:h is a
decrease of 11,7/ fram a year earlier.

Prices of fishery pr oducts are r ising at the rate of 46.24,
in parallel with wholesale price increase. The elasticities
recently calculated by Kor ea Rural Econor rc lr.st it ut e ar e
as f allows:

Price Income

Fishes -0.3313
Shells -0.63

Sea weeds-0.77

0.5323
1.35
1 ~ 12

3! Distribution

Distribution channels of fishery products are ala« mare
complicated in Korea than those of other products. In case
of li.ve A fresh fish, 5 or 6 stages of channels make the
mar!r-up of 70 to 110$, retail market channel rtakir>g larger
proportion of mark-up .

Concerning distribution structure in Korea, fishermen sell
their catch on a consignment basis ta the cooperative
wholesale units located up and down t,he coast. These whole-
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Shallow sea culture for products li
c,ontinues to be increasing. Host a
exported to Japar  up ta 1960s but r
demand is rising and thus laver pr o
fits to producers. And development
culture enabled the producer s to ex
foreign countries.

The COnaumptian trend iS that with eCanamia grawtt,
demar>d for high-grade fishes and processed pr:duct
increasing. The domestic consumption cf proc«ssea
account for 5 1. 1$ against 48.9$ of live & fresh fi
reasons for the increase of processed product are
demand from imparting countries and preferen«e for
products with modernization of pr ocessing methods.
92960s such simple curing met.hods as salting, dryin
ling were used but in 1970s such modern processing
tory as paste-making, fr eezing and canning has bee
loped. And recently mixed feed production made fr
meal is increasing, totaling 3.5 mill'an N/T ln 19
reduction has became one of the promising inc str i

the
ls

p  o« ucr,s
sh. The

mar'e
the

During
g, pick-

in fac-
n deve-
am fish
80 and the



sale cooperative suction:h Ls fish to licensed, fir si.-hand
wholesalers, or sell to chem directly. These licensed
wholesale s then sor t, d.lv.Lde and sell tr,e auc tioned goods
either on a commissior, bas:is or direcct Ly to 'se r etail
markets,

4! Major Ports

nd i.ngS are unloaded and sole in the
orts, Pusan, Yosu, Ounssn, Masan,

because it is difficult to transport
inland markets, especialLy in hot
also large populaticn c ster s and a
the ..andings are also unloacied at

B. Current Production

In 1980, Korean fishery showed a slow growth ln production.
Hike of oil prices and deterioration of fishing er:vir onments
in south Pacific Ocean irtcJ uding New Zealand a fee ted dis-
tant water s fisheries so greatly as to rec.ord '.he s>ir>us
growth of 9.9%

Sea culture and adjacent water fisheries grew at the rate
of 24 .6% and 4,81' respectively, ar!d contributed greatly to
the natior! 's total cat,ch of 1980 247,600M/T which is a
slight increase of 2.2!L over the previous year', wi;er eas
exports of fishery product, in 1980 r ecorded a decrease of
8.8% as compared with the pr evious year,: ema" nirrg at US$
854 million.

From 1960 to 1976 the total
increase with rapid growt.h
from 1977 the distant wat,er
conditions due to proclamat
economic zone by major coa-
countr ies and the increase
shock . The yearly dec.r easi
fisheries against the total
Table 2.

CD Export Status ard Trend

Korean fishery has been cor.tinuously increasing since the
first Ecoromic Development. Plan and fisi;ery ir.dustry took a
remarkable part in the nation's export performance during
1960-70's. It contributed the propor tion of 2% to total
export in 1960 and 11,9$ in 1969 but the export portion
decreased as shown in Table 1.

In the first stage of fishery export �0s and 70s!, exports
of distant waters fisheries showed a favorable trend,
repr esenting the half of total export of fisheries ard
making Korea one of the largest fishery expor ting countries.

In 1979, Korean fishery export was valued at 06$936 rt.illion
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dollars, which accounts for 6.2% of the naticr.'s tota'
expor t arcounting to US$15, 055 milliorl dollar arid I 979
export of fisheries snowed an ir>crease of 24.57. over the
previous year  US$ 752 mil 1 on!.

1980, however, saw a decrease in export performance. 1980
exports were valued at U$$ 854 million, which is a decrease
of 8.81  from the previou- year  US$ 936 mil]icn!. The
decrease was attributable to the decreased ca:cb iu the field
of distant water . fisher ie' which were badly affec .ed by
prOClamatiOn Of 200-mile fiahing ZOne and world-Wide Stag-
nation caused by oil shock and especially the expnrt prohi-
bition of frozen products due to choler- .

Total fishery export. valued at US$ 854 mzilion cf i980
consisted of distant f'isheries 4 1'5, frozen product - 12A,
fresh fish 15y,, f ishing nets 'I I'A and pi cklec A salted 10%.
As compared with that of 1979, fresh, pickled & salted,
canned and fishing ne=s increased but other items suffered
the decrease.  Hefer to Table 3!

II. Export Performance b Items and Markets

A. Export Items

Items for export in the beginning were only such ever al
items as fresh fish, dr ied laver, but new pr'oducts were
developed, contributing to raising the expor t profits,

The comparision for export items Between 1962 and 1979 she~a
the significant difference. ln 1962 fresn live f Lsh was the
ma jor export item, repr esenting propor tion of 35. 1"o of the
total fishery exports and other fisheric- 26.9'A, dr ied sea-
weeds pickled A salted 24.65  mainly dried 'aver nd agar-
agar ! and fr ozen products ! 1. 2% but in 197 9 t. na - were ma jar
items representing 48.8%, of the total and frczen 13.2$,
fresh fish 12,71 , fishing nets 6. 41 , canned 2,8%,. Signifi-
cant and notable are the change of the ma jor expor '. item and
the increase of processed products.

Export unit pr ices also showed a favorable trend. US$0.5
average per kg in 1962 rose up to US$2.26 in ! 97y, which is
an incr ease of 452'/. Especially the price of di - t ant. waters
water s fishery, r ose to 1.69 from 0.27 in 1963, cbus contr i-
buting greatly to the increase of fishery expert.s.

B. Export, Mar kets

The steady increase of exports of fishery procucts has been
sustaine by exploration of overseas markets. Although the
major markets are still confined to Japar anu U.S.A. which
accounts for three-fourth" of the fishery exports, the mar-
kets are now extended to nearly 100 countries  97 in 1979!
including East Asia, Central Asia, Europe, Africa and
Australia.

Japan is the largest market for the fishery exports repre-



senting 65.4$ of the total 1979 fishery expor1.s, f'ollowed by
U S.A. 1 1. 1%, Spain <.3%, Taiwan 'l.4$,, Iran 1.2'k, Singa-
pore, Canda, Nigeria and Italy 0.9%, Gana Q.Bil snd Hongkong
0.7%. Among them iricr.ea =irg their imparts r epic!.y are Iran,
Spain, Panama, Canada, '1'aiwan arid Netherlands.   Refer to
Table 4 !

C. Export Trend of HaJor Items and Market .

1! Fresh and Live Fish

The major market for fr e h snd Iive fisti is Japari ta which
Red China and North Korea are also expor ting some items but
Korea is maintaining comparative superiority in terms of
quality.

Exports of' fresh and live fish are on a high increase, f'rom
US$ 50, 124 in 1973 up to US$ 119,'126 in 1979. Qf t.he total
value US$ 1 19,126, Japan, accounted for 93.5%,, U.S.A. for
0.3$ . As compared with 1978 export records, Japari, Spain,
Saudi Arabia, France are incr easing their imports,

2! Frozen Products

Exports of frozen pr oducts have been increasing sharply
thanks to 'instant food' age derring 1970's, marking US$ 100
million in 1977, In 1979 exports of the product.s were
valued at US$ 123,479 thousand, which is a large Rain of'
2121  aver 1975.

The major markets are Japan  86. 11 ! which and ' ..A.  8.3! !
which represent 94!  of the total export. Species-wise,
cuttle fish accounted for 245, sea eel f or 16.2'%%d, shr imip for
9.4%, etc.

3! Pickled g Salted Products

Export, of pickled g salted products decreased in 1979 to VS$
19,35 1 thousand from US$ 23,338 thousand ir. 1978 die to the
shortage of raw materials. Japan  84! ! arid U.S.A. �.2%!
were also the major mar kets, r epr esenting 9 1.2i of the total
expor t.

4! Squid

Dried and seasoned squids have been one of' major export
items but from 1979 they saw a decrease or 72$ iri export
from 1975, recording the value of US$ 9,040 thousand due to
decrease of the catch and the price rise in domestic markets.

Most of the export,s were processed products and the markets
are mostly confined to Japan �9.B%! and Taiwan �7.5$!,
Taiwan is rapidly increaslrrg their imports at the r ate of'
37'g but Japan is decreasing at the simi'ar rate.

Of the total export amount O $9,040 thousand, dri re squid
accounted for 83.2% and seasoned for 16.8%.
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5! Dried Sea-Weeds

Exports of dried sea-weeds are on a incr ease, recording
US! 40,724 thousand which is a rise of 49%%u aver the
previous year.

Species-wise, salted sea mustard r epresented 45.45 of the
1979 total, eusifarme 23.7%%u, agar-agar 15. 0'0, lave r 4.0'k

6! Canned Products

Althaugh exports af canned products represent only 3$ of
the total fishery export, the significance of canning
industry in the national economy is great and che products
ate one of the promising items for export. And it is well
shown in the export increase from US8 10,224 thousand in
1975 up to US4 25,940 thousand in 1979 which is a surprising
ga i n of 2 5 4'4,

The export items for canned products are sa varied as ta
include oyster, Jack mussels, short necked clam, these four
of which represent 80!  of the total exports.

The largest market for canned products is U.S.A. which
accounts for 5 1,9'4 of the 1979 total. Other markets are
Japan  8,3%0, Canada �,1$!, West Germany �.9%!, etc.

7! Other Fisheries

Other fisheries are also on the increase thanks ta the
development of new products. The 1979 total exports were
Valued at US4 6 1,370 thousand whiCh representS a 3% in-
crease over the previous year. The maj or items are file
fish �1.2%!, lug warm �0.91 !, dried oyster �1.9%!,
dried anchovies �.7%!.

The major market it too confined to Japan �2.7!'!. Other
markets are Hongkong �.2%!, Taiwan �.8$!, U.S.A. �.41 !.

8! Distant Waters Fisheries

Export of distant waters fisheries were on a sharp increase.
US8 625 thousand in 1963 rose up to USA 456,509 thousand in
1979, which recorded an increase of 730 times but in 1980
there was a decrease af 8 .81  from 1979 due ta fact.ars
described earlier.

The major items are tunas �].4! !, demersals �8.6%!. The
export markets are so varied as to cover 45 countries. The
major markets are Japan �3.2'%! and U.S,A. �5.5'A! and
ather markets are Spain  8. !%!, Italy �.71 !, Gana �.3%!.

9! Fishing Nets

Exports of fishing nets are also on a steady increase in
spite of import restrictions and the shorage of raw
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materials. In 1979 the expor ts amounted to USA 80,455
thousand which is an increase of 30'4 over th: pr ev'ous year.

The markets cover 90 countries and the major countr les are
as follows: Nigeria �0'A!, Canada�.9'%%d.', Bangladesh �.6%!,
Singapore �.7%!, Saudi Arabia �,0'k!, dapari �.6'4!, U.S.A.
�.3'5! and Iran �.2$!.

III, Ins ection S stem A Commodit Standaras

A, Status of Inspection

Fishery Products subject to inspection in 1960s were mainly
such simple processed products as dried product and sea-
weeds but from 1970s such high-level processed products as
frozen arid canned have b en incr easing arid 65 iteiris subject,
to inspection in 1962 increased to 335 items in 1980. The
major items inspected in 1980 were frozen pr odu< ts �6.2$!,
salted products �4,4$!, canried �.5%! .
B. Inspection Law of Fisherv Products
The law and the decree cover almost all the Korean Fishery
products for export. The law consists of 22 arricles and
the decree of nine articles, The outlirie of the law is as
follows:

1! Purpose  Article 1!: The purpose of thrs law is to
improve the quality and to promote fairriess of '.he specifi-
cations.

2! DefinitiOn  A.2! "Fishery prOducts" in thiS aw shal.l
mean the products whic:h are manufactured and processed
using marine animals and plants as raw mater ial- or
materials.

3! Object of' the Inspect iori  A.3!: The following items
should be inspected by Director of Fisheries Inspection
Center:

 ]! Frozen Products
�! Dried Products
�! Seasoned A Processed
�! Canned Products
�! Bottled Products
�! Liver oil, Fish oil  mari ne mammal fats included!
�! Fish meal, Fish fetilizer
 8! Dried Sea-Weeds
 9! Agar-agar
�0!Other designated by Presidential Decree  Designated at
present are fish paste, frozen products with boiled shell!

4! Contents of Inspection  A.4!: Inspection shall be
conducted on raw materials, quality, dryness, seasoning A
processing, sorting, quantity, weight, packing and others
designated by the decree by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries.
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5! Inspection Result  As. o A 7!: Fishery pr oducts should
show the inspection result and "Certificate of Inspection
Passed" should be handed t > the applicant.  A. 5!
Fishery Products which fsllled in the inspection cannot be
sold locally or exported.  A. 7!

6! Reeszmination  A.9!: In the following cas .s r eoxamina-
tion should be conducted:
�! In case the contents ar e in danger:>f alterati on and
packages are broken.
�! In case sign of inspection result or cer tip>.cate of
inspection passed was damaged to the extent that it cannot
be dist,ingui.shed.
�! In case the validity of the inspect>. on is overdue,

7! Inspection Official  A, 'l4!: Inspection should be
conducted by government officials qualified for inspection
of fishery products. The qualification for the officials
shall be provided by Presidential Decree,

8! Penalty  A. 19!: Uiolators of the following cases shall
be sentenced under two years or fined under two million won
 US/ 2,740! ~
�! In caae the produCts SubjeCt to inspectior. did not
receive inspection.
�! In case the products which did not pass the inspection
are sold locally or exported.
�! In case inspecti on was conducted iri unjust way.
�! In case sign of inspection passed was fabricated.

C. Inspection Standards

Inspections standards are given for all of the frshery
products subject to inspection. The examples of these
standards applying to some items are as follows:

1! Frozen Products
 l!Fishes
Shape: No damage or no transformation
Color> Original color or almost no alteration from the
orginal
Freshness: No odor
Volatile Basic Nitrogen  VBN! should be under 25mg per 100g
of saraple  inspection when necessary!
Sorting: Size should be almost equal and no other thing
mixed Niscellaneousr Almost nothing
Grazing: Grazing shou'd be made tc prevert rust ng
Temperature: With rapid fr'eezing the temperature in the
central part should maintain under minus >8 C  but in case0
of tunas under minus 40 C!0

Bacter ia: Ur;der 1000 per 1g of sample  in pection when
necessary!
Hezard: No hazards allowed  inspection when necessary!
Packing arid Inspection methods are also provided,

�! Shell Fishes
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Almost the same as frozen products above except the fr esn-
eness of 20mg

�! Other Fishery Product,s

Almost the same as fr ozert pr oducts abov= ex«opt ' hr fr esh-
enss of 50mg

2! Dried Products

�! Laver
-The quality standards ar'e divided into "our grades:
Excellent, First Grade, Second Grade, Third Grade and the
quality becomes less good in proportion co the grades.
-Basic standards which apply to all grades ar e a" . ollows:
Color: Original color
Shape: Length 206mm

Width 189mm
Weight: Over 225g per 1 sok  = 100 piecesj in case of dried
laver but over 130g in case of conventional Lavers
Dryness: Seasoned Laver; water content und r !'i
Dried Laver; water cont 'nts under 15'L
Other conditions are also provided but omitt d here.

�! Dried Squid
Dryness: Water contents under 20$
Shape: The back should be shaped like an isoscr les
triangle
Weight:  .arge; over 803g

Medium; 36-42cm
Small> 27-36cm
Small A small; under 27cm

Dryness: Water contents under 24%
Standards and methods of packing are provided in the
attached sheet of the law,

D. Problems

Strenthening of inspection regulations rs required for
mass, speedy and fair transaction in the domestic market
and further for the sound development of the fishery
industry, making the export expansion possib1e.

Pocessed products such as canned, frozen can be checked
accurately in terms of quality and amounts supplied, but in
case of the products made from simple processing, such as
paate, pickling, salting and drying, CheCking the quality
and amounts supplied is not done accurataly because they
are not pr'ocessed automatically and inspection of the
quality is only applied to the exports.

IV. Im ort of Fisheries

Import of fisheries for domestic demand wa compLetely
prohibited until 1977 but improvement of diet pattern
affected by economic growth has created great demand for
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fisheries. So in order to st,abilize the r'is i»g pr ices and
to increase exports of proc essed fishery products r estrio-
ted import of general species was allowed in 1978.

Import for domestic deman<i in 1979 wa" estim';ed at 18,985
!<!/T and import of raw materials for processed exports at
30,4 18 M/T. From 1980, however, import for domestic demand
has been prohibited mainly for protection of adjacent waters
fisheries.

V. Su estions

Export played the role of engine for Korea's economic growth
for the past 20 years, Export-oriented policy was most
suitable for economic conditions of sufficient human resour-
ces but insufficient capital and scarce resources.

Export of fishery pr oduct:, whose proportion in total export
amount is sma11 but whose profitability is substantial,
should be developed steadily to make maximum use of suffi-
cient marine and human resources, to make best use of capi-
tal available and eventually to increase the »ational
income.

Korean fishery industry, however, is facing diffi culties.
It is due to not only such over seas factors a* 200-mile
exclusive fishing zone, payment of fishing fee and fish
catch quota but also such domestic factors as fluctuation
in fishing resources, lack of storage facilit. es, inelasti-
city of demand and small-scale management of fishing indus-
tries.

In addition, increase of cperating cost.s due t.o first and
second oil shocks is darkening the propects for the future
of' fishery industries. Another scious matter is ocean
pollution by which the fishing activities are restricted to
the extent.

Accordingly, the core of the problem in the steady increase
of export of fishery products becomes the weakness of

the international  export! competiveness. To
strenther< the weakening export competiveness, the factors
involved in the price and non-price competitior< should be
checked and improved.

Therefore, the following overall approach to the whole
range of fisheries should first come:

A. Overall Approach

The overall approach which aims at full supply of domestic
demand at reasonable prices and steady export increase can
be outlined as follows;

1! For Development of Adjacent Waters Fishing
a! Protection of fishery resources
b! Development of sea culture field
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c! Improvement of fishing facilities; modernization of
fishing vessels especial.ly in tonnage

2! For Development of Distant Waters f'ishing
a! Fishery agreement for fishing in exclusive coastal
zones
b! Negotiation for further catch quota
c! Further development of joint ventures
d! Exploration of new fishing areas
e! Rationalization of f'ishery management of' the industries

3! Improvement of Distribution Channels
a! Centralization of consignment markets in coastal areas
b! Strengthening of wholesale cooperatives market system
on inland areas and marketing process
c! Improvement of processing rate and packing with strength-
ened inspection
d! Establishment of processing complex and ystemazation
of distribution channels
e! Stabilization of the fish prices; more staring with
price stabilization fund and supply of distant waters
fisheries to local markets

B. Strategy for Export Expansion

The overall approach to make steady development of adjacent
 sea culture ! and distant waters fishirig and improvement of
distr"ibution channels should be continuously pursued and
successfully progressed and it will surely trenthen the
export competitiveness in terms of price and non-pr ice
competition.

In parallel with the overall approach, the . ollo~ing specific
strategy should be pursued for steady export increase:

1! To strenthen price competitiveness
a! Stepping-up of labor productivity
b! Kore facilities for storage
c! Realization of economy of scale and unification of
export channels by products
d! Curtailment, of domestic inflation

2! To strengthen non-price competitiveness
a! Diversification of' markets; too confined:o Japan and
U.S.A. �41  of the total !
b! Selective export by items; fisheries with small dometic
demand, high-priced fishes and processed products with high
export profitability should be exported
c! Increase of processed products; by continuously allow-
ing the import of raw materials and improvement of' quality
d! Efforts to make I.Q. Import Quota! Items of Japan
liberalized; the items represent 10$ of' total export to
Japan and 10!  higher t.sr iff' rates applied to I.Q. items.
e! Strengthening of inspection system' ,for quality
improvement inspection should be thoroughly conducted on
domestic-oriented items.
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APPENDIX

General index
Table 1

Unit 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Added Value 239.47 252 ' 99 222 ' 75213.72 226.98

2.1 2.0 1.6
thousand N/T 2,047 2,3542 >421 2,422 2,476

247 242 365303 31

Fishing Flee

els 1   tonnage 91. 4 94,393.2 95. 8 96. 1

10.26 10.30 10. 75 10. 10 9.94

USA millon 567 703 752 936 854

 '%%d! 7.0 6.7 5 ' 9 6.2 4.9

1975=100 122.212 1 136.5 162. 1 225.2

1975=100 25. 1 177.3 358.4217.0 285. 1

Sources: Office of Fishery Administration, the Hinistry of commeeee1A
Industry, The Bank of Korea 1981.

Catch Trend by sectors 1!
Table 2
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 Against
GNP!

Total Catch

Processed
Total

Hate of
Pc@tered vess

Tonnage per
vessel

Export
performance

Fishery
export/tota
export

Wholesale
price
Index

Price Index
of Fishery
Products

Billion Won
 constant 75!

t " C/T
" Vessels

662
66

683
66

756
70

75
7

771
78
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e! ! E !indicates the rate cf composition
2! In land fiaher ieS inoluded
3! Whaling fishing included

Source: Office of Fishery Administration 1981.

Yearly Export by major countries

Table 4 "nit: 0$$ Thousand

Compar-
ison

ompos
tion

1975 1976 1977 1978

79/78  g!

Source: Office of' Fishery Administration
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Total
Japan
America
Spain
Free China
Italy
Iran
Canade
Singapore
Gana
Hong Kong
Australia
Horisus
Kenya
Nigeria
West Germany
Netherlands
Panama
Others

428,747
267,096
3;1,6>30
33,373
8,546
4,657
4, 020
2>241
3,357
3,294
5,716
1 >284

393
3>259
6,277
2,460
2,863
3, 028

38,254

567,408
346>441
73,293
48,866
14>303
3,732
31624
3, 784
2,765
2,447
5,504
2,472
2,274
1, '581
5,003
-',955
2,284
3,761

40,318

703,073
461, 026
95,284
24,855
'I 3,522
7, 486
9>491
6,571
4,777
4,276
8�19
4,565
3! 999
1,581
4,842
2,690
1,453
1,844

46,052

752,004
456,509
119>328

19 >705
15,696
10,668
9>774
8,906
8,158
7,289
6,578
5,377
4,225
3,636
3,622
2 >720
2,586
2 >501

64�26

935,994
612,315
103,669
40,024
12,680
7,969

11>414
8,502
8,734
7, 44'7
6,998
4,32'!
3, 908
1,099
8,079
2,238
4!872
3,135

88,589

124
134
87

203
81
75

117
95

10 
102
106
80

30
223
82

188
E25
137

100
65.4
1'l.1
4.3
1.4
0,9
1 ' 2
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
0 ' 1
0.9
0.2
0 5
0 ~ 3
9 ' 5
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Selected European Seafood Markets

Robert E. Dignon
Northern Products Corporation
Seattle, Washington, USA

I consider it a real privilege to be permitted to speak before you
people at, this International Seafood Conference here in Anchorage.

I have my own company, Northern Products Corporation, and have been in
the seafood trade business since 1935, When I started with Northern
Products Corporation in 1935 our main item of trade was mildcured
salmon. We also handled frozen salmon but at that period of time
mildcured salmon was our principal product of export to the countries
of Western Europe, principally Germany.

At that time when Hitler was in power in Germany, through one of his
trade ministers the German government invoked the barter system. This
turned our to be a very complicated method of trade and in Northern
PrOduCt's caSe we went SO far aS taking Deutz DieSel engineS in
exchange for salmon. However, we could not sell enough Deutz engines
to permit any substantial trade of salmon so we had to go out and
secure barter permits. All in all the barter system as I found out in
the very beginning of my trading, was very cumbersome, complicated and
inefficient. This system may be all right for trading for countries on
a one to one basis by the nations, but certainly not in everyday trade
relations involving hundreds of companies. I hope the free world will
never have to resort to this method of balancing payments, you might
say, to carry on international trade.

In my years of experience in the salmon business there have been many
surprises, so to speak, and interesting situations developed. There
were two I would like to recall at thi s time, One was at the outset of
World War II and the other very recently.

In September of 1939 just prior to the outbreak of World War II, we
made a large shipment of mildcured salmon from Vancouver, B.C., for
Hamburg, Germany discharge, 'While the shipment was en route down the
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Pacific Coast World War II started and this vessel, as I recall the
name was TACOlrIA, was diverted to South America and used as a supply
ship for the German cruiser GRAF SPEE. The mildcured salmon we had on
board was unloaded at Buenos Aires, Argentina prior to the ship being
activated as a supply ship. We finally were able to ship from
Argentina under refrigeration this cargo of mildcured salmon to New
York, NY. Due to the outbreak of World War II and the closure of
European markets the mildcured sa] mon market in New York was very flat
so we finally decided to ship this entire quanti ty to NorwaY. The
shipment arrived in Oslo about a week before the Germans invaded
Norway. Of course we had not been paid for this salmon and we did not
get paid until World War II ended five years later.

The most recent incident I have in mind was a shipment we made recent'ly
to Italy on Sight Draft terms. While the shipment was en route we were
notified that the bank on which we had drawn this draft, Banco
Ambrosiano in Italy, had gone under, We were very much concerned that
we might not get paid for this shipment but fortunately we got the
money just about four days ago,

In recent years the trade in frozen salmon, especially from the
Pacific Coast to Europe, has become a major item of commerce. In fact,
the Japanese are now our largest buyers of salmon, salmon roe, herring
roe, crab and shrimp.

This recent trade wi th Japan and also Europe has resulted in more and
more processing plants being bui'lt, especially freezer shi ps, and also
more and more catcher vessels. In fact the fishery has become so
important that the State of Alaska, for example, has had to evolve a
licensing system for trolling vessels, gillnetters and purse seiners.

Furthermore, along the coasts of Oregano' Washington and California the
various state governments with the federa'I governrrent have had to
curtail drastical'Iy the number of days the trollers can fish in certain
areas. For example, just this past season the trolling season for
silver salmon off the lower Wasl ington Coast only lasted 6 days. The
states of Washington and Oregon had allocated a quota of 89,000 silver's
to be corrnrercially caught by trollers between Cape Ledbetter in
Washington to the Canadian border the quota was 216,000 silvers, which
were caught in about 19 days. All in all, the shortest fishing season
for salmon trollers, especially for silvers, in history. The trollers
are very disgruntled over this severe closure as their income has been
drastically limited,

In Alaska a quota of 255,000 troll kings was allocated for southeastern
Alaska. This was a sharp reduction from the previous year's quota and
this was the third year in which a quota system had been used for the
southeastern Alaska trailers,

These allocated and short seasons were primarily intended for the
benefit of the Columbia River Indians who claimed that they were not
getting their share of the salmon that norrirally enters the Columbia
River system, These curtailed seasons have created a very difficult
marketing situation for us this year as the supply from these specific
regions has been drastically reduced. However, the Canadian province
of British Columbia has had no such restrictions and we understand
their catch is slightly above normal to date. Furthermore the
Canadian dollar is at a 20 to 24 percent discount in comparison to the
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U.S. dollar so that we in the U.S. are facing a very difficult problem
of competition from our Canadian competitors in our sales to Europe,

Another severe problem we have nad this year in exporting seafood
products is the strong U.S. dollar. France is one of our major
importers, especially of frozen troll caught silvers and king salmon.
Two years ago the French franc was four to the dollar, now it is over
seven francs to the dollar. Naturally this has made it difficult for
many of our French buyers to purchase in their noraml manner.

In addition to these factors probably one of the most pressing problems
in the future will be the competition we wi'll be facing from Norwegian
farm salmon. Over the past 10 or 12 years in conjunction with the
Norwegian government the Norwegian people have deve'loped a crash
program, you might say, of developing a very excellent method of
growing sa'fmon in their fjords, Their technology has enabled them to
grow salmon of excellent quality, desirable sizes, fine fat content,
that has been accepted in the very finest restaurants in Europe and
also here in the U.S-, plus finding more and more acceptance in smoked
fish processing plants in Europe. The production of this farm salrren
has grown by leaps and bounds in recent years . Last year over 8,000
tons were marketed, this year of 1982 it is expected that between
12,000 and 15,000 tons may be marketed. Some are predicting that by
late 1980 or in the early 1990s the Norwegian farm salmon system may be
able to produce up to 50,000 tons. If this figure should ever be
reached we will have great difficulties in marketing our Pacific Coast
salmon unless we can find a greater diversification of markets at lower
prices.

As you may gather from my remarks the export trade of one of our major
coaanodities, salmon, is like other businesses, some ups and downs, and
a person has to be very alert to changing conditions in order to stay
alive in this fast moving world,
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World Tuna Market s!
America and Western Europe: New International

Division of Labor and Market Crisis

Denez L'Hostis

College de France
Concarneao, France

The World Tuna Fisher - General Backraruund

In 1980, the world catch of tunas and tuna-like fish was about 2.5
million tons, consisting primarily of ski pjack, ye11owfin, albacore
 white meat! big-eye and bluefin. About 1.7 million were taken in the
entire Pacific. About 450 thousand tons come out of the Atlantic Ocean
and 150 thousand tons out of the Indian Ocean, The two prime species
caught are the skipjack, around 50-700 thousand tons per year and the
yellowfin with 500 thousand tons.

On a world basis, about 1.5 million are taken by only six countries:
japan is the leading nation with around 700-800 thousand tons a year.
The United States is second with 200-250 thousand metric tons, followed
by South Korea and Taiwan at 125 thousand tons. Spain and France fish
about' 100 thousand tons per year.

These fish are caught in varying quantities throughout all the tropical
and temperate waters of the major oceans, primarily between 30' north
and 30' south latitudes. All the major conmercia1 species are highly
migratory fish.

There are two scientific management bodies, one in the Eastern Pacific,
the Inter American Tropica1 Tuna Commission  IATTC!, and the other in
the Atlantic Ocean, the International Conmiission for the conservation
of Atlantic tunas. It has been a crisis situation for years now in
tuna management i n the Eastern Paci i'ic. The Latin nations, led
primarily by Mexico and Costa Rica, are trying to renegotiate the IATTC
convention: they want to establish their ownership rights to all tunas
taken within the EE zone. The U.S. point of view is of course quite
the opposite: they have deve1oped the fishery and the technology and
they have historic rights in the Eastern Pacific. The U,S. position is
that the fish which is highly migratory should be available to whoever
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can catch them. Because the fishery is over capitalized, additional
fishing effort must be control led.

Yeilowfin stocks in the ocean appear to be overexplai ted. Skipjack
could support to some extent, greater sustained efforts.

The world tuna fishery has been expanding continuously during the last
half century, mostly in response to a steady growth in demand. Its
expansion has been made possible by technological progress in fishing
techniques and by the avai labi'Iity of tuna stacks around the world.

Developing countries, drawing on low cost labor  Taiwan, South Korea!
and sometimes on low cost energy  Mexico! are still expanding their
scope of operations.

The International Trade

Fresh tuna is of little importance in international trade. Most tuna
traded on international markets is in a raw frozen condition. Some
cooked loins, canned tuna and dried tuna are marketed internationally,
but the tonnage is limited.

Frozen raw tuna, a staple coiniiodi ty, has relatively free access to the
principal war'ld markets, compared to canned tuna, restricted as a
resu'It of national trade barriers, economic canditions and local eating
habits.

For example, imports of canned tuna in oil, the leading item in the
U.S, market, are restricted by a 35'4 ad valorem duty. Imports of
canned tuna in brine have a 6X ad valorem duty and are controlled by
an annual quota.

In the USA, in 1981 there were embargoes on tuna imports fram seven
countries, namely Spain, Peru, Costa Rica, Senegal, Congo, Mexico and
Ecuador. Some of the embarqaes were imposed under the term of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act, others were based on seizures of U.S.
tuna boats under 200 mile limi .s of individual forei gn countries .

The pricing process

The trends in frozen raw tuna prices in the U.S., Japan and Western
Europe are very similar. The landed LI.S. price is generally a good
indicator of world market prices for frozen tuna, such as frozen
skipjack in Japan.

There are only three consuming areas in the warld: the USA, Japan and
Western Europe. The LI, S. is the largest consumer, wi th a final demand
equivalent af 700 thousand tons of raw tuna, practically atl in canned
form,

Japan, the second consumer, is around 450 thousand tons, consuming it
in fresh or frozen farm.

There are three big markets in Western Europe: Spain, Italy and France
with a final domestic demand each between 60,000 tons and 100,000 tons.

But today, the major problems come from the international situation
of the final demand, depending dramatically from the status of the U.S.
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tuna industry and market. In fact, only a few fishing nations,
traditional and a few new entrants are trying to satisfy the final
wor1d demand.

In 1981, the world wide tuna industry has been reporting to have had
excellent catches, weak markets and hi gh i nventories, resulting in 1982
in a collapse of the market in the USA.

The role of big multinational tuna companies   parts of food groups!,
mostly U.S., or Japanese is growing in thei r drive to try to regulate
the periodical inadequacy between supply and demand.

Western Euro e - The World's Third Lar est Tuna Market

The principle producing countries are Spain �00,000 T! and France
�0,000 T!. The other countries have neither tuna fishing fleets nor
tuna packing facilities, except Italy. This country has a 'large tuna
canning industry, but relies almost entirely on imports of raw frozen
tuna  80,000 T!.

Canned tuna consumption is still rising in Western Europe, mostly in
the canned form. The Japanese, who had been primary exporters of
frozen and canned tuna to Europe have lost their dominanre. New
competitors, besides Spain and France themselves, are Taiwan, the
Philippines and some developing countr ies associated wi th the EEC,

All EEC countries maintain the same tariff rates on products from non-
EEC nations. Fresh frozen tuna intended for further processing errters
the EEC duty free, but is subject to a "reference-price"  minimum
import price!.

Fresh/frozen tuna entering the EEC is subject to a ?2 percent ad
va1orem duty, when not used for further processing. Canned products
draw a 24% ad valorem duty. In some cases there are restricting quotas
for imported canned tuna,

Each of the major tuna domestic markets in Western Europe show market
characteristics which are unique  nationa1 or local preferences and
tastes for certain species of tuna and condiments and additives!,

Prices in Europe are a reflection of the price trends in the USA more
than those of Japan, but prices of canned tuna on the shelves are
higher than in the United States.

The growth of the tuna fleets of France and Spain has 1ed to a
substantial increase of the share of domestic supply of raw material.

The imnedlate outlook is fairly optimistic compared with the U.S.
market. The major opportunities lie with low priced and relatively
1ow quality canned tuna in West Germany and in Great Britain.

The tuna market inside the EEC is protected through three means:

1. The existence of a reference price calculated on the basis cf
frontier-prices of the previous three years. Under this price,
the exports of third nations can bear taxes.

2. A European processing price.



3. A safety clause in case o deep crisis. Thus, in !975, all the
tuna imports for further canning had been prohibited,

The French market

France has a large tuna fleet of modern purse seiners, wh1ch produces
more tonnage than can be processed and marketed domestica11y, The
surplus of raw frozen tuna is sold on the world market, mostly to the
USA  sold with annual contracts between U.S. canner sl and SOVETCO!
and Ita'ly, French purse seiners fish mostly off the coast of West
Africa  in 22 EE zones!! and usually transship their fish at Dakar or
Abidjan to "African" financially controlled canneries or to canneries
in France, Italy and Puerto Rico.  Senegal and Ivory Coast production
have duty free access to the French market!. Frozen tuna tor direct
canning or for export is handled exclusively by the national privately
owned central agency called SOVETCO. The French tuna market mechanics
obey the so-cal'led "administration guidance," where many industrial
aspects defined by che French administration are quasi-informal.
SAUPI�UET is the leading company with 40% of the final canned tuna
market.

Tuna makes up 30% of the total French canned fish consumption, 95% of
the total catch being used by canneries which number 31. The prefer ed
canned tuna pack is in brine �9%! and in oil �6K!.

The tota'I supply of tuna is a function of three important phenomena:

I. The decrease of the supply by "small-scale," artisanal fisheries.

2. The geographical diversification of the sources of supply.

3. The foreign investment in joint ventures, both in fleet and
canneries.

The national production of canned tuna is decreasing in favor of
African canned tuna �01'!.

The future of the French tuna industry is linked to two major
conditions:

1. The security of the supply that can be assiaiied by redeploying the
fleet activities  Indian Ocean and South Pacific!.

2. The restructuration of the processing industry, today much too
scattered and in a weak position in front af new entrants  Star
Kist! and the concentrated large scale distribution.

The Spanish market

Spain is now Europe's largest tuna produci ng nation, fishing primarily
in the Atlantic Ocean. The Spanish have developed a sizeable tuna
export trade:

1. For frozen tuna to Ita'ly and Puerto Rico. The Canarian Islands
play an important role in this trade  Japanese, Taiwanese and
Cuban longline fleet!.

2, For canned tuna to Libya.
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The domestic market is rather well protected: the preferred species
is locally caught albacore and the preferred tuna pack is in oil �5K
of the fina'1 consumption!. The 'industry shows no real leader, except
three major Firms. The final distribution still relies >n numerous
small retailers.

In the future, the entrance of Spain into the EEC may be profitable for
the tuna industry, because of the following factors:

1. Competitive fishing and processing labor costs.

2. Access to new grounds of catching, negotiated by the EEC comnision.

3. f!uality of many items,

4. Openfng of the duty free EEC market.

The West German market

West Germany imports all its tuna products  in the canned fom:
15,000 T!. The primary foreign supplier is Taiwan �/3! . Importers
or brokers handle the majority of all canned tuna imports, and sell to
a central purchasing organization which supplies local wholesalers and
retaf'Iers. The Japanese items are present in the catering sector.

The preferred canned pack is in oil or dressing. Sales are sensitive
to shifting prices  there is no brand leader!.

The United Kingdom market

Annual consumption of canned tuna, tota'1'ly imported, is about 10,000
tons. The major importer, John West Foods of the Uni lever group,
handles more than 50% of the canned tuna imports. The major suppliers
are Japan �5%!, Ivory Coast and Fiji and emerging developing countries.
The imported pack is genera'ily in of 1.

The Italian market

Ita'ly is importing roughly 80.000 tons of frozen tuna per year, from
countries such as Spain, France, South Korea and the Ivory Coast. Most
canners buy through agents or brokerage firms. The primary fish
desired for canning is yellowfin, which is mostly packed in olive oil.

The four major companies represent 55% of the final market. They are;
TRINITY-ALIM, MAZZOIA IGINO, STAR, PALMERA. There are dozens of retail
brands, with high loyalty. Heavily promoted, high priced brands of
good qua'lity tuna account for 7SX of the market. Most canned Food
sales are still made through a very large number of small retailers.

The U.S. Tuna Industr

The purse-seine fleet

To reduce the uncertainty due to the possibi lfty of market induced
supply shortages, most large food processors have been involved in
fishing operations. You have to keep fn mind there is a major
investment fn the national distribution system, and processors need
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reliable supply.

Since tuna fishing is pretty risky, most of the financial lending
institutions are rather reluctant to lend money to an independent
skipper who wants to buy a net seiner of about S12 miilion. If a
processor can provide the financial backing necessary for this
independent skipper to buy a new boat, it is very likely t,hat a
fisherman will be willing to contract his catch to that processor.
The canners can offer a wide range of financial and contractual
arrangements,

There is a very limited poo'I of talented skippers with successful
fishing capability in both the Eastern tropical Pacific and in the
Eastern Atlantic.

"In genera1 it looks as if t.hat" is "the way the processors had found
to compete f' or raw tuna: by competing for skippers"   1!.

The power of the skippers through the ATSA  American 1una Sales
Association! seems limited when negotiating prices: the fishermen is
a price taker and not a price maker.

The U.S. catches are essentia192y taken in international waters or in
the Economic Exclusive zones of i'orei gn countries  95> of the total
catch!. Ouring the past decade the Pacific catches accounted for 92%
of the total. The Eastern Pacific is still the major zone of fishing
for the U.S. fleet   170,000 T in 1980!. However, since 1978, the
conservation policy has effectively disappeared: the decli ne of the
fishery has become a reality  catches and yield! and the yellowfin
stock has been overexploited. 8ecause of this considerable inter-
national pressure on the stocks, the U.S. vessels have had to move to
the Western Pacific. An enormous supp1y of ski pjack tuna has resulted
in expansion of canning operations in American Samoa.

The LI.S. tuna canning industry

About 40K of the tuna used by the U.S, canners is caught "domestically"
by the U.S. fleet. Imports of frozen tuna represent more t,han 300,000
tons �! �0'X! and the rest, is imports of canned tuna  IQX!, The U.S.
is the largest buyer of tuna in the international market. Japan was
in 1981 the major supplier of raw tuna with 18% of the total, followed
by the Philippines  9K!, France, and Papua New Guinea,

.Imported canned tuna is subjected to a substantial duty of 35 or 45$
ad valorem when in oil, and tuna in oil used to be the major product
in the U.S. Imported canned tuna in brine has a duty of 6r: when inside
a quota �05 of the national pack! and 12.5R outside the quota.

The mechanics of the market and the U,S. final demand

The United States represents about 40-45K of the utilization of the
world tuna catch, with an annual per capita consumption of about three
Kgs  live weight equivalent!.

Eighty percent of the world catch of albacore is consumed in the U.S.
A'lbacore corrmrands the highest Price of all tunas because of its high
yie1d and consumer preference for white meat.
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Tuna accounts for nearly 70,". of the canned seafood sold in the U.S.
It is consumed in some 86K ef U.S. households. Decades of pervasive
sales promotion have boosted the .una industry, a'long with the
magnitude of the catch, the year-round character of the fishery,
vertical integration monitored by big companies, permitting th~ough
high capital investments constant modernization of the technologies
involved in harvesting, processing and marketing. Moreover, intense
competition has forced innovation and kept prices low. The companies
are supported by the Tuna Research Foundation which has developed a
fine industry food publicity program.

There are two main types of marketing systems and distribution
procedures: the broker system and the processor-owned marketing
system. Some processors use both systems. Most canned tuna used to
be sold through the food broker system until 1981,

Retail sales are made through two different marketing "procedures":
private label and advertiser's or processor's national brands. Private
label business is generally an operation with lower margins and lower
'label loyalty. Name brands usually sell at slightly hioher prices than
private label brands.

The institutional trade, including imports, makes up 15 to 20 percent
of the total market  the primary institutional pack is the 66 1/2 ounce
�.88 Kg! can referred to as the four-pound tin. About 801' of the tuna
packed for institutional consumption is light meat, domestic and
foreign caught fish  Japan and Ecuador!.

The largest segment of the U.S. tuna market is the household consumer,
accounting for about 25 to 30 mil'iion standard cases each year. The
preferred pack is the light meat, chunk style in soya oil, with a
shift towards canned tuna not in oil. The most popular can size is
6 1/2 ounces, or about 200 g.

Although it is a quasi oligopolistic industry, competition at the
retai 1 level i s very fierce  there are 200 or so different brands of
canned tuna on the retail shelves',. With Lent being a traditional
heavy sales season, companies are offering hefty discounts to super-
markets. For example, canners have been giving heavier promotional
allowances in 1981 up to $13.00 a case for domestic chunk light tuna
and $6.00 a case for domestic solid white, compared with allowances
of $4.00 to $10.00 in 1980.

Consumer purchases of canned tuna are particularly sensi t ve to price
relationships between tuna and its substitutes, surh as other seafoods,
beef and poultry. This characteristic makes prognostication difficult.

The cross price elasticity of tuna with its substitutes has yet to be
proven, according to certain academic sources, In 1969, Dr. Bell in a
prospective analysis was proposing the following world demand function
for tuna products;
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Today, the market growth seems limited, confined to the additional
needs generated by population increases.

In the USA there are two large food processors which account for about
60% of the overall supply:

- Star KistHeinz

Ralston Purina - Van Camp

and the rest is scattered among a couple of smaller companies.

Star Kist is today the leading company in the U.S. and world market .
Its market share was 35% in March 1982, compared with 27.5; in 1980,
The company's goals in 1982 are oriented in three directions:

1. To reduce or stabilize the unit cost of raw material.

2. To optimize permanently the volume of i nventories of final product.

3. To implement its Western European markets.

A Worldwide Tuna Glut

Seafood sales have been very flat during the first half of the year in
the USA, leading to a layoff of almost 6,000 workers in two of the
biggest companies alone. In fact, this industry that kept 2,400 U.S.
tuna fishermen employed and pumped $650 million a year into the U.S,
economy has run aground.

In addition to forei gn competition who sell their catch to Puerto Rico
and Samoa, fishermen are being squeezed by the sky-rocketing prices of
energy and recurring boat seizures in territorial disputes by developing
nations, which enforce a 200 mile limit which the U.S, does not recog-
nizee. Congress reimburses fishermen for fines and penalties, but not
fiShing time and COnfiSCated CargO. Boat OwnerS and fiSherirren are
caught between the tuna glut and rising operating casts. Foreign
competition  too many boats, too many plants! and overabundance of
American beef and chicken do not help at all.

Inventories had swollen and capacity uti'Iization had dropped sharply.
The Bumble Bee tuna cannery �5,000 tons of canned tuna in 1981! was
c'iosed in May for an indefinite time. Star Kist, the natiorr's largest
canner, closed for three weeks all three of its canneries at Termina'1
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Island ~ American Samoa and Mayaguez, idling more than 5,300 workers.
Star Kist has been asking for deep cuts in frozen tuna prices:
offering for example $975 per ton for prime yellow tuna instead of
$1,200 a few months before.

All the U.S. tuna firms belong to large multinationa1 food companies,
a situation which has never prevented wrong decisions! These wrong
decisions seem to be due to some general characteristics of the seafood
industry;

1. It is a world market for raw and canned tuna.

2. It is a very speculative business.

The scrutiny of the future of the tuna market does not seem obvious
with big U.S. companfes.

The investment decision for shipbuilding concerns sophisticated $10
mi 11ion boats, the life of which is at least 10 years . On the other
hand, the market prognoses are very difficult in the mid-term run
 one year! in the USA.

For example, the closure of the Bumble Bee plant in California takes
p'face two and a half years after the purchasing of the plant from Sun
Harbor Industries, the tuna-canning arm of the bankrupt West Gate
California Corporatfon once headed by C. Arnhold Smith. This purchase
was part of an expansion program designed to broaden the company
Cast1e and Cooke' s acqui si tions i n order to sustain earnings even if
one of its product lines fell on hard times.

The decision to create a tuna venture wi th Mexico has been b1amed a
few months later on Van Camp by the parent company Ralston Purina.

One month before temporarily closing its plant, Star Kist came to an
agreement with SOVETCO in France to buy as much frozen tuna from Africa
as SOVETCO could forward. According to one Star Kist vice-president,
there are "three ways to get this fndustry back on its feet," "One is
to pray. The second is to catch tuna world-wide. The third is to get
a higher consumption of canned tuna. "

Among the woes the U,S. tuna industry is facing is legislation
proposed by an eastern senator primarily to protect Atlantic coast
tuna fishermen. Thfs senator is leading a move to amend national law
to include migratory tuna within the country's 200 mile zone,

Today, the strategical priorities for the U.S. companies which have not
definitely closed their plants fs to waft for the reopening of the U.S.
market. The urge for raw tuna is no longer the raatter, the world
supply being fair at cheaper prices than in the USA.

The U.S. companfes have oriented their processing investments outside
the U.S. continent to better cope with production costs,  labor costs,
fuel costsi and to be closer to the resource. This explains the volume
of investments realized in the Western Pacific in recent years. Is it
the begfnni ng of the dismantling ot the Ca'lifornia tuna industry? Is
this state becorafng a dfstributfon center, and the packing going on in
Puerto Rico and Amerfcan Samoa?
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The 1982 U.S. crisis seems as hard as in 1975, however the Western
European industry resistance is higher. The strategy far European
companies looks different from that af the U.S.; they want to protect
their national market and eventually try to increase their exports of
tuna in raw, frozen and canned form. Their priority is still resource
access, compared with Star Kist's will ta expand i ts market, mostly in
Western Europe.

International Division and Re ulation of Markets

We cannot analyze the world seafood market and especially the world
tuna market without taking into account the behaviar of multinational
companies. This analysis leads us to choose a concept of International
Division of Labor �! which is not only limited to international trade,
but contains the industrial dimension.

As in other numerous economic sectors, along with the energy crisis,
two principal phenomena have emerged in recent years.

I. On the one hand, the rapi d i ncrease of harvesting and exporti ng
 frozen and canned items! fram developing countries.

2. On the other hand, the structural change of the relative powers
among the industrial countries and companies.

Three di fferent approaches af the IDL can be di sti ngui shed today:

I. The international appraach

2. The polar approach

3. The transnational approach

The international approach is only prolonging the conventional analysis
of the IDL  comparative costs, international specializations, ...!.
It tries to emphasize new major aspects.

The decision ta create "domestic" industries has become a reality in
the deve'loping countries.

Above a'll, the transnational firms are a menace for the industrial
countries, caught between competitive multinational companies and new
young industries in the third world.

The polar approach concerns the detection of one or many dominating
poles of the wor'ld economy, through economic or political geography.
In that case the IDL is the mirror of the interrelationships of the
forces in the world. From there originate different scenarii of the
new IDL, the origin of which is fundamentally geo-political.

The concept of "world economy" announces the end of the crisis after a
geographical shift of the world powers, After the damination of London,
then New York City, comes the era of the Pacific zone, because this zone
welcomes the most irapressive and dynamic transnational firms, and
represents ane of the mast important industrial growth.

Two consequences occur: the capita'list system is solving the crisis by
moving its center: The old center is going to proletarianize.



Two inadequacies occur: one is to only foresee a geographic solution
for the crisis, minimizing the analysis of the deep economic causes of
the world industrial crisis; second is ta underanalyze the resistance
capacity of the industrial countries dominating the IDL, mostly through
their national transnational companies.

The transnational approach is stressing the rale of the itultinational
corporations. They are considered to be the major factor in the
distribution af the industrial activities in the world. The
industrialization of the underdeveloped countries is only a new stage
of competition between the multinational companies. Many authors think
that it is a sham question to talk about new International Oivisian.
MuSt we then create the concept of world division i nterfi rm  and intra-
firm! instead of IDL2

This situation results in the shift of the comparative advantages of
the industrialized countries towards the high technological industries
with the menace of deindustrialization far some developed countries
 such as France in the canned industry!.

The big multinational companies have not succeeded in creating a unique
market for fina'I tuna products. Yet, they play a very important role
in the orientation of the world marketing and pricing of raw frozen
tuna. Competition in this oli gopsonistic market is based on prices mare
than on species or on quality,

The international business strategies are changing: For the resource
towards the South-West pacific by widening the first level geographical
market and for the markets towards Western Europe. This world market
is still typical af a north-south division; resource "belongs" mostly
to the south, technology and markets are located in the north, However,
in recent years new developing countries have emerged, with the support
of transnational corporations  processors ar traders!. This emergence
cannot allow us ta be very optimistic as to the monitoring or control
of the world market. Campetition is keen between these new tuna fishing
nations and traditional fishing countries.

For all these principal investors, there is an important gap between
expectations on market conditions, limited in the short term, which
are affected by exogenous variables, and the expectations of the fish
stocks and consequently shi p-building deci sions

If there is a kind of homogeni zation of the tuna world market, the
regional disparities are nevertheless important. In fact. the canned
tuna world market does nat operate under free trade conditions.

Comparatively, a'll these analyses come to t: he same conclusion; with
the widening of the world tuna industry, increasing risk and uncertainty
due ta:

l. The evolution of the final wo ld demand far seafood.

2. The cost oF raw material and energy.

3, The f'Iuctuation of currency-rates.

4. The strategies ai' competitive nations and companies� .
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The response to the issues raised herein may be; either the endeavor
to create new collusions solutions between firms, or state and national
multinational firms and/or can we or must we promote a partial
institutionalization of international relations in the seafood market
in order to limit the market aberrations and collapses?

Footnotes

�! King, Dennis. Transient Tropical Tuna, Status of the Fishing
Industry, San Diego State University 1978.

�! Round weight equivalent.

�! Defi ned as the allocation of economic activities between regions.
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Price Instability and European
Market Channels for Fresh Mussels

 M yti /us Ed Uiis!

!OB G.P. Smlt and Wil Smit
Department of Fisheries and Forestry
The Hague, Netherlands

Fresh fish trade  including crustaceans and mol luscs! usual ly possess
certain elements that define extent and structure of i ts market, One of
them is that we deaf wi th a perishable product. As each species may pos-
sess an individual characteristic period in which trade and consumption
have to be completed i t is nevertheless a coeyeon constraint For the in-
dustry. As a case-study the European fresh mussel market wi I! be pres-
entedd, a ma rke t in wh i ch s uf f i c i ent e leman t s coesnpn to t he p resen t Eur-
opean fresh fish trade in general can be recognized. On the other hand
i t may show genera I aspects of' markets of fresh molluscs in other parts
of the world.

Overview of the Euro ean Industr~

production and consumption of fresh musse Is in the areas on the Atlantic
and North Sea coasts average nearly 0.2 million metric tons. OIvision of
production and consumption among the countries concerned is shown in
Figure l. As Northern countries  the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
Eire, the German Federal Republic and Denmark! account for some 40 per
cent of production and only For 15 per cent of consumption about 25
per cent of total production follow a stream North-South, mainly from
the Netherlands into Belgium and France.

Consumers

Geographically the consumer market in this study is limited to France,
the Bene lux countries and the German Federal Republic. Fresh musse ls
are indeed consumed on the British Isles and in the Southern European
count ries but these are separate markets with few connec tions with the
market on the Western European continent. For the same reason imports
from Spain into France are omitted in the study,

On a population of 140 million the number of more or less regular cons-
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umers of fresh musse is can be estimated at 35 mi I I ion people �5 mi I I ion
in France, 7 million in Belgium, 3 million in Hol land and Germany!. The
corresponding number of mussel buying households wi I I be about 10 mi I I-
ion � million in France, 2 million in Belgium, I mil linn in Holland and
Germany!, In connection with total consumption it appears that regular
mussel consumers wiii buy mussels between 5 anti 6 times a year.
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FIGURE 1. PRODUCTION, TRADE ANO CONSUMPTION OF FRESH NUSSELS IN
UESTERN EUROPE  excluding mussels for preserving
purposes; x 100,000 kgs cleaned product!

Culture methods and rhe i r effects

As a result of natural conditions and historicai development culture
methods differ from one area to another. In Northern regions  North of
France up to Denmark! culture is generally carried out on sea bed as to
the South mussel s are grown "stand i ng"  pole culture in France! or
"hanging"  raft culture in Spain!. Sea bed culture is generally a large
scale operation. Cost of removing sand and cleaning only allow for an
extens i vated production . Scanding and hangi ng cultures hardly require
techniques for cleaning and sand removal, but on the other hand the way
of production and harvesting need relatively more manpower, leading to
an intensivated culture. Thus the growers of po e and raft mussels are
able to organize packing of a ready-for-consumption product, selling it
to wholesalers. In the case of' sea bed culture the trade chai n is com-
pleted by cleaning and packing enterprises. These "packers" accept the
mussels in bulk  shiploads!, store them in desanding plots, clean them
in factories and sell them packed to wholesalers, importers and retail-
erss.

Harket channels

A number of different people are involved in the organisation and main-
tenance of the market channels which link growers and consumers. In France
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a number of "mareyeurs" maintain the flow of mussel s from the coastal
area to the inland retai lers. Irr the Netherlands some twenty packers
prepare and pack the raw material and distribute the prepared product
amongst the i r customers at home markets and abroad.

Finally a large number of fish -etallers are involved in marketing f resh
mussels. In all important consurrrption areas the traditional fish shops
still dominate the sea food ma rket. These shops are mainly dealing in
fresh fish, smoked products, shellfish and mollusrs. Frozen products
are of minor importance as the fish retailers prefer to avoid direct
competition with supermarkets and the like and expect more profit on
wet fish,
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FIGURE 2. STREAHS OF FRESH HUSSELS INTO FRENCH AND BENELUX MARKETS
 x 1DD,ODD kgs cleaned product!
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Apart from these more or less special i sed processors and traders fresh
mussel s pass through wholesal era wi th a fu'I l seafood assortment. Host
important are about twenty importing wholesa le dea lers in France having
a dominant market share of sea =ood products in this country. Some of
these companies are more or less special ised in mussel s and other moi I-
uses. The centers of the French market are the wholesale marl,er, of
Rungis near Paris and the port of Boulogne, I ~ the Benelux countries a
large part of production i s sol d directly f rom the packer s to retai le rs.
Next to i t a number of fresh sea food wholesale dealers provide the
market. Host of them have musse I s as a minor i tern on the i r product 1 i sts,
In the Dutch coasta'I regions and in Belgium the distinction between
wholesalers and retailers is noc always clear as many firms combine
both functions,



General Harketln Features

Although mussels are consumetl both fresh and canned or cured fresh cons"
umption is the main destination. In dealing with this fresh market three
prapertieS Of the prOduCt define the f ramewOrk in which praduction, trade
and consumption take place. Fi rstiy this mol lusc has to Teach the cons-
umer a'live, Secondly i t is general ly a relatively cheap food stuff; in
the Netherlands edible weight is priced on a level approximately two
thirds of that of fresh cod. And thirdly its edibie weight constitutes
only 2D-30 per cent of shell-on weight, This means that upon leaving
its natural surroundings the product has to be cleanec, packed and
transported rapidly. On the other hand cost of Chose operations are
often difficult to be kept wi thin range. And fina I ly transport range
and consequently markets to I!e taken into account wi I I be I imi ted,

Physical distribution

Under Western European cl tmato logic conditions f resh mussels can be kept
alive 3 to 5 days after leaving sea water conditions, Consequently it is
a very perishable product that must complete its t rade =ycle Eapidiy. It
wi I I be clear that any part i cipant in this market is not prepared to
take large risks of excessive stocks.

~taat.p the pa�«t' tpka t.t e*ltyt
ported in closed or low temperature trucks. Recently Health Services in
Belgium and France made efforts to impose cooled transport of mussel s.
At the moment these proposals have not yet resulted in operative legis-
lation. From technological point of view there are many problems attach-
ed to creating a continuous cool chain of preferably 4-8 degrees C for
these products. The fi rst di f ficui ty is to get the I i ve musse Is coming
out of 5-20 degrees C water on a low temperature. In addi t ion research
proved that mortality is high if by some reason the cool chai ~ is inter-
rupted. At the present market condi tions I t is imposs ib ie to extend the
cool chain up to the consumer's coolbox. A lot of musse I s are retai led
at open markets or by retai I shows lacking cooled storage fee i i i ties.

F i rs t hand p r i ce de te rm i na I. i or

In pale and ra f t Culture it
production capacity who set
for a certain period and fo
to a market position where
and towards the I r customers

is the wholesalers with their oversight of
prices. These prices are generally valid

r a gpoup of suppl iers. Sea bed cul ture leads
the packers make their bi ds towards growers

be I t wholesalers, importers or retai iers.
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~gtoae. t ge 1th+a t kpt' t t.k I g ~ ia-
I e. To the French pole or "bouchot" cul tup e thi s i s easy as the musse I
can be harvested according to market outlooks. In the Netherlands an
important rote in controlling the storage problem is pl syed by the
packers. Al I mussels are kept at. least two weeks on special sea bed
cleansing plots in order to get them sand free and to regain their
vital I ty after being fished and transported from the growers' plots.
This period can be extended unl imitedly thus creating a we  buffer
between the supply offered by growers and actual sales. So both in France
and in the Netherlands fresh mussels can be del ivered on order out of
stock. The ri sk of spoi I ing mussel s owing to excess i ve storage time is
restricted in this way. This procedure differs from the fresh fish trade
in which wholesalers' risks of perishable stocks are substantial ly
larger,



In the Iietheriands Fi rst hand sales occur auct ion-wise. This market is
completed by a minimum price system in which growers and packers agree
a certain minimum price for the season together wi th minimum quality
standards. In times of large suppl i es shi ploads whi ch do no  reach this
price are bought on account of a specia I wi thdrawa I fund and stored on
special sea bed plots. At the season's end this stock sold back to
interested growers and thus the mussels return into the production cir-
cui t, The wi thdrawa1 fund - di fference between minimum price and pro-
ceeds of sales of returned mussel s - is made up by a Ievy on total prod-
uction. Apart from setting a bottom in the market this system has a soc-
ial efFect to the extent that growers whose mussel s do not meet a market
are provided wi th an income out of consson funds, I t should be mentioned
that this withdrawal system is self supporting wi thout any government
aid.

On the auction level price flexisiiity is rather nigh, a ten per cent
inCreaSe Of production causing some Fifteen per cent price fail, Its
absolute value is substantially higher than comparable Figures of other
products from the sea in this area. This is the result of fluctuating
supplies. In addition an important factor in the distribution oF fresh
products is the flexibility that the processing industry and the inter-
mediate trade should show. As was seen se rious problems on short run do
not exist because of available wet stocks. In addition all musselpackers,
traders, retai le rs and regula r consumers are accustomed to a seasonal
production. However the strongly alternating annual suppiies are a
burden to al'I specialised compan es. Shortfall in supplies can only
partly be compensated by imports From neighbouring countries. Processors
and traders have to increase and decrease their activities nearly to the
full extent of annual changes In supplies. Fortunately prices are even
more flexfble resulting in surprising constant turnovers.

Harket I ng ef Fort

In the European practice adverti zing for musseis is mainly supported by
growers and special ised packers on the one side and by fi sh retai lers
on the other side, Organisations of mussel growers in France and in the
Ifetheriands provide funds For advertizing by national press, by consa-
ercials and for organizing events to gain publ ici ty for the product. In
1982 Dutch mussel growers and packers financed a joint budget of some
1 per cent of total sales, being a low percentage as compared with
marketing budgets of some other food products and sweets amounting to
some 10-15 per cent. Host consson adverti zing by retai lers concerns
point-of-sale advertizing or advertizing in the local press, Special
promotional activities for mussel s by intermediate wholesalers are rare.
Hussels are not the main concern of these companies as in most cases
they only pass mussels to customers asking for them.

Several other product promotion activities also take place. In a number
of mussel growers local I ties annual "mussel fest ivi ties'' are held, most"
ly in the hol iday season, including free mussel meals for the pub l ic.
In several towns around the Bef gian-French border aIso annual fai rs are
held at which mussel eating is an Important i tern. Some retai lers have
their own way to increase mussel -.ales by discounts, special sales and
so on. Finally restaurants occasional fy organize special mussel menus
or mussel days, advertizing them in the local press, In a number of
cases those promotional act ivi ties of retai iers and restaurants are
s ponso re d by Dutch packe rs .
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Gove roman t in f I uence

The influence of Public Services on this market is fairly limi ted though
increasing steadily. There are no catch restrictions from the European
Cormnunity nor imposed EC market regulations. The only EC legislation
concerns the maintenance of free trade between Conniuni ty c<iuntries and
a cormiron external tari ff. This tariff is of minor importance for the
fresh mussel market described in this paper on account of rransport
ranges.

Host national governments have worked out legislation governing the use
and destinatlon of coastal wa ters, In this sense in the long run the
inflvence of national governments on the supply oi mussels niight be
Increasing, In all Western European countries the pressure on the use
Of COaStal areaS by SeVeral typeS Of uSerS like rnuriSm, Off-ShOre
industry and various fishing activities is gathering strength rapidly.
ln addi tion the available area.; suitable for mussel farming ar'e threat-
ened by pollution problems.

Moreover national governments are involved in legislation concerning
Health Services. It is c lear that such a very perishable product needs
close control on quality. Enforcement of regulations ls carried out by
National Institutes or Fisheries Boards.

S clal Marketin Features

The Western European fresh mussel market is a rather heterogeneously
one. From the viewpoint of competi tion relations, price determination
and distribution systems the market can be divided into a couple of
market segments. In the next paragraphs some features wi I 'I be described
which typify each segment. I t wi1 I lead to the conclusion that even
wl thin the cormnon framework of the fresh fi sh mar ketmode I pecul lari ties
occur due to marketing envi ronment,

Benelux countries

The first market to be mentioned includes the group of consumers within
the geographical area Belgium, pa rts of the Netherlands and the German
Federal Republic. In Belgium - a country lacking prodvction of mussels
in home waters � mussels nevertheless have a long tradition as a cheap
kind of food, sometimes described as "workmans food". Hvssels and chips
 movies et frites! is a common meal at market fairs and in inexpensive
restaurants. In the Netherlands consumption is indeed concentrated in
the Zeeland production area, cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam and
the Southern provinces borderi ng on the Belgian market, In these cons-
umer concentrations mussels are an inexpensive food as well. However
in other pa rts of the Netherlands mussels curiously pass for a more or
less exclusive meal, perhaps as a result of limited market supplies in
those regions. At the end few Dutch belong to the regular consumers of
fresh mussels. Nevertheless the number of consumers seems to increase
slowly as people learn to appreci ate this product duri ng their holidays
at the seaside.

For destinati ons in the Benelux area fresh musse is are usually put in
retail packings containing 2 kgs of the cleaned product, This ready-for-
consumption package meet preferences of both wholesale rs and retailers.
Moreover the relatively sma'!I sales of mussels in many fish shops pre"
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vent stocking in larger quantities. A number of Dutch shops usually sel I
no more than 10 to 20 retai I packs a week. Fina I iy consumers in this
region appreciate this kitchen ready way of packing. In the Benelux
market it is mainly the retailer who has to face drv stock risks, as
he has to estimate sales for a short period. As u rule wholesalers only
act as an intermediate, passing orders from retai 1ers on to the packers.
4 recent survey among f i sh retai I e rs in the Netherlands revea I ed this
to be one of the main reasons of an occas iona'I ly reserved atti tude to-
wards sel ling fresh mussels. In this respect some 40 pe< cent of the
retailers ShOwed a mare or less negative approach. This especial ly holds

areas wi th a low level of cons Jmpt ion, Incidental ly other factors
seem to affect the attitude towards sell ing fresh musseis advei sely as
well. In this respect sometimes insufficient retai I margins were ment-
ioned as well as the voluminosity of the product in proportion to I ts
f inane 1 a I turnover.

Nei ther in Belgium nor in the Netherlands and the relevant part of the
German Federal Repub I i c wholesale markets exis t where wholesalers sell
products out of stock to retai iers. Host fish shops are supplied by
wholesaie dealers on order, In addi tion some 40 per cent of fresh mus-
sels are distributed directly from packers to retailers. This last way
of distribution is only feasible in areas with a high rate of consump-
tion. Transport costs are comparatively high as musseis require much
space and usually only 20 to 25 shops are wi thin a day's truck range.

The Benelux market is practically exclusively supplied by the Dutch
packers, mostly si tuated at Yerseke in the Zeel and province. They meet
only sl ight competi t ion from other mussel producing countries. Only
during times of shortage raw musse Is are imported by the packers from
the German Federal Republ ic, I reland, Denmark or the Uni ted Kingdom, In
thi s way the packing industry at Ye rseke is a t urns t i I e for the di s t r ib-
ution of mussels from neighbouring countries in the Benelux area,

Horeover in thi s market segment the product has no outstanding substi t-
utes. In Belgium there may be other  meat! products of snack bars, iln
the Dutch survey the fish retailers were asked which products were
bought as a substitute i f no mussels were avai lab le, Some 60 per cent
of the shop owners repl i ed that the customer would buy no other product
but leave the shop evidently looking for another shop hoping to be more
successful.

The absence of tough competition in the Benelux market is confirmed by
a comparatively low price elasticity of demand ex-packing industry. On
the basis of time series this figure was esti mated to be -0.35. Nominal
price level at the auction was Dfl 0,30 to 0.80 per kgr during the last
seasons. Ex-packer ptices varied between Dfi 1,25 and 2.00 per kgr and
purchase price for the retailers between Dfl '!.5D and 2.00 per kgr. And
finally consumer prices we re from Dfl 2.40 and 2.80 per kgr. It mus t
be kept in mind that auction prices concern the raw material, of which
some 20 to 35 per cent is lost in the cleaning process.

France

The French consumers of musse Is are concentrated in the coastal arced in
Paris and suburbs and in the mini nq towns in Northern France next to the
Belgian border. The market ir the mining area in many ways looks like
the Belgian market, musse Is being a common workmans food. Sales culminate
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at the annual fairs in September and October. In the remaining parts of
the country "moules mari ndesn  steamed musse is! are a common and inex-
pens i ve s ta r te r on the menu

The French market segmenI. has a more complex structure than the 8enelux
one. Several types of musse is are coming into thi s market. Some 5O per
cent originate f rom the French pole  bouchot! cul tures. The remainder
is imported from the Netherlands, Ireland, the German Federal Republ ic
and the United Kingdom. In addition from time to time mussel s from wild
banks along the coast of Nor them France are supp I i ed.

In France stock risks seem ro be shared by wholesalers and retai lers.
The imported product is del I ve red on order. On the other hand deal ing
on the central wholesale market means that the wholesaler wi I I not know
exactly how much retai lers wi11 buy. Consequently wholesale riealers
have to face the problem of passing the mussels to their buyers in proper
time. It should be mentioned however that storage risi s wi ll not be very
serious in this market because of the high consumption rates in concent-
rated areas.

Wi th respect to wholesal ing fresh mussel s in France the market at Rungis
near Paris is very important. Retai lers from pari s and its suburbs come
and provide themselves with their products at this centraI wholesale
market. The French wholesale nmrket is dominated by about t.wenty a'll
round dealers of sea food. Sonm of these corapanies are more or less
specialised on mussels, These business houses are the main Importers
of mussels from neighbouring countries. Th y are represented at the port
of Boulogne while rhey are the most important suppliers at. the Rungis
Central Rarket,

At any moment and in any spot in France there exist a conI.inuous corspet-
ition between mussels of different origins. The quoted group of French
wholesalers have a dominant position in this competition system. They
are the only market participants who have information on available
quantities and qualities in all relevant production areas as well as on
the price levels to be obtained. Each season a vast quantity of mussels
is flowing into France. The French home production however is rather
unstable and imports have to fili divergent gaps. On the other hand in
exporting countries the French market is more or less considered as an
outlet for mussels which cannot be soid elsewhere. However in years that
production in all or most countries is abundant this outlet function
deteriorates I nto what looks I i ke dumpi ng.

Substitutes for mussel s in France have to be found In two directions,
In Northern France it will tend to be Inexpensive snacks and products of
fish and meat. In other parts of France it may be othe r important fish
and nonfish starters in thr same price range.
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The hotch-potch of musse is of diverging origin is more or less sirsplif-
ied at retail level, The entire supply of mussels is divided into two
main groups. The French consume r is familiar with "moules de bouchot"
and imported musse'Is. It is custorsary that wholesale and retail prices
of bouchot mussels are twice as high as those of the imported product.
One can wonder how this rule can maintain itself in course of time
despite of changing qualities, supp'lies and processing technology. It is
not easy to determine whether th's price level difference is induced by
consumer preferences or by the dominating influence of the French whole-
salers.

To I cs of Fresh Mussel Marketi n

In the first paragraphs of this paper it was outlined which are the
possilbilities and restrictions that govern production and processing of
mussels due to the prope rties of the product. This framework can be
completed with a summary of some peculiarities of marketing this mollusc
in Western European countries.

Introducing a product like fresh mussels to new consumers is a lasting
process.

� Apart from some consumption out-of-doors virtually all mussels are
retailed by fish shops.

- The mussel trade is st i I I subject to a low rate of i ntegrat ion and
concentration. Various functions of marketing are sha red by a large
number of participating companies at several levels in rhe trade chain.

In this complex ma rket poor storage prope rties of the product involve
a tendency to pass stock risks to the retailer.

Cur re n t Out 1 o ok

I t must be observed that the selecred topics were found val id on the
market of the 'Western European continent during the past decades. Val id-
i ty of these main features in similar markets at another time or in other
countries wi I I depend on speci fic market environment. Abandoning thi s
discussion the four topics wi I I be used to discuss some strong and weak
poiints of these markets which have to be faced to maintain the existing
market and to create new ones for simi lar products in other parts of
the world.

Specialised fish shops

The structure of retail trade seems to be of major importance in market-
ing these types of products. 4 very perishable product like fresh mussels
is not really suitable to be sold at a supermarket or other modern sell�
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ing points. These organisations are apt to prefer using their scarce
shop space for frozen and canned sea food or non-sea food. In this sense
it is very important for the European industry to see how the special ised
fish shops wi I I perform in the future. Some years ago i t was a general
opini on that these sma I I en terpr i ses were f i ght ing a lost s truggle ag-
ainst time. However this view had to be al tered. Special ised fish shops
still have 95 per cent of the trench fish market. Fish shops in the
Hetherlands did a good job during the last decade. The increased profit-
abi I i ty and perhaps the increased general unemployment have attracted
many young people who brought this business to I i fe again. Recent in-
formation from the German Federal Repub'I ic seem to show s imi lar trends
in that country. The favourable outlook of special ised fish retailers
i s a strong factor of the European ma rket.

On the other hand this accent on the existence of speciallsed fish re-
tailerss wi I I mean that i t wi I I be very difficult to develop new markets
in countries or regions where these shops are scarce.

Consumer acceptance

As another peculiarity of the mussel market the consumer acceptance of
this product was mentioned. In Europe as well as in other parts of the
world It is proven repeatedly that gaining new consumers for fresh mus-
sels ils a very difficult and lasting process. The European market has
indeed been developed during times when large groups of people were
lacking sufficient animal protein. This process cannot be repeated in
this part of the world under p resent condiltions. On the other side once
a mature market has been estab I i shed this wi II be an exclusive market
as there will be few substitutes for the product.

A number of influences are relevant to improve consumer acceptance. Not-
ably an adequate control of growing, processing and physical distribut-
ion of fresh musseis is required. Sales may be seriuously affected be-
cause of press reports on cases of diseases i' connection with the cons-
umption of fresh molluscs. In France and in the Benelux countries cons-
umption was reported to be down after publicity on cases of poisoning
and cholera in Spain and Italy ln addition a bad experience after
buying mussels of poor quality will prevent a new trial For a long time.
In the nmst Important markets in Western Europe quality contro'! was
improved continuously to the present high level. However quality prob-
lems might sti'll be a hindrance to develop new markets. An adequate
governmental support in this sense by legislation and control is very
important for these markets,

In practice controlling the quality is narrowly connected with a proper
management of storage and stocking risks. The acceptance of the product
by retailers will improve if ways can be found to 'limit the risks of
the retailer. In addit'Ion to a joint tackle of s torage problems by
retailer and wholesaler lt wili be possible to check the quality of the
product at the very moment it is bought by the consumer. Again storage
and stock risks are not serious on mature markets. But during the dif-
ficult building up stage it often is a major prevention to both gaining
shelf space and consumer acceptance.

Incidentally increasing acceptance of fresh musseis by new customers
meets a pronounced taste threshold. Especially in regions with a yet
weak market this is an extra difficulty to overcome. One way to do this
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is gaining acceptance by iritroducing processed mussels in the first stage
of developing such a market. Canned or cured mussel s meet a notably
easier threshoid in consumer circles. On top of that these processed
mussel s are easier to stock by reta I lers. Consequently they f i nd thei r
way both through special ised fish shops and by other food outlets such
as groceries and supermarkets, a > such approaching a larger number of
prospective consumers. A basis being laid for a new group of mussel
consumers marketing the f resh product wi I I be the next step. The Feat-
ures of the processed mussel market are not discussed in this paper.

To be sure consumer acceptanre can indeed be improved by increasing the
market i ng ef for t. In this res pec: mussel growers and even tua I I y proces"
sors or packers should real ise that maintenance or enlargement of demand
is their duty in the first place Sti I I many musse'I growers - and fisher"
men in general � have the opinion that they should do the catching as
the trade does the marketing. slhol esalers and retai iers nowever gener-
ally have more important products on their product I ists than mussel s
are. On these conditions a demand pul I strategy to draw customers into
fish shops is the most effective way to spend a marketing budget. In
European count r i es adver t i z i ng i s concentrated on ma inta i ni ng a trad-
ition of mussel consumption in the present consumption areas. Previous-
ly i t was shown that some 25 per cent of total population in the coun-
tries concerned use to have some 5 mussel meals a year  in the Franco-
Belgian area this f igure amounts to some 50 per cent and in the Dutch-
German region some 5 per cent! . These Figures indicate that much ran be
done yet to increase consumption per household and to enlarge the number
of mussel consumi ng househol ds in the present cont inenta I markets. I f
suff I cient suppl les are avai lable regularly new markets could be devel-
oped in countries where market environments are favourable.

Non-integrated market structure

The final topic of this market to be discussed is the low rate of integ-
ration. It was shown that the structure of the wholesale market can be
called oligopolistic whereas the culture and the retail market virtual'Iy
have a pronounced atomistic structure. As a matter of fact this scatter-
ed structure is commonly seen in all traditional markets of similar
products, In the past is was proven that these complex marketing sys tems
functioned very well in the current market environment. It must be kept
in mind incidentally that other market organisations may exist success-
fully elsewhere The low rate of integration involves that several in-
struments of the marketing mix have to be shared by a number oF market
participants. Two consequences of this atomistic market strurture will
be discussed as they are of major importance for the future viability
of the European mussel market,

Firstly it seems that markets of this type can hardly be influenced by
individual companies nor governments. As so many people take their dec-
isionsns in thi s complex merkr t st ructure with many feed backs the sys tem
will hardly be pushed out of balance as a result of individua'I companies'
market behaviour. Any decision wl 11 be compensated by reactions of other
participants. Basic questions like ceasing production or replacing the
product by another one which are relevant for a number of industrial
products are meaningless in this market. This means that this market In
a way derives its continuity From its complexity� . Market outlooks wi 11
only change on behaIF of worsening or Improving market environment.
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On the other hand the complex market structure in which it is difficult
to take convnon decisions may have negative consequences. The price in-
stabi 1 i ty was al ready mentioned previously, indeed also in the ti tie of
this paper. Another example are the problems which occur in organising
consistent publicity campaigns which may have an increasing importance
in future years.

Returning to the Western European mussel market outlooks seem rather
favourable. The increasing technological knowledge al iows growers,
processors and traders to manage the qual i ty of this di ff icul t product
ever better. In addi tion they succeed in keeping costs of cleaning,
packing and distribution lime ted. Marketing outlooks are good due to
the weak rate of competi tion between production centres, the absence
of major substi tutes and a constant or slowly inc reas ing number of
consumers.

It will be interesting to see how these markets will sustain in a future
in which numerous new products with very efficient distribution systems
will be proceeded. The traditional mussel trade will have to adapt to
other production and processinq technologies, to shifting consumer
preferences and to advanced marketing methods. On the other hand it has
to rely on Its present prepositions.
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Aquaculture in Scandinavia:
Some Economic and Market Aspects

Rainls Cedrins

The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Uppsafa, Sweden

'l. Ac}uaculture and fisheries

The world population has constantly increased over past centuries . One
of the main reason for this occuring situation is that mankind has been
able to provide food for a growing population . A significant progress
of the landbased production of food was accomplished at an carly stage
when productiontechniques changed from hunting to cultivation and bree-
ding. However the traditional fisheries still are characterized of the
principles of hunting.

Fish is a central component in the world supply of food . To provide
additional food for a growing population consequently requieres addi-
tional increase in world fisheries if the diet rerain. constant,

Is this possible to accomplish oy the fisheries that are based on the
principles of hunting?

The present situation and futur= prospects of fisherics it> my opinion
are the following:

� The global catches have increased during the i.ist twentv years.

- A continuous increase of catches is expected, but the condition for this
is that overexploitation is prohibited and eradicationthreatened
'pocies will get a possibility to restore.

- Deep-sea fishing becomes a+re and more regulated. Far-reaching go-
vernment proceedings about quotas and boundaries will determine the
extent of the fisheries in the future. Gomplicated systems of price-
regulation and government subsidies wiII determine the profitability.

- The development of energyprices will drastical]y influence the pro-
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fitability as the fisheries are very energyreq«ii.ing,

� Corssputiti<>rr witli thc oilindustry for certain ieateri iiories.

- A coiitinuous risk of a disturl:cd ecological bal iccc,

The resources of the sea and lakes are consequent>> reit ricied, Hie
have to rely on the possibilitici to cultivate fish, crrrstac-ans and
algae to a greater extent. That is aquaculture.

2. A su~rye of thc global ariuacrslture

Aquaculture is defined as man's effort to makc a balanced manipulation
with the growth, breeding and mrrtality of waterliving orgarrisms in
order to improve the yield.

The global yield of aquaculture and fisheries was ,3 mr liori metric
tons 1979  seals and whales not included!. The share assign iblc to
aquaculture was 8,7 million tons or 12 percent,

watcrlivin or antsms 1973! and the shareTable l.
culture

Species Assigriable to
aquaculture,
million tons

s asitgnsiblc to
aquac ul tiire

Total,
smillion iatric
tons

55
7
3
5

Total 8 773 12

Source: FAD

Aquaculture based on freshwater is mainly assignable to caq3 production
in China and India. Production of algae is widely spread in Japan.
ArrK>ng the cathegory of molluscs the musselproduction in Netherlands and
Spain and the oysterproduction in France must be mentioned.

e in Scandiriavia3. As sv

In the Scandinavian countries aquaculture is dominated of the sa]monid
species that are marked coldwaterfishei.

Comran for all the Scandinavian countries are its big waterresources.
AII the five countries have great shores. In Norway there is a lot of
deep fiords. Sweden and Finlarid have archipelagos consisting of thou-
sand small islands. Above that Sweden has 87 000 lakes of more than
five acres that cover nine percent of the total area. Finland � that
is called the land of the thousand lakes in the travel folders � has
55 000 lakes. Norway 'has 300 000 lakes and water bodice that cover five
percent of the total area.
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A lot of these costal areas, lakes and waterhodios are extremcmly sui-
ted for aquaculture regarding to temperature, quality o! w.iter, current
situation, shelter Crom the wind and weather etc.

Aquaculture in Scandinavia is rranaged with throe di! Ci rent I>urT>osos.

nsato cultivation, I'ho purpose is to romper>sate the damage
on t o is pop~uations hecarrsc of waterpower projects. Iog-driving or
other activities that cause waterpolluti on.

S rtfishin cultivat.ion. I'he purpose is to reinf orce:>nd complete
t existing popuIatzorr of wild fish.

Cormrrercial cultivation. The I>urpose is to produce .fish and other
water organisms or uman consumpt ion.

This paper will deal with commercial cultivatiorr, alt@>ugh other Eorrrrs
must also be considered. f'rom an economic point of' view.

The Swedish water power industry yearly put out shout .,3 million salmon
smolts in the Baltic sea, that rrrako salmonfishing possible Cor al] the
fishermn around this sea.

About 60 percent of the total . almon population in the Ba]r ic sea is
based on compensatory cultivated salmon.

The yearly catches has during last time been about ' 300 metric tons.
Danish fisher>ran account for about I 000 tons of this r>mount and Swedish
fishermen account for about 60C tons.

This kind of salrrenfishing is stagnating. The problem >s that the catch-
ing>rethods today aro so eEfective that very fow single salmons will be-
come fully grown. The fully grown salmons are not enough to reproduce
youngs to keep up the population. Wre than Sr! percent of all salrrons
are caught in the soa just when they have reached the minimum size of
60 centimetres �3,6 inchosl, The countries around the Baltic sea have
still not been able to agree about a limitation of this resourcewasting
fishing, If nothing happens the supply of salmon in the Baltic sea will
disappear.

The kind of fish that will Le chosen for corn»ercial cultivation is de-
pending upon several conditions:

High market price

Rapid growth

- possibility to reproduce in a cultivation envii'onment

Biological requirements

close populations
resistibility against disease
patience against removal
low foddercoefficient
late sexual maturity
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The commercial aquaculture in Scandinavia is therefore:onccntrzted
upon

* Rainbow trout  salmo gairdnert'. in sea, lakes ano pon,'

' Atlantic salmon  salmo salat! in the Noiwegirui tiords

' Blue mussels  mytilus cdulis! on the Swedish westror~t and Norwegian
southcoast

Some cotimtercia1 attempts have been made by multinational corn!ianies to
cultivate European eel  angiiil la anguilla! in reclrctHat ing systems
where warm waste water from steelworks have been usei!. lail h;is the op-
t.imum growth at + 25 deg C  + 77 dcg F! to be compared with r:-iinbow
trout that has the optimum growth at + lh deg  :  + b1 deg F! and At la»-
tie salmon with the optimum growth at + 13 dcg C  i 55 !< g F .

However these attempts have not resulted in commercial product.ion while
the activity is not economically justifiable with existing marketpri-
ces,

Concerning fish farming that still is on experimental stage Iiut probab-
ly will be of' commercial importance in the future, the Uorwegio» at-
tempts to cultivate cod must bc tiicntioned, Presentl> the supply of
fresh cod for the fresh fish market is insufficient duriiig long periods
of the year. The cultivated cod can be slaughted when market price is
at it's peak. At 1ast the Swedish attemlits to cultivate signal crayfish
 pasifascatur leniusculus! as coaipensation ftiir the piap.~estricken
European crayfish  astacus astacus! in ponds and lakes where coarse
fish is eliminated and also certain attempts to cultivate freshwater
shrimps  macrobrachium! in reci,rculating systems based oti wane waste
water must be mentioned.

Regarding aquaculture that a]lrezdy is of ctmmtercial im!xirtaitce the
economic and marketing problems are quite uniform for rainbow trrut
production and musselproduction. The difference is that the technology
of musselproduction is quite different and that musselproduction is
only performed in salt water. Thc musselproduction is based on longline-
cultivation. A number of long ropes are sunk down in the water. Natu-
rally produced larvae will then attach to the ropes and grow. Thc tine
of growing from larv to marketready mussel is I i months. The total mus-
selproduction in Sweden wzs 2 00L' metric tons 1981 and will be about
4 000 metric tons 1982. The total prodttctlon potencial i., estimated to
50 000 metric tons . In Norway the production potential is cc»sidcrably
smaller.

Rainbow trout production has the greatest economic impoit ance in the
total Scandinavian aquaculture tcday. The production methods ate some-
what varying in the countries, In Sweden and Norway the l>roduction is
based on floating net cages. In Denmark the production i. performed in
special. cultivating ponds. Water is transported from small rivers to
these ponds. In Finland the production has sofar been concentrated to
large channel- and pondsystems in the wide lakedistrict in the eastern
part of' the country. But net-cage production will be oy great importance
in the future. Even the Norwegian salmoncultivation is perfottitcd in
large netcages.
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ln the case of raiiibow trout it is of importance to di»tui»gish bet-
ween the small so called plate-size Fish, whose»ize  slaughtered
weight! is 180-250 grams �,3-8,8 ounces 1, and the bigger fish whose
size is 800-4 000 grams �9,2-140,8 ounces!. Iht two l'orm» must be seen
as two ditierent, products with different refi»irigpos»i  il itic», marke-
ting- and ccmipetition cond it i.ons.

In plate-sire production fingerlings weighing 50-100 grams �,8-3, >
ounces! is put out in the cage or pond in spruig. Thc fish is fed du-
ring the hot months of suraner and is slaughtered in a«tumr. when the
water is colder and growth is decreasing. Big size pi»duction can be
performed in two ways.  !iie way is to put out bigger 1 ingei lings  more
than 100 grams! and cultivate, luring one season in thi sanic manner as
plate-size production. The other way i» to buv fingerl ing» of ordinary
weight �0-100 grams! and cultivate during two seasoii». The 1 imitation
with the former method is difficulties to get liig fingorlmigs, In the
latter method the fish must be kept iri the cages duririg wiiiter and this
can be dangerous with regard to ice and freezing water, '1'he fish dies
if the water temperature falls below 0 deg C  i 32 <leg F!. I'his often
happens in saline waters. Therefore cultivation of l>ig rainbow trout
is i'are on all Danish coasts and the Swedish west- a»c!»outhcoast.

An international comparison shows that the Scandinavuin countries are
dominating in the g'.ohal production of salmon and big raintiow trout.

Table 2. Production ot cultivated salmonid 1 ish in »one of the main cul-
tivating countries I'~81. Metz'ic tons

Rainbow trout
weighing
180-500 gram:
 b<3-17,4 oun-
ces!

Rainbow t rout
weighing
more than
500 grams
�7,4 ounces!

<atlantic
»a Iiic<n

Country

1 000
4 000

1 000Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Finland
United Kingdom
Western Ger aany
Italy
France
Japan
USA

� 000
1<! 000

7 000
700 1 0004 500

12 000
21 OOO
21 000
20 000
20 000

Source: Own specification from the official statistic» in the above
mentioned counti ies
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uaculture in Sweden

Although the Swedish production of rainbow trout is not exceptionally
large compared to other countries, the development has been very rapid.
The annuaI producti.on was .050 metric tons 1978. Since that time the
annual production has been doubled every year and was ' 000 metric tons
1981. There are I30 fish farai  today in Sweden. Many of these are not
properly planned regarding the e=onomic aspects, The size arffi speciali-
zations are very different for the farms. There are

* about' 100 small farms ye >rid producing 1-l0 mf tri« tons of rainbow trcut
in 1-3 cages. The small larry means part-time oi«upset ion.

* about 30 medium sized farms yearly producing 10-30 metric tons of
rainbow trout in ~0«ages. These farms can be 0 Iassified as familly
faIms.

' a fan~la f* ya ly0 0. gao than toom 1 . to. f rain-
bow trout in more than 10 cages or in a recirculating system. These
farms can be cIassified as industrial enterprises.

ln many cases the small farm are linked with fisheries, l'he l'ceding is
often based on caught coarse fish and the running costs are onsequent-
ly low, Usually the small faramr. sell the product on the focal market,
I'.ence the demand is limited and it is seldom room for two farmers on
the local market. The medium sized farms are often managed by persons
who have earlier started in small scale. As the technical skill, market
contacts and the selling possibilities have improvefi the farm has
grown. The production of the medium sized fazm cannot be sold at the
local market but is usually sold to a wholesaler who in .urn sells the
product to retailers in densely Iyopulated areas.

The large farms are often concentrated upon p1ate-size rainbow trout
production where the afbyantages of large scale production are most ob-
vious depending upon the possibilities of automatization and mechani-
zation in slaughtering, gutl.ing and refining. The large l.;frm tres emp-
loyees in the production and a specialized staff for economy, techni-
que and biology. The farm itself try to control a11 the stagrs of the
production chain. A few farms in Sweden can be classifie<l as large
faxms. In other countries however multinational companies have engaged
in aquaculture and started large scale plants often based on recircu-
lation and warm waste water from other forms of production as heat and
nuclear power stations, steel:industries and cementworks. The problem
is that the water from these activities often contains !iarmfuI substan-
ces that must be removed, and an insufficient content of oxygen. I Swe-
den marketing prob1ems will be added. The nuclear stations are so
emotionally controversial that the producer had to calculate with nega-
tive consumer attitudes.

The discussions are today |tmny concerning what ki.nd of farm ti7e will
be the most suited Eor Swedish conditions . Here one has to calculate
not only the microeconomic aspects but also macroecongmuc aspects as
regional-, occupational- and trade policy, Some experts claim that a
large-scale and controlled breedi ng will dominate in the future. How-
ever the largescale investments that hitherto have lfeen tested in Swe-
den have had very little success .
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The Swedish production of rainbow trout was 2 �00 metric tons 1981,
During the same year 800 metric tons of rainbow trout and .' 000 metric
tons of salmon were ir!ported. Rainbow trout is not sep.irately reported
in the Swedish trade statist ics but is included i!ader "other salmonide
fish". This cathegory also include caught arctic char, lakt trout,
brown trout and white fish. All import Crom Denmark a!id Japan in table
3 refer to plate size rainbow trout, whereas «ll import from Norway
refers to big ra inbow trout. Sn!aller qi!antities of' rainbow trout are
imported from U.S.A,

Tabel 3. Swedish import ot "other salmonide I'»h" 1981 Met ric tons

Fres i. and Frozen Tot,i I

256
46
12

1 158842Total 316

Source: Swedish National Board of Statistics

The big rainbow trout that Sweden, Norway and Finland produced in a
quantity of 10 000 aetric tons 1981, is considered to be oI the same
quality as caught salmon, At the same tim the sal!m!n on the Swedish
market is of very different quality. The caught Atlantzc snim!n is con-
sidered to be of better quality than the imported Paci; ic salmon,

Even the Pacific salmon consit, of different species and varies in
quality. The salmon that is used as a lure in the Swedish shops and
periodically is sold for 20 Swedish crowns/kilogram 11,5 $/poundl is
often chum salmon or pink salmon. Often it is caught after the spawning
and then the fish is quite emaciated. Piner species of Pacific salmon
as king salrm!n and red salrm~n seldom are imported because they are con-
sidered to be too expensive, The cultivated big rainbow trout and sal-
mon cost about 65 skr/kg �,8 g/Ibs!. The cultived plate size rainbow
trout costs about 40 skr/kg � 8/Ibs! .

The total imiiort.ed frozen salmon to Sweden consist to 985 of pacific
saimsn from U.S.A,, Canada and Japan  table I!. The total Swei!!sh import
Of SalmOn haS inCreaSed. It Waa 4 300 metric tonS IO23 and 4 600
metric tons 1979. Sweden is not exporting cultivated sal!snide fish.
This is mainly due to the fact that the supply is too small and the
barriers of duty too high.
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185
342
48

107
66
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Table 4. Swedish import of salmon 1981. Metric tons

Fresh md Frozen
refri ated

Total

28
SS2
15
4

Total eOe 4 38S 4 993

Source: Swedish National Board of Statistics

Today cultivated fish in Sweden is sold through the fo]lowing channels:

producer co-operati ves
fish wholesalers
chain stores for convenience goods
direct sales to retail tr<ade and consumers
the fish processing industry

Most of the 17 co-operatives owned by fishermen sel I very small quanti-
ties of farmed fish. Instead they concentrate upon caught fish that the
members supply. It is a question of mass catches of fish and the argu-
ment is often price rather than quality. Modern marketing methods are
almost non-existing. 'Ihe prices offered to the fishfarmers are often
too Iow to be accepted.

The number of the fish wholesalers is about b0, to which should be
added a few wholesalers specializing in deliveries to institutional
caterers. A problem encountered in connection with planned fish cam-
paigns is that the farmers have not been able to guarantee I;irge quan-
tities. Among the institutionaL caterers, the restaurants have been the
main buyers of salmon and rainbow trout.

Chain stores for convenience goods are today dominated of three Large
blocks that together have a marketshare of 705. This concentration has
Favoured the large food producers as the blocks are striving for large
rational purchases and similarity in product mix and quality over the
whole country. Of course this is a disadvantage for the fish farmers
who has no own co-operative. The quantity that a singel farmer is able
to supply is quite uninteresting for the blocks who demand large and
guaranteed supplies.

Concerning direct sales to retail trade and consimiers earlier has been
mentioned that small fish farmers usually sell the great< r part of
their production via direct sales on the local market. 11ie farmer,
very often a former fisherman, is well acquainted with the sales chan-
nels. A higher price is often obtainable but the local market is very
limited.

The fish processing industry h.is noticed that today consumers ask for
processed fotms of fish like cod and plaice. Tests made with new types
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of fish have not been succesful. However the industry is still interes-
ted fn novelties. Particularly if the prices of the above metioned
types of fish continue to rise drastically. The breeders must be able
to guarantee quantities of at least 100 metric tons, delivery dates and
quality.

Farmers who are producing a big rainbow trout are often smoking it
themselves . In the future this will be more difficult as the public
health acts and foodrmmaging acts will be strengthened .

Norway is the greatest. nation of fisheries ir. Europe. 'I'he catch was 2,6
million metric tons 1981 with a firsthavdsvaiue of 3,8 mi11iard Norwe-
gian crownes �,6 milliard 0!. Orrly 30'l of the catch is used for hrmran
consumption. Even if the national consumtion is large, about 40 kg  88
1bs!/inhabitant and year, a total population of four mil]ion inhabi-
tants will only consume 5'l of the total catch. Grnsequentiy a large
part nest be exported. TTre long distances to the market» have caused
that a large refining industry has developed.

The great knowled'ge and experience how to handle, market arrd refine the
fish has during last years even been uti1ized in aquacu1ture.

ArIuaculture is a rather new industry in Norway. This industry was star-
ted at 1970 when srxrm farmers began to cultivate rainbow trouts and
salmons of several years duration in the fiords. TTM fiords are free
from ice during the whole year due to the gulfstream. Most of the farms
are based' on netcages, that are plagal at narrow passages where the
tide causes good watercirculation at the same tr're as the cages are
protected against rolling.

The slaughted rainbow trout has an average weight on 2,5 kg �,5 lbs! .
The salmon has an average weight on 4 kg  8,8 Ibs1, Basically it is
the salmon production that is expanding.

Table 5. rainbow trout

Rainbow t rout SalmonYear

1982
  ro sticated! 4 500 10 000

Source: Norske Fiskeoppdretteres Forening,

The fir'sthandsvalue For the Norwegian cultivation of sarmonide fish was
350 million Norwegian crowns  S6 million $! . 1981.
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1Ir7]
1973
1 976
1978
1980
1981

450
000

2 000
2 000
3 000
4 500

100
200

1 400
3 000
5 000
8 500



The salmon cultivation will expand even in the future as the activity
is concentrated upon export. 90'L of the production is exported. The
production potential is calcultaed to be about 28 000 metric tons/year.
As a comparison can be mentioned that the tota] global catch of Atlan-
tic salmon was 8 000 met.ric tons 1981. The total global catch of Paci-
fic salmon was 600 000 metric tons.

However rainbow trout production will not expand in the future because
the export posibilities are p<~r. Only 25 1 of the production is expoi'-
ted and the home market is of course lunited. lhe rapi<i growth has not
only had positive effecrs. Especial!y the increase in production around
1973 caused a large excess supply of middle sized rainbow trout that
resulted in prices that could not cover capitalcosts. To avoi.d conti-
nued overproduction the goven«ent introduced a production licence,
where the permited maximum production volume was 8 000 cubic <m.tres.
This volume made possible an annual production of about 60 metric tons
of salmon or 1'00 metric tons of rainbow trout within the existing tech-
nique.

An other aim with the licence was to influence the development in order
to get the best regional effect of the activity. The government tried
to prevent that a few multinational companies took all the production.

Within the permitted volume the farms have however had possibilities to
expand as the technique in aquaculture has improved. 'Iherc are about
200 producing farms today and many of them 'have an annual production of
more than 100 metric tons of salmon.

Today the Norwegian government is discussing to remove the licence.

The Norwegian fisheries are not profitable today and have large govern-
<<mnt subsidies. The Norwegian aquaculture however is said to be the
second profitable industri in the country. Only the oil industry is
more profitable.

The reasons for this developnent are

- that the production has been successful tram bio]ogical as well as
technological aspects. Unlike the other Scandinavian countries the
water pollution problears assignable to aquaculture aie small and
the competition from other industries about the water resources is
insign.ificant,

- that the demand has been increasing. Salmon ot high quality is of'
limited' supply in Europe.

- that the industry has developed a strong economi< org;<nizatzon.

The third reason shall here be explained more in detail.

Fiskeoppdretternes Salgslag AjL  FS! was founded 1978. It is the far-
mers businessorganization, its activities can be su<m«arized as follows.

Settle agreements concerning prices, delivery an<i teii«s of' payment
with the customers. These agreements are binding for ul1 customers.

Determine which firms shall have the right to buy from the farmers.
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Make marketing activities.

Responsibility for freezing and storing of the excess supply.

FS does not buy or sell the merzber products. The organi-ation is finan-
ced through a system where the producer and buyer pay 1 I/45 ot their
turnover to the organization.

As early mentioned it is dil ficult to develop a market outside Scandi-
navia for the big rainbow trout. In the European countries outside
Scandinavia the consizzers prefer slate sized rainbow trout. Some at-
tempts to sell a big srziked rainbow trout in those countries have how-
ever given certain expectations about a future market. The smoked rain-
bow trout then has a competition in the Pacific saiimin imported from
America and Japan.

A great problem is the duties. The duty on big rainbow trout designed
for smoking is 75 in the EG-count;ies. In fact this duty is s~t
doubtful as the production in the EG-countries of this fish is very in-
significant. The duty on plate sized rainbow trout where the EG-count-
ries have own production is 125.

The cultivated salmon has better exporting possibilities than the rain-
bow trout, 90'  is assignable to the EG-countries. Tho total consumtion
of salmon in the EG-countries is about 50 000 metric tons a year. Their
own catches are only 5 000 metric tons on annual basis. As the demand
for salmon is much bigger than their domestic supply, there has hither-
to not been a duty on fresh salmon. However 1/1 1981 a duty of 3,5$
was introduced on fresh salmon frizz Norway. The FG-countries have large
refiningindustries for fish themselves and consequently there is a high
duty, T41, on smoked salmon. Therefore most of the Norwegian export
consists of fresh salmon. The duties are one of the explanation for sal-
zen exportprices falling 304 during 1981. The farmers have demanded
severe conditions from the Norwegian governzent in the international
trade proceedings. Ammg other things they also required that the ag-
reezmnts af duties ale' quotas ccncerming aquaculture and fisheries
should be aquainted with potential agreements for the KG-countries to
take part in the Norwegian oil prospectings.

However the farmers have realized that it is dangerous to be too depen-
dent upon a single market. Consequently a small export of salmon to
U.S.A has developed. During 1981 40 metric tons were exported but during
the first six months of 1982 400 tons were exported. During november-
-april when Pacific salmon is not caught on the American westcoast the
cultivated Atlantic salmon must be an attractiv product. The future mar-
ket potential will partly depend on the development in the airfreight
and packing sectors.

in Demzark

Denmark is the second largest nation of fisheries in Europe. 'AM catch
was 2 million metric tons 1980 and the firsthandvalue about 2,5 milliard
danish crownes �,4 milliard $! . This position has been reached through
a very rapid growth during 1968- 1976. Denmark doubled its fisheries
during this period from 840 OOO metric tons to 1 900 000 metric. tons.
As a comparison can be mentioned that the fisheries of ~den decreased
from 380 000 metric tons to 210 000 metric tons during the same period.
The Danish aquaculture has not the sazm natural relationships to the
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fisheries as the aquaculture has in the other Scandinavr«n countries.
Firstly the Danis'h fisheries are concentrated an deepseafishing. Aqua-
culture on the other hand is performed in ponds situated close to small
rivers in the inland parts of t.he country. Ttx rratur«I conditions for
cultivating salrrronide fish at. the sea are bad irr Oenrrrurk, mainly due to
the climate. During winter there is a risk for freezing water and du-
ring the srmmrer the temeperature can be so high that there is risk for
disease and parasites.

Secondly the aquaculture in Denmark is no subsiriiary o< cupat ion. There
are about 500 farms today with 1 000 persons employed irr the primary
production. hhst of the farm» are large. An annua] production of 200
metric tons is quite usual. Re fish farming is concentrated on plato
size fish. This size is most suited for an autnmatired prodrrction.

Mast of the farms were etabli.»hed during 1950-1960. «ter it has been
very difficult to etablish due to deficient possibii rties to fin<i a
good location. Most places suited for cultivation are allready occupied
and furthermore there is competition for waterresourccs between aqua-
culture, agriculture and. urb<rn areas. Aquacult.ure ha» also been limited
by envirormmnta] restrictions during last years . Even if the market de-
mand exceeds the quantity of 19 000 metric torrs that was produced 1981,
the remaining quantity could hardIy be produced due to the deficient
water resources.

About 905 of the total production is exported, mainiy to rh'e»tern Ger-
many. The size  plate size! and colour  white! «re quite adapted to the
German market. The demand for rainbow trout is great in Western Germany.
1980 240 000 metric tons were consumed. Only 11 000 rrrctric tons of this
consumtion were produced in Germany.

During the 1960's Italy and U.S.A. were also large importer» of Dani.sh
rainbow trout. However Italy has become self-supporting through domes-
tic rainbow trout cultivat ions. In U.S.A. imports of Danish rainbow
trout was prohibited 1970 due to a virus disease. The Danish aquacultu-
re has a strong business organization called {tlrredforrden. It's major
assignment is to prorate the economic conditions~or tte farmers and
stimulate the export as well as the homemarkets. The organi:ation also
provides technical and economical advisory service and 1 inances cer-
tain research projects. The above activities are finance<i through a
system where every farmer pay 1/10 Danish crown for everv kilogram pro-
duced fish.

Finland

Finland is the smallest fishi.ng nation in Scandinavia. The total catch
was 120 000 metric tons 1981, The aquaculture has developed independent-
ly of the fisheries. The acti.vity was started around 1961 and is rsainly
concentrated on big rainbow trout. The large increase in production has
occured during the last year<, 1975 2 000 metric tons were produced,
1978 3 000 tons and 1981 7 000 tons. Mast of the Carrrrs are large. The
farms are mainly located in the lakedistrict at the southeast parts of
the country. Here the farrrmrs have built large channel systems and
hundreds of ponds close to lakes and water bodies in sheltered forest-
areas. However these cultivations cannot expand anymore because of en-
vironmental restrictions. Vew etablishments are nestly srtuatcd in thc
archipelago and based on net cage technique.
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All production is sold nn the home market, partly due to the insuffi-
cient supply of caught fish. Another explanation is the adequate marke-
tinorgnnization, nanmd Lohikunta. It's task is to give thc members gua-
ranteod .ellingpr' cs. Tlirt ts ac mstsl'shed tty negot t ». 'th th
large wholesalers. Lohikuntas act.:ivities are partly financed bv a sys.-
tem where the fodder producing cm~anies pay 1,55 of their turnover to
the organization and partly by member foes. Lohikunta also act as an
intermediary in the purchases of iingerlings to the farmers,

Iceland

To the Scandinavian countries also Iceland is regarded. I'isheries are
the most important industry in Iceland. Although the population i.s only
200 000, the country is the thi rd fishing nation in Europe . 1,6 million
metric tons were caught 1980, Ihwever the fisheries of Iceland are in
great difficulties just now, due to inflation, increasing energyprices
and limitations of the catching areas. Aquaculture for human consump-
tion is very insignificant. Net cage cultivation in the sca is very
difficult to manage while the d.ifferences in. tide c an be 4 meters �,5
yards!. Ilhreover the fiords are shallow and the climate very unpredic-
table. But Iceland has other possiblities in aquaculture. There is
probably no other salmon producing country which has such good require-
ments for successful smolt rearing and ocean ranching as Iceland has.

Its thermal springs and reliable supply of uncontaminated groundwater
are certainly unique. Moreover the absence of coxmgercial netting at
sea and along thc coast  it is prchibited by lawi guarantee the maximum
return of oceanranched salxxgn.

Allready existing farms are producing 800 000 smelts a year. l'eriodi-
cally exports to the Norwegian farmers have been large.

g. Conclusions a d summari.. ~as acts

In all the Scandinavian countries there is an ongoing dis-
cussion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of aqua-
culture.

The disadvantages can be summarized as follows:

llisadvanta es in the environment

l=ish cultivation causes pollution in the water by waste from
the fodder and excrements. The pollutions can generate growth
at algae and other organisms. The break down of these orga-
nisms requires large quantities of oxygen. The result can be
excess ferti lizing and scarci.ty of oxygen in the total water
body.

Risk for disease

Cultivated fish live in more densely populations compared to
wild fish. Therefore the risk for disease is significantly
higher.

In all scandinavian countr le the veterinary resources devo-
ted to aquaculture are too small in relation to the growth
of aquaculture. In addition the insurance system is not
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presently working to all farmers satisfaction.

There is also a certain risk that discase can spread from
farms to wild popul«tions.

out water resources

In certain situations aquaculture can be « physical obstacle
for fishing and other fo: ms of traffic on the water bodies.
There is also risk for conflicts with t: he outdoilr recreation
because the shores can be blocked.

Econoni d'end~vance e

Hany of the farms that have been recent! y et«bl i shed have
not been properly planned with respect to tho marketing
aspects. In Sweden for instance the beginner starts to pro-
duce plate size rainbo~ trout that is the easiest to culti-
vate. But with many beginners starting «t the same time the
market will soon face an excess supply. An othei factor is
that many farmers are more interested in the biological
aspects rather than the profitability aspects of aquaculture,
and therefore neglect the latter.

Nobody will have advantage of a low return eiiteriirice.

The advantages can be summarized as follows:

" ~Advance e ' in the red nilotic

In all Scandinavian countries a regional pol icy is pursued
with the aim to cause vigorous communities in the sparsely
populated areas. Key-words in this policy are small scale
production, combined activities and refi ning of natural
resources. Aquaculture can be performed in most Sc;indinavian
waterbodies even if the biological conditioris vary. Splendid
conditions are found at the costal areas where the possibi-
lities for the popu] ation to earn a ] iving hi fisheries and
agriculture have deteriorated. Aquaculture can bo managed
as small scale production with a great conti ibut ion of own
resources as knowledge, laborforce, boats, bridges, storage
buildings and so on.

The Capital inVeStmentS are nOt eSpeCially high in the Small
and middle scale production. The working season generally
does not coincide with the intensive periods in fishing and
agriculture. Aquaculture is very suited to l.nk with other
activities. Jn some cases there are possibilities to etab-
1 ish small local refinmert factories that can even handle
the local supply of wild fish. Fspecially in pinland such
arrangements have been made.

Aquaculture can consequently improve the economic, occupa-
tional and infrastructural situation in problem areas.
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* Social advanta e

Aquaculture can in some areas replace or complete stagnating
fisheries. Aquaculture has then the social advantage of
providing employment close to the 1 ivingpl ace and that the
familly 's total lahorforce can be used.

* Advan~ta es in the national economies

Norway and Denmark have large incomes from the export of
aquaculture products. Especially for Denmark this income is
important as the balance of trade is very negative,

Even Sweden and Finland have problems with the trade balan-
ces. These countries have a large import of highly processed
fish products. 804 of the consumed frozen codfillets and
950 of the consumed salmon in Sweden was imported 1980. The
difference between imports and exports of fish and fish-
products was 1128 million swedish crowns �90 millions! in
Sweden 1980.

An increase in the consumption of domestic produced aqua-
cultural products could replace part of the imported fish
products and improve the trade balance.

At last must be mentioned that aquaculture requires less
energy than other forms of food production. This is very
important as long as th» energy prices remain at a high
level and import of oil is substantial.

Industr'al ~ad a ta es

The fish processing industry has a great interest in secu-
ring the domestic supply of high quality fish. There is a
risk that the Scandinavian countries in the future will have
increased difficulties to get this Fish on the traditional
fishingareas because of restrictions and limitations . Aqua-
culture can in some degree keep the industrv with the requi-
red products,

Advanta es in the nat ional defence

ln an military blockade situation, where deepseafishing is
not possible and the providing to the agriculture ot import-
ed fodder, ferti 1 izers and fuel will be difficult, aquacul-
ture, lake- and coastfishing will be of great importance for
the domestic foodproduction. Aquaculture has good conditions
to be combined with lake- and coast Fishing,
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International Market Prices, f xchange Rates
and Quay Side Prices

for Fish Landed in Scotland

W.E.F, Oakeshott
Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries for Scotland
Edinburgh, Scotland

1. 1. This paper is concerned with the international market for
Atlantic cod. This is of particular intereSt to the UK because of the
popularity of this species on our markets, and our dependence on
imports to meet a large part of total demands.

1.2. The Scottish interest lies in the Scottish fishing industry's
reliance on markets south of the border; it has been estimated that
over 80$ of demersal species landed in Scotland are 'exported' � before
or after processing - to England and Wales,

1.3. There is good evidence that supply and demand for cod on the
international market has a powerful influence on the levels of quay-
side prices obtainable at our fishing ports. An assessment of the
workings of this market is therefore essentia1 for any proper
understanding of price determination at our quay-side auctions.

1.4. The paper begins  paras 2.1 - 2,5! with a brief review of the
supply side of the UK market for cod since the general extension of
fishery limits in 1977. This is followed by an overview of
internationa1 supply and demand  paras 3. 1 - 3.5!. Paras 4. 1 - 4. 12
discuss the behavior of this market in recent years from a UK and
Scottish perspective, The approach throughout is essentially informal;
a fuller and more detailed analysis requires statistical data which is
not readily available.

UK Market for At'lantic Cod 1976-81: Sources of Su

2. 1. The extension of fishery limits early in 1977 had a major impact
on the UK markets for Atlantic cod, because of the consequences for the
activities of our deep-sea fleets which became exc1uded from many of
their traditional fisheries. As a result UK landings of cod, which
were already well below post-war peak levels because of the
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difficulties over the Icelandic fishery, were reduced by over 30% in a
single year �977!, and continued to decline until 1980, by which time
they had fallen to less than !>0'. of the 1976 levels.

2.2. ThiS prOgreSSiVe ShOrtfall in UK landinqs iS ShOwn in Table I,
which also indicates the extent to which extra imports have become
available to fill the gap in total supply, Thus for example in 1980,
when landings by the UK fleet had declined by over 100,000 tons
relative to 1976, a major part of this shortfall was beinq supplied in
the form of additional imports.

Table 1. Structure of UK Atlantic cod supply: 1976-1981
 thousand tons, 'landed weight equivalent!

Landings by
UK Vessels

Total
SupplyImports

212 106

148 106

126 158

929 1110

195104

185116 301

2.3. These shifts in the structure of supply have involved important
changes in the product balance. In particular, the market share of
frozen processed products - f llets and blocks - has been increasing,
while the share of fish frozen at sea � the inain product of the UK
freezer fleet � has fallen to a fraction of traditional levels. These
changes in the product balances are indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. UK supplies of Atlantic cod 1976-1981. main product
specifications  thousand tons  LWE!!

Frozen Frozen Total
Blocks Fillets Supply

Fresh/*
Chilled

Frozenrr
Whole etc

1976 163 69 31

1977

1978

113

149

62

30

32

41

1979 150 ?4 58

21

15

1980

1981

150

155

62

65

2.4. There have also been changes in the product balance of UK
imports, although these continue to be dominated � as in the period
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1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

*Includes small quantities of imported fillets.

jIncludes some frozen at sea iillets.

55

47

64

74

67

66

318

254

284

307

300

318

254

284

307

300

301



before the events of 1977 � by frozen fillets and blocks. This is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. UK imports of Atlantic cod 1976-198i: mair! product
specifications  thousand tons  LhlEj',

Frozen Frozen
Blocks Fi l lets

Fresh/
Chilled

Total
Supply

Frozen
Whole etc

10 106

106

158

196

195

185

10 47

10 63

67

2.5. In sunInary, the outstanding features of the UK market for
Atlantic cod over the period since January 1977 have been as follows.
First there has been a very marked reduction in the share of the market
held by supplies landed by the UK fishing fleets. Secondly, there has
been a major increase in the share held by import~. Third, these
changes have been associated with shifts in the product balance,
imported frozen fillets and blocks having largely displaced frozen fish
landed by the UK freezer fleet.

International Su 1 and Demand

3.1. Atlantic cod is an international fishery distributed from the
NE Arctic via the North Sea, Iceland and Greenland to the Atlantic
coasts of North America. The main fisheries, with broad indications of
their relative scale, are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Hain fisheries for Atlantic cod with indicative levels of
offtake 1976-1980  thousand tons!

19771976 1978 1979 1980

*Canadian and US fleets,

Sources: Various

3.2. These fisheries, which cirllectively account for most of total
global supply, have generally yielded around 2m tons of Atlantic cod a
year over this period. It is interesting to note the major reductions
in offtake from the NE Arctic fishery, which reflect the consequences
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1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

NE Arctic

Iceland/Faroes

North Sea

Baltic Sea

N American
Atlantic*

9

17

44

55

57

44

910

390

250

220

220

950

380

230

180

270

31

32

41

58

62

65

730

360

310

170

340

490

400

260

240

330

420

460

290

360

420



of the unsustainable high levels of afftake iri the 1970s, and how
offtakes from other fisheries have tended to expand to offset the
shortfall.

3.3. The main participants in these fisheries are the European fleets,
especially the UK and Denmark; Norway and Ice and; Canada; and the
Eastern Bloc  especially the USSR and Poland!, Reliab'le figures far
the annual levels of catches by these various fleets are aifficult to
establish, but broadly indicative estimates are showr! in Table 5.

Table 5. Possible indicative levels of catches of Atlantic cod by
selected fishing fleets: 1976-1980  thousand tons!

1977 1978 1979 19801976

�2.'! !

186

 UK!

Denmark

330Norway

Iceland 360

370300

70

320

Canada

Poland 90

2 1!!USSR

Source: FAO

3.4. Fully comprehensive figures on the proportion af these supplies
entering into international trade are not yet available. It is however
clear that the volume of international trade has generally been
increasing over the period as the main human consumption markets in
Europe have sought to replace the shortfalls in landings by their
distant-water fleets by extra imports. The main exporting countries
are Canada, Iceland, Norway, Denmark and Greenland, and the main
importing countries are the United States and the United Kingdom, but:
imports on a smaller scale are also made into other European markets,
notably France.

3.5. The bulk of international trade is in the form of frozen fillets
and blocks, the main mavementS being fram Canada into the United StateS;
and from Iceland, Norway and Denmark into the United States and the
United Kingdom. There is also a more limited international t:rade in
fresh cod, but this is of course limited to exporters/Importers located
close to the relevant, fisheries.

The 0 eration of International l!iarkets

4.1. We are interested in studying this international market because
of its relevance ta price determination on our quay-side markets for
fresh supplies af cod landecl by our fishermen In short, there seems
little doubt that so long as extra supplies are readily available on
the international market at competitive prices, quay-side buyers having
reasonable inventories, etc. will generally regard the price of
marginal imports as setting limits to the prices they are willing to
bid for loca! landings. Provided therefore that international supply
is sufficiently elastic, the price level of extra imparts will have a

2 10

�54!

164

400

280

190

10Q

470

�76!

154

440

330

240

60

430

�50!

133

400

320

�23!

164

280

430

390

120

250



powerful influence on local quay-side prices. We are therefore
interested in an assessment of the extent to which international
supply � and especially the availability af potential extra imports
into the UK are responsive ta price signals.

4.2, Presumably this is soroething which could in principle be
examined on an ecanametric basis, although the inadel might be difficult
to set up because of the inter-relations between the various markets
and products, and because af the influence of biological and stock-
management considerations an the supply siae of the irarket.

4.3. At some time in the future it may be feasible to put together a
proper analysis taking account af these various realities. In the
meantime however some quidanr:e may be offered via a |ruch more informal
inspection of the behavior a= the market in recent years � a period
characterized as we have seen by major changes in the structur e of
supply and demands, presumab'ly offering ample scape far adjustments,
etc . in the interest af prof it-maximization by all par ti c i pants in the
market.

4.4. For example, although nat wholly unexpected, the irrmrediate
effect of the 1977 extension of fishery limits on the UK markets was
to create a shortage of supp y of fresh and frozen-at-sea cod; but
also probably a fairly general and very natural uncertainty an the part
of all participants in the market as to what the new regime was likely
to imply. The irrmrediate reaction by many buyers therefore seems to
have been to attempt to protect their short-run positions by bidding
for such supplies as were still coming into the markets. As a result,
prices quickly moved up to unprecedented levels; in Scotland for
examp'Ie the average price af i'resh cod at the quay-side auctions in
the period january-iviarch touched t500/tan, compared to e300/tan the
previous year.

4.5. These high prices certainly attracted some additional imports
of fresh cod - notably from EEC sources - almost iiimrediately  see
Table 3! which rrray have been consigned to the UK market on a more ar
less opportunistic basis. In the case of frozen fillets and blocks,
however, the export and import of which requires negotiation between
buyers and sellers, there was no immediate response, and prices of
both imports and UK landings remained at a higi' level throughout ihe
year, This incidentally was greatly to the advantage of the Scottish
inshore fleet, whose activities had nat been directly affected by the
extension of fishery liiiits.

4,6, Prices on the other side of the Atlantic which had been moving
upwards strongly the previous year �976!  see Annex Table 2! also
increased sharply, with the exception of ex-vessel prices which may
have been influenced by special factors. Wholesale prices of frozen
cod blocks, for example, moved up to an average for the year of 97c/lb
corapared with 75c/lb in 1976. Presumably this will have reflected a
corresponding upward shift in the price level of imparted supplies,
although details of the relevant prices are nat generally availab'le.
Certainly however there was a sharp increase in the price of imports
from Canada  see Annex!, the main single source of supply of frozen
fi 1'iets and blocks inta the United States market. This riray have been
partly a reflection af events an the UK markets, although at this
stage trading links between Canada and the UK in respect of frozen
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fillets and blocks had not been fully developed. There was also a more
limited increase in the price of imported Icelandic fillets towards the
end of the year, perhaps reflecting the rising opportunity costs to
Iceland of continuing to direcr marginal supplies to the United States
in preference to the UK.

4. 7. The foll owing year   1978! there were further but 1 ess dramatic
reductions in landings by the UK's distant water fleets, By this time
however the market had had time to assess the implications of the new
regime, and UK imports of fresh and frozen supplies began to expand in
response to the UK's high prices. In particular, there were large
scale additional imports of fresh cod from community sources  notably
Denmark and the Netherlands!, and of frozen fil'lets and blocks from
Norway and Iceland, These added an extra 50,000 tons  LWE! to total
UK supply, considerably easing the supply situation and acting as an
effective constraint on further upward movements in prices.

4.8. These relatively large scale extra imports into the UK do not
appear to have been generally at the final expense of the iJS market.
In fact while there were marginal reductions in the volume of imported
blocks from Denmark and Iceland, these were offset by increased imports
from Canada, where the fisheries were expanding. There was also a net
increase in imports of froze~ fillets, again largely from Canadian
sources. As a result, prices were generally little changed on the
previous year, apart from ex-vessel prices for fresh cod which began
to move upwards from the relatively depressed levels o~ 1977  see
Annex Table 2!,

4.9. The following years - 1979 and 1980 � are dominated from a UK
perspective by the increasing value of' sterling, which had begun to
improve against most other currencies in the surnner of 1978 and
continued on an upward trend tl roughout 1979 and 1980. The extent of
this appreciation for selected currencies is shown in .able 6.

Danish
Crown

Norweqian
Crown

US
Dollar

German
Mark

Dutch
Guilder

3.73

3.81

4.02

10.40

11.81

14.18

Dec 78

Dec 79

Dec 80

1.98

2.20

2.35

10.11

10.89

12.12

4. 04

4.22

5.02

4.10. This strong upward trend in the value of sterling naturally
increased the attractions of the UK market to exporters, and extra
imports - again mainly from the UK's traditional suppliers but
including consignments from relatively new sources, including Canada,
became available at increasingly competitive prices. These restored
the UK's total supply to levels approaching those last seen in 1976,
and effectively constrained any further upward movement in  real!
quay-side prices which were broadly unchanged until 1980, when they
began to weaken rather dramatically  see Annex! .

4. 11. It is difficult to obtain any very clear picture of' the workings
of the international market at this time. It appears however that
Norway, Denmark and Iceland inay have been switching supplies from the

Table 6. Prices of sterling in terms of selected currencies: 1978-1980



United States to the United Kirgdom in response to the increased
attractions of sterling, and probably also to the increased competitive
pressures from Canada in the US market, which was beginning to weaken
as a result of the general recession. In any case, price movements on
the United States markets were generally limited at this time in spite
of the reduced level of imports of both frozen fillets and blocks  see
Annex!. There was however a marked increase in the dollar price of
Icelandic fillets, which would of course be consistent with the
possible switching of supplies from the US to the UK market which seems
to be suggested by the figures for US imports. There was also a marked
increase in the dollar price level of US imports from Canada, - but not
until the middle of 1980.

4. 12. In the event, ster ling reached a peak in October 1980 � February
1981 and there were growing fears that additional imports of fish of
all kinds onto the UK market might begin to seriously threaten the
Welfare Of the UK fiShing induStry; and indeed impOrtS in thiS periOd

reached record levels. As it happened however sterling soon began to
depreciate against the dollar and most other currencies fairly sharply.
This discouraged the further expansion of imports which might otherwise
have taken place and over the year as a whole their volume was little
changed on the levels established the previous year. Since then the
value af ster'ling has continued to fall and there has been same
reduction in the level of UK imports, For the time being however
sufficient data has not yet became available ta make any assessment of
this phase of the market.

Comments

5. 1. This overview of the operations af the international market for
Atlantic cod is plainly very incomplete and otherwise deficient. [t
has however I hope indicated what may be the most interesting features
of the markets' evolution since the general extension cf fishery limits
in 1977. These are the increase in the proportion of totai supply
moving into international trade, and the associated changes in the
scale and direction of international trade flows in cac products.

5.2. The general impression I have from the story is that there is a
considerable degree of flexibility on both sides of the market, which
may always tend to be moving the system towards an equilibrium based
on narmal profit-maximizing considerations. This means for example
that if someone in say Boston is trying to forecast the price he may
have to pay for next year:' imparts of frozen cod fillets, he will have
to take account af demand trends on the other side of the Atlantic and
also of course of' any likely movement in exchange rates, especially as
between dollars and pounds. Similarly, if we in Scotland wish to take
a view on the prospects for the price level at our quay-side auctions,
we shall have to consider the outlook for supply and demand in the
United States, and for our exchange rates, especially as between pounds
and dollars.

I The disturbances to the UK market apparently caused by these extra
imports was probably a major factor behind the protest 'tie-up' by
large sectors of the UK fishing fleets which occurred at this time.
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Annex

Table 1. Average first-sale prices of UK supplies of Atlantic cod: 1976-1981

  1! f/ton money of the day

�! f/ton 1976 money  in parentheses!

~INI Ol't5

UK

�! �!

~ua -side Auctions

Scotland England B Wales

�! �! �! �!

343 343

494 �26!

503 �01!

508 �57!

480 �86!

488 �60!

19/6

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

*Prices of fil'lets and blocks converted to landed-weight equivalent.

Table 2. Average prices of United States supplies of Atlantic cod 1975-1981:
selected products and markets

US cents/lb:  money of the day!

�! �! �!* �!**
Impot ted Frozen Fil lets Imported Frozen Fillets

Frozen Blocks  Wholesale!  Wholesale!
Ex-vessel  Wholesale! Canadian Icelandic

  1! Ex-vessel prices relate to production and value of fisheries atmajor New england ports. Source: Food Fish Market Review.
�! Wholesale prices for frozen blocks relate to prices to processors as

quoted by producers, importers and brokers at Boston, Gloucester and
New Bedford. Source: Food Fish Market Review,

�!* 5 lb packs, Source as above.
�! " 5 lb boneless, Source as above.

Notes:
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1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

25.6

29.7

22.9

25.1

30.2

28.4

N/A

359

540

561

616

599

556

359

�66!

�47!

�26!

�57!

�96!

57. 7

74. 9

97.1

100.0

103.9

105,6

N/A

385 385

516 �45!

521 �15!

562 �95!

534 �18!

505 �69!

62.5

71.7

91.1

90.5

88.5

89.4

108.2

N/A

N/A

127

130

155

160

172



Table 3. United States imports of frozen Atlantic cod fi11ets and
blocks 1976-1981  million lbs product weight!

Fill ets Blocks

1976 118

Source: Groundfish Market Bulletins

Table 4. United States imports of frozen Atlantic cod fillets and
blocks - main source of supply 1976-1981  million lbs product
weight!

Canada Ice1and Norway Denmark Total
 A11 Sources!

Source: Groundfish Market Bulletins
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1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

N/A

87

1D5

140

136

N/A

N/A

98

106

116

103

N/A

122

135

145

131

�2

N/A

52

48

19

12

N/A

N/A

56

48

28

11

N/A

180

205

205

193

160

158

327

340

338

291

300





The Importance of Cerman Seafish
Markets in International Trade

Rolf lasch
Institut fur landwirtschaftliche
Marktforschung
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany

The Narkets for Seafish and Seafish Products in 1981

With domestic consumption of approximately 320 000 metric
tons   t! in product weight or about 700 000 t in I ive weight
and a population of 60 mi.llion in habitants the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany is op~ of the largest markets fox seafish
and seafish products in Western gurope. In ".981, the total
value of sales amounted to US-f 880 million.

1.1 Sectors of German Seafish Market

Although the seafish market is very diversified and incl~s
numerous and varied commodities it is possible to divide
this market into the fallowing main product groups  fig-
ux'e 1! '.

Fresh seafish
Frozen seafish
Shellfish  crustaceans and molluscs!
Shellfish products
Fish pxoducts
Fresh and frozen herring.

It is particularly noteworthy that the herring sector is
not comparable with the other product groups, tecause sup-
plies on this market are almost tot.ally absorbed by the
domestic industry for manufacturing fish products. For
thia .raaaon, herring fOr direCt consumption iS available
only in very small quantities on the German market.

meal and fish oil.
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1981
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In order to compare the different sectors of the seafish
market quantities of shellfish, shellfish produ< ts and fish
products are presented in product weight while those of'
fresh and frozen fish are expresseo in fillet weight1!, be-
cause 80 to 90 percent of fresh and f'rozen fish are bought
by German consumers in the form of fillet.

The quantities and values of national fish consumption on
the above mentioned market sectors in 1981 are also shown
in figure

1.2 Develo ment of' Seafish markets since 1971

During the last ten years a comparison of domestic consump-
tion of seafish and seaf:Lsh products shows only negligible
changes in sales quant:Lt:Les. But between the different
products involved in consumption there occured considerable
fluctuations within th:i.s period of time  figure 2!.

The total consumption of fresh and frozen f'ish ' n 1981 re-
mained about 200 00C t in fillet weight, cotr esponding
220 000 t in live weight� But the significant preference
for fresh fish existing in 1971 decreased in favour of
frozen fish. At present, this market is divided in nearly
two equal shares, about '30 000 t fresh fish and ':0 000 t
frozen fish.

In terms of quantity, there was no fundamental change in
consumption of processed fish products since 1971, but
shares of different commodities varied notably. Especially
herring products decreased, while sales of canned tuna and
sardines expanded.

1! Conversion factor: 0. 115.
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The decrease in consumption of shellfish was more than com-
pensated by a higher demand for finished shellfish products.
Zn 1982 the sales of shellfish totalling 8 500 t were 1 500
t below the amount sold in 1971. Sales of processed shell-
fish products, however, 'ncreased by 7 000 t as compared
with 1971 � 500 t!.
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This change in favour' of finished produc�s was accompanied
by a signrficant increase in sales value. The value in this
market sector increased from US-5 35 million ir. 97 1 to
US-4 75 million in 1981.

Due to the decline in domestic landings and diversified con-
sumer requirements the German markets are ' ncreas'ngly de-
pendent on world-wide imports. Because of the declining
landings of fresh anc frozen fish and because of the very
small assortment o. shellj ish landings   sino t only shrimps
and mussels! the lack o supply has to be com=ensated by
import deliveries.

Since 1971 imports of fish products show only ,r small in-
crease but those of herring rawware for ...anufacturing fish
products had a considerable upward trend.

f Fore~i n Trade for the Dif:erent Kar'ket

2.1 Fresh Seafish

In 1981 33 000 t of fresh fish from domestic ancings and
about 35 000 t  in fillet weight! from imports were avail-
able at the German market  figure 3!. The export of fresh
fish amounted to 8 700 t  fillet weight,! in 1981  figure 9!,
mainly involved small cod and cod fillets from German land-
ings, which wer'e especially destinated for the French mar-
ket.

The most important species within imports are pollock, cod
and ocean perch There is a great demand for fillets as well
as for whole round fish at the German market. In partic-

ular large size pollock is required by the processing in-
dustry for manufacturing so-called "Ulpr5serven", i.e. salmon
substitutes  Seelachs in L1!.

In 1981 more than 70 percent of total imports of fresh fish
Were COVered by EEC-COuntrieS Of WhiCh Denmark  COd!, FranCe
 pollock! and. the Nether lands  plaice, sole', were the lead-
ing suppliers.

Amongst the imports from third courtries, i.e, countries
outside the EEC, deliveries from Iceland  ocean perch!
� with direct landings in German ports � and fr orr, Norway
 pollock, haddock! are noteworthy.

Concerning import values, in total US-1 BC million, the EEC�
countries accounted for 76 percent of total fresh fish im-
ports. Denmark led in value, accounting for PC percent of
total. France was second with 21 percent, and the Nether-
lands ranging third with 11 per cent. Beside these EEC-
countries, Iceland   1? percent! and Norway  8 percent! were
important suppliers too.

In summary, it can be realized that this market will be
supplied both by domestic landings and by impor'ts from the
neighbouring EEC-countries, Sporadic Icelandic landings in
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German ports and deliveries from Norway complete the assort-
ment on the German fresh fish market.

2.2 Frozen Seafish

In 1981 the German landings of frozen fish amcur.ting to
50 000 t  fillet weight! and the imports, totalling 67 000 t
 fillet weight!   figure 5! were only partially destined for
domestic consumption. A large part of the landed and im-
ported frozen fish is used for processir.g on shore into
convenience products like fish sticks and portions. These
commodities then represent a substantial share cf total
exports of 54 000 t  fillet weight!  figure 4!.

The German production of frozen fish � almost exclusively
seafrozen - includes mackerels �2 900 t fillet weight!,
ocean per'ch �0 700 t!, cod   4 000 t!, ling  ! 000 t! and
blocks of minced fish � 000 t!. The greatest sha"e is
landed as fillets. Only limited quantities of mackerels and
ocean perch are supplied as whole fish.

While among imports of frozen fillets pol' ock   20 400 t !,
cod  8 400 t!, hake, i.e, South West Atlantic nake from
Argentine � 900 t!, mackerels � 500 t! and ocean perch
� 000 t! were the most important species, the foreign de-
liveries of whole frozen fish consist of a great variety
of fishery items. Ftackerels led in quantity with 44 percent,
followed by sharks �4 percent!, halibut �1 percent! and
sprats � percent!.

Most of these imported whole fish are used for manufacturing
fish products like canned and smoked commodities, whereas
the imported fr ozen fillet:; usually are destinated for do-
mestic consumption or � with or without processing - for
exportation.

Contrary to the fresh fish sector, only 45 percent of the
imports of frozen fish came from EEC-countries, while third
countries participated with 55 percent.

Zn 1981 Danish supplies amounting to about 11. 000 t played
a predominant part in the German market of frozen fish
followed by the Netherlands and UK at the second and third
place,

Among the non-EEC-countries the Faroe Islands anuslly sup-
plies about 11 200 t frozen fish in fillet weight  mainly
pollock!. Also Norway � 000 t, frozen mackerels, pollock
and fish st;icks and portions!, Argentine � 800 t hake!,
Iceland � 700 t mainly frozen halibut!, Canada � 600 t!,
Peru  in particular pilchards!, Japan � 000 t! and the
USA �00 t!, both latter countries chiefly sharks, are im-
portant trading partner's.

The total value of frozen fish imports amounted to US-$
125 million in 1981, the shares held by EEC-countries and
by third countries were US-$ 59 million or 46 percent and
US-$ 66 million or 54 percent, respectively.



The Danish share of total import value amounted ,.o US-$ 27
million. Therefore, Denmark is also in terms of ~alue the
most important supplier of frozen fish, followed by the
other EEC-nations, the Netherland.s  US-$ 17 million!, France
 US-$ 4 million! and the United Kingdom  US-$ 3,5 million!.

Further important suppliers among the non-EEC-members are:
the Paroe Islands  US-$ 17 million!, Norway  US-$ 13 mil-
lion!, Argentine  U -$ 5.7 million!, japan, Iceland, Canada,
the USA, Poland and Peru.

ln contrast to the fresh fish market, the exports of frozen
fish are of substantial importance for the German fish
trade, In 1981, the export.s of frozen fish totally reached
about 56 000 t  fillet weight!.

Cod �5 400 t!, ocean perch � 400 t!, hake � 800 t!,
mackerels � 700 t! and pollock � 500 t! dominated in ex-
ports of frozen fillets together with 9 800 t of fish sticks
and portions.

The major species of whole fish, in order of importance,
were: mackerels  8 500 t fillet weight!, sharks � 300 t.!
and ocean perch 900 t!,

With 39 100 t, taking a share of 70 percent of the total
exports, the EEC-countries represent the most leading
customers for frozen fish from the Federal Republic of
Germany. Among these countri.es, France accounted for about
one-third of the total exports of frozen fish, especially
fillets of cod, ocean perch, hake and fish sticks and por-
tions.

The other important EEC-countr ies involved are: Belgium,
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, which particularly
imported cod fillets and fish sticks and portions. Besides
this, Italy buys large quantities of frozen sharks of Japa-
nese origin from Germany,

Among the third countries, Czechoslovakia �:SR! covered
a great share of export of frozen mackerels from German
landings while Austria is trad. it ional importer of frozen
cod fillets and fish sticks and portions.

Measured in value the EEC-countries also played a predomi-
nant role in exports of frozen fish, the total value reach-
ing US-$ 113 million in 1981, These countries accounted for
77 percent  US-$ 88 million! of overall frozen fish exports
as compared with 23 percent  US-$ million! delivered to
third countries.

France with US-$ 33 million, Italy with US-$ 23 million,
Belgium with US-$ 14 million, both the United Kingdom and
the Netl'erlands with US-$ 8.4 million are the important
customers within the EEC.
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Concerning exports of frozen fish to third countries,
Czechoslovakia  US-$ 10 million! and Austria  US-$ 8 mil-
lion! are leading in terms of value.

Although sales of frozen fish on the domestic market meas-
ured in volume as well as in value - are almost equal to those
of fresh fish, there are substantial differences in exter-
nal trade of both items. 'awhile imports of' frozen fish are
twice as large as those of fresh fish, the export sales
of frozen fish are even almost seven times larger than
those of fresh fish.

Furthermore, in 1981 more than half of the imports of frozen
fish was delivered by third countries, while the main im-
porting countries for fresh fish all belong to the EEC.

2.3 Shellfish  Crustaceans and Molluscs!

At present about 8 500 t  product weight! crustaceans and
molluscs valued at US-$ 22 million are consumed in the
Federal Republic of Germany.

Xn 1981 landings of shrimps and harvesting of common1!

mussels reached 13 000 t each. These items amounting to
4 000 t of shrimps and 6 000 t of mussels played also a
dominant role in expor t, trade �6 800 t !   f igur e 4 ! .

The Netherlands with " .700 t of shrimps and 2 300 t of
mussels and France with 2 600 t of mussels are the most
important customers. In terms of value the export of frozen
squid to Italy amounting to 2 100 t is notable. Furthermore,
high valued expor'ts of prawns2!  US-$ 7,2 million! to the
Netherlands  US-$ 4.2 million!, to Italy  US-$ 1.' million!
and to France  VS-$ 1 million! represented a large volume
in value within the last years.

Three product items accounted for almost 95 percent of the
total export value of shellfish. 80 percent were taken
by shrimps and prawns valued at US-$ 14 million, 11 percent
by squid  including octopus and cuttlefish! valued at US-$
2 million and only 4 percent by mussels valued at US-$ 0.7
million.

Zn total, 98 percent of volume and 95 percent of value were
expor'ted to countries belonging to the EEC.

The main species in German imports of shellfish were squid
with 5 100 t �1 percent!, shrimps and prawns as well as
mussels both categories with 4 800 t �9 percent! of the
1981 total �7 000 t!,

In terms of value, shrimps and prawns amounting to US-$ 22
million �9 percent! were the most important commodities

1! Brown shrimps  lat.: crangon crangon!. - 2! Lat.;
pandalidae.
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in import trade of shellfish. Other high valued items were:
squid  US-$ 7.7 million! 'and lobster wit,'-. U--$ 5 .3 million.

Xn termS of volume, the imports of shel' ish originated in
1981 to 55 percent frorr EEC-members and to 45 percent from
third countries.

Xn order of importar>ce, D nmark led in total imp >rt volume
with a share of 23 percent followed by the Nethe"! ands
�6 percent!, Poland �2 percent! and Thailand � percent!.
Xn 2981, the supplies f:com the People's liepublic of China
showed with 13 percent � .he highest ress' ts in va!ue.

Concerning the external tr-ade of shellfi..h, toe !'ollowing
summary can be made: shrirrrps, prawns, mussels and .quid
were the most important species in foreign trade. While in
import trade many suppliers of numerous count=ie: all over
the world are par'ticipating, the greatest sha=e of German
exports of shellfish was delivered to tt>e !/etherlanr!s,
Italy and France.

2.4 Shellfish Products

With a domestic consumptj on of 11 500 t  product weight;!,
valued about US-$ 53 million in 1981, the German market for
shellfish pr oducts gained increasing importance ir.. r ecent
years, It includes a wicle range of different products mainly
manufactured from crabs, hrimps and mussels. Almost or.e-
thir d � 900 t! of consumption was produced ir.. Germany,

In external trade, part1cular ly the imports ar>ourrtir>g to
9 600 t and valued at US-$ 45 million reached a large vo-
lume, The expOrts of shellfish pr oduct , however, yielded
only 2 000 t valued at DS-$ 13 million ir 1981  f'gures
3 and 4!.

Denmark was the principal supplier of ..hell fish products .
This country accounted f' or nearly half of the total imports.
Spain, Nalaysia ard Taiwan were further suppliers to the
German market.

2.5 Seafish Products

The market for sea ish products � with a domestic consump-
tion of' about 220 000 t  product weight! valued at almost
US-$ 600 million - is the largest sectcr of Germar seafish
markets. It involves carrned fish and marinades � manufac-
tured from herring or herring substitutes as pilchards and
mackerels -, canned sard'nes and tuna, Ulpr5.serven i.e.
salted fish products packed in oil, Anchosen i.e. sprats and
small herring, preserved with a mixture of salt, sugar and
spices, salted herring, smoked fish anc fisi. sa]aces.

A lar'ge part of this cor>sumption volume � 166 000 t product
weight! or 66 percent - wss produced by the Gerrrar. proc-
essing industry ~ Besides the domes!.ic prvduc rior, fish pro-
ducts valued at US-$ 13' million were imported  figure 3!.



In 1981 salted !ierring and smoked fish � both items occu-
pying a predominant place consumer ' s far� >ur � covered an
import value of US-$2] million and US-$ ! 9 rril' ion respec-
tively in 1981. The .iutch share took about 80 percent in
value. Furthermore, the imports of smokert sa'mon fr om
Denmark valued at US-$ 8.r- million are roteworth;.

The supply of the market with canned sardines ant t,una is
almost exclusively covered by imports, because there is no
domestic processing ' ndustry in Germany. Ir.".ports of these
canned products yieldec values of US-$ " .rr.illion for sar-
dines and US-$ 21 million for tuna in 1381.

Taiwan � 600 t!, the Philippines � 800 t !, and Senegal
� 100 t! were the leading suppliers of' canned tuna. Por-
tugal dominated the German market of canned sardiries with
imports amounting to 5 50.' t while Morocco delivered only
1 500 t last year.

Although large quantities of canned herr ing manu"actured by
the domestic processing industry are available at the Ger-
man market, the imports  9 600 t ! valued at US-$ 2? million
had a considerable volume. The main supplier., were Denmark
� 000 t! and the Netherlands � 400 t! covering 88 percent
of all imports of canned herring product;;..

In terms of quantity, the import of cavi r   ~00 r.! was
negligible but � measured in value - with US-$ 7.5 million
of' notable importance. The Soviet Union and iran are still
the traditional suppliers,

With regard to the expo! t of fish product.s canned herring,
accounting for 6 700 t and valued at US-$ 'l6 mil ion, was
the most important commodity in recent years.

In 1981 the EEC-countries took a share of 39 oercent
� 600 t!. France with 1 400 t and Austria with 1 800 t
were the dominant customers of canned herr ing from Ger-
many. But the distribut Lon of canned herring, made in the
Federal Republic of Germarry is worldwide spread arid in-
cludes numerous countr'ies  Australia, Sudan, Switzerland,
the USA, Canada, Lesotho and ot;her!.

3 The Forei n Trade in nt:ernational C~om arison

The sales in external trade divided in the different sectors
are demonstrated in figure 5.

With an import value of US-$510 millior, t.ak'ng a 6 to 7
percent share of total 'mports of' edible fish anc fish pro-
ducts, the Federal Republic of Germany occupies together
with France and the United Kingdom the third position in
world fish imports. Dnly Japan and the USA each with im-
ports valued about US-$ 3 to 3.5 billior. and shares of
20 to 25 percent exceed the German fish imports.



External Trade
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Vice versa, Japan and the USA are also very important ex-
porting nations both holdi.ng the leading positions in in-
ternational export trade each valued at more than US-0
1 billion.

Due to the structure and the age of the German fishing fleet a
further drop of domestic landings of seafish must be antic-
ipated in the future . Zf the demand for seafish and sea-
fish products in the Federal Republic of Germany still
remains on the same level as at present a further increase
of imports will absolutely be necessary. These facts will
open up favourable conditions to foreign suppliers at the
German markets in the future.
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Abstract

With a domestic consumption of' about 700 000 t  live weight!
the Federal Republic of Germany is one o. the largest mar-
kets for seafish and sesfish products in Western Rurope.
In 1981 the total value o<f sales amourt.eq to PRO mi' lion
GS-4.

During the last ten years a comparison of domest-' « on-
sumption shows only negligible changes in sa'es cuar;ti.ties
but substantial fluctuations between the different commod-
ities involved in consumption.

In 1981 the fresh fish market was supplied ha f ty domes-
tic landings and half by imports. Although the sales of
frozen fish on the domesti.c market were almost equal to
those of fresh fish, the imports of frozen . ish were twice
and the exports even five times as large as resh fish
trade.

In recent yearS the 0 rman cOnsumptio~ cf shell ish and
shellfish products got an in"reasing importan<;e. In partic-
ular imports reached a lar ge volume.

The market for f'ish products is the most important . ector.
Two thir'ds of the supply were processed by domestic in-
dustriess.

With an overall import value of 510 zillion ".3-4 the Fed-
eral Republic of Germanv ranges at the third position in
world fish importS together with France and the limited
Kingdom. Due to the decLine in domestic landings the sup-
ply of the German fish market will increasingly depend on
impor'ts.
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An Analysis of the Import Demand
fOr Fiah in the United KingdOm

Trevor Young
University of Manchester
Manchester, England

While fish may account for a mall part of the U.K, 's gross dcrnestic
product, the industry remains very important in a numb' of fishing
regions and its fu~ is still the subject of continuec debate and
controversy. Over the last decade ar so the industry has had to adjust
to a series of quite radical institutional and market changes and this
paper is an attempt to focus on scme aspects of the latter. In
particular, it is clear that, whereas the total quantity of iish and
shellfish larxied has remained relatively constant  renging between
1000 and 1166 thousand tonnes in the last 15 years!, landings by
British vessels has declined steadily fran a peak in 1973, when
domeetic landings accounted for over 684 of total fish expenditure, to
a market share which is nor less than 504. The gap has of course been
filled by increased imports.

Given these developnents, the paper sets out tc investigate the nature
of the demand for fish at tne quayside level in the U.K. Specifically
a demand system is f'ormulated to explain the shares of total fish
expenditure accounted for by imports of fresh and frozen fish, she11-
fish imports, and landings .'~ Bt':itish vessels. The chosen methodology
is an rectension of the Addilog rmx!el, namely the Genemli~ ed Addilog
~ System  GADS! suggested recently by Bewley �982a! and described
in sane detail in the next section. The rmdel is specified and
estimated firstly for the three broad categories of fish expenditure
listed above arxi then the system is extended by disaggregating the

s of fresh and frozen fish into four ormrponents: salmon and trout,
and other fresh and frozen fish', distinguishing in each case between
European arxi non-Euro~ sources, The analysis concludes with a
simple simulation model which takes the estimated GADS rrrxiel as its
base and which generates long run stationary equilibrium values and
forecasts to 1985 under var ious sets of assumptions.
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The Gen lie d Ilddilo i~m I~Ssta

Assuming that there are n mum.ally ex< lusive and exhaustive crrrnxxlity
groups in the demand system, the GADS rredel na!, be de1icti d as
foll~:

exPLg  Pl, ..., F, E,, u. !!
W,

it n Z expLg  F, ...., ., E, u. !]
i.=1, ..., n
t=L,

where 0 < W, < 1; z W.Lt 1 !t �!

While any functional form for g .! would satisfy �! Bewley �982b!
shcws that a functior. linear in the logarithms of the variables with
an additive disturbance;rovides a theoreticaLly and anpir ically
plausible set of Engel curves. Two forms are considered here:

n
g. .! = . + E b.. ln < t! 't1 ' a =1 r] !i t it �!

n
and g   ! = a. + Z b.. ln p. + b. ln E + u.'i i . ij ' jt io t iL

2
a

where S u. ! =0; F. u,rt ' z js'

i,j=l..., nt=s

t!s

Substituting �! into �! and taking the retio of W. Lo W. yieldsrt
a form of the multinomial logit model suggestec by Theil �969!. If
b. =0, i!j, the system recluoes to Hout:~er's �980! Addilog model.
In t!~ latter, the underlyir~ additive indirect utility function
necessarily implies sysanetry of the Slutsky compensated price elasti-
city matrix. However, where~ the GADS fidel provide a sere
flexible denend system, the underlying utilitv function i: ~own.

From �! it can be shown that the own price, cross pz ice and expendi-
ture elasticities are as follows;

3g. ag.

1 j " 1.

W.t denotes the per capita average budget s?~~ of cotrmcd~ty i; F. isrt
the price of the i good, «nc' E is defined as tota1 per capita

expenditure.



bragi
haik - Pk ~! � E W] i!k

hagin = E � � E W,io = qaZ
]

i=1,

Zf the functional form of �! is chosen, then

i=1,gal = b.. - E W. b � 1
11. 11 . j ]1

]

i!kn~ = b~- E W. b.k
j

i=1,, nn. = b. � E W. b. t 1
io io . j jo

]

n
a. + E S.. lnP. + 8. lnE +1,'.

i . ij jt io t it]=1
i=l, ..., n <5!

T
where lnW = E W. log W. and W. = ~ E W.

] ] t l 1
<6!

Although it is not possible to identify the a. and b.. ~ters
i]

facy �!, we have sufficient information for prediction of budget
shares and for the derivation of elasticities. That is to say, it
can be stcam that:

n
8 = b,. - E W. b.. = q.. t 1

ix . j jr isj=1

n
bik - E W. b, - q~ i'j ' ik

n
and 8, = b. � E W, b. = q. � 1

1o ro - ] ]0 ro]=1
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A demand system which is linear in its ~tens can be derived by
substituting �! into  l! and applying an appropriate tz'ansformtion,
nally:



AlterT>atively, a more convenient farm for. eutu~t'r>r rrral be selected,
Namely,

a, r- I r.. lnP. t rr. lrr, t v.
1 . 1! !t 10 t 1 t �!

y Wi,! Wi,
where 1r! � j = !.r -; � + ln T. � ln Pr

k"t 1

This fOrm has the advantage:hat the estirn1te<r elasticitieS are
generated directly and, i: rr~uired, the Slutsky .,ymmetr, conditions
can be imposed on the 'ystem by estirrrating it rrnder the .:et of cross-
equation restr. ctions,

W.
n ~ = ~ n ~ + W n. � rr ! i,j=l, ., r.ij W. ji j jo -'o

i4j

 8!

Estimation

We begin by presenting a 3-share derrHrrd rrodel-irqx:rtu of trash and
frozen fish, imports of sheL'fish, and fish and shel flair landed by
Bt'itish vessels. Because of limitations of space, only -.~e estirrrated
coefficients of the unrestricted model are presented  Tal>le 1!,
although the system was also estimated under bord>geneity hand syrrwrretry
restrictions.l In cz>der to rerrrove the gingularity of the system, one
equation  shellfish! has beer deleted.~ Estimates o. the expenditure
and own-price elasticities are plausible in ;ign ansi magrritude and
are significantly different frcm zero. Hcwever, with the exception
of the results for British-larded fish, the n>oss-price elasticities
do not accord entirely with c pHarr'. reasonirg.

An atterrrpt was then made to extend the analysi' bot}r by disaggregating
the imports of fresh and frozen fish into salrron and trou- imports
and 'other fresh and frozerr fish' imports and hy dist ingr.!shing
between European and non-Err'>pean sources of supply in each case.
This was approached in two ways. First, it was assurrred tlrat the
import bill fcrr fresh and frozen fish could be treated separately frcm
other types of expenditure on fish and hence a 'r-share myel corrid
be specified and estimated  Table 2! . By imlro ing a block � diagonal
structure on the price ela-ticity matrix, more plausible results were
obtained than in the ful'I r=~ model. Never>c le -, the estimated
cross-price elasticities are not entirely satisfactory and the
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The ~ system was e timated as a set of Zellner,>eeming!y t!nrelated
Regression equations. Where the sarre set of exogenorrs variables
appears in each equation and there are no con.,traint.n acr~s equations,
the procedure is equivalent to OLS. Otherwise, a jo.int i'LS procedure
is adopted by iterating on the covariance matrix of .wsi~]>Mls across
equat1.crrs .



Table 1 a: Parameter Estates for the 3-Share Hodel: 1964-1980»

Standard errors in parenthe. es

Table 1 b: Estimated Elastirities

Table 2: Parameter Rstim tes of the 4-Share Model: 19F8-l980»

* Standard erruxa in parentheses. The estimated coeff.icients irony be
directly irterepreted as elasti ities.
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expenditure elasticities for imported salrnan appear surp isingly low.
The alternative approach was to estimate a 6-share mxlel in which the
four categcries of irrrIxrrted fresh and frozen fish were expressed as
shares of the total expencLitr.rre on fish and in which imported shellfish
and British landings appeal as before. The result.; of this exercise
are presented in Table J. With this model the best results re.re
obtained by imposing both hcrrrogeneity and a block-diagonal structure
as in the previous case. However the estimates of the paramr&ers,
particular.ly in the fir.rt ~ equations of Table 3, seem rather less
convincing than in the foregoing analysis.

Simulation Anal is

QFZ = 7.852 + .3795 LQFT.1 � .9877 LQFT.2 � .2451 LPF.!
�.97! �.11!  O.U,! �,05!

+ .3816 LFK t .430 LCEREC
�,07! �.10> 1968-1980

 9!

2=Standard errors in paren'theses. R = .89 d.w = 2.98 rr = -.904

For the simulation run, this equation is re-specified to formally
take account of the autcregressive process and ccrrrbined with the
following identity:

�0!1ZFRPC = LqFT e LPF - LP0P

While further experimentation with the specificatian of this ccmrponent
of the model would have undoutrtedly produced improved econcrretric
results, these equatians treck the actual paths of the endogen<xrs
variables rather well  Table r-! and so are retained.

A stylised version of the carrplete simulation model is depicted in
Figure l.

Feeding in values of the exogenrxrs variables and starring values of
the lagged dependent variable, the model is run over the period
1968-1981 and, judging by the lheil inequality statistics
� < Ul < 1; 0 < U2 < ! presented in Table 4, the model appears to

23 r

'Ihe seven estirrmted share equations, presented in Tables 1 and 2, are
ccrrrbined to form the basis fcr the s~tion analysis. That is to
say, frorrr Table 1 three endogenous variables WSHELL, WFSUK, and WFF are
~ted, The latter together with total fish experrditure  EFRPC!
deterrrrines expenditure on fresh and frozen fish  EFFRPC!, which in
turrr feeds into the 4-share model depicted in Table 2. Given exogen-
ous fish prices, these expenditure shares can be trar slated by a
series of identities into quantity terms. ALthough, with appropriate
separebility assumpticrrs, the set of share equations could be treated
as an independent system, the simulation exercise rrright be considered
rnrre meaningful if the scofe of the rredel were broadened to include
other market forces in the econcrrry, in particular ruat prices ard scme
rMrasure of national expenditure. Thus it was decidec'. to incopanate
two equatians to deterrrrine the level of total fish expenciture
 LEFRK!. The first is a simple regressian, estimated by an iterative
GLS ~ure, to explain the quantity of total fish and shellfish:
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7 ' 1: Simulation Model

exogenous var iables

D endogenous variables

~ behavioural linkage

--- � e definitional linkage
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track satisfactorily over chis period. Indeed, wt.en fo conparison the
6-share model of Table 3 r places the seven share squat.ons in the
simulation system, the results =.re much Less accel -abl~  Ta:"e 4!,

t~ StatisticsTable 4

7-Share Hcxie1 =-.'~r~~ %xlel

UlUl

.20
U2

~ 46

l 2

.6L.30 WSVI'1

WFOSEUR

WFOSK

WSHELL

WFSUK

WFOSELJR 1

'vtFOSOTl

.32 . E.L

.45 1.23.6i

1.35
.38 .80 1.06

.68 .2s

.85.50 SOT

.34FOSEUR

FOSOT

FOSFUR

l'OSOT

1.09
.40 +U

.37 .70SHELL

FSUK

LEFRPC

25

Severel types of projected impacts of changes iri pvedeter need
variables or the endogenou=. vari &les of the system can be explored
but for' present purposes we confine our attention o generating long
run stationary equilibrium values and some short te~ pvojecticrts.

Table 5 reports projection- o' the principal enoogenous variables for
five year in~ts on the assumption that the exogenous variables
retain their 1980 values. The f:irst column lists the 1980 levels of
the endogenous variables and t: he next three columri project these
levels 5, 10 and 15 years ahead given this "no change" s:.enar io. The
final column presents the long urn equilibrium positions given suffi-
cient tirirs for the system to converge. While domestic l,rndings are
projected to increase, thei:" ticket share stabilizes at,~und 45't,
On the other hand, a marked exparrsion in the imports of tress arxl
frozen fish is noted and in the couvse of these Iong run change,, the
ierrkets for European salmon import:s and non-European "other fresh and
frozen fish" grow substantially.

It is of course, ~isti: to expect the levels of all exogenous
variables to ~ constant over time and a more revealing exercise
would be to pemLt all exogenous variables to vary. Tab'e 6 ~s
the results of projecting the. set of endogenov- variables to 1986
under 3 sets of assumptions.
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Assum t 0 Set 1, U.K. poIu.L.-<ticn is assumed '. r~« ~><;st ant
roject ion period. For seal ccn ~r =<«pen>fiture> the

forecasts of the Nationa! Institute o= .-.'conomi ><rI .= « "I,. I«esear<'h
�982! are adopted, name] «zer»> L~h to 198', .2t I'8L',> und 0.3't
1982!83. Ther~t<n d growt'! rute of' 0.5$ p.a. i.: as-;,re<i, I'he urice
of meat and all ish prie<.s> except salmon price=, ar- ass<nted to fall
in real terms fran 1980 levels by 2't pe. ann<sr. Re, I: ~1mun prices
projected 'to fall by 4't I .a. In other word , it is u « jec .~d that
the recent trend of sdfr<x>n prices deer>ez<sinp, dt. fas'er rate than the
prices of other types of fish «x»sidere»4 here wiI. cn.-. � .'r<>n.

As S . Popul<ttiOn dnd rea" consumer expen<litu>a are
assrrr<ed to follow the sa<te pat!. as above. Neat <rice., dnd dll fish
prices, except the price <>f shellfish, tall in r»eal terna 1:v 2% p.a.
The real price of shel'Lfith Increases bv 2% p.a. Thi-. =,<enario
reflects the observation that imported shellfisl- price. hav often
not followed the same course d<: the prices of L.'.e othe! 'i -«ategories
under consideration.

In this ca.,e, a .;,mall e<[«.'<nsi.o< of t!.e:otal marhet. f»n I�»< and
shellfish cakes pLace, wit.h <fo<r<e tic landings inures.u.g t!<eir shd:w
at the expense of both categories of imIx>rts.,':hei'Lfish impoMs fal:
by alrmst 25%.

are prr>3ected as under Assumptions Set 1. The real pr:.ce < f shellfish
increases by 2% p.a,, the re 41 prices of salmon i- asuurred -n fall by
4% p.a. All other prices de< rease by 2't p.a.

Given this set of assumpti.ons, British Landings would»<coo<»nt for half
the market in fish anc shellfi.,h by 1988, Thi»,din i«ra<]». at the
expenee prinCipally Of imparts of EurOpean 'Other fre'I. dn4I fr»ozen
fish' and of shellfish. '-aL~> fr!<ports are projected to r .;e by over'
a third, the main advance bern!» made by s~ <.f Eurr>L>ean origin.

Canc lus ions

The paper i>as set out to,:<pply to the U.K. mar «et for ii-h» recent
approach to the analysis <>f de<r»and syst.ems. The resu ts o' t.!<e
ecozxxmtric exercise are encouraging, a!though further wor. on the
specification of the more disaggregated versions nf the rr<o<te! seems
desirable. The demand fo" imports is found to be elastic w'tl. respect
to both price and expenditure, w~ !te<<Hnd in< Lastr4ity .eems d
feature of the market for do<N sticaU.y Landed fisc and she 'fish.
The simulation exercise, which exa<rdnes the imps< t of < hanging rela-
tive fish prices, illutr>ates the sensitivity !f ford ti<. I rndings
to ~s in the price of' i<<<ports. Although bn two oi the three
simulation runs, d<x«estic fish landings rise above 19!I > levels, they
still fall well short of t.he Levels achieved t!~ughout th< 1970s,

24L

In this scenario, there i:-
but this overall trend conceal
ance of the individual fi:-h at
scme 3'4, with a subsequent loss
all other categoric' experience
marked expansion in Europ<~> sa

zght fdl - r I L 't» 1 i ls >. Jr< 2<<ytrorl
.'r!<portant dif famer>ces n t he perform-

egories, Lkmestii I an»tinge decrease by
of mark<t shar . Gn t!<e o-:ner hand,
a gro«Wti> in der<r<!d; d <>dr<' ularly

!mon imports i- .<ate<i.
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Notes

l. Indeed on the basis of th» likelihood rati< test, wit! a small
sample correction fact! r, the restTictior.s - f horrvgen< ity and
symmetry are rejected.

2. The results are invariant with res1!ect t<- < r!e equ<ti<r: deleted.
The elasticities in -hr deleted eqt!atior:.<r: be i orrrp!ted <!sing
the property of Cours!o't A ~+gatiorr, name'<, Z W. <r .. � -W..

1J.

Definitions  Dst r sou~ac! ir brackets!

WFF � ex~diture on frx sh, chilled a:!d froze!. 'is.! .ur<ports as a
proportion of tota'1 fish exI<snditure  EFRFC!.

WFSUK - »>xpendituw on . an<jingo of fresh, chilled ar>1 fr !zer, fish
and shellfish frcm 3ritis:! vessels as a proportic.r cf otal fis!!
expenditure .

WSEUR - expenditure on fresh,md fr@en salmor. <!nd 1! out imports of
European o igin  FEC 5 EF..'A! as proportion of total exmdlture on
fresh, chilled and frozer. fish imports  EFFRPC! � WSE;.'RI wl!er.
expressed as pro!x!rtion nf total fish expenditure  EFr!=C! .

WSCT � expenditure on  mesh -<r!d frozen sal!rr!n and t <xrt -<<ports of
non-European origin as pr.!portion of EFFRP � WSO'I" w.".e:! expr»seed
as proportion of EFRFC.

WFOSEUR - expenditure orr fresh and frozen fisl, irr<por= o'1!er than
sa!mon and trout, of E!ze;!ean origjn as proportion of EFFRP.:�
WFOSE1JR1 when expressed as proportion of EFRP,,

WFOSOT � expenditure or f <es1 and frozen fisn imports other tt<an
salm>n and trout, of non-LE!ropean origin as proportio-.. of EFFRK'-
WFOSQTl when expressed as proportion o, EFRPC.

W � weighted average  c<'.fine< as in equation  t	! or WFF, WSHELL
and WFSUK.

Wt � weighted ave. age  
WFOSEUR and WFOSOI'.

! of WSEUH, WSC<T>

Wl - weighted average  
WFOSEURl> WFOSOTI> WSPELL and WFSUK.

! of WSE1.'Rl, WSOTl,

FF � weighted real aver>age price of total fish snd shellfish i.e.
PFF, PSHELL and PFSUK, weighted by the-'r. respect've qu <ntities >
f. r tonne.

PFF � average pri<w of fresh, chilled and fmze- fish imi>ms, f. per
tonne, deflated by retail prime index �979=1.!C! jl,2! I.
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WSHELL - expenditure or. 1.< llfish im x!rts a   opor Lier! '!' t,otal fish
expenditure.



PSHELL � average prim of sh< Ll fish imports, ! ner t>nne, deflated
by retail prioe index [1,2]-

avmwge price o  !re. h, chilled and freezer. ' islr md sheilfisl-.
landed by British vessels, t per tonne, deflatedl hy rel ail �.rice index
[1,2].

PSEUR - ~verage price o  !resh and fr>zen salmr.ri irrrp>res 1 European
origin, E per tonne, deflated by retail price index I I,? I.

PSK' - average price of fr sl and frozen salmo:. ]rrrpo>.ts .' rrorr-
European origin, f per t<xrre. deftated by retai price index I 1,2].

PFSEUR � average price of fresh, chilled and Imzer< .is . is<ports,
other than salm>n and trout, of Europearr origin, 1 Lrer tonne, deflated
by retail price irrdex [1,2'I.

PFS0E � average price of fresl.> chilled and frozen fi h im!x>r<s,
other than sa!mon and trout, o' non-European origin,; per torrne,
deflated by retail price:index I.1,2].

R! � implicit pri 'e index .'or rrreat and meat product  l9 '3=1.00! [3].

EFRPC � total expenditure at zhe quayside on fish an<I shet.llish,
defla'ted by retail price index and population  f per tlrousand head!
[1,2].

EFFRPC - total expenditure at the quayside of :'resh, cl".i. Led and
frozen fish imports, deflated bv retail price ir<.'ex,  ! per thousand
head! [1,2] .

 !FT - total fish and shellfish landings  thousand torrnes [ I ].

 ZRPC - totat consumer expenditure, deflated 'y rwt,r 1 pr '.ce index
and population  E per capita! I 2].

DUH - durrrrry variable tc take account of change in de! irri< ion of the
regions of origin of imports U Sea Fisheries Statisti< s  p<e-1972=0;
l972 and thereafter = 1!.

POP � U.K. popula, iorr, thousands [2].

TFF � total fresh, clrlllec and frozen fish i>rrp!rts, 1onne= I 1],

SHELL � total .;hellfish imlx>res, tonr«.s [1].

FSUK � total wet fish and srrellfish landed bv sritisl. ve,se ~ s,
tonnes [1].

SEUR � fresh and frozen sa mon and trout imports of Euro!ear: origirr
 EZC 6 EETA!, tonnes [1],

SOI' - fresh and frozen s~nr< and trorrt impo~w> on non-Er>»pean
origirr, torrnes ['I ].



FOSEUR � frwsli, chilled ui. f. ozen fi h imp:»<, o !ii > -h ui;a!>r>on
arid trout, o" European origi., tonne.; [ ].

FOSUT - fresh> cl.illed in;.' fr~>zen fisl uripor-s. >the- .her. sQ>ir>n
arid trr>ut., of non-E;~peur> ocigin, tonnus '[1 j.

Note: The naturaL ]ogari!hm of a va-iak>le X is .!en<>tr . a- .2 >r Iw X,

Mta Sources

1. C.S.O., Sea Fi her'ie:. SIatistic

2. Q.S.Q., Economic Tre:ids.

3. H.H.S,O., National I>race@
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Abstract

This paper reports the results of an investigation of r.ire 5errrand for
fish at the quayside level irr the United Kingdar,. A dms:d system
is formulated to explain the shares of total f isb expendit rre which
are accounted for by the:irrqxrrts of fresh and frozen fish, the imports
of shellfish, and the larrdings of fish and shellfish oy Briti h
vessels. 1n particular, a C neralised Addilog demand rex!el is speci-
fied and estirrHted with arrnual data over the period 1966 tc 1380,

The system is extended by disaggregating tne ~res or f~sh and
frozen fish into four ccrrrponentsr salmon and tm d, and other fresh
and frozen fish, distinguishing in each case between .=arropean and
narr-Europ~ supply sources. The estimated share equation� then form
the basis of a simple simrriaticn mxiel, which ir. t.urn is u�ed tc
provide forecasts to 1985.
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The U.S.S.R.'s Foreign Trade
in Fishing Industry Products

Ian I. Solecki
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Tasks and Resources

The four tasks of the Soviet fishing industry are: a! to provide fish
productS for consumers at home, b! to provide fishmeal for agricultural
use, c! to supply other branches of the econon1y with fish and other
aquatic materials for the production of conmodities such as margarine,
confectionS, pharmaceuticals, soap and textiles, d! to provide export
coasnadities to ensure a positive trade balance, As an extra service,
the fishing industry fleet carries on, or assists in carrying on, intel-
ligence and scientific research activities for the government, various
branches of the armed serv'fees and research organizations.

As the largest country in the world, facing both the Pacific and the
Atlantic ocean systems, in her fisheries operations the Soviet Union is
able to rely on the expanses of the open seas, the coastal zones and
the inland waters. lt is important to point out two things about the
USSR's fishing industry development. First, that it expanded very
rapidly in the period between 1950 and 1975, during which the average
annual increase in the catch amounted to 344 thousand tons  see Table
1~and second, that all this increase was achieved by expanding opera-
tions in the open sea primarily away from the native shores  see Table
II!. Thus, whilst in the post-war period, between 1940 and '1977, the
total catch increaSed 6.8 times  from 1.42 mi 1.T. to 9.65 mi1.T.!, the
catch in the open seas increased 14.8 ti mes and in in'land waters only
'1.6 times  N. P. Sysoev, 1980!.

Pursuing a "greedy big brother" policy, the Soviet Union made her
presence felt widely in al1 the seas. For this she had expanded her
fishing fleet so that even her closest competitor looked insignificant
in terms of tonnage of vessels in use. According to Lloyd's Registrar
of Shipping for July 1, 1978, the USSR had 578 vessels of over 100 T.,



TABLE I

FI'.IH ANI: OTHER SEA PRODJCIS
in mi'Ilions of metric tons

I r!SRIN 'HELANDINGSOF

2.142
7 'I 117

f!I
2.505
7.7�
2,849

Rea'tizeaPlanned *

1976 10.514
1977 10.671
1978 10.828
1979 10.985
1980 11.142

10.4i8
9. 651
9.2 �
9.359
9.526

Sources: 1913-1963 Promyshlennost SSSR  USSR Industry!.
Moscow. 1964, I:. 437.

Statistika.

1964-1980 Narodnce KhOZiaiStVO SSSR  USSR NatiOnal EconOmy!,
Statistical Yearbooks. Finansy i Sta tistika. Moscow.
1965-1981.

Khoziaistvo SSSR za 60 let �0 Years cf the USSR
Economy!. Statistrka, Moscow. 1977. p. 21

+Narodnoe
National

1913
1917
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
'I 935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

I .051
0..893
0.257
0,298
{!,48 3
0.499

53
0. 721
0.897
0. 747
0.84:
0.956
'.. 28'3
' .441
' .33.

, 303
,547
5 0

1,631
;.609
'I . 542

r66
!.404
'I .125
'1.208
'1.534
1.575
1.953
1,755

1951
!95i
195;
1 954
1 95'
.95 
195i'
1956
1959
1960
196'
I 96i'
'I 96
1964
196!!
1966
196,
1968
1969
1970
197
Io7
197.5
1974
1975

2.761
2.936
3.0i5
3,5'1l
3. 724
4.1 �
4.6rC'
5,1 rl
5. 774
6. 093
6. 538

784
?.082
i. 82 !
7 785
8.209
9.005
9.67i'

10 357



TABLE II

USSR CATCHES BY TYPE OF FISHING GROUNDS

Year Total Catch
Mi 1 .M.T.

Inland Waters
Mi1 .M. T.

Open Seas
Mil,M.T '%%d

1,051
0.893
0.840
1.309
1.104
1,655
2.674
3. 511
5. 725
7.783

10.311

1913
1917
1928
1940
1946
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975

O.l396
O. l300
0, r319
O. z44
Q. 556
O. z09
0. l311
O.?55
0.944
1.079
1.202

17.3
10.4
26.4
43.1
49.7
57.1
69.7
77.9
83.5
86.1
88.3

82.7
89.6
73.6
56,9
50,3
42,9
30.3
22.1
16.5
13.9
11.7

Q.182
0,093
0,221
0.565
0.548
0.946
1.863
2 . 736
4.781
5. 704
9.109

with a total tonnage of 2,842,008 T., compared with her closest compet-
itor, Japan, with 76 vessels and 165,761 T.  Rybnoe Khoziaistvo, 1979,
No. 6, 35-36!. To achieve this pre-eminence at sea, the Soviet Union
channelled the bulk of her investment allocatians for the frshing
industry into the construction of deep-sea fishing vessels  ,see Table
III!. The main aim appeared to have been to grab as much as possible
of the oceans' resources, regardless of whether the capacity was avail-
able to process, store and deliver these to the population. For
example, it has been pointed out that Sakhalinrybprom  Sakhalin Fishing
Industry enterprise!, whose fleet constituted 94,5 . of all the capital
assets, developed a shortage of docking facilities, refrigeration
capacities, ship repair facilities, and auxiliary vessels, so much so
that fishing vessels had to unload away from their base, sustaining
losses and wasting time  Afonin, 1980!. This neglect can be seen fram
another set of data published. Thus, by the late seventies, in sea
transportation, automation had taken place in 92.El-' of operations in
general, in 90% of road transportation, but only 70;:; in marine fishing
ports  Sysoev, Shcherbaev, 1979!, In 'l950 the Atlantic and Pacific
fisheries accounted for 886.1 thousand T.  th. T.!, or 53.6",: of the
catch  Sysoev, 1977!. Concentrating on the constructi on of ships fo
operate away from home waters has resu!ted, in 1977, in the Atlantic
fisheries giving 5.08 mil .1, ',52 .4X! of the catch and the Pacific 3, 42
mil.T. �5.47!, or togethe~' 87.8X of the total catch  Sysoev, 1980!.

From Warld War Il to the late seventies, the number af self-propel'led
vessels in the USSR increased threefold, and their engine capacity 21.2
times. The average engine capacity of vessels increased sevenfold.
The number of vessels with an engine capacity of over 300HP increased
23 times between 1950 and 197'z. At the beginnfng of 1978, these large-
sized vessels made up 18 .6r: of the fleet in terms of numbers and 87K in
terms of engine capacity. Vessels with engine capacity of '. 200HP and
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From N. P. Sysoev. Ekonomika rybnoi prornyshlennosti SSSR  Economics of
the USSR Fishing Industry!. Pishchevaia Pramyshlennost, Moscow.
1977. p. 314.



TABLE III

INVESTMENTS IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY IN THE USSR

Million Rubies

Investments Investments
in the in the

Fishi nc T Fishing
Iridustry Fleet

Investments
.:n Shore
Bases

Total
Investments

in the
National
Economy

Year

1946-50 366. 0

1951-55

1956-60

1961-65

721. 0

1,187.0

1,731.5

3,543,3

4,068.7

1966-70

1971-75

Sources: Column A:

Columns B,

over accounted for SIX of the catch and 4lt of the output of fish
products  Sysoev, 1980!.

It is difficult to judge the efficiency of the Soviet, fishing fleet but
it certainly does not come out favorably in clnparison with the Japanese
fleet, which managed to surpass the Soviet catch with a fleet that was
28% smaller in number of ships and had only 25.9i of the Soviet tonnage
 Rybnoe Khoziaistvo, 1979, No. 6, 35-36!.

It is difficult to attribute to any particular country, or to any given
factor, the sudden desire on the part of a number of nations to set up
economic zones within their coastal waters, but no doubt the presence of
a large number of relatively very large Soviet fishing and processing
vessels must have prompted various governments to act before fish
resources were permanent1y depleted. It shou' d be noted that, modelling
themselves on the Soviet Union, other communist countries built up their
fishing fleets as well, increasing their catches enormously from year to
year  see Table IV!. Whatever the reason for its introduction, the 200-
mile economic zone, now almost universally accepted, was a shock to the
Soviet Union, where it was probably generally assumed that, in the event
of any international restrictions on fishing, a quota system would be
applied, with allocation of quotas coavnensurate wi th the existing
fishing capacities of the nations. Having initialIy tried to oppose it,
unsuccessfully, the USSR accepted the inevitable and declared her own
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47,400

89,800

168,800

243,500

347,90D

493,000

8 8/A C C/B 0 D/B

0.77 218.0 59.6 148,0 40.6

0.80 386. ~ 53.5 335.0 46.5

0.71 933.4 78,6 253.7 21.4

0.71 1,346. 3 77.8 385.2 22.2

1.01 2,484.0 70.1 1,059.3 29.9

0.83 2,567.1 63.0 1.501.6 37.0

Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR v 1980 godu  USSR
National Economy in 1980!. Statistika. Moscow.
I981. p. 333.
C, and 0: N. P, Sysoev, Ekonomika Rybnoi
Promyshlennosti SSSR  Economics of the USSR
Fishing Industry!. Pishchevaia Promyshlennost.
Moscow. 1977. p. 115,



200-mile zone in December 1976  Bekiashev, 1977! She insisted, however,
that she was doing sa for noble reasons and not out of greed, as did
others � meaning the Western nations. There is no doubt, however, that
the declaration of the 200-mile zone was a blow to the Soviet fishing
industry, having seriously upset the 1975- i980 plan of' oroductian  see
Table YI!.

The Soviet Union's response to the new situation has been: a! to continue
with the maximum effort on operations outside her own 200-mile zone by
adapting the fleet to operation, in open, deep parts af the ocean, and
by taking up rights to fish for unutilized resources in other countries'
economic zones by negotiating for fishing rights and setting up joint
ventures; b! to increase the catch within her own 200-mile economic
zone through restricting other nations' entry and undertaking measures
ta restock the zone's resources; c! to increase the catch from inland
seas and fresh waters through ar'tificial stocking and re-stocking. It
is recognized, however, that in the last category important factors
mflftate against a successful outcome. The large-scale needs of agri-
culture for water to irrigate increasingly larger areas has resulted in
a shortage of water in southern regions, leading to a drop in the level
of the Aral and Caspian Seas, while the regulation of' rivers for hydro-
electric power production has had an adverse effect on spawning grounds.
Since the early sixties, for example, the level of the Aral Sea has
dropped 7 meters, its area has contracted by 14,000 sq, km., the volume
of water has declfned by 380 cubic km. This process is expected to
contfnue. With a further expected decline in area, and an increase in
salinity from 10Xiin 1960 to about 35K.by the year 2000. there can be
little hope of bringing the fish productivity of this sea to its farmer
level  Bortnik, 1980!. A'ithough a great deal has been written about the
possibilities of increasing the output of fish from inland waters by
practicing fish breeding, so far the success has been rather modest.
Another reason for this state of affai rs has been the low priority
accorded the fishing industry by the authorities and the planners.

The current Five-Year Plan for Economic Development of the USSR for the
period 1981-1985, and for the decade up to 1990, places the main
emphasis on better utilizatiori of the catches and does not stress the
possibility of expanding them, as has been the case in the past. There
is to be a 10-12% increase in the output of edible fish  including
canned ffsh!. The fish output from fresh-water bodies is to increase
1.8 to 2.0 times  Osnovnye Napravlenia, 1981!, but considering the low
level of present catches in these waters, and the fact that similar
goals have been repeatedly proclafmed in the past without being attained,
would lead one ta conclude that operations in di stant sea fisheries will
remain the mainstay of the Soviet fishing industry .

In May 1982 a new guideline document for economic development was pub-
lished in the USSR entitled "The Consumer Supply Program in the USSR for
the Period until 1990," which stressed the following points: a! output
of fish and other marine products is to be increased; however, no indi-
cation is given by how much; b! port facilities and services necessary
for better har ling of ffshing vessels are to be provided; c! fish
breeding is to be stressed to ensure a three-told increase in the yield.
The output of edible fish is to increase by 1 985 to 4 . 2 mi 1 .T, and by
1990 to 4 .3-4,5 mi 1 .T., and of canned fish ta 3 .0 and 3 .2 billion
standard cans. The quality and the variety of fish products supplied
to consumers fs to be improved . Refrigeration capacity of 220-240 th.T.



1ABLE IV

FISH CATCHES OJ THE EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Thousands of tons

Excluding marine mammals and plants

1960 1970 1975 1976 19 77 19 78 ,979 1 980Country

Bul gari a 7 9 8< 1 'I51 16O 138 150 136 163

E, Germany 114 319 325 279 210 201 227 244

Poland 187 473 679 689 703 594 h32 818

Romania 16 62.2 139 124 149 140 182 189

Cuba 28.7 100 138 188 1 72 205 144 181

Source: Statisticheski Yezhegodnik stran chlenov Soveta Ekonomicheskoi
Vzaimopomoshchi 198'  Statistical Yearbook of the Member
Countries of the Council of Economic Cooperation, 1981 !.
Finansy i Statistika. Moscow. 1981, p. 112

TABLE V

ANNUAL PER CAP!1A FISH CONSUMPTION IN THE USSR � Kg.

6.71913

1950 7.0

19'5 9.1

1960 9,9

12.61965

1970 15.4

1975 16.8

1980" 17.6

1985'" 18.2

19,01990"

Sources: 1913-1975: N. P. Sysoev. Ekonomika Rybnoi Promyshlennosti
SSSR  Economics of the USSR Fishing Industry!. Pishchevaia
Promyshlennost. Moscow. 1977, p, 17.

* 1980 and 1990: L. 1. Brezhnev, 0 Prodovolstvennoi Programme
SSSR na period do 1 990 goda  About the USSR Consumer Supply
Program for the Period up to 1990!, Ekonomicheskaia Gazeta.
1982. No. 22. p. 4.

** 1985. V. M. Kamentsev, Minister of the Fishing Industry of the
USSR. Zadachi Rybakov v Realizatsii Prodovolstvennoi Pro-
grammy Strany  Fishermen's Tasks in Realizing the Country' s
Consumer Supply Program!. Rybnoe Khoziaistvo. 1981. No. 4.
p. 3, In his article "Plany Namechennye XXVI S'ezdom KPSS-
Vypolnim  We Shall Fulfill the P!ans Set by the XXVI Congress
of the CPSU! . Rybnoe Khoziaistvo, 1982, No . 2 . pp . 3-8, he
gives the 1985 figure as 18 .6 kg.
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TA8LE VI

ATTAINED AND PLANNED LANDINGS OF THE FISHING INDUSlkY � Mi I.M.T.

Aver a<le arrriua1 r nc rease
Attained PlannedAttainedYear o1anned

1958 2850

5774

7828

4626

8.':00-9000

10356

11 42

1965

1970

41' 71 253.71

+ 110.80 + 54-..20-645,?0

1975 10357 + 50!>. 80

16rr. 20

505.60

157.0095261980

Sources: 1. Khrushchev's 1958-1965 Plan. Kontiolnye t<ifry razvitia
Narodnogo Khoziaistva SSSR na 1958-1965. Iezisy doklada
Tov. Khrushcheva na XXI 5'ezde KPSS  Control figures for
the Developmert of the National Economy o the USSR in
1958-1965, Essential points of the report by N. S, Khrush-
chev at the XX I ,':ongress of the CPSU,'. Sospolitizdat.
Moscow. 1958. ;r. 44.

2. Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR v l980 g !USSR National Economy
in 198D!, Statistika. Moscow. 198'I. p. 194.

3. 1966-1970 Plan. Direktivy XXIII S'ezda KP'S p<. Piatiletnemu
Pl anu Razvi ti a Narodnogo Khozi ai stva SSSR ra 1966- 1 970 gody
  Directives or the XXI! I Congress of the CPSU on the Five-
Year Plan of I;evelopment of the National Economy of the USSR
for 1966-1970!. Politizdat. Moscow. 1966. P, 19.

4, 1971-1 975 Plan� . Dsnovnye Napravleni a Razvi ti a Rybnoi
Promyshlennosti < Deviatoi Piati let ke  The Mair Directions
of the Fishing Industry during the IX Five-Year Plan! .
Rybnoe Khoziaistvo. 1972. No. 2. pp. 3-l.

5. 1976-1980 Plan. Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSk za 60 Let  USSR
National Economy during 60 Years!. Statistika, Moscow.
1977. p. 21.

 one-time storage capacity! ls to be built dur i n<r the urrent decade
 Pravda, 27.V.82!.

The shift of fishing operations to remote regions of the world's oceans
has resulted in a considerable increase in labor input in fishing
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To meet the obligations imposed, the fishing industry will channe'I 75%%u
of the fish catch to food production, compared with 72.4'., in 1980 and
66.5X in 1975  Rybnoe Khoziaistvo, 1978.V.3-5! he output of filleted
fish is to be increased by 24K-; live, chilled and frozen fish by 40%;
specially-prepared cooked products by 211; smoked, dried and cured
fillets of high-quality fish by 16'5, Fifteen percent of the output is
to be packaged in small-sized containers  Kamentsev, 1982!. The
distribution of the output ir 1985, according to place of origin, is
expected to be as follows: 35'-37'X is to come from the open seas beyond
the 200-mile zone, 16K from the 200-mile zones of foreign countries,
32-33K from within the USSR ", own 200-mile zone, and 'l5", from inland
seas and fresh-water bodies ~',Grriibadamov, ! 98ll,



TABLE VII

USSR's FOREIGN TRADE iN FISHING INDUSTRY COMMODITIES

Million Rubies

C D

8 Total i=ishing
A Imports Industry

Imports

Total
Exports

Fishing
Industry
Exports

Net Exports
of Fishing

Industry
Products

Year

Source: Vneshniaia Torgovlia SSSR  USSR Foreign Trade!.
Yearbooks. Stati. tfka. Moscow, '1968-1981.

Statistical

operations in practically al I I'ishing grounds, especially in the
Atlantic, where 60% of the catch was taken . In the northwest Atlantic
the increase has been 7.3f� in the central and eastern Atlantic it has
been nearly four-fo'Id, and in the Indian Ocean between 2.4 and 21.4X.
The average increase in labor input for ocean fishing as a whole has
been 4.6X  Rybnoe Khaziafstva, 1981, No. 9, 3-6!, The increase in the
use of smaller fish for food production and for canning has required an
increasingly higher input of labor, varyina in places from 1.6 to 2.7'.

FFare~ Fn Trade

In accordance with the constitution of the IJSSR, the realization af
functions arising from the state monopoly of foreign trade is entrusted
to the Ail-Union Ministry of Foreign Trade, whose task it is ta achieve
a positive trade balance for the USSR, accumulate foreign currency
reserves, and improve the efficienty of fareign trade operations
 Voronov, 1970!. Other ministries, the fishing industry among them,
are expected to conduct their affai rs so as to assist the Ministry of
Foreign Trade to meet the obligations assigned to it. Second-priority
industries such as forestry and fisheries are expected to contribute
foreign exchange currency ta the state ho'idfngs, and they are more
likely to obtain permits to buy equipment or vesse'is abroad for the use
of the given minfstry enterprises if they do so.

As can be seen fram Table VII, the fishing industry is not an important
one so far as the contribution to foreign trade is co~cerned: its share
of exports, having never reached one percent, has in 1980 dropped below
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1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
'1 976
1977
1978
1979
1980

9,571
10,490
11,520
12,425
12,734
15,802
20,738
24.030
28,022
33,256
33,668
42,426
49,635

76.1 0,79 6,469
78.4 0,75 9,294
83.8 0.73 10,565
86.1 0.69 11,232
80,4 0.63 13,309
93.0 0.59 15,541

125.0 0.60 18,829
157.4 0.66 26,669
157.8 0.56 28,733
155.3 0.47 30,097
174.6 0,52 34,557
215,9 0.51 37,881
214.4 0.43 44,462

13,0
13. 2
14,9
13.6
14. 1
9.6

19. 7
25. 0
20.3
33.5
29.9
34.1
58.9

63,1
65.2
68.9
72.5
66.3
83.4

105.3
132,4
137.5
121.8
144.7
181.8
155.5
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TABLE IX

CHANGES IN PRICES OF EXPORTED f ISHING !NO< STRY  Of"M 'Di !ES

Compiled from data given in Table VI I I

Carrned Canned Canned Caviar
Fish Fish Salmon Crab -ish-eggs

Year R. per T R per S C R per S.C. R per S.i. ' per T

1960 158,91 �00! 0.28 �00'. 0.30 �00! 0.64   100 '>,045 �00'l

1970 132,47   83! 0.30 �07', 0.4l �36! I. U.  I>r4 ,600   62!

1980 253,30 �59! 0.42 �50! 0.6/ �33! 3.2' �10 Ll .875 �43!

Fish-meal I
R per T

Whale
Blubber

Year R per T

Whale
Meat

R per T

half of one per< ent. Never-
theless, during the decade
19 11- l 980, ts '. r a d e s urp 1 u s
amounted to 127<>.1 rubies, or
USA 177F milliori. Only part
of this surl>los was in highly-
desirable .unve"tible curren-
cies of the Wes"., and also
some Fart o~ thr surplus shown

1960 182 �00!

1970 229 �26!

1980 300 �65!

121 �00!

149 �23!

233 �93!

200

1,248 �33!

had to be used '.o pay for the
purchase of ships and equipment from abroad. Nonetheless, it would
appear that the fishing industry did do its share.

In Table IX are ShOWn priCeS "or the fiShing industry prOduCtS exported
in 1960, 1970, and 1980. The highest price increase roted was for whale
meat which was 624'K during the 1971-1980 periorl alone. Taking 1960 as
100, the price of canned crab increased to I&4 during the sixties, and
five-fold from 1960 to 1980. During the same period, the price of'
canned salmon rose to 233,

In Table X are shown the Soviet Union's exports of fishing industry
products by country, It i; interesting to note that the two most impor-
tant customers have been Cuba and Egypt, and that Cuba. a staurrch ally,
has been paying nearly twice as much per ton as Egypt, Surprising also
is the position of Sweden, which has become the third most important

In Table VIII are given the Soviet Union's exports of ris:ring industry
products . As can be seen from comparing columns A and 8, rhe share of
fish in exports increased f'rom 25.1K in 1960 tr i8.5" in !970 and 58.4<
in 1980. Canned fish accounted for 45,4'X of the indu try's exports in
1960, 22 6% in 1970, and 18.5 . in 1980, Canned salmor< ac..ounted for
16.2% of canned fish exports n 1960, 32.6% in 1970, and 31.2". in 1980.
The importance of canned crab in exports declined from 2 $.6' in 1960 to
17.47 in 1970 and 8,1X in 1980. Similarly, exports o' th r famous Russian
delicacy, caviar  includirig f?sh-eggs of other specie>! d <lined from
28.6X in 1925/6 to 5 . 5,. in 1960, 6 . 7x in 1970, and 4 . ei i i 1980. whale
blubber accounted for 19.3>, of the industry's exports in !960, which
was the peak year, By 1970 its share had dropped to 3.3", anrl by 1980
to a mere 1.4%. On the other hand, whale meat exports contributed 3,2,>
of exports in 1970 and 6 . 1" iri 1980,



customer, Curiously, Sweden has been paying ess than half the price
charged to friendly Cuba, Thus, for example, in 1980 Cuba paid 475.9
rubies  US$665.59! per ton of fish, Egypt 292.5 rubies  US% 409.09!,
and Sweden 200.0 rubies  US$279.72!, It wou'd appear from this that
being friendly with the USSR does not give one a bargaining advantage
in trade.

Equally interesting observations can be made from Table XI, showing
exports of canned fish from the USSR. First of all, as with f'resh and
frozen fish exports, the price has remained fairly constant, on the
average 0,36 rubies per standard can �53.4 g.! in 1974 and 0.42 rubies
in 1980, Without difficulty importing countries can be grouped by
those paying more than the average price � all of them are Western bloc
countries � and those paying less than the average price � I:hose being
the Eastern bloc countries, The peak year in terms of both the value
and the volume of exports was '1977, which was nearly 20% above 1980 in
volume and 2l in value.

Perhaps the most interesting table from the point of view of understand-
ing Soviet foreign trade is Table XII, canned crab being a fairly homo-
geneous commodity. The first thing to note is that the price for canned
crab nearly doubled between 1974 and 1979 and then there was a 38% drop
in the price in 1980. The volume of sales has varied from year to year,
both in tota'I and for individual countries. Impressive is the almost
complete absence of Eastern bloc countries. This makes crab exports an
industry earning pre-eminently hard currency. France is by far the
most important single customer, accounting consistently for close to
one-half of the value of exports and paying less than the average price.
Belgium, Sweden and the netherlands come after France, but their
combined demand is less that that of France.

Soviet imports of fishing industry products  see Table VII! have risen
appreciably since the mid-seventies. Among the main suppliers is the
United Kingdom, which in 1980 accounted for 22.67 of the Soviet imports,
mainly fillets of fish. Iceland accounted for 42.9C; here the USSR
bought fish-meal, chi'Iled and filleted fish, and canned fish. The third
steady supplier has been Iran, accounting in 1980 for '11.ll of the Soviet
Union's imports. Three-quarters of this was unprocessed black caviar.

It can be seen, therefore, that the Soviet Union has sought every
opportunity to obtain foreign currency through trade in fishing industry
products. These efforts will continue in the future. Through bilateral
and multilateral trade agreements, the Soviet Union has tried to safe-
guard for herse'If access to fish resources found in other countries'
economic zones . At present, the USSR has 66 bilateral agreements with
39 countries, and 13 multilateral ones  Kamentsev, 1982!. Changes and
improvements to the existing fishing fleet are intended to increase the
Soviet Union's participation in tuna and other open sea fishing opera-
tions, as well as making use of new resources such as unutilized small
fish and krill. Programs for enhancement of fish resources in in'land
waters and in the sha'liow coastal strip are seen as another source of
raw materia'Is for the industry whi ch wi 1 1 provide export goods .

The Soviet Union has, in all, 377 thousand square kilometres of shore-
line less than 25 metres deep, of which 38 thousand sq. km. are thouqht
to be suitable for aquaculture. It is estimated that between 348 and
800 thousand tons of water-p1ant vegetation, 290-850 thousand tons of
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crustaceans and 340-900 thou-and tons of fish could be grown within this
shallow zone alone  Hoiseev, 1880!. Over 150 centers breed fish fry
and fingerlings, of which approximately eleven bi11ion belonging to 40
species are released in in1anh waters of the USSR annually, ln addition,
there is a growing number of erterprises engaged in growing fish in
pens, ponds, lakes and reservoi rs . It is estimated that the commercial
yield from these efforts amounts to some 120 thousand tons of high-
quality fish, increasing quantities of which are being supp1ied live to
the consumer  Nikonorov, 1980!,

It can be said, however, tha:, so far as exports are concerned, the
Soviet Union is likely to suffer some disadvantages, first. of a11, it
will be difficult and costly to increase the supply of va'suable species
such as sturgeon and salmon varieties, because of the difficulties
caused in inland waters by industrial acti vi ties, over which the fishing
industry has no control. Second, the new products to be developed from
small fish and krill, and to some extent also from fish obtained in
other countries' economic zones, will probably find demand on the
protein-scarce domestic market; but it will be difficu1t to market them
abroad, where competition in quality is likely to be very keen. Also,
unuti1ized resources in other countries' economic zones wil1 probably
tend to shrink as the owner countries develop their own processing
industries in response to increased demand for food from the growing
populations of the world.

In spite of a11 these difficolties, the Soviet Union plans to expand
the production and consumption of fishing industry products, The per
capita consumption of fish is to continue to grow  see Tab1e V !,
alt'hough most of the increase is to come from the better utilization of
the level of catches already achieved. The Soviet Union's need for
foreign currencies is likely to continue to inc rease, and therefore the
necessity for the fishing industry to continue providing export
convaodities will persist, in spite of the increase in demand at home.
As in the past, the Soviet Union wi 11 stri ve i' one way or another to
safeguard for herself the necessary marine resources, and, as in the
past, she will succeed � at lea.'t in part.
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Abstract

The Soviet Union's fishirig incustry accounts f! ~ les, thaii n.ie percent
of the nation's exports, even though the counti has he » gest
fishing fleet in the wor d. Clearly, the principal 'r>riel, in of the
industry is to meet dome. tin requirements fc r e lible ixh frn iiipurs
to the manufacture of products such as margarir i . ph <<i a! i it ical
preparations, and fish-mea1 tc be used in agrici,lt«r<: !I< ve theless,
during the last decade  '971-1980!, the USSP, nas exp«i ted iet USS 1.7
billion worth of fishing industry products. =r~sh, lii 11! '. and frozen
fish accounted for 25.'1. of the exports in 196C arid,1 ii 1980.
Canned fiSh, on the Other banc, aCCourited for z..4". ii, 191 ' anc 18.5,'
in 1980. This includes cannec salmon, expor t- uf whi<.h sh wed an
opposite trend: accountirig for 16.2V of canned Ii sh i > pi;r �, in 1960
and 31.2X in 1980. Canned crab exports, mainly going 1! Ii <r >-currency
countries, declined relai:ively from 23,6'. of the indu. try -xports in
1960 to only 8.1% in 1980, Similarly, expor ts i>f the fam«s Russian
delicacy, caviar, declined Frcm 28,6" in 1925/r Io 4 <i':i I'BCi.

The greatest price increase ncted was for whale iieat big tinies ovc.r
the 1970-1980 period alorie. Taking 1960 as >DC, the I,ri«of carined
crab increased to 184 during the sixties, and five-f«d br cweer 196I1
and 1980. Within the Same tiirre interval, the Cr..ce o' <.aii >e! sa1mOn
rose to 233. By compari<on, increases in the r. ~ ice i> Ii 'i were
relatively modest, around 50.,

Against the exports of fish products worth US$ '.04 ii«st I. 'et imports
worth US$ 362 million. One can detect here an adver,r- tr<iid for the
USSR. During the firSt half rf the deCade 197G-19IIO, the impartS
amounted to 15,1% of the exports, while during I.he sei.on<i naif the
figure rose to 19.2X, In 198C, imports reachec '7.5' «i ie exports.
The recently introduced ban on whaling is likely to «! s'. iie JSSH some
US$ 15 million per year.

Plans for the future, announced recently in the I'SSR er visage
some increase in the volume of the catch, and a somewliat !><eater growth
in the output of edible fish products. Because ."f thr Soviet I'nion's
perennial need for foreign exchange, some of the pro<i«cri<i !,f the
fishing industry will, a, in the past, be devoted to !'.pciis.
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The Contribution of Trade in Fisheries
Products to the Fisheries Economies
of Northern Ireland and Hang Kong

!ohn A. Butlin
University of Manchester
Manchester, England

"Trade" i<i 1~hts tr 1-'ish

It is clear from tne simple tiieoi y of resource <.xtra«tio. th>t,> social
manager, mar>agir>g a fishery oii beh<tlf of the natior., wc«'td =. »one that
pattern of extraction whic1: woMd r<>aximi- e the di «our.' ' prsserit value
Of the Surpl«S aCcruing t« the fishery. O.,ing Oi>Vera =' >.i . eO< LaSSioal
calculus, thi.s would imply t1vit., for eacl fishetme: F hatt i<. p>tii g ir> the
Fishery, the supernormal' prof .t I rcirr fish~i>g wcul<! .e;.r = e.d.aiiste;1.
If the fishery is a multir>ationa' one, arid negoti,i'iori. ver ac< ess
are conducted between soc'al r>anagers, then the far. rl d!visi r.:>f rights
to fish, and the arrount «f Fisning activitv under ster. >'> ea-i. i>ai ion,
will be such th t the net margirutL socia] benefit <<i fi nir<g tviLL be the
same for eacli participating fish ng nation, and t1<r agar"gat" .«rplus
generated by this idealised I~w «f tl-.e ma type o1 icti. ' t; v>u' d be
rr>aximised.

This is the idealise»d, o- scylised, approach to t1ie pro >.em. t h,rve
cavalierly sxipped over a cor<siderably number «= < cncepr >a
theoretical problems, and wil1 <r>=<xe no attempt tc cmed; th<ar here.
Rather, I wish to focus on -he wtaJJ>esses «f this .ippro.i,,<:.d t«
onsider fur ther the extent. to wliiuh these limitatioris ir«pi~» =-= «pon

amaLL countries, affecting -o a <>or>sidereble decret- irterr='. tisheries
and food policy. The case. «f Hong Kong u>d No~t!<r~ <~.<and ~r~ cited
as examples.

t>m<» 'o f t» C t: t A~»

There is one category of ex< isa i«>< from tria neo 1.<.,ica. i;p >a«h ori
which I want to focus: d>e,rssurq~tion t1>at ther~ =,re --o .,igri Fi:ant
externalitiee Other than the =.bse<nce of p "ivate pr»! er r, er. t .t l.aments

the fishery; and the ass ri<F �.ion that he prime mctiva- ion .f tt..e
social rrranager is tc maximise =he .,urplui, acct<in, lc t < r i io.. from
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the fishery ly att.ra t~ g .s -Ific'crit. d ce' ..;. < .. 'e ttrer
national or intermti >rial'i to exp]«' t 't. '

Hargainirrg 1ewer irt f.ulcer ie:;egoti <ticn::

Fisherie ~ negotiatior>s Ibet men < ourit. 'es oi> r ..: lit< . +c -. -c ca«1>
other'.-  often newly-< ri'at ed! extende:1 econ»m. >cm" ' r r~ y repr-
sent negotiations betwr.<'n o,c>tr,les ., equ<i] .:, u<, wi ' ' <qi> >I
natural resource endowment n, «r with cqua]: o: ';c.> ..>r «iicmi . lever
age. The situation i.. !rr>r|e ice]y t<- t>e one: wr.r... tl..� d> smibution
of any of these between ne-o'iating in'ts i iirequa, rnt any solution
arriVed at C>ari be seen . or<ce: nally t..> Le cl f 'Iic ' I ewo .h I]c>wley
contnact curve. Ihe r .Iutior, tier~]ore i= ar< rtcelc to;~ »>e ~t>
which ag~~gate welf<un c I tl.e negc>t.i rtir>1:, <a> ' cee >.- r>a<trrased, bat
r>ather one ir> wl.i;h thr n..t i >n rl 'nt msts of ',n<tivi -:un] oiintries am
met in proportion to th< ii abi.lity t. preSS tli<.:i 1". c>e s ac the
bargaining tel>le, 'Ib» egotlations may re tc»!»alit,, nr >ray not
take pla. e at a] I: toe <]omit>ting power in a ><egion -.ar >irnI llr set the
terms under which otaer cci..ntnies participate iri =.. fiche, ever whicl-.
they hav" overlapping ii".te ests. 'Inis i- cle <r'y t.;i si ~ ion in
which our' first case strdy, rtorrg Kong, find.. I.e"sel.'. T. 'err>>" and
conditions rinder' which shr- f:.she the water. '.�rr. u.> I iris er
territory' are ce:ermined =nt irw]y b> the Fec; les Pc >rbl i sf China
 PRC! . Ir> tlat' situatior:, the contr ibutioi> ..: .r -d i i I. to the
focxl supply fulfill= ar> '".rrcrr tant, ant poter t a ly r><r.w.: ir.g y
important > r>o]e.

This unequal distr.ibut":n f bargain»>g power .: iy a . L rtef:e "ted
within, as well as betweer: n.ition.s. Differen regi >:i. mi, I.ave
different sizes of fl.eet, fleiets fi.shing c oser tc» 1'i>--her fm shore
a catching highe valued cc ]cx»er valued .,pecicr, i tl.i event,
certairr regions, repw entin>] serai> .ector, tli »~- i.:n=<l fleet,
may have a tr>«nger influence on the national negoti > ~.: ~>!sition,
as well a being able to benefit more from wh.-tever >~~ments are
reached. Ocm . C>ccnd csee;tidy, Nor'lliern re] iri]>, ird' '.t, e'f in th'S
position, '-.aught' betweer: t:ie str<onger r>atior.= iol itic,> ir>] laence
of the Scottisl. fishing f1< et on the «ne hard, -»>d t >e .: ->ecia prefer
ence given to the Ir" isl-. Reoul>lie�' s fishing flee+ =t, i I >r.-p an level
on the other. /~sin> thi. 'u.'iequal rlistribiit ir.r of r got.'..ting infliience
can affect supplies of fi.:

- e case of
Northern Inelancl, as pn>C «f the I.'urnpean,.oi!r»an-'cty, -ni- =x-banging f
rights to fish in third-p.rt; waters fcr tlic- i ight . th;id-w~
countrie- to export fislt t. '..he Rc>murrity arr 2sc >ve:>oticeable
 in this case adverse! eff c',s upon t>ie ir>digenous regi<!»->1 ir>dus~
Thus, the trade in =ighcs to fi.sh ran be as im-.<«rtn-.� as I-he trade in
fish and fish product .

The following tw>«sections discuss the f'islier.; e< on:<rcdes >f gong '-Cong
and Nort:.iert.. Ireland, with a-tention acing giver to -Ire:.-..lx'rtance
of tr>ade in fis;i and fish .rr>ducts, > rd ir; 'ri..l:ts '< fi. '. In
neither case is the quei 1:i n of' trade in fish prrx:u �..; a ~t ter of
great cu~nt polit'ica] c:once~, but in both case: � � » avs an
important role.
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onym of Ac>r«" I.ong

Irdigenously produce 1 Fis!.

The tervito, iat waters oi Hc»nr Kong ar» extm« I, m»<l . ~! le., as
mentioned above. Tl.ey <3.> n,-t>r<nxi!ta>-e]. 1F,. !? v-tnrr .'. < F > squar»
miles! in ar~. This is iri:xt e!ne'y sr:>al] .«v,<. r:<0 i '=w.u<.is only
a sr!all Ix>-< of the grcun ts <ixp cited b; rlie I<»i.-. <1»> 1'a» . T:i»
t jor grourds ~ tc be foirn< cFf the .''.: <!tl-i <'nin- >c>«, >v<i. a
160-kilom»'trx wide ecti<r between H«in,in 1s sr.d <n<l v,<rtr.. 8ost cf
tY<e better fisltirig growl:, a> e wi'hi>i «:.i.;!»» wa' r,'. u 1 ': -i-Y.
these water=" Horn< Kong ve-;se .; >oust obt,. i i a 1«»ii '» 1> ~»<i t! «>.It.C.
atrthori*ie, in additicn re -iilfiiling n numb»>. r o . <= ~.wic',ive
requir»at>ant ' .

In additior. to the captur~: I isherv, to»re are w >ther ..c . e<
indigenousiy prmlu<~d fis'.:. Hong Kong, T. e i-st of tl-.e.» '.-,
rtarjcultura> and the second in ..>ultuv >.n free!!wiser;.ndr. 'c-, a result
of these three categories oi ~ctivity, .':.o!tg Kong is up:roxi!:<ate>ly 30
p»Z Cent Self-Suffioiert: n:i>ar inc fiSh Out only 6 a» . r' elf-
sufficient in fr»shwat»r fi»' The exc»s=> dern in I fov f -'.sn otlier tea<
those produ< ed dorrestical:y 1 '- !<et by trade ir; fi;,-.,v<r f i «pvoduct ..
In additiori ther» i. = sig<ii.: i ant trade in t. 8 . fr, t =t >< I tli»
ncmicult«r» nets.

E.;timates cif the nu!t!ber of p:.ople activ ly i:!v<>lend i!. rico iri,; i!i
Hong Kong varies between 28, � < to 35,0t�.6 ",le:n&I at!!r>o<. »stirrQte,
that fishery employment w..is -3,<>00 in I "Bl [ I >,ndicate ..at fishery
employment was 0.66 per c:nt of the pop,ilati<;n c-t =.. I mi l K>--n. The
number of fisher!ten fell n <v»riage by 0.8t> pev .: nt pcr >r niw.
between 1976 and 1981. Notwithstandirtg this, LI:o cat<: . ta! i ii I>y the
fleet increased by 19 p»r ca>it be. ween <976 ard v!0. !-.et'>=a» 1976
and 1981 the number oi' ve::»is fell by '>00 t; >, ' <0, ~-, sv»>ag» Recline
of 1,8 per cent mr' ar»!um. I,'l.

Over this pericd of decliiie n the oap>.tire iisi»>", iris it!art<. i ture
indust.ry has been exp.tr!di!<g rapidly. In 197F.;r»re wcr» 9, - mari-
culturists in Hot>g 1'or<u,:!l!c <cc>llectiv»ly <wne i,360 t >ft: ftorr. whi<>h
were susperided 6,681 c<ige.... I3y f>ecemt>»v 1980 3<»re werc. 1. »3
!i>ariculturists who betweer. thc<r owned 2,33<3 raft f~;. wh><.' were
susperxied '4,049 cage... I'he s<;<le of of>»ration .'ncvearcd irnifi<.antly
durir!g thi' period, fr'Lxh <Bmo t 7 cages per tr><vh.,l-.w" -t <i average
to 9 per iiaricultuz ist."..>» aggregate weight >.' I ii.;-< I< oc<.< e<' l=y the
maricultur» sector zx>s» f <m h. 4 tonne:. :in lo76 � 76<> tor" <»s in 1980,
an agtgegate increa'e of '?.' fer cent.

Inforr<!ation on tlie freshwate> l.ond fisl'. produi '..< - »e< tor:"~t
readi:Ly av<rilabl» in I oz:g Kong. Ther» i ac<i!e an»cclotai ev idence that
the number ' of pond farm~ at<i <.'ciclinin<,, altYiout>Y. 1<x,t. fr~>i.iction
of freshwater fi h !<as ir< re><»d fror<i ."<,627 tonr<e ir. 976 ' a 5>550
tonnes in 1980, an increase of 6'i per «:-..r.t. [31.

7
The consumption of t>i.h i!i :.-<><Yg Kong

In 1.978, the aggregate ccnsumption o5 1 ish in !c.r . Ko:<,, wai, 2<.6 <gs.
per' a>mum> repr»S»ntint> = m>SC 14 per <>nnt Of ~ggr>egat<- ='<x> , 'Ona»mp-
tion. Information is not av,iil il le on i xpendi t'..cc -,v. -- .-'r> .< >ducts for
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1978 7 bu in 1975, the !ate" .year for whic:. 1xnendi-ure Iota i-7 to
hand, antf when corrsumptior o. fist- wa- 31. r <5 . ',1 76 . ert of
~gatv food consrxrptirsr.t expenditure r>rr fi .'. wa .trit ..ter cerrt of
per capi:d C,.D.F. Trrforrrbri icrt concer-:in' 1 ott t.mptit r. cf a-tt' expenditure
on fish in Hong Kong i" giver: in Table L. I ,'- cia tr fsem ti:i:- that
consumption of fish in Hon' Ktbng peakt d in 1 3, «ntI rrta! ccnSurrrption
of fish exceeded 30 kgs, por:apita pcr anrusrt i etweett 19 : arbd 976,
The relative constar5ry of oortsumptiort i- ror r. ' Lectet'. ir the figures
for the proporrior'1 of irtcorrm spent or; fish,;Tto n feI . frere 2.27 pr
cent of per capita < IIF  trn,-:d-'.ttsted! in 196% tv .th! h. 1'
 Estimates of tne owrt-priC-. elasticity of derw 1 t!s fisi arel of the

Carr@ elasticity of derrban: for fisi !tave been r.ade iv, ti 6- cnLortyb but
the estirrbdting equation: and the inccrrtplete sixe:ifivaticr - o. the
eStijratirtg eqtratinnS SeVeve.ly limit trte uSeftrL 6'.;u: -. t ir. C St~6teS.
F' or these rerdscns they dre nct rrePorted hers, ',

The importance of the fr'e 'ness of f iso to the Hong song . nnsoumer
 that is, to the C'hines» ccrrmttanity! cannot hr mphasi et1:.x much.
The propcrtion of marintr fish cansumed irt .+re srrs ther Lire fresh
haS rerr6air>ed relatively sr,rtic rt 15 m cent '. total mar ne fjsh
consumptiort, 7 per cent of total consumptior;c curv1 � 1'.tr'd or
dried!, 6 per ceart frozen rnd 2 per cent vier.er:. Nor. tnsrt 80 per cent
of the freshwater fish consumed irr ILortg Korrg i:, ortstr:re 6 ir«he fresh
state, and the b;rlance o s<tltl chil'ed.

Table 1: ~TCa 1 r: oIra
6 nn 1665 � 1 r76

.rt ' ttort

Year Marine Frreshwater 1 I i'ish ' Marine reshwal-es A. 1 Fish
Fish Fish  kg! 31 Food Fish . ish Hk-"! expenditure
 kg! �!  HK$! -er capita

 '.D.P.  %!

3 !
3l
33

Tl

Sourcer 4. Apperviixes 1 snd

Trade in f'ish and fish prodt cps betweer Hong Koc!1 anc 'he rw. of the
World

As was mer.tioned above, Ilor4. Kong is about 630 per cen .eLf-:ufficient'
ravine fish, but only 16 per cent se1f-suffi-ient '-. fresI"water

fish. Details of exports dre IT>ven in Table,", import;:n 'tditle 3,
and re-exports in Table t!,,rll for the years 19'!,-1980. Tt ole 5
SummariSeS the preevicus t trree rabies, and demtnsf-ares clem 1 v Hong

2658

1965 2L.2 7.8
1966 20.0 8.!I
1967 22.4 8.9
1968 2 3. 5 8.4
1969 23.6 8.2
1970 25.1 6,9
1971 22.9 H.4
197? 23.8 8.5
1973 22.6 8.6
1974 23,7 7.9
1975 22.8 3.6
1976 2, 2 8.1
1977 21 5 7 4
1978 21.0 7.8

1;,51
1!- .13
1 ',00
' I..85
16.27
LIT. 29
16.28
1!>. 52
15.86
L6.10
1T 70
1.4 .70
l3.78
I. 3.99

43
37
357
33
33
37
32
38
36
39
38
n,a
n.a
n.a

,67
7'. 06
' "5
r,r3
1.75
1.69

.65
'.69
..52

,49
.49

.' t.d
ma
rt,d
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Kong's net dependence on the rest of the world r:> meet the demand for
fish in the colony. This is particularly clear .in tne <ase of fresh-
water fish and mollusc ', which accounted for' a signifi "ant portion of
the balance of tr>ade deficit by weight and by va. >e in 1976 �2.38
per' cent and 83,08 per cer<t <xspectively!. I: i, ala<> cle > that for'
certain products, in part.icular crust'a«ca, the added value in pccxwss-
ir<g before re-export i p-ztrcularly sip>»ificant, and is su' ficient
to turn a quantity defici-. into a va1ue surplus. The -mal] -.urplus
in trade in fish fry is s<.rprising, as the ind'ge.nou- prr>ducti«n of
fry is for lower-valued species, and is<ports a<a 'or t'.e nial>er valued
mariculture six cies. The ag8mgate tr>ade defi<.i  on Pish and fish
products is a significant if not a large sum. 7<> I 98  the <ieficit
vms uivalent to a intel 1,4 r cent:; :'J?.

The countries with which Hong K«ng trades in fish products><> but a large
p<roportion both of izrrpx>rts ard «f exports cane frcrn or are -ies*ined for
one or two countries. The prin ipal destinati<>n =or export of fish
and fish products fran Hong Kong is Japan. The proportions of exports
destined for that country frrr«1976 to 1980 by weight. were as follows:

1980197 i19781976 1977

69'% 7 4'% 77%

The other country for which a significant proportion cf fisl and fish
products exports were destined between 1976 and 1980 i the U..".A,
The potions of the total we'ights of fish exporte<i fram '.976 to 1980

1978 1979 198 i

14% 1 o'% 1  '%

19771976

21% 16%

Thus, these two countries accounted for approximately a<I per cent Of
all fish and fish prmtucts exports frcm Hong Kong during the period
for which data are availab.l.e.  The fi~s are very si><diat in terms
of the value of the fish exported.!

De~ce on countries as sources of fishery imports t<> Hong rang is
not as concentrated as the destinations for exports. Ueverthe]ess
five countries  PRC, Thailand, "apan and Hacau ar<d Taiw<n! I>raiding
75 per cent of the ~s on av~e, with PRC a1«ne»tiding 50
per cent of the fish or fish products imported irto Hong Kong.

Hong Kc<ng dependence on PRC

There is clearly a deperxience or, the PRC by Hong Kong, both for the
right to fish in Chinese w>aters, and as a source of fisi< im >«rts,
particularly freshwater fish. Although I have not been able to obtain
figures on the sources of  ish fry ~ed into Hong Kong for the mari-
culture industry, it is al.�,o < lear that, as nr>st of the higher valued
fish in the mariculture units  mainly red, green and yellow groupers!
are grown fra<> imported fr �, i.t' is clear that his impor tart sector
of the Hong Kong fish supplying industry would be much more imited in
scale in the absence of imported fry  primarily fmm Taiwan and the
Hu.l ippines ! .



It i' difficult to antic:ipate the future development cf trade in fish
and fish products between Hr!ng Kong and the remainder of the ~ld.
Certain features of the development of policy in "hin. may howeve~,
have a significant bearirg >n this, These inclaie:

The increase in aggregate food consumption as the !opulation of
China increases

T!!e increase in per capita food con'umption >- the leva. of economic
development in China inc!uses.

Both of these signal an increase in the demand for fi'h ft! dcrnestic
cons!m!ption in the PRC. This cleaz'ly has signif ica~t implications for
Hong Kong, particularly in !ablation to the supply of freshwater fish,
but also in relation to the terms under which Hong Kong vessels are
entitled to fish in chinese waters. There are already restrictions
on t?!e number of vessels entitled to fish in Chinese wate!"  this
applies, surprisirgly, tc smaller vessels!; and vessels which are
granted access must be licer!sed. In addition, Hong Kong vessels which
are permitted to fish within Chinese waters must land a proportion of
the catch  currently 10 per cent! in the PRC.

Whilst the degree. 'of dependence is difficult to iuanti fy, .z is clear
that Hong Kong is particularly reliant on the PR for fis? and fish
products to augment its indigenously produced food supp1y, In the
next section of this paper i will investigate the fis?iery economy
of Northerr! Ireland, and in the final section I will attempt to drew
conclusior!s from these two 'case studies' on !.ights of access and the
trade in fish and fish products between small a.x' large economies.

The Northern Ireland Fisher Ecco! 8

The Northern Ireland sea fishing fleet is a s!!!all but socially irqxx
tant one. Full-ti>!I and paM-tax. employment in the <atching and
processing sectors provides em!ploy!m.nt for approximately ' BOO people
in the province, in areas where the unanpl~t rate cur!~tly can be
between 19-20 per cent, and scr!x tise.s exceeds the higi!er iigure. 'The
fleet is based upon two areas: the major part of the fleet is focused
on the South Down coast  on t?ie ports of Kilkeel, Ardglass and
Portavogie! and there is also a smaller, seasonal fleet which fishes
the inshore waters along the north coast of County Antrim and alcng
the coast of Courty Londondmry. The South Down fleet fishes primarily
in the northern section of ICE'S area Vila.  I?!is is essentially that
part of the Irish Sea between the latitude of Carlingford ~ugh and the
Hull of Kintyre!. The main species caught are nephron>ps, herring, ccd
and whiting. These four sixmies represent over eightv pe! cent of
the fish caught by the South Eon fleet,9 This fleet, in turn, larxis
more than 97 per cent of the fish landed either by we~t or by value.

In ccIsparison with Hong Kong, the Northern Ireland fleet rs parochial.
Alar>st a11 of the fishing is undertaken on a "day-trip" basis, with
the exception of a small sector of the fleet, 5 or so pur.;e-seiners
which exploit both the Pinch ?erring and mackere?, and the mackerel
stocks of the south-western approaches. These vessels mav oe away fran
their ?xxe port for seve!~! months at a t~



One of the starkest contrasts between the Northern I~-lane fishery
econczr<y and that of Hong 1<ong is tl'e much lowez 9<mr<and for fish in
No~ Ireland. Aggregate consumptior< of fi h  e«c uding "ir<dizect"
consumption of fish meal and oil used ir< animal teed oz in the prepara-
tion of foodstuffs! is currently approxizz<ztely 4.OO <x<rces per person
per week, or under 6 kgs. pez head per year. Hen<a, fish does not
assume the sazrM' importance ir. the food 'upply <~f Vorthezt< I<eland that
it does in the food supply o  Hong Kong. We the~fore have tc consider
the problems of access and tl.e question of trade in fish pr«ducts rmre
from the viewpoint of the supply side than the de<<<and .,-ide uf the market.
It will be convenient fir.t to =onsider the regulator! regime under
which the Northern Ireland fleet opez<ztes, and then to consider its
contz'ibution to determining this regime when c<zmpared with other parties
involved.

The regulation of fishing in th lr ish Sea

'I!ze fishing fleet frczr< Nor therr Ireland operates under eo sets of10

policy influences: those from the naticnal government in Landon, and
those fr<mr< the E~n Corrmission in Brussels. At the national level
the regulation of fishing within 12 miles either of the Northern< Ireland
coast' on of the mainland coast is achieved by rules and ordez
implemented either by the Demtnmt of Agricultuzv for Northern
Ireland  W<. z, by the DeI~<<ent of Agriculture <nd Fisheries for
Scotland  DAFS! or by the Hinisrry of Agricultz<re, Iishezies and Food
fcr Fr<gland and Wales  HAFF!.::iShing actiVitie OutSide the 12-mile
limit but within the United Kizzgdcm 200-mile limit are az!ministered
and policed by the United Kiz<gd<x«goverrzz<ent or behalf of the European
Ccmmissicn under the Hague Agre<ment of 1976. The Isle of .Iar., one of
the main foci for herring fi: hi<~ in ICES area VIIa, is neizhez part
of the United Kingdom nor of the European Cammity, Its own <3oard of
Agriculture and Fisheries admin.isters the waters up tc 3 miles frczz< the
coast of the Isle of Nan. 'Ihe waters fran 3 - 1! miles from the Hanx
mast are administered joi<ztly by HAFF and the fhr<x Board i» consultation
with MI. Hence, the only area in which the hiortherr. Irish fishemen
currently have a preference is within twelve mile; of the coast of the
Province. This preference, agr<~d in pr incipls under tne Treaty of
Accession to the European ~zity, is likely tc be eroded by sever<al
factors:

it is a tempor<ary derog<ation fram the principle of equal access,
which remains a basic tenet of fisheries policy iz< tne Euro<pean
Ccm<zznity. Unless otherwise renegotiated, it will cease at the end
of 1982.

Other vessels which have traditionally fished wit!ziz< 12 -«iles of the
Northern Ireland coast  pzimzrily the Irish f eet f~ the east
coast of the Irish Reps~lie! retain their rights tc zcces

Conservation measures for stocks deemed to be w>der thr<aat. within
the Northern Ireland 12-mile zone must not be discriminatory  i.e.
give preference to one fleet rather than another ! and must he
temporary. 11

Aggregate catches for spec:ies ck~ tc be "under pressure" are deter
mined by the Council of Hinisteza of the I:uropean  imnissior< acting on
advice frzz« the area and species working groups of ICES, and frcm its
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Advisory Council on fisheries I'hnagement. The Council of Ministers
decides only on ~gate catche' and national quotas '.or T.>tal
Allowable Catches - TACs!, and the allocation of this nati<r>al quota
amongst the fleet of a particular. area is the res!x>rsibilitv of the
national government. In -he Irish Sea, the UK:. ~ota F<>r h.rrir>g has
tradi'tionally been allocated by a licensing system  s<x«e'ti>«es restricted
scxretines not! ccmbined w:ith a closed season.."ther whit.e fish species
have been controlled by c. os d seasons. L2

This, then, is the regula=or �str~ture withi» wtiic:. the Northerr>
Ire1and fishermer. operate, 'i'o determine whether or' no: t!>ere is any
potential for' bargaining s~ rg<hs to determine the degree of fairness
of the resulting fisheries policy, it i= necess-<ry to '.den'.ify points
at which bargaining takes place in the decision prace:;: . 'P. ere are,
in fact, four points at !east where regional interests may  or may
not!! be ~ssed:

1. Within the working group. cnd Advi-ary Coun<.il o;> ."sheries
Management  ACFN! of . CES.

2. Within the Council ot Mini;ters.

3. Within the national political system.

Within the allocatior< system for rights of acce s:o the rational
TAC for a particular species.

To suggest that there is oveM discrimination against �.he Northern
Ireland fleet at any of these clecision points would be inc. >rrect. It
would, ~er, be. apprapriate to remember that t.he decisior: process
encapsulated in stages 1 to 4 i.s essentially a political one, and the
extent to which Northern <relar>d's interests are represent< d >mry depend
on the degree of representation that Northern Ireland l>as at any stage.
At stage one, there nay be a scientist fram the MNI <i»he ies labor
atory within the working !pinup s! deali> g with the VI!a ~~ <amongst
other continguous areas! but not � to date � in the AC.=M. Within the
Council of Ministers the Minister of Agriculture for t'»e U.K.
represents all U.K, fishi>rg interests, but is subject 'o lobbying
primarily frcm Scottish and  tc a lesser extent! !+lish fishertasn<s
OrganiSations. IurthermO>~, t:">e Strucrur>al fisheries poli-.y of the
European Ccmt<unity has specifically encouraged the expansion c>f the
Irish Republic<s fl.eet and thereby increased it bargaining strength.
The Manx herring f ishery is regulated by a licen ing system and, on
a week-to-week basis, by a Management Ccer<Lttee. A! though theoretically
represented on this Ccmnitte  together with representative frcm the
Isle of Man, England and Scotland! attendance has ap!Mrently been
s~c. Northern Ireland fi:herman often ar gue that the restrictive
licensing system which has be<a> introduced from time t'o time is also
discriminatory, as it Iirrcits access to vessels with participation in
the fishery for ~ <or jrnrel 'of the preceedir<g years. <'learly the
sche<N: is discrimir<atory, and ir<tenticnally so; it does not discrim-
inate against Northern Ireland fisherrn n alone, hcwever.

It has been sh~s above tt>at ther' is the potential for Northerr<
Ireland's interests to be represented less forceful.ly than other
regions' in the determination of Irish Sea fishery pol icy. To de<trrn-
strate this  or' test the hypothesis that there i, a lack ot equity
in Irish Sea fisheries policy! would, however, be extr~lv difficult,
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One indication is the atter.:icn ca<plicitly givers tc tie Northern I~d
fishery by official gave'<veemtal investigations.  n '-he three parlia-
mentary reports on the United Kingdorr< fishing indust.~. sin"e 196OIB
there is virtually no rrenti<xr of the North~ Ireland indu t=~. Siroi-
laz'ly, in the fishing indus~ press ir. the United Kir<gdcv<, there is
again alrrr>st no coverage of activities in Northerr. I-elan . Although
other' events in the prov ince have beer> the s.ro-'e< r of cxtn>sive
investigation by governrr«rntal agencies and med'u <.crrrr«<r<tar->, the fishing
industry re<rrair<s one of the least under stood:<=lect -:>f '.ne Northern
Ireland ecancrr<y.

Thus far we have simply established that, on tt.e fac- f .t, there is
the possibility of under -representation of Ncrtner. l elar<i<s case in
the forums where fisherie, .x>licies affectir<g -,'tn fi-hing 'industry
are discussed. We shall now investigate some: f t!e < "utero<st problems
of the Northern Ireland fislrir<g industry.

The Northern Ireland fi hjcg industry

As has been the case with other regional 'Jnit.e<. Ki:4> cr« f;~heries,
the Northern Ireland industry has expreienced fluctuat~< fortunes aver
the past 12 yeazs�, There has been a growth in the fl<.et  'to 182
1980 from 98 in 1970!. productivity of the vet.a<1; <» e rntil 1974,
and then -hewed a secular decl.ine, alt >ough there wa-, a b.ief rise in
productivity in 1978/9. Host of the stccks whzeh the lest exploits
have been, since U,K. ac<.e. sion to the Eurolx ar.  :orr<mccnity, s<rbject to
rare or less stringent cluota controls. The adr<inistrrrtio < of  orrrr<unity
waters on a year to-yeaz ba.si;, ir. the absence ut =- ".ouncil agreement
on a comprehensive Camnarr>ity Fisheries Ft>licy, has proved unsatisfactory.

A report on the Northerr< Izel<nd fishing indus'ry �! di assed the
future of the industr > under three scenarios. The we  I-being of the
industry was seen to depend cz~zcially or. the long � ter. r<>a~gment
regime to be implenented, a.nd the underlying productivity targets to
be inca~rated into the «sociated structural policy. In e sence,
the scenarios represent att~>ts to assess .l>oth the <=ffe. t iveness of
the presentation of Nortlrern .reland's case ir. the determination of
a policy, and the extent to which the Northern lre]arr l f1< et could be
given preference in fhe negot" ations.

The three scenarios were developed to <<K<del the outcczr<e ot p <rticular
vessel productivity objectives and criteria for the alloc>tion of
quotas to regional fieets fishizrg in the area of tt<e Iz'is Sea. Two
productivity targets were inc uded in each seer>ario: the  ir.,t assumed
that the target productivit:y would be that ach.ieved:n the period
1972/4 by the Nort:hem I' eland fleet. This is < learl>< the <rare
stringent of the two proiuc.tivity targets. If 't was iztpl<m<ented
strictly, it would result i.n a significant reductior. in tl<e 'lect.
The alternative target was that the fleet shc;u d regai~ tne pnxluc-
tivity per vessel achiev d in the 1978/9 pericxi. Tl".is target admits
that improved vessel prc>iuctivity is required ~< the Uort..err> Ireland
fleet as in all ather Eu.ropeaz> fleets, but that a rigid requirement
to achieve maxirrr<rm effi< iency wou1d produce soc>al effect= wt>i<2. would
not be acceptable.

The first scenario inve: tigated the effects ct .i&reviz>8 '. <ese pre>d-
uctivity targets on the Vorthern Ireland fleet if 't mre .',imply to
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Table 6: Vessel Retirement/Rrmruitrrent fram 19r9 Northern imland
Fleet under 'Ihree Alternatrve Scenarios

Preductivit T et 1
'.k'enal r.>

I

-28 tc -60
0 to -26

1972/4 average catch per ver>sel
1977/8 average catch per vessel

i8
50

-13
+I

Source: 5, Table 4I, p.173.

l. In 5, a number of more sophisticated productivity t,rrgets were
considered, tc account fcr the increase in vessel «rtc>irg power
in the fleet over time.

~ and ahern Irelanc Ex rience for'

The experience of Hong Kong and Northern Ireland in tern- esther of
access to fishing grounds or in terms of the import cf fish to rreet
demand not filled by dorrestic production is that there exists a
potential for the small corrntng to fare less favcurably thar. the large
country if economic and political power is not equitably distributed,
In the case of trade in fish :-Lnd fish products, Hong Korrg's reliance on
China to supply the major pert of demand that c,rnrmt be met by dorre.stic
production may conceivably result in the terms of trade in f ish  and,
incidentally agricultural! prtQucts to nrrve against Hong Kong' as
aggregate and per capita consLrmption of fish increases with economic
developrrent in the P.R.C. Sirrriiarly, as aggregate demr.d for fish in
the PRC irevsmes, the terms under which other countries  including
Hang Kang! are granted access to PRC waters is likely tc becca+ less
favourable. The experience of Northerrr Ireland shows that the
bargaining s~h of an individual country may have a significant
influence uI.on its access to fishing grounds, and therefore tire degree
to which it enters into trade in fish and fish product'=.. Using a crude
calculation, the agpregate demand far fish in Northern Ireland is
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retain its historic share of tl e area' average r.otal rate! fran
1973-1978. 'Ihe second scrsraric replaces this with the assumption that
the No~ Ireland fleet receives 90 per cent of the total Hnited
Kingdam quotas of the TACs in area VIIa. 'The final scenar'n is the
most optimistic of the three, by which Northern Irelanc ve sels are
given dcrrrinant preference in that section of IrXS subdivision Vila
north of Mtitude 540N..Irr terms of representing the interests of
Northern Ireland, the fir;t scenario is the least favourab!e, scenario
two intermediate, and scererio three most favoirrable. The results of
this exercise are shown in Table 6. The total q~ntit> cf tish avail-
able to the fleet varies frcxi ]0,290 tonnes under scenario one to
17,750 tonnes under scenario.o three, To put the use ir it most
extreme form, the s~n with which the interests vf the Nor<hem
Ireland fleet are pxessed in internatiorraL  and rrationaL! negotiations
rrmy affect the size of the fleet by up tc 100 ve,sel.s �50 vessels i 50!
and by 7,500 tonnes. Whilst th se figures do nor bul! large in a
natianal context, the social implications of the rras' pessimistic
outccme fcr the South Down would be seve~,



approrrirretely 9,OOAonnes; de~ upon the,.cenario closer>> the
expcrct surplus  either to othe:.- region of the irnitish:slee oc to
other countries! varies fnorrr rr.25 to 11.75 tormen.

The essence of this paper has .oeen to show t'rat here ls ~rima facie
evidence for' the terms of t-ede in fish and fish oroducts grra&uZTy
turning against small count. ies which are ner imponrers of fish, At
the sane time, the terms under which these snarl counrr ies gain access
to fishirrg ground- rray beccrrre move stringent rrven time.15 The extent
to which existing internatirnra' institutions  under UNCt 05 ' IT! and
other interTrationai of irrter-z gional agreemento are equitable in their
approach to fishing grourrd access negotiations deserves atr.ention.
Furtherrmrre, the terrrrs under which trade i:. ~ied cr,,md under

which srrcQ1 'fish-deficit' cori~tries are perrrritted rrccess,o Large,
'fish-surplus' countries grr.unds, is worthy of .he attention that was
paid to corrrrrercial and philant:mpic international flows ci gcaizr in
the 1960s and early 1970s. Only as a result of such empiric- L irrvest-
igation will it be possible to detune whether the prior hylotheses
deduced in this paper hold water. If they do, there is a considenahly
greater agenda of work to be done.
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Notes

I use this term in a gereric rather than particular seri e.

In reality the tnt is;ues are linked, and they are sep rrated
here only to clarify them rr<ore precfsely.

This euphemism for ext:encied fishing limits becarn. .ur~t during
the Third United Nations conference on the Law of the Sem  UNCLOS
III! .

With the exception of a <nnall territorial mter varying frcnn 3
miles to zero!

The definition of Chi,,es» t rritarial waters in h» South Chir>a
Sea appear s to be imprecise.

The prr>blcnns o. estirrkrtir<g the number of people actively involved
fishing in Hong Kong <>rise partly fmm the social habit- of

fishermen, and partly from definitions of employmert. The Census
and Statistics Departmen  i SD! of the Hang Kong, Governrrent, using
one definition, count.. tl;e Labour force as comprising those over
15 year., old who have been in rarrployment duriirg ttie previous 7
days. It thus excludes from this er>nuiimratior> both these who
have a part-tirre interest in fish capture and culture, and children
under 15 years old. These 'Latter are, hcn<ieves, ar. integral part
of the crew on family nwr>ed vessels  which ccnnprise the large
rrsrjority of the Hong Kong f' eet, the beat also representing the
sole dwelling for the familv in rrmny cases! . The Amicultcrre and
Fisheries Depart>rent  Al-D! estinnrte on the other hand, i derived
by multiplying the number irr each class of vessels foun' in the
Hong Kong f'lect by the average crew size for each =Lass of vessel.
This overccnnes the problems encountered with c.hi]d <-rew ~s and
with part-time fisherrnia> if the CSD approach is used.

Most of the irifornntior> i; this section cones fr<am <>r i-. derived
fre<rn [4].

Much of the informaticir> cn the Nor<hem Irelar<c! 'isher~ econcnny
is obtained frcrn [5].

The p~ion of. herr.ing i' the catch has d»clined sigriificantly
over the years because of persistent averfishing de pit» attempts
to regulate effort.

We are concerned fran t.his point on only witl the South Down fleet,
excluding the activities of the few purse-seiners izn more distant
United Kingdcnn waters.

10,

The U.K. governnmnt wa; s;rccessfully brought before the european
Court iri 1980 for implnrnerrting, via DANI, a bar< on herr>rg fishing
alen>g the Mourne Coast for all vessels exceeding 35 feet ir, length.
This was deaned by the Ccxrrt to discriminate ir, favour of small
Northern Ireland ve. sels; as a result, a total ban on herring
fishirrg in that area was intr<educed, on an <>rrnuaL, renewable basis.

12.
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There are, of course, other partia.l conservation rreasures, including
regulations an the type of gear that may be carried and the mesh



size permitted.

13, These were' .the Fleck Carrrrittee Report �961!, the House of
Ccrrrr>ons Select Ccrrmitree on Bcpenditure Report on:he =ishing
Indus~ �978!, and the House of Lords C~ttee on the Fishing
Industry �980! .

14. 'Ihis figure is derived by r>ultiplying the sr>nuat consumption
per head � kgs.! by the pcpulation  approximately 1.5 million!

15. 'Ihere is also the problem faced by mr>all countrie wit! > long
coastlines and e>rtensive areas of sea within their fishing limits.
This problem is that r>f ensuring third country access is only
gained under fair terr>>s to the host nation. This problem arises
bath because of the diff culty of policing any agr~emerrt between
a small country ar>d a large country's flee", and because fishing
ground access far the larger country >rrry be ried tc sarrr form of
aid ta the srr>aller cotrntrp. I have not carrsidered these issues
in this paper, hawever.
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AbstDact

3rell, open eccxxmies, such as Northern Ireland and Hong Kong, find
themselves in essentially similar situations fran the vim~int of fish
supply, 'Ihe aenagement policy for the waters in which they fish is
determined by sose political entity other thar' their own, with
objectives which scmetimes cif fez' fran their cd. Never.he'ess, they
are dependent on trade in fisheries products to support their fisheries
econcmy, Ihe papex' investigates the conditions under which these
geographically and culturally dissimilar region- trade in .ish ~aducts,
and attempts to draw lessons for other soell economies, both fran the
perspective of fisheries management and food supply.
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Analysis of the EEC Trade
in Seafood from 1970 to 1980

Ulrich Somber
lnstitut fur landwirtsc halt lie he
Marktforsc hung
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany

Between 1970 and 1980 the volume of world trade in i shery
commodities has increa. ed by one fourth while total catch
has grown by a tenth only. In particular the great trade
expansion was attributable to products for direct human con-
sumption. Their trade volume rose by some 70 S equally much
more than the 20 5 growth realized by total catch used for
food.

Contrary to the expanding trade in food fish commodities
there was the decreasing trade in fishmeal and -oil. However,
concentrating on seafocd, this category will not further be
considered.

The strong increase in foreign trade with fish products for'
human consumption was connected with growing prices and
changes in the commodity structure  higher shares of high
priced shellfish! which quintupled world trade value within
ten years  table 1!.

The most important market in the world for fish is Europe,
Zn '1980 three quarters of all traded fishmeal and -oil and
nearly half of all food f:ish products entering foreign trade
were sold in European countries. Of this quantity almost
60 $ and 70 c respectively have been bought by member coun-
tries of the European Community, which equally spent more
and more money to buy an ever growing bulk of the highly
wanted goods.

The reasons for the expansion of food fish imports of the
EEC-9 from 1970 to 1980  quantity: t60 C, value: +500 $!
are discussed in the following paper.
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DeveloEnent of Food Fis~hLandin s in the EEC

Foreign trade in fish is ccnsiderably influenced by total
landings of the national fleets. Therefcre, I shortly point
to the development of national landings before discussing
the trade flows,

The biggest landings oi fish for consumption within the EEC
are still brought in by the United Kin dom although with
760 000 tonnes   t, fresh fis an e weight! the account
some 25 5 less than in 197"., the year with the largest
catch ever got. This decrease is expected further to con-
tinue if it were only because the distant water fleet is
permanently reduced, In co~sequence to the almost total pro-
hibition of the herring catch and the loss of the Icelandic
fishing grounds it wou.id have been even more ciistinctive if'
the pelagic fleet had not had the chance to switch over to
mackerel-catching, But the intensified expansion of fishing
efforts to the mackere.l stccks has meanwhile led to an over-
fishing already shown up in the dwindling catches, which is
all the more alarming since up to now other stocks worth
fiehing have not yet beer fOund.

The production of crustaceans and molluscs in the UK has
doubled since 1960 and since 1973 fluctuates between 65 000t
and 80 OOC t.

The French catch of fish and shellfish ranges since 1965
except Ehe landings of igfi - between 750 000 t and

800 000 t  nominal weight! and contrary to most, of the other
EEC member countries shows a slowly increasing tendency
since 1978. This is due to the broad orientation of the
fishing industry and to the strong development of the yield
of' molluscs which to a high degree are produced ir aqua-
culture. In France total. production of mussels, oysters and
other molluscs has near'ly doubled during the last 15 years.
On the other hand the restricting influence of' quotas on the
total yield of French landings has been insignificant mainly
because of little importance of the herring f'isher y.

The landings of the Italiar.. f'ishing fleet have increased
since 196?. This can be attributed to the growing catch of
sardines and anchovies and. to higher production of molluscs
whereas landings of other species stagnate on a level bet-
ween 160 000 t and 170 000 t.

Landings of' fish for human consumption in Denmark  almost
one fifth of the total Dani sh catch in the average of 1978
to 1980! have reached. their' culmination in 1980 in spite
of catch restrictions in the EEC-fishing zone in force since
1978. Herring landing,s again have strongly increased since
1974 and with more than 50 000 t reached again the level of
1966 to 1968, Nackerels are not very important f' or the
Danish fishing industry, they add only 5 0 to total landings,
however, in the course of the time they have extended to
tenfold. their 1970 bulk. IrL 1980 gr'owing cod and haddock
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landings  +33 000 t = +26 4 and +6 OOC t = +60 4 respec-
tively! were main causes for the large total yield.

Primary importance for the Danish processing industry and
export tz'ade have the direct landings by Swedish trawlers.
Since the herring landings faded away � they decreased from
100 000 t to L3 000 t, � mackerel landings tock their place.
Partly the direct landings of herz ing wez e replaced too
by processed herring expczted by a newly modernized Swedish
fish processing industry,

The Danish production of molluscs has importantly grown up
to 70 000 t which is the fourfold of the average of the
years 1966 to 1968.

The rebuilding of the cat"hing capacity of the Netherlands
fishing fleet after intensive scrapping measures xn the
mid 70ies resulted in increasing landings since 1976. As a
consequence of the prohibition of nearly any herring catch
the Dutch herring trawlers have successfully divezted to
the mackerel. But cod landings have also increased since
1976. Moreover, the catch of new species such as horse
mackerel has sensationally widened within a few years
  1976 to 1980! fz'om 400 t 30 000 t .

The production of mollusc: in the Nethezlands has always
been important, sometimes it attained 35 4 of total catch
but normally it shows great fluctuations around a more
lower level.

In the Federal Re ublic of Germ~an the landings of fish for
consump won ave strong y ~eC wane since the end of the
60ies. For this there are two reasons working together,
First the market share of the high sea fleet has been sub-
stantially greater than in the other EEC countries and,
second the fishing grounds of the high sea trawlezs were
mainly in national water: of third countries which became
inaccessible by the new law of the sea. Thus the extension
to 200 miles and catch prohibitions have had greater in-
fluence on the German fishing fleet than on any other with-
in the EEC. Furthezmoze, the production of mo' luscs and
crustaceans is tradit iorially small. The herring catch de-
creased from 125 000 t �968! to nearly 10 OOO t �980!
and could not be compensated by mackerel catch like in the
UK. The landings of ot;her species have more than halved in
the same time.

However, the early reduction of total catch which on gz ounds
of official production statistics should already have been
rather significant had in fact not reached that extent.
Illegal catches of cod and other species in 1976 to 1979
are not fully known but they must have been very important
 Sommer, 1981!. On the ether hand a reincz'ease of landings
similar to that in the Netherlands, in France or in Denmark
can not be expect;ed because the limited catch quotas in the
EEC fishing zone and unsuccessful joint ventures will make



a further reduction of the high sea fishing fleet inevitable
in the near future,

Within the EEC the Irish f"shing industr'y could enjoy an
unprecedented boom.~o a' andings have increased to five-
fold since 1960. However, in 1980 an important share of the
enormous catch increase has only been attained. by direct
sales  mackerels mainly! to third country factory ships on
the high sea. The Irish r ishing gr ounds contribut'ng 70
to the total catch seems to be very rich. This can be
judged from the high yield in 1980 and from the planned
inVeetigaticnS intO the fleet whiCh shall help tc reaCh
total landings of 300 000 t in 1984. Furthermore, the aqua-
culture production of mollu.scs and proper fish species is
promoted systematically.

though ~Bel iuo is allowed to catch in icelandi catena total
landings have decreased since the end of the 60ies to the
lowest catch �0 000 t! in 1980 which was about 55 $ of the
yield in 1968. The main reasons for this development are
the uncertainty about a prolongation of the catch agreement
with Iceland beyond 1985 and a possible quota reduction in
British waters, It should be expected that in the near fu-
ture there will be no increase in landings.

For the EEC member countries in the whole there have been
in 1980 as against 1970 only small changes in landings of
fish for consumption  without crustaceans and molluscs!.
Total catch amounted to somewhat below 3 million t  nominal
weight! at the beginning of the decade and to somewhat above
3 million t at the end of the decade  table 2!,

Table 2: Landin s of Fish for Consum tion

~EEC-

1 000 .onnes nominal weight
1!
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More exact information: cannot be given because cf unhar-
monized weight datas ir< the statistical material of the in-
dividual countries and because of missing catch data as a
consequence of illegal catch.

But there are great differences regarding the structure of
total landings. Herrinr catch has sharply decreased to l,ess
than one third and landings of other pelagic species  mack-
erel mainly! have more than doubled. Vithin the catch of
groundfish species which is in 1980 nearly on the same level
as in 1970 "new fish species" have attained greater impor-
tance'~

The production of crustaceans and molluscs has ir<creased
from 1970 to 1980 by 50

The main reasons for the explained development of fish and
shellfish landings in the EEC countries are

good success in cultivation of molluscs
overfishing of some gr oundfish and herring stocks
stock growing of other species to a fishable extent and
the prohibition for the British and German distant water
fleet to Catch in rich fiahing grounds within the 200
seamile zone of thir'd countries,

International. Trade

Besides the primary effec: of the new general catcl condi-
tions resulting in a tendency of shrinking national land-
ings and - consequently - in considerable structural changes
in the market supply of the EEC countr ies there are secondary
effects influencing foreign trade resulting in growing im-
ports and changing commod:ity and country structures� .

AnOther important factor for the international trade of
the EEC is the beginning and tightening of the common mar-
ket order for fish in 1971 and 1 977 respectively, in par-
ticular the regulations concerning a common customs-fron-
tier and free trade among the member countries, If the intra
EEC-trade had not been important the years before, the
common market made a strong incentive for diverting tra-
ditional trade flows.

A third factor to be menti.oned at this place because of its
importance as an import stimulating factor is the consumer
preference and gr'owing effective demand for some high-value
quality products.

Moreover, there is a lot of various factors influencing in-
ternational trade with fish products, which, however, have
effects only in a few markets and are discussed later.

The effects of these factors � the general increase of im-
ports as a consequence cf the new ocean regime, the EEC-
market regulation, the corsumer demand, etc. � have been
analysed. by a rather extensive study on international
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fish trade based. upon statistical data from 1970 through
1980 and simultaneously 11 commodity groups and the most
important countries  "ommer, 1982!.

The international trade of the EEC in fishery commodities
 its structure is shown in figures 1 and ." for three years
1970, 1975 and 1980! was - during the 70ies � sub,iect to
five major changes:

1! Conspicuous increase of total imports with all commodity
groups except herring.

2! Increasing total exports of all commod:ty groups ex-
cluding herring and salted and dried fish.

!! Absolute trade expansion between EEC member -ountries
except for hezz ing.

4! Decreasing intra-trade shares concerning t<: � .al imports
of' most commodity group: .

5! increasing intra-trade shares concerning to:al exports
of the EEC countries.

The relative highest growth in total trade is shown by the
l ies  mackerel, sprat, pilchard and anchovy with-

g While the export has increased to the seven-
teenfold the import has quadrupled its value. An increasing
part of the imports, howevez, was supplied by member coun-
tries. This is a consequence of both, the catch development
and the rising demand in the domestic market of some member
countries using these species as substitute for herring, in
the processing industry,

The sharply rising exports of the RRC are based too on de-
mand expansion of' third countries. Eastezn Europe countries
have been bought mackerel mainly as lower priced substitute
because their fleets are not allowed to catch as much fish
as they want in third country waters and. large quantities
 horse mackez'el and mackerel! were exported to some African
countz ies unable to buy higher priced fish.

The international t ade with groundf'ish aufi'ared a g etruo-
tural changes arid was subject to var1ous factors mutually
superimposing each other. So they are not easily to isolate,
particularly when they caused countercurrent effects.

The increase of imports of whole fish and fish fillet from
third countries can be traced back to the changed catch
conditions and to the expansion. of the processing industry
in countries owning rich fishing grounds. The higher imports
are the result of both, the unability of national fleets
to meet domestic demand and the unwillingness of domestic
consumers to accept the "new f'ish spycies" as substitute
for cod, redfish, saithe etc. Growth of imports have been
accompanied by a, substitution of' whole f'ish by f'ish f'illet.
This was due to the tendency of many countries economically
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more or less depender: on prospering, rishery sectors to
maximize the yield of their fisheries. Thus more and more
countries tried to retain the excess value added of fish
filleting for their awn irdustry.

The effects of the EEC-rrarket regulat,ior, especially of the
common customs-frontier ar.d of the free trade amer g the
member countries praduced a nearly cor.stant share of intra-
tr ade in total imports <:f gr oundfish  ,figure .! in spite
of the strongly �" f since 1970! increased total gr ound-
fish import, These market order effects were forced by some
changes in the US market. For a long time the US market for
groundfish has been supplied by Denmark. .he combination
of the decline of the US dollar and o higher catches by
the US and Canadian fleets � Canada is the most important
tr'ade par'tner of the US � worsened the market conditions
for Danish exporters . o :hat they diverted their export
efforts to the European rriarkets.

Further deteriorating catch conditions and therewith further
declining EEC catches of rrain food fishes wil limit, hOw-
ever, the growth rates n intra-trade with these species.
In 1980 there has been only a small quantity of ground-
fish that could be diverted to the EEC-markets. 'Ihe lower
intra-trade share in total exports of whole gr aundfish
 figure 2! must not mislead to the conclusion that :-EC extra
exports co~ld be raised much beyond present levels. The
reason is that higher exports are ofter. due to "new f'ish
species" not salable in. the common market. This has no im-
pact on the fillet market since up to riow in the EEC coun-
trieS fillet iS made almoSt excluaively fr om main food
fishes like cod, saithe, redfish etc."New fish species"
are considered to have too small fille  share. The same
causes influencing the commodity structure cari be recognized
also by regarding the receiving countries. While fillet is
exported to developed countries I ike Sweden, Switzerland
and Austria increasing quantities of wl.ole fish are exported
to Nigeria, Ivory Coatst arid also to Spain.

The effects of extended jurisdiction ard deteriorated catch
conditior.s in still oper: waters on internatiorial trade are
clea ly to he seen tt e adermin t ad . Whil t t. l imports
of herring are still increasrng there is a continous re-
duction in the intra-EEC-trade both by absolute f gures
and by relative shares. In 1980 near'ly the tot,al landings
of herring caught by l!EC trawlers have remained in the EEC
market. Thus one is led tc conclude that if the stocks in
the EEC-fishing zone will not gr'ow to an exploitable size
future growth of demand can be met only by imports from
third countries  USA and Canada mainly!.

The increase in trade with reserved and canned fish, fresh-
water fish, crustacearrs, an mo luscs has been rn luen
nona sma r scca@eon y Ky the cote daces ain cathcond,itions
and extended national fishery zones, These external factors
had effects only on changes in the country structure for
imports af canned mackerel and salmon and limited in time
on higher imports of canned herring.
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In the maz'ket for canneci rtackerel Denmark has improved her
position competing with Japan. Economic of scale through
highez' pr oduction and advant;ages of close ma=ket vicinity
may have been the main reasons. Qn the other hand tirere
were difficulties of de! ivery which caused Japan t;o lose
the EEC-market for canned salmon. Since Japan wa. not al-
lowed to fish the same quantity of salmor in the 200 sm sore
of the USSR as in previou' years supplies rar. short of tz'adi-
tional export z equiremerrts. The gap was fille<1 bl the USA
and Canada who were aols quickly to expand th< iz sal.mon
catches.

The temporary higher EC-i.mports of canred he-. ring from
Canada and Iceland were immediately stopped when the EEC
d.isposed. of enough raw fish agair though from iml orts.

The intra-trade with canned products and preserved fish,
crustaceans and mollusc:: is not very important, relat,ive
to total imports, however, during the la t 10 years it has
increased stronger than total impozts  fish pr oducts +160
crustacean and mollusc products +250 $! resulting in a
general growth of intra-trade shares ranging r or .i. h t'rom
20 % to 21 C and for crustaceans and molluscs from 22
to 50 C. In the same time total EEC-exports have increased
with both commodity gz'cups selling at rising,*.hares in EEC
countries.

There is of cause quite a lot of factors to be fcund behind
these relations but the fr.llowing three may have heen the
most important:

1. The high shares of imports from third countries can be
traced back to the effozts of many countries to earn
as much foreign currency from fish export. as possible.
This tendency has aires.dy been noticed in t.he context
of fillet. trade deve.iopments. With regard t.o the pro-
duction of canned ood this interpz etatior. applies to
the processing of pilci<ards in Portugal and Morocco,
the processing of salmon in the USA and t,ur>a ir lvory-
Coast and Senegal even if the tuna has been directly
landed by French trawlers.

2. The relatively small intra- trade is arrong other. things
a consequence of the tinning industry which seerrs to be
oriented mainly tc meet the domestic demand rather than
towards exporting. Examples like the tuna processing in
Italy and the use of herring in Germany seem to give
evidence.

3. The increase in the :int:ra-trade is mainly due r.o the
growing productior. of canned herring and macker'el in
Denmark whiCh iS mcst ly sOld Within the EEC-market.

Freshwater fish species wi..ich can be under the favourable
conditions set by intensive cultivatiorr and techr'cal
supervision produced :independently from international
maritime law will gain greater importance in the future.
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Since the first research activities proved aquaculture to
be efficient sose EE' countries  Denmark, Italy and France!
have invested into systematic trout production. This grow-
ing branch has already led to an expanding intra-t,rade espe-
cially with regard t,c ari increasirg impo=t deman~f of Bel-
gium and the Federal Repu"lic of' Germany . In 1980 almost
60 5  '13 000 t! of the intra-traded trouts fell ',o Germany.
Roughly the total expansion of Danish trout expo=ts since
1962 was absorbed by the ..ederal Republic of Germany which
in 1980 took nearly 80 4 of Danish export.s. Belgium having
doubled the import si nce 1970 has mainl., been suppI ied by
France.

Besides trouts there are only eels being traded ,it larger
quantities within the EEC . The main exporting countries
are Denmark, Prance and the VK selling their producta to
Germany and the Netherlands,

Third countr'les are mainly exporting salmon, eel and carp
to EEC countries. While the imports of carp and eel have
only increased from 197ft to 1980 by 10 f.  to 5 600 t and
17 000 t respectively! t;he salmon import has grown by 70
to 35 000 t. The extremely growing salmon imports having
gone to France, the mair market for carp is Germany, which
received 80 g of tot,al EEC-imports from East-European
countries  Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia !. The
limited expansion of' carp imports is a consequence of the
peculiarities of the FEG carp market which essentially is
restricted to the seasonal German demand.

The most important factor for the trade expansion ir the
above mentioned markets of' high quality products  f'r esh-
water species, crustaceans, molluscs, and canried products!,
however, has been growing demand for such high priced com-
modities. This can be seen very clearly in the trade in
freshwater fish and fresh and frozen crustaceans and mol-
luscs. In spite of very strong expansion of the EEC-pr' o-
duction and increased intra-trade values there was an even
greater upswing in tot;al imports leading to lower intra-
trade shares,  The large exports of fresh and frozen crusta-
ceans and molluscs to third countries result f'rom tradi-
tional high trs.de relations between Italy and Spain.!

~Suam mr

The main findings of the analysis are, that EEc-demand for
fish and fish products from third countries has clearly
increased since 1970 especially as a consequence of stag-
nating and structural changed landings of the national
fleets  influenced. by the new ocean regime! and growing
demand,

As in the nearest future tnere will be no fundament,al
changes in catch conditions it may reasonably be expected,
that extra-imports will further increase. This is almost
absolutely clear in the markets f' or tuna, salmon, her ring,
molluscs ard crustaceans because the stocks of these spe-
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cies are too small in the regions the EEC-fleets are al-
lowed to fish. In the groundiish market demand has been
satisfied until now by trade diversion  smaller exports of
EEC member countries into third countr'es in "avcur of the
intra&rade!. But deteriorating catch condit ons with these
species too will tend to higher imports of groundfish from
countries disposing of ample fish supp ies because the ex-
port capacity of the =EC is still very small. Only the
supply of mackerel and some other pelagic spe< ies out of
EEC waters will be sufficient to satisfy demand at higher
degrees. However, this will be true only if measures will
be taken in time to prevent overfishing for these species
too.
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Abstract

The EEC is the world most important market for seafood. EEC
imports have been increased by 60 % in volume and to the
sixfold in value since 1970. In 1980 almost 4'j 5 of total
world imports of food fish commodities have been bought by
member countries, To find out the reasons for this develop-
ment the international trade of the EEC in seafood has been
divided for each year into 11 nearly homogeneous commodity
group trade flows between the 9 member countries and the
most important third coun:ries. Doing this division we are
able to see five market tendencies of the EEC trade from
1970 to 1980:

1! Conspicuous increase of total imports with al commodity
groups except herring.

2! Increasing total exports of all commodity groups ex-
cluding herring and salted and dried fish.

3! Absolute trade expansion between EEC member countries
except f' or herring.

4! Decreasing intra-trade shares concerning total imports
of most commodity groups.

5! Increasing intra-trace shares concerning total exports
of the EEC countries.

This development has been influenced by several b'ological,
political and economical factors being at work during the
whole time or for a shorter period. The main effects re-
sulted from the new ocean regime, from the establishment
of the common market order f' or fish anc from variations
in consumer demand.

Assuming that there will be no basic changes regarding con-
sumption and catch conditions it has tc be expected that
imports from third countries into the EEC member countries
will further increase.
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Introduction

The sea fishing industry in Ireiand is of grearer significance to the
national economy than is the case in mast of the EEC Member States.
Although small in absolute terms, and relatively underdeveloped, its
percentage contribution ta the Gross Domestic Froducr. is greater than
that of any of the other Member States with the exception of Dernnark.
Value of fish exports as a percentage af tata! exports is also second
only to Denmark, and the percentage of the total male labour force
employed in sea fishing stands highest in the Carnmunity. The industry
is of special importance soc:ially and economically irr the less
industrially developed nnd agriculturally disadvantaged parts of the
country,

Since the wellbeiag of the industry depends to a considerable extent
on the EEC Cannnan Fisheries Policy  CFP!, it may be opportune to trace
the main developments in that policy affecting Ireland acd ta consider
what changes may ba needed in order to secure rhe further expansion
of the industry.

Develo ment of CFP

When in 1973, Ireland, together with Denmark and the United Kingdcnn,
joined the EEC, a Cannnan Fisheries Policy  CFP! was already in
existence based an the needs of the original six  mainland European!
Member States, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands
and West Germany. The main elsamnts of that policy are to be found
in two Connnunity Regulations 2141/70 on the establishment of a
connnon structural policy for the fishing industry and 2142/70 on the
crmnnon organisation of the market in fishery products.

Regulations 2141/70  re-enacted as 101/76 of ]9 January, 1976!
provides inter alia, for the laying down of cosnnon rules for fishing
in the maritime waters of the Membet' States which would ensure, in
particular,  a! equal conditions of access to nud use af the fishing,
grounds in those waters,  b! bring about the co-ordinatiaa of the
Member States ' structural policies, and permit the adoption by the
Council of the RRC of any necessary conservation measures to prevent
over-fishing,  c! secure the rational development of the fishing
industry within the framework of economic growth and social progress
and  d! ensure an equitable standard of living for the population
which depends on fishing for its livelihood, ln the case of equal
access a five-year derogation from this principle was permitted in a
three mile zone off coasts where the local fishermen were heavily
dependent on fishing far a livelihood. Also in cases where equal
access led to aver"fishing the Council of Ministers was empowered to
adopt the necessary conservation measures.

Regulatian 2142/70  replaced by 3796/81 of 29 December, 1981!
comprised a comman price and trading system and connnan rules af
competition covering all fish and fish products and provided for the
establishment of marketing standards and pricing arrangemants aimed
at achieving market stability and at giving a fair return ta producers.
 Regulation 3796/81 came into force on I June, 1982!. This regulation
includes the withdrawal system whereby fish are withdrawn from the
market if prices drop below a certain specified level, Fishermen
are recompensed for these withdrawals out of Cannnunity aad national
funds.
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The two basic Regulations had been accepted by the si» original
Member States after discussions extending over a period of years, on
the very day, 30 June 1970, on which negotiations for the accession
of Ireland, Denmark and the United Kingdom to the Community began.
The CFP wes thus presented in the fishery negotiations as a "fait
accompli". This, together with the pressures of accession negotiations
in other areas, made it difficult for the applicant States ta bring
about changes in the regulations in keeping with their awn interests.
Hawever, certain temporary derogatians from the principle of free
access were negotiated and written into the Treaty of Accession.
These provided for a restriction af fishing withia designated areas
extending ta six and 12 miles from national baselines to home-based
vessels and ta the vessels of other Member States enjoying traditional
fishing rights in these axeas. This concession was granted for a
10-yeer period to all member states, the Accession Treaty  Article
103! stipulating that before 31 December, 1982, the Coezeiseion should
present a report to the Council on the economic and social development
of the coastal areas of the Member States and the state of stocks.
On the basis of that report and of the objectives of the CFP, the
Council, acting on e propose! from the Coxezission, should examine
the provisions which could follow the derogations in fox'ce until
31 December, 1982. In March 19SI, the Conezission did in fact present
to the Council a proposal fax measures for the conservation and
management of fishing resources which would constitute the arrangexeents
to succeed those in force up to 31 December 1982; it provided, inter
alia for the extension of the derogatian regime, with slight modi f-
icatione, to 31 December 1992, tne introduction of e licensing system
for fishing vessels and the institution of an effective system of
supervision af activities in the fishing grounds and on landing, This
proposal has not yet been adopted and has met with stiff apposition
from some Member States who appear to prefer a "free access" situation
after 1982. Howevex agreement must be reached one way or another
before the end of this year.

It should be noted. that the CFP adopted in 1970 did not provide for
Coexeunity management of fish stocks; this function wes left to the
North East Atlantic Fisheries Cozxzission  NEAFC! whose memberehip
comprised East European as well es EEC aud other West European
countries and whose powers of enforcement of conservation and
management measures were limited. As a result there wae heavy aver-
fishing of certain species and stocks in some areas became seriously
depleted. Although calls for changes in the CFP had came from the
three new Member States as far back as 1973, it wee not unti 1 1976,
following the declaration of 200~lie fishery limits by a number of
countries in the North Atlantic, that e major review of the CFP
became possible. Meanwhile, Ireland's eea fishing industry continued
to expand, under the protective umbrella  initially effective enough!
of the derogations from "free access" negotiated in the Treaty of
Accession, and on the basis of a Development Pragrassee introduced by
the Irish Government in 1973. This prograezee envisaged a substantial
increase in the number and size of vessels as e result of grant aid,
bath fram the Cazseunity and from hams funds, harbour improvements
and improved training courses. However, the protection afforded by
the access derogations were not entirely adequate and as a result of
continued heavy over-fishing within and outside the 'protected' zones
by foreign vessels, which the NEAFC found itself unable to cope with,
some stocks of special importance to the industry in Ireland  herrings!
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became depleted, posing a serious thzeat to turther profitable
expansion of the industry.

In October, 1976, the EEC Meniber States decided to extend their fishing
limits to 200 rsiles fran 1 January 1977 and at the same time the
Coimaission put forward proposals for a revisea fishery regime. This,
inter alia, led ta the Commission assuming overall responsibility for
the conservation and management of fish stocks within the 200-mile
zones of the Member States, the phasing aut or fishing within these
zones by a number of, mainly East European, countries, aiid the
conclusion of fishery agreements on a reciprocal basis with others.

Recent Developments

In the course af discussion of the Commission's new proposaLs 1reland
sought to re � negotiate the derogation provisions of the Treaty of
Accession, arguing that because of the decline of stocks, the provision
of a reserved coastal belt faz Irish fishermen, varying in extent
from 12 to 50 iniles from baselines had become necessax'y tar can.sex'--
vation puzposes and for the development of the Irish fishery industry.
This view was nat accepted by a majority of the Member States or by
the Cosssission. However, at their meeting at the Hague un 30 October
1976, the Council of Ministers dict accept that the development of the
Irish fishing industry was a special case and that the CFP should be
so operated as to secure the continued and progressive developaent
of the industry on the basis of the Irish Government's progxasxae
which aimed at a doubling of the t97> fish Landings af 75,000 tannes
by 1979 and further increased landings subsequently leading to a
total of 300,000 tonnes by 1985.

The Commission subsequently adopted the position that the Hague
cosssitment could be fulfilled by giving Ireland increased quotas.
Ireland continued to maintain that the quotas proposed could not be
reached unless complemexited by conservation smasures aimed at reducing
the fishing effort by noa-<rish boats operating in Irish waters. In
the event, Ireland's total landings in 1979 amounted ta only 90,000
tonnes as against the target of 150,000 tonnes.

While the 1979 landings figure was disappaiutiug, a strong recovery
took place in 1980 with landings totalling 140,000 tannes aud in 1981
when landings reached a total af 188,000 tonnes. This was seen as the
result af the improvement in stocks  particularly, pelagic! fallowing
the discontinuance of fishing by East European fleets in Community
waters and the sharp rise in the demand for mackerel on world markets.
Irish mackerel landings increased fram 24,000 tonnes in 1979 to an
estimated 100,000 tannes in 1981; landings of demersal varieties,
used mainly for processing, increased over the same period from 21,000
to 38,000 tannes, while exports rose from 55,000 to 149,000 tonnes

Current scientific advice onstocks generally allied i.a a weakening
demand far mackerel in some important markets, e.g., Nigeria, would
indicate that without special help the attainment of Ireland' s
landings target of about 300,000 tannes by 1985 will be tar fram easy.
The depletion of fish stocks in Irish waters because of overfishing
by non-Irish fleets may have abated but the shortcomings of the present
Community conservation and management prograsme � based on quotas
which some Member States regard as inadequate and which in any case
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are not adequately monitored -- is nat encouraging as to future fish
supplies. This tends ta inhibit financial backing for new tish enter-
prises. Pending the evolut.ian, therefore, of a mare tightly
aministered quota system, preferably involving the licensing of boats
and catch monitoring on a Community basis, I consider that it. will be
necessary for Irish fishermen to have a reserved fishing zone around
the Irish coast to enable them to take the fish quotas neetied ta
tsaintain the expansion of the industry. This expansion, together
with regularity of supplies, ~ s absolutely essential if a good fish
processing industt'y is to develop in the country. In 1980 over 75
per cent of the catch was marketed as whole unfilleted fish, while
a further 8 per cent was reduced to fishmeal, less than one per cent
being marketed in a prepared/preserved farm, With almost 80 per cent
of our fish exported, this lack of processing is s recipe for disaster
since exports af raw materials for a food industry are most vulnerable
to price fluctuations. The aim, therefore, must be ta develop a
processing industry probably through multinational corporations or
through joint ventures with such groups.

At this point, I would like to refer to a statement made by t.he late
Finn Gundelach, Vice-President of the EEC Commission in the course of
an address given by him at a seminar on the future of the Irish Fishing
Industry in Ireland in February 1978. Having enumerated the many
benefits secured by Ireland from the Common Fisheries Policy up to
that time, Casssissioner Gundelach went on to say that the prospects for
the future were even more attractive and that given strict. c ouservation
and control measures, given, the preference in favour of Irish coastal
fishermen under the quotas and given fishing plans which were intended
to be an additional means of ensuring that Irish coastal fishermen
would be able to make the catches allocated to them, there was every
reason to believe that the Irish catch would increase considerably�
well beyond anything experienced in the past, Unfortunately the
scenario described by the Commissioner has not materiali sed although
admittedly Irish landings have increased. Effective conservation
and control measures are not in operation, the basis of distributing
Total Allowable Catches, i.e., quotas, has not been agreed, and a
regime of fi shing plans on which the Co>msission set such store, has
not even got off the ground. Thus, fishing activities throughout the
Cotmsunity continue ta be large.ly uncontrolled. This, as I have
indicated, has given rise to doubts about future fish stocks same of
which have becotse dangerously over-exploited.

In the prevailing circumstances I am convinced that an exclusive
fishing zone arrangement is the only sound basis for the furthur
speedy and progressive development af Ireland's fishing industry.
Indeed it ie my opinian that moat cauntriea in the EEC would wiah ta
have exclusive zones round their coasts but for various reasons it is
proving exceedingly difficult to get agreement on them, I think it
would be fair to say, however, that in the long run an open access
regime cannot work, Coastal fishermen will object to outsiders
fishing in their  the coast.al fishermen's! traditional grounds, There
will be strife and damage t.o i>oats and nets and eventually the members
will have ta concede coastal i>ands.

An the marketing side, the recent revision and updating af tbe basic
Regelation 2142/70 should go same way towards achieving market
stability and giving a fair return to producers. Much will, however,
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depend on how effectively the provisions for controlling cheap
imports into the EEC are applied. These imports have contributed
seriously co the disruption of the Community market for fishery
products, and prices for many of che cassxon species are now at a very
low level. Both herring and whiting have had co bc withdrawn from
the Irish market in the last rear.

A more serious defect in the revised marketing policy is the absence
of special provisions for stimulating demand for fish products
within Che Cosssunity by means of marker promotion and development
progrlmses. Racionalisation of marketing through the measures proposed
in the recent Regulation cannot be fully effective unless accompanied
by comprehensive market promotion and development activities through-
ouc the Community under specially tailored national programmes
co-ordinaced at Cosssunity level. The need for a promotional campaign
on these lines was recognised by the Commission as far back as 1977
when putting forward proposals for structural changes in the fishing
industry. These proposals envisaged rhat Member States carrying out
consumer educatian and fish promotion campaigns would be eligible to
receive financial aid fram Colaunicy funds matching their owa
expenditure. The reactivati.on of this approach is overdue and is of
particular importance co Ireland in view of the pro.iected increase
in fish landings over the next 3/4 years which wilt necessitate the
creation of considerable additional market opportunities.

To sum up, there is a special EEC casssitment, sec ouc in the Hague
Resolution of 1976, ta assist the development of Ireland'r sea
fishing industry. The discharge of this cossaitment requires chat
more catching and marketing opportunities be made available to those
engaged in the industry. Given the present state of fish stocks in
Irish waters only an exclusive coastal band will provide Irish
fishermen with the fishing, opportunicies they need. Such an
arrangement could be temporary, and reviewable whea commission-
administered stock conservation and management measures are made
effective, which is unlikely. The availability of addicional
marketing opportunities for Irish processors and exporcers caa come
about through the adaptatiou in Ireland's favour af some af che
provisions of the revised basic marketing regulation 3796/81 of 29
December 1981 ' but this should be complemented by a cosssunicy-wide
campaign of consumer education and fish promotion.

Given adequate conservation and management of stocks, growth
potential in the Irish sea fishing industry is considerable and I
have little doubt that with EEC help in the areas indicated, the
targets set for landings during the next 3-4 years will be reached.
At that stage the real problem will be to market these landings
profitably.
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Trade Possibilities
for New Fish Products

Paul Adam

Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development
Paris, France

Since the development of frozen fish products between 20
and 30 years ago no new products of widespread appeal have
appeared on the international seafood market. At the time
innovations in the production of frozen fish resulted in
a significant increase in consumption, which had a notice-
able effect on catches; in remote areas, new outlets for
the local catches were made possible, and countries not
adJacent to the resource could more intensively exploit
their distant water fisheries. This z'ather dramatic in-
crease in production/consumption certainly contributed
towards the extension of overfishing. Overfishing in turn
was the main reason for the adoption of the new regime for
fisheries. But the chain of consequences seems here to
have reached an impasse. Now some 5/6 years after its
worldwide acceptance, this new regime has only brought a
solution to part of the problems with which fisheries are
confronted.

Zf the new Jurisdiction rights of the coastal states have
contributed to a more efficient management of the fish
resources, the market situation z emains a source of diffi-
culty and the conditions for the international seafood
trade seem to have wcz.sened rather than improved.

lt is in that context that the problem of a new appz.oach
to fish marketing will be considered.
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After examining the reason why new products have not been
developed, some of the difficulties involved will be re-
viewed. As the outlook will be of a general. fishery
economics nature, na proposal leading to precise solutions
will be offered.. It will nevertheless be stressed that
the question of product development cannot be left
exctusively to business enterprise but should at the
same time be considereci by economists and others in the
national administrations.

The stagnating situation af the international market for
frozen fish is a matter af general concern because this
market, which deals with preserved. products has a sta-
bilising effect an other i'ish markets: in the case when
fresh products for which there is a buoyant demand are in
rather short supply the substitution of frozen products
 same species! can have a normalising effect on the market;
and in case af surpluses of fresh supplies, freezing can
be an effective way af providing continuity af supply. The
situation af the frozen fish market is therefore of a
paramount importance for a much wider range of fish
products.

It seems that, since a few years, this market has not been
able to pay f' or the costs of production, at least in a
number of areas where bulk catches have ta be exported to
far distant markets. There are several explanations:

� The markets for fish products have always been multiple
i.e. there are many and diverse distribution channels and
outlets. They range from the luxury items to the low price
products, which are among the lowest af the animal pratein
food products. But an important change has taken place in
the last 20 to $0 years; the relative prices far preserved
fish have increased, sa much so that frozen fish prices,
and salted fish prices  as salting is still an alternative
processing for wet fish demersal landings!, cannot be
sub!eat to further increments if the prices for other
staple food products such as chicken, or park, da nat
increase beyond their current level. As a consequence,
fish markets are no longer isolated as they were in the
past; they compete mare directly with other food products.
Whereas this has led ta an expsnded distribution it has
also made fish products more sensitive to the price move-
ments of other food which. are normally domestical.ly pro-
duced and for which product costs can be forecasted. if not
strictly controlled.

� The new regime for fisheriss in emphasising the rights
for the coastal state ta exploit the resources in its
economic zone has in fact side tracked. the key economic
issue. When the concept of maximum sustainable yield is
replaced by that of optimum yield, the profitability is
not the only issue at stake: social, political and
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environmental constraints are considered as being as
equally important as economic viability. This cannot be
practically achieved without costs and .it may wel.l be that
the new regime, albeit reducing the operational < osts of
fishing when compared to common property access, will have
to bear substantial costs due to the fac . that fisheries
are an emotionally and politically sensitive sector of many
national economies.

� The implementation of coastal state jurisdiction has
resulted in a significant reduction in the activity of
many distant water fleets, The redistribution of the
world catch has therefore been significantly altered and it
is not always the case that the "looser" countries  the
countries excluded from their traditional fishing grounds!
replace their deficit in :upplies by corresponding imports
from the "winner" countries, which have replaced their
foreign competitors and might also have benefite3 from
increased catches due tc :tock rehabilitation. An obvious
and important example i given by the 17HSR and other
Eastern European countries which have not increased their
imports of fish in spite of significant cuts in their
catches of demersal fish. Qeanwhile these command econo-
mies have directed to human consumption many pelagics
previously utilised for non-food purposes7.

- The increased quantities of fishery products available
for external trade, the relatively high costs for pro-
duction and stagnating markets lead to the necessity of
upgrading the pr'oducts to be sold or, at least, to in-
creasing the revenue of the fishermen, i.e. their actual
share in the total price paid by the consumers. This may
be contradictory to the numerous claims that the surplus
catch can be best utilised by increasing the -upplies of
animal protein, and as a means of alleviating against
hunger and malnutrition in developing countries. However,
the reality of the situation is that diversions to down-
market utilisations can only further accentuate existing
problems. Modifications in fisheries production and
marketing are usually made by quality improvements. This
is quite logical when it is thought that marketing of food
products should have some link with gastronomy. This is
especially true for fish, which deteriorates quicker than
red meats.

I am, for example, personally inclined to exp ain the poor
success of fish protein concentrates  P.P.C.J made out of
fish meal by the difficulty of promoting a food additive,
as useful as it can be, when there is no gustative incen-
tive towards its consumption. Furthermore it should be
made quite clear that the gastronomic quality of a food
product is not necessarily a function of the price at
which it is sold: know how and good handling can signi-
ficantly improve the quality of seafood products without
automatically increasing their costs.
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In any case the necessity for upgrading the reputation of
frozen fish is obvious, If these products are known as
perfectly wholesome and have an extensive market it is a
market which is based on "fest food", commonly considered
as alien to real gastronomic qualities. It is a fact that
high quality restaurants or gastronomic Jour nels, as a
general rule, exclude frozen materiaZs, Furthermore, as
already mentionned, the market does not seem capable of
further expansion which might be that it lacks the diver-
sity and quality incentives which would be necessary for
attracting additional consumers.

In this short presentation precise proposals cannot be put
forw'ard regarding new f'.ish products. And, in any case,
an economist is not supposed to have the practical down
to earth qualities of the successful businessmen. Some
direction, at least to start with, can nevertheless be
indicated before stressing some of the difficulties to be
encountered.

l remember an old. advertisement boasting frozen fish as
fresher than fresh!... It has long disappeared but after
such excessive statements, many consumers remain convinced
that froze~ fish wes a su'bstitute to fresh fish. The
marketing policy for frozen fish does nct seem to be able
or does not try to counteract such a preJudice and it will
never succeed in doing so as long as a good quality
freezing process end an efficient cold chain are put, forth
as a sufficient solution to all preservation problems.
Because it is false.

One does not need to be an expert cook or a specialist in
freezing technology .to krrow that, some fish or crustaceans
keep very well in cold storage; others don' t; the texture
of ths meat may be somewhat modified by defrosting; fatty
fish do not keep all their qualities end for some species
there is a drying up effect which mey be detrimental from
the quality standpoint. Huge differences in costs and in
quality might also occur when the temperature is pushed
down further than O' Fahrenheit  in specific cases,
freezing is now maintained at around -60' Celsius which
corresponds to around -60' Fahrenheit!. Finally the
apparent absence of any change should not be taken as a
final rule: a defrosted. cod fillet should. not be cooked
as a fresh one; if freezing has not altered the flesh
texture, it has somewhat transformed it as if it hed
already been slightly cooked; the time in the court-
bouillon will have to be shorter, etc... N!any other
remarks could be made by the specialists. This kind of
information would not add anything to the well accepted
mass produced fish sticks and portions, but the preparation
end presentation of many other frozen fish. products are so
poorly documented than their marketing is in fact impossible.
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Two main obstacles have certainly played a role in pre-
venting the fishing industry from taking steps in the
above-mentionned direct.icn;

� When the raw material wnich is landed by the fishing
boats has to be processed it is as if the individual
species are loosing their individuality. Cut, minced,
battered, half cooked, the product sold tc the consumer
may be labelled cod or haddock or hake; it i s rarely known
whether it is Pacific o" Atlantic fish; it is often im-
possible for the average onsumer and difficult for a
specialist to taste what kind. of "white fish' has been
utilised. Fish processing is almost synonymous with mass
produced standardised products which can only be utilised
in the manner for which they have been prepared. It should
be stressed that standardisation is not necessarily such
a limiting factor for the user. Tomato, vegetables, meat,
etc., can be presented in standardi.sed qualities and. sizes
but numerous presentation. are known to the average
consumer. If it was concluded that the consumption of.
frozen fish could only be significantly expanded by the
introduction of more variety giving more choice and. ini-
tiative to the consumers, it is obvious that it means a
rather drastic change in both marketing practices and
consumer habits. The tourist going to the seaside in-
variably eats seafood but when he/she returns home fish
looses its appeal; and. on y the more mundane products are
consumed on a regular basis. The potential market for more
diversified frozen presentations may be important; the
woW to create it would certainly not be an easy one.

� The above-mentionned obstacle is in fact made more
difficult by a peculiarity which was mentionned at the
start of this paper . The fish which is frozen comes from
relatively remote areas which must export their production.
The relationship between the fish and the product offered
to the consumer has been made much looser... which, in
fact, is not good advertising. The picture of a fishing
boat at sea, of a harbour..., or in a more general manner
the existence of a fishing fleet supplying a domestic
market, are the best possible assets for promoting the sale
of high value fish. When the fish is imported in standard-
ised blocks and processed into standardised portions, it
is as if the link with the sea, the best and. easiest pro-
motional image for fish, is lost. There seems ta be a big
gap between on one side the sophisticated preparations
that are offered by the "chef" in a good fresh fish res-
taurant or that are served at home for welcoming friends
and on the other side the ready-made fish, fully standard-
ised which is given in snacks, canteens and. other fast
food outlets. It may be difficult to ask impcrters to
base the promotion of their sales on the peculiarities of
their different supplies; it would make their gob more
difficult and it is in contradiction with the advantage
they could derive from choosing between competing
standardised supplies coming from different places.
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However, the change from the open access regime to one of
national fishing zones was a very important ore and if the
production pattern is, and has already been drastically
revised, how would it be possible to maintain old market-
ing patterns. The value of the fish at the landing stage
is rarely more than 1/3 of the price paid by the consumer;
with freezing and international trade, the ratio can
easily come to 1/6th; 1/IOth is not abnormal.

One doesn't have to be a gourmet in order tc advocate the
introduction of some gastronomical divergence into the
frozen fish markets. In fact it is an obvious conclusion
arrived at after simple economic reasoning. For years
and years fishery economy sts have built up models for
demonstrating the necess ty of adapting fish production
to the reproduction capacity of the fish stocks. Every-
body is now convinced, not only of the usefulness, but of
the necessity of such studies. But political and social
constraints can result in management compromises which do
not take into account the research of a bio-economic
optimum utilisation of the resources. In such cases, the
bio-economic work continues for the benefit and progress
of mathematics and econometrics, which might be useful
when the political will become sufficient tc pursue more
systematic management po. icies.

The achievement of fishery economies should not disguise
the fact that in the new regime of the sea the main
economic difficulties of fisheries are now located ashore
and that the fishery economist cannot remair. practically
useful if he does not become market-orientated. The
question being put is a difficult one. The landed raw
material, very perishable indeed, has to be transformed
into a standardised well-preserved product for storage
and shipment. And this product should allow at the
consumer end, either ready made standardised usages for
the well established market corresponding tc that type of
food, but also to more diversified and varied preparations.
There is obviously some contradiction in this approach.
But there is no other way out: if there is a maximum sus-
tainable yield of fish to be taken out of the sea, the
prosperity of fisheries cannot come from an increased
production but should come from an increased value on
the marketing side.

The author is solely responsible for the ideas and
information presented in this paper.
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The Development of a Fishery:
The Irish Example

Alex Hesitin
Bord lascaigh Mhara
Dublin, Ireland

Abstract

Although for some centuries beforehand the fish-rich water s around
Ireland had been attracting tne fishing fleets af Hal lane, Spain
France, England and Scatland, it was not unti 1 the latter half af
the 18th century that Irish f isheries began to be worked with vigour
by native f ishermen under the stimulus of an ever-increasing home
demand for food in a population which in a space of 60 years from
1780 had risen by 170 per cent, to over 8 mi11ions  presert. populat-
ion 4 millions!. After the Breat Famine of the 1840s which led to
a drop of 2 millions, or one quarter, in Ireland's popu latiori, the
industry entered a phase of decline, created temporarily by the 1914-
18 World War, which persisted well into the 1930s. Throughout this
period the industry was marked by a high degree of instabi'lity due
largely to the absence of effective planning and development policies
on a national scale.

!n 1952, a State-sponsored sea fisheries Board, An Bo d Iascaigh
Nhara  BIM! was set up to promote the interests of ;rish fishermen,
and in 1962 was charged with the development of the industry as a
whole. The introduction by HIM at this time of a comprehensive
long-term progranmre of development covering the ent~re industry laid
the foundations for the rapid progress which had been achieved in the
industry, despite persistent economic and supply prob1ems, as evidenced
by a ten-fold increase in 1andings, from 22,000 tonnes in 1963 to close
on 200,000 tonnes in 1981.

BIM's current pragramme envisages a continuing expansion af the indust-
ry based on landings rising tc a figure of 300,000 torines by 1985 and
a maximiSing of the industry's return to the natr'anal econorrry. It aims
to achieve these objectives by broadening the resource base through
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increased white fishing and heavier landings uf non-traditional
species, greater catching efficiency, improved product quality,
adding to the value of fishery products and more aggressive marketing.

For countries in process of expanding under-developea sea fishing
industries, the Irish experience should proviae valuable lessons as
to the requirements which have to be met. A wide range oi training
and consultancy services covering the main areas involved are avail-
able from BIN,

Introduction

Ireland's sea fishing industry, partiCu lar ly as it has developed over
the past 20 years, is of vital importance to the economic and social
welfare of the most disadvantaged parts of the island, situated along
the western seaboard. Since 1963 Irish fish landings have increased
ten-fold from 22,000 tonnes in that year to close on 200,000 tonnes
in 1981.

The basis has been laid for further substantially increased landings
and exports in the years ahead, WhiTe the fu 11 potential of the
industry has still to be reali ed, the steady and substantial
progress achieved under diff icult conditions, indicated that the
industry is moving in the right direction. I believe that there are
valuable lessons in the Irish experience for countries in the process
of building up their sea fishing industries.

Early Days

The story of the industry goes back a long way in time and is marked
for the greater part by alternating periods of prosperity and decline.

It was not until the latter half of the 18th century that :reland� ' s
sea fisheries began, for the first time, to be worked with vigour by
native fishermen. Long before this, however, Irish coastal waters
had yielded varied and profitable fishing for Dutch, Spanish, English,
Scottish and French fleets. Even in those remote times, Dutch fish-
ermen were active off the west coast of Ireland; so much so, in fact,
that in the reign of Edward TV �442 to 1483!, they attempted the
purchase of the port of Galway. The price said to have been offered
was as many coins as, placed side by side, would cover the quays,
The King accepted the offer provided the coins were placed on edge,
This seems to have terminated the negotiations,

The years between the Great Famine of the 1840s and the establishment
of an independent Irish State in 1922 saw many fTuctuations in the
condition of the industry By the end of the 19th century, however,
thanks to the efforts of dedicated individuals and bodies such as the
Royal Dublin Society, a start had been made with the provision of
fishery training and the application of scientific research and p'lann-
ing to the industry. The Department of Agriculture had been set up
and with this Department in overall control of the industry and a
subsidiary body, the Congested Districts Board 'looking after the
developmental needs of the poorest areas of the western coast, Irish
sea fisheries began to move towards a modest prosperity,
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The advent of the 1914 Nar .;parked off a great surge af activity,
The diversion of the British trawling fleets ta war duty Ieft open to
Ireland's inshore fishermen the valuable 'English market, Fish prices
rose, the demand for motor fishing boats soared and Britain facing
seriaus food shortages willingly lent Irish fishermen money to equip
themselves to meet these. Unfortunately, many of those who borrowed
heavily lacked both fishing and business ski11s and, when the British
trawling fleet resumed its iandings of cheap and. plentifu' supp lies,
they found themselves in financial trouble and were forced to abandon
their costly motor boats to rot at the~r moorings. '1he 1rish f~shing
industry thus lapsed into a period of depression aggravated by the
world economic recession which persisted wel1 inta the 1930s.

Develo ments since 1922

IVhen the rish State was founded in 1922 the reality of the industry
was one of

a few steam trawlers and drifters

some motor boats

a variety of sailing craft

a large number of rowing boats

These vessels 'landed her ring and mackerel mainly with 'little attention
to white fish. The total catch at this time was less than 10,000
tonnes per year.

A Minister and a Department of Fisheries were set up by the first
Irish Government in 1922 demor.strating an early commitment ta the
development of sea fisheries. The Department, however, ceased to
function as a separate eritity in 1928 when fishery work was trans-
ferred to the Department of Agriculture and later the Department of
Lands. By 1930, the smal1 industry faced virtual disappearance when
the German and Central European markets for cured herring, as well as
the American market for cured mackerel, collapsed.

In the early 1930s the Government of the day decided to set up a co-
operative association of fishermen with financia'! assistance from
the State, which would provide members with boats and gear, the cost
of which would be recouped ~rom fish sales. This was the origin of
the Irish Sea Fisheries Associatian Limited. Funds were provided
annually under the Vote for Fisheries. These consisted of grants to
cover the cost of administration and for general development work, and
also for advances, which were repayable to the Exchequer, for the
purchase of boats and gear an hire purchase terms.

In 1952 a number of important events accurred, The 2 1-year-old Sea
Fisheries Assoc~ation was wound up as a State body charged with assist-
ing the growth of the industry and An Bord lascaigh INhara  BIM!
The Irish Sea Fisheries Board - was established by legislation. It
was a potentially more flexible organ~sation, carrying on not only the
Association's functions of financing vessels and marketing their
CatCheS but a 1Sa aCting aS the prOmotional agenay far the induStry.
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Following recommendations contained in a Government White Paper on the
development of Sea Fisherie , BIM was reorganised in 1962 charged with
the development of the Irist f ishing industry. There are several
such Authorities in Ireland, funded either partially o~ tata 1Ty by
the State and charged with the development of different sectors of the
economy. They are not part. of the established Civil service and so
have a certain conmrerciaT freedom, though the Boards of such Authorit-
ies, which are generally < ompo;ed of businessmen and others in the
particular ind ustry, are appointed by the Minister concerned with the
particular sector.

Following its designation as a deve1opment Boaio, BIM gradually with-
drew from direct marketirg and processing activities. The new role
called for the provisiori of extension services to the industry and
these were introduced by the establishment of three mainl~ ne develop-
ment divisions to cater for market development, t'isher ies development
and shore investment development.

The main objective of the newly-constituted Board was t:o develop the
industry both at sea and on shore in order to maximise its contribut-
ion to the Gross National Product. The planning which followed was
based on the premise that economic development of fisheries as a
profit-making business venture would serve the best interests of the
industry and the country. Tnis was consistent with the Government's
overall development policy w<rich aimed at ~ncreasing national pros-
perity through economic action. B IM, therefor e, drew up detailed
development plans covering all aspects of the industry, with specific
targets for marketing, production, and investment and these were
approved by Government.

The introduction of the prograimrre produced an irrmrediate response from
the industry, and the confidence of fishermen in making large scale
investraents in new vessels was matched by the enterprise and manager-
ial1 ability of the processing and distributive sectors. The BIM
prograrmrre benefitted through the solid backing of successive Ministers,
who had delegated responsibility for fisheries to BIM and the Fisher-
ies Division of the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries. The
result was that a very good balance was achieved between the Govern-
ment, on the one hand, and pr ivate enterprise on the other, with both
exerting force in the same direction. In 1965, shortly after the
development programme got underway, the Government introduced the 12-
mile territoria'l limit with special concessionary zones for boats of
nations which had traditionaTly fished those areas, his further
increased conf~dence.

Some years later export orders for fish had outstripped the capacity
of the Irish fleet, while the home market was steadily growing, What
a change this was from the diff icult period up to the 1950s.

Fish landings, particularly herring rose steadily during the period
reaching 79,000 tonnes in '1970. New boats built in Ireland, France,
Holland and Norway were being added to the fleet and the number of
fishermen were also increa. ing.

Hopes of further progress sterrmred from Ireland's entry To the EEC in
1972 and the extens ion of <rational fishery limits to 200 miles in
1976 but, over-fishing of pe lagic stocks, notably, herring, was,
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meanwhile, beginning to pose problems. By 1973, it had become clear
that herring stocks were sharply diminishing ir the Celtic Sea south
of Ireland and it became necessary to impose temporary bans on herring
fishing to combat stock depletion. This, together with pressure on
other fish stocks, and uncertainty about the EEC Common Fishery Policy
prompted fishermen to put Forward a claim for an exclusive 50-mile
limit.

By the end of 1978 it was evident that forces had built up which were
making it impossible for the Irish Government to hold to this position
an the 50-mile limit. A ru'ling of the European Court. that the
exclusion of large foreign trawlers from the 50-mile limit was invalid
marked the conclusion of this lengthy battle.

The Industry To-day

Despite the problems experienced during the 1970s, landings increased
steadily folTowing agreement by the EEC that Ireland should continue
to develop her fisheries. Landings were doubled fram 96,000 tonnes
in 1976 to close an 200,000 tonries in 1981.

This represents a record in the history of the fishing industry as
does also the export figure oF l49,000 tonnes valued at IRE56 million,
The most significant development has been the Targe expansion in
mackerel landings from 28,000 tonnes in 1978 to 90,000 tonnes in 1981.
There has been a substantial increase in the demersal catch from
18,000 tonnes in 1978 to 36,000 tonnes in 1981. There has also been
an increase in the herring catch but this catch at 30,000 tonnes in
1981 is still considerably below the record 1972 catch of 48,000
tonnes.

Between 1977 and the end of 1981 the number of boats over 24 metres
increased from 42 ta 68, Of these 6 are over 33 metres, These
large vessels are fishing mainly for pelagic fish in offshore grounds
which were previously out of range of the Irish fleet. They have
proved to be very successful. New grounds have been opened up which
are giving increased landings of deraersal species, There has been a
particular upswing in the mackerel catch which has benefitted the new
vessels in the range 27 to 40 m. length, but fishing as trawlers
rather than purse-seiners. However there is a danger of over-fishing
this species, as had occurred with the At Tanto-Scand ian herring stock
over a decade ago.

The category of vessels in the 12 - 24 metre class are giving cause
for concern. The majority of this f'lect, comprises timber vessels
designed primarily for herring fishing. These came into the fleet
in the early 1970s when fish I>rices were high and herring stocks
were generally plentiful; this created a state of unreal prosperity.
The scarcity of herring, and the high cast af oil in recent years,
has braught many of these skippers to their senses. Today these
fishermen are beginning ta look at their operations in a much more
business- like manner. Provided fish catches are geared to demand,
prices will achieve more realistic levels and it is then up to the
fisherman to increase his profitability by bringing operating costs
to this level, Not an easy task perhaps but one which given a
correct approach and sustained effort has a good chance of success,
Fishermen have to appreciate l.hat it is the market calls the tune, not
the producer.



International Trade

Ireland's role in international trade in fishery products is quite
sma!1, but it is of interest as a case study of a developing fishery.

Prior to the 1960s

Towards the end of the last century and in the early days of this one,
prior ta the 1914 war, Ire'land was a 1arge exporter af salted herring.
This export trade continued right through the Great War together with
fresh white fish, going by the train-load fram Irrsh west coast. ports
to London and the Midland cities of England. Railways had been built
to rsany Irish fishing port. for this trade.

Following the Great War, cured herring was exported to central European
markets, including Germany, and cured mackerel to the USA. These
markets collapsed with the economic depression of the early 1930s.
During the same period there were significant imports of dried and
salted white fish mainly from Scotland.

The '1939-45 War gave another fillip to Irish fish exports mainly
because of the shortage of fish from the British home fleet., but this
was short- lived and export< dec lined agai n ir, the late 1940s and early
1950s. In the latter half of the decade and in the early 1960s, the
State through BIH built and operated its own fish factories which
produced salted and marinated herring products main1y for the German
market, and also white fish, packed in consumer packs, for the
Australian market. This venture did not prove commercially success-
ful and also had the effect of inhibiting investment in the industry
by private enterprise. Witih its rearganisation as a development
authority in 1963, Biirr ceased direct trading and its three factories
were sold to private f~rms,

1963 to 1973

In the decade prior to Ireland joining the EEC in 1973, exports grew
from approximately 10,000 tonnes to 50,000 tonnes, This growth was
mainly due to the good herr'ing catches at the time. The bulk of the
herring was sold in salted form for onward sale by Dutch merchants,
with a sizeable marinate trade also developing. There was also a
considerable fresh trade in herring.

During this decade, imports remained fairly static at about 4,000
tonnes of which about 3,000 tonnes were prepared fish products such as
fish fingers. Several efforts have been made to produce fish fingers
and other such breaded products locally, but it is virtually imposs-
ible to compete with the multi-nationa ls, with their large heavily
advertised market-share in this sector.

1973 to-date

The mid 1970s saw a change in the pattern of Irish foreign trade of
fishery products, but on the export side there was a down-turn,
rather than an up-turn, as expected with the entry into the EEC. The
volume of exports fell from 50,000 tonnes in l973 to a law point of
35,000 tonnes in 1976, gradually climbing again to 45,000 tonnes in
1979, before the dramatic increase in 1980 and 1981  of 135,000 tonnes!



due ta the large mackerel fishe~y, The fall from 1973 to 1979 was
principally due to the reduction in herring landings, especially the
collapse af Celtic Sea herring fishery off the sauth-Irish coast.
Table 1 shows the trade pattern for both Ireland and for the EEC as
a whole for this period.

As a proportion of total EEC trade Irish fish exports fell from being
6X in 1973 to just over 3" in 1979, when 1arge mackerel landings had
already cormrrenced by other EEC fleets but before the Irish f 1eet had
equipped itself for this fishery. The proportion rose again to 6X
approximately in 1980 when the Irish ind~stry gear ed itself For
mackerel and landings showed a healthy jump. Total EEC figures are
not yet avai lable for 1981, but it is expected that the irish percent-
age wi'll be in excess of 6Ã.

Total iraports over the decade rose slawly from 5,600 tonnes in 1973
to 8,500 tonnes in 1979, and then increased dramatically in 1980 and
1981 with imports of fresh mackerel from UK for onward export in
frozen farm. A notable feature af both imports and exports, since
we joined the Cormrrunity has been the relatively statir. position of
trade with countries outside the Cormnunity until the advent of the
rreckerel fishery in 1980/81,

The Irish external trade pattern, broken down by product grouping, is
shown on table ll. It will be noted that the largest imports were
in the category of prepared and preserved fish � this figure being in
the region of 1,500 to 2,500 tonnes prior to 1977 rising to 4,000
tonnes in 1979 and 1980, with the increase in the standard of living,
and falling again with the recession in 1981.

On the export side, the influence of the herring fishery is evident
in the pattern of the figures for fresh/frozen fish and for salted/
smoked fish. Again the high figure for exports of fresh/frozen
fish in 1981 will be noted - th is was due to the mackerel trade,
mainly with West Africa.

The West African mackere1 trade has been prosecuted both by freezing
fish on shore and also by "over-the-side" sales mainly to East-
European vessels. About 25' of the catch was sold over the side in
1981. Some difficulties have been experienced this year with the
Nigerian market in respect of imports and foreign exchange controls,
but we are nevertheless hopeful of further expansion to this and
other West African markets.

The Way Ahead

Aware of the present difficulties in the catching and market sectors,
BIM's primary objective in its development prograrmne is to achieve the
maximum return for the industry by

broadening the resource base

achieving efficiencies in a 11 aspects of catching

expansion of mariculture
r

improving quality con;ciousness

Adding to the value ot the product
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aggressively mar keting the product.

Br ade ' the R o e Base. Although our f ish leanings are now
0 y ~i eavi ly dependent on pe1agic varieties.

BIM, therefore, is anxious to promate fisheries based on nan-tradit-
ional species such as blue whiting, scad, tusk, ling, dogfish, sprat.
It wiIT stimulate further activity in whitef ishing, n order to give
a mare balanced catch which is essential ta ensure that the gains of
the past in terms of increased fish landings are protected. This
spread af species is necessry to ensure adequate raw materiaT on a
continuing basis for expanded shore processing.

A h ' ' Eff ' ' ' Catch ing. Fishing vessels are both expensive
p anan Ca~S reductionS in these areas are eSSent-

ial. The cost of fuel f' or a modern trawler now amounts to a stagger-
ing 25K af total revenue each year and cansequent1y greater efficiency
in fuel uti lisation is vital.

A cost-effective approach to equipping the vessel would also contribute
by reducing the amount of equipment which does not directly 1ead to
increased catches. Cost reductions could also be achieved by greater
emphasis on new development in fishing gear, and increased use of
energy monitoring and saving devices, as wel'I as the use of passive
methods of fishing for at, least part of the fishing year. Effective
training is most important, The courses at the BIM National Fisher-
ies Training Centre are geared to this end.

E ansio of Mar ' Tt . Salmon and sea-trout, oysters and mussels
p p p s cultivated. The total quantity of farmed

salmonid produced in T98T amounted to approximately 250 tonnes, with
intensive shellfish cultivation producing about 800 tonnes and
extensive mussel production of 4,000 tonnes. Under the National
Mariculture Development and Assistance Prograrmne, it is expected that
these figures wiTT be quadrupled by the end of the decade.

Im r ' Q 1'ty C 'ousness. Emphasis on bulk i~shing and a low
~es as often, in the past, asnited in

failure ta earn a price premium for well-hand'led qua lity fish. This
situation can be improved on l,y through joint action by fishermen and
buyers. It is imperative thai fish is landed in best condition so
that the prices paid should reflect the extra effort. BIM is active 1y
pursuing the objective of improving quality standards with the industry
by such methods as subventing the cost of ice at fishing ports.

A ' 1 M t th P oduct. Aggressive marketing is one of the
p pme~nprogranmre. There i s a part i cul ar

need now for a fresh marketing drive.

The EEC's liberal trade policy has adversely affected fish prices
within the Community particular ly for herring and some varieties of
white fish, this has to be coped with by pursuing more vigorously the
available opportunities, Increased emphasis is being 'laid an market
intelligence and research as we 11 as on product development in
co-operation with the exporting sector.
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An active approach in marketirg is essential for success in the devel-
opment of the industry, All sectors have to become mmarketm rather
than "producer" orientated. We have ta adopt the mmarket to market
concept".

Addin t the V e f the Product It has always been a primary
J pmen~prograrmrre to encaurage shore processing

of fish because of its importance in adding to the value of the
products and thus creating employment. At present there are in
Ireland some 60 fish processors employing 1,500 people. In the
nationa 1 development programme che target for 1985 is an increase in
shore employment of 400 with the assistance of State grants.

WhiTe an increasing number of' firms are engaged in primary processing
only a small number have successfully gone ahead into secondary pro-
cessing in recent years; this trend has to be speeded up.

In the processing sector, the main thrust of activity will centre on�

 a! the provision of freezing and cold storage facilities where
such is not already available

 b! the expansion of existing projects and the creation of new
facilities to cater for the deve'lopment of added-value product
lines

 c! the modernisation and re-equipment of firms to inc~ease
efficiency and competitiveness

 d! the establishment of new firms with strenghts in marketing and
technology, including joint-ventures with fareign firms

 e! fishmeal production Facilities to provide offal reduction and
ancillary industries at raajor ports,

The potential far further employment in the fish processing sector
depends very much on the new market opportunities which wil1 be seized
in the context of an expanding catch. The optimisation of our
fishery resources means producting mare consumer products sa as ta
attain a higher level of added-value and employment with the country.

Opportunities exist not only in developraent of tne home processing
industry but, also, for jaint-venture ca-operatian. However, the
Irish experience has sihown that great care is required in marrying
such ventures with the indigenous industry and it is especially
important that personnel with local fishery experience are inc 1uded
in management. Government investment grants are available For
approved processing and catching facilities.

Lessons fram the Ir~ish Ex e ertae

The Irish experience has shown that in order to service a sound and
balanced development in the sea fishing industry certain requirements
must be met, viz,

forward planning based an the best available information on
fish stocks, markets and operational factors
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a high level of training and education for participants in the
industry

a controlled and ca-ariinated approach i.,valving tne catching
ana processing sectors

prudent management procedures and, in particular, the avoidance
of over-capita lisatian

insistence on high standards of quality and hygiene in the
handling and treatment af catches

a vigorous market development policy.

The establishment of a centra' planning and development body, on the
lines of Ireland's BIN. with practical experience in all branches of
the industry, maintaining close touch with fishermen, processors and
distributors, and in a position to give prorapt and expert advice on
the industry's problems as they arise, is likely to give the best
results in the areas ind icatec'. Incidentally, a wide range of
training and consultancy services covering these areas are available
from BIM to organisation . in countries outside Ireland contemplating
development work in the sphere of sea fisheries.

Co nc lu s ion

In concluding this paper I would like to say that I be'Iieve that we
are embarking an an exciting period in fisheries development in
Ireland. At long last aur landings have reached a level where we
can say we have an industry. It behoves us now to grasp the
opportunity that these landings afford us to maximise the economic
return from fishing through efficient catching and aggressive market-
ing of a qua'lity product.

The past 20 years have been a period of investment arrd growth irr
fleet size and we reached out successfully into competitive markets
during that period. We did a 11 this at the right time putting us
in a good position ta seize on the opportunities that lie ahead.

NOTE:

The material used in this paper covering the period prior to the
foundation of the Irish State in 1922 has been taken fiam "Ireland-
Industrial and Agricultural" published in 1902 by Browne and Nolan
Ltd., Dublin on behalf of the Department of Agriculture and Technical
Institution of Ireland and from "Ireland ' s Sea Fisheries - A History"
by John deCourcy Ireland published in 1981 by the Glendale Press,
Dublin.

Statistical data may be obtained from the author.
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Export Markets for Seafood:
A U.S. Perspective

Robert C. Webster
American Seafood Export, Inc
Mt. Dora, Florida, USA

The subject I have been asked ta discuss is a subject close to my
heart and also the subject of intense frustration. The word
"perspective," according ta Webster, is defined as, "the relation of
an object of thought from a particular viewpoin t."

My viewpoint can be encapsulated as follows - We, as a ration, sit on
top of possibly the largest resource of raw material in the world� .
The spectrum of species, ar product mix, that is available to the har-
vester, processor/exporter in the Northeast, the Mid-Atlanti<,
Southeast/Gulf of Mexico, and the pacific Coast from California to
Alaska's outer reaches, is staggering to the exporters imagination.
Yet, the export market for seafaads caught by U.S. vessels and pro-
cessed in the U.S. plants at present, is, unfortunately, limited.

To outline the true perspective of the U.S. export market we must look
at the world market and the problems these markets face . It is out of
adversity that opportunities spring. There are many negatives that
have to be faced, overcome, and converted into positives, to realize
the real value of the U.S. position in the export markets of the
warld.

The currency of yesterday was gold, the currency of today is ai'I, and
the currency of tomorrow is food, Seafood, in al'. forms, is an impor-
tant coin of the realm.

The world importers and exporter.; of seafood are today controlled by a
"new regime." The 200 mile economic zone and the Magnusan Fishery
Conservation Act  for U.S. exporters! is the base of this new regime.
Mare than 90'X of the world's coast lines are controlled by either
developed or developing countries.
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Those nations that fish off their own CoastS have been the big
gainers. The developed natiors, such as the U.S. and Canada have
shown gains. The developing countries initially showed gains, but,
these gains are slipping. lhe nation's such as the EEC, that depend
on distant water fishing have not fared so well, as shown ir Table 1.

Table 1. World acean catch, millions of tons 1965-1978

1970 1975 1976 1978 1981COUNTRY 1965

onrce: A - Thv d Tithe iea Cnop. ation Meets g of Mo -ATig d and ~gave opfng
Countries - Havana, Cuba, 1981,

The growth and gradual decline of the world's fish catch over the past
20 years has been much influenced by the fisheries devoted largely to
the reduction of landings to meal and oil. An example of this is
Chile, where 3.3 million tons of fish were caught in 1981, �th place
in the world!, but over 75% of this catch went into meal and oil
plants. During the same period, Chile's exports rell to an all time
low of 35.7 million dollars in 1981.

The FAO projects, that within developing countries, given a projected
population increase af 2%, the 1981 decrease i' catch and the figures
projected for the 1980s will be inadequate to maintain per capita con-
sumption. Countries such as Chad, Mall and Burwunde, will suffer the
most.  I! The FAO forecasts declining rates of growth in production,
yet the factors controlling demand are expected to continue at
historical rates.

The global demand for seafood-protein by the end of the century will
increase 3.35%, a rate comparable to an annual growth in production of
1%. The projected demand by 1990 will increase by 18,000,000 tons, by
the year 2000 by over 30,000,000 tons  almost 40% of the total catch
in 1981!. It is estimated that 75% of this demand will be in the
developing countries <I!,

It iS further eStimated that by 1990 Only 5-6 mill~On tOnS wil'I be
available for fishmeal, compared to 18,000,000 tons in 1981. There is
na question, based on present estimates, that the demand for fish for
human consumption by the year 2000 will far exceed the catch.
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Japan
U.S.S.R.
Peru
U.S.A.
China
Norway
South Korea
Denmark
Indi a
Thai land
Others-Chile
TOTALS

6.8
4.3
7.6
2.6
2.1
2.3
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.5

17.2
45.6

9.2
6.4

I?.5
2,8
2.7
3.0
0.8
1,2
1.1
1.3

21.0
62.0

10.3
9.0
3,4
2.8
2.7
2.5
2,1
1,8
1.5
1.4

23.7
6I.2

10.5
9.4
4.3
3.1
3.3
.1.4
?,4
1.9
1,4
1.5

23.6
64.8

10.5 11.34
8.2
3.4
3.4 2.68
3.4
2.6
?.3 2.34
1.7
1.5 2.64
2.1 1.96

25.9 3.34
65.0 ~73.



The projected growth of catch iri the EEC wili continue on declining
scale because of the restr ictioris of overlapping 200 mile zones and
the fact that resources arts heavily exploited� . Thus, it is obvious
that major exporters, such as Ho11and, will reduce exports in favor of
sales to the domestic market.

The net effect of the "new regime" caused by the 200 mile zone EEC 's
wi 11 be the creation of trade ard increased world trad e ir fishery
products. The greatest potential for demand will be the developed
countries, such as the EEC countries, Japan, Scandinavia and others.
By the end of the century, some developing countries with sizeable
populations; e.g., India, Bangladesh, Thailand, Chile, Fgypt . There
will also be countries that experience problems in meet'ng basic needs
for animal protein; e.g., Ghana' Ivory Coast, Nigeria, and :ndia,

The FAO reports point out that exports of seafood declined in the
world market for the thi rd straight year, wi th devel oping countries
suffering the brunt. The ~alue of world exports in 1981 was: �!

Volume - 9.4 million MT.
Value - $14,000,000,0900.00

The developing countries in 1981 dropped six per cent to less than 5
billion dollars.

The world ' s leaders in export' are shown in Tab e 2 .

Table 2. Major exporters and importers of seafoods for human consumption-1980
 USA $ Millions!

Ma or Fish Ex orters � 1980 Major Fish Im orters � 1980

92~hah e 79-80~constr 1980 ~Chan e 79-80 1980~Constr

Note: No ay rs d argest expo te ~node sSSth 1argest 1+porter.
iiote: U.S. is 2nd largest exporter and the 2nd largest importer.
Note: Japan is major importer but imports declined by 800 mi11ion dollars and

reduced her share of va.lues tc just over 20%.
Note. EEC imports exceed Japan's imports by almost 40K.

Source: World Fish Trade in 1980 � Infofish, FAO rirI, October., 1981,
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1. Canada 1,028
2. U.S.A. 1,006
3. Norway 974
4. Denmark 931
5. So. Korea 760
6. Japan 754
7. Iceland 696
8. Netherlands 530
9. Mexico 410

10. Chile 314

8.3
- 65.0
+ 83.0
+ 72 .0

35,0
+ 34.0
+101 .0
8- 27.0
-430. 0
+ 35.0

1. Japan 3,218
2. U.S.A. 2,709
3. France 1,158
4. U.K. 1,036
5. West Germany 1,012
6. Italy 756
7. Spain 545
8. Netherlands 394
9. Hong Kong 350

10. Sweden 344

-800.0
+ 35.0
+160.0
+135.0
i 127.0
i 34,0
+135.0
9 25,0
+ 43.0
9 52.0



The dramatic rise in imports by many nation� ' s ha~ increased protec-
tionism and other related forces inimical to +he interest of fish
exporters, particularly those of the devel oping :ount ~ i es .

In researching for this paper, I ran across si.veral q.otes which I
feel will set the tone for what will follow. . 'am not picking on this
gentlemen, but I think the quOteS help pOint out the rObleori:

'The U.S. fishing industry is a dominant factor in international
trade. Over half the seafood consumed here i', imported from over 80
major foreign suppliers." 'In 1981 the U.S. exporteo a record $1.2
billion in seafood � a record . Imports for 1981 were alsc a record at
$4.2 billion." �!

"TeChnqlOgy in prOduCing fishery prqductS  for :rxport! has always been
well in advance of demanci." ',3!

"There has always been a "hidden" partnership between government and
industry which is more meaningfu than many would care to admit. Wrth
present high interest rates, dull markets, and a maze of regulatIons,
the threads of continui ty are strained, but in place� . The 0 . S. seems
to be on a course of act~on to improve its fisheries si tuation and it
certainly has abundan t resources to develop, promote and c onsume, It
is reasonable to expect. U.S. production will double in the next
decade." �!

Each of the quotes reflect a goal and, frankly, a goal which cou Id be
achieved if the Americari Seafood industry cou'd oecome marketing
oriented . We must look at the following facts in light ot the above
statements:

1. The U.S. catch of all species fell in 1981 to 2.68 million tons,
the lowest since 197!, �!

2. The U.S. per capita consumption has risen from 12,3 Ibs,/person in
1972 to 13.0 lbs. per year per person in 198', an Increase
annual'ly of less than 0. 1%, We are very far down the list in
terms of per capita con"umption,

3. Four products represent 58.50% of the totaI atch volume in 1980
and are as follows:

Shrimp - 463 million lbs. � 19.29%
Sa'Imon - 438 mi'Ilion lbs. � 18.25%
Crabs - 297 mi11ion lbs. � 12.38%
Tuna - 206 mi I 1 ion lbs . � 8. 58%
TOTAL T,3T mi ion bs. -- 5

When you add the estimates for Menhaden, of 710 mi I 1 ion 1 bs ., or
26 .50%, for meal and oil, the total catch of other species is
slightly more than 16%.

4. Granted, we are the second leading exporter, but we are rapidly
becoming the worlds largest importer of fish. In 1981, we
imported $3,034,000, �0.00 worth of ediblr f i sherr prod u< I' s, plus
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$1,140,000,000,00 worth of non-edible impori s tc make r grand
total of $4,173,000,000,00.

5, The estimated export. rrrarket worldwide is in uxcess oi <4 bill ion
dollars and more than 10 mi 1 lion tons, Ilxports of mor.< than  .2
billion dollars is ar excel lent start as in;ur nei: ioli,me of
334,500 metric tons, Let us compare these 'iqures agaii st the
world totals. �!

Dollars - 8.57% of the tct <1
Volume - 3.35% of the tot<il

If we look at item 3, abave, four items, al expensive, r epresent
58.50% of the catch. U,5. fishermen concenirate o<i a elatively
few high value and hopefully high volume species wnii.h yield high
prOfi ts . This is high risk if bad year  s ! befa.l 1 one !r more spe-
cies, as has been seen with King Crab, and 'he present overabun-
dance of tuna.

6. The U.S.A. has the longest continuous shore me in the wor'ld and
one of the largest bio-mas<, of fish in the wor ld, «hv >re we stuck
with items 1-5 above,

It has been said by a number of very knowledgeab<e people that the
methods of solution for the worlds shortfall of edible seafoorl pro-
ducts can be suiirnar zed as fcl' ows:

1. Increased production for conventional species remaining
underexploited cr from unconventional, or nori-traditic<ia1 species.

2, Iraproved utilization of fi,h caught., with signit lean reduction in
post-harvest losses.

3. Signi fiCantly better management of the warld ' s fishery re<,ourceS .

There is a major market for a hiqh quality, rea .sticallv priced, fro-
zen, fresh or canned seafood in virtually every rountry cf i.he world.
The demand will grow steadily in the 80s, and dr ainatically in the
1990s.

We, the American harvester, processor and exporter, have a major
opportunity in the next two decades, but are we i apable of handling
this challenge. We are not geiieral'ly looked upuii as a scpr sticated
trading country and exporter o' seafoods. We are a production
oriented industry, but must become a marketi ng oriented industry .

The U,S, seafood industry is an anomaly, and as such the harvesting
and processing sectors are usually at cross purpose~. It is an impor-
tant industry contributing 12-13 billion to the economy ,'less than I/2
of 1 percent to GHP! and creates employment for over 270,000 people.
Yet, it cannot be Said that it is an industry where all component
parts work as one. It is an industry where both the fishinq and pro-
cessing sectors of the seafood industry have maintained separate iden-
tities and traditions that value individualisti activitie< over
administrative, corporate approaches to business. �1
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The American seafood industry is production oriented. The philosophy
assumes that consumers wi'Il favor those products that are available,
affordable, and offer the most quality for the price. Given this
assumption, the industry is to improve production and aistribution
efficiency and devote its energy to improving quality.

The seafood industry appears to be slowly goinq through severa'I stages
of development of their orientation, of which the production ori en-
tation, is usually the first. As consumers become more sophisticated,
the orientation should shift to a selling phase and ta a more contem-
porary marketing phase.

At present, harvesters and processors are single mindedly producing as
much as possible when the fi sh "are running . " Fish are caught and
packed, usually in a paar quality mode, with little regard to the
market for which packed. Later on a distress sale must take place.

There is an important need for market orientation . This need is based
on the fact that new resources are needed, battomtish resources must
be developed.

What is market orientation. A concept where management philosophy
holds the key to achievinq organizational goals which consist of: �!

1. Oetermining the needs, want.',, and interest ta target markets.

2. Adopting itself ta delivering consumer satisfaction more effec-
tivelyy than itS CampetitorS,

3. Developing means to a<compl sh this at a reasonable profit in a
way that enhances the consumers needs and results in repeat sales .

The American seafood industry thr ough its intense praduct orientation
ultimately concentrates on the needs of the seller. The industry must
change its mode ta concentratinq on the needs of the buyer. Its goals
and profits must come through ccrnsumer satisfaction.

1 have spoken at great length a, to what 1 perceive to be the problems
and they are leg~on. At the back of every problem is a so'Iution, and
thus an opportunity. 1 be'Ii eve that the U.S., cauld, and should,
become the predominant exporti nc force in the world . Each of the
negatives is in fact a positive, if countered correctly .

The first step, is ta decrease significantly our dependence upon
imparts by moving into the domestic market with quality products which
are oriented to the consumer. We should try to make it a buyers
market, not a sellers market of necessity.

We must clarify our foreign fleet policies. We must answer,
believably, the question, "What place do foreign fisheries have in the
long-range fisheries development of the LI.S." When the Hagnuson Act
was passed the intent was to allow foreign fleets to participate until
the domestic industry was able to take 100% of the available catch.
The ultimate goal would be U.S. vessels supplying LI.S. processors.
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Foreign dominance of many fishery areas is incr easing and the J.S.
processing industr y is decl i ~ ing. It is true that a '. imi ted number of
vessels have prospered by hoisting their cod ends on foreign pro-
CeSSors, but overall the industry has nOt grown and the industry will
not grow in the posture. We are also starting to decimate a valuable
resource. �!

The decision to allow certain vessels in to catch, particularly on the
East Coast, is patently political. The quotas given to Spanish and
Italian catchers have wiped out the squid population. Ask the pro-
cessors who have had no Loliqo squid season for two years, and those
who did pack . The fact is that they could not compete in normal
markets because Span ish marketers dumped huge quanti ti es on to the
European market, at a very low price.

The NMFS and the State Department sametimes make decisions that help a
few fishermen to work, but do nothing to build the segment of the
market that really needs it . The HMFS has announced its goal to have
all foreign fishing ended by 1985. This is inronsistent, when they
are allowed a foreign entity to basically dictate a link between alla-
cations and U.S. selling rights,

The State Department public position is "The intent of Congress is
that U.S. fishery resources be entirely utilized by American fishery
industry must be given greater force and effect, hence, the emergence
of carefully crafted economic criteria for the allocation of foreign
nations of our vast surplus of fishery resources . The emphasis would
be laid/improved access to foreign markets far L.S. products and on
inCreaSed JOint VentureS with U.S. fiShermen"  and prOCeSSOrS!. �!

I feel that this statement frarr Mr. Kronmiller leads to one point.
The formation of joint ventures. We are very familiar with the at-sea
ventures and their apparent success, primarily in Alaska, We for-
tunately have been involved with overseas processing JY's for many
years, in a number of countries.

There is no question of the resource and there really is no question
that some of our major buyers, such as Japan, see us in an excellent
place for investment. The Japanese see the U.S. seafood industry as a
small fragmented industry made up of many privately held small com-
panies with few employees�

Cas hflow is generally the greatest problem to growth.

In 1979 the NMFS Stated that there were 1,674 prOCeSSOrS, inCluding
Alaska. The gross revenues of 260 firms surveyed by the NMFS are bro-
ken down as follows:  8!
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1979 Gross 0 eratin Itevenues Percent

TOiAi

The predominate investors orr the West Coast are the Japanese, who have
a large number of direct and indirect investments. The r eason that
Japanese firms invest in U.S. processors is to gain access to fishery
products and, secondarily to make profits by:

2. Foreign owners can prof t From the subsequent resale of these
products,

3. Foreign ownerS have zn opportunity to expand their mark et ing Of
their own products ir> the U.S.

4. A return on ownership interest.

Foreign ownership can give the investor the potential to influence or
control the operation of O.S. seafood processors. In 1980, 37 pro-
cessors were involved in foreign ownership, which can he broken down
as follows:  8!

Countr of Ownershi~ No. of i-irms

TOTAL

No, of FirmsPercent Ownershi

TOTAL

A recent article in the Japanese Tiraes by Mr, Ohkuchi, President of
Nissui. "Five years ago, fish hauled by Nissui's boats ac"ounted for
70'% of the total sales, Oy 1980, the ratio had dropped to 30%." He
stresses that without the Japanese market, the U.S. fisherr industry
would not be able to continue marketing,

Less than $250,000 .00
f, 250 � $ 499,999,00
f 5OO, 000 � $999, 999 830
f 1, 000,000 � $4, 999, 999 . OO
f5,000,000 - $9,999,999.00
over $10,000,000,00

1. Gaining access and control of fishery products.

Japan
Canada
Netherlands
Unknown

100
90-99. 9
50-89. 9
25-49.9
Less than 25%

32 2 I
2

3T

4 3 7
9 7

3Y

24
7

13
27
]2
] r

Tent%



"Nissui's goal is to purchase fish, as much as possible, oespite the
fierce competition of the giant trading houses."  9!

We have seen a sharp movemen. away from the trading companies to the
cooperative to insure a supply of a wide range of species. This
points up one major requirement for the private sec tor if it is to
become marketing oriented rather than solely production oriented, and
that is the knowledge, intimat. knowledge of its customers.

We have found a recent inter es t in Japan, and elsewhere, in investment
in shore facilities, with the followinq conditions:

1. A wi llingness to inves t la "ge sums wi thoui. antral of the
resulting aperation .

2 . The facility to be American owned and managed .

3. Japanese ta provide technical and equipment assistance and
back-up.

4. A willingness to teach and train us in catching, handling, pro-
cessing and marketing.

5. A willingness to take less than half the catch or finished product
with no pre-conditions.

6. Funds to be invested as equity. Co-guarantee if required for
working capital.

We also feel that the U.S. Government must take a more active rale in
assisting the private sector in developing the fisheries industry to
meet the export challenge. By this, I da not mean the political force
nor the continuation of the Governments place in establishin'g quotas,
but active'ly assisting the industry in all aspects from catching, to
processing, and to financial assistance.

At the present, the Department of ConIiierce, and its fisheries arm, the
National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!, is the primary federal
agency that assists the fishinci industry, its activities include: �0!

1. Collecting and disseminating trade leads.
2. Participating in foreign trade missions and fairs.
3. Improving seafood merchandising .
4. Educating U,S. consumers on the health benefit of seafoods.

The NMFS performs many other services too numerous to list here. The
net result, unfortunately, is one which to date has not stimulated the
move from a production ma<le to a marketing mode,

The Japanese and other nations have over the years set out to develop,
both internally and externally, the fisheries industry as it relates
ta their country, in the case, impartation af high quality products.

If we take a loak at the Japanese internal and external cooperation in
fishing we see a major series cf differences between Japan and the
U.S,A.
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"Japan is promoting various kinds of international cooperation in
fisheries based upon the basic premise is to mutually develop and
maintain fisheries for mutua' benefit."

The Japanese, both externally and internally r.ooperate in:   11!

1. Capital Cooperation - Economic funds disbursed as non-repayment
capital for consolidation of fishery infrastructure, plants,
piers, training, etc. Overseas investments are funded by Overseas
Economic Cooperation Fund and the Japanese E.xport/ Import Bank.

2. Technical Cooper ation - Program to train personnel from developed
and developing countries and to place personnel in those countries
to train.

The Japanese are very sophisticated in the market orientation of their
catching, processing and distribution. We can learn much from them in
the years to come. It is also interesting to note that Germany has
set up an almost identical program through their GTZ and BMZ. The EEC
is doing the same. "To assure a continuing supply of food in the
years to come."

I will use one example, if I may, which points out what the U.S.
Government can do if it becomes a willing partner to t.he building of
the fisheries industry. In 1973, U,S,A.I.D. established a program to
build the seafood industry in vietnam. The U.S. Government provided
every form of support needed to build the fledgling industry,
including financing for raw material, inventor y and market
development.

The result was an export industry for shrimp, lobster, red snapper and
other bottomfish that grew from %300,000.00 in 1972 tc over
%30,000,000 .00 by early 1975 .

Today, every developed country is doing basically the same thing
through its various agencies. The U.S. is also actively engaged, pri-
marilyy with developing countries, through U.S .A. I. D. Unfortunately,
AID's program related only to those countries politically oriented to
the United States.

I Will nOt belabar yOu With lengthy pOintS On the SO-Called underuti-
lized or non-traditional species and the necessity for the success of
this program, The NMFS states that success of six non-traditional
species could produce 38,0DO new jobs and add 1 billion to the economy
by 1990.

Marketing is the key to the growth of the non-traditional species.
The obstacles in the way, at present, appear to be:

1. Low selling price.
2. Inferior product quality.
3. Restrictive trade pr actices.
4. Lack of consumer acceptance.

Three Of the abOve pOintS are direCtly related, inferior product
quality assures lack of consumer acceptance and a low price. Even
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more important is knowing exactly how the consumer of exported product
wants his or her product packed, displayed, sized, frozen and shipped.
Again, the consumer or buyer is not the final judgment factor in most
U.S, processing plants, it. is the sellers need to move product and
create cashflow.

The development of non-traditional species may be inhibiteo because of
the increasing foreign investment and control over processors. The
foreign investor may be reluctant to develop the bottomfish industry.
By slowing development of a particular resource, the foreign nation
can maintain their dominance in harvesting and processing bottom fish
in Alaska, for example. To assist in developing the resource would
accelerate the time when foreign operators would no longer dominate
the United States ZOO mile zone.

The perception I have for the future of the export segment of the
American Fisheries industry is that it can grow to any size we have
the capability of building it to in the next ten years. Sfe should not
be that elated nor complacent about the fact that we export only 3,5%
of the world ' s volume of exports .

hie must look critically at the industry we represent and its good
points,   and it has many! as well as its problem features . He must
also 'look critically at how others perceive us, and then and only then
can we perceive the opportunities that really exist for the American
fishing industry.
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Fisheries Trade: The Trade Establishment

Rabert G. Hayes
U.S. Dep art me n t of Commerce
W ash in gto n, D. C,, USA

Within the U.S. Government there mists a separate anc distinct

bureaucracy that deals with fisheries trade. This system is part of

tlat larger trade establishment and is the focal point for the creation

of all U.S. fishery trade policy. This paper identifies the system and

describes ~ it interact,. to assist the U.S. fishing industry-y.

Significant ch.nges have o~ since passage of the Magnuson

Fishery Conservat and Hanagerrent Act in 1976. These changes are a

result of the shift away fry free access to fishery resources and a

cmccrnitant shi~t .in the internaticnal trade in fishery products. The

United States has resporded with adjustsents to its laws and s~Wure.

The 1976 MAR provided th opportunity for [hS. fisherrren to take

the entire optirtun yield in tM 200 mile limit; foreign fishersen were
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allowed only fish that was surplus to U.S, needs. Fuj I utilization in

this context did not neoessari ly prcrmte danestic utilization which

cauld only occur through expanded domestic and ~rt markets. The

task was easier to articulate than acccrnplish. Processors and

wholesalers found that many of the species avarlable were unfamiliar to

the dcrnestic market and were unable to sell the catch. In scrre

instances cheaper irrports, often caught in our waters, macle it

unecorzmical to sell domestically.

It is not surprising then Umt many in the U.S. turned to foreign

markets for answers for clevelcprng the industry. After all, the

foreign fleets were taking the fish and selling it in their markets,

why not have the U.S. catch and process the fish and export it to those

sere markets? Qn the surface it. is a reasonable plan, but ct proved to

be too sinplistic.

Problems with price, . ize, packaging, processing methods and

quality deterred many sales. Uespite these problems, exports af edible

fishexy pxrxhcts did triple fry $329 millicn in 1976 to $1,020 million

in 1979. We must always be aware, ~r, that roost of those exports

were of. high-value species which foreigners <xzrld not catch in cMr

waters, such as salrron, crab and fish ross, In scrrr cases the increase

was a result of buying sprees. In 1978 and 1979 the Japanese pur~

significant quantities of salon.

In 1980, despite scrre gains raade by the dcrrrestic fleet and scrre

restrictions on the size and typ' of foreign fishing, it becase clear

to hWFS and Congress that ~ was not achieving the rapid prcqress

many had intended. The U.S. was not using access to its re~a as a
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develogcent tool. The emphasis in ~ foreign fishing allocations

wss based largely on historical fishing patterns, while tra0e and other

factors were only marginally considered. The Agency developed a new

strategy kncwn as tax "fish and chips" policy tn cjse aliorations to

assist the develoixnent of +Ax. U,.S. industry. Congress then macdated

this apprcach through the American Fisheries Prcxcoticn ACt of l980.

The raw Act exparded +M list of criteria for making allocations

to include the extent of sswfooci trade between thp U.S. and the

country, with which we have a Gcwe~ International Fishery Aqrecacent

or GIFAs; the extent to whir% fish caught in our waters was used in the

harvester's domestic market; the extent to which the foreign countrv

assisted in the development of U.S. fisheries; and positive efforts to

~ trade barriers. The application of these criteria has ~ an

important tool in dealing with other cxlntries. The policy ls

conducted by two agencies, NMFS in the Departccent of Ccxmmr~~ and the

Officx. of Oceans Rnvirorment anci Science in the Department of State.

Alt2mugh each of these organizaticns are involved in fisheries trade,

they are not directly involved n the U.S. trade establishrent.

The present U,S. trade estMlishrent was creat~ bv the Trade

Reorganization Act of 1979. Ie'xl responsibility for negotiations of

all generic trade agreercents was placed in the U.S. Trade

Representative's Office and trade prcxcotion and administrative

activities formerly split be~ ~ce and State were transferred

almost totally to Ccmn~. It is within this structure that Fisheries

Trade policy is developed, given credibility and ected.

These then are the principal "players" on the export stage as far
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as the Federal Government is concerned. Zn addition, the. Sites,

universities, and industry organizations all o>ntributc to ix

information flmr, advise on policy, and assist in the:-rtuai

pranotional ef forts.

The efforts of each of Lhese ccxrpanents as they pertarn to fish

center. around ttuee basic activities: 1! Trade prrnnt ion, ?! Fish and

Chips, and 3! Trade policy. Each of these are inportart elects in

U.S. Fishery trade ~ and show how the U.S. trade rstablishment

affects international fish trade.

Trade Prcamtion

The Federal Goverrarent has shcwn a ~i ~interest ir the

develaprent of new export markets for U.S. seafood products through

trade pramtion activities. In earlier efforts dating back to the

1960s, the U.s. Deqmrtmnt o+ Agriculture's Foregin Agricultural

Service  FAS! ~rated nims food sh~ overseas whrch occasionally

involved fishery products. This arrangement grew not from the U,S.

Governrrent's organization and s~cture, in wtuch the f ishen.es agency

is part of the Department ot Camerce, but fran the fact that in most

eaxntries fishery agencies are part of the agriculture ministrv. As a

result, we have had to continm these contacts with FAS because trade

~rtunities, changes in regulatians or market .mformation of ten occur

in FAS dealings with a cmmtzz's Agriculture Minister aM we want to

assist in that flow of vital information. In addition, it is USDA that

reserves space at large internaticnal sh~s such as SIAi, in Paris and

ANUGA in ColCgne in which NMFS participates as an equal ~er.

For neny years USDA has operated food shows overse,s*. !S4FS and
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its predecessor organization oc<wsionallv exhibit& seafood st them

shee%. This ~ration lMs gr<mn in the past three vears co c dmCirete

in the very large, weil � constru<~ and organized efforts sr the SIAJ.

and ANUGA shows in ~. USDA has contracted for e h~rqe exhibit

area with MES and the Department of Ccxrrrerce paving for a substantial

share. These ~, with Jxnx3reM of. thousands oi <~isi~~rs, have had a

dramatic impact in educating 7uz~s and others to the vast varietv

of seafoods available fran the D.S.

In the Department of  ~oe, both International Trade

Administration and hHPS are involved in prcnoting international trade

seafood. In the newly mcrganized InternationaI Trade

Administration, a new organization, the Foreign C<xrsercial Service, was

created. The FCS began with over 100 Foreign Service Officers, many of

whcxn have officially joined FCS since that tine. The FCS has assigned

ocmercial office.rs to 118 posts in 65 countries around the world.

State Departnent perscmnel operate in econanic matters in the

remaincler. H% comic~ its activities through the FCS, the D.S.

C<xrr<mrcial Service in the District offices located in maior cities, and

in the offices of International Fzxxxxnic Policy and Trade Development.

The %PS conducts its activit:les thrcugh its regional offices and the

Regional Develaprent Fourxhtions. Thrcxxlh sales missions and shcws the

U.S. is attenuating to expand its base of exporters while strengthming

existing markets and developinq new ones.

In addition to trade prcrrotion activities, Goverrment � to-

Gavernnmnt consultations have bet~w used to isprove ~rtunities for
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the U.S. fishing induatry tO gr<~ and devel'. rien the AFPA

artendments to the Hagnuson Act were passed in I'december  980, the D.S.

was suckhrQy in an excellent position to use a]1<xwtions as an

instrurrrent for developinrI the industry. The "fish and r hips" policy of

linking access to crier fishery resources to foreigrr ~ration in the

expansion of the U.S. fishinrI ir dustry, especial lv bv irrproving trade

performance, was irrplerrented and used in a nurser of rreetings with

Zhzcpean and Asian foreign officials. ~%FS succeeded in 1980 azx3

1981 in forming agreenents with several GIFA nations, 'ncluding Japan,

Korea, Spain, and Portuga.1, in which those ccuntries praised to

provide specific trade and devel'-related benefits irr ex~ for

favorable allocations reormrendations. At the sarre time, we deve]cped

and put into effect a rrcnitoring and evaluation ~gstrsrr to use in the

assessrrent of foreign performance under the AFPA criteria.

During the 1*st few years, NMFS has worked very closelv with ITA

and USTR to reduce trade barriers in other countries and to expand

exports. Both agencies, plus the Deparrrrent of State, assisted NCAA in

negotiating fishery trade understandings with Spain, Portugal and

Japan. In 1980, this cooperative effort resulted in a trade agreerrent

with Japan which <9ranged the structure of several of Japan's irrport

quotas. It also allowed new Jai~se cmparries 1:o receive portions of

the quotas, rather than restrict its to a few traditional

crnpanies, The policy of using fish allocatiors to gain trade and

developrent benefits is an effective tool, and, will help our fis~

increase their share of availab'ie harvest in the IISFCZ.

~Trade Poli
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Although fish and chrps is an effective tool in our dsvelopnent

strategy it is only a lever to gain trade access with UIFA countries.

For entries which do not fish in U.S. waters or which f ash at reduced

levels, a different trade negotiation strategy is required. That

strategy involves all of the major eceponents of the trade

establishaent and entire matrix of the Internatioral Trade structure.

NMFS has worked with 1TA, USTA, and the U~rbrent of State during

the last few years to reduce and/or eliminate t~iff and non � tariff

barriers against the importation of U.S. seafood products. A good

example of this cooperation is the agency's su!port of USTA negotiators

in the Genem Multilateral Trade Negotiations  MIN! . Durino these

~taticns, we p~ bach3round analyses and sent staff to attend

certain negotiating sessions in Genem to assist USTR officials in

emphasizing, ammng other things, the importance of improved

accessibility of U.S. seafood e:quarts to the K' markets. !argely

hearse of EC problems relating to their internal fisheries policies,

they were quite unwilling to consider any relaxation in protective

rt regulaticns. hIevertheless, when the MIN was cmpleted in 1979,

it included acne K.' concessions in the form of staged reductions of

fishery tariff rates.

In addition to coordinating with rmltilateral trade act>vi ties,

such as the MIN, we have assisted our negotiators in bilateral trade

talks affecting fisheries. Thi: type of activity took place. in 1980

and 1981 when the XC Catmission pvgIosed a package of ~ regulations

affecting fisheries trade, and we quickly identified elements of that

package which would hinder our exports to Europe and alerted USTA and

the Department of State. Of particular aoncr~~ to %PS was an EC
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proposal to include such species as Pacific SALmn and American lobster

in the list of species whme ~tion is qaverned bv so-called

reference prices, which are minimum import prices. The additional EC

trade barriers, if igrplerrented, would have affected U.S. experts valued

at more than $100 million annually. A joint %PS/USTR deleqation went

to Brussels in April 1981 to e~lain tlz=se concerns to officials at the

ZC Ccxrrnission. With the help of strong support fran the Departnent of

State, the Congress, and Vm U.P. fishing industrv, the U.S. su~

in winning the EC's agreement tc abandon their reference price

proposals for Pacific salrrrm. and American lobster.

The EC subsequently ackpted and put into effect est of the

originally posed package of new trade regulations. An analvsis of

those regulations has lead to prcposed talks with the K' on ways of

mitigating their trade distorting effects. There is particular concern

about the possibility that the EC reference price system muld in the

future be used to restrict imports of U.S, underutilized species, such

as squid, and that. IK export rebates could give their erporters an

unfair ceep.titive advantage in sellinq fishery products in certain

third ~try markets.

Fish and Chi s and Trade Policl

On acne occasions we have been able to effectively canbine our

primary negotiating tools to achieve positive results. In 1980

increased Japanese auto ~rrts and a general recession in the U.S.

auto and parts industry caused the U.S, trade establishrrent to fccus on

Japanese imports. Although the Japanese ~ to voluntary restraints

on auto imports, other U.S. cmanodity groups sensed growing frustration
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with the treatment U.S. imports receixM in Japan. This concern

resulted in a number of reciprocity bills in t~ Congress which would

significantly rrr>dify cur free trade posture and require foreiqn irrrports

to be treated in the sarre manner as U.S. exports were treated by

foreign countries. Thi* threat of an eye for an eye bilateral trade

relatianship cause considerable trade friction with Japan. A sub-

cabinet level bilateral trade urcup was set up to resolve differences

ano in Dermrber of 1981 f..isheries was added to the agerrla.

In Harch of this year rn Iokyo, the U.S. asked the Jesse to

abolish their vrport quotas on fisherv products, re~odist>., the 1980

fisherv trade ag~t, and expand their joint venture ~rchases

target to 400,000 tons. The Japanese agreed tm ~ fi.hery trade

discussians but balked at abolishing their import quotas arxl increasing

tMir joint ventu.re target beyond 200,000 M, T. rn five vears. Working

group meetings in April >n Washingtan resulter! >n Japanese

ncknrwledgrs~t that their ~rt quota systems>r might violate c&TI' and a

~ rerognitian that the Ir? on roe herring was particularly

offensive.

In April the U.S. cut the Japanese allocation off AIaska and urged

the rethinking of their joint venture position. In my, the Japanese

met in Wa~n D.C. and agreed to substantial changes in their

irrport quota on herring. Prior to 1980, the Hokkaido Federation of

Fisherrren's Cooperative held 100 percent of this quota and doled it out

to trading ccerparrles, while rre ting daily to set prices or. the herring

After 1980, Dogyoren, as the Federation is called, still held

90 percent of the total quota. Effective with +~ new agrersrent, as of

April 1, 1982, there is a fourth processing entitv receiving an intort

quota; Dogyoren's share has dr>~ below 50 pe~t.
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Foll~ing this agreerrent, the discussimrs turned to !oint ventures

and with the assistance of ITA, t1re Department of State, Congress, the

State of Alaska and the U.S. industry, Japan agrencr to 4 greeting. In

in Seattle, industry frcrrr both sides as well as Czvernment

officials rret to reach agr~t on extensive increases in the tonnage

of fish to be purchased by Japanese ~ies. The agrerarent calls for

120,000 tons to be purchased b ~ May 31, 1983 and an additional 200,000

tons by Hay 31, 1984. After. l984, experience will dictate the arrnunts

to be ~sed.

The Japanese example shows hcw the entire trade establishrrent,

including the Congress and States can work together to make

significant rxrntribution to the U,S, industry.
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Wholesale Price Determination
in the Salmon Market

Rebecca l, Lent
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

i librium and :he llholesale Market for Pacific Salmon

The purpose of market theory, as with all of economic theory, is to
simplii'y and represent. Assume the fo1lowing simplified marketing
chain:

FISHERMAN~ WHOLESALER~ RETAILER ~CONSUMER

where retailers inc'lude stores,
restaurants and institutions.
Assume we are examining the whole-
sale market for one salmon product
 e.g., frozen 6/9 troll coho!.
Economic theory states that under
perfectly competitive market con-
ditions the wholesale price of this
good as well as the quantity sold
will be determined by the inter-
section of wholesale market demand
and supply  see Figure I!. The
supply curve  S�! is that ofFigure l.
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Pacific salmon is harvested in several countries of the world. The
major producers are the U.S., Canada, the U.S.S.R. and Japan. These
salmon are marketed worldwide and in a variety of product forms:
fresh, frozen, canned, smoked, etc. This paper examines the wholesale
market for U.S. Pacific salmon, both domestic and foreign. Economic
theory provides a framework for discussing what factors determine
wholesale prices of salmon. Industry supply and demand are considered,
as well as decision-making at the firm level by Pacific salmon proces-
sors. Finally, the historical patterns of distribution of U.S. salmon
products are presented as well as descriptions of the major markets.



wholesalers, while wholesale demand  D ! is that of retailers,
w

Economic theory postulates that the amount of salmon sold by wholesalers
wi 1 1 be positively related to the price offered - i .e. the market supply
curve is positively sloped . Under perfectly competi ti ve conditions
 wi th perfectly price-elastic supply curves for inputs� ! industry supply
is the sum of the individual firms' supply curves. Each firm's supply
curve is the marginal cost curve above minimum average cost
 see Figure 2!.

Costs for sa'Imon producers in the
U.S, include expenditures on raw
fish at the ex-vessel level, labor
and capital  building, equipment,
etc .!. Individual wholesalers are
price takers under these competi-
tive market conditions. The theory
of the firm assumes that producers
maximize profits. This is assured
by equating marginal cost to mar-
ginal revenue, which is equal to
average revenue and to the market
price. In the lonq ruri, alI firms
have zero profits, that is, they
are operating at Price = Marginal

Cost = Minimum Average Cost  Q> in
Figure 2 !.

'w

Q.

Figure 2.

Wholesale demand for the coho salmon product, D , is actually retailers'w
demand, and it is derived from consumer demand. As with the supply
curve, 0 is the sum of individua1 retailers' demand curves. Thus,w
those factors influencing consumer demand play a role in determining
wholesale demand. The economic theory of consraner demand hypothesizes
that the fo11owing variables determine an individual 's demand for a
good:

I! price of the good in question

2! income level of consumers

3! price of substitute goods for the good in question

4! tastes and preferences

In considering the international market for Pacific salmon, other
factors will inf'IuenCe consumer, thus wholesale, demand: exchange
rates, tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, transportation costs
and foreign supply  or price! of salmon. In addition to consrmrer
demand, the wholesa'ie demand f' or salmon will be affected by the
retailers' costs of processing salmon into the form purchased by
the consumer, Such costs include the expenditures on fish purchased
from wholesalers, storage costs, transportation, labor, processing
equipment  e,g., refrigeration equipment! and other capital expendi-
tures . Like wholesalers, retailers are asstmred to be profit maxi-
mizers; they base their salmon purchasing decisions on consumer demand
as well as operation costs, They are also "price-takers" under the
assumption ot perfectly competitive market conditions. Given their



own demand curve and the given market price, they can determine the
optimal amount of sa1mon to purchase.

The market theory described above is an equilibrium theory; the posi-
tions described, i.e. demand equa'is supply, all firms overate at price
equal to marginal cost, etc., ar'e attained on1y in the long run, that
is, after all adjustments have been made. Any disturbance to the sys-
tem wi 1 1 result in readjustment, wi th a move to a new Iong run equi-
'librium. For example, an increase in the cost of 1abor will shift the
industry supply curve leftward. Price will inc~ease as demand is
greater than supply at the old market' price, until a new equilibrium
is attained  at a lower quantity!. Actual conditions at the firm and
industry leve1 of the Pacific sa1mon market may not often permit ihe
attainment of a long run equilibrium. As long as variables in the
system are changing, the market is in a state of adjustment. Nonethe-
less, while economic theory as described above may appear simplistic
and unrepresentative of individual firm activity, it may be a useful
predictor of Iong-run economic behavior in the marketplace.

Before examining individual wholesaler behavior, it may be useful to
discuss the assumptions of the perfect competition model. No firm or
industry strictly meets all of the conditions for perfect competition,
however this does not indicate that the model is useless or even lim-
ited. It has been said that the true test of a model is not in the
realism of its assumptions but in its ability to predict. Thus, if
our model predicts, as we discussed, that increased labor costs will,
al'I other things being equal, result in a higher wholesale price of
salmon, and this holds true in rea1ity, then we have a good model. On
the other hand, understanding how and why the Pacific saImon wholesa'le
market diverges from perfect competition conditions will provide in-
sight into the working of this market, particular1y individual market
participants' behavior.

Ferguson and Gould   1975! di scuss four conditions characteri zi ng perfect
competition; each may be considered individually in terms of the extent
to which it is met in the wholesale salmon market.

1! Every market partici pant is a price taker; the aggregation of
individual decisions may lead to market equilibrium. However, as
there are many buyers and sellers, no one participant can, in
isolation, affect the process. In fact, however, most ex-vessel
sa'!mon processing and wholesale firms are large operations. In
interviews  Lent, 19801 with Pacific salmon buyers, both domestic
and foreign, it was described that some industry members believe
that certain large-volume buyers cou1d to some extend affect market
price, if only by the size of thei r purchase.

2! The good in question is assumed to be homogeneouS across a11
producers. It is probably safe to say that no two sa1mon are
exactly alike. There are many dimensions tc a salmon product:
species, size, gear-type, geographical origin and quality.
A frozen 6/9 troll coho salmon may vary considerably between
two sellers. Stigier   1964! identifies another dlmensiori of
homogeneity: homogenei ty of transactions . A seller may di ffer-
entiate among buyers along four dimensions: �! ease in making
sales; �! promptness of payment; �! penchant for returning
goods; and �! likelihood of buying again. Items �! and �!
appear to be particular'ly relevant to the salmon market where
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supply may vary, as well as quality. Customer loyalty plays a
special role in the seafood market.

3! Under perfect competit1on all resources should be perfectly mobile,
with non-monopolized inputs and free entry and exit af the firms.
As discussed above, salmon wholesalers tend ta be large firms; one
explanation for this feature of the market is the presence of high
entry costs for seafood processing, such as seaside property,
freezing and processing equ1pment. It may also be hypothesized
that the uncertain nature of the seafood processing 1ndustry, due
to factors such as f1uctuat1ng suppl1es, various management mea-
sures and even "Mother Nature," make this a risky business; larger
firms may be better suited for survival under such conditions.

4! Finally, perfect competition implies that a11 market participants
have perfect knowledge, includinq input and output prices and per-
fect foresight inta the future. This statement does nat hald true
in any industry; however, the seafood busi ness represents a rel a-
tively stronger violation of this particular condition. As dis-
cussed above, there is signif1cant uncertainty in the seafood busi-
ness. Information on market conditions, aside from the usual
informal channels, is not as readily available in the ish pro-

cessing industry as in others, such as agriculture. Hindsight and2

experience may be the best sources of informatian in the seafood
business.

While cond1tians in the Pacific salmon wholesale market diverge consid-
erably from Chose af perfect competition, it is not imnediately obvious
that the 1ndustry is monopolistic or ol lgopoli sti c . The purpose of
this exercise, in any case, is not to classify the salmon industry into
a certain category. Indeed, some economists believe that the industry
structure should be endogenous, rather than exogenous. Consideratian
of the appropriateness of var1ous assumpt1ons af the perfect competition
model in the salmon market has in fact prov1ded useful guidelines for
examining peculiar1ties of this industry, 1ncluding individual firm
behavior. The following discussion considers how producers/wholesalers
make thei r business decisions as they operate on a daily basis, and
examines the relationship between these "micro" decisions and aggregate
results.

The individual Pac1fic salmon wholesaler

Assume for simplicity that each salmon wholesale t1rm is operated by
its owner, rather than by hired managers. Thus, all profits and other
benefits to the firm accrue to the dec1sion-maker, the manager/owner.
This individual is assumed to have a utility function composed of
various variables. Some of the factors in the utility function refer
to events or states in the manager's life which are not directly
related to his business  e.g., family life, entertainment, friends,
health, etc,!, A'Il of these factors, which play a rale in determining
this individual's ut11i ty function, w111 be ignored in thi s di scussion:
they may be assumed to be held constant, such that they affect on'Iy the
absolute value of the utility function, or they may be assumed to be
nonexistent. We are also assuming that we may consider the case of the
"typical" manager; obviously there will always be peculiarit1es 1nherent
in each individual.



There has been considerable controversy surrounding the assumption in
economic theory that firms maximi ze proffts  regardless of industry
structure!. Other factors, suci as total sales, sales as share of
industry sales, longevity of the fi rm and productivity of the firm have
been suggested as other components of "success. ' In tha s analysis, it
is asslned that the manager maximizes his expected utility, and that
profits are but one element in the utility function. Expected utility
is used because of' uncertainties in the market  e.g., future demand
conditions, landings of Pacific salmon, etc.!. The manager's expected
utility function is hypothesized to have the fo'ilowing general form:

EU = f r, TR, TRg, Y, API!

where EU = Expected utility  per unit of time!
x = Profits

TR = Tota I revenue

TRX = Total revenue as a percent of total industry sales
Y = Firm's years in business

API Average product of 1 abor

All of the above components of expected utility are assumed to be
positively related to EU, that is, a unit increase in any factor will
increase EU. It shou'id be noted that the components of EU are not
neCeSSarily independent; e.g., increased TR implies increased x,
ceteris paribus. It is assumed, thus, that the manager maximizes
expected utility  EU! subject to certain constraints. These include:

I! Market demand;

2! Competition from rival salmon who1esalers;

3! Availability of inputs  fish, labor, etc .!;

4! Availability of information;

5! Manager's risk preferences;

6! Total cost functions.

The manager's ability to perform well, that is, his level of profits,
sales and other components of expected utility will depend upon at
feast three factors; his buying strategy for inputs, his production
process and his sales strategy. These ref1ect the manager's entre-
preneuria'1 abilities . It wi 1 1 be assumed that the manager has dis-
covered and is using the optimal buyfng strategy and production pro-
cesS. Thus, the sales strategy wi 11 be the focus of the following
discussion.

Various factors come into play ir the manager's sales strategy. First
of all, the manager may either seek out buyers or wait for buyers to
contact him. As there are costs involved in seeking out buyers, the
firm would be expected to have some optima1 level of searching, in
addition to buyers contacting the firm. Managers must also decide
whether to sell their salmon fn large or small transactions. Given a
fixed amount of, say, frozen salmon to sell, the manager faces a
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tradeoff. Smaller transactions may be preferable as they are more
numerous, given a fixed total amount to sell, and managers gain infor-
mation on market conditions with each sale. Conversely, transactions
costs are higher with small sales than with larger volume sales,
Another factor in sa'les strategy is customer preference; by "choosing"
to sell to certain retailers  and choosing not to sell to others! the
manager may be able to increase profits. This relates to Stigler's
idea of homogeneous transactions discussed earlier. A manager may a'Iso
be able to benefit from tie-in sales; there has been some evidence of
such sales strategy in the fresh and frozen pacific salmon wholesale
market, where a customer is offered a good price on, for example, troll
chinooks if he agrees to purchase a load of small pink salmon. The
manager's ability to take advantage of different demand elasti cities
across regions may enable him to profit from varying "urgencies of
purchase"  Stigler, 1964!. The marketing strategy used by the manager
will influence the level of sales  hence profits! of the firm. However.
the level of market demand and the presence ot competition from other
firms wi 1'I always be an upper limit to the firm's success .

Oemand for fresh/frozen sockeye rose dramatically in the late 1970s,
primarily due to i ncreased Japanese demand . As a result, pri ces of
both fresh/frozen and canned sockeye shot up, with repercussions in
the canned and fresh/frozen markets for other species of salmon. We
may use some of the ideas discussed above to trace through the impact
of this increased fresh/frozen sockeye demand on the individual fi rm
and the markets.

We begin with an equi'librium position  see Figure 3!. The firm is
operating at price equal to marginal cost, at zero profits, and demand
equals supply in both markets, iiow we introduce an exogenous change;
demand for fresh/frozen sockeye increases; we will assume that all

other market conditions remain constant. At P , demand exceeds suppiy,
F
0'

thus the price begins to rise; this causes profits to appear at the
firm level, attracting new entrants to the fresh/frozen sockeye indus-
try, and shifting out supply, Given a fixed amount of sockeye to pro-
cess, the supply of canned sockeye decreases. pecuniary externalities
to the firm will raise the costs in the fresh/frozen industry; increased
demand for inputs needed to "produce" fresh/frozen sockeye, including
the fish, will raise marginal and average costs, shifting the supply

curve leftward and squeezing out profits. In the canned sockeye
3

industry, there will be two opposing pecuniary externalities: an
increase in the price of sockeye and a decrease in processing costs
 due to reduced demand for canning production inputs!. Assuming the
net effect is one of increased costs, we reach a new equilibrium at
*

P,  } . Meanwhile, higher prices for sockeye salmon products increasesc c
the demand for other species of salmon in the fresh/frozen and canned
market. The closest substitute for canned sockeye, for example, is
another species of canned salmon. These substitutional effects wi'll
result in upward pressure on prices of other salmon products.

The attainment of a new equilibrium as discussed above wil 'I be hampered
by less than perfectly competitive conditions in the salmon who'iesale
market. First of all, it may take some time for a11 wholesalers to
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became aware of the increased price bids for fresh/frozen sockeye, as
information is neither pervasive nor free. Once a wholesaler is aware
of the new market conditions, he may not insnediately shift inta selling
frozen sockeye to the new buyers offering higher prices, If customer
loyalty or preference is important, a larger price differential may be
required to shift to a new buyer. Also, given a fixed supply af sock-
eye, the shift from canned to fresh/frozen processing will not be
instantaneous. Wholesalers need time to sell old equipment and buy the
new. The risks involved in th. s shift  wi 11 the price of fresh/frozen

sackeye stay at P*7! may also require a larger price increase before
undertaking the change in production. In the long run, wholesa1ers
will make those deci sions which wi 1 1 lead to maximized expected utility.

* 4 tk *
While this may not result in an equilibrium at precisely PF, Q, P, Q,c' c'
the di rection af change should be as predicted by our model.

The next section presents a general discussion of trends in the inter-
national market for Pacii'ic salmon. An attempt is made to interpret
reported data by integrating notions from the "equilibrium" and "firm
behavior" analyses as out'lined above.

~tlarket le

The U.S. Pacific salmon fishery, one of the highest-valued species
produced, is located on the coasts and inland waters of Alaska,
Washington, Oregon and Northern California. There are five species
harvested in the U.S.: chinook, coho, sockeye, chum and pink.
Trolling and seining are used in the ocean for harvesting salmon,
while the river fishery relies on gil lnetting. Pacifir salmon are
marketed in many countries af the world and in various product forms.
Often the salmon are imported by a non-producing count~y  or region!,
processed and re-exported. There may also be some trading between
producing countries. Figure 4 denenstrates the marketing channels
possible for U,S. salmon. This section examines some of the domestic
and overseas markets for U.S. Pacific salmon.

BefOre undertaking thiS diScussion, it may be useful to Consider the
importance of the various types of salmon products. Pacific salmon
from the U.S. are distinguished alang several dimensions in their fresh
and frozen form:

1! Species: chinook, coho, sockeye, chum or oink; co'iari ng and oil
content vary across species;

B! Size of individual fish: e.g., 2/4 lb. coho vs. 6/9 lb. coho;
smal'ier fish tend to have different markets than larger fish;

3! Gear-type: troll, seine or gi linet; troll -caught fish are consid-
ered to be higher quality than gi'linet fish because;  i! troll-
caught fish are generally in better condition than gi linet as they
are harvested on a hook and line, not in a net where bruising and
other damage may occur;  ii! troll-caught fish are usually cleaned
and/or iced on the fishing boat,  iii! gi'I'inet fish are harvested
during the "spawning phase" of the salmon when the meat is of
lower quality;
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Figure 4. Marketing Channels of U.S. Pacific Salmon
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4! geographical origin of the fish; e.g,, "Yakutat chinook" vs,
chinook from Oregon;

5! Some processors keep records which enable them to distinguish be-
tween salmon from a "day boat" and salmon from a "tri p boat", or
salmon from a vessel whose operator is known to handle the fish
better than other fishermen; the distinction may be profitable
inasmuch as the processor or wholesaler may demand a hfgher price
for the higher quality, better-handled fish.

Although these distinctions are important in the salmon wholesale mar-
ket, the consumer may not realize what type of salmon he is purchasing
at a grocery store or at a restaurant. Where in the market chain does
the fish lose its fdentfty2 Consumers are fnterested in product quali-
ty, at least fn terms of freshness and lack of bruises. however,
species, gear-type and orfgfn of the salmon may not be important to
most consumers. Wholesale buyers, such as buyers for a supermarket
chafe, may purchase only certain "types" of salmon because in that way
they 'can be assured of relatively consistent quality . Thus, the
presence of many varieties of Pacific salmon presents a n interesting
comp'iication in examining its market.

Domestic markets for Pacific salmon

The bu'lk of the U, S. canned Pacific salmon pack i s sold in domestic
markets; 7]f ef the 1981 pack was consumed or stored domesticallv
 Earley et al., 1982!. U.S. consumers capture a much smaller share of
the fresh, frozen and cured salmon market, less than 324 of the total
production in 1981  Earley et al ., 1982!. Over the past decade, per
capita consumption of canned salmon fn the U.S. has fluctuated, with
1981 'levels below those of l970. The hypothesized reasons for this
declfne include:

1! Increased consumer preference for fresh and frozen fishery products,
thus an increased demand for fresh and frozen Pacific salmon whfch
"bids" the fish away from the canning market;

2} Canned tuna competes with canned salmon and thus 1imits salmon
demand;

3! Canning costs, such as labor and materials have increased consider
ably;

4! Technologfcal improvmnents have lowered the costs of storing and
transporting frozen seafood products.

In contrast, domestic consumption of fresh, frozen and cured Pacific
salmon has been increasing, primarily due to increased supply  hence
lover prices!. A large share of fresh and frozen salmon sold in the
U.S. is consumed fn restaurants� and as real per capita income rfsee
in the U.S., more meals are consumed away from home. The species and
gear-type of salmon purchased by restaurants is generally related to the
the type of establishment. The higher-class, "whfte tablecloth" res-
taurants may tend to purchase more trol 1-caught salmon, chinook or coho,
while less expensive, "family-type" establishments may purchase other
species and gillnet salmon. There has also been an increase in the
U.S. fn the availabf lf ty of fresh and frozen salmon fn supermarkets
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and other retail outlets. Again, the species and gear-type will vary,
however, the smaller-sized fish are genera11y more popular for sales of
whole or half fish. Some restaurants or stores may switch from troll
to gf1'lnet fish or from, say chinook to sockeye so/ely because they
insfst on offering fresh salmon rather than frozen. There are thus a
myrfad of factors underlying wholesalers' choice of type of Pacific
sa'Imon. The smoking markets are important in the U.S., particularly
fn the Los Angeles, Chicago and New York areas Large, tro11-caught
chinooks and cohos are the favored species in the smoking trade; large
sizes result in less handling per pound of product, while a trol'I-
caught ffsh will show fewer bruises when processed. However, in this
market as wel'I as others, there has been substitution of lower-priced
speci es and net-caught salmon.

Overseas markets for Pacific salmon

U.S. exports of fresh and frozen salmon have been increasing dramatfcal-
ly over the past two decades  see Table 1!. In 1981, 29% of the
canned and nearly 701 of the fresh and frozen salmon pack were exported
 Earley et al., 1982!. Thus, foreign demand for Pacific salmon is of
great importance to the LI.S, industry. I4aJor importing countries
include Japan, various countries of the European Economic Comnunity
 EEC! and Canada .

In examining foreign markets for Pacific salmon, ft is important to
consider what factors affect the demand for salmon overseas. As in
domestic markets, income  see Table 2! and prices of substitutes
have a direct effect on demand. In the case of foreign demand, however,
new variables come into play, such as:

1! Exchange rates; a recent surge in the value of the LI.S. dollar
has made Paciffc salmon more expensive overseas, thus dampening
foreign demand  see Table 31;

2! Tarfff and non-tariff barriers to trade; Table 4 presents EEC and
Japanese import tariffs on fresh and frozen salmon. A reference
price on salmon imports was recently proposed by the EEC; U.S.
agencies succeeded fn blocking the measure, recognizing its
potential for harming the U,S. salmon industry; embargoes have
also had detrimental effect; on the industry,

3! Transportation costs; overseas consumers pay a premium on their
Pacffic salmon for the cost of shfpping it from the U.S,; as energy
costs rise, transportation becomes even more expensive;

4} Domestic supply df salmon; Japan has her own Pacific salmon
ffshery, whfle Europe has an increasing supp1y of Atlantic salmon,

The domestic supply of Pacific salmon in Japan was severely curtailed
in the 1970's wi th restrictions p'laced on Japanese fishing activity in
Soviet and IJ.S. waters. This factor, coupled with rising population
and income in Japan led to increased imports of Pacific salmon. Japan-
ese purchases of fresh and frozen U.S. salmon grew dramatically in the
late 1970's, peaking in 1981 at over 131 million pounds, By value,
these 1981 imports represent over 67% of total U.S. fresh and frozen
salmon exports. Sockeye salmon are the favored species in the Japanese
market, inthe gutted and head-on "princess-style" fashion; quality
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Table 2. National Incolne, 1946-81
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Tabl e 4. IMPORT TARIFI=S 0N FRESH, CHILLED AND FROZEN SALMON

European Economic Community

17Adva1 orem Duty � '

Autonomous ConventionalDate

1 January 1971

1 January 1972

I January 1973

1 January 1974

24 November l975

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

15 November 1976

14 Nobember 1977

1 December 1978

31 December 1979

24 November 1980

:I,8

Jl This tariff has been suspended until early 1981 for several years.

Source: Official Journa'I of the Eur~o ean Coavnunities, various issues,

JAPAN

Advalor em Dut
Date General GATT Prefer enti al Temporary�

Apri I 1, 1966
April 1, 1969
December 3I, 1969
March 31, 1970
December 31, 1970
April 1, 1974
March, 1979

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Source: International Customs Journal, No. 28, various editions,
International Customs Tariff Bureau, Brussels, Belgium.
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1/ "For the purpose of assessment of duty, a 'GATT' rate shall be applied
before a 'Temporary' rate and a 'Temporary' rate shall be applied before
a 'General ' rate. If, however, a 'GATT' rate is higher thar. the other rates,
the rate applicable shall be the 'Temporary' rate, or if not 'Temporary'
rate is specified, the 'General' rate.



conscious Japanese consumers prefer head-on fish so that freshness
may be better assessed. In 198I, chinook and chum salmon were also
important species in U.S. exports to Japan. Also in this year, as in
previous years, the U.S. continued to be Japan's major supplier af
salmon, accounting for over 88'F. of total imparts of fresh and frozen
salmon, by value  Earley et al ., 1982!, Canned salmon is nat imparted
in sign1ficant quantities by Japan fram the U.S., however, imports have
been increasing since the late I970's, Salmon roe continue ta be an
important U.S. seafaod export ta Japan; in 1981, nearly 98' by value
of U.S. salmon roe exports went to Japan  aver U.S. $92 thousand; Earley
et al., 1982!.

Several countries of the EEC are significant importers of Pacific
salnron, part1cularly France, Hest Germany and the United Krngdam. The
U.S, and Canada are majar suppliers, while fresh salmar imparts came
primarily from Norway.

France is the most important market for fresh and frozen Pacific salmon
in Europe, the U,S. being the primary supplier, U.S. and Canadian
exports of salraan ta France have been rising steadily aver the past few
deCadeS. An important Source Of demand iS the smoking market. fauch
of the larger-sized troll chinook and coho salmon purchased by French
1mporter s are destined for the smoking trade, Some of these are re-
exported to other countries   primarily European! after proc essi ng .
Some gillnet fish are also enter1ng the smok1ng market as pre-slicing
and packaging of the product allows bruises and other flaws ta be cut
out of the fish. Smaller-s1zed gillnet salmon, such as chums and pinks,
are also imported for sale in the growing super/hypermarket retail
outlets. The demand for canned salmon in France, on the other hand,
has always been low relative to fresh and frozen. The growth in demand
for Pac1fic salmon in France may be attributab'le to the same factors as
in Japan, French per capita income and population are rising, and
domestic supplies of Atlantic salmon have long dwindled. Expansion
in the smoking industry, particularly the pre-slicing and packagi ng
praduction, as well as in the supermarket infrastructure have also
been significant factors.

'While Canada has been the primary supplier of frozen salmon ta West
Germany, the U .S . and, increasingly, Norway are also provid i ng a
significant share of impor ts. 6n estimated 75K of the Pacific salmon
imported is destined for the smoking trade  Lent, 1980!; these are
usually troll ch1nook and coho salmon, as in France. R smaller percent-
age of the final, smoked fish product is re-exported than in France.
Gillnet pinks and silverbrite chums are iraported for retail marketing.
As in France and Japan, rising per capita income is an important
factor behind Germany's demand for Pacific salmon.

The United Kingdom has lang been an iraportant market for canned Pac1fic
salmon. Japanese canned sa'lmon, generally lower-priced, had dominated
the U.K. market over the past two decades; s1nce the late 1970's,
however. the U.S. and Canada have captured the largest share. Sockeye
salmon is accla1raed by the British as the favorite species for canned
salmon due to its red color and oil content. Increases in the prices
Of' SOCkeye OVer the paSt decade, hOwever, have reSulted in SWitChing
ta the less expensive canned pi nk and chum salmon . Nevertheless, 1981
U,S. exports of canned salmon ta the U. K. were dominated by sockeye.
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Indeed, U.K. purchases of canned sockeye accounted for 604 by weight of
total U.S. sales of canned sockeye  Earley et al., 1982!, Canned salmon
is popular in the U.K. for use in salads and in sandwiches, particularly
at afternoon teas. The fresh and frozen market for Pacific salmon in
the U.K. is but a fraction of that for canned salmon. The value of
U.K. imports of fresh and frozen salmon from the,U.S, fn 1981 was 22K
that of the canned salmon imports. Small coho salmon are preferred
for the fresh and frozen trade, however, as in the canned market, other
species  chums and sockeyes! have been imported as coho salmon pr1ces
rise.

As for other markets for Pacifi= salmon, Denmark's imports of fresh and
frozen Pacific salmon from the U,S. surpassed West Germany's in 1981.
Some af these imports are processed  e.g. smoked! and then re-exported.
The Danish smoking process is popular throughout Europe. Sweden, which
is not an EEC country, has its own Baltic Sea Atlantic salmon fishery,
supplyfng approx1mately 10% of her domest1c salmon consumption, U.S.
exports of fresh and frozen m1mon to Sweden have increased ~ince the
late l960's, reaching over 5 mf'll ion pounds fn I980. The growth of
supermarket cha1ns in Sweden has fueled the sales of frozen foods,
fncluding Pacific salmon. Stlverbrite chum and pink salmon are imported
for sale in these retail outlets, in smaller sizes for sale ~hole or
cut inta roasts. There fs also some processing of Pacific salmon
imported into Sweden, such as "gravad lax"  pickled salmon! and smoked
salmon.

Examination of the world market for Pacific salmon is nat complete w1th-
out considering the role of At'lantic salmon, particularly in the
European market. Atlantic salmon  salmo salar! is pi nk-meated and oily
like Pacific salman, and was once abundant in the rivers and seas of
Europe . Pol'lutfon, dams and averf1shing had devastated the Atlantic
salmon stocks by the late 1800";, many runs irreversibly destroyed .
A small commerc1al Atlantic salmon fishery now exists in Scotland,
perhaps due to prfvate property rights, and in the Baltic Sea due to
Swedish enhancement efforts, There is also a wfld Atlantic salmon
fishery off the West coast of Norway, although landings have been
declining. The supply of Atlantic salmon is increasing, however,
primarily due to the development. and expansion of salmon farmi ng f n
Norway. Since the early 1970's, Atlantfc salmon  as well as pfnk-
meated trout! have been raised i n pens along the West coast af Norway.
Production reached 4 thousand metric tons in 1979, of which 90K was
exported fresh to countrfes 1n the EEC  see Table 5!. Production
is expected to continue 1ncreasing significantly in the 1980's. There
fs some evidence that the increased supply of farmed salmon may affect
the European market for Pacific salmon. Pacific salmon have been
imported by European countrfes to some extent as a substitute for
Atlantic salmon. Indeed, many f'irms and processors importfng Pac1fic
salmon also purchase Norwegfan farmed fish. These salmon are valued
for their freshness, quality and uniformity . Many impar ters feel that
because of the divergence in quality, Atlantfc salmon are "in a market
of their own" and do not compete d1rectly wfth Paciffc salmon  Lent,
l980!. Far example, Pacific salmon may be sold in a supermarket while
farmed Norweg1an salmon tends to be consumed in finer restaurants.
On the average, farmed Norwegian salmon is more expensive than Pacific.
However, as production increases in Norway, with a possible drop fn
prfce, the two fish prices may converge. Previous empirical studies
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have shown that the quantity of Pacific salmon demanded decreases as
supplies of Atlantic salmon rise  or as Atlant1c salmon prices fall!.
InCreaSeS in farmed SalmOn productiOn thus appears tO be important far
the Pacific salmon market.

Conclusions

Pacif1c salmon landed in the U.S. thus are ultimately consumed in a
variety of product forms   fresh., frozen, canned, smoked, et:.! 1n many
different regions of the world. Factors underlying the final distribu-
tion of salmon products include consumer tastes, income, prices  of
salmon and its substitutes!, bat riers to trade, exchange rates and
tranSportation COStS. Our disCuSSien Of the werld market for Pacif1c
sa'lmon has revea'led many complexities which warrant further study.
The issues ra1sed in examination of th1s market stem from attempts to
understand what factors determine the wholesale price s! of Pacific
salmon and the distribution of .;ales . Economic theory provides a
framework for studying the salmon market, first by explaining individual
firm behavior and secondly by helping to understand how the aggregat1on
of ind1vidual decisions leads to industry behavior and market equilib-
rium.

FOOTNOTES

I! With this simplification we 're ignoring; sales between wholesalers
or processors, brokers, distributors, etc,

2! Consider market news availab1e from government agencies, futures
markets, etc,

3! Ex-vessel demand and price of sockeye increase, given our assump-
t1ons.
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Market Aspects of the joint Fishing
Ventures in the Northeast Pacific

and Alaska Waters

Vied Kaczynski
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington, USA

Introduction

International Joint fishing ventures expanded quickly In tha Northeast
Pacific and Alaska waters after implementation of the Hagunson <ishery
Conservation and management Act In 1977,

These operations resulted in changes In harvesting costs and ex-vessel
price of raw fish, as well as in foreign quota allocation and Inter-
national trade of groundf Ish products oAglnated from the U.S fishery
conservation zone.

The principal target species are Alaska pollock, Pacific hake, flatfish
and other lower market value species, tradi t lone I Iy underut ii ized by the
U.S. fishermen.

Joint ventures have been identif Ied as contributing to the growth of the
export opportunities for the U.S. harvesting sector and an unprecedented
increase of the U.S. groundflsh fishing potential and volume of catch.
If properly managed, Jo'Int fishery ventures with fore'Ign long-range
fleet operators could 'lead to the overall development of the U.S. fish-
ing industry. This in turn can accelerate the U.s capability to use
the entire biological surplus from the groundfish resources in the
Pacific Northeast and Alaska,

The nature and extent of this development will be influenced by events
in the Northeast Pacific and Alaska waters as well as on the natIonal
and international scenes. The purpose of this study is to discuss the
current trends and future potential of the Joint venture operations in
the world and in the waters off the U.S. western coasts, to better
ensure that development of this type of U.S. fishery resource usa meets
the national goals and expectations of the U.S. fIshing industry.
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ilaidt d da ~ I pa ~ tl I at *PI t ~ *ti I~Fi*h ~
Ventures

Although international cooperation in developing marine livino resources
was initiated many years ago, lts growth and economic importance became
particularly evident after worldw'Ide implementation of the 200 mile
economic zone. Among different forms of this cooperation, commercial
joint fishery ventures can be considered of hfohest dffrec t economic
significance.

The initial impetus to the joint venture expansion in codnnercfal fish-
eries was given by Japan soon after World War II. Presently about 220
joInt equIty fishing companies and a large number of contractual
arrangements have been established by Japan  Joint Venture Computer
File, 1981! and this country can be considered an undisputed world
leader in international cooperation in the marine resource use,

Thus, the Japanese joint venture activities not only reflect interne I
fishery policy of this cFuntry, but also significantly influence the
world tendencies in this field. Figure I shows the changes that took
place in number and type of equity joint ventures run by Japan during
1965-1980. It can be seen that a major surge in the Japanese joint
venture effort occurred fn the beginnilng of the 1970's in anticipa-
tion of the 200 mlle economic zone.

From the U.S. fishing lndu;try view point, trends in trawling  mostly
groundf ish! and processing ventures are of highest importance. In both
these activities Japan is increasingly active. Most important ground-
fish operations with Japanese partnership are reported in Australian
and New Zealandese waters, In Latfn America  Argentian, Chile, Peru,
Mexico! and Africa  Hauritania, Morocco!  Joint Venture Computer File,
1981!.

Involvement fn foreign fish processing operations is consIdered by the
Japanese sources as a processinq venture  Suisan lfenkan, 1980! but
some authors classify this activity as a Japanese capital investment
rather than the typical fishery joint venture  Sullivan and Heggelund,
1980!. Equfty partnersh Ip in foreign land processing industry consti-
tutes the most spectacular change in the Japanese international fish-
ery polfcy during the decade of the 1970's.

Globally there are over 600 joint conrnercia1 fishing arrangements oper-
ating fn mearly all of the lnOSt impOrtant fiShing areas of the world
ocean. These ventures speclaiize In harvesting, fish processing, cold
storage, internatlonai and local marketing of fishery products, running
land support bases for lonq-range fishing fleets as welI as in other
fish busfness operations in the world market  Joint Venture Computer
File, 198'I!,

One of the most important Impacts of these ventures is theiF contribu-
tion in developing fishery resources usually underutiflized by the host
country's fIshermen and In expanding market opportunities for the fish-
ery products based on joint venture's target specIes.

The developing nations of Southeast Asia, Africa and Latin Amerifca host
the largest number of these ventures  Joint Venture Computer File,
1981!.
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In the North Pac'If ic basin, joint f i shing ventures expanded quickly
after extension of national jurisdiction in 1977 by the U.S., Canada ~
U.S.S.R., and Japan. As elsewhere In the wor'Id, restrictions ilmposed
by the North Pacific states on foreign distant-water fishfnq fleets
have particularly affected a I I major long-range fleet operators i ncl ud-
Ing Japan, the Soviet Union, South Korea as well as several other non-
Pacf ffc nations involved in f I shing operat Ions in th Is area  Poland,
East Germany, Bulgaria!. For aiI these countries, one important alter-
native solution allowfng them to continue flshfng activitie. in their
tradltfonal areas of operation has been the concept of the rolnt use
of the resource with local f f shery interests.

Forefgn motivations to enter i nto this type of cooperation d iffer
according to the economic status, technologfcal advancement or politi-
cal situation of each of the overseas participants,

The Soviet dfstant-water fishing fleet was especially vulnerable to
limitations Imposed by the coastal states In whose waters Russ lan ves-
sels traditiona Ily fIshed. Thus, new solutions to this problem were
urgently needed. Departinq from a strictly closed economic madel
 autarchy! and self-reliance approach in almost all ocean activities,
the Soviets have built ln r.ecent years a network of International bi-
latera I fishery agreements, commercial fish fng ventures and jointly
operated land support bases for Russian long-distant fleets. This
effort resulted in better access to some overseas coastal and open ocean
fishery resources, in additional seafood supply sources for Soviet fish
consumption market and exports and in lower operation costs of the
Russian distant-water fishing fleet  Black, 1982, Hiller, 1982!.

Also fn the Northeast Pacif'Ic, soon after implementation of the Nagnuson
Fishery Conservation and management Act in 1977, the Soviet Union estab-
lished, as a first nation, the international joint venture company with
U.S. partners. After a short period of experimenta I operations �978!,
thfs venture In terms of the yearly volume of catch, number of U.S.
catcher boa ts and Soviet processors employed, became the leading
fishing venture ln the whole Northeast Paciffc and Alaska waters. For
the Soviets, this joint enterprise generates seafood commoditfes for
their own consumpt Ion market, hard currency for f lsh exported to
third rountrles and employment of several large processing ships on
U.S. waters even after withdrawal of direct quota allocation in can-
sequence of Soviet military Intervention in Afganfstan,

For South Korea the 200 mlle economic zone in the North pacific meant
the Immedfate loss of at least 0.5 min. rn. tons of fish per year parti-
cularly from the traditionally harvested coasta'I waters of the neigh-
boring states of U.S.S.R., North Korea and the People's Republic of
China. In order to make up this tremendous loss, South Korea looked
for increased direct quota allocation in the U.S. zone. An active
search for joint venture arrangements with the U.S. fishermen was
in Itfated in 1978, when the quota received proved to be insufficient
in comparison to that country's domestfc market demand, export pro-
jectfons and harvesting/processing capacities of the South Korean
fleet and land installations  Korea Deep Sea Fisheries Association,
1982!,

The main effort of the Japanese in establishing j oint resource use
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ventures ln the North Pacific has been developing ln qul te a different
direction. As a U.S. al ly, Japan traditionally enjoyed large harvest-
ing opportunities in the U.S. coastal waters. Even after extension of
national jurisdiction, the Japanese fleet as a historlcaf user of
groundflsh and other species In Alaska, has receilved quota al locat fons
equal to over one million metric tons per year, i.e., ten percent of
the total Japanese marfne catch and about forty percent of this coun-
try's catch in the foreign 200 mile economic zone. However, the de-
mand for highly valuabfe seafood products such as salmon, salmon and
herring roe and crab meat could not be met by the Japanese harvesting
sector. The supply opportunities of these species shrank quickly even
before 1977 and this deficit has triggered a new ere In the Japanese
flshety Industry's history, the era of Japanese firms partlcipatfng In
the U,S. processing Industry as an equity owner. This involvement has
occurred because it also fit into a larger national Interest area of
Japan: an awareness of the growing nationalistic approach by the U.S.
in controlling these resources and the need to gain a "presence" in
the U.S. domestic seafood processfng fndustry rather than risk being
shut out of the resource supply or being entirely dependent on the
decreasing annual quota allocations  Dowd, 1980!.

With relatively easy access to the groundfish resources in the U.S.
waters and a strong posftion as an equfty partner in the U.S. processing
fndustry, Japan had little incentive to enter into joint venture
arrangements with the U.S. harvesting sector. This attitude began to
slowly change recently in 1982, when growing act iv lt fes of other joi nt
ventures and pressures resulting from the U.S. Joint venture policy be-
gan to threaten Japanese fishery interests fn the U.S. zone.

For other nations such as liest Germany, Poland, Bulgaria and East
Germany the Joint venture operations with U.S. fishermen became the

only way of getting access to aboundant fishery resources in the U.S,
fishery conservation zone. All these countries have experienced
substantial catch reductions in ronsequence of extenst ion of net iona I
Jurisdiction and are greatly interested In utllfzing their surplus
harvesting/processing capacitfes In all economically feasible ways,
inc'iud lng joint fishing ventures,

2. Contractual Ventures - forei n e erience and achievements

During the years following widespread extention of' nationa I j urisdic-
tion, many long-range fishing fleet operators have entered into a sea-
sonal, Joint venture arrangements, known in the world fite rature as a
contractual joint venture  F.A.0. 1977! or joint venture operation.
Such venture does not stipulate joint ownership oF the company's assets,
nor capital investment by the partners . Final producti on of the ven-
ture Is usually owned by one, mostly foreilgn partner. Contractual ven-
tures are usually short time arrangments, established to carry out the
joint research or exploratory operatidns preceeding the joint equity
venture. They may also be established to open a quick access to the
fishery resources of foreign coastal state, if other methods of fishery
cooperation are less favorable or more difficult tn implement within
the short period of time.
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This type of venture became particularly important in joint I'i shing
operations between countries where natural, economic and technology
resources are avai lab le but coastal state's legal I irni at ions prevent
unrestricted access for the foreign distant-water fishinrg vessels.

A typical example of such act i vi ties are joint f i shing operat ions
car ried out between Japanese and Russian fishincr companies in the
U.S.S.R. coastal waters, Table I demonstrates that in 1979 and 1980
the number of these ventures expanded as wel I as total cat~h volurrm and
vesse is invo1 ved we re growing c ui ck I y.

Japan-Soviet joint f Ishing operat lons
In the USSR coastal waters �979 and 1980!

Table 1.

No, of Catch
No. of Japanese in

Operations Processors m. tonsSpecies Area

1979

630Tater Strait I

North of Sakha1 in 2 500

Southwest ot
Sakhalin 120

Tanner crab Olyutor e
Navarin

18Tota I

1980

8 500

2 1,000

Olyutor e
Navarln 5 3,000

Aburagani crab Olyutor e
Navar iln 986

Tanner crab Olyutor e
Navarin 14

Total 31

Source: Tanaka, 1981
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The general concept of Soviet- Japanese contractual ver tures is to
al low both s ides to use thei r resources   f i sh ' tocks, vesse 1 s, f i sher-
man and other aval 1 able product ion factors! to joint ly and prof i tably
utilize fishery resources on the basis of the division of labor between
involved partners.

In Japanese-Soviet joint venture case economic benefits are based on
the agreed ex-vesse I prices paid by Japanese companies to the Russian
partners. Table 2 provides information about these orlces, known as
"Fishing Cooperation Fee" pai d to the Soviet Ur>ion for crab and shri mp
harvested in the Okhotek Sea and Northern Sakhalin areas. It is inter-
esting to note, that on'Iy in ve ry few cases Russian fishin<, vessels
were cooperating with Japanese processors. Usually, Japan has been
allowed to harvest an ag reed quota by Japanese catcher boats, although
"fishing cooperation fee" remained unchanged,

Ex-vessel Prices   'Fishing Cooperation Fees" !
paid by Japan In joint venture operations

with Soviet partners in 1979
 in S USA per m. ton!

Table 2.

S USA

Tanner crab 908,25

3,200,--Shrimp
 Tartar Straits!

Shrimp
 Northern Sakha lir>!

1,600.--

Hair crab 1,210.--

Source: memorandum of the U.S. Embassy In Tokyo, December 6. 1979.

Applying these prices to reported catch volumes and species harvested
Jointly in 1979 and 1980, it can be seen that the ex-vessel value of
Japanese joint venture catch in the Soviet waters increased from 6.6
min, dollars in 1974 to S USA 1 4 min� . in 1 980 . Also the numbe r of
Japanese processors employed grew from 18 to 31 during these years.
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It is also important to observe that "fishing cooperation fees"
are frequently paid in kind r'ather than in cash. For example, Japan
has been forced to pay a certain amount of "fish ng cor.peration fee" to
the Soviiet Union for salmon I'ishing outside of the Soviet 200-mile zone.
This fee has been paid in the following commodities delivered during
1979 by Japan to the Soviet Union:



Feed  pel let! plant capable of producing 35.000 rru t./year for salmon
flngerllngs,

Feed plant �,000 m.t./year! for salmon fry,

Pilot plant for productior of formula feed,

Adult fish rraring tank �0 m.t./year! with water circulation system.

Adult fish rearing pen �0 m.t./year!,

Other equipment.

The total value of Japanese deliveries amounted to Yen 3,250 million.
This sum is 7 percent of the average landed valve of 1,100 yen/kilo of
salmon for the rr2.500 m,t. of quota for 1979  U.S. Embassy Hemorandum,
1979!

A principal benefit which joint fishing operations are bringing to the
econorsies of Japanese, Soviet, and other foreign participants, is the
additional production and supply of fish food for their dorrestic con-
sumption markets.

Table 3. Soviet-bloc-U.K. joint fishing ventures
In 1976 and 1977

Ho. of
Foreign

Processors

Catch
in
tons

Area of
OperationYear Species

1976 mackerel, Celtic Seat
B'Iue whiting Waters off

Scot land

87,0002 motherships
 USSR!

186,0001977 Mackerel, As above
Blue whit!ng

9 motherships
 USSR, Poland,
Bulgaria, East
Oermany!

Source; Joint Venture Computer File, 1981
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In contractual joint fishing ventures, the vti'Iization of the raw
rsateria I remains within the responsibility and risk of the foreign
partner, who would provide his floating processors and crews to operate
them. The target resources are usually the species underutiiized by
the host country's fishing industry. In Western European waters
Communist bloc motherships have been employed in joint fishing opera-
tions with English-fishinq vessels targetting on mackerel and blue
whiting  Table 3! . The yearly deliveries reached the level of 180.000
m.t, In 1977, only the total value of these purchases was about two
million U.S. dollars.



3. Economic Im acts on the U.S. Flshln Sector

After a short period of reluctance and uncertainties, the U.S. fisher-
men have found that international joint fishing ventures may be the
right answer for the long term and apparently unsoivabie dIfticulties
in groundf lsh resource development, One of these problems is the lack
of processing capacity and little economilc incentive to process and
market the lower market value species, mainly groundf lsh, abundant In
the coastal waters and underutilllzed by the U.S. fIshing industry.

Joint fishing ventures are filling this gap, at least temporarIly.
Foreign fleet operators with their processing ships and their markets
offer leased ilate opportun I ties for the U . S . harvesting sector to expand
the groundfish fIsherles which until recently have been monopolized
by the overseas long-range fleets.

The followilng statisticai summary of the !oint venture catch during
1977-81 and participating nations  Table 4! supports the general
opinion that international Joint fishing operations constitute one of
the most striking development trends In the U.S. fishery industry
during recent years.

Tab'Ie 4. Joint f ish&g ventures in the U.S. Paclf ic f I shery
conservation zone, by year, nation and area of operation

Catch b Area n Metr c Tons
Northeast Peel ic

 Washington, Gulf
Oregon and of
California Coasts! Alaska

kortheast.
gering Sea

and
Aleutians

yea r /Fore i gn
Participating

katlon Total

1977

~178 USSR 900
Total 900

l991
USSR 9,054
S. Korea

Total 9905 i

900
900

i38
1,384
1,522

9,192
I 384

~10,57
~180

24,815
7,810

32, 2I 22 55

94
1,822

1,91K

51,815
9,632
I 017

16,855
21

Source: 1979, 19 0, 19 I Reports
katlonal Marine Fisheries Service,I Preliminary data
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USSR 26,906
S, Korea
Poland ~I 017

Total 27,923
1981

USSR 34,365
S. Korea
Japan
Bul ger la 7,453
Poland 2,919
West Germany
Greece ~14

Total 4VKF2

47,588
13,750
11,425

2,250
3,497

~7, 510

81,953
30,605
i1.446
7,453
5,169
3,497

14'I 40,222



It can be seen that in 1978 the Soviet-U.S. joint fishin<J operations In
the Northeast Pacific water! took only 900 m. tons of Pacific hake. It
was the only joint fishing operation in the U.S. coastal waters at that
time. in 1981 the total deliveries of groundfish  Alaska pollock,
flatfish, Pacific hake and others! within international joint ventures
was already over 140,000 m, tons, In 1980 the major part of fish taken
by the joint venture operations v!as in Alaska waters although Pacific
hake ventures along the Washington, Oregon and Californlu coasts were
rapidly Increasing their harvest levels as well. Foreign participatiing
nations  U.S,S,R., South Korea, Japar, Poland, Hul gar ia,
West Germany, Greece! took rrrost c!f the production to their domestic
markets, but in 1980 and 1981 son!e quantities of fillets and frozen
groundflsh blocks have come back to the U.S. For example, Polish and
South Korean exports of blocks to the U.S. was largely supported by the
joint venture operations in the U.S. waters. Some quantities of Soviet
groundfi sh fillets have beer< placed In the U. S, market as we I 1.

During 1982 joint fishing operations are expected to take over 330,000
m. tons of groundf ish, roughly ore quarter of the total allowable catch
level for all groundfish species in the Northeast Pacific and Alaska
waters . Table 5. prov ides more part i cu lars of cur rent ioi nt f I shing
operations in the U.S. waters, There are seven foreign nations invol-
ved in joint fishing operations in the U.S. Pacific waters during 1982.
The U.S.-U.S.S.R, ventures <!re aiming to achieve the 100,000 m. tons
level of catch and four Japanese companiles are to purchase about 70,000
m. tons from the U.S. catcher boats. South Koreans are planning to
take only 46,500 m. tons as yet and joint venture operations are sup-
ported by two Korean fishery organizations specializ'Ing in joint venture
business overseas.

It is interesting that the Communist bloc fleets of the U,S,S,R., Poland,
Bulgaria and East Germany ar'e Increasingly involved In joint f'Isheries
with the U.S. fishermen, at the time when all of them are deprived of
direct quota allocations in this area. If 1982 plans are realized,
Eastern operators will purchase over 200,000 m, tons of groundfish,
i.e., sixty percent of the total jo'Int venture harvest allocation in
this year.

This significant share of Soviet bloc fleets underlies I.he importance
of the Communist fish consumption markets for the Northeast pacific and
A'laska groundfish exports, thus when analyzing the future marketing
opportunities for the U,S. groundfish, this market should be considered
with similar attention as the Asian and West European markets.
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Catch quota, requested for 1982
by International fishery ventures

in the Noriheast Pacific and Alaska waters

Table 5

U.S.
Par tner

Catch Quota
requested for Target Species
1982  m. tons!

Fore ign
Country/Company

10,000 Alaska PollockJeff
Hendricks

Ohtori Suisan
Company

Whitney- 10,000
Fidalgo Seafoods

Alaska Pollock

Universa!
Seafoods

Alaska PollockSuisan Kaisha
Ltd,

20,000

Talyo F'lsh
Company

20,000 Alaska PollockWestward
Trawlers

VSSR
Sovrybflot Be I I ingham 96,000

Cold Storage Inc.

South Korea
Korea Wonyang Fish Producers

FIsheries Co. Associates Alaska Pollock30,000

North Pacific Joint Venture
Joint Fishing Fisheries
Venture Committee

16,500 Alaska Pollock

Po'iand
B.H.Z. Rybex Ms. Pau I' s

Kitchens
E E I C 'ty

24,300 Alaska no 1 lock

Pacific. Cod
Alaska Pcl Inck

Hochseefischerei
Nordstern 15,420

Bul aria
Jo nt Trawlers Pacific hake20,000

~East Gc
Joint Trawlers 60,000 Alaska Po I lock

331,220 m. tonsTotal

Source: a! Memorandum of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Meeting, Agenda B-5, July, 1982.

h! Author's file
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~Ja an
Hoko Fishing

Company

yel lowf in sole,
A laska Po 1 l ork
Pacific Cod, Pacific
Hake, Alka. Mackerel



4. Conditions for joint venture growth during the decade of 1980's.

One can therefore ask, which are the future prospects for these ven-
ture in the U.S. waters 7 The future growth oF the joint venture cat"
ches will be str'ongly Influenced by the fol lowinq factors:

a. The Japanese position toward joint fishing operations with the U.S.
harvesting sector

b. The catching capacity of the West Coast and Alaska Fleets in
joint venture fisheries

c. Economic efficiency of the oint ventures both for the J.S. fisher-
men and foreiqn participant,

d. Expansion of the joint venture operations from over-the-side pur-
chases of fish to more inteqrated arrangements with foreign
nations.

IOuring a recent U,S./Japan meeting on Joint Venture Fisheries and
under pressures exerted by the U.S. fishing industry, the Japan se
representatives have increased substantially Japan's commitment to
purchase bottontfish from the U.S. fishermen. Japanese I'uture plans in
these acti vi ties are susmmr Ized in Table 6.

Table 6 Japanese ccmmtitment I:o purchase of bottomfish
from the U.S. fishermen during 1982/82 and 1983/84

Volume of catch
to be purchased

 m. tons!

Target SpeciesYear

June 1, 1982
� May 31, 1983

Alaska Pol lock120,000

June I, 1983
- Hay 31, 1984

200,000 Alaska Pol lock

Source: Natura I Resource Consultants, Background Pap er Ho, 1982.

I t can be expected that the Japanese share in joint venture catch wi I I
increase substantial ly in 1982 and 1984, as compared to the 1982 pur-
chase levels, equal to about 70.000 m.t.

If other nations wi I I maintain their share in joint venture operations
during forthcoming years, the Japanese participation can increase the
purchase power of toreian fleets from 330 th. m. t. currently to 460
500.000 m.t. in the mid of 1980's.

U.S./Japan meeting on Joint Venture Fisheries, was held in Seattle, Wa.
June 6-8, 1982. 374

Although there are different view points as to the vaiue of joint ven-
tures in the Future development of the U.S. groundfish resources, the
general perception is, that with appropriate management decisions they
they can largely contribute to the expansion of the U.S, fishing indus-
try and I ts export market opportunities,



As a resul t of such a joint venture catch growth, di rect foreign quota
al locations would decrease and opportunities to use Northeast Pacific
and Alaska fishery resources wi11 be strongly related Io the willingn-
esss of the overseas operators to combine the i r direct fisheries wi th
purchase of f ish from the U, 5, f i shermen.

Figure 2 shows present trends and expected development of the joint
venture catch as compared to overal I groundfish catch in Alaska waters.

Min.m. Al I
tons

1,8

19

Figure 2. Present and future total groundf I sh catch as compared
to the growth of the joint venture harvest in Alaska waters.

According to most recent estimates  NRC 1982! the current catching
capacity of the west coast and Alaska fleets is estimated to be
$00.000 metric tons. With decl ining fishing opportunl t ies of highly
valuable species such as crab, hal ibut and shrimp, this potential wi ll
increasingly be seeking joint venture fishing opportunities. It is
also possible that this capacity will grow up to I min. m.t. in the
fol lowing years as joint ventures wii I become more economically at-
tractive than other decl ining fisheries.

The economic efficiency of the joint venture. operation should be seen
as a decisive factor of the future development of this form of fish-
eries.

It has already been proved that joint fish'Ing operations may be much
more cost efficient for the U.S. fishing boats than when del iver- ing
groundfish to the U.5. ports. At any given catch rate for the typical
combination crabber/trawler of 108 feet and 80-92 feet combination
shrimp and groundfish trawler the break-even ex-vessel price when de-
I ivering fish to a floating processor is at least 30k lower then when
fishing autonomous iy  Lynde, 1981! .
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Figures 3 and 4 show the break-even price of f i sh ver-.us:atch rates
for the above mentioned types of vessels operatinq wi thin joint venture
regime and autonomously.

Foreign processors save substantial percentage of fuu1 up to 25 per-
cent � Kaczynski, Lynde, 1981!, their crews are !mali and fishing gear
costs are non-existent . Fish delivered by the U. S . catchers boats is
free of poundage fee. Part. o F the final production is sold in some
cases to third markets . thus generating hard currency for foreign
partner.

With growing experience, join t venture part i t i pants are lowering their
costs of operation per uni t oF fish caught. In 1979, the price of
A'Iaska pol lock del ivered at sea to foreign processor was about 6C/Ib,,
whi le at the present tibiae orna ventures pay only 4.5c/lb. I or this
species and the price is stii I attractive for the U.S, vesse1 owners,

Although joint ventures are presently expanding toward iii rect over-
the-side purchases of fish I rom the U.S. Fishino boats, we should be
acutely aware of the growing dependence of the II,S. harvesting sector
from the foreign processing capacity and wi1 iinuness to continue this
type of operations.

When selling groundfish to foreign processors, our isolation from
foreign consumption markets remain unchanged.

The U.S. processing sector enjoys little benefits of the present joint
ventures. In certain cases joint ventures becaine competing I ve in offer-
ing groundfish to the U,S. market becaus e of s ubs i di z at i on re-
ceived from foreign parti cipants, Certainly, this competition does
not help U,S. processors in expanding their qroundfish proce;sing
businesx.

One of the Important renmdies to this unhealthy situatior is departure
from the over-the-side exports of fish to more inteqraten joint ven-
ture arrangem nts with foreign companies,

International experience in joint venture fish business indicates many
alternative and profitable arrangements, which may be tal en into con-
sideration by the U.S. partners.

and marketing of the final productior, purchase of one
hery products by the U.S, partner for further reproces-
ing in the U.S., leasing or charterinc of the floating
inally purchase of second-hand fact.ory ships, are some
for alternative joint venture arrangements in the

r direction is to promote joint venture strategies for
ting and processing sector. Without active involvement
h processing industry in the joint ventures, the U.S.
hardly be Ful ly uti I ized by the J.S. f i sherman and
the next decade.

Joint ownership
part of the fis
sing and market
proressor and f
of the examples
future. Anothe
both the harves
of the U.S. fis
groundfish will
processors over
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There are important questions which should be -aised in r;l ation to the
future joint venture policy oF the U,S.



Figure 3. 6reak-even price versus catch rate for Crabber/Trav,ler

f i shing for joint venture and f i shing aurnnornocs I y.

Ex-
vesse
price

$/ib 7 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Catch rate  tons per hr!FiShing fOr jOint Venture

 delivery of fish at sea!

Fishing autonomously  supply
of fish for the land processing
plant!

Source: Lynde, l979.
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Figure 4. Break"even price versus catch rate for Shr imper/rrawler

f ishing for joilnt venture and fishing autonoioously.

.30

.20

,15

.10

.05

Catch rate  tons per hr!

Source: Lynde, 1979.
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An Overview of Brazilian Foreign Trade
in Seafood Products

IHaria Lucia D'Apice Pace
Ministry of Agriculture
Brasilia, D.F., Brazil

Introduction

Although Brazil is among the twenty major fish-producing countries,
fishing activities have developed slowly due to the extractive charac-
teristics whose principal aim has been to supply urban centers close to
the catching areas. In an attempt to change this activity into a more
productive and competitive one cn the international market, several
specific government policies ancl incentives were implemented. In this
overview, there will be described the more relevant interrelationships
among productian, consumption and trade flows, taking into ransidera-
tian the effects of the intervention of the government in Brazilian
fishing sector.

Role of the Government

Before the 1960's, the governmert role in fishing activities was small
and not wel'l coordinated, being incapable af satisfying the needs of
emerging industrial fishing. In 1938, the first set of governmental
incentives was implemented when tariffs were impased on imports of sea-
food products and credit loans were for the first time granted to these
activities. After 1940, new legislation instituted organizations des-
tined to give technical assistance to fishermen and to organize the
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marketing activities of the fishery sector.

In the 'l96D's, it was agreed that developing a conliercial fishing in-
dustry in Brazil was essential, given the potential for exploiting this
resource along more than eight thousand kilometers of coastline and in
the vast inland waters, including river basins, reservoirs and lakes.
The coordination of the strategies directed toward the overall develop-
ment of the fisheries in Brazil was concentrated in a federa1 agency.
founded in 1962, under the name of "SUDEPE � Superintendencia do De
senvolvimento da Pesca," attached to the Ministry of Agriculture. Thus,
the fishing activities and fishery-related industry became autonomous
within the agricultura1 sector and federal support for consolidation of
thiS industry was established. The responsibilities of SUDEPE included
not only the planning, coordination and execution ot programs for fish-
ing activities in Brazil, but a'Iso the supervision, inspection and con-
trol of exploitation of the fish resources.

In 1967, an agreement for technical assistance between F.A.O.  Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations! and the federal govern-
ment of Brazil was signed and there was created the "Fish Research and
Development Program." To attain the objectives proposed by this pro-
gram for increasing the supply of seafood through modernizing the fish-
ing fleet and the tishery industry, massive financia1 support was allo-
cated to the sector to stimu1ate private investment in comnercial fish-
eries at the earliest possible time. This financial support, known as
the "fiscal incentives policy," was in effect from 1967 to 1977 and in-
cluded the following measures:  a! exemption from import and other
federa1 taxes on vessels, gear and any equipment used in fishing-related
activities;  b! exemption from federal sa'les tax on any fish products,
processed or not;  c! 25 percent deduction on income tax owed by any
firm if this amount were to be invested in fishery-related projects,
approved by SUDEPE;  d! exemption from income tax due on any fishery-
related projects, approved by SUDEPE.

As a consequence of these incentives, an effective growth and moderniza-
tion of the fleet and the processing p'iants was achieved, An expansion
in the volume supplied of frozen and canned products and a consequent
increase in the demand for raw material and on the exports of seafood
coasaodities, processed or not, also followed. Still these government
subsidies were unable to result in the expected increase in production,
so as to attain the goal of two million metric tons of landings for
'l977. A1so, the small-scale fishermen and their cooperatives did not
benefit from this policy in the same way as the processing plants. In
addition, a major part of these new p'Iants were not always located near
the traditional fishing grounds or the areas of greater potential avail-
ability of fishing resources, resulting, therefore, in an id'fe-capacity
industry.

The implementation of the 200 nautical-mile jurisdiction over the
Brazilian coastal waters in 1970 is another fact to be mentioned. This
extended jurisdiction more directly affected the foreign shrimp trawl-
ers fishing a1ong the northern coast, and presently the tuna
exploitation.

By 1979, following the pattern of government intervention in the fishery
sector, eight comnon fish species of popular consumption in the southern
and southeastern regions of Brazil were included within the agricultural
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products price-support program. This kind of intervention was first
des1gned to protect the small-scale fishermen from excessive price
speculation and to provide a more regular flow of raw materia1 to the
processing plants, together with provisions for accumulating stocks of
frozen and canned seafood products.

Considering the idle capacity of the processing plants and the under-
explo1ted fish species, a three -year joint program was implemented in
1980 between the Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil and the tnterameri-
can Development Bank  IDB!. This program was under SUDEPE's supervi-
sion and the investment totaled 131,2 mi1lion US dollars, This amount
was distributed among three subprograms:  a! Subprogram A, in which
101.3 million dollars were destined to offer loans for shipbui'Iding,
for purchasing fishing equipment, for setting up fish farms and hatch-
eries and for equipping the processing plants;  b! Subprogram B, in
which 5.2 million dollars were destined for the construction of a fish
terminal 1n the State of Maranhas o  northern region!, with the capacity
to handle 100 thousand metric tons of products per year, aim~ng to
support small-scale fishermen. Th1s subprogram a1so included 3.75 mil-
lion dollars to be app1ied in the support of cooperatives of fishermen
in that region;  c! Subprogram C was designed to allocate funds to buy
two f1sh exploratory and research vessels, to set up freshwater aqua-
culture centers, to contract technical advisory services for the design
of exploratory fishing vessels and to establish fish farms, hatcheries
and cooperatives [Nakayama, 1980].

Production and Consu tion

Potential production.

Braz1lian northeastern coastal waters are characterized by a narrow
continental she1f with rocky barriers, a hard and irregular seabottom
 that dOeS not allOw traW11ng Operatians! and by the appearance of
stocks of crustaceans and other high unit valued fish species, such as
the SOuthern red Snapper. AIOng the remaining coastal regiOnS  nOrth-
ern, southeastern and southern! with a sandy and muddy continental
Shelf that reaChes up to 120 mileS frem the caast are located the fiSh-
ing grounds of shrimp, white catfish and other less valuable species
such as sardine, croaker, weakfish, etc. In Figure 1, the geographical
distribution of the major marine species by landing areas is shown.

The sustainable yield of the edible demersal fish species is estimated
at 550 to 800 thousand metric tons for the territorial Brazilian waters
up to a depth of 200 meters, About 45 percent of the tonnage is con-
centrated on the northern region, 5 percent in the northeastern region,
14 percent in the southeastern region and 36 percent in the southern
regiOn  Tim, 1981]. Far the pelagic fiSh Species, the eXpeCted catCh
potent1al is about 900 thousand metric tons [SUDEPE-MA, 1979],

1
The ex-vessel support prices were established for the following fish
species: bluefish  PInatomus saltatrix!, croaker  Umbrina canosai!,
eras sian croaker �~era o~on ~erasers, weakfish  ~ynoscton s~.T,kink weakfish Macro~don ancy odoan , sardine Sardinet1a 5rasi�ens s ,
ocean catfish ~ac eurus  snr sos', and nuiiets uusui i  ~s
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Most of the inland waters are distributed among three main river
basins--the Amazon, Plata and Sko Francisco Rivers--and numerous re-
servoirs and lakes. The Amazon River basin, in which is concentrated
by far the greatest potential of freshwater fish resources, includes a
large number of species. A rough estimate of its sustainable catch is
approximately 100 thousand metric tons [SUDEPE-MA, 1979]. The Plata
River basin fs the second in size, comprises the Paraguay, Parana and
Uruguay rivers and has fewer species varieties than the Amazon basin.
Ho estimates have been completed on the total biomass of the Plata
basin. It is known, however, that the productfvity of catches in that
basin have been reduced over time due to the construction of large
dams for hydroelectric power generation.' The third basin in impor-
tance is that of the 58o Francisco River that also registers a de-
creasing productivity. Additionally, 379 dams, covering three-million
hectares of reservoir area, small reservoirs in the northeastern region
and other lakes have a great potential for extractive small-scale ex-
ploftatfon. The geographical distribution of Brazil freshwater fish-
ing resources are suaInarized on Figure 2.

Besides these potentialities, aquaculture stands out as a growing ac-
tivity, especially for the production of shrimp rear. In estuarine
waters of the State of Rio Grande do Norte, some 200 thousand hectares
have been determined suitable for shrimp culture. There is also enor-
mous potential for freshwater shrimp  Macrobrachium! culture. In re-
spoose to these c ircumstooces, the shrimp cu tote sector is flourish-
ing and many project proposals for thfs activity have been submitted
to SUOEPE for technical approval. So far the area covered in these
shrimp culture projects totals 2,900 hectares to be developed through
the financial support of the joint program of the Brazilian Ministry
of Agriculture and the Interamerican Development Bank.

Landings, fleet and fishery-related industry.

Brazflian total landings of fish have been increasing mainly assisted
by government technical support programs and subsidies. The data
available indicate that the landed volume of fish, crustaceans, ceta-
ceans . molluscs and chel onians doub'Ied between 1 962 and 'I979, i .e .,
from 414,6 to 858.2 thousand metric tons, or at the annual rate of
growth of 4.4 percent  Table 1!.

The major portion of these volumes was from marine catches that usual-
ly represented about 80 percent of the total tonnage in this period
span. Ffsh species were the main component of the marine landings and
also of total landings  marine and freshwater origin!.

Although there is no satisfactory global information on the composi-
tion of the fish 'Iandings by specfes,' it is known that sardines

2
The more important dam in this basin is the ltaipu Dam, which reser-
voir covers 1,460 square kilometers.

The fnformation on the landings by fish species has been contradic-
tory. This may happen by the difficuity of gathering data and clas-
sffying the species caught by numerous fishermen along all coastal
areaS. SUOEPE itSelf has only partial COntrOl over the landings for
some major species caught.
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species caught along the <southeastern and southern coasts were by far
the leading group of the marine fish landings. Other species of im-
portance in terms of landings in this region were weakfish  C noscion
~s.!, croaker  ~micro o on ~s.! and anchovy  ~En raulis ~s.. n a di-
~t on, on the northern-northeastern coast, the major marine species have
been weakfish, ocean catfish  Ariidae! and southern red snapper
 ~lut'anus ~ur ursus!, these 'n terms of volume landed. Among the fresh-
water f1sh species, the white catf1sh  Brach lat stoma vaillanti!,
"tambaqui"  Colossoma macro omum! and maile cat is Call ~icht s ~s.!
have cOnstituteut a sign> cant portion of the annual linings of tWs
group [SUOEPE-MA, !982].

The crustaceans, the second ma:or group in volume landed, presented a
s1gnificant growth rate of 4.6 and reached 104.5 thousand metric tons
1n 1979  Tab'Ie 1!. Of this latter figure, about 82 percent were repre-
sented by shrimp landings, 7 percent by lobster and the remaining per-
centages were distributed mainly among ocean crabs and freshwater
crabs [SUDEPE-MA, 1982].

The third main group was the molluscs and 1ncluded mainly the landings
of mussels and, in decreasing order of importance, squid, octopus and
oyster [SUOEPE-MA, 1982]. Chelonians and cetaceans were of small sig-
nif1cance in the total landing. during this period.

These fish resources in Brazil were exploited under two basic systems
identified by the characteristics of the existent fishing f'lect. First,
there is the artisanal fleet as represented by the small-scale and ex-
trative type of fishing operations, using a rudimentary kind of gear
and being composed by approximately 48,155 vessels of less than 20 GT
[Nakayama, 1979]. These are distributed and operate along Braz1lian
inshore coastal waters. Of the total number of vessels, only 6,305
units are motorized. Next, there is the industrial fleet, operatinq on
a larger scale, located especially on the southern-southeastern coast
and being composed of 818 boats which are mainly over 20 CT and with

reater autonomy, but which are aged vessels f' or the most part
Nakayama, 1979]. Landings from the industrial fleet have been ris1ng

more rap1dly than those of the artisanal fleet, mainly as a consequence
of large-scale investment whose objective is the development of indus-
trial fishing. Therefore, the share Of industrial fleet landings in
total catch increased from 43 percent to 60 percent between 1970 and
1979.

In addition, aquaculture production was estimated at 23 thousand tons
in 1978, of which about 80 percent was composed of "tucunare"  Cichla
ocellaris! and 20 percent of shrimp, tigerfish  H~olias mal abar~cus,
cTiaracins  Proch11odus spp.!, tilapia  file ia rends'Ili!.an<nas  -
water weakf~is ~pig <os~con ~suamusissimus dfpf-mV, 1919!.

The fishery-related industry in Brazil is estimated in 346 processing
plants from which 198 units have refrigerated-frozen lines, 77 units
with salting and smoking production facilities, 36 units for canning
production and the rema~ning 35 units are producing fish-meal. These
plants are located usually along the coastal line and are mainly con-
centrated in the southeastern and southern regions [Mencia-Morales,
1976].
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Domestic consumption.

Despite Brazil being among the twenty major fish producing countries of
the world, according to FAG �979!, its level of fish consumption per
~ca ita of seven kilograms is comparatively low when compared to the
efght kilograms consumed in other developing countries and the world' s
average ~er ~ca ita level of 13 kilograms.

Seven kilograms when converted into fish final product for consumption
are equal to four kilograms . This consumpti on i s based on the following
praduct forms: fresh-chilled, frozen, salted, canned and other miscel-
laneous product forms. In Brazil, varying levels of fish final product
consumption can be observed by geographical regions  Table 2; Figure 3!.
The highest level of 11 kilograms is found in the northern region; the
lowest, less than one kilogram, is registered in the middle-western
region. The intermediary levels of consumption of four and five kilo-
grams are in the southeastern and northeastern reqions, respectively.
The southern region has an average consumption of two kilograms. In
addition, there exists an unequal distribution of the regional ~er
~ca ita consumption among the product farms. Regians, such as the
~saut , southeast and north indicate higher predominance of fresh-
chi lied fishery products, while in the northeast and middle-west re-
gions this is not the case.

Table 2 - Brazil. Per Capita Consumption of Final Fish Products:
DistributTon 5y Product Form and by Region. 1976.

Percentage of the Fish Consumption ~ ~  X!Pr'oduct
Form South Southeast Northeast North Middle-Rest

40 65 28Fresh-chilled

Frozen

Salted

Canned

48

19

69

7 13 3 31

16

26

6

10

'14
41

6

13

2B

Consumption
p~r c~a ita 1.779 4.306
 kg/capita/yr!

5.241 10.740 0.545

SOURCE: Mencia-Morales �976!.
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Although there is na empirical evidence, one must take into considera-
tion at least three interre1ated factors other than income and prices
that can help to explain the low levels of Brazil's fish consumption
and unequal distribution of regional consumption by product form,
First, the more valuable species landing areas are located in regions
of lower ~er ~ca ita income  north-northeast! whereas a reverse situation
occurs in relation to the south-southeast, contributing to the increase
on transportation cost, Second, the inadequate storage and distribution
systems for seafood products tend to contribute to restrict the growth
of this market. Third, the social and cultural consumption patterns
appear to signify consumers' preferences for other sources of animal
protein.



Figure 3 - Brazilian Geographical Regions.

international Trade Flows

Exports,

Brazilian exports of fishery products are composed on four major coam-
dity groups:  a! fish;  b! crustaceans and molluscs;  c! other products
and by-products;  d! canned products and preparations. During the
period of 1970-19B1, their volumes and respective FOB-values exported
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are shown in Table 3.

The data reveal that fresh, chilled or frozen lobster has been the
single mast important export itcwn, representing about 39 percent of the
yearly average of total value, or 73,380.3 thousand US dollars
 Table 4!. The rate of growth was 15.7 percent a year for this item,
However, the percentage of' the total value of exports, accounted for by
lobster has decreased gradually over the period 1970-1981 fram 52 per-
cent to 32 percent, losing its leading position ta shrimp after 1978.
Fresh ~ chilled or frozen shrimp, the second majar export product, re-
tained about 30 percent of the yearly average of total export value
with an average rate of growth of 21 percent between 1970 and 198'1
 Table 4!. The fresh, chilled and frozen fish species group was the
next in importance with a relative proportion of 22 percent. Except
for a short interval from '1975 to 1977, the share of this group on tota!
value of exports was inferior ta that of the corresponding shrimp
values. InfOrmation on the composition of fish exports by species is
not available, but the major ffsh species traded internationally by
Brazil have been white catfish, southern red snapper, tuna species in
more recent years  begfnning in 1976!, and sardines. The remaining
fishery commadities exported by Brazil have been at considerable lower
levels, accounting for no more than 13 percent of the total exports,
like in 1973, and averaged about 9 percent in the period under examfna-
tfon  Table 4!. Among these products, canned sardfne exports were of
interest, especia11y when consfderi ng that thefr export values jumped
from 14.2 thousand US do'liars in 1970 to 4,668.0 thousand US dollars
in 1981  Table 3!.

The yearly weighted average FOB-prices from 1970 to 1981 for the three
most important fishery cormtedfties exported by Brazil are platted on
Ff gure 4. Upon examining this figure, one can abserve an upward trend
for lobster and shrimp expart prices, especially after 1976, and that
lObster prices rose more rapidly than shrimp prices. This was not the
case for fish species export prices, since they remained practically
stable in that period span, In turn, looking at the behavior of the
volumes exported of these three fishery commodities, it can be seen
that the volume of ffsh species experienced the fastest growth in the
period. Lobster export volumes were stable whfle shrfmp varied more
erratically  Ffgure 5!.

For the period 1970-198l, Brazil's exports were mainly destined f' or US
markets. The US purchased approximately 96 percent of the total value
of fresh, chilled or frozen lobster exports--an average of 28,657.8
thousand US dollars. Similarly, the US was the major consuming country
for fresh, chflled or frozen fish species, sharing 70 percent of the
yearly average export value of this item, or 16,174,0 thousand US dol-
lars . Among the fish species exported to the US, souther n red snapper
and whi te catfish have been the ones most conmon'ly forwarded to that
country, although there are na data on the distribution of exports by
species. Among Brazi'1's shrimp c.ustomers, the US has been losing its
1eading position to the Japanese market after 1975. For the 1970-1981
period, the former country absorbed 44 percent of the total shrimp
sales �2,089,8 thousand US dollars!, while Japan reached 48 percent.
Besides the US and Japan, Argentina showed same relevance, especially
concerning the Brazilfan fish species exports, taking about 7 percent
af this group on the yearly average value. Among the fish species,
sardine is usua'I'ly the major component of Argentina's fish imports from
Brazil.
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Imports .

Brazilian imports of fishery coFsnodities can be su080ar ized into six
major items:  a! fish;  b! other fish products;  c! crustaceans and
molluscs;  d! other products and by-products;  e! canned products and
preparations; and  f! fish meal and other products. Their CIF-valueS
for the 1970-1981 period, together with their respective volumes are
shown on Table 5.

From these groups, the imports of salted fish, especially cod specieS,
represented the single most important item, that is, 65 percent of the
yearly average of total value of imports for the period, or 60,444.4
thousand US dollars  Table 6!. However, the data reveal that the share
of this product imports decreased over time from 89 percent in 1970 to
57 percent in 1981. On the other hand, the relative portion of fresh,
chilled or frozen fish species on the total import values rose from
2 percent in 1970 to 28 percent in 1981  Table 6!.

Table 6 - Brazil. Total C IF-value of Imports of Fishery C0080odities:
Percentual Oistribution by Major Item, 1970-198'l.

.Otal Iassert
CIF-Value

1' C I

Fresh, 
Frost sard us dollars!

88.83 1. 70
2.08
1.21
5.54

1970
1971
1972
1973

14. 76
8."3
8.30
9.19

'13. 39
9.86

83.16
90.06
85.96
81.1'9

13. 38
12.84
11. 65
11. 22
14,80

60444.423.38Avorase 64.99

SOURCE: Table 5.

Actually, the dec'line on sa'lted cod imports may be a consequence of the
steady upward price trend of this product. The fresh, chilled or
frozen fish species item presented only a slight increase if compared
to salted cod import prices   Figure 6!. In turn, the volumes imported
of fish species were increasing, and situated at higher levels than
salted cod after 1975, while the respective volumes of the latter were
decreasing over time  Figure 7!.
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1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

73.02
60.93
55.92
55.96
45.04
55.95
57,27

9.62
13.59
29.21
30,75
31.20
43.3l
32.83
2 ,93

34989.5
34113.3
33799.6
54286.6
59068,4
60716,1
53103.9
54691.0
72221.1

107363.4
91836.6
69643.3
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Salted cod was almost exclusively imported from Noway.. that is, 80 per-
cent of the average total import value of 39,281.5 thousand US dallars
for the period. Other countries that have been sources of Brazilian
imports of salted cod include Spain, Iceland and Canada in order of de-
creasing importance, The imports of fresh, chi11ed or frozen fish
species originated in Argentina �0 percent! and Uruguay �8 percent!.
These imports mostly composed by hake were especially destined to the
processing plants located in southern Brazil for the production af
fillets, steaks and salted products for both domestic consumption and
exports.

The current Brazilian impart duties for fishery camnodities are usually
155 percent ad valorem. Exceptions include:  a! duty-free entry on
salted cod, Wry a~ive shrimp for repraductian;  b! a 185 percent duty
on ornamental fish;  c! a 55 percent duty on roe and a few other less
impartant items; and  d! duty-free entry on imports from ALADI's  Latin-
American Free Trade Association! member-countries.

Trade balance.

Looking at the historical pattern of trade for the fishery caonodities
from 1970 ta 1981, it is noted that since 1976 Brazil became a net ex-
porter of these products  Table 7!. As a matter of fact, the trade
balance changed from a deficit of 15,605.5 thousand US dollars in 1970
to a surplus of 87,445.5 thousand US do1lars in 1981, For this period
span, while the rate of growth of the export values achieved 21 percent
the corresponding increase of imports was only 6 percent a year. It is
believed that this surplus situation may continue if the government
current emphasis on exports, vi.-a-vis imports, is continued and the
domestic consumption is maintained at the same pace.

Many factors might have simultaneously contributed to a faster rate of
growth for fishery caamedity export values as compared to import values.
The first is re1ated to a set of subsidies granted to the fishing sector
by the Brazilian government between 1967 and 1977 when there was in
effect the "fiscal incentives po1icy," as mentioned earlier. Despite
the shortcomings af this po'Iicy, massive financial support provided the
conditions for growth and modernization of the fishing f'ieet and the
fishery-related industry. As a result an increase in export volumes
was achieved, This fact is more evident in relation to the fish species
group which export volumes experienced a significant upward trend, es-
pecially after 1976 when these volumes increased even mare rapidly than
before  Figure 5!.

Second, the steady increase in lobster FOB-export prices during the
1970-1981 period might be viewed as a relevant factor responsible for
the increase in the total value of Brazilian exports on fishery camo-
dities. This uptrend in lobster prices could be a result of the stabi-
'Iization of Brazi1ian lobster export vo1umes  Figures 4 and 5!, The
rationale for this is the relative importance of Brazilian exports to
the US market. Brazil, together with Australia and Canada, are the
major lobster suppliers to this consuming market. Therefore, any of
them may individually act as a price-maker country, especially when the
production of this crustacean cannot be largely expanded,

The third factor is related to the contribution of shrimp to the total
value of exports. In this case, the shrimp export vo1umes have been
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varying widely in the past ll years while the respective FOB-export
prices have followed a more stable upward pattern  Figures 4 and 5!.
After 1976, the shrimp volumes exported showed increases and by l979
the proportion of shrimp on total exports exceeded that of lobster.
Besides the expansion of shrimp landings in Brazil, the growth of ex-
port volumes can be also associated with government-incentive policy
for shrimp exports designed to make this sector more dynamic and compe-
titive, since Brazil is a mi nor shrimp supplier ta both the US and
Japan  larger buyers of Brazilian exports!. The set of incent1ves
granted were the followinq:  a! processing plants for shrimp export
products were a'llowed to reduce a percentage of the va'lue of federal
sales taxes owed �5 percent in 1981, 9 percent in 1982 and 3 percent
in 'l983!;  b! SUOEPE-IDB program was able to fi nance the construction
of 100 shrimp trawlers for the northern coast to substitute foreign
vessels at a subsidized interest rate and with a 10-year period for re-
payment of loans;  c! loans were given for the processing plants of
shrimp export products, that corresponded to 30 percent of the antici-
pated value of exports; and  d! fuel subsidy of 30 percent over the
market price for shrimp trawlers whose catches were to be exported.

Major export items: perspectives.

Relating the aspects of production for the major Brazilian export fish-
ery items to future export trends of trade flows, shrimp stock caught
along the northern Brazilian coast is one which has not yet been over-
exploited. As a consequence, an expans1on of the catch and in exports
can be expected w1thout disturbing the biologi ca'l equilibrium of this
crustacean,

On the other hand, lobster stocks in the fishing grounds already iden-
tified are be1ng in or near the overfishing stage, implying that any
attempt to increase production, via expans1on in total effort, may
contribute to deplete these stocks. Besides the various regulations
imposed on lobster fishing in Brazil, an annual quota of 9,000 metric
tons  live we1ght! was established for the 1982-1983 period. If this
amount is atta1ned, the maximum available supply of lobster for inter-
national market is pre-determined for the next season, after a small
portion for domestic consumption is deducted  usually around 5 percent!.

Current white catfish and southern red snapper catches may not be
largely expanded 1f one considers that the respective estimates for the
maximum sustainable yield are near the present levels of catches. Thus,
in terms of fish species, the expansion of exports may be sustained by
an eventual increase in the tuna catch  through leased vessels in
Brazi'lian waters! and by the fish species imports from Argentina and
Uruguay, util1zed as raw material in the idle processing plants located
the southern region of Brazil.

Also, the changes emerging from recent Brazilian jurisdiction over fish
resources have generated conditions for increasing the Brazilian shrimp
catches on northern coast by reducing the over-exploitation of these
fishing grounds, once dominated by foreign fleets. As a consequence,
after 1976 the shrimp exports increased significantly, due to the ex-
pansion of Braz1lian fleet production in that region.

Final Remarks

Taking into account the historical pattern in which the Brazilian
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fishing sector had developed, this activity has achieved a greater rela-
tive economic importance, The reasons far this performance are several:
 a! the demand for an increasing supply of food;  b! the potential pre-
sented by Brazil 's vast coasta'I and inland waters; and  c! the techni-
cal and economic support for the fishing sector as provided by the
gavernamnt through specific development programs and official policies.
It is believed that the government-support program backing fishing ac-
tivities has been a basic factor in promoting the changes observed in
the past twenty years.

At present, it seems that Brazilian fishing activi ties have reached a
stage in which new decisions are to be taken concerning the global poli-
cies ta the sector. For most species of econamic importance in the
international markets, catches are very near to the maximum sustainable
yield 1n the traditional 'ishing grounds. However, for Brazilian ter-
ritorial waters as a whole the estimated sustainable yield is approxi-
mately 1,700 thousand metric tons of which only half  858 thousand
metric tons in 1979! was exploited. On the other hand, there is an id1e
capacity in the fish-related products process1ng industries due ta the
misallocation of p1ants in the past.

If Brazil wishes ta perform a more important role in the international
trade, the reasonable possibi1ities seem to be the direction af subst1-
tuting artisanal fish1ng with a better-equipped industrial vessel to
operate in the already exploited fishing grounds. Also, Brazil's ex-
tended jurisdiction over fish resources is another source of possible
increase in product1on, that would require a costly industrial fleet
with long-range operating capacity on the high sea and corresponding
vessel processing and storage fac1lities. Aquaculture is pointed aut
as another source of increased supply, taking into consideration exist-
ing adequate ecological conditions and developments thus far made.

However, it is evident that there 1s a need for econamic studies aimed
at arientating the search for greater efficiency in fish production
management, especially when considering the present situation on the de-
mand side. In the damest1c market, the demand for fish-related products
1s low and does not seem to be prepared to increase substantially in the
near future. In the international market, Brari I is a minor supplier of
fish products and faces heavy competit1on. Consequently, any increase
in production must necessarily consider the economic aspects of
exploitation.
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Reassessment of National Policy
Regarding Fisheries

Ronald !ensen
National Fisheries Institute

Washington, D,C., USA

If we didn't know anyth.ing about international trade before this
conference started, we sure should by the time it's complete . The
range of topics is extremely broad and fascinat.ing. Tonight., I'd
like to take a few minutes to address still anorher angle, and that
is the need for reassessmert of national policy as ir relates to
specific situations in the fisheries.

Xy objective is to suggest a few areas which should be considered by
government and industry. I don't have any answer bu-, as you will
see, do have a lot of questions.

As we all know, the fisheries do not operate in a vacuum. Trade and
trade policy decisions affect;ing the fisheries are made in the
context of overall national t:rade policy, other political. considera-
tions, in addition to consideration of the merits of individual cases
themselves.

The United States is heavily involved in trade of all items of
commerce. Exports in the merchandise classification amount to $220
billion. Imports are $240 billion, producing a deficit of about $20
billion.

The major cause of a negat.ive balance of accounts is benefited by a
f30 billion surplus in investuaent income. we are also ahead in sale
of services.

It's been widely quoted that fishery products show a negative trade
balance and, indeed they do. In 1981, this deficit was almost $2
billion. Some reports would show a deficit in fishery products of $3
billion. However, this includes the almost $1 hil lian imported of
non-edible fishery products such as coral jewelry. 1 consider this a
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quirk of the accountirg system and do not includ< it !n my analysis
of our fish products tra.le since it is not affe t.'d by fist!cry policy
to any extent nor does i<. have any real bearing un t.he operation of
the fleet and the processing and distribution industrv.

The deficit of $2 billioi iiicu <red in fishery p<i.duct:: is s substan-
tial amount of money. However, it is not, as has beer reported from
time to time, one of the very Large deficit trade items. Sut othere
that also exceed the fisheries negative balance of payment. include<
motor vehicles and parts, which show a deficit .r excess of $8
billior as of 1979; steel products, with more the.> $4.5 biLIiont
textiles with about $4 billion. In the food classification, coffee
is a major import item, <!xceed.ng fish levels by,i wide margin.
Overall in food, we have, however, a $23 billiorr favorable balance of
trade.

Earlier in this talk, I mentioned that, of nece!;sity fishery trade
policy must be taken in <!ontext: with overall Un ted SLates trade
positions. In recent times, there has been strong empnaeis on
increasing exports, especially since the advent of the verv heavy
bill for imported petroleum products. Overall, atrproximat tly 17
percent of all goods produced in the U.S. are exp<rrted, wh le the
agricultural produce of one out of every three acres ot U.S. farm-
lands is shipped abroad. It has been estimated that one o~rt of every
eight manufacturing jobs is either directly or indirec=ly related to
U.S. exports.

The broad scenario then shows a market dependent on oz desi.rous of
many items of overseas origin. A semblance of t.rade balance is
achieved by overseas investments, sales of services, and aii extremely
favorable position in the export. of food items.

If we overlay fisheries c n this, a series of specific fishery issues
emerge. Same affect. fully developed fisheries such as shrimp,
salmon, and crab. Others affect. fully developing fisheries. Still
others impact fisheries but have been established to seek < ther
goals, such as protection cf marine mam<Mls, and to perpetuate our
distant water migratory fishery.

An example of an issue af fecting a fully developed fishery is the
question of tariff on shr.imp. In this case, the U.S. resources are
fully developed but the market absorbs twice as much produ<.t as is
available from domestic sources. The ratio af imports to domestic
production has remained relatively constant at about 5 i percent over
the past ten years, Shrirr<p moves into the U.S. freely, with neither
tariff nor quota restrict.:iona.

Some contend that imports are depressing the industry by holding down
the value of the productr they say imports should be reduced substan-
tially from current levels and that a high protective t.ariff should
be affixed. The purpose would be to raise the cost ot the imported
items which in turn would increase ex vessel prices.

Opponents of such measure., believe that since restr~cting imports
would not increase domestr.c production, but rather only increase
cost, the scheme would reflect itself in higher =onsumer prices,
reeulting in reduced demand, T'ae feeling iS partioulatly felt by the



processing and distribution section of the industry which has been
built up to handle the combined volume of domestic and imported
products. Restricting supply would result in considerable over-
capacity in that industry and loss of jabs and investment.

Variations of this scenario exist in several other fisheries,
especially fresh gz'oundfish Many believe that imports from abroad,
especially Canada, at times depress the price available for fresh
fillets.

The difference between the fresh groundfish industry and the shrimp
industry is that there Is con:inuing growth in the production of
fresh groundfish in both U,S. coasts whereas shrimp production is
static or declining.

Other trade issues relate to the development of fisheries presently
being harvested by foreign fleets. The bulk of the resources pres-
ently allocated to foreign fleets are in groundfish categories. Yet
frozen groundfish products are one of our major imports, exceeding
$700 million in value. Some have raised the contention that frozen
groundfish products from elsewhere in the world should be restricted
either in form of quotas or tariffs in order to expedite the develop-
ment of the groundfish presently being harvested by foi'eiqn fleets.

Some of this latter resouxce is directly interchangeable with the
product being imported. Specifically, Alaska pollock is acing
imported in substantial quantity for use by U.S. secondary processors
ta manufacture fish sticks anfl portions. The Pacific cod resource
exhibits many of the same characteristics as cod product. now being
imported from Canada and Eurapean nations. Some of the hake
resources presently harvested by foreign fleets are similar to
whiting products being imported from various parts of the world.

Vast quantities of the resource, however, are not immediately inter-
changeable with ground fish naw being imported. Further considera-
tion must be given to those product classifications which are being
harvested by fareign fleets in which overseas barriers exist to the
export of such product by the United States. In addition to ground-
fish being used in Asian markets, such products include the squid
resources of the Atlantic, herring and such less prolific species as
butterfish.

The use of tariffs and quotas ta restrict imports af groundfish in
arder to expedite the development of the U.S. groundfish harvesting
industry carries with it similar disadvantages to use of such mea-
sures on the fully developed fisheries such as shrimp. Zn case of
frozen groundfish products fram various places in the world, a major
secondary processing and distributing industry is in existence whose
volume and employment is dependent upon the ability to move product
to the consumer in sizeable quantities. Increasing the cast of the
product through tariffs or reducing its flaw by quota should impact on
volume, and, as mentioned, since fisheries trade does nat operate in
a vacuum, restrictions on important product movement fram such places
as Carada, Japan, and Europe include the risk of retaliatory measures
in movement of other products from the U.S., or other political
retaliatians.
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We must recognize the growth in high value fish exports makes the
risk of retaliation very pertinent to our indust.ry as we11 as to
other parts of the economy.

Still another aspect concerns resource allocaticns. Alloietions of
surplue resources may be used to enhance the exports uf fish specifi-
cally sought by foreign nations. For example, the nations that
purchase squid from the 'J.S, can be rewarded wit'n a11ucations of the
surplus squid. The allocations can be used ta piomotu other fisher-
ies. Again an example, the purchaser of U.S. squid may b< rewarded
with an allocation of Alaskan pollock or the purchasers of fully
developed fishery products may be rewarded with major all< cations of
Alaska pollock or other surplus resources. Some believe the alloca-
tion should be used to promote the good of the C.S. consumer in that:
allocations should be given tc those nations which agree < o sell the
product at favorable tent<a to U.S. processors who in turn will pass
the savings on to the consumer. The allocations may also be used to
gain reciprocal access to fisheries of foreign shores such as the
exchange of squid or pollock allocation to Mexico for the rights of
the U.S. fisherman engaged in a tuna fishery off Mexico. Finally,
the allocations may be used for political purposes completely
divorced from the fisheries.

Sorting out the appropriate uee of the allocations is a gargantuan
puzzle. Do we provide a.ilocations to European nations in exchange
for their not restricting the movement of the salmon and crab into
those marketeer Should the allocations be restricted to gains in the
development of the very fishery itself? A further question to be
raised i.n considering the use of allocation is whether it is in the
best interest of the nat.ion to spread the allocations over many
recipients or to make them more meaningful to a favored few. On one
hand, the existence of many nations in a particular fishirg ground
could be viewed as a negative, whereas spreading allocatir ns over
many makes the economics of the fishery less attractive and thereby
less likely for the allocation to be used.

Still other areas of trade issues are only indirectly related to the
fisheries themselves. Examples are the stated policies of restrict-
ing imports of seafood i"erne from those nations which do not conform
to U.S. standards on prc"ection of marine maseeals and endangered
speciesr or those which do not agree with our tuna policy. This
latter policy has generated embargoes of tuna products from Canada
and Mexico, and threats of embargoes on other seafood products.
Likewise, threats have been raised against nations which do not
conform to international whalinq cosmtission rules and against tuna
from those nations which do not protect porpoises in the manner
preSCribed by the U.S. The queatian lcgiCally can be raised whether
the trade in general and/'or in fishery products is a weapon that
should be used to achieve conformance in non-trade areas.

The subject is indeed complicated and I' ll summarize tow with a
series of questions for you tc ponder:

l. Are trade restrictions in the form of tariffs and or quotas
justifiable in the case of fisheries which are fully
developed and which have no potential for further
expansion2 Would such be useful or counterprcductiveP
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2. In light of national policy, possible retal.zation and trade
surplus in food products, are trade restrictions
qustifiable on products that could be repla~ed with
domestically produced items?

Are trade restrictions ]ustifiable for the purpose of
achieving other goals, such as adherence to U.S, standards
on marine mammals protection and to maintain the philosophy
of international control over one migratory species? In
the latter case, are restrictions !ustifiable on products
other than those directly impacted?

4. what order of preference should be given to allocations of
suz'plus resources? Shall allocations in one fishery be
used to enhance exports in another or should the priority
be given to allocations that would directly benefit. the
development of the fishery concerned?

5. Finally, where does the consumer fit in, especially since a
ma!or increase in consumer acceptance of fish is essential
to industry growth?

These are hardly all inclusive. For example, we' ve not even touched
on the trade issues z'elated to over the side sales. However, the
five questions may serve to stimulate discussion and formulation of a
consistent trade policy of benefit to the nation generally and to the
fish industry specifically.
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The Uses and Abuses of Kconometric
Models in Seafood Industry. A Case

Study of the B.C. Roe Herring Industry

D. DeVoretz

Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, Sritish Columbia, Canada

I. Introduction:

The oracle of Delphi retains its vigor as a myth since it continues to
denote a power which has eluded us to today namely the ability to
predict the future with little effort and a great deal of confidence.
In the face of massive and unexpected shocks on both the demand and
supply side of the seafood industry, we would of course like to be
able to predict the consequences of these uncontrolled events on
industry prices and revenue. In addition, contemplated government
policy changes in the form of taxes or royalties snd the reorganization
of industry structure also lead to largely unpredictable economic
consequences.

In order to find remedies for these exogenous shocks to the system
analytical econometric models of the seafood industry have been
developed. If properly estimated they seem to provide a mechanism
to predict the economic effects of diyerse changes in the seafood
industry.

However, like the oracle at Delphi there exist limiatetions on our
econometric models' predictive abilities. Mhat is often forgotten is
that the mythical powers of De lphi were s function of the ambiguity
of the prediction. The more ambiguous, the more times your predictions
were seemingly proved correct. In short, the less precise you were,
the more often you were correct. Qitb econometric models the converse
holds: the more precise the models, the less often sre you able to
give accurate predictions or. at least the confidence intervals of your
predictions grow as the models' precision increases,
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To amplify this theme this essay reviews the recent work af this
author on the British Columbia roe-herring industry. The format of
the paper is as follows. First, a susneary of rhe model and findings
for the British Columbia roe&erring industry are presented. Next,
the implications of these findings for both predicting future prices
and industry revenue are outlined. Further, under a hast of exogenous
changes simulation experiments are carried aut aud the effects on
industry prices are reported. Finally, some cautionary remarks and
a discriminating technique is offered to reduce the ambiguity of
modern Delphian predictions.

II. A Roe-Herrin Model for British Columbia>

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present t.he formal system af
equations used ta estimat e the demand an  price relationships for
British Columbia's roe � hetring industry. In general however, we felt
that due to the simultaneous nature of price determination in the roe-
herring markets far British Columbia a Just-identified 2SIS technique
would prove most fruitfuJ. The beet results are reported tn I'able 1,
for the reduced form price and quantity equations far each level of
each industry,

The British Columbia Roe~rring industry is essentially divided into
three market segments; the pracurment level, the processing level and
the Japanese auction market. Noreover, each sui>-market contains
various degrees of competition which change over rime. This is en
important point to emphasize when we later use this madel as a pre-
dictive tool. For example, a non-competitive segment af this industry
may not alter its prices to clear a changing market while a competitive
portion of tbe industry will have fluctuating prices in response to
excess demand.

At the procurment level the traditional market  pre-1977! structure
featured a few larger pt'acessors who "booked" the herring of quasi.-
independent fishermen. After, 1977 cash buying by independent2

buyers initiated a period of competitive price bidding at rhe landings
level. In addition, Co~peretivas with a smaller percent of the catch
 circa 202! have merged the procurment and processing functions. Thus,
it appears that at least after 1977 a competitive model based upon the
primacy of the cash market would best explain the price derermination
mechanism at the procurment level. We turn to aur results to support
this view.

I
See DeVoretz 1982 for a complete exposition.

2
A booked transactions is a credit given to fishermen at the time of
catch. Actual payment with or without a bonus is later in the
calendar year.
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Our cursory review of Table 1 is predicated upon answering two ques-
tions. What can we deduce about industry marker structur< and the
validfty of price predictions and whet will future price Lrends be
under alternative policy options? In sum, the resulcs of Table I
 Rows A-l, A-2! support our stylized view of this market. The price
at the procurment level is a derived one; that is, in the previous
period's  last October~I>ecru<<her! the Japanese auction pri< e positively
infIuenced the contemporary period's procurment price, In addition,
increasing the fishing distance from port raised the cash purchased
price while length of time opened reduced an area 's cash price. The
significance of all these conditioners is that chere exists strong
evidence for a competitive landings market.

But how much will be purchased by any one company at this price? As
would be expected in a compet:itive market the sale determinant in the
first instance is price  See row A 2! . In this case it is the pre-
vious period's Japanese auction level price as well as the contex<po-
rary period's auctfon price. These prices however worked in opposite
directions: as the contemporary cash price falls then, any f'frm vill
increase its quantity de<>>ended while if the previous periods Japanese

ti pl t* ~ th th q tttyd dd ' t ' < lb

Ve also attempted to est imate the empirical relet.ionships for price
and quantity in the procurment. "booked" market but failed. The
price data showed virtually no variation in any one year between
booking firms or plants and hence regression analysis fai.led. Two
possible conclusions can be drawn< either large companies do not
respond to the competitive pressures of the cash based market or the
reported booked price is an understatement of the true price pafd.
It ie the latter interpretation whfch seems more plausible, Pfnally,
we defer our discussion of the Co-operative based fishermen's price
to the processing level sectfon which follows below .

The roe � herring processing sector in British Columbia ie an extremely
c<mrplicated market struct:ure given the limited number of members.
Pirst, British Columbia law prohibits exporting unprocessed roe-her-
ring, gfving domestic processes some market power «fs k vis the down-
stream Japanese buyer. Rext:, contractual arrangements varied over the
recent historys prior to 1977 a "dirty auction" set prices between
British Columbia processors and the Japanese buyers, This period was
followed by the rise of smaller B.C . processors who processed the cash
bought roe-herring and finally in 1980 a strike occurred which vir-
tually shut&own all firms but the co-operatives.

Given these pre-conditions i.t was recognized that aggregation over
time or across ffrme was bound to fail. Hence we diseggregated by
time end firm size snd report only the best results in Table 1  Rows
B-I and B-2!. Pirst, it should be noted that: the price and quantity
equations for the co-operative firms failed and are not reported,
However, the quantity equation for the processors is aggregate proved
significant and revealing  Row B-2!, The own-price variable had a
strong negative impact on the quantity of processed roe purchased by
the Japanese. The independent variables which would induce e shift
in the demand curve; namely nonWanadfan roe-prices and absolute
inventory levels in the Japanese auction market were significantly
and negatively related to the quanti.ty demanded.
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The prfce determination meehan.Lsm at the processing level Ls more
ambiguous  Row B-4!. In a competitive market structure we would
expect that two variables would dominate price determination. the
quantity of roe-herring caught and cash prices at the procurment
level. Only the quantity landed variable proved significant and
correct iu sign  negative!, However, a more refined measure of
quantity i.e. the percentage change in the Japanese held inventories
proved significant but, ln s perverse manner, Unlike the posited
relationship: a rise fn inventories should lead to a fall in
procurment prices, growing Japanese inventories l.ed to price increases
for B,C, processors. How can thfe basic proposLtion fn economics
 i.e. a declining price with growing supplies, ceteris f<aribus! be
rationalizedf In short, no ready rationale exists if one holds that
a competitive market must pere Let. In this case, members of the
Japanese auction markets, mainLy the large trading companies, did not
necessarily read growing inventories as s sign of excess supply,
Since the Japanese market is seasonal there exists an incentfve to
withhold supply or allow inventories to grow on the expectstfon that
the year-end prfce will rise,

In sum, the processing level did not perform with the full force of a
competitive market. Price determination was not related to derived
prices downstream or upstream in tha market and the processor's price
reacted perversely to the expe tations of competitive theory vis tf vis
inventory changes. However, some elements of the competitive argument
sre maintained. In the quantity equation the standard criteria of a
competitive market are met; the demand for roe shifted to the right
in response to a rise in competitor's prices and a fall in inventory.
Moreover, a fall in the processor's price increased the quantity
demanded by Japanese traders.

British Columbia's interaction vith the world market is dominated by
one ma]or fact. Japanese trading houses until recently purchased 90
percent of B.C. processed frozen roe&erring. Thus, this hfstorfca1
fact tends to strongly suggest that no matter what the details of
the mundane day to dsy structure of the Japanese auction market appear
to be, the invisible hand at operation fn this market for B.C. proces-
sore was not the ephemeral one of Adam Smith. However, the collapse
of Toshuku Ltd. in 1980 and the advent of smaller Japanese cash buyers
 Hokkaido Roe Reproceseore! who attempted to circumvent the tradition-
al monopsanistic buying power of the trading companies suggest that
the post~1980 period vas more competitive. Thus, our inftial attempt
to model the pre-1980 Japanese auction market used a mark up pricing
model. Our alternative <nodal more appropriate for the 1980-81 period
is more traditional and introduces the competitive arguments of alter-
native products  Salmon-roe!, inventories and the previous period's
auction price to explain the variation fn the observed Japanese price
for B.C. roe-herring  See Row C-l!.

These two alternative models were tested end the results are perplex-
ing. First, for the ent:Lre period �977-1981! there is some evidence
to suggest that the mark-up pricing model proved superior to the
competitive model. The mark-up model results were as follows.'
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Auc t ion 1 P RLog AP Log B t B' Log <' as! - .64 nP! ~ Lenkings

3.6 4.1

 ,8! �,2!*

indicating that a one per cent rise in the landings price led ta a
4.1 per cent mark-up in the auction level price,

An inspection af row C-0 Table 1 indicates that. aver the entire periad
under the co<npetitive model only the dusnny seasonal variable and the
previous period's price level proved significant. These two variables
do not make a cogent argument for a competitive model. 'the dusnny
variable is Just a seasons.l shift variable and the lagged auction
price variable is a measure of aur ignorance.

The Japanese auction market becomes ever more perplexing when we dis-
aggregate by years. For the 1980-81 period, after a panic price
collapse, an inventory adjustment model appears  Raw C-1! t.o da<ninate
price determination. Ta w3t, the Japanese auction price responds to
inventory adjustments  both positively and negatively! not previous
levels of rae-herring or salmon roe prices.4

Thus, for the earlier period a non-competitive mark-up pricing model
best explains the variation in B.C.'s auction level prices in Japan,
For 1980-81, an excess demand model with competitive overtones is the
preferred explanatory model.

III. De ress of Com etitian and Prediction

The first question which prompted this review af aur earlier ecano-
metric results was to what degree would our results shed light am
B.C.'s Rae-herring market structure? *t this point we require some
criteria to Judge the degree of competition ln the various markets.
We propose that if the awn price and associated substitute prices
tend ta move in a direction ta clear excess demand then that market
is competitive. Given this litmus test we conclude that only a por-
tion of the procurment n<arket  cash sector! and the aggregate B.C.
pracessoring market sct in a competitive manner. The substantial
"booked" transactions that occur at the pracurtnent level, the co-oper
ative segment of the processing level and the pre 1981 Japanese auc-
tion market either do nat react as expected ta price changes ar shaw
evidence of price setting.

3If we cannot explain last period's price, then using it ta explain
this period's price is nat very n'evealing,

4For this latter period �980-81! increased absolute levels of inven-
tories led to s decline in suction prices for B.C. raeWerring. How-

ever, the B.C. price rose slightly in response to a change  I - I 1!
in inventories. On Balance, the negative impact af the absolute
variable on B.C, roe&erring prices dominated.
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Given the relative number of participants in e«ch market, their res-
pective sizes and the many Iegal restraints this absence af perfect
competition is ta be expected, Our point aow is not tc< offer the
economists' typical menu af corrective measures f << increase efficiency
in these non-competitive sectors. What we ask at. this point. is:
Given these various degrees of ompetition, are these markets stable?
In other words, is it vail d ta make predictions with our madel? Will
these predictions make any economic sense'? To wi<, if we place a
tax on B.C, roe-herring landings as recently proposed will this in
fact reduce the quantity clemanded  and supplietl! and eventually raise
the price in the .lapanese auction market as standard theory would
suggest?

An inspection af the cash portion of the landings market suggest that
this standard result would prevail. However, since all of the markets
are interconnected and the land:ing's price appears directly in the
processor's price equation as well as in the Japanese auction market
 under a mark-up model! then the traditional results of a tax imposed
on the landings level are fess easily deduced in this genera] equili-
brium framework. Perhaps a tax will not raise all prices but, reduce
quantity demanded in the Japanese auction market to eveatua Lly lead
to an increase in quantity demanded and a further price rise fn the
landings market. This latter scenario is bizarre, but conceivable,
given our reported results. However, should we believe it? In fact
are we abusing the predicitve powers of our mode! by attenrpting to
simulate the results of a policy change under imperfect competition?
Our tentative answer is positive. However, before we pre-judge our
particular model in this speculative and casual a<saner we will report
some recent simulation experimer<ts and some assacfeted tests,

Figure 1 contains scaled pairs of price variables undec sue<.essive
simulation experiments for the roe-herring marketiag system estimated
and reported in Table 1. Each price mapping reflects a simulation
under one altered variable and the ultimate price effect traced out
over the historical time in a general equilibrium framework, Our
three experiments include: �! restraining Japanese inventories
to 1500 metric tons �! placing a $50 per ton tax on B .c . roe-herring
fishermen and �! restricing the B.C. supply of roe herring to its
1972 � 74 average. Each of these experiments has relevence to current
government policy objectives. For example, the landings tax is a
proposed instrument to reduce the roe-herring  and salmon! fleet
 and fishing effort! to raise  ultimately! fishermen's income.5

5
In e similar fashion, the 1500 ton year~end inventory Level in the
Japanese auction market cauld be seen as the objective af a hypo

thetical Japanese quate poLicy which clears the market st the end of
each holiday season. The reduced B.C. harvest would reflect a com-
bined policy of conserving a fish stock of unknown biological
character as well as reducing entry to the roe herring fishery after
the initial licensing policy  i.e. reducing rent dissipation! .
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It would be clearly benef.icial to know' the outcomes of these various
policy measures fn advance and hence a simulation experiment to
predict the results seems appropriate. But what do the results tell
us'? Do they stretch our credulity? . Brcfng to Figure 1 answers this
query. The time pattern of the relevant price variable under simula-
tion is reported relatfve to its historical value over the years of
this study. The superscripts  S! refer to the three simulations
outlined. The patterns wa search for are twofold, First, is the
simulated price pattern significantly far from the historical base
and secondly, do the simulated price patterns have frequent turning
points and wide amplitudes?

Our first simulation required that the Japanese held inventories decay
from their 1977 levels tn 1500 metric tone in a J.inear fashion. The
policy action being produced here ie to moderate speculative inventory
fluctuations by persumed quota adjustments of the Japanese Ninistry
of Trade. The results are as theoretically expected; the Japanese
auction price declines on average throughout the period with relative-
ly minor fluctuations and five turning points.

This simulatfon ia fn sharp contrast to our second experiment of
placing a $50 per ton landings tax. For this experiment we report
both the ultimate effect cn the Japanese auction price and the more
crueialeffect on the landings price in B.C. Tracing these two simu-
lation lines out  S -S ! indicates that if a royalty tax had been2imposed in mfd-f976 an! all other conditions remained constant the
effects on both these prices would have been wfde ranging. Both sets
of prfcea, but especfally the B .C . landings price fluctuate widely,
and fn the negative range.

But, would we trust these predir.rions based upon our model specifi-
ti d th p*l te '. 1 old t. Hy * 1 dt t t

1 ~ td t th ht t ld li  pt 1001] 1 th 1 diag
or auction price, Rstherp it is the wide amplitude of these negative
price fluctuations which arouses my suspicion.

Our third simulation  reducing the B.C. herring harvest to its 1972-
74 average! illustrates a third property, Although this simulation
seems suspect on the crite'rion that the amplitude of the simulated
Japanese auctfon prices is large, there fs a mitigating circumstance.
To wft, there are only two turning points in the series, indicating
that the model is stable under thf.e simulation .

6
The fact that both price series move in the negative range indicates
that a royalty tax cannot be passed on to auction market, but, can
be passed back to the fishermen.
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These few simulations and associated price series were obviously pre-
selected from many we conducted for he~ristic reasons.? Ecch simula-
tion and associated price series has markedly different turning points,
amplitudes or average distances from the historical price pattern.
We pre-selected these results to define simulation with abuse. Our
proposition is simple:

If the model produces under simulation a variable
series with a 1arge variance or covariance, then use
of this particular series and simulation vouM
constitute abuse.

In all other cases even though the sources of error may be substantial,
you would not be abusing the model's predictive prowess by tentative1y
accepting the results.

But how do you know in precise fashion if you are straining the cred-
ulity of your reader or the model? Fortunately, there exists a coef-
ficient owing to H. Thiel �966! which provides such precision. Thiel
defines this measure as an inequality coefficient, This descriptive
statistic partitions the deviation from the historical series into
three parts: bias, variance and co variance terms?g Thus I argue
that whenever either the variance or co-variance terms are che domin-
ant source of error under simulation the models predictive power is
being abused,

7 Rsch simulation yields time patterns for all three price and quantity
series. These are available for the interested reader.

e The inequality coefficient is defined as follows;
2

Variance Co-VarianceBias

where  P! and  j! are the Projected and historical Price series
respectively and  S ! and  S ! are the standard deviations around the
two series. The term  r!, is the correlation coefficient between the
changes in the two price series. The three terms on the R.H.S. of
the inequality proportion are in order; the bias proportion, the
variance proportion snd the covariance proportion.
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Table 2 produces the inequality measures for our previously simulated
price series. These descriptive statistics confirm the earlier
impressions deduced fram Figure I. In sum, we should be extremely
suspect of the last three price series produced by either a $50 tax
or a B.C. herring catch quota. The first simulation limiting inven-
tories is acceptable; beth the bias and co-variance terms are Iaw-
they account for less than fifty percent of the deviation from the
historical trend and the direction of the decline  i,e. due ta the
bias term! is theoretically correct.

The remaining question is: Why would a model produce a simulated
series whose main error term is due to variation from the historical
trends2 The predominant reason is that a ortion of the model which
generated this simulated time series is unstable, In aur madel of
the B.C. herring industry the instability is generated by the Japanese
auction market which sends ever increasing fluctuations throughout
the system  e .g. landing's price series under tax simulation! . The
source of this instability within the Japanese. auction market is its
non-competitive nature for the time period covered, For example, our
earlier results  Table 1! illustrated that auction prices and inven-
tories  excess demand! moved in a perverse fashian . For the B .C .
roe-herring model we have traced the ultimate source af the problem
which could lead us to accept unwarranted simulations, namely the
non-competitive nature oi the auction market.

In sum, ii is clear that contemporary consumers nf modern predictions
can be mare skeptical, If you live in an unstable economic world,
as indicated by imperfect competition with theoretically perverse
price reactions, then the variance of your projections will be large
relative to other sources of error, Thus, the cautious listeners
of contemporary oracles should neither believe these forecasts nor
honor them with tribute.

9
A classic example of. this type of behavior is the corn-hog cycle,
in which changes in the supply of corn produce price changes in hogs
which widely fluctuate and may ar may not settle dawn ta en equili-
brium value.
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Theoretica1 and EInpirical Considerations
of Worldwide Ocean Resource Zone Extensions

and the Effects on Export Market Shares of Seafood

!ames R. Wilson
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

Introduction

Ever since the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act  FCMA! of 1976
was passed in the Untied States, and even before that time, there was
considerable discussion among members of government and the private
sector regarding the usefulness this new law would have in helping the
U.S. trade position in seafood at home and abroad.

It is probably true enough that. for some fish comnodities, and strictly
from an industry perspective, the FCMA in the short-term might have
helped sales by U.S. firms on domestic markets by removing avai'lability
of raw product to foreign processors. However, there seems to be little
evidence to suggest that the U.S. necessarily bettered their export
position as a result of extended jurisdiction; nor are the world-wide
effects of extended jurisdiction entirely unambiguous in their effects
on export performance of other countries. These outcomes depend on
which fishery is prominent  or under discussion!, the extent of foreign
fishing within 200 mile boundaries prior to extended jurisdiction, the
nature of consumer preferences in a country, how rich the fishing
grounds in question are, how well defended these grounds are, and how
mobile a country might be in the trade of fish versus the trade of
effort. Besides these issues, there still remains the question of what
might happen to world trade in fisheries if all countries claiming a
200 mile limit suddenly decide to rationalize their fisheries, either
domestically or internationally.

If one wishes to attribute changes in export markets to changes in
extended jurisdiction, then a number of these factors must be controlled
a priari either by eXpliCitly inCOrparating them in a model, Or impli-
citly by choosing coamodities and conditions for which there is little
interference from other factors not controlled for in a simpler model,
For example, how sure can one be that a country wi'll necessarily trade
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otber goods ar Fish if their effort is displaced from a fishery? Might
they as easily "trade" this effort away for fish or even form a joint
venture in a way that no trade is explicitly carried an yet the net
effect being an "export" of the resource from the hast. country? Would
not one expect that as the regulation of an extended jtrisdiction be-
comes "tighter" that a number of new institutions, and innovations on
o' ld ones will result? If the last two questions can be answered in the
affi rmative, then standard treatments of trade data may yield ambiguous
results if one tries to address the issue of the effects of extended
juriSdiction on export ma rket shares of fish corirrrodi ties . This could,
in turn, lead to erroneous policy prescriptions and a subsequent mis-
reading of trade opportunities arising from extended jurisdiction.

This paper wi11 attempt ta forrralize same of the theoretical consider-
ations that must be addressed when market share." models are used ta
measure the effects of extende l jurisdiction on export markets. An
empirical example of changes in Japan's export market shares of shrimp,
prawns, and lobsters to the U.', and Canada is gi ven to shaw how market
shares models can proper1y be used to measure the effects of extended
jurisdiction on Japan's trade in these corrnradities.

Theoretical Issues Re ardincn Trade of 0 en Access Resources

For thi s exposition, we deal with only two countries, X and Y. It
should be added here that generalization to n countries would be
exceedingly complex with na obvious graphical or mathematical solutions.
These two countries share in the exploitation of a corrNion resource of
fish, and have estab'lished production possibilities curves for effort.
Here, effort is spoken of as though the units were homogeneous and
infinitely divisible. This is obviously not the case in real life, but
the abstraction, in general, is reasonable from the standpoint that
factors directed towards Fisheries resource exploitation can be con-
sidered in a broad sense a measure of effort expended ta catch fish.
However, as Scott �955! and later Gould �972! and Anderson �977!
have pointed out, the corrvrion property nature of the resource, both
within each country and between countries cause the effort expended in
the fishery to be undervalued, relative to how that same composite
might be valued if it were combined with a resource endowment with
strong property rights. This leads to the welI known solution depicted
in figure 1, where fish is not assumed to be constant in price, with
average cost and marginal cost shown and the open access  F , P !,OA OA

competitive  F , P !, and monopoly  F P ! solutions are shown.c c PR PR

Mm
Am

~ C

~ M nv
Fiv

Figure I. Price and Output Under Three Assumptions.
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We turn now to briefly explain Anderson's principal results in a par-
tial equilibrium framework within the context af the results above.
Anderson shows that for any economy producing goods and effort where
effort is used in the procurement of fish that the following condi-
tions hold:

dF dF dE
3g 3E' ' tK

or, the slope of the production possibilities curve for fish is the pro-
duct of the slope of the yield-effort relationship and the production
poss1bilities curve for effort and goods, respectivel y.

TR = P g + PF f E! ! �!

aA - p y+ s .  ~«'>! - og ~ F I
I

g=-+p df E �!

EquatiOnS 2 � 4 shOw the deriVatian Of the well-known marginal condi-

tion of a producer who pays the marginal product of his inputs ~dI f E'i

This is shown in figure 2  frame A! and simply shows that a producer
under these assumptions will produce at the tangency of the production
poss1bil ities curve and the prevailing price line. However, as sug-
gested by figure 2  frame B! the open access solution is nat as shown
in �!, but rather

39 PF  F/E!  ~!

where F/E is the average product af application of effort. It then
fol'iows that the r1ght-hand quantity  the slope! of �! will be greater
in absolute value than the same quantity in �! at the same point  fig-
ure 2!. What this amounts ta, then, is a price line in open access
that iS Steeper than the normal SOlutiOn Obtained, but anOlOgOuS in
that as ane decreases the price of g  increases the price of f!, that
the slope of the open access price line continues to decrease but will
always be greater than the price 'fine corresponding to property rights
at that point.

For any point on the production possibilities curve, then the price
line corresponding to a production equ11ibrium  which maximizes total
revenue subject to production possibilities! is less steep relative to
the g axis in the open access case than is the price Iine in the non-
open access case. Furthermore, since the marginal physicaI product of
effort in the production of fish declines more rapidly than does the
average phys1cal product it follows that the equilibrium price line
corresponding to �! declines less rapidly than that corresponding to
�! throughout the range of production possibilities.

If we pursue this topic in more depth, we find that previous authors
have been somewhat arb1trary in their explanation of this phenomenon.
Consider effort as a homogeneous single input inta the production of
goods or fish. It is perhaps best to think of this within the succeed-
ing frameworks as a production function in g and E, with the input E
actually being allocated to production of g instead of fish. This is



a long-run concept to be sure; and the notion of a "product" that is
actually an input might sound foreign but thi s is mathematically an
ins mterial topic. Consider now the total revenue derived from the pro-
ductfon of goods and fish and the equf'librium solutions of <4! and �!.
In dealing wfth goods-effort relationship as an example of production
possibilftfes, it is clear that:

  d f E
NPPE P F/E APPE P

MPPI F dI MPPF F
From thfs re1ation, it is now possible  with some visua'I he1p from
figure 2! to establish the precise difference in the slopes at any
one point on the production possibilities curve. It is merely the

APPE
difference between the slope of the ratio and the second derfva-

Mppg
E

tion of the production possibilities curve for tish and other goods:

D d E d f
dg

:dg/dE!!
~~~I"Fd

dg
 8!

> p < p < p

  ~E!~ d g dE!d J d I.'i ~dfD M:

3f dg
 9!

Equations 8 and 9 suggest that for combinations of effort and g in the
positive region of marginal productivity of E in 9, the size will be
absolute1y posftive, indicating an increase fn slope for the open
access p~ice 1ine. The second derivative of the production possibi1-
ities for fish and other goods is negative and constant: the middle
term in equatfon 9 is always positive, As APPE falls with an increaseF

in effort to fishing  decrease in g!, the slope of the productin pos-
sibilities curve steepens and, consequently the square of this slope
becomes very large making the middle term smaller. As APPE increases,F

the slope of the production possibilities curve for g and E decreases .
Thus, even at high levels of g production there is stil1 a substan-
tial difference fn the slopes of each pair of price lines, even though
both price lines are very s teep.

Thfs information is very useful in reference to the construction of
graphical expositfons in this paper, and would certainly be useful in
a more rigorous mathematica'I treatment with specific functional forms.
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Trade solutions for inde ndent fishin nations. Notice from the pre-
v ous iscuss on at no ment on as yet een made of consumer prefer-
ences, yet they are necessary to provide for the possibility of a
unique trade solution. The price ratio to producers will also be the
budget set for the consumers of an economy. Yet, there is no reason
to believe that in a trading economy that production and consumption
points aast be the same. In fact, they may be quite different. The
multitude of price lines at which producers are willi ng to supply
determines the feasible set of production points. These imply a set
of budgets which in equilibrium with preferences form a set of feasible
consumption decisions in the closed economy. This is depicted in fig-
ure 3 for one country. Assuming homothetic preferences, the function
4* is the locus of a'll tangencies between the price line  budget set!
and the community indifference curves. In figure 3, at price ratio
P P' producers are in open access equilibrium at i:' and consumers at

At P2P> both producers and consumers desire and produce the same
bundle of coxnedities. The price line P P shows a relatively high
price of fish, compared to the others, and also suggests that consumers

1would be indifferent between consuming a at p4p4 of a at oipI,
although producers would want to produce at 91 or B4. Note particul-
arly that price 'lines determining the production points do not neces-
sarilyy emanate from a given point, but rather take their slopes from
the slope of the production possibilities curve for fish and other

goods  PPC ! plus the difference in slope which changes for each produc-F
tion point for al'I second order and higher functions  see equation 9!.

When trade is opened up between these two countries with independent
fisheries, a process of tatonnement occurs between both countries that
establishes a world price which allows a trade of coamodities. However,
notice that trade does not appear to be a necessary result and that it
is possible that no trade could occur, depending on the relation be-
tween the prices at which producers are willing to produce and the
prices at which the consumers are willing to consume. As we have con-
structed it in figure 4, trade will occur, with country Ã producing at
B and consuming at A  trading K of g for  % of fish! and country Y
producing at B and consuming at a with BY of fish given up and y5 of g
obtained.  }uantities of goods and fish exchanged between the countries
are equal. It is important to note, however, that such a happy so'Iu-
tion does not seem to be at a11 guaranteed and ultimately depends on
the re'Iation between prices and preference structure  exemplified by
g*! which is, in turn, related to the production possibilities curves
of' the producers. By definition, the world price line in country Y
wi'll be flatter than the domestic price but whether or not trade will
ensue depends on where, on the production possibilities curve, the pro-
ducers will want to be at that price. They may, in fact, want to pro-
duce at P, and if this is the case then no trade may be forthcoming,
or consumers may be indifferent to trade versus the no-trade point,
depending on the shape and curvature of the indifference cu rve tangent
to PY at R.

Notwithstanding these cautions it seems that trade may occur in open
access goods, although it does not appear to be necessary, for any
price change. That trade does not appear to be necessary for all
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Figure 2. Open Access  oa! and Competitive  c! Price Ratios.

Figure 3. Construction of Locus of Feasible Consumption Points �~!.
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changes in price seems at first to be counter-intuitive, especially
since the competitive solution so obviously results in potential gains
from trade regardless of i:he di rection of world price change. This
result deserves a more careful treatment than we can qive to it here.

~Chan es in Production of Other hoods uith

Since we are concerned with the nature of the trading changes as a
result of these and other shifts, it would be interesting to know how
such changes affect the prices of the conmmdities at which each pro-
ducer would be willing to trade., This wi'1'1 chanqe the condition under
which consumers would be willing to buy also, and as such this topic
is important. First, consider figure 2b and PPX  EY1! in figure 4.F

9
There corresponds a unique set of prices for each point on each curve.
However, what is the change that can be expected for the slope of this
price line through R, as opposed to that going through g? Are they
the same slope through both points or different'

It is known that the open access solution is:

APPE PF

MPPg F
E

�0!

However, the change in this value is needed with respect to a change
in the effort 'level in country Y where other goods  g! are held con-
stant in country X.

ppFX
7

 MPPg E!
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Suppose that for now we focus on the country X, and what happens to it
when, after giving up effort to increase production of other goods,
this sends signals to producers in country Y. Assume for this example,
that there is a negatively related one-to-one .orrespondence between
effort expended in fishing in country Y or X; as country X gives up
one unit, country Y fills that void in the fishery by increasing effort
by the same amount, because of an increase in the productivity of
effort caused by the remova't of effort from fishing into goods by X.
This is suggested by figure 5. Country X  top diagram! decreases its
effort to EX2. Country Y's productivity of effort increases through
the yield curve, from SYY EY1! to SYY EY2!, Country Y's effort
increases from EY1 to EY2 through the equation of SYY EY2! with TCEY,
the open access solution. This, in turn, effects a downward shift in
the sustainable yield curve for X from SYX EY1! to SYX EY2!. Further,
this activity shifts down the production possibilities curve from
PPX  EY1! to PPX  EY2!,

9



g APP
Since E < 0 and MPPE > 0 this first term is negative. Alsa.,gX

3 E

since by assumption g is 'held constant the second term goes to 0 and

X MPPE ! remains positive. Therefore, the sign on the change in this
slope with respect to effort expended in Y for any constant g is nega-
tive. This corresponds to an increase in the expected price of fish,
which leads to a decrease in the slope of the price line at any fixed
level of g. An increase in the price af fish in country X will tend to
increase the praducer price of ffort in X if the fish price has risen
higher than the decrease in average product1vity of effort. That is:

APPE PF
APPE PF . APPE PE �2!

APP 1
E2

Similar11y for country X, if the APP falls by a greater amount thanX

can be compensated for by the price rise of fish, then the price of
effort can fall. It is also possible for the price to remain con-
stant, Sim1lar reasoning can be used to show that if prices of fish
falls in country Y the price of effort can fall, remain constant, or
increase. In figure 5, count~y X's price of effort has risen; country
Y's cost of effort has remained the same. An inset for country X shows
the condition that could hold for a decrease in the cast of effort.
This decrease would be accompanied by a drastic reduction in the sus-
tainable yield curve of country X after having given up EX1 � EX units
of effort. This result is quite similar in fact to what some large
fishing nations might be experiencing 1n specific fisheries in the
post 200 mile regime; which might part1ally explain the relatively
recent attention given to joint ventures and foreign direct investment,

However, now that production possibilities curves are allowed to shift
along the fish axis in re, ponse to the allocation of effort in one or
the other countries, then the trading solution becomes fairly complex.
Consider, far instance. a case where country X has decided to enforce
a 200 mile economic resource zone, and that this will mean, for country
Y, an exclusion of all or part af their effort in that zone. That is,
there will be an autonomous increase in the productivity of effort 1n
country X and consequently an inc~ease in the price of effort, if
effort is held at constant levels, even though it has been shown
 equation 11! that the price af fish for country X wi'll tend ta fall
at fixed levels of g  and consequently, E!, This phenomenon opens up
the opportunity for country X and Y to trade, not only in fish but
also  possibly! 1n effort.

First, however, consider «n initial situation where trade of goads for
fish by country X is attempted 'in an open access situation. Keep the
assumption that countries competing for a fish resource increase their
effort in response to productivity gains in the fishery caused by
another country removing effort from the fishery, A'lso assume, as is
actually the case that there is never a total ocean-wide expulsion of
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Figure 4. The Open Access Trade 5olution.
<x re ~ Te+ Fx

Ex Figure S. Effects of Changing Effort Levels in the world Fishery.
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a'll competing effort in a fishery through extended jurisdiction. That
is, the fishery resource is shared, but an extension of, jurisdiction
does not necessari1y force the foreign fishing nation out of the whole
ocean fishery, Also, giving up some effort by one country does not
~necessartt cause an increa ~ in effort by the other .ountry by t.he
same amount as was shown for simplicity in Figure 5. Given these and
previous assumptions, it appears that, through a very complex adjust-
ment process, that an enti w~ly different trade solution from the ini-
tial standing position wil1 ensue between fish and other goods, if a
world price af i'ish can emeirge which places constmiers in a better posi-
tion than the initial position. It becomes readily apparent that such
a solution depends in large part on the path of adjustment along the
shifting production possibi'lities curves. The final position of the

PPÃ of the country X depends on the responsiveness of country Y's
F
g

movement of effort into the fishery. Figure 6 shows some paths of
adjustment for X under three assumptions about the nature of the pro-
ductivity shifts in country Y. tJnder each of the three assumptions the
method of adjustment is as follows;

3! However, as producers g.ive up effort to produce goods to trade
their production possibilities curve shifts down which results in:

 i! a general increase in the price of fish at which producers
are willing to produce in country Ã;

 ii! a general decrease in the price of fish at which producers
are willing to produce i n country 'Y;

 iii! a rightward shift in the 4 line in country X, a leftward shift
for country Y  not necessarily at the same price ratio!;

 iv! a new established world >rice with production and consumption
points;

 v! the discovery that as effort is moved out of the fishery that
the production possibilities curves shift yet agai n;

 vi! a repeat of the above process until:

the outward shift in price of fish in rountry Y :onverges

to PY,

b! the downward shift in the productiori possibilities curve

converges to PPK and attendent price of equilibrium of

consumption and production converges to PX.

If a world price can be established after this adjustment then trade
will ensue without any further decreases in the production possibili-
ties curve  increases in country "'s productivity of effort!. Note
that a controlling mechanism is the declining rate of downward shifts
of the production possibilities curves for fish and other goods in
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2! A production and consumption point at wor1d price P is established;W



country N. Th1s occurs because even though an upward shift in produc-
tivity of effort may occur for country Y, the successive increases in

ei'fart in Y become ever smaller, which shifts the PPX down, which in
F

turn converges with each successively smaller increment of effort
released. So, instead of trading a1ong a single production possibili-
t1es curve, country N trades along a whole set of these curves. Figure
6 shaws three possible paths of adjustment each with different results.

Each have started from the initial position at ,p , p >, PPX �!.1 F
wl ' g

The first adjustment path  to i, P 2, PPN �!! leads to a solution2 F
w2' g

which is absolutely better than the first position, since the na-trade
and the trade solutian lies to the northeast af the community indiffer-

ence curve I . The second adjustment path  ta .~ , P , PPN F �!3
w3' 9

yields an inferior no-trade solution but a trade at previously world
prices that makes country X better off. The third adjustment path

 to 4 , P 4, PPN �!! yields both an inferior no-trade solution and4 F
w4' g

trade solution. If producers have prior knowledge of this outcome,
there will be na attempt to trade goods for fish in the first place.

One final cansideration for the theoretical part of this paper is what
happens when extended jurisdiction is imposed by both countries.
Suppose country Y has autonomously ordered a'Il effort input by country
X out of its 2X mile zone  Figure 7!. Country X has also dane the

same th1ng to Y, but the net effects are a downward shift of PPX and
F

F g
an upward shift of PPY . This will cause, in country X, an increase in

the price of fish at which firms are willing to produce, according to
our previous results. The decrease in margina1 productivity of effort
is shown here to be greater than the price increase of fish; thus the
price firms are willing to pay ta efi'ort ~n country X falls far each

point an PPX �!. However the 4 locus for fish and goods tends to beF

moved down and right to i . The equilibrium price of fish thus has two2
x

forces working on it; the general increase in prices at which firms are
willing to produce and the attempts by canswers to maximize carmnunity
preferences given these price increases,

In country Y an opposite pracess has taken place. An increase in the

marginal productivity of effort ref'fected in the move from PPY �! toF

F g
PPY �! takes place with a subsequent fall in the price af fish at

9
which firms would be willing to produce each quantity along the new
curve. Th1s raises the price of efi'ort in country Y. In the goods-
fish sector, these changes are accompanied by a movement af the e locus

left and up to 4 .
2

To look at alternative trade movements, it is important to note that the

pr1ce af effort in Y under the new regime P 2 would not necessarilyE

coincide with the goods and fish bundles at which firms in X would be
willing to produce g1ven the correspond1ng price of fish in Y. For
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8
Figure 6. Three Trade Solutions in an interdependent World Fishery.

Figure 7. Comparative Trade positions for X; Trading Effort Vs, Goods.
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this reason Figure 7 shows P ~ at a different effort and good locationE

Fthan P ~ 1n the fish-goods sector. This distinction is of great impor-
y

tance in the analysis. However, there is a correspanding price of
effort for P ~ on the effort-goods production possibilities P ~ whereFp E

y x
the world pr1ce is establi'shed at P in the country X, the producing
point is at A, and AB goods are traded for BC fish. Similarly, in
country Y oOI fish are traded for BY goods, as before  not shown!.

However, the above trade solutian need not be the only one Consider
the process by which the world price was established, say, for country
X. Given the pre-trade scenar1o it would be reasonable to expect that
fish and other goods were traded untfl product pr1ces equalfzed and
subsequently factor prices are equalized. But one could just as easily
conclude that ap units of effort were given up for o6 units of goods;
with KL subsequent'iy traded for ~LR based on a world price of effort
obtained at P , The adjustment process would be roughly similar toE

that shown fn Figure 6, except that, in this case, same of the effort
produced at the world price would never reach the fishery in country X,
but would rather be "traded" to country Y for goads. However, country
Y no longer experiences their sustained yield curve shi fting up, but
rather their total cost of effort sh1ftfng down. Thfs movement in-
volving a use of effort occurs along the exfsting yfeld curve fn
country Y. The increase in effort, however, stfT1 shifts production
possibilities curves in country X down, shifts the relevant > locus
down and ra1ses the producer prfce of fish in country X. However, the
world pr1ce of effort obtafning suggests a lower prfce at which firms
would be willfng to produce fish. This translates again to a new lower
price for ffsh for which fi rms in X would be willing ta produce. The
end result of this adjustment process may well be one where the trading
pofnt would be R*, greater than either the old equflibrium or the one
obtafnfng wfthaut trade in effort. This solution is tantamount to
saying that a major loser due ta extended jurisdiction, country X in
this case, may find it advantageous to trade off its effort praduced at
a higher price. In the process, however, less fish is lost fn its own
1'fshery, and goods may stil'I be given up for ffsh. Thus, an effectfve
trade fn ffsh can be initiated by a trade in effort for goods. This
opens up the possibflity of trade of product bundles. That is, if both
sectors are open to international trade, perhaps neither R' nor C will
obtain, but some fntermediate pofnt will, and again, ff R~ and C are
both superior points to n, then so much the better. This solutfan in
Figure 7 has fts analogue in country Y, though these are not shawn
here to keep graoh1cs simple.

Em frical Consideratfons

It fs apparent from the discussion above that if one wishes to see the
results of extended jurfsd1ct1on on trade af ffsh, then one must be
very cautious about the conditfons under which that movement takes
place. The cans1derations previously discussed can either be ex-
plicftly modeled or implicitly controlled for by a careful choosing of
cases and analyzed by very simple models. The latter approach was
chosen in a study shown below an changes in Japanese export market
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ShareS tO the U.S. and Canada in the COnmedfty grOup of shrimp, prawn
and lobster  SPL!. This case was specifica11y chosen for the following
reasons.

�! Japan has undoubtedl,y been the hardest hit by the trend of world-
wfde extended jurisdiction both from the standpoint of size of
gains and magnitude of the loss of access to fishi ng grounds .

�! Shrimp, prawn and 'lobster products are generally considered
luxury conwxodities by Japan, Canada and the United States, with
a wide consumer appeal.

�! The fisheries dealing wi th the coemodftfes in question are,
relatively speaking, inshore; well within the 200 mile 'limit,
Also, practically all shrimp species are designated for domestic
fleets fn the U,S. 'The inshore nature of these fisheries is
general'iy a worldwfde trait that is related to the biology of
the species.

�! U.S. and Canadian trawling vessels and other methods of capture
are well-developed and may even be in oversupply. Therefore,
there is little incentive for a trade in the various forms of
effort between Japan, Canada and the U.S.

�! The U.S. is a major importer of this coeseodity group as is Japan.
Canada is less so, but this is probably related to their popula-
tion level rather than differences in preference.

Therefore, it would be expected that Japan's share in the import
markets of Canada and the U.S. would fall between the years of 1959
to 1981 largely as a result of the worldwide trend in extended juris-
dfCtiOn; even though markets for theSe COmnpditfeS remained very strong
during this time period.

Little has been done do elucfdate the role of extended jurisdiction on
the fnternational trade of seafood, a'ithough Lin et a'I. � 981! raise
issues on the ramifications of extended management zones in the worid
conIaunity. However, a number of studfes have been done using market
shares analysfs, in general. To study trade f1ows, one needs to
meaaure direCtly Or by proxy variableS the impOrt demand, and the
price elasticities of' that import demand, Harket shares approaches
have been used to estimate the effects of price competition, and their
use avoids the more difficult empirical problems that develop when
actually specifying import demand functions. Studies by Hickman �973,
1977! looked at changing trade patterns in the Pacific Basin countries
between 1955 and 1975. Hickman's unaltered log-linear model is
specified in the f'ollowing manner:

xLnafjt aoij alijLn  PIt/"jt! + a2ijT + a3fjLnafjt 1 + v,.jt �3!
aijt the share of the exporting country i in the fmport

market of a country j in year t. f' or all imports
defined as:

h
1  ~ jt/ Exf jt
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or, the ratio of the country i's exports to country
j in year t.  K. t! and the total exports to country
j

i Jt,

a .. = the intercept term

al.. = the short term elasticity of the market share with
respect to price  expected sign is negative!

p".t/P -t = the ratio of the export price for a'll goods of
country i, based on F.O.B. pri~e quotas, to an import
pri ce inde~ in market j, defi ned as:

where a, = share of the exporting country to input
market j in year 0

a2. = estimated trend growth rate  expected sign is
positive or negative, depending on trade relations!

T = an index of time

a3ij = estimated rate of response in market shares in year
t to market shares in t-1  expected si gn is positive!

Ix. t 1 = market shares of the previous period

v,.jt = error term

Hickman's model, which was used on 26 countries or country aggregates.
yielded results which have considerable theoretical and empirical
appeal. For example, signs on the elasticity measures regardless of
signii'icance, were consistent1y negative, and the significance of the
parameter estimates at 5 percent and 10 percent levels were conmron.
HiCkman inCluded in hiS mOdel the variable time, WhiCh, in our mOdel
specifications is not included. Hickman includes a time index to
capture secular shifts in demand but, i gnores determinants of supply.

It is felt that theoretically, a supply determinant should be included
in the export model i'or Japan, especially in the case of the fisheries
for shrimp, prawn and lobster  SPL!, so the variable time has been
removed, and the variable AREA  the percentage of 1981 world juri sdic-
tional claims in square nautical miles, by year! has been added to the
model. In addition, the metric tons of shrimp, prawn and lobster  SPL!
caught by Japan was included to account for short term supply fluctua-
tions.

In addition, the export-import price ratios are not strictly comparable
between Hickman and the model specified in this study. Hickman weights
the import market price by the share of the export'ing country in year 0.
This study computes the price ratio in the i'ollowing manner:

it jt it it ijt jt ijt jt ijt
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Vi = the total value of exports of Japan of SPL, year t
�959-1980!

where:

gi = the total quarltity of exports of Japan of SPL, year t,
�959-1980!

 EV~t - Vi t! = the total va'lue of imports of SPL by Canada  U.S.!
less the value of Japanese export to Canada  V.S.!,
year t �959-'i980!

E,~t = the exchange rate between Japan and the U.S.
�959-1980!

For this model specification of Japan 's export market shares to the
U.S. and Canada, the shares are developed in value terms  FOB!, the
catch is in metric tons, the variable AREA is in terms of percent
 decimal fraction x 100!, and the price ratio has been developed using
cents U,S. currency in year t. All product forgus of SPL were included
in this analysis.

LJSHRUS  CAN!; Log of the lagged  one year! Japanese export market
share of shrimp, prawn, and lobster  SPL! in U.S.
 Canada!.

LRATIOJUSA  CAN!: Log of Japanese export price of shrimp, prawn, and
lobster  SPL! divided by the import price of SPL
without Japan's share included in the U.S.  Canada!
 in cents, Li.S.!.

AREA: The percentage of 1981 200 mile area claims of ocean
held by countries as territorial or fisheries zones
 times 100!.

LCATCH: Log of the Japanese catch of SPL, in metric tons.

A Farrar-Glauber test for multicollinearity between these variables
within the Canadian and U.S. mode1 waS perfOrmed. MulticOllineari ty

was detected in the Canadian model with a X test at the 99% level.2

It is clear that the multicollinearity was caused by correlation
between the lagged endogenous variable LSHRCAN  -1! and the variab'ie
AREA. Similar tendencies between the same variables for the U.S.
mode'I were observed, although multicollinearity was reJected.

Tests for autocorrelation in both mode'is yielded ambiguous results,
since the Durbin-Watson test of models using lagged endogenous varia-
bles was inflated. Attempts to use the Durbin h-test yielded equally
ambiguous results. A large sample alternative test to the h-test
shows no autocorre'iation, but the prescription is suspect because of
the small sample size �1 observations!. For this reason, both
uncorrected and corrected models are shown for each country  Table 1!.
We will discuss the uncorrected models, but the reader should compare
the results. The Cochrane-Orcutt iterative technique was used to
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Model tests. The specificatior of the export market shares model was
Tong- near, with the following independent aarlaelea for each coontry
regressed against the log of Japan's export share to the U,S.  Canada!,
LJSHRUS  CAN!:
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correct for autocorrelation. No heteroscedastic disturbances were
detected at the 9S'L level, using testing method.; outlined by Park
�966! and later ref'ined by Gl<rjser �969!.

In the specifications shown be'low, AREA is treated in the same way as
the time variable was treated by Hickman; as the linear part of a log-
linear relationship. This is ,iusti fied for two reasons: 1! the
variable AREA is rough'ly collinear with time. The quantity of ocean
that has came under extended jurisdiction has increased in a stepwise
fashion throughout the observations; 2! the variable AREA can be
regarded as a supply shifter, riot as a variable that periodica11y
affects a quantity supplied. Thus, the AREA variable accounts for
secular shifts in supp'ly over the long term, whi1e the catch variable
 LCATCH, in this specification, 'corresponds to a short. run conception
af supply. The market shares niodels presented here are therefore
hybrids of supply and demand models that might perhaps be better
specified as a system of simultaneous equations reflecting supply,
demand and inventory conditions in Japan and other countries. However,
work by Lin et al. �981!, also on shrimp in Pacific Rim countries,
suggest that data problems encountered in making <r<odels such as these
operable were very large, and were not completely overcome in their
work either. In fact. Lin et al. suggest the incorporation of an
inventory function and less aggregated data over longer periods of
time. This, unf'ortunately is a tall order for analysts living in the
U.S,

Far the uncorrected Canadian model  Table 1! model, the F statistic is
cansiderab'ly larger than the critical va1ue of F �.67! for �, 16!
degrees of freedom, As regards the t-statistics . only the lagged share
value LJSHRCAl<t  -1! shows up as significant at the 90 percent level in
a two tailed t-test. The constant and the area variab'le show up as
signif'icant at the 80 per<:ent level for the same test. If one cou1d
a priori hypothesize, or if one has prior information, that a parameter
is a certain sign, then the one tailed test can be performed. However,
for the variable LRATJCAff� for example, its sign is dependent on rela-
tive price movements and could vary from country to country, But in
view of the fact that the parameter for the variable AREA, for instance
has been a priori hypothesized to be negative f' or Japan, then it would
be passible to pe~form a one tailed t-test.

U.S. models are considerably more stable: in practically every test
peri'ormed they have shown an absence of autocorrelated disturbances.
The F test is again rejected at the 99 percent level. However, as far
as significance af the parameters are concerned, the only strong test
is fat' the AREA variable; it is significant in the two tailed t-test at
above the 97 percent level at 16 degrees of freedom. However, the
lagged shares of' japan in the U.S. market  LJSHRUS  -1!! can at best be
c1aimed signiffcant in a one tailed t-test at the 80 percent leve'i.
It can, in fact, be tested in this manner, since we have a priori
postulated that sign and repeated model specifications for both coun-
tries have substantiated this claim, So, at least the sign is persis-
tent, regardless of different madel specifications,

5<mair Statements and Conc'lusian

Many of the results of the empirical analysis are what one would expect
ta find, especially since a specific case was chosen in order to isolate
the trade effects of extended jurisdiction. The lagged shar e response



is impartant fram the standpoint of modeling the constancy and stability
of export markets; in general, markets do not change overnight. That
the price ratio is insignificant is not inconsistent with other work in
this i'ie'ld: "In mast cases, the price of shrimp was found to be statis-
tically insignificant in both import demand and world supply function...
Joint ventures and shipment contracts may be among the factors that
hinder, to same degree, the movements of supply in response to changes
in price. The failure of including an inventory function due to data
insufficiency might be another major cause of this result."  Lin et al,
1981!.

It is iraportant to note that there is a strong negative relationship
between the AREA variable and Japan's export market share of SPL to the
United States and Canada. It is not likely, however, that an applica-
tian of this simple model to another major 'loser due to extended juris-
diction, would yield similar results. In fact, one cou'ld probably find
a fish cormnodity ies!, which has as a major source of raw material the
U.S. fishery zone, but where Japanese presence in one form or another,
world-wide, allows them to maintain their trade position. If one were
to use the market shares model presented here to look at that trade
pattern, results may be somewhat ambiguous.

If one is willing to accept the foregoing analysis, the unlogged market
shares model would look like:

- c 81 AREA! AB2883C484

where 8 can be regarded as a component of the "intercept" for no1
changes in the area under extended jurisdiction. However, as an area
changes, the schedule of Japanese market shares response will shift
downward, as the area under jurisdiction becomes larger. The function
is increasing in lagged Japanese shares in the U,S, and Canada, and
the parameter 82 corresponds to the elasticity of market share response
to lagged market shares. A similar interpretation can be given ta 83
and 84, except that, for the U.S., the export share is inversely
re'lated to the magnitude of the Japanese catch of SPL. An explanation
oF this might be that Japanese market penetration of the seafood market
began about the time that their catches were declining, but reaches a
peak prior to major jurisdictional changes in the oceans.

In conclusian, this analysis did succeed in showing that a significant
and robust negative relationship exists between extended jurisdiction
trends and the export market shares af Japan . in Canada and the U.S.
However, based upon the theoretical treatment presented in the first
half oi' this paper, it is not necessarily true that major gainers will
end up exporting fish to major losers, Attempts to investigate the
effects of extended jurisdiction exclusively using trade data could
yield frustrating and ambiguous results, if factors such as effort
exchange cannot be modelled or control'led for,
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Disequilibrium and
Seafood Trade Modelling

Nancy f, Sockstael
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland, LJSA

Fisher Trade Models and Disuseullibrium

There are a number of reasons why we might wish econometrically to model
seafood trade relationships, many of wh1ch involve public policy issues.
Despite their limited numbers, che few existing seafood trade studies
testify to the variety of issues at stake, Some of these past studies
are straightfoward econometric models of the workino of a particular
fishery market and include an import/export sector for the;ake of com-
pleteness  see, for example, Altobello, Storey and Conrad, 1977;
Bockstael, 1978; Wang, Dirlam and Norton, 1977!. These studies attempt
to provide a basis of 1nfonnat1on for f1shery managers, a means of an-
ticipatingg the effects of exogenous factors or of policy changes on the
returns to fishermen and processors and the welfare of consumers. A
trade sector is included in these models simply because fore1gn demand
or supply plays a large pait in the market mechanism,

Other fishery studies have had more specific motives for' including a
trade sector. As early as 1970., the National Marine Fisheries Service
was interested in the extent to which imports depressed domestic prices
for New England groundfish  Houtsma, 1970!. More recently, a few
studies have set about try.ing to prove inj ury to domestic fishermen
from imports  see the analysis of groundfish prices by Corey and Di rlam,
1981, and Corey, 1982; the study of Canadian lobster exports by
Hasselback, 1979; and the report on the Gulf Shrimp industrv by Sage
Assoc1ates, 1981!. Attention to these issues has been provoked by
Congressional concern over the health of the domestic industry, dermn-
strated by the Saltonstall-Kennedy Act and Breaux's proposed leg1s-
lat1on,

Econometri c models of trad» have been employed to assess other issues
of potential inter-nation conflict. Edwards   1981! included a trade



sector in his model of the Atlantic sea scallap industry in an attempt
to assess the effects of alternative resolutions of the Canadian-US
boundary dispute. Similar trans-boundary management issues on the
west coast prompted Capalbo �9BZ! to investigate the effects of alter-
native unilateral and bilateral management schemes for the North
Pacific Halibut fishery. Earlier, Vi daeus   1977! evaluated the torei gn
fees which could reasonably be ;.harged for foreign access to US herring
stocks.

Rarely 1s the work of ecanomists so directly applicable ta i mportant
po'i1cy decisions as the econametric mode'lling of tishery market models
has.been, In some cases, the estimation results have been used to
further legislation. Considering the politica'I significance of the
issues involved, accurate ecanometric modelling assumes a particular
importance here. It becomes critical that our model specifications
are careful and do not depend oo blatantly unrealistic assumpt1ons.

All models are, of course � simplifi cations of rea11ty, but the con-
sequences of simplicity must be well understood. Among the many sim-
plifyingg assumptions made in most market models, and in all of the
above seafood trade models, is that market transactions take place at
equilibrium. This paper chal'lenges the reasonableness of this assump-
tion in certain fishery trade situations and 1nvestigates the conse-
quences of mis-specifying the nxidel as an equilibrium market when trans-
actions take place in d1sequilibri un.

Disequilibrium markets

In the past decade an interest in disequilib~ium markets has miqrated
from macro- to micro-economics and with it a challenge to the Malrasian
view of the worid. Economists have been forced to admit that there are
many s1tuations in which the market clearing assumption is unrealistic,
i.e. that desired quantities demanded and supplied may not be equal.

Perhaps the classic micro"econoriics example of disequilibrium is the
cob-web cycle. Here, supply is determined by past prices and pri ce
expectations, as in agriculture where harvest is related to plantings
in a previous time period, Current pri ce is determined by demand for
the harvested output, but this harvest may not be the quanti ty farmers
would have wished to supp'ly at new prices. Such markets are character-
ized by disequilibrium if inventory adjustment is precluded because the
coemodity 1s perishable, A detailed model of such a market has been
formulated for watermelon.;  Goldfe'id and  !uandt, 1975!. Inelastic
short-run supply response and frequent supply disrupt1ons motivated a
sirai lar disequilibrium specification for the US fed beef sector  Ziemer
and White, 1982!.

Institutional constraints can also cause a market to be out of equili-
bri ma. Harket interventions through price cei lings or floors, quotas,
etc. are palar examples of d1sequilibrium, since they intentionally
prevent the adjustment mechanism. However, any barriers which inhibit
the adjustment of price may result in disequ1li bri um and consequent
rationing or surpluses. The housing and cred1t markets exhibit these
characteristics and have attracted the attention of economists inter-
ested in disequilibrium  see Fair and 3affee ~ 1974; Laffont and Garcia,
1977!.
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From these examples, it is clear that certain criteria are necessary
for the Walrasian mechanism to work effectively. First, supply  includ-
ing supply from inventories, 1f such exist! and demand must be respon-
sive to current price, and price must be free to adjust quickly. If
price in a given market is sticky � either because of institutional
cOnstraints, transactions cost,, or search costs, then the likelihood
of observ1ng the market in equilibrium is diminished. The same is
true if demand or, more often, supp'fy cannot respond to current price.

These characteristics present ro particular problem in stable markets
where, once attained, equilibrium is infrequently disturbed except
marginally, However, in "unstable" markets, where significant shifts
in supply or demand are frequent, disequilibrium may be chronic. In
fact the market may never be observed in the neighborhood of equilib-
r1um. Thus disequilibrium economics must play an important role when
the market mechanism adjusts slowly and when there are significant
random fluctuations in either demand or supply.

Since, by definition, inventories cannot exist for fresh seafood prod-
ucts and since supplies tend to be greatly variable depending as they
do on biological stocks, weather, etc,, these markets are likely candi-
dates for the disequil1brium roster. When the above conditions are
coupled with forward contracting, as is frequently the case in inter-
national markets, then persistent disequilibrirmt is especially likely.

As if this were not enough, institutional factors affecting seafood
trade ofhcer further potential sources of disequilibrilrr. Trade bar-
riers are direct means of preventing adjustment to equilibrium and to
some extent have been employed in fisheries trade. Perhaps of greater
interest is the role domestic fisheries management may play in affect-
ing market clearing in trade relationships. Management policies such
as quotas may either increase or decrease the potentia1 for di sequili-
brium. Disequilibrium will be more like'ly if the quotas artificially
restrict landings and thus potential export supply.  Interestinqly,
if the quotas are fixed over time, they may instead serve to stabilize
supply in the long run and reduce supply fluctuations,! With all
these potential sources of disequilibrium in fishery trade markets, an
investigation of their importance and impact seem warranted.

Unfortunately, once we abandon the market clearinq assumption, a crucial
aspect of our econometric market model is a1tered, The price-quantity
comb1nat1ons observed in market data can no longer be assumed to satisfy
both the supply and demand equations. The resulting estimation problems
are addressed in the grow1ng literature on disequilibrium econometrics
 see, for example, Fair and Jaffee, 1972; Amemiya, 1974; Gourieroux,
Laffont, Monfort, 1980; Maddala and Melson, 1974; and  }uandt, 1978!.
Unfortunately the empirical literature has not grown as quickly, and
in the area of fisher1es - furtile ground for disequilibrium modelling-
it has yet to surface.

The purpose of the remainder of this paper 1s to >nvestigate
a few of the implications of d1sequilibrium for econometric model1ing
of seafood trade. An internat1onal fishery market is identified
which exhibits characteristics consistent with our notion of persistent
disequilibrium and mode1 of this market is estimated under disequi 1i-
brium assumptions. The same market is then used in a Monte Carlo ex-
periment. Data generated in a disequi librirmr market model are used to
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estimate demand and supply functions under the naive assumotion that the
market is in equilibrium. The samp'I1ng experiments shed some light on
the kinds of estimation errors whi ch are likely if we incorrectly speci-
fy the model as one of equilibrium when the mar ke t in questi on is actu-
ally observed in disequili:irium,

j>erimentDisc uilibrium in Seafood Market

The US import market for Canadian live lobsters was chosen as the
example for emp1rical study. Th1s market was identified as a good can-
didate for disequilibrium for a number of reasons. Live lobsters can
not be effectively stored so inventory adjustment is not possible, Ad-
ditionally, because the market. is one of international trade, prices
are Iikely to be agreed upon prior to de11very thus p>eventinq the
rapid priCe adjuStment neCeSSary tO equate desired Supply and demand.
Since landings of lobsters are subject to radical random and seasonal
fluctuations, the market is unlikely to converoe to equi11br ium with
t1me. Consequently observations are more likely t; occi>r at disequili-
brium.

Econometri c estimation of a disequilibrium market

Before undertaking the sampling experiment, a model of the lobster im-
port market incorporating the assumption of disequilibrium is soecified
and estimated using observed monthly data from January 1972 to December
1980. The model is a simple one but representative of +he type of
trade models likely to be estimated given current data limitations . US
excess demand for live lobsters, i .e. the differene.e betwee>i domestic
demand and supply, is specifi ed as a function of import price, US do-
mestic supply of 11ve lobsters and US disposable income. Canadian ex-
cess supply is modelled as a furction of export price, Canadian land-
ings of lobsters, and the US-Caradian exchange rate. The latter vari-
able is included directly to allow for the possible differential re-

sponse to price and exchange rate movements, Recent theoretical and
empirical work suggest the value ot this approach  see Chambers and
Just, 1979; Chambers, Just, Mofi'itt, and Schmitz, 1981!

The structural demand and supply equations are, resoectivelv,

QD = f IP , NEL , INC !

S g EP ' CNL ' EXF't �!

where

In equilibrium models, equations �! and �! are typically i:ombined with
a market clearing identity

QT = QD = QS
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QD =
QS =
IP =

NEL -"
INC =
EP =

CNL =
EXR =

desired quanti ty demanded
des1red quant i ty s uppl i ed
US import price of live lobsters from Canada
New England landings of lobsters
US disposable income
Canadian export price of live lobsters tn the US
Canadian landing, of lobsters
US/Canadian exchange rate.



where C!T represents the quantity transacted. This adoiticna1 condition
is sufficient to define how price is determined as we	.

If disequilibrium is allowed, a new condition for determiring transacted
 and thus, observed! quantities must be defined. Generally it is as-
sumed that

�!OT = min�0, r!,

but now typically 00 C 05 and price is not deterriirred frorri the system,
The structural model can be altered in a number of ways to describe the
price determinatior mechanism. For the purposes of this rriodel we as-
sume that the price observed iri time t affect", both the quanti ty of
live lobsters which US wholesalers wish to purchase rrzm  anada in time
t and the portion of predetermined domestic landings which Canadians
choose to export ir time t. At this price, 00 and 05 may not be
equal however, Prices may have been agreed uphri earlier or may be
sticky due to transaction costs and cannot adjust to equate desired
supply and demand. Excess demand will put upward pressure on prices
so that next period's price can be expected to be higher; excess supply
will depress pri ce. The pri ce adjustment mechanism «an br modelled as

�!P � P = X�0 - 05 !.
t+1 t. t t

INC ! - -DZ1

EXR ! + -�SZ

0T = f IP, NEL

QT = g EP , CNL

DZ = t.+1
P � P

0

SZ =I' t..l

if P 1-P
otherwise

where

if Pt 1 - Pt -0
otherwi se

and

Amemiya �974! has shown that two stage least ..quares estimates of the
model in �!, where all the variables in parentheses are treated as
exogenous, is consistent a1though not asymptotically efficient.

Results of the estimation are reported in Table 1. Both equatio~s
are estimated in linear form and the coefficients on 0Z and SZ are
constrained to be equal in absolute value across equations, All co-
efficients are of the expertecl sign and significant at the 1t confi-
dence level.

There are a number of ways to estimate the system described in equations
�!, �!, �!, and �!. For demonstration purposes, a fairly simple
method is employed here and is based on the following substitution of
expressions �! and �! into �! and �! suggested by Fair and Ja<fee
�974!:



Table 1, Results of Disequilibrium Estimation of US-Canadian Trade
in Live Lobsters, Uanuary 1972 � November 1980.

Variabl e

Demand equation
Constant

Estimated Coefficients

3.377
 .954!

41. 53
�4.40!

.024

thousands of lbs.
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Import price, IP
 in US$/thousaIids lbs!

New England landings of lobsters,
NEL  in thousands of lbs live
wei!ht!

US personal disposable income,
INCt  in million of dollars!

Supply equation
Constant

Export price, EP
 in Canadian!/thousands 1bs!

Canadian landings of lobsters, CNL~
 in thousands of 'ibs live weight !

US/Canadian exchange rate in percents, EXRt
 US$/Canadian! + 1004!

Price adjustment
Coefficient of -DZ and SZ,

 I/I!

Price adjustment parameter
 ~!

4077. 100
 912.340!

-2.441
 .561!
-.518
 .112!

-10240.000
�749.200!

1,107
 .350!

.667
 .079!

77.129
�2.284!



Design of the sampling experiraent

The actual values of the exogenous variables in the above model were
used in the Monte Carlo study. The values of the parameters estimated
above were chosen as the "true" values so as to reproduce approximately
the levels of the dependent variables observed iri the actual data. The
endOgenOuS variableS were generated frOm the following system where the
actual value of import price fri Danuary 1972 was used as an initial con-
dit1on for !P

QD = 4077. I � 2.441 IP � .518 NEL + 3.371 INC + E.t. ' t ' t 1 t

QSt = -1024.0 + 1 10i' EPt + .667 CNLt + 77.129 EXRt + c2t

QTt = min QD ' QSt
t

Pt~l = Pt + .024  QDi. � QSt!

where tildas imply generated values and the x's are disturbance terms
drawn randomly from a normally distributed population with mean of 0,
var 1ance of l0.

The experiment included 160 replications of a sample of 107 observations.
Each sample was estimated for two specifications of the market model.
Specification 1 was identical to the model presented 1n equations �!,
�!, �!, and �! and allowed for des1red quantities demanded and sup-
plied to diverge as would occur in disequilibrium. Specification 2
incorporated the equ1librtum assumption, f,e. the model as expressed in
equations  I!, �! and �!. Observed quantfties were assumed to be de-
sired quantities in thfs speciffcation. Specificat1on 1 was transformed
and est1mated simflarly to equation system   6!, us1ng two stage least
squares with restrictions across equat1ons. Specification 2 was esti-
mated in two ways a! using ordinary least squares and b! using two stage
least squares, treating both price and quantity as endogenous.

Results of the exper fment

Statfstfcs reflecting the results of a preliminary sampling experiment
are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Mean absolute deviations and root
mean square errors are reported for each specificat1on. These statistics
were calculated for each parameter and averaged over parameters. Aver-
ages are reported for the model as a whole  sfx coefficients! as well as
by equation  three coefficients each!. The root mean square error, a

measure of dispersion around the true value of the parameters, is con-
sistently larger for specification 2  equilibrium! than for specification
1  disequ1lfbr1um!. In all ca;es the misspecificat1on is most serious
when 2SLS is used.

The mean absolute deviation is a measure of dispersion around the mean
of the est1mate and thus, for specification 2, reflects accuracy around
a biased estfriate. The result. are not so definitive here. There 1s
little difference among the MAD's over specif1cation and estimating
technique, However fn five of six comparisons, specification 'l ex-
hibited the smaller MAD,
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Table 2. Comparison of Parameter Estimates with "True" Yalues
in Monte Carlo Experiment

Variable True Value
of Coefficient

2SLS 0LS 2SLSDemand Equati on

-2.406 3.221 l4.61 5

� .513 - .073
3.330 -2.857

, 180
~ 14.777

Supply Equation

1.108 1.073 1.1531. '107

.667
77.129

.664
77.548

.285 ,282
75.938 81.542
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Import price, IP
New England landings,

NEL
Disposable income, INC

Export price, EP
Canadian landings.

CNL
Exchange rate, EXR

-2,441

,518
3,377

Nean Value of Coefficient
over l60 Samples

Specification 1 Specification 2
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Perhaps the most striking aspect of the results is that neither OLS nor
2SLS for specification 2 reliably estimates coefficients with correct
signs in the demand equation. The most striking problem is the positive
sign on the price coefficient in both OLS and 2SLS estimating of the
equilibrium model. The root, mean square errors for specification 2
relative to specification 1 are far superior in the supply equation com-
pared to the demand equation. Thus while the disequilibrium model
always performs better than the equilibrium madel, it is relatively
more superior for the demand equation than the supply equation.

At first b'lush, this is carious. However the explanation is really
quite simple. If the market 1!i question is in disequilibrium  accord-
ing to our formulation of disequilibrium!, then observed price-quantity
combinatians will lie either on t.he supply curve or on the demand curve
but not on both. Inspecting the data, we discover that on average some
70% of the observations generated are categorized by the model specifi-
cation as conditions of excess demand and thus are points on the supply
curve but not on the demand curve. Only 3OX are paints on the demand
curve. It therefore is nat surprisi ng that specification l is not very
successful in estimating the demand curve since it tries to fit all
observations to a demand curve when many af them are totally unre'lated
to this function.

Im lications for Estimation of Seafood Trade models

From Tables 2 and 3, 1t is clear that misspecification can cause serious
errors if the true state af' the market is disequilibrium and we esti-
mate the model as though the data were generated by a market in equili-
brium, These results are consistent with Ouandt �978! who compared
two types of misspecifications a! estimation under the assumption af
d1sequilibrium when equilibrium was the truth and b! estimation under
the assumptian of equilibrium when disequilibrium was the truth. His
results indicate that the consequences af misspecificatian are far
more serious when the data is generated by a market in disequilibrium
and we attempt ta model it assuming market clearing than when we esti-
mate a disequilibr1um madel us'ng "equilibrium-generated" data.

All of this suggests that we had better take seriously the possibility
of disequi11brium in the markets we estimate. Unfortunately few
reliable tests of the equilibrium vs . disequilibrium hypothesi s exist
and most are complicated to employ  Iluandt, 1978!. Consequently we
must, at least to some extent, trust our intuitive assessment of the
market in question and its potential far being out of equilibrium.

The results af the sampling experiment reported here demonstrate ane
of the most serious consequences of estimating an equilibrium model
when disequilibrium is the true state of the market. In tni s case we
cou'ld not get reasonable est1mates of the parameters 1n the demand
function because most of the observations occured under candit1ons of
excess demand. Clearly the converse holds as well. If most af our
observations are made when excess supply exists, trying ta estimate
the supply curve fram the entire set of data will be disastrous.

The implications are important. If the state of the market is disequi-
'librium and we estimate our model assuming market clearing, we may be
tempted to attribute our poor ! esults to a classic identification
problem, Th1s may lead us ta search for more exogenous variables to
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help identify the equations in the system, but of course if disequili-
brium is causing the problem exogenous variables will not help. Alter-
natively we may argue that our results prove demand or supply is not
very responsive to price. However this conclusion will be unfounded.
Finally, we may just give up, claiming thai: there is obviously too
much unmeasurable variation in the system to fit both functions. Yet
we may in fact have enough information if only we realize none of the
observations are points on both supply and demand curves.

Of course accepting the disequilibrium hypothesis has its own problems.
Techniques which yield estimates with better properties than the simple
one employed here can be complex. Additionally, misspecification errors
are still possible since once market clearing assumptions are abandoned,
substitute formulations for how price and quantity transacted are deter-
mined must be arbitrarily devised. Yet the results here suggest that
assuming away disequilibrium when it really exists will yield results
which are not even qualitatively correct for at least one side of the
market and possibly both.
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Abs tract

Applied econometricians typical1y estimate supply and demand relation-
ships implicity assuming that the market in question is always in
approximate equilibrium. However in reality prices may not always
adjust to clear the market. This is particularly true when supply or
demand exhibits radical disturbances and prices are forward contracted
or subject to other institutional impediments to adjustment. when
inventories are not availab'le to buffer the erratic fluctuations in
supply or demand, the market will infrequently be observed in equi'li-
brims,

Such conditions would seem to be typical of trade in fresh seafood
products. Supply is particularly erratic, dependent as it is on the
vagaries of biological stocks, weather, and management policies. Ad-
ditionally, inventories are non-existent because of the nature of the
product, and there may be high costs to i'requent price changes.

This paper reports the results of some interesting experiments on
equilibrium and disequilibrium modelling of seafood trade. The ex-
periments attempt to determine what sorts of misleading inforamtion
we obtain if we model such markets assuming equilibrium when in fact
the observed data is generated by a market in disequilibrium. The
U.S.-Canadian trade in live lobsters is used as an empirical example.



Welfare Considerations in the
Development of a joint Venture Policy

Tzy-Ning Chen and Darrell L. Hueth
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

A number of authors have recognized the increasing importance of
economic considerations in foreign allocations of U.S. fisheries stocks.
Crutchfield �982!, for example, in an excellent paper has provided
estimates of Japanese willingness-to-pay for Alaska pollock allocations
and has found that current U,S. fees are far less than estimated
willingness-to-pay. Similarly, Stokes   1981a! has discussed a number
of factors affecting foreign demand for U.S. fisheries stocks and
the effects of alternative market structures on potential economic.
benefits to the U.S. from foreign allocations. Stokes has also
recognized that imposing tonnage fees to extract rents from foreign
allocations is generally inferior in terms of its impact on potential
U.S. revenues to the use of lump sum bids. Neither of these papers,
however, has considered the impact of joint venture  JV! activity
on the willingness-to-pay for foreign allocations or the welfare effects
of alternative government policies regarding foreign allocations and
participants in joint ventures.

In an earlier paper Stakes   198'[b! discussed the possible conflicts
between U.S, fishermen and U.S. processars in policies with regard
ta joint ventures, but he did not extend the analysis ta consider
the effects of policies concerning joint ventures on the willingness-
to-pay for foreign allocations by foreign firms involved in unilateral
operations in U.S. waters, as well as joint ventures. This paper
attempts to provide an integrated welfare analysis of policies regarding
foreign allocations in a joint venture environment. No empirical
analysis is presented but some discussion af data needs is included.
An emphasis is on the determination of the optimal economic policies.
That is, whi'le previous works have been concerned with the estimating
of the willingness-to-pay of foreign nations far given U.S. fisheries
allocations, this paper is concerned with determining aii allocation
which maximizes the potential economic benefits to the U.S. The point
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of view taken here is that foreign allocation. based on rubtracting
U.S. "CapaCity" frOm SOme eXOgenauSly determined Optiiral rriiild Will
only by chance inaximize:he economic benefits to the U.S. If alloca-
tians below or above this optimal level are made, for,ierhaps non-
fisheries considerations such <is navigation r<grits, decisi.-.ri makers
should be provided with <r~ estimate of the pr<ci they ,ir» ray ing
for these considerations.

Though the discussian is entirely in terms of demands foi. S. fisheries
stocks by forei gn nation.;, the analysis is generally aupl i~able to
any nation which has yields in excess of its domestic apa.',ty and
is involved in,loint ventur» activities.

Finally, it is assumed in all the fallowing analyses that some optimal
yield  OY! is given, and that the domestic capacity is less than
OY. Opt'imal yield is only optimal in a maximum sense. If it is
not economically efficient to land the OY, the residual left unharvested
imposes no cost on the U.S. That is, a free disposal activity is
introduced.

in section one by first
on the foreign

Section two extends the
;ector with J'I/ activities
s are considered to be
iscusses the empirical
presented and
Final sectiori suimiiarizes
fisheries manaiIement

With these caveats in mind, the analysis begins
analyzing the welfare effect. of quotas and fees
landings, where there are no JV opportunities.
analysis to explicitly include a Lf.S. fisherincr
and a U.S. demand for landed fi h. Foreign firm
competitive buyers and sellers. Section three d
possibilit.ies for the application of the models
anticipates some problems which can arise. The
the paper and offers some concluding remarks on
po 1 icy�.
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A number of restrictive a"sumptions should be listener ~ L the onset.
First, unlike Crutchfield, wha assumes that a foreign oati!n's
willingness-to-pay can be considered as the sum of factor ~ents,
processors' profits, and -inal consumers' surplus, the analysis below
is in terms of willingness-to-pay by the foreigr f ishiiig iidustry
which is viewed as vertically integrated in the harvesting and process-
ing sectors, Thus, tata'I willingness-to-pay for farci<in allocation
is identical with the quasi-rents of the vertica1ly integrated industry .
Payment af the nominal fees naw charged for LI.S. allocatioris by the
firms receiving these a11ocaticns lends some credence -o this view.
Second, foreign firms who receive allocations and buy landings from
U.S . harvesting vessel s are assumed to sell in r.ompet itive markets
in their home countries. The possibilities of oecreases iu processed
fish prices induced by purchases of joint venture landings are not
anticipated by the foreign fishing industry and hence are not considered
in calculating the willingness-to-pay for foreign allo<.ations. The
framework of analysis below, however, can be easily used tc investigate
the impact of policies on foreiqn willingness-ta-pay where it is
possible ta extract consumer gains. Third, domestic demano for fish
harvested by U.S. harvesting vessels is assumed to be unrelated to
demand for the products sold by foreign ventures. This is perhaps
a tenable assumption where the domestic demand is for the iiesh fish
market and foreign demand is for processed fish, but it is admittedly
less defensible when the domestic demand includes a doniestic processing
sectar.



The Demand for Forei n Allocatit I Uola

As previously stated, we assume a foreign fishinq industry consisting
of vertically integrated harvesting and processing firms selling in
competitive foreign markets. The industry demand curve for yield or
landings is given in figure I by D p! where p is the price of processed
fish. This demand curve is generated by incrementally varying the
prices of yield  r! allowing complete adjustment'. in the vertically
,related processed fish market. It could be viewed as allowing for
adjustments in horizontally related processed fish markets as well, but
this complication is not introduced. It is thus a general equilibrium
demand curve and the changes in the areas below this curve represent
changes in quasi-rents to foreign firms as processors, plus changes
in approximate willingness- to-pay by consumers ir the sense of Willig
  1976! assuming for simplii'ication that processors sell directly to
consumers. The vertically integrated industry is assumed to have a
production f'unction which exhibits diminishing returns to effort for
landings and faces a fixed price of effort. This results in an
increasing margina1 cost function C< in figure 1.

F
Suppose that foreign allocations are initially set at Y where the
marginal cost of yield C equals industry demand. This implies a
processed fish price pD aIId an implicit price of' landed fish r . For0'
welfare analysis it is useful to construct the ordinary demand curve
D p ! which indicates the quantities of landings demanded by the0

Price

I
d
e

r

Dlo i
MRP

Figure 1, FOrelso Allocot!OR of U,S, FisherleS
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industry under the assumption of a fixed price for processed fish. The
allocation Y> is efficient in the sense of maximizing the .oint benefits
of all participants in the market, in this case for eigr consumers and
producers. Following Stokes   1981a, page S72! we assume this allocation
is suballocated among foreign firms to eliminate the ircentive to
overcapitalize. At Y quasi-rents to the foreign processing sector are

given by ebro, and quasi-rents earned by the foreign fishirg industry as
a harvester are nbro, Thus, total quasi-rents to the foreign fishing
industry are given by nbe. Approximate consumer wi'llingness-to-pay is
measured by the area behind the general equilibrium demand ~urve but
above the ordinary demand curve and is hence g ven by ebs.�

How consider the effects of imposing a quota of Y 1 less than Y>. The
price of processed fish rises to p1 as supply of fresh fist is
restricted to Y . This gene~ates a new ordinary demand curve D p !. As

long as the marginal revenue product curve H!F is less than the marginal
costs of landings C , total quasi-rents in the fishing industry increase.

F
Consumer surplus in the processed fish market, however, deer eases as the
area between the ordinary demand and general equilibrium demand curve
diminishes. Thus, willingness-to-pay for foreign allocations interpreted
as the maximum amount the fishing industry is willing to pay to obtain
these allocations increases as the allocation is ~educed from YD to YI.
This is in contrast with t.he re ul ts of Crutchf iield   1982 ! where
willingness-to-pay continua'lly decreases as allocations decrease since
willingness-to-pay is measured as the area behind the general equili-
brium demand curve. Willingness-to-pay in figure 1 continues to
increase as allocations are reduced up to Y' wki~re the marginal revenue
product equals the marginal cos L of landings. � rhe maximurr. economic
benefits from the U.S. fisherie- resources can then be obtained by
requesting a lump sum bid on the allocation Y* and the foreign fishing
industry when faced with the possibility of a zero allocatiori or Y will
be willing ta bid nkhj . This policy, an allocation of Y* with a bidding
mechanism, creates a monopoly of an otherwise competitive toreign fishing
industry and extracts the rronopoly rents through bidding policy. It is
obvious from figure 1 that the 'oreign fishing industry is wil'!ing to
pay less for any al'location whi: h is more or ass than Y+.

Landing fees rather than 'lump sum bids may be used to raise revenue and
allocate fisheries stocks. For examp1e, in figure 1 a tax :r fee on
landings of r2-r2 would result in foreign landings of Y*, the sairre leve1

For a more detailed discussion of' the relationship between general
equilibrium and ordinary demand curves, the reader ts referred to
Just, Hueth, Schmitz   lg82!.

Under the assumptions stated above, not all producers gain as foreign2z allocations are reduced from Y< to Y*. Inefficient high rost
producers may be forced out of the industry as allocations are
reduced. Still total quasi-rents of the industry will increase when
the industry is given an allocation of Y* without beinq -harged fees
and the firms remaining could compensate all of those firms forced
out of that industry and sti'1 be better off than they were at Y .
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of landings as those under the optimal quota, emote however
that U.S. revenues under this policy would be nkhrO, an amount less than
the total wil1ingness-to-Day o< the foreign fishing industry for Y*.
The bidding instrument is clearly preferable to fees if one is concerned
about maximizing the economic benefits to the U.S. from foreign
fisheries allocations.

The above model is highly aggregative and simplified for the analytical
purpose of focusing on the issue of an optimal allocation. Operation-
ally, of course the determination of r'evenue maximizing quotas is
complicated by the existence of potential bidders from fi rms and
industries of many foreign countries and alternative sources of fi sh
for the foreign fishing industry .

uotas Fees and Willin ness-to-Pa in a Joint Venture Environment

Figure Z extends the analysis of the preceding sections to include a
U.S. fishing sector with a marginal cost curve GUS and a U S. demand
0US for landing fish. U.S. detttand may be interpreted as either a demand
for the fresh fish market or for fish for processing. The demand curve
D p! again represents the general equilibrium demand of the foreign
industry for fish landings. Given the foreign internal marginal costs

Prtce

ldll tme

Ftgure 2. Jotnt Venture., vtth Domestic Demand Under Ctmpetltton
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of landings, CY, the excess demand curve, ED is derivec by subtracting
F

the amount internally suppl ied from that demanded by the industry at
each price level, f.e., D pI-CY . Tn a like manner, the U.S. excess

F
supply curve, ES, i s derived by subtracting U.S. demand from the U.S.

supply. Under the assumptions of an init.ial allocation cf YF, 

unrestricted joint venture activity, and freely available foreign
allocations, equilibrium is determined by the intersection of excess
demand and excess supply. This results in the joint venture landings

of YJy total U.S. 'landings of YUS of which Yd i s vol d in the domestic
market, and foreign landings by the foreign firms " . Tcta I landings�1

supplied to the foreign market ar given by Y = Y ~Y . The price r1 1 1

is both the implicit price of landings by the foreign fishing industry
and the price paid to the U.S. harvesting firms. learly, ir figure 2
the introduction of a joint venture activity results in an economic
welfare gain to the domestic harvesting sector and welfare losses to the
domestic consuming sector since without the joint. venture, domestic

Uprice of landed fish would be r' and domestic landings Y�S. Also, it
is clear in figure 2 that the,joint venture option yields net economic
gains to the processors and fishermen  of e'a'c'I combined even though
U.S. processors lose U.S, fishermen would compensate processors and
still be better off with JV operations.

Joint ventures benefit foreign consumers by ebcd as processed fish
price falls from p> to p>. Foreign fishing firms may or may not gain.
guasi-rents prior to participation in joint ventures are given by wcd
but with joint ventures quasi-rents are represented by wabe. Thus, the
change in quasi-rents or profits is given by wabe-wcd = abf-efcd which,
as is usually the case when one gets downward shifts in supply curves,
is indeterminate in sign. Hate that under the assumptions of this model
the foreign fishing industry does not find it profitable to take their

entire allocation of YF, The increasing supplies ot fish available0

from joint ventures reduce the demand for foreign al locations.

Now consider the impact of imposing a quota or foreign allocaIion on the
foreign fishing industry of' Y which is necessarily less the Y in order

F
to affect behavior of the foreign fishing industry, This results fn a
new excess demand curve for joint venture activity given by EO'.

Equilibrium joint venture output increases to Y . Total landings by2

the U.S. also increase to Yil., but less Yd, is sold in the domestic
sector. Total landings avai"lable to the foreign industry Y consisting

T
of the foreign allocation 7 plus the joint venture landings Y also

lv
f a 1 1 .



The dOmestiC or U.S. welfare effeCts in figure 2 of <> foreign allocation
0of Y in comparison with an allocation of YF are to benef it the domestic

fishermen by r a'f'r, and reduce domestic consumers gains by a

rlc'g'r . The net gain over the two sectors is, however, positive by
the c'a'f'g', thus, the domestic fishing sector prefers reducing foreign

allocations and again can compensate the domestic consume> s for their

losses and still be better off.

If one considers Y an initial allocation and V a subsequent allocationI

one ran investigate the effect of reducing foreign allo<ations on the

willingness-to-pay for allocations by the foreign fishing industry by

comparing quasi-rents of V with those of Y . Quasi-rents at V areI

I
F'

wksnm, and are wabe at YF, Hence the welfare effect on the foreign
fishing industry is wksnm-wabe = eonm-kabos, which again is indeter-
minate in sign. Thus, iti the joint venture environment reductions in
allocation may not increase the net potential economic benefits from
U.S. fisheries. There is a net qain in the domestic sector  processors
and fishermen!, but willingness-to-pay for access to fisheries stocks
may decline. Finally, if' one adopts the view of Crutchfield and
includes the willingness-to-pay of foreign consumers, however,
willingness-to-pay is decreased with reduced allocations, and foreign
consumers lose ebnm and net foreign losses are kabns. Reducing
foreign allocations in a joint venture environment may involve tradeoffs
among U.S. participants. That is, potential benefits from bids for
foreign allocation may decrease as foreign allocations decrease but U.S.
fishermen may gain.

Again, as in the previous section fees on foreign lan<tings of U.S. fish
could be used to reduce roreign landings. This would effectively shift
the excess demand curve rightward and would benefit U,S, fishermen and
result in losses again to the domestic consuming sector. The maximum
rents in the foreign fishing sector, however, cannot be extracted through
fees, It is also easy to see in figure 2 that if fees are charged on
joint venture landings, the effect would be to shift the excess demand
curve ED leftward, which then benefits the domestic consumers but
result in losses to the U.S. harvesting sector.

A perhaps more interesting analysis is to compare the willingness-to-pay
for the allocation V in a joint venture environment with one where
joint venture opportunities are not available. That is, to consider an
effect of joint venture possibilities on willingness-to-pay for a given
foreign allocation, Without joint ventures the foreign f'shing
industry willingness-to-pay for Y is given by wkhj. The calculation of
willingness-to-pay for Y given joint venture opportunities requires
comparisons of quasi-rents of V with those of a zero allocation where
both allocations  zero and V! allow joint venture possibilities .  }uasi-
rents of a zero allocation are r vu while quasi-rents of Y are

wksnm = r nm+wksr . Thu<,, willingness-to-pay for Y is given by4 4'
wksr +r nm-r vu. The willingness-to-pay for an allocation given joint

4 4 3
venture possibilities clearly depends upon the supply conditions in the
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U.S. harvesting sectors, Highly elastic supply conditions would result in
r4=r which would imply that r nin=r vu and hence,> foreign wi/lingness-
to-pay of approximately wksr wh ich are the rents the fore igri industry
earns on its own harvestinq operations. Comparing willingness-ta-pay
without JV possibilities one finds JV willingness-to-pay for Y may be
significantly less, the difference being wkhj-wks = r shj .

Still, one observes that as long as the foreign fishing industry has a
harvesting capability there exists a WTP for an allocation, The maximum
economic benefits to the U.S. can be determined by increasing allocations
to the point where the marqinal gain in WTP is equa 1 to the marginal
losses in benefits to the domestic sector from increased foreign
allocations.

Some Em irical Considerations

This section discusses some of' the empirical cons iderations which arise
in applying the model developed "n the previous sections. First, the
data which are required to estimate the ordinary and general equilibrium
demand curves presented in figure 2 are not easily available, But the
works by Vidaeus   1977! and Cr utchfield   1982! are evidence that
estimates can be obtained for same nations for some species. In
estimating the general equilibrium demand curve for a particular species
care must be taken not to include the price of processed fish or other
fishery and nonfishery food products whose prices and quantities are
simultaneously determined w ith the price and quantity of the species in
question. The only variables to be included in the general equilibrium
demand equation ar'e own price and other variables which are truly
exogenous to the market in question and are further along the market
chain in the direction of the cor sumer. Examples of such variables
wou'id include consumer income anc government policy instruments.
Crutchfield's use of predetermined quantities of related fish species
is novel and this assumption may be appropriate for many fisheries,
particularly in the present environment of extended jurisdiction and
foreign allocations, For some nations, however, effort and hence
supply of one species may shift in response to changes irl pr ices in
related markets which would invalidate the use of quantity variables.
Alsa, if government policy is viewed as endogenously determined and
affected by market farces, as has recently been suggested by Rausser
�982!, foreign allocations or quotas may not serve their desired
purpose.

The data for the estimation of domestic demand curves are mor.e readily
available. Care must be taken, however, if one is working in the multi-
species environment to insure that the demand curves estimated are
consistent with the utility theory to avoid the now "well known"
integrability problem in calculating welfare effects over markets. As
discussed by Bockstael   1976! this problem may not arise since
multicollinearity problems may necessitate aggreqation over species.

As joint venture activity continues to expand, it may be possible to
estimate the excess demand curves in figure 2. But, one must be careful
in the interpretation of the area under the excess demand curve. The
area under this curve cannot be interpreted as the total quasi-rents to
the foreign fishing sector as can often be done in an input market.
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This is because joint venture landings are not riecessary inputs in the
production of processed fish, At prices above the intersection of their
marginal harvesting costs with general equilibrium demand the foreign
fishing sector simply abandons the joint venture activity and catches
its own fish. These welfare effects are not transmitted to the joint
venture market.

Data to estimate production functions which can be used to derive the
cost curves and supply curves of the U.S. sector are more readily
available and many studies have been done. The time horizon for the
analysis previously conducted is generally loriger than the seasonal
or yearly period envisioned here. Given the current popularity of
dual techniques, one is inclined toward the use of ex vessel prices and
landings to estimate an industry indirect profit function and derive the
supply function of the industry via the Hotelling lemma. Iri the
application of this methodology to the fishery however, one
encounters a problem in that the use of an indirect profit tunction
assumes profit maximization and hence cost minimization which without
the suballocation of quotas among firms, as is corrmion in the foreign
industries, is not tenable. Thus, one may be toiced to adopt a primal
approach to obtain the supply curves for the U.S sector. Thai is,
the dual methods cannot be used to make inferences about industries
which are not operating rationally which is frequently the case with
fisheries,

This paper has shown that iri a non-joint venture environment reducing
foreign allocations can increase the willingness-to-pay of foreign
fishing industries and that an "optimal" quota which maximizes the
willingness-to-pay for i'oreign allocations exists. The emergence of
joint venture opportunities was shown theoretically to benefit U.S.
fishermen but result in economic losses to domest,ic processors; however,
total net gains over processors and fishermen were shown to be positive.
The willingness-to-pay t'or allocations by a foreign country, and
possibly by the foreign fishing industry as well, was showr, to decrease
with the emergence of joint ventures, Thus, foreign allocations given
the existence of joint ventures can involve economic trade-offs among
sectors of the LI.S. fishing industries and U.S. government.

The question of whether or not the U.5. should oursue a policy of
extracting maximum econoinic rents from its fishery resources is of
course a normative question and thus one on which economist.s have little
to offer. One cannot help but to observe however, that international
trade in many natural resource industries is c haracterized by state
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trading on the part of foreign countries and pr ivate trading by the U.S.
In wheat, for example, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and The Union of
South Africa trade through their own state marketing boards while the
U.S. trades through private trading companies. As for oii, Mexico and
Saudi Arabia deal directly with U.S. private firms in negotiations.
In copper, Kennecot and Anaconda companies compete with those of Chile.
Undoubtedly, many U.S. firms are of sufficient size to compete
effectively in world markets but this is nat necessarily the case in
fisheries. Extended j urisdictian has created an economic environment
far fisheries which puts the U.S. government i' 4 position as a possible
seller of natural resources. In this environment one must question the
wisdom of the FCMA which requires "full utilization" of our fisheries
resources in the biological sense. Perhaps the objective should not be
to maximize the economic gains rom U.S, fisheries but certain studies
such as the one suggested nere should be conducted to indicate what the
potential gains from these resources are and what the economic impact
of alternative policies is like"y to be on the domestic and foreign
sectors involved.

Finally, a number af issues are beyond the scope af this paper but
deserve attention. The existence of monopsony power an the part of
buyers of the access right. ta i'ishery resources has obvious welfare
implications for U.S. parties ind suggests a need to consider alternative
policy instruments. Perhaps C.S. fishermen should form bargaining
associations to negotiate cor tracts with foreign processing vessels,
or marketing orders should be established. Initia1 ly, however, the
possible existence of monopsony power on the part of the foreign buyers
must be an empirical one which deserves testing by future research.
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Testable Hypotheses About Supply
Responses by Multinationals

David I'. Rutenberl
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Introduction

In general sales of fish have been supply driven. What was landed got
sold, even if the price dropped. No forward market developed, so the
price cited is a spot price, According to economic theory, this price
drop is supposed to induce fishing skippers to redirect their efforts to
more profitabie species; radio improvements have certainly made for
faster feedback. Nevertheless, the old market structures and decision
rules remain, We seem to be in transition from being supply driven to
being market dri ven.

As the fishing industry becomes market driven, we can expect to see
supply adaptations. The purpose of this paper is to antiticpate
possible supply adaptations, and consider what ev dence might be
relevant to demonstrate the extent of transition.

My prior research, published as Multinational Mana ement, analyses the
network adaptation mechanisms of mu tinational manu acturing corpora-
tions. Ground fish appear to represent something far from multi-
national corporate management, yet the underlying logic is similar.
Just as a collection of markets function like an organization, so � in
reverse � insights from a multinational organization can yield insight
into the supply adaptations of the different trawler fleets. My fishing
experience is limited to the North Atlantic, so I am more faniiliar with
illustrations from Atlantic Canada, Iceland and Norway, but believe
that the logic has wider applicability. The following sections are
divided into a statement of theory, an illustration from the Nor th
Atlantic, and finally some thoughts as to a possible vigorous investiga-
tf on.
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1. Sell to Several Markets

Theory

First, marketing risk can be reduced by selling simultaneously in
several national markets. Though some nations will preserve their
market for domestic fisheraen, most nations cannot afford that indul-
gence. In the face of supply fluctuations, it wi 1 I be helpful to
distinguish three categories of national markets  by market share! and
orchestrate supply to the markets in an adaptive manner,

Cate or 1 . Medium market share and hi gh aspi rati ons: supply these
mar ets with whatever fi sh the marketing manager request. Their task
of gaining market share by establishing a brand is so elusive that they
need to be spared the frustration of supply interruptions.

Cate or 2 . High market share and weak competitors: interestingly,
t ese mar ets may be able to tolerate short-term supply interruptions
when competi tors are hurting too, This conclusion offends marketing
managers who have nurtured thei r market through Category l.

~Ceto or 3 . tom merket
markets as erratically as
pri ori ty for Categori es 1
reputation of the product

share and no aspirations: supply these
is necessary, because good quality fish have
and 2. Use different brand names, for the
will be low due to erratic cuality and supply.

Il 1 ustrati on

Possible Statistical Tests

Run a regression between total catch in a nation and i ts exports to

each market. Sequence the nations by their R correlation coefficients.
2

This ranking should accord with the Categories 1, 2, and 3.

2. Mul ti le Sources

Theory

The second adaptive response is to develop multiple sources of supply.
For each species the variance of total supply can be low i f the co-
variances of fish availability in the various catching grounds are
sufficiently low  some may even be zero!. The time period for analysis
of variances and covariances is probably two months, the time period in
which the corporation can redeploy its trawlers and factory ships.

Canadian greund fiSh iS eXpOrted tO the U.S.A. Norwegian ground fiSh
is sold mostly in Europe, with some exports to the U.S. although its
market share is low  perhaps Category 3!. Iceland has traditionally
exported to the U.S,, but now is steadily building market share in
8ritain  Category 1!. In certain U.S. markets Iceland has a substantial
market share. For instance, the Long John Silver chain obtains about
85% of its purchases from Iceland. Iceland's volume to Long John Silver
alone constitutes almost 60'3 of Icelandic cod fillet exports to the
U.S.  Category 2!. Iceland also exports salt fish to many nations and
dried stock fish to I3jigeria  Category 3!.



Illustration

Five Japanese fishing companies operate internationally. Ranked by
size, these are Taiyo, Nippon Su.san, Nichiro, Kyokuyo and Hoko. These
companies maintain trawlers in the North Pacific, off New Zealand, off
South Africa, off South America ~',Chile, Argentina! and irr the North
Atlantic.

The companies use 200-foot factory trawlers which s tay irr ther r assigned
fishing ground year round. A crew occupies the trawler for 10 months,
is flown to Japan for a two-month home leave, and then is flown to
another trawler. On board, fish are dressed within 5 hours of being
caught, and the fillets are plate frozen  a quick 3-hour process!. The
trawlers have on-board fish meal plants to utilize the heads and guts,

The trawlers are provisioned locally. Each trawler can hold 1,000 tons
of frozen fish. Every two month' the fish is transferred at sea to a
carrier ship, whi ch steams to market. Usually the carrier snips go to
Japan. As profi table opportuni ties arise, the companies service other
markets. For example, they sell some Niorth Atlantic squid in Spain and
Portugal, and some South Arrrerican cod in Australia.

Possible Statistical Test

Calculate the covari ance be tween imports from orre ocean and total
imports . and thereby sequen ce the nations. Rank the supply sources by
thei r cost  delivered in the home market!. Compare the two rankings
using a Spearman rank order correlation.

3. Blended Brands

Theory

The third adaptive response is to develop some products that can
accommodate multiple inputs, and some brands that are general enough to
accormrrodate such blended products.

Illustration

Fish balls can have a mongrel heritage, one that changes from month to
month.

Tes t

Study the specification sheet of each product, and count products whose
specifications do not mention any species, but rather deal with
physical size and objective taste characteristics.

4. Inventor Frozen Fi sh

Theory

The fourth adaptive response is to inventory frozen fish. Because of
the mismatch between seasorral catch and consumption patterns, someone
has to inventory frozen fish. Large food retailers are becoming even
more conscious of thei r co,t structures, and are eliminating shelf
availability from suppliers who fail to replenish their product "just
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in time",

Il lustration

The Bank of America loans up to 50 percent of the cost for frozen fish
up to six months old. Several Boston banks will loan a greater percent-
age of the fish cost, but require more of an investigation into the
company.

Test

If there is any consistent seasonal pattern ta the price of frozen fish,
the ascending slope of that pattern shou'id nat exceed the cost of
carrying inventory,

5. Inventor Live Fish

Theory

The idea is to refrain fram catching easily catchable fish. The ocean
is precisely divided into sectors; those closed to fishing so as to
replinish stocks are often the sectors closest to fleet home ports.
The theoretical solution would be for the regulatory body ta permit
fishing in the closed sectors, whenever the fisherman desired, so long
as a gOvernment observer be on board and that a levy be charged per ton
of fish taken.

Il 1 us tra ti on

Lobster is a traditional meal in the Boston area on July 4. Live
'lobster commands a premium price, so causht lobsters are inventoried
for the ho1iday. Fish farms provide anather illustration.

Test

If there are ocean sectors which can be accessed for a price per ton,
study the correlation between weekly price and tons taken. It is
hypothesized that accesses will be made even when seemingly uneconomical.

6. Move the processin Plants

Theory

The fifth response is to move trawlers and fish-processing plants
between nations as the markets dictate particular species of catch.
However, in many nations foreign vessels are penalized. The crucial
ingredient is to have some flexibility in some relationships so that
fish delivery can adapt to forecast market requirements. Similarly,
if some factory trawlers or some barge mounted processing plants are
used, their mobility reduces the extremes faced by the fixed facilities.

I 1 1 us trati on

Factory ships have cheaper sewage systems than da shore based plants
 fixed or barged!. The second attraction of factory ships is that the
workers can be paid cheaply.
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Test

Data on the location of factory ships is partially available from
Lloyds. There are few enough such ships that a mail survey of owners
woul d veri fy thei r loca ti ons .

General Discussion

Since the advent of the 200 mile limit in 1977 most nations have
developed procudures and controls to curb over fishing. By 19B7, those
fish stocks will have matured; comamrcial harvests wil I increase about
2X per year till 'l987. There is a world market in blocks whose price
elasticity has been invest~gated in the doctoral dissertation of
Backstael, by Paez, by Gi lien and Dum �981! and others. If the supply
increase goes into blocks, the price will drop  though it ~s difficult
to estimate long run clast>cities from short run observations!. If
block prices tend to rise, fish farming of catfish will assure that
they don't rise much. Seeing these facts, it makes sense to develop
fish products that yield higher returns than does block.

Quality specifications for block have been rather sloppy. Quality
specifications for brand name products are exceptionally tight, so that
only the best of fish neet these specifications. Unfortunately this
means that the availability of specification product is a varying
portion of a varying catch�

A brand name demands not only consistent quality, but also availability
whenever customers demand fish. The more prominent the brand name, the
greater the opportunity cost of stockouts. Relevant opportunity costs
include customer dissatisfaction, and also the greater cost of having
undermined a training program of having the channel of distribution be
responsi ve,

Price within the fishing industry has usually meant today's spot price.
Yet brand names take years to build up, and cannot be maneuvered in
response to daily prices, There does not exist a three year foward
market in fish, because fi h is perishable and no scientific quality
standards have been developed, Yet investment decisions are being made
now in anticipation of what the returns might be, conm the post 1987
harvests.

The marketi ng approach is that supply shall respond to the market.
Such responsiveness costs money . The purpose of this paper has been
to outline several mechanisms of responsive adaptability. They work
best if orchestrated together.
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Abstract

The long run pri ce decline in fish blocks i ncreases the potential
gain from selling differentiated fish products, under brand names.
But brand naming demands consistently available product, whi ch
requires supply adapiaticn. The global network of supply can
adapt in six ways:

l. Sell to Several Markets
2. Multiple Sources
3. Blended Brands
4. Inventory Frozen Fish
5, Inventory Live Fish
6. Move the Processing Plants

Each is briefly explained and illustrated. Oata requirements to
test the extent to which the system is adapting in this way are
sketched.
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The Role of Exchange Rates in the
Capital Allocation

of the h4ultinational Corporation

B ling-H wan Liri
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

Irl'troductiori

It is widely recognized th«t two of the iiiost spectacular developmerits
in the world economy during the last two decade have been in the areas
of foreign direct investment  FDI! and mu1tinational corporations
 MNCs!. As entrepreneurs went abroad, the academic curiosity in these
developments was initiated with the pioneering work by Stephen liymer
�960!. Since then, the literature on these subjects has inr reased
substantially and taken different directions, placing the MNC at the
crossroads of many disci p1i nes and of many debates as weil  C«lvet,
1981!.

Despite the vast development. in this controversial and multidisciplin-
ary literature, little attention has been placed on the ro1e of ex-

change rates as a determinant of capital allocation of the MNC. � As aI/

result, the role of exchange rates is still in a mist and, sometimes,
misunderstood. The "crosspenetration" phenomenon best exampli ries this
issue. During the 1960s American firms began irivesting in Europe while
during the 1970s European countries and Japan increased their invest-
ment in the U.S. Realizing the striking correlation between the "cross-
penetration" and the currency realignment which occurred dur ing the
early 1970s. Bergsten, liorst, arid Moran �978! speculate that the
change in relative currency values was the main c<luse of the crosspene-
tration.

Baldwin and Richardson   198 I! elaiborate further on the issue and argue
that there is only an indirect linkage between exchange rate . and FDI
through the channel of changes in relative prices of tradabl». goods.
They claim that



"...It is tempting to jump to the conclusion that the over-
valued dollar made foreign corporations relatively cheap for
Americans in the 1960s, and the depreciated dollar made U.S.
corporations relatively cheap for the rest of the world in
the 1970s. Yet such simple reasoning is false..t fails to
recognize that when Japanese investments in the U.S. yields
dollar returns, then Japan is not only paying fewer yen for
dollar assets but is earning fewer yen on their dollar
profits. Neither their ra .e of return nor the relative
attractiveness of real investment at home and abroad need
be affected by exchange rates."  p. 265!

Baldwin and Richardson's argument may sound correct intuitively, but
there is no a priori theoretica'I objection to the direct vale played by
exchange rates in the capita1 a'llocation of the MNC. On the contrary,
the main purpose of the paper is to demonstrate that there is a di rect
linkage between exchange rates and FDI. To achieve this obJective, a
general equilibrium model characterized by the presence of a MNC is
discussed in the second section of this paper, The first order condi-
tions for profi t maximization a e deri ved in the thi rd ~ection to faci 1-
itate comparative static analyses. The comparative static results are
then confirmed by graphical demonstrations. The 'last section summa-
rizess the analytical results of the paper and draws imp1i cati ons of
this theoretical study on the research pertaininq to the international
seafood trade.

Assum tions and the Mode!

Batra and Ramachadran   1980! postulate a general equilibrium model con-
sistingg of two sectors in each of two countries in which a multination-
al corporation is involved. The purpose of their paper is to examine
the effects of changes in various parameters, such as tax rates, tar-
iffs, and terms of trade, on investment decisions, Their model i s mod-
ified to include an exchange rate variable and also with the objective
function reinterpretated. The assumptions made in the Batra and
Ramachadran ' s model are retai ned . They are briefly descri bed as
follows:

Assumption I; There are two countries, a home country and a host
country of the multinational corporation; and two sectors, one  X!
wherein the parent firm competes wi th its forei gn affiliate and the
other  Y! in which a good produced by local firms is marketed.

Assumption 2: Labor is the only nonspecific factor and capital is
specific to both sectors, but the capital of the MNC is mobile between
the parent firm and foreign affiliate. The produrtion function of the
MNC also contains another specific factor representing oatents, tech-
nical and managerial know-how, etc.

Assumption 3: All other assumptions of the Heckscher-Ohlir model are
retained. Thus perfect competition, linearly homogeneous and concave
production functions, full employment, and price-inelastic factor
supplies are a'iso assumed.

Assumption 4: Both the countries are small and take as given the
relative prices that are determined in the rest, of the world� . Within
a country the price of X relative to that of Y is invariant with
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respect to changes in exchange rates.� 2/

Based upon the above assumptions, the aggregate production functions
are

�! X = X L , K , S! X = X  L , K , S

�! Y = Y L , K ! Y = 'Y  L , K*!
y

where L stands for labor, K for capital, S for a specific factor, and
the asterisk denotes the variables in the host country. The production
functiond, which are assumed to be linearly homogeneous and concave,
possess the following properties: In X

�a! X . > 0, X .   0, X .. > 0  i, j = X, L, S; 1 f i!
J JJ iJ

2
LL KK LK '

and in Y

�b! Y. > 0, Y   0! YLK > 0  J = L, x!
J JJ

2
LL KK LK

where Xi and Y are marginal productivities and x.. and Y. are changes1 1J 1J
of marginal productivities of factor i with respect to a change in
factor j.

Under the small country assumption, the relative prices of X in terms
of Y, P and P*, will differ only by a tariff rate after making exchange
rate adjustment. Since this paper focuses on the effects of variations
in exchange rates on foreign di "ect investment, tariff and nontariff
trade barriers are assumeci away to simplify ana1ysis. There are three
factors oi' production employed by the multi nationa I corporation.
Because labor is assumed to be nonspecific and mobile between the two
sectors, only one wage rate prevails within each country. It should be
noted that the cap~tel owned by the multinational corporation is not
universally defined in the literature. In this paper the multinational
corporation's capita I is treated in both monetary and physical terms.

The objective nf the multinational corporation is assumed to be maximi-

zation of its after-tax global profits..- Generally, a corporate3/

income tax is levied by both countries. However, to avoid double taxa-
tion on foreign income, the tax paid to the host country is usually
treated as tax credit at home  Coburn, Ellis, and IHilano, 1981!.
Compared to the rest of the world, the LI.S. corporate income tax is the
highest, at 48 percent, '.herefore, the U.S. based multinational cor-
poration will pay the same tax for both foreign and home income.�4/

Following the above discussion, we can formulate a  rapital! con-
strained protit maximization problem for the multinational corporation.
The Lagrangian function o' the problem can be expressed as:
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For monetary capital,

�a! LI=  I-t! [ PX-WL -F!+e PX -' L !

+ X K � K " e Kx x'

For physical capital,

�b! L! = � - t! [ PY - WL, � F! + e P X � w L !J

+X K-K - K,!x x

where t iS the COrporate inconie tax, e is the eochange tate  home
country's currency/host country's currency!, K is the corporation's
fixed capital and F is the research expenses for obtaining the factor
S.

The Role of Exchange Rates in the ~Ga ital Allocation o' the
Mottinatio ~l Ca o ation

Comparative Stat.ic Analyses

 i! Monetary capital; We can derive the following first order condi-
tions from �a! for the multinational corporation.

 Sa! PX
L x

* * *
PXL=W

�a! PXK I � t!

acP XK� � L

K=K +eK
x x

�a!

Similarly, the first order conditions for the capital constr iined
profit maximization in the 'local sectors are.

 8! YL =W and vp W,

YK = x a"d V< =K y K

In the first part of this section, comparative static analyses are
performed to investigate the role of exchange rates in the < spital
allocation of the multinational corporation . I emphasi ze tie case of
monetary capital, since thc analysis of physical caoital yields similar
results, The results obtained via comparative static analyses are then
conti rmed by graphical demonstrations in the second part of this sec-
tion. Finally, the American experience is cited to support the analyt-
ical results.



14obility assumption of the nonsoecific labor in ..ach country leads to
the same wage rate, i.e,,

* * *
�0! W=W =W and w =W =W

x y x y

Equations  Sa!, �a!,  8! �and �0! can be rearranged so as to lead to
the equations  lla! - �34!,

PX  L , K , S! lla!

�2a!

PXK L, K, S! '- P XK I., K, S !�3a!

These three equations can then be differentiated to derive the
equations �4a! - �6a!,

PXLL dL + PXLK dK - YLL dL = 0�4a!

P XLL dL + P XLI dK YLL dL 0x LK x LL y�5a!

PXLK dL + PXKK dK - P XLK dL - P XKK dK = 0�6a!

Under the assumption of full employment, two more equations can be
specified. They are:

L + L = L
x y

�S! L + L = L
X

These two equations and the equation �a! when differentiated can be
used to rearrange equations �4a! - �6a! and lead to the system of

equations �9aj
,5 

PXLL + YLL! dl + PXLK dK

 P XI I + YLL ! dL* 0P * *
e LK x

X  K de + dK ! +x�9a!

- P*XLK dL�P+' PXKK dK + � XKK K�de + dK !PXLK dL

�9a! can then be arrany d into the matrix form �0a!

*
P * *
� XLKKx

k
p *
e LK

* *
 P XL Y !�0a!

P *
KK

*
P XLK

P *
 PXKK � lKK!"LK
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Y  L, K!L y' y

YL L , K !L y' y

dkx
de

dLx
de



or [A] [B] = [C]

The determinant of the matrix [A] is gi ven by
* 1 k *2 * * k *�1a! IA =  pXLL "LL! e [p  "LK LL KK LL KK]

* * * 2
1 L! [   LK LL KK' LL KK]

tt becomes clear to see that !AJ is positive, since X,, X,, Yi.,
11 11 ii

Yii  i = L, K!,  XLK LL XKK ' and  XLK � XLL XKK are all negative.
To analyze the eff'ects of changes in exchange rates on K , we can use

X
Cramer's rule to get

�2a! x 1 * ] * * *2 * * k *
de @Ay   XLL ' LL! " [   XLK ' LL XKK! ' "KK "LL]

We can see that dK /de is negative regard'less of what relationshipx *between labor and capital inputs is postulated  f.e., XLK can be either
positive, negative, or zero!. However, this assumption is needed,
shown later, to examine the effects of changes in exchange rates on
labor employment. The resu'It tells us that the domestic investment
wi 1'i be cut back when exchange rates move against the home country.
This is not a surprising resul-t for two reasons.

First, the purchasing power of the total fixed capital shrinks as the
home country's currency depreciates. To establish the new equilibrium
condition, the rate of return  in terms of home country's currency! on
both foreign and domestic investment has to be raised.

Secondly, the same amount of capita'I in terms of the home country ' s
currency will yield a higher rate of return abroad after a depreciation
in the domestic currency than before depreciation, This is because the
schedule of the value of marginal productivity of capital  PX ! is as-
sumed to be downward sloping. To equalize the rates of return at home
and abroad . domestic capital moves to the host country. These two
arguments are supported by a graphical demonstration demonstration pre-
sented later.

Less capital for domestic investment means more capital in terms of
the home country's currency should be allocated to forei gn i nvestment.
i.e., d eK*!/de > 0. But ther foreign investment when measured inx

terms of the host country's currency will decrease with respect to a
*depreciation in the home country 's currency, i .e ., dK /de   0 . To
r

reach this result, we can replace dK by  -edK -K de! for equations
r x r

�4a! - �6a! and hence obtain �0b!.

The determinant of the matrix D is negative as shown in equation
*�1b!. Using C-amer's rule, we can see that dK /de   0, as shown in

equation �2b!.
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 PXLL + Y L! -eP«LK dL«jde

�0b!
LK dK�/de

 - PXKK - P X~K!PXLK aL«!de

PXLKK

PXKKKX

or Lo] CEj EFj

�1 b! IDI -  PXLL + V�! P* P* X* X* «*'! + «* Y* ! +

 P*XLL YLL! P   P   XLLXKK XLK! + «KK YLL ! P 0
X HR X L KK LK !i KK LL

AS to the effects of changes in exchange rates on the labor inputs
employed by the multinational corporation, the relationship between
capital and labor inputs becomes relevant. It these two inputs are
complementary and the home country's currency depreciates, labor will
move from the X to the Y sector in both the home and host countries
of the multinationa1 corporation . If these two inputs are substitution-
al'~ labor will move from the Y to the X.

 fi! Physical capital: a derivation similar to that for the case of
monetary capftal will yfeld the following conditions:

PXL L�, K�, S � YL,L , K�1b!

 Izb!

eP*XK L*, K*, S*! - PX� L , K , S! I3b!

Then we totally differentiate the above condi tions and use the rela-
* * *

tionships dL -dL, dL -dL, and dK -dK� to come up with they x' y x' x
following system of equations for a comparative static analysis,

dL
x

~e
* * **

-P XLLK�3!

* a *
- eP XKK PXKK! ep X -P XK-PXLK

4B7

 PXLL + YLL! PXLK 0

dK�
de

dE

~e



o  :Gj LHj LIj

It can be shown that the determinant of the matrix G is negative . Using
* 1 w * *

Cramer's rule, we can se. that dK /de = - dKX/de = @[ P XK/e!  P Xtt*
* x

+ YLL!  PXLL Y<L! 40. This result, again, demonstrates that the
NC's capital will move away from home when the home country's currency
depreciates. It is, however, interesting to note that �3b! differs
from �3a! by including the exchange rate parameter. Therefore, we
can argue more convincingly that it is incorrect to a~sert that
"., neither their rate of return nor the relative attractiveness of
real investment at home and abroad need be affected by exchange rate."

Graphical Confirmation of Comparative Static Results

In this part, I introduce a recent development in graphical demonstrat-
ions of the effects of changes in exchange rates on trade flows and
international equilibrium prices  Edwards, 1982!. It wil be seen
that this newly invented device is helpful to picture the mechanism
working behind the comparative static results obtained ear lier. There
are two figures included. The first pertains to the case of monetary
capital and the second deals with the case of physical capital.

orfE  our <Q1

I /'*!
ver p t ~~f!

Figure 1: monetary capital
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In Figure 1, YMP and VMP*are the values of marginal productivity of
capital for domestic and foreign investment, respectively, Because YMP
is defined as the price of good K times the rarginal productivity of
monetary capital  YMP=PX<!, it s expressed in percentage terms. Hence,
a 45 degree line is drawn in the second quadrant to equate the rates
of return on both doamstic and foreign investment. 'When the home
country's currency depreciates, the purchasing power of the home
country's currency in the host country shrinks. As a resul t, the same
amolit of monetary capital in terms of the home country's currency will

yield a higher rate of return abroad, i.e., the VMP*in the first
*I

quadrant will shift upward to VMP

To determine the equilibrium rates on investment and capital allocation,
we sum horizontally the two VMP, in the first quadrant and determine
where this new line intersects the vertical line representing a fixed
amount of capital. By so doing, we can see that the rate of return
on investment is increased from r to rl when exchange rate changes0
from e to e'. Domestic investment decreases from Oc to Ob. Foreign
investment increases from Oa to Ob in terms of the home country' s
currency, but decreases from Oe to Od in terms of the host country' s

currency. , dQRaEHcy
I/Sc.

I,'aux| TR1

k'x

ore 2: phys i ca 1 capital
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Mhen capital is measured in physica1 terms and provided by the home
country, two quadrants are def1ned differently as shown in the F1gure 2.
First, exchange rate lines are drawn in the second quadrant. This 1s
because YMPs are defined as the monetary return on a unit of capital,
or VMP  price of good X!  units of X/units of capital! = monetary
value per unit of capital. Secondly, a 45 degree 11ne can be drawn 1n
the fourth quadrant, reflecting the fact that capital is measured in
phys1cal terms. But, we can use the capital constraint, K = K + K*,
to replace the 45 degree line and reach identica'I results. Also, we
can replace the exchange rate 1 ine in the fourth quadrant of the first
f1gure by the capital constraint, P = K + eKX, without altering thex
results obtained previously.

As shown in Figure 2, the VMP*is transfornmd into an upward sloping
line  USL! in the first quadrant. This 11ne represents the rate of
return on foreign investment which is given up  gained! when the
domestic investment is increased  decreased!. Therefore, the
equ1libr1um rate of return is determined at the point where the upward
s'ioping line intersects the VMP, As a result of a depreciation in
the home country's currency, more of the %C's physical will move away
from domestic operations to fore1gn operations.

Empirical Evidence

In the first part of this section, comparative static analyses were
performed to show that the multinational corporation's domestic invest-
ment will be decreased as a result of a depreciation in the home
country's currency. These comparative static results were then con-
firmed by graphical demonstrations. These results are in direct con-
trast to Baldwin and Richardson's pred1ction that the U.S, foreign
investment should have been decreased since the early 1970s. There-
fore, the histor1cal data on foreign direct investment by IJ.S.-based
multinational corporations serve as a benchmark to resolve this dilemna.

Bergsten, Horst, and Moran have compiled the statistics on the foreign
expenditure as a share of total plant and equipment expenditure by
American corporations for 1960 snd 1966-76. They are reproduced in
Table 1. The U,S. dollar devaluated twice in the early I970s, the
first time in 1ate 1971 and the second time in early 1973, Although
the 1972 foreign share of total investment drops by a sma'Il percentage,
this particular year's data should be treated with caut1on because this
unprecedented event undoubtedly cast a new dimens1on of risk into the
foreign direct investment . The continuous increase of the fore1gn
share of total investment from I972 to 1975 can then be regarded as an
evidence supporting the analytical results of this paper .

As for the Japanese case, the ana'iyticaI results show that Japan-based
multinational corporations should allocate more of their capital for
domestic operation than foreign operation during the 1970s. This con-
clusion raay or may not be consistent with the Japanese experience,
depending upon the relative growth rates of domest1c and foreign
investment that have been made by Japan-based multinational corporations.
Unfortunately, the Japanese  and European! data are not available for
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Table 1. Foreign Expenditure as a 'hare of Total Pla~t and Equipment Expenditure
by American Corporations, 1960 and 1966-76.

Plant and equipment expenditure  billions of doilarsj
Foreign share

Year Total Domestic Foreign  percent!

5 ~ u ces; Rconouic Re o t of the President Januar 1976 !BPO, canna 3 1976!,
p. 2'16; Sures of Current Business, vo . BBMMarch 1976! pp. 19-24;
and ibid, vo'I. 57 March 3~977 , pp, 31, 33.

Compiled by Bergsten, Horst, and I!loran.

testing the conclusion, Nevertheless, even if these data were avail-
able, it is still quite possible that Japanese multinational corpora-
tions might have invested more in f'oreign ventures than domestic pro-
duction since the early 1970s. As Sullivan and Heggelund �979! point
out that during the early 1970. the Japanese government changed its
attitude toward overseas investment from control to promotion by insti-
tuting various liberalization and stiraulation measures  p. 47 and
p. 51!. Those policy stimuli are not incorporated in the analysis and
they may overwhelm the impediment caused by currency adjustments,

Conclusions

During the last two decacles the literature in foreign di rect investment
and multinational corporations has grown at a phenomenal pace. However,
most progress in the explanation of the foreign direct investment by
multinational corporations is based upon the studies of domestic invest-
ment. This paper focuse~, on the role of exchange rates in foreign
direct investment that serves as the essence of the distinction between
domestic and foreign investment. Based upon a general equilibrium
framework, it was shown that the multinational corporation will allo-
cate fewer  more! capital for domestic operation than f' or foreign oper-
ation when its home country's currency depreciates  appreciates!.
These results were confi med by graphical derrx!nstratfons and were
supported by the American experience.
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1960

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

40. 6

72.2

75.2

77.8

87,2

93.8

97.5

105.1

120.3

138.2

139.5

146.4

36.8

63.5

65,5

67.8

75.6

79.7

81.2

88.4

99.7

112.4

112,8

120.5

3.8

8,7

9,7

10.0

11.6

14.1

16,3

16.7

20.6

25.8

26.7

25,9

9.4

12.0

12.9

12.9

13.3

15.0

16.7

16.0

17,2

18.5

19.2

17.8



These theoretical result,.', appear to have some implications for the
research pertaining to the internationa1 seafood trade, The emergence
of multinational corporations in the fisheries industry is a rather
new phenomenon but has grown at a rapid pace; especia11y, >fter the
currency realignment and the worldwide proliferation of ex tended juris-
diction over coastal waters. 1 t appears that mos of those foreign
direct investment are resource-oriented. This particular characteris-
tic of foreign fishery investment will enhance rather than reduce the
activities of international seafood trade. For example, t'ie export of
surimi from the U.S. to Japan has been initiated by the Japanese in-
vestment in the U.S. fisheries industry, Therefore, a better under-
standingg of the factors atfecti ng the growth of aiulti national cor pora-
tions will help explain the pattern and trend of internationa1 seafood
trade. As just mentioned the growth of multinational corporations in
fisheries industry embodi s different characteristics and motivations
as that in other industri s. Hence, future resea rch on this subject is
warranted in order to improve our understanding of internat.ional sea-
food trade.

Footnot'es

I, A'lthough Stevens   1974! identifies the inclusion of an exchange
rate variable as a future research need in the ana1ysis of the MNC,
Batra and Hadar's �979! research is one of very +ew studies
pursuing the need.

2 . The mai n purpose of devaluation is usually to improve a country ' s
balance of payments position via encouraging export and discour-
aging imports. Therefore, inflation often accompanies currency
devaluation. The assumption of constant relative price, put in
other words, is that the pr'ices of both X and Y wi1'I increase by
the same proportion.

3. Stevens �974! discusses th progress that has been made in
specifying different objective functions, such as sa1e maximization
and profit maximization as we11.

4. It can be shown that t.he analytical results are not altered even
when the host country charges a higher corporate income tax than
the home country.

5. Differentiating the capital constraint, K = K + eK , we have
X

* I *
dK = - �  K de + dK ! or

x e x x

dK = -edK - K*de
x x X
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An Input-Output Table with Particular
Reference to the Danish Fishing Industry

Hans Frost

Institute of Fisheries Economics

Esbjerg, Denmark

Abstract

Because of the depletion of a nunber of species in different waters
over the world the discussion of how to manage the resources and how
to distribute the benefit- has been started again in a wider perspec-
tive than previously.

Although the proposals of how to manage the exploitation of the resour-
ces have been based on biological advice so far, politicians, govern-
ment officials and industrial managers have realized that decisions
have to be founded on a broader basis including economic and social
aspects. The demand for operationa'I economic models has increased, but
it seems that to sonx. extent the economists have failed in supplying
operational models at least in Europe.

II Objectives

The wishes of managing the resources seem to demand modelling, in
which it is possible to a!sess the impact of changes in the allocation
of the fish species on other variables such as incoax., enployment,
production and exports. Trying to neet that demand an input-output
table seems to be a suitabl e solution . Many countries have developed
input-output tables for the economy, but normally these tables are not
detailed to such a degree that the above wi shes can be satisfied,

Therefore the main purpose of this work is to develop a simple input-
output table for the fishing industry in which the main variables are
linked together. The table only includes fish ing sectors and fishery
coaraodities.
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In order to estimate the total impact of changes within the fishery or
the processing industry or the economy a substantial amount of informa-
tion about purchasing and selling between non fishing sectors is requi-
red too. The second objective o F this work is to incorporate the detailed
input-output table for the fishing sectors in the input-output table for
the Danish economy.

III Accomplishment

The paper contains a very simple static input-output model aiming to
show the principles of this kind of model. Assumptions for ;onstructing
the input-output table are discussed, and it is described how the table
is constructed. It is carried out in the same way as input-output tables
normally are constructed. The only difference is the use of product-
coefficient  ex.: percentage of filet produced per fish! when construc-
ting the fishery table. This implies that it is not necessary to collect
data from the industry about the purchase of fish, which counts for the
major part of the raw material input. Furthermore this approach provides
some advantages, as the input of fish in the processing i ndustry is es-
timated in quantity . The prices can then be treated as parameters, and
the technical coefficient is more stable than the eortief-coefficient
normally estimated.

Fina'lly a small input-output table � commoditie~, 4 branches! is
worked out on Danish data as an example.

1. Introduction

Because of the strong depletion of a number of f ish stocks in the 60's
the discussion has been started again of how to exploit. the fishery
resources in the best way and by wh ich means . Consequently there is a
growing interest to assess the economic and social consequences of
various regulatory measures.

This interest seems to be caused by the fact tha t the biological objec-
tive  maximum sustainable yield!, which has formed the basis of the
regulatory measures, has been too biased compared to the economic
objectives which often make the basis of the development of society.

Since the 70's, when the problems of the allocation of the fishery
resources rose, there has been a growing tendency in Denmark to consider
the fishery and the processing industry a unit rather than considering
them isolated sectors.

The fishermen's associations have shove greater interest in the corano-
dity market realizing that the development of the prices is influencing
the development of the raw material prices, In the sane way the managers
of the processing industry have been interested in how the fishery is
performed, among other things in order to try to adjust. the raw material
supplies and in doing so to reduce the production costs to be able to
contain the markets and to plan future investment.s.

An important objective of arranging economic models is to provide better
possibilities to assess how changes in different variables will influence
other variables.

Today trade in fish is broadly subject to open competition, while the
allocation of the fishery resources is subject to a central control at
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least within the EfC. Therefore it is important that rhe models can be
quantified if they are to be used as a basis of decisions for political
considerations. This appl ies on the long view, but especially it is
important to be able to quantify models which apply on a short view.

Therefore it is likely to try to use the input-output technique to
assess the shortsigted consequences of changes in supply and demand.

The main purpose of arranging an input-output table for the fishing
sectors is to quantify the relations between catching and niarketing to
be able to assess how changes in one variable wil', intluence the other
in order to sustain the political decision process. Certain knowledge
of production and market conditions has to be obtained if the input-
output technique is to be used. Furthermore it is demarided that the
historical data, on which the input-output table is based, is available
to a reasonably detailed degree. In Oenmark it seems to be possible to
produce sufficiently detailed and reliable data on the basis of offi-
cial statistics for the elaboration of an input,-output table� .

2. The In ut-Out ut Table

An input-output table can be described as an analysis of the production
account of the survey of the national economy, where supply and appli-
cation of cornirodities and services are classified and described in a
way that basis is created for various economic analysis. Input-output
tables are used as data basi s for input-output models.

So far input-output tables have been applied by public institutions in
connectiOn with macroeconomic planning and priority problems. Trade
organirations, large estab'lishments and other institutions, which are
occupied with planning problems, have a useful i nstrument io i nput-out-
put tables.

Input-output tables are often worked out as industry x industry tables.
These tables show for each row the production of the industries distri-
buted on use as input in other industries or as final use in the shape
of consumption, investment., exports, etc .. For each co1umn the table
shows the production of the industries and the demands they make on
input from other industries, from abroad and in the shape of labour and
capital, It is also possible to work out a co1maodity x coawiodity table,
an industry x coirmodity table and a commodity x industry table.

Traditionally an industry x industry table has been worked out for Den-
mark. In this table the effect cn the econoray of activity changes in
the fiShery and processing industry can be measured. As, however, the
economic-political interest is concentrated on the allocation of the
species, and as the species have different importance for the activity
level in the additional links, this foraailation of the table is not
suitable when the consequences of various allocations of' fish are to
be assessed.

Here the interest is concentrated on the other three tables mentioned
as it is useful to know the relation between species, connodity, em-
ployment, etc . for each species.
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3. The In ut-Out ut Model

In the most simple, general form the input-output table can be summed
up as in figure 1, In the foll owing description it is assumed that
there is no imports or exports rind that there are not applied labour
and capital or other raw rriateri<il s than fish  primary 1nput!,

Fi ure 1. Schematic In ut~Out ut Table

'iv ing
Iustry
ing in

If the supplying industry  fishery! and the receiving industry  proces-
sing industry! are organized in groups so that each group in the fishe-
ry is identical w1th one or more species in the processing industry
with one or more coimiiodities, a matrice X is obtained with the dimen-
s1on: number of species x number of commodities. Accordingly e will
be a column vector of the dimension: number of species x I, The same
appl1es for g.

Then the model for a closed coiiniunity will look in this way

',2!Xxv-e=g

where v is a column vector consisting of the figure one.

If g* is a diagonal matrice of the dimension of X and with the elements
of the column vector g in the diagonal this model is obtained:

i'3!X=Axg*

where A is a coefficient matricc, the elements of vaiich show the input
 e.g. fillet! of the receiving 1ndustry j from the supply1ng industry
i compared to the production of g.

If �! is inserted in �! thi s equation is obtained:

A x g* x v + e = g  =;

i,4!Axg+e=g
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The table is thus constructed for a closed coimmiriity. The supply from
the f1shery in the shape of raw fish can be utilized either in the
processing industry as raw materials or direct for consuraption. If the
quantity of catch is measured in whole fish it i, seen that �! X + e =
9



If �! iS Salved aS regard g this equation is obtained:

g =  I - A! x e �!

The relation �! shows the input-output model in a simple, static
shape.

-1
 ! � A!, where I is the identity matrice  the f igure i ir the diago-
nal!, is tne inverse static ma:rice . In this model it is possible to
estimate which demands are made on the production  g! if consumption
 e! should grow.

If �! is rewritten so that

 I - A! x g = e �!

one will see the growth which is necessary in consumption  e! if the
production ar catch  g! should grow.

This might be i'Ilustrated by considering herring and herring commodi-
ties. Herring are used for direct human consumption in the shape of
fresh herring, fillet, cared and canned conmodities, Part af the poten-
tial catch is further used for fish meal and -oil, as the consumer mar-
ket cannot take the potertial catch.

As to the north sea herring, a rough estimate says that the potential
catch quantity makes out 500,000 to 600,000 tons, when the population
has its maximal efficiency  NISY!. But presumably only about 200,000
tons can be disposed of f' or direct human consumption while the rest
must be used for fish meal and -ail.

The catches of herring fluctuate because of nature conditions and the
fish is caught by different types of vessels, which da not all have
the herring fishery as their prinmry aim. Under these conditions the
coefficients in the matrices will hardly be constant and it would im-
prove the utility of the model if the supp'Iy and demand conditions
within different groups of conmiodities were better examined. However,
fish and fishery comnodiiies arerainly produced in one single industry
for which reason this assumption must presumably hold too.
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An input-output model af tl.~ above type is based an the principle of
proportionality, and it aemands some assumptions to be fulfilled. First
it is demanded that raw materials are utilized in a fixed, relative
proportion without regard to the size of the production. This assump-
tion is called the assumption of fixed industry technology . Secondly,
if a commodity is produced in several industries it is demanded that
an industry has got a fixed market share without. regard ta the size
of the production of the commodity. This assumption is called the
assumption of market shares. I= these assumptions are not fulfilled
the coefficient matrices are not constant. The assumptions must be pre-
sumed to hold for most of the - ishery products . It is e .g. unlikely
that a large production cf fii'let demands relat>vely less raw materials
than a small one. It is also unlikely that an increase of the produc-
tion will result in a changed composition of raw materials. Therefore
the assumption of fixed industry technology seems to hold. Especially
the assumption of market shares can be difficult to fulfil, if a commo-
dity is produced in many different industries.



4. The Basic Matrices

In figure 2 the four fundariental matrices in an input-output table are
shown . The matrices can be completed on the bas i s of primary stati stics,
which often is col ected for that special purpose, and it is often
necessary to collect supplementary information or to make calculations
in order to produce the necessary statistic basis.

TableFi ure 2. The Basic Matrices of

nodity

>stry

B

pastry

istry

C

ima ry
npu t

In Oenmark the primary statistic, rest on internat.ional commodity and
industry classifications e.g. ISIC  International Standard Industrial
Classification!. The data collected on that basis can be used for con-
structing 6 and D in figure 2. Matrice B shows the appl ication of com-
modities  input! of the industries to produce output  g'!, The industries
can indicate a coinnodity as input, while normally they cannot indicate
other industries which provide them with input. Matrice D shows the
output of the industries distributed on coamedities. The final use of
coimaodities  e! can be constructed residually by deducting the use of
coamodities of the industries from the total production of commodities
 g!. The production of an industry  g! is obtained by aggregating the
value of the coimaodities which the industry produces.

The importS can either be distributed on comnodities and industries
 endoqeneous!, or the imports can be added to the national supply  exo-
geneous!. In the last case the effectls on imports as a result. of changes
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in other variables cannot be determined in the model but have to be
determined exogeneously.

The primary input in the form of wages and taxes are often distributed
on industries in the primary statistics, and ii can directly be inser-
ted in figure 2. Accordingly t.he residual income can be worked out re-
sidually, arrd y is determined in figure 2,

On the basis of the matrices D and D the matrices A arid C can be con-
structed. By these means the four matrices corrmrodity x corrmrodity ma-
trice etc. result.

The input-output tables for Denmark are constructed in the above way,
but they are as mentioned not sufficiently detailed to estimate the
effects on species level or commodity level. In the ISIC-classif ication
of branches there are three branches which produce fish and fishery
coramodities as objects: fishing, canning and preserving of fish and
production Of fish meal. First this is not very detailed and secondly
data in the primary statistics is of such a character that. it cannot
be determined hOw the ConSumption Of raw materialS is distributed when
these branches are subdivided.

5. Product-coefficients

The key to construct a table for the fishing sector is the corrmrodity
statistics, a reasonable knowledge of the structure of production and
knowledge of product-coefficient.

With knowledge of product-coeificients  e.g. percentage of fillet pro-
duced per fish! and knowledge of the species and semi-products of which
the commodities are produced it is possible to construct the matrices
B and D by mean of the cormrrodity statistics.

Information about product-coefficients is ofterr available in a more or
less detailed form, as it fornrs the basis of calculations of the dome-
stic market consumption of fish and fishery products  consumption/capi-.
ta!.

It appears often from the commodity names in the comnodity statistics
how the species form part of corrmrodities, but in some respects it is
neCeSSary tO Obtain Supplementary infOrmatiOn iri the prOCeSSing indu-
stry.

On the basis of a classification of all species names and all commodity
nameS a number Of funCtiOn Oriented SeCtOrS Can be defined Which in-
clude commodity classifications, e.g. cod industry, herring industry
etc.. It can also be suitable to aggregate to corrmrodity groups instead
of working at a specific corrmrodity level.

The coefficient-matrices which can be worked out partly on the basis
of knowledge of product-coefficients and partly on the basis of corrmro-
dity prices will be more stable than the coefficient-matrices  Leontief-
Hatrices!, which are calculated to show input in value per output in
value in fixed prices. In addition to this the assumption of a constant
input structure  constant industry technology! and a constant output
structure  constant market share! are less important the rrrore detailed
the table is.
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In this limited table for the fishing sector the largesr. data problems
are attached ta the distributiar of primary input, which includes sub-
sidiary materials, wages and residual income. In Denmark part of this
problem seems to be solved in the near future, since fishermens associ-
ation have given high priority to the work dealing with analysis of
accounts as regard fishing vessel s. For the f ishery subsidiary materi-
als especially consist of nergy and net. Wages and residual income are
constant parts of the net .atch  the gross catch - energy!.

Probably the energy consumption can hardly be proportional to the gross
catch  output!, as to a high degree thi depends an biological condi-
tions, that is the size oF the stocks every year and the concentrations
in which the stocks are found etc. Therefore wages and residual income
cannot be presumed to be piroportional to the gross catch. Calculations
of the effects of employment and income of changes in the gross catch
or fina'1 use will therefore be subject ta uncertainty.

It is more reasonable to presume that the primary input is proportional
to the output in the processing industry. The employees get time rates
and are dismissed when there is no fish ta process.

There is a large over-capacity ii the capital stock. The capital costs
per produced unity must be presumed ta be smail by large capacity ex-
ploitation. But the avaraqe capacity exp ioitatian over the year is
notoriously more or less constant from year to year,

Data dealing with subsidiary rrrater ials, wages and residual income is
only available for the branches Fishery, canning and preser'ving of fish
and praduction of fish meal. However, it is possible ta calculate these
items properly for a more detailed classification of branches. As the
input of raw materials in the processing industry constitues about 70
per cent af the output the absolute errors in the calculations are not
grave, although relative they cari reach a considerable size.

6. Estimation of Matrices in a "able for the Fish~nIndustrg

It is possible to count about. 12G camnodity names on the basis of the
Danish Statistics af catches distributed on species and the Danish
commodity statistics distr'ibuted on corrrrrodities. This impl ies that
matrice A theoretically can be constructed as a 12G x 120 corrnrodity
matrice, and with knowledge of product-coefficients it is possible to
estimate the elements in the rrratrice.

rrnwever, it is difficult in a logical way ta i nterpret th is matrice, as
there is a combined production iri the fishing sector, e.g. fillet and
offal. This can be shown by the following example. Productiori of fillet
of plaice demands plaice as input. As the output of fillet is about 40
per cent of the weight of the plaice the raw material input af plaice
must be about 2 .5 times the quantity af fillet praduced . But by produc-
tion of fillet here is also produced fish offal, which is resold and
worked up into feeding stuff' or fish meal . Therefore it seems more
reasonable to explain the input-output relation as input of the commo-
dity plaice and output as the commodities fillet an offal from the sec-
tor "plaice". However, the problems of explaining the matrice can be
solved in different ways.

In order to construct a table an an aggregate level the sectors and



corerrodity groups are limited on the basis of the above iist of about
120 species and cormrNdities so that a commodity x sector matrice and a
sector x corrmrodity matrice are constructed corresponding to the matri-
ces B and D in figure 2. Concerning the Danish fishinq industry it
seems proper to construct eight to twel ve sectors so that each sector
includes a number of related corrnrodities. Furthermore the 120 commodi-
ty names are aggregated to about 40 commodity groups of which each
corrmrodity group consists of uniform corrnrodities.

For the eight to twelve sectors it is possible to estimate the input
of primary factors, while it is not possible to estimate an input of
primary factors for each crmrmodi ty. The eight sectors e .g . might be
made up as follows, two for fishery, name'ly the f ishing for edible
fish and the fishing for trash fish, and six for the processing indu-
stry, namely fillet, salted/dried, smoked, cured and fish meal/-oil.

With a view to illustrating how the matrices can be calculated a table
which corresponds to the table in figure 2 with four sectors and six
groups of commodities has been ~orked out in figure 3.

The domestic consumption is cal«ulated residually by deducting the
quantity of exports from the total quantity of production  including
imports, though in the table it is presumed that there is no imports!.
Accordingly the price of exports is multiplied by exports and domestic
consumption, This price rmrst be a basic price  price of exports�
gross profit!. Now the matrice E is worked out, And the vector q, g, f
can be ca'Iculated .

The matrice D, which shows the output of the sectors distributed on
cormnodities, is worked out assuming that plaice and cod are produced
solely in the consumption fisheries and fi sh for industrial purposes
solely in the industrial fisheries. There is no reason why some fish
for industrial purposes should not be attached to the consumption
fisheries and some fish for consumption should not be attached to the
industrial fisheries. The fillet industry produces fillet and offal,
and the meal industry produces mea'1 and oi92 .

On the basis of the matrices 8 and D and according to input-output
textbooks the matrices A = B x D and C * D x B have beeri worked out .
If the matrices A and C are deducted from the identity matrice I and
inverted these equations are obtained:

q =  I - BD! x e �!

g =  I - DB! x D x e  8!
and

These equations show the impact on production of corrrmodities q and on
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In this table the matrices B and D are constructed. The matrice B is
constructed in this way: input of plaice in the fillet industry =
output of fillet in quantity x 2.5 x the price of plaice in first
link. Something equivalent appl ies to cod. The total catch of fish for
industrial purposes is imputed in the fish meal industry. The fish
offal from the production of fillet is imputed in the fish meal indu-
stry. It is calculated as quantity of plaice and cod in whole fish im-
puted in the fillet industry x O.55  because of waste! x the price of
fish for industrial purposes.
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industry production g, when final derrmnd e changes. e is exogeneously
given. q and g are endogen variables and  I - DB! and D are parameters,
Figure 4 contains ar estimate of coefficients and of primary input,

The table can be extended so that all species and corrrrrodities are
included by estimating, cammadi+y for camnxrdity, the raw material con-
sumption, which is implied in the nmnufaction af the commodity. This
can be done by using the product coefficients. The detailing level
determines the infarmatiori quantity about the product coefficients. A
high detailing degree demands a detailed knowledge about product coef-
ficients.

As mentioned earlier, it is log.ca'lly consistent to attach input of
subsidiary materials, labour and capita1 to industries rather than to
corrmrodities. In the fishery model the industries are made arbitrarily
on the basis of aggregations of commodities. But they might be farmed
on basis af vessels groups, way of fi sh ing, plants etc . as we'I 1 . Theo-
retically each industry might. be put equivalent to a carrnrrodity, to
which the input of subsidiary materials, labour arid capital are attac-
hed. But 1t seems to be without meaning in practice.

By the application of the estimated coefficients in figur 4 and the
relations 7 and 8 it can be expounded how the model works.

We assume that market conclitions have changed sa that it is possible to
increase exports of fillet by 100 units compared ta the 609,8 units of
total production. He now want to know the impact on the production of
species and on the industry production .

If relation 8 is appl ied the requ ired production of the industries are
estimated. The fillet industry has to produce 1 x 100 additional units,
while the fishery for human con;urnption have to produce 0,6823 x 100
additional units. These results cannot be red directly from the matrices,
as the matrices must be multipl'ed according to relation 8.

It might also be of interest to estimate the additional income earned
as a result of the growth in final demand  exports!. This can be done
rather easily simply by multiply ing the right side of relation 8 by the
matrice Y. Matrice Y expresses the app'lication of materials and the
value added by the production of one unit in the industries.

By multiplying we obtain:

P = Y I-DB! x Dx e  9!

Where P is the total use of prirrrary input distributed an materials,
wages and residual income.

If the calculation is carried tl'rough the additional input of subsidiary
materials is estimated to 28,5 uni ts, additional wages to 56,9 units
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The demands on production of plaice and cod can be estimated by regarding
matrice 1 in figur 4. An increase in final demand  exports! of 100 units
requires 1 x 100 units of fillet, It requires 0.5222 x 'l00 units of cod
and 0.1601 x 100 units of plaice. If the units of cod and p'iaice are
divided by the price af cad and plaice the additional catch quanti ty
of cod and plaice is determined.,
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and additional residual ircome ro 34,3 units, this means that the value
added is 91,2 units if the fina'I demand of fillet is increased by 100
units.

7. Conclusion

It seems as though the advantages by constructing an input-output model
for the fishing sector is connected with the product coefficients, which
involve that statistiral information about coamiodities can be used di-
rect'ly . There is a need for technical knowledge on the possibilities
for replacing raw materials mutually, and to what extend highly refined
coamodities might be produced f rom semi-products or by application of
raw fish. The margin of errors here depends on the production quantity
of highly refined commodities measured in relation to the production of
the comnodities which mig !t be used as input in this production. In
Denmark this production share is relatively small, and because of the
modest. size of the fishing sector, it should be possible to obtain this
technical knowledge.

The stability of the product coefficients and consequently the technical
coefficients depend on the detailing level, at which one work. The
detailing level, at which it is possible to work by taking advantage of
the present statistics, causes that the coefficients !mist be considered
fairly stable.

Added to this it must be ::onsidered practicable to update the tables if
it turns out that because of improved production methods, it is reason-
able to calculate with higher product coefficients,

The weakness of the tables and the unstability of the coefficients are
attatched to the assumption about constant market shares. This assump-
tion imply, as mentioned earlier, that the input distribution by the
production of output must be constant.

Finally, it might be a lorig-term aim to try to work out a sector model
for the fishing sector, in which the input-output model is a kind of
submodel. In the input-output model the final demand is considered as
given from outside and it can be fixed arbitrarily. A'lternatively the
catch quantity could be considered as given from outside and the demands
for a final use could then be compared with an estimate of the marketing
possibilities, which might be estimated outside the model .

The set up of a proper sector model claims inclusion of behaviour rela-
tions both on the consumer side and on the catch side, and this brings
with it both a theoretic developnmnt and empirical investigations. But
until this work has been developed, the input-output tables can be used
as a basis of evaluation 'in the connection with arbitrary fixed catch
quantities and demands for fishery conmiodities,
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Abstract

This paper presents a forrnal model of fisheries law enforcement by com-
bining the analytical frameworks of fisheries economics and the economics
of crime, Our principal result is that when enforcement costs are taken
into account when setting policy, the stock size is lower than it wouid be
if enforcement costs were ignored. The resulting catch rate in the pres-
ence of enforcement costs can be greater, equal to, or jess than the catch
rate where enforcement costs are not considered. This implies that en-
forcement costs may have a significant impact on trade in seafoods and
therefore the econcmics of fisheries law enforcement should not be ignored
in analyses of seafood trade.

I. Introduction

In this paper a formal model of fisheries Iaw enforcement is developed to
show how firms behave and policies are effected by costly, imperfect en-
forcement of fisheries laws. This is achieved by coiabining the well-known
bioeconomic model and Backer's ideas on the econanics of crime  Backer,
I 968!,

The relationship of fisheries Iaw enforcement to seafood trade can be seen
easily in the context of the Copes paper  Copes. 1982!. Copes describes
how extended jurisdiction has affected world patterns of fish production
and trade. We argue that the costs of defining and securing property
rights under the new extended jurisdiction regime are a principal deter-
minant of the production and trade patterns that eventually wilt emerge.
This implies that the existence of enforcement costs may have a significant
Impact on trade flows in seafood in the future when more states start to
regulate foreign as well as domestic fishing fleets.
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The paper is organized as follows, The next section illustrates the empiri-
cal significance of the fisheries law enforcement problem. Sections three
and four briefly present the formal model of fisheries law enforcement and
how optimal management policies are affected by costly, Imperfect enforce-
ment. The final section contains a summary of the main results and the
irspact on trade flows of enforcement costs.

History reveals changes in property rights to ocean resources have been
significantly influenced by enforcement costs. According to Clarkson
�974!, the common property doctrine for ocean resources was articulated
by the Romans as early a! the secand century, and later codified by
Justinian in the sixth century. While feudal Iaw in medieval Europe trans-
ferred to the state all property that previously had been common, only
"utilized" fisheries were given legal status since "feudal Iaw ignored re-
sources whose definition or enforcement were prahibitively costly"
 p. 120!. By the fifteenth century Scotland claimed exclusive rights to
fishing within fourteen miles of its shores. "These exclusionar y policies
reflect several forces, including Scotland's caaparative advantage in mari-
time activities and lower costs of policing their coastal fisheries...."
 p. 120! .

By the seventeenth century, an extensive treaty network recognized na-
tional claims to territorial seas. Enforcement of these claims involved
"substantial naval forces to provide escorts for fleets, evict trespassers,
confiscate catches or ships and other similar activities"  Clarkson, p. 121!.
Changes in technology and aconorsic conditions during this period stimu-
lated political and legal debates about ocean property rights. Crotlus'
doctrine of free and equal access to the seas was based on 'the assertion
that the rewards of exclusive rights were not sufficient to offset the costs
of obtaining and holding those rights"  p. 122!. Application of Grot us'
doctrine eventually restricted national claims to narrow bands of coastal
waters.

When in the nineteenth century important fisheries were threatened with
depletion, multilateral agreements, such as the hlorth Sea convention of
1882, were formed to establish and enforce rights on the open seas. Such
effor ts were only partially successful, however, largely because of the
high costs of definition and enforcement of praperty rights. Thus, the
camrson property doctrine prevailed far most of the oceans' resources well
into the twentieth century.

After World War II the United States significantly altered the structure of
property rights far ocean resources by asserting Jurisdiction and control
over the natural resources of the subsoil and seabed of its continental
shelf. This action was a catalyst for similar and more extensive unilateral
claims to ocean resources by other coastal natkzns. In 1992, Chile. Ecuador
and Peru asserted jurisdiction over ocean resources out ta 200 nautical
miles from their shores. By the 1980s, most coastal nations had established
exclusive economic zones, claiming exclusive rights to exploit all living
and nanliving resources within their zone. The zones most commonly ex-
tend 200 nautical rsiles from the caast.

According to Eckert �979, p. 394!, this surge in extended jurisdiction
was induced by, inter alia, "new technologies which have lowered the
costs of monitoring and enforcement [making] it economical for coastal
nations to expand their areas of jurisdiction."
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Many coastal nations now have mechanisms which not only exclude or con-
trol foreign exploitation, but also control domestic exploitation of the ocean
resources in their exclusive economic zone. The efforts to control the ex-
ploitation of fisheries likely are greater than those for any other extrac-
tive ocean resource. The stationary operations for extracting petroleum
from the continental shelf are simply less costly to monitor and control
than mobile fishing vessels.

The costs of controlling fisheries exploitation appear high relative to po-
tential benefits. The United States government spent approximately $100
million annually on fisheries law enforcement alone following its extension
of jurisdiction over marine fisheries. Additional transactions costs
 which include the costs of administration, data collection and research!
may approach $200 milIion annually.3 Potential benefits from fisheries, in
the form qf economic rent, may range fram $200 miiiion to $500 million
annually.

Few enforcement programs result in perfect compliance and the U.S. fish-
eries law enforcement program is no exception. in the U.S. fishery con-
servation zone approximately 20 percent of the foreign and 4 percent of
the domestic vessels boarded have been cited for violating fisheries law. $
For the years 1979 through 1981 there were averages of 440 civII penalty
actions, 16 seizures of  foreign! vessels, and fines collected of $2.5 mil-
lion per year  Peterson, 1982!. There also is reason to believe that sig-
nificant violations are going undetected  e.g., in one of the largest U.S.
fisheries, effective monitoring of Japanese pollock catches is not possible!,
For these and other reasons, the economic rent being realized likely is no-
where near its potential.

Civen such high costs and likely modest benefits it is reasonable to ask
how much fisheries law enforcement is desirable. An even more fundamen-
tal question is how fisheries Iaw and regulations should be modified to re-
flect costly, imperfect enforcement. The framework for examining these
issues is described in detail in Andersen and Sutinen �982! and in the
foilowing sections briefly presented.

III. A Model of Fisheries Ww Enforcement

It is well known that in an open-access fishery fishing effort is larger
than optimal. So the basic problem in fisheries management is to reduce
and keep fishing effort below open-access fishing effort. The most com-
mon means of curbing the tendency to overexploit fish stock includequotas
 aggregate and individual!, gear restrictions, area and seasonal closures,
and other forms of limiting effective effort applied to the fishery.

In the following we assume that individual quotas, q<, are used although
our results are not restricted to this form of regulation. Using individual
quotas Implies that the individual firm's catch above its quota, i.e. q;-q.,
is Illegal.

lf detected and convicted, some penalty fee is imposed on the firm in an
amount given by

f = f qi-ql!

wheref  ! 0ifq. >q., f  ! < oifq. <q.,� <-f 0+- ~ q.,I i' i- i'aq q- i
and f  ~ ! is continuous and differentiable for q, ! q..

I I
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In an imperfect law enforcement systera not every violator is detected and
convicted. Let the probability of detection and conviction be given by p
which is assumed constant and identical for all firms. The firm's expected
profits are

p[0 q.,x! � f q -q !I + il-p!ii q..x! �!

where the firm's profits before penalties are Jl q,,x! = i q.-C q,,x!;I I
p = a constant price of fish, q. = catch rate and C q.,xl = firm's total

I I
costs. Furthermore. we assume that Ji > 0, ii ~ 0, tl - 0 and Jl > 0.

q ' qq ' x qx

Assuming firms are risk neutral and maximize expected profits, the first
order condition is

ii  q..x! = pf  q,--q.,iq i' q i i' �!

The solution to �! is illustrated in
Figure 1. For any given stock
size, x, the firm sets its catch rate
at q! where marginal profits equal
the Iixpected marginal penalty,
pf   ~ !. If there were no penalty
for fishing beyond q,, or if thereI,were no chance of being detected
and convicted  i,e., either f  ! =
0 or p = 0! then the firm would set
its catch rate at q,, the open ac-o

Icess catch rate.ie, -Ii!

From equation �! we find that the
level of illegal catch is a function
of the probability of detection and
the stock level, i,e. q - qi =
v p,x!. If aggregate!I we get the
illegal catch function for the fish-
ing fleet, i.e., q � q = V p,x!
where � 0 and � ! 0. In otheraV zv

ap zx
words, if the probability of detec-
tion increases the level of illegal
catch rate would decrease and if
the stock size increases the illegal
catch rate would increase.

Fiauza i

Oetecting and convicting firms vio-
lating legal catch levels requires
costly inputs  e.g. aircraft, patrol
boats, on-board and on-shore ob-

servers, judicial personnel!. Let us assume the existence of an enforce-
ment cost function E of the following kind

E = E q-q, x!

where   0 and � ! 0.0E 9E 6

0 q-g!

That is, a reduction in the level of illegal catch increases costs, and a
larger stock size will require greater expenditures to achieve a given vio-
lation level  l.e., level of illegal catch! . ~
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IV. 0 timal Polic

Assuming optimal policy is that which maximizes the discounted sum of net
benefit, the problem is to

maximize l [B q!-C q,x! E q,x!!e dt0

subject to � = h x! � qdx
dt

�!

�!

As shown in Andersen and Sutinen �982! the steady-state solution to
equations �! and �! turns out to be

6 � h x B,»  C»*E»»!

where x "* is the steady-state optimal stock size and q*" the optimal catch
rate.

Given the same assumptions, but ignoring enforcement costs, the condi-
tion for optimal i ty is

x6-h
q» q»

where x" is the steady-state optimal stock size and q» the optimal catch
rate.

Comparing equations �! and  8! it can be shown  Andersen and Sutinen.
1982!, that the presence of enforcement costs results in a smaller optimal
stock size than otherwise, i.e. x»» < x». Similarly, higher enforcement
costs result in a lower optimal stock level.

To compare catch rates in the cases with and without enforcement costs
accounted for, we must specify whether the stock sizes are above or below
the maximum sustainable yield  MSY! level. The results on catch rates
can be summarized as follows:

x*» < x» < x ~ q»* < q*
ITSY

x»» < x» M q»»
lH5Y

x**< x
MSY

<x»~ q»*-q*

In addition, the optimal stock sizes for both cases are greater than the
open-access stock size.
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In �! benefits and costs of catch are given by 6iq! and C q,x!, respec-
tively,whereB �, B <0,C >0, C <0, C �,C»0andq ' qq ' q ' x ' qq ' xx
C < 0. Enforcement costs ar. given by E q,xi, where E < 0, E ! 0,qx q ' x
given an exogenously determined quota, q. The net social benefits in
each period are given by B q!-C q,x!-E q,x! and > represents the social
discount rate. �! represents the net growth rate of the stock, and h x!,
the natural growth rate, is strictly concave.
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The case where x*' < x* < x
is illustrated in Figure 2. TÃe de-
mand curve  D! intersects the
backward bending, open access
supply curve  S ! at a, resulting
in a low catch ra@  q ! and stock
size  x ! in equilibr u . Ignor-
ing entitlement costs, the social
marginal cost schedule  SHIC»! in-
tersects the demand curve at b,
resulting in a higher catch rate
 q"! and stock level  x»! in steady-
state equilibrium. Accounting for
enforcement costs results in a lower
social marginal cost schedule
 SMC»*!, lying everywhere below
SMC" for corresponding values of
q and x. The lower SMC»" inter-
sects the demand curve at c result-
ing in an optimal catch rate q** <
q", and stock level x»» < x». Were
the demand schedule to intersect
the two SMC schedules below where
they cross  at d!, then q»» > q».
Therefore, q»' z q" as the demand
schedule intersects the two SMC
schedules below/at/above where
they cross  i.e,, at d!. Regard-
less of the height of the demand
schedule, however, x»» < x* al-
ways. In Figure 3 we show the
supply of fish over time in the case
whale x» x < xMS+



V. Summar and Conclud~in Remarks

In summary, the principal contribution of this paper is the development of
a formal model of fisheries law enforcement, This has been achieved by
combining the analytical frameworks of fisheries economics and the econom-
ics of crime. While clearly over-simplified for use in practical applications,
the model helps us to have a better intuitive understanding of the complex-
Ities involved in fisheries management.

Our principal result is that when enforcement costs are taken into account
when setting policy, the stock size is lower than it would be if enforcement
costs were ignored. The resulting catch rate in the presence of enforce-
ment costs can be greater, equal to, or less than the catch rate where en-
forcement costs are not considered.

Both historical evidence and logical reasoning demonstrate that enforce-
ment costs will be a major determinant of the extent to which restricted
access will emerge. This means, among other things, that significant in-
creases in sustainable fish production may not be realized. That is, high
enforcement costs may preclude effective management of both conventional
and unconventional stocks, and therefore preclude realization of the po-
tential fish production.

In cases of foreign exploitation, costly imperfect enforcement results in
more foreign catch than coastat state policy prescribes. Thus, more of
the foreign caught product arrives in foreign markets than desired by the
coastal state. This may weaken the foreilgn market for exports from the
coastal state. For example, enforcement authorities admit it is nearly im-
possible to effectively monitor the catch of Japanese pollack in the Bering
Sea. Therefore, it seems very likely that the actual catch is much larger
than recorded. If pollack is a close substitute in Japan for a U.S. export,
then the price paid for the U.S. export product may be significantly lower
as a result of imperfect enforcement.

Some coastal states require foreign fleets to land their catches in local
ports before transshipment. This appears to be a low � cost, effective
means of monitoring foreign catches. if this method becomes common,
trade flows and world prices may be significantly different than other-
wise.

Enforcement cost considerations will also affect the form fishery regula-
tions take. For example, closed seasons may be chosen because of its low
enforcement cost. This will result in supply disruptions and require large
inventory capacity in order to supply world markets. If holding inven-
tories is too costly, foreign trade in the product may not be possible or be
reduced significantly.

For such reasons as listed here, we believe the economics of fisheries law
enforcement are inextricably linked to international seafood trade and
should not be ignored in analyses of seafood trade.
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Footnotes

This model is based on our earlier paper  see Andersen and Sutinen,
1982!. For an excellent survey of the economics literature on fisheries
regulation, see Scott �979! who briefly discusses the information and en-
forcement costs of tax and quota systems, More formal analyses of fish-
eries regulation include Clark �980! and Andersen i1982! .

2Bell and Surdi �979! estimate the U.S, government spent nearly
$280 million during the fiscal years 1977 and 1978 implementing the Fish-
eries Conservation and Management Act of 1976,

V. Norton, Problems and Opportunities. Published in Tim Hennessey
 ed.!, US F' h' l d t ~ and Re ulator Reforms, J.S. Bergin Inc.,
Qla ss.

Estimated by Robert R. Nathan Associates, cited in Eckert �979,
p. 51! . These estimates are for 1985 in 1972 dollars and, therefore, not
strictly comparable to the cost estimates. We use them regardless since
only the orders of magnitucle are essential to the discussion.

These are approximate averages for six month periods from March,
1977, through February, 1980. IU.S. Coast Guard, 1977-80! .

6
See Andersen and Sutinen for formal derivation of this function.

7
This specification of the enforcement cost function ignores some

possibly important aspects of enforcement practices. For example, it is
conceivable that complete ciiosure of the fishery  i.e., at the lower bound
on q-q! costs less to enforce then permitting sane positive amount of fish-
ing. There also may be economies of scale ln enforcement. That ls, the
marginal enforcement costs may decrease over some range of q-q. The
implications of these alternative specifications are not considered here.
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Report on the Ad Hoc Data Exchange
Working Group and Workshop

on Data Collection Systems

Joseph M. Terry
National Marine Fisheries Service

Seattle, Washington, USA

Establishment of the Ad Hoc Workin~Groug

At the request of Dr. Dick Johnston  OSU!, Dr. Joe Terry  MWAFC! con-
tacted designated individuals to request their participation on the
working group. It was determined that the working group would meet
prior to the Workshop on Data Collection Systems to discuss methods
for improving information exchange systems and serve as the panel
during the workshop for which C lint Atkinson would be moderator.

Workin Grou Members

Mr. Paul Adam, OECD, Fisheries Unit  Paris!
Mr. David Cross, EEC, Eurostat lLuxembourg!
Mr. Tom Eyestone, Deve'lopment P'lanning and Research Associates, Inc.

 Manhattan, Kansas!
Dr. Renzo Franco, GATT, Agriculture Division  Geneva!
Dr. Wolfgang Krone, FAG, Infofish  Kuala Lumpur!
Mr. Jim Richardson, Frank Orth and Associates, Inc .  Anchorage!
Mr. Samuel Seligmann. EEC, Office of the Director of Fisheries

 Brussels!
Or. Joe Terry, MMFS, NWAFC  Seattle!

Plannin for the Worksho

Clint Atkinson and Joe Terry met in Seattle prior to the International
Seafood Trade Conference to develop an agenda to be used during both
the initial meeting of the working group and the workshop. During
that meeting it waS determined that the focus of the workshOp WOuld be
on information exchange systems, not data collection systems.
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Norkin Grou Meetin s

The working group met 1uesday, September 7 and Wednesday, September 8.
During these meetings a list of information needed for the conduct and
study of international trade of fishery products was deve1oped
 Attachment A! and a variety of information exchange issues were
discussed . The issues include:

1. sources of data

2. access to data sources

3. standardization

4. timeliness

5. methods for improving information exchange

The working group considered two methods of improving information
exchange and was in favor of supporting both methods. The first and
significantly less difficult method is the development of a central
directory of sources af information . Such a directory could include:

1. sources of information

2. methods of access

3. the length and timeliness of time series data

4. standardization problems

5. potential uses of the data

6. charges, if applicable

Potential methods of developing and periodically updating such a
directory were briefly discussed . The work i ng group considered the
prepar ation of a central directory to be feasible within a relatively
short pei iod of time and considered it to be a necessary step if' the
second and more ambitious method of improving information exchange,
the establishment of a central data base is to be pursued .

The working group discussed difficulties associated with establishing
a central data base including:

1. its scope

2. the difficulty of obtaining accurate data for some topics

3. access

4 standardization problems

5. funding

6, conflicts with existing public and private entities involved in
co11ecting and dissmninating information
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The working group concluded that the gradual enhancement of an
existing data base would be a reasonable method for obtaining a data
base which included information outlined in Attachment A. The working
group supported the concept of a central data base and concluded that
it would be desirable to further evaluate its establishment,

The working group also con. idered the membership and methods of opera-
tion of the working group that could evaluate and aid in implementing
methods for improving information exchange. It was concluded that the
working group should:

1. be representative but sma11

2 . include a Secretariat appointed by the Executive Cornni ttee and
other members appointed by the Executive Comxittee or the
Secretariat

3 . coordinate its activities through correspondence and meetings .

The Workshop on Data Collection Systems, which would have more
appropriately been titled the Workshop on Information Exchange
Systems, began at IO a.m., Friday, September 10 . lint Atkinson, the
moderator, made introductory statements which included a statement of
the problem to be addressed by the workshop. He then introduced Joe
Terry who in turn introduced the other members of the ad hoc working
group. David Cross led the discussion of the types of information
needed for the study and conduct of international trade of fishery
products and the current availability of such information.
Information provided by other members of the working group included
Renzo Franco' s di scussion of sources of information concerni ng tariff
and non-tariff barriers to trade.

Following the working group's discussion of this topic, ctxmnents were
received from the floor. The conments generally fell into one of
three broad categories:

I. What is the justification for the identified set of information or
who are the intended usersg

2. Isn't additional information requiredi

3. Is the quality of the data sufficient that anyone would want to
use it?

The first type of coaxxents can be paraphrased as follows:

The set of information outlines does not appear to have been developed
with respect to meeting the needs of government, industry, or univer-
sity researchers. The types of information used by each of these
three groups are quite different,

The second type of coxvnent consisted of requests for additional types
of information including:
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1. effor t data

2. conversion factors to round weight equivalents

3, nationality of fleets for landings data

4, she'lf life of processed products inventories

5, micro level data including data by vessel

6, consumption data by product

7, market research data

The third type of question focused on the quality of data from
natfonal and international agencfes. For example, it was noted that
catch statistics are subject to large errors when quotas provide
fishermen with an incentive to make false landing reports. It was
indicated that in some fisheries this problem is so pervasive that
sOme agencies keep a separate "corrected" set of data for management
purposes.

Additional conments were as follows:

1. Some items are redundant.

2. Confidentiality regulations are used too freely; there are often
political reasons f' or this.

3. Having a list of institutes and individuals conducting research in
specific areas may be more useful than access to data of
questionable quality,

4. The list of informatfon is too long and unrealistic, some of the
information is just not available.

In addition to comments concernfng the ability of government agencies
to collect accurate data, there were coaments concerning the propen-
sity of many agencies to discard usefu'1 information.

Following the discussion of the types of information that are needed .
Joe Terry briefly discussed the working group's recoxmendatfon with
respect to establishing a central directory and a central data base
and Samuel Selfgmann discussed existing EEC data bases on computer
networks. Following the working group' s preSentation, comments were
taken from the floor. With respect to the directory, these comaents
and responses from the working group appeared to result in a consensus
that:

1. Three separate directories might be needed.

a. an annotated di rectory of sources of data

b. an annotated bibliography

c. a directory of institutes and individuals involved in specific
areas of research
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2. It is feasible to develop and update such directories.

3, The development of these directories should be supported.

The comaents generated by the working group' s suggestion that the
establishment of a central data base be supported resulted in the
following coaxnents:

1. The establishment of the data base will be difficult.

2, The data base will be very large .

3. Regional data bases may be more feasible.

4. Each series in the data base wi 11 have to be well documented so
that the problems associated with using a particular series or
group of series are known by those who access the data,

5. The focus should be on human contacts.

6. Extending an existing data base is probably the most reasonable
method of establishing the data base.

7. Such a data base will greatly increase data exchange capabilities
if it is properly designed and a number of difficulty issues are
resolved.

If there was a consensus with respect to supporting the establishment
of a central data base it was that:

I. There are a number of issues to be resolved .

2. Such a project will need to be pursued very cautiously,

3. It will be a very long range project.

1' he last topic of discussion, the nature of the membership and
oeprating procedures of a working group. was led by Clint Atkinson.

Conclusions

The working group and participants of the workshop have identified
three directories which if developed could greatly improve information
exchange capabilities. With the cooperation of workshop participants,
the directories could potentially be produced within a year and
updated thereafter at a reasonable cost. However, there are several
issues concerning the directories which have not been resolved, They
include:

1. funding

2. scope of information

3. method of development

The feasibility of creating a central data base containing reliable
data was questioned based on a variety of issues that could certainly
not be resolved during the workshop. These issues include:
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l. its scope  geographic areas and topics!

2. validation

3. standardization  inter anc intratemporal!

4. access

6. site s!

6. funding

7. usefulness

8. potential user groups

9. conflicts with existing private and public entities

The establishment of such a data base is certainly not a short term
project that is within the capabilities of an infant organization.
However, such an organization can attempt to provide agencies which
maintain large data bases with some guidance as to I! the types of
information that could beneficially be added to these data bases, 2!
the usefulness of current data collection and dissemination systems,
and 3! methods of improving both collection and access .

The need for a working group to evaluate and assist ln the implemen-
tation of methods to improve information exchange was recognized and
the general nature of the membership and operations of a working group
agreed upon . In addition to its other duties, the working group to be
appointed by the Executive Coavsittee would prepare an interim report
for the Executive Consnittee for the next meeting of the organization .
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